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In the Name ofGod, the Beneficent, the Mercijitl

FOREWORD
THE interrelationship and interaction of human cultures and civilisations has
made the contributions of each the common heritage of men in all ages and all
places. Early Muslim scholars were able to communicate with their Western
counterparts through contacts made during the Crusades; at Muslim universities
and centres oflearning in Muslim Spain (al-Andalus, or Andalusia) and Sicily to
which many European srudents went for education; and at the universities and
centres of learning in Europe itself (such as Salerno, Padua, Montpellier, Paris,
and Oxford), where Islamic works were taught in Latin translations. Among the
Muslim scholars well-known in the centres of learning throughout the world
were al-Razi (Rhazes), Ibn Sirul (Avicenna), Ibn Rushd (Averroes), al KhwarizmI
and Ibn Khaldiln. Muslim scholars such as these and others produced original
works in many fields. Many of them possessed encyclopaedic knowledge and
distinguished themselves in many disparate fields of knowledge.
In view of this, the Center for Muslim Contribution to Civilization was established in order to acquaint non-Muslims with the contributions Islam has given
to human civilisation as a whole. The Great Books ofIslamic Civilization Project
atrempts to cover the first 800 years of Islam, or what may be called Islam's
Classical Period. This project aims at making available in English a wide selection
of works representative ofIslamic civilisation in all its diversity. It is made up
of translations of original Arabic works that were produced in the formative
cenruries of Islam, and is meant to serve the needs of a potentially large readership. Not only the specialist and scholar, but the non-specialist with an interest
in Islam and its cultural heritage will be able to benefit from the series.
Together, the works should serve as a rich source for the study of the early periods
ofIslamic thought.
In selecting the books for the series, the Center took into account all major
areas of Islamic intellecrual pursuit that could be represented. Thus the series
includes works not only on better-known subjects such as law, theology,
jurisprudence, history and politics, but also on subjects such as literature, medicine, astronomy, optics and geography. The specific criteria, used to select
individual books, were these: that a book should give a faithful and comprehensive
account of its field; and that it should be an authoritative source. The reader
thus has at his disposal virtually a whole library of informative and enlightening
works.
Each book in the series has been translated by a qualified scholar and reviewed
by another expert. While the style of one translation will naturally differ from
another, the translators have endeavoured, to the extent it was possible, to make
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the works accessible to the common reader. As a rule, the use of footnotes has
been kept to a minimum, though a more extensive use of them was necessitated
In some cases.

This series is presented in the hope that it will contribute to a greater understanding in the West of the cultural and intellectual heritage ofIslam and will
therefore provide an important means towards greater understanding of today's
world.
May God Help Us!
Muhammad bin Hamad AI-Thani
Chairman ofthe Board ofTrustees

ABOUT THIS SERIES
THIS series of Arabic works, made available in English translation, represents an
outstanding selection of important Islamic studies in a variety of fields of knowledge. The works selected for inclusion in this series meet specific criteria. They
are recognized by Muslim scholars as being early and important in their fields, as
works whose importance is broadly recognized by international scholars, and as
having had a genuinely significant impact on the development of human culture.
Readers will therefore see that this series includes a variety of works in the
purely Islamic sciences, such as Qur'an, [zadith, theology, prophetic traditions
(sunna), and jurisprudence (fiqh). Also represented will be books by Muslim
scientists on medicine, astronomy, geography, physics, chemistry, horticulture,
and other fields.
The work of translating these texts has been entrusted to a group of professors in the Islamic and Western worlds who are recognized authorities in their
fields. It has been deemed appropriate, in order to ensure accuracy and fluency,
that two persons, one with Arabic as his mother tongue and another with
English as his mother tongne, should participate together in the translation and
revision of each text.
This series is distinguished from other similar intercultural projects by its
distinctive objectives and methodology. These works will fill a genuine gap in
the library of human thought. They will prove extremely useful to all those with
an interest in Islamic culture, its interaction with Western thought, and its
impact on culture throughout the world. They will, it is hoped, fulfil an important
role in enhancing world understanding at a time when there is such evident and
urgent need for the development of peaceful coexistence.
This series is published by the Center for Muslim Contribution to
Civilization, which serves as a research centre under the patronage of H.H.
Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa a1-Thani, Amir of Q;ltar. It is directed by a Board of
Trustees chaired by H.E. Sheikh Muhammad bin Hamad al-Thani, the former
Minister of Education of Q;ltar. The Board is comprised of a group of
prominent scholars. These include H.E. Dr Abul-Wafa al-Taftazani*, Deputy
Rector of Cairo University, and Dr Yusuf al-Q;lradhawi, Director of the Sira
and Sunna Research Center. At its inception the Center was directed by the late
Dr Muhanunad Ibraltim Kazim, former Rector of Q;ltar University, who established its initial objectives.
The Center was until recendy directed by Dr Kamal Nagi, the Foreign Cultural
Relations Advisor of the Ministry of Education of Q;ltar. He was assisted by a
Board comprising a number of academicians of Q;ltar University, in addition to
* Died 1994, may Allah have mercy on him.
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a consultative committee chaired by Dr Ezzeddi!1 Ibrahim, former Rector of the
University of the United Arab Emirates. A further committee acting on behalf
of the Center has been the prominent university professors who act under the
chairmanship of Dr Raji Rammuny, Professor of Arabic at the University of
Michigan. This committee is charged with making known, in Europe and in
America, the books selected for translation, and in selecting and enlisting properly
qualified university professors, orientalists and students of Islamic studies to
undertake the work of translation and revision, as well as overseeing the publication process.

CENTER FOR MUSLIM
CONTRIBUTION TO CIVILIZAnON
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

RE. Sheikh Muhammad bin Hamad al-Thani
Chainnan
MEMBERS

1. H.Eminence Sheikh al-Azhar, Cairo, Arab Republic of Egypt.
2. Director-General of the Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(ISESCO).
3. Direetor-General of the Arab League Educational, Cultural and Scientific Organization
(ALECSO).

4. H.E. the Minister of Education, State ofQttar.
5. H.E. the Minister of Education, Kuwait.
6. H.E. the Minister of Education, Oman.
7. H.E. the Secretary-General of the Muslim World Association, Saudi Arabia.
8. H.E. Dr Ezzeddin Ibrahim, Cultural Advisor to H.H. the Presideot of the V.A.E.
9. Professor Yusuf al--Quadawi, ;Director, Sira and Sunoa Research Centre, University of ~tar.
10. Chairman, Arab Historians Union.
11. Professor Cesar Adib Majul, Professor at the American Universities.
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INTRODUCTION
THE work at hand in its original Arabic is, in a sense, the product of two minds:
the author himself, Abu al-Fida' qmad ai-Din Isma'il b. 'Vmar b. Kathir, l and,
to a lesser extent, its editor, Mu~tafa 'Abd al-Wa1)id. In his introduction to the
Arabic, 'Abd al-Wa!:tid points out that this work is in fact the culmination of a
search for a biography of the Prophet Mu!:tammad to which Ibn Kathir makes
reference in his celebrated exegesis of the Qur'an. There is, however, no extant
copy of any such independent biographical study traceable to Ibn Kathir. That
such a study did exist is questionable, notwithstanding Ibn Kathir's own allusion
thereto. Given the unavailability of this particular work, 'Abd al-Wa!:tid offers
the theory that the biography in question is none other than that which appears
in Ibn Kathir's chief work, his opus on history, the al-Bidaya wa al-Nihaya. 2 He
argues that the sira section of the latter work is so comprehensive in its analysis
of the life and times of the Prophet Mu!:tanunad as to almost obviate the need for
any independent study of the same topic. The biography at hand, therefore, is the
same as found in the al-Bidaya. Nevertheless, 'Abd al-Wa1)id must be commended
for the not inconsiderable task ofediting and publishing this particular section as
an independent unit, and appropriately titling it al-Sira al-Nabawiyya Ii Ibn
Kathir.
Ibn Kathir, whose ancestors are said to have been from Iraq, was himself
born around the year 1313 CE/700 AH in the Boesra district of eastern
Damascus. He died 74 years later, shortly after suffering a total loss of vision.
He counts as his tutors such illustrious personages as the eminent historian
Shams ai-Din al-Dhahabi, the Miiliki jurist Abu Musa al-Qarafi, and the celebrated Damascene polemicist and jurist Ibn Tayrniyya al-I:Iarrani.
Ibn Kathir's was an era of the great political and social upheavals that posed
many challenges to the Muslim world at large, and in particular, to its scholars.
What with the scourge of the Tartars threatening the very existence oflslam as a
socio-political entity from the outside and the sectarian and ethnic strife created
by the Mamluk revolution doing much the same from within, Ibn Kathir and his
1. According to R. Y. Curtis, Authoritative Interpretation of Classical Islamic Tafiir: Critical
Analysis of Ibn Kathir's Tafsir al-Qy:ran al-'A;:im. Unpublished dissertation. (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan, 1989) (21), classical bibliographers have cited Ibn Kathir's name in more
than one way. AI-Dhahabi for instance, in the supplement to his bibliography, Dhayl Tadkkirat alHuffag" gives Ibn KathIr's name as IsmaCJ:l b. Umar b. Kathir b. l)aw b. Kathir b. Zare. Other
versions have been given, however, such as appears in al-Zirikli's al-Aclam (1: 320) and )Umar Riga
Kahh.!a's Mu'jam al-Mu'allifln (1: 28).
2. According to C. Erockelman in his Geschickte der Arabischen Literatur ii. 49, this historical
work of Ibn Kathlr is itself based on al-Birzali's chronicle. For more information see also, Ibn
I:Iadjar al-AsqalanI, at-Durar al-Kiimina (Cod. Vienna, no. 1172).
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colleagues, no doubt, had huge challenges with which to contend. In addition,
the unrelenting pestilence and drought that had plagued the Levant and areas
east thereof, made their burden all the more unwieldy. He died in 1387 cE/775
AH and lies buried in Damascus next to· his master, Ibn Taymiyyah. He was
mourned by his wife Zaynab, the daughter of his teacher, al-MiZZi, who, according
to some reports, was an accomplished scholar in her own right. She bore him four
sons, one of whom succeeded his father to the post of principal of the teaching
academy al-Madrasa al-Siilil:>iyya 3
Ibn Kathir, true to the pre-eminent tendencies of the academic milieu within
which he functioned, brings to his study ofthe Prophet ofIslam the method ofthe
mul;addith, the scholar of I;adtth traditions, more assiduously than he does that of
the traditional historian. In doing so, however, he has, I believe, substantially
succeeded in combining two of the three sources available for the pursuit of the
historical Mul:>ammad: the I;adith literature and the sira; the Qur'iin, being the
third such source, features less prominently, if not altogether rarely, in his
study. Given the very extensive usage of I;adith material in this particular work,
a word about the classical nature of such material and its contemporaneous
validity would be appropriate at this point.
Early historical studies of Muslim society and culture, as A. A. Duri points
out, "followed broadly two lines that were distinct from each other - that of
I;adith, and that of the tribes (i.e. the ayyiim anecdotes as narrated by the
akhbiiris and the rutviit), which is in a sense a continuation of pre-Islamic
activities. "These two lines", he explains, "reflect the two major currents in
early Islamic society - the Islamic and the tribal lines which influenced all
aspects of life." 4 According to Muslim tradition, the learning and transmission
of the sayings and actions of Mul:>ammad, his tacit approvals and disapprovals of
the actions of others, and his general behaviour had religious significance second
only to that of the Qyr'iin. To that end Muslim scholars began the collection of
such data as was related to the Prophet and his era even while he was still
alive. At first, the system of oral retention was popular, but by the middle of the
first century of the Muslim era, written compilations of I;adith traditions began
to appear. By the end of the third quarter of that century, "a pattern was fixed
for the learning and teaching of the I;adith which flourished in the second and
third centuries." 5 A system of sorts for verifying the authenticity of such
prophetic traditions was allegedly extant from the earliest of times - albeit in a
3. Curtis, 23.
4. Professor Duri's article is in large measure an elucidation of what he calls "the tribal type of
history." See in this regard "The Iraq School of History to the Ninth Century", in Histon"am of
the Middle East, ed. B. Lewis and P. M. Holt (Oxford University Press, 1962).

5. M. M. Azami, Studies in Early Haditk Literature (Indianapolis: American Trust Publications,
1983),186.
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rather rudimentary manner. That system, however, was neither systematized
nor rigorously applied until the advent of the civil wars (fitna), whereupon
sources were no longer regarded, prima facie, as trustworthy, but were instead
increasingly scrutinized to establish authenticity. Thus evolved the elaborate
isnad system where every f.tadith was scrutinized from two perspectives: the text
(matn) containing the information transmitted as such, and the chain of transmitters (sanad) giving the names of all those responsible for transmitting such
information from the Prophet himself.
As indicated earlier, Ibn Kathir's method in this particular work is more that
of the f.tadith scholars than it is of the historian; al-Bukhari, Muslim and more
so, al-Bayhaqi, A1.lmad b. I:Ianbal, and Abu Nu'aym thus feature more prominently as sources for his biography than do historians such as Ibn Is\.Iaq, Ibn
Hisham or al-Tabar!. But, as 'Abd al-Wa\.Iid rightly points out, Ibn Kathir, on
occasion, is not averse to using some rather obscure historical works, some even

that are no longer extant: the rare historical tractate of Musa b. 'Uqba, and the
al-Raw¢ ai-An!of al-Suhayli are examples thereof.
True to tradition, if not quite on the same scale as, for instance, Ibn Hisham,
are Ibn Kathlr's copious citations of poetry, almost all ofwhich seem to have been
taken from Mu\.Iamrnad b. Is\.Iaq's biography of the Prophet. The poems deal with
a variety of themes and styles: there is, for instance, the unmistakable sarcasm of
Ka'ab b. Zuhayr as reflected in his lampooning of the Prophet, followed by his
subsequent retraction and apology as in the much celebrated poem, Banat Su'ad;
there is also the occasional celebration of pre-Islamic Arabian chivalry, as in the
haunting ode of Abu al-Bakhtari b. Hisham, when he speaks so movingly of his
virtual self-immolation for the love of a friend. Then, of course, there are the
evocative panegyrics of I:Iassan b. Thabit in defence of Islam, its Prophet, and
his Companions.
Ibn Kathir, oddly enough for someone who has plumbed the depths of f.tadith
methodology, frequently paraphrases, not just the many references to scholars
such as Ibn Is\.Iaq, but also, at times, the very f.tadith material he so often quotes.
He thus takes almost the same liberties with such material as he does with
works on history, and the reader, particularly of the Arabic text, sometimes
searches in vain for all but the gist of the traditions that he ascribes to, say, the
saf.tif.t of Bukhiiri or that of Muslim. 'Abd al-Wii\.Iid offers two possible reasons
for this anomaly; the one I believe to be somewhat more plausible than the
other. It may well be, he suggests, that Ibn Kathir was simply quoting from
memory, seeing no need for any further textual verification, or it may also be
that he is, in fact, using sources unavailable to us today. This latter hypothesis
is, I believe, somewhat unconvincing for it requires, amongst other things, that
Ibn Kathir possessed not one, but an entire set of f.tadith works unique to his
library alone!
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The text itself suffers from a singular lack of the literary cadence that makes
the historical works of ai-Tabar!, for instance, more of a pleasure to read. This
seems to result from Ibn Kathir's efforts to present an authentic description of
the life and times of the Prophet of Islam, and to submit such data as is found in
the popular biographical works to the scrutiny of I;adith literature. The flow of
his text is, without question, a casualty of this exercise. But, as has been pointed
out by a scholar of the Bible, "If we read biblical narrative (or in this case the sira
material) as a story, we abandon its historical truth. If we read it as literature, we
will often find literary art in it, but this art takes us further from truth." 6 Not
that the method of Ibn Kathir is altogether without its redeeming features: it
certainly provides useful infortnation to scholars, particularly those of the traditional schools, who would prefer to have the classical sources for sira studies
close at hand.
The contents of works such as Ibn Kathir's sira are today regarded by many
scholars of Islam as largely proto-historical, focusing, that is, on an era whose
source documentation falls short of contemporary historiographical standards.
It is, some say, the stuff of myth and legend, entwined in places with real historical data. For modern historians of Islam and the Middle East such as
Maxime Rodinson, Patricia Crone et a1., sira material contains, in the first
instance, virtually "nothing of which we can say for certain that it incontestably
dates back to the time of the Prophet".7 And so, "when doing research about
the life and work of the Prophet Mu\:lammad", Rudi Paret warns, "we on principle distrust the traditional statement and explanation of facts given by later
generations, in so far as they cannot be verified by internal evidence or in some
other way."g

In addition, the work at hand may be seen by some to be no more than the
product of one who had a variety of interests in the topic: one who was, at one
and the same time, a historian, a scribe of "sacred biography", and also a devotee;
the results of an endeavour such as Ibn Kathlr's, therefore, risk being perceived
as less than the product of dispassionate scholarship.9
This critical approach to Islamic historiography emerged gradually in the
18th and 19th centuries. It was, understandably, only a matter of time before
Albert Schweitzer's "quest of the historical Christ" wonld be appropriated by
6. See Robin L. Fox, The Unauthorized Version: Truth and Fiction in the Bible (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1992).
7. This particular statement appears in the introduction to Maxime Rodinson's own biography
of the Prophet. See Maxime Rodinson, Mohammed. Trans. Anne Carter (London, 1971).
8. For the full text of this article see R. Paret, "Recent European Research on the Life and
Work of Prophet Muhammad, Journal ofthe Pakistan Historical Society, Karachi, 1958.
9. See in this regard G. D. Newby, The Making of the Last Prophet: A Reconstruction of the
Earliest Biography ofMuhammad (Columbia: University ofSouthern CaliforruaPress, 1989).
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scholars of Islamic history in their search of the demythologized Mul;1ammad;
after all, this kind of appropriation of the analytical tools indigenous to studies of
Christianity for the unravelling of the Islamic historical experience has become
almost a convention in Islamic and Middle Eastern studies. Yet the entire
process is, I believe, fraught with questionable hypotheses, broad generalizations
and a certain disregard for the spatio-temporal factors that shape ostensibly similar events. The application of New Testament heuristic tools such as Form and
Redaction criticism to the corpus of information pertaining to the sira seems to
betray a casual disregard for the Sitz im Leben of that very corpus. The life and
work ofJesus is clearly different from that of Mul;1ammad; the former's mission
- if it can be described as such - is, for example, singularly devoid of the political
and socio-economic objectives that informed that of the latter. It is, therefore,
hardly surprising, as F. E. Peters in his recent article "The Quest of the
Historical Muhammad" points out, that "even though a great deal of effort has
been invested in research into the life and times of Mul;1ammad, the results do
not seem at all comparable to those achieved in research on Jesus, and the reasons
are not at all clear." 10
Ever since Gustav Weil presented his Mohammad der Prophet, sein Leben und
seine Lehre in 1843, scholars have endeavoured to unravel the historical
Mul;1ammad using a variety of tools and strategems. Initially the material
offered by Muslim historians such as Ibn Isl;1aq, Ibn Hisham and more, importantly, al-Tabar! was used almost unquestioningly by Christian scholars who, as
Holt characterizes them, belonged mainly to "holy orders".ll Their primary
purpose, it would seem, was to provide a spirited defence of Christian theology
and dogma against the claims of Islam and its adherents. The polemics that
ensued were, in the main, reflective of the attitude that there was "not any
rational inducement in all (that Muslims) believe or practice; insomuch that
common sense must be discarded in order to embrace their system.,,12 As for
MuI;1ammad, he was for many in that era "so coarse and barbarous an imposter,
that there is not a man, who does not or cannot perceive plainly his cheating
and corruption."u Humphrey Prideaux, the 17th-century lecturer in Hebrew
at Oxford, captured rather succinctly the disposition of scholars vis-a-vis the
study of Mul;1ammad, in the rather long-winded title of his work, The true
nature ofimposture fully display'd in the lift ofMahomet. With a discourse annex'd
10. F. E. I;teters, "The Quest of the Historical Muhammad", in InternationalJournal ofMiddle
East Studies 23 (1991), 291-315.
11. See P. M. Holt., "The Treatment of Arab Historians by Prideaux, Ockley, and Sale," in
Historians of the Middle East, ed. B. Lewis and P. M. Holt (Oxford University Press, 1962),
290-302.
12. Ibid., 300.
13. Ibid., 300.
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for the vindi(ation of Christianity from this (harge. Offered to the consideration of
the Deists of the present age. 14 Later Simon Ockley, the somewhat less acerbic
and brusque vicar of Swavesey in Cambridgeshire, authored The History ofthe
Saracens, a "much more solid contribution to historical knowledge" as Holt
puts it, but one that nonetheless did "not fail to follow common form by
stigmatizing Mul:tammad in his first line, as 'the great Imposter' and then
describing the Arab conquests as 'that grievous calamity' ."15 The liberalism that
swept across Europe in the 18th century helped create a relatively less hostile
attitude among European scholars towards Islam and its leader. We thns
find during that era scholars such as Henri de BoulainviIIier emerging.
BoulainviIIier, his theological affinities notwithstanding, assumed a decidedly
more conciliatory tone in his biography ofMuQ.ammad, La vie de Mahomet. For
him, Christianity is undoubtedly superior to Islam but he is, none the less,
quite charitable in his evaluation of his subject, and says: "With respect to the
essential doctrines of religion, all that (MuQ.ammad) has laid down is true; but
he has not laid down all that is true; and that is the whole difference between
our religion and his."16
The quest itself began in earnest in the writings of the Belgian Jesuit, Henri
Lammens. Whereas Theodor Noeldeke, prior to him, had largely failed in his
attempts to unravel "the historical person of Muhammad", Lammens plodded
on, and succeeded to some extent, in demonstrating "the possibility of the critiical analysis of the sira"'. Lammens' efforts, however, were directed, not at a
biographical study of MuQ.ammad per se, but rather on the search for the secret
of his personal appeal and the rapid expansion of his message. "Muhammad to
him, was a historical problem as well as a symbol ofIslam's obstinacy and insensitiveness to the missionary influence." 17
Lammens also happened to be among the first to argue, with some conviction,
that the bad,th traditions as well as the s,ra material on the Prophet are, on the
whole, fictitious. This inaugurated a new perspective on Islamic history: the
emphasis shifted from a critique of the actors in that history to the questioning
of the source material itself.
In the 19th century, the Hungarian scholar Iguaz Goldziher concluded that
much of the badith material was but a "pious fraud ... invoked by every group
(in early Islam) for every idea it evolved; ... through solid chains (isnad) of tradition, all such matters acquired an unbroken tie to the 'Companions' who had
heard those pronouncements and statutes from the Prophet or had seen him act
14.
15.
16.
17.

Ibid.,29l.
Ibid.,31l.
P. M. Holt, The Treatment ofArab History, 300.
K. S. Salibi, "Islam and Syria in the Writings of Henri Lammens", in Historians of the
Middle East, ed. B. Lewis and P. M. Holt (Oxford University Press, 1962), 330--342.
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in pertinent ways."18 Later Professor J. Schacht further explored the foregoing
hypotheses by subjecting the isnad of a few legal traditions to an exhaustive
scrutiny. He concluded that "hardly any of these traditions, as far as matters of
religious law are concerned, can be considered authentic; they were put into circulation ... from the first half of the second century onwards.,,19 From this
others were quick to extrapolate that even the biographical material is fraudulent. Crone thus states: "that the bulk of the sira ... consists of second century
[ladiths has not been disputed by any historian, and this point may be taken as
conceded. n 20
Not all Western scholars, however were as eager to jettison the classical
material. W. M. Watt, writing in his Muhammad at Mecca, is clearly more
reluctant than Crone, for example, to reject out of hand all such material, simply
on the strength of Schacht's conclusion. He thus maintains that "In the legal
sphere there may have been some sheer invention of traditions, it would seem.
But in the historical sphere, in so far as the two may be separated, and apart
from some exceptional cases, the nearest to such invention in the best early
historians appears to be a 'tendential shaping' of the material ..." 21
It must be remembered, however, that traditional Muslim scholars display little
awareness of the foregoing conundrum. The classical methodology of [ladith
criticism as practised by early Muslim scholars, with its close scrutiny of the isnitd
and the mutun of prophetic traditions, has, in the main, not been discredited, or
even questioned, by Muslim scholars. If anything, that methodology has today
been given a new lease of life by scholars such as Na~ir ai-Din al-Albam, who, for
example, regard the re-evaluation of the early sources as integral to what they call
the Islamic renaissance (al-Nah4a al-Islamiyya). Such a renaissance, Albam argues,
will fall far short of its goals, without a thoroughgoing purge of what remains of
the spurious material that had crept into [ladith and sira works during the turbulent epoch of early Islamic history22 He thus set himself the task of appraising
scholars and the Muslim laity alike to those traditions that were deemed spurious
by the regimen of classical [ladith studies. His findings, which were first published
under the title "al-A1;Iaduh al-J;)a'ifah wa al-Mawdil'ah" in a weekly column in
the magazine al- Tamaddun al-Islami, now comprise a multi-volume work,
appropriately titled Silsilah al-A[ladith al-l)a'ifah wa al-Mawdu'ah. 23
18. See Goldziher's chapter on the development of the law in Islam in Introduction to Islamic
Law and Theology, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981).
19. J. Schacht, The Origins ofMuhammadan Jurisprudence (Oxford University Press, 1959).
20. Crone, Slaves on Horses, 14-15.
21. W. G. Watt, Muhammad at Mecca (Oxford Univesity Press, 1953), xiii.
22. M. N. AI-Albani, Silsilah al-Al;tadith al-l)a)ifah wa al-Mawducah. Vol.
Manshurat a1-Maktab a1-Islami, 1376 h.
23. Ibid., 6.
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Oearly not all contemporary scholars are as eager as Schacht et al. to ring the
death knell on /ladith literature as a tool for unravelling early Islamic history.
Azarni for one, in his studies on early /ladith literature has attempted to show
that /ladith literature is indeed the richest source for the investigation of that era,
for it provides, among other things, material for the understanding of the legal,
cultural and religious ideas of those early centuries. He maintains that the
theories of Margoliouth, Goldziher and more recently, Schacht can no longer be
incontestably accepted given the recent discoveries of manuscripts or research.
According to him:
"In the period referred to, works on the biography of the Prophet and on other
historical topics were in a very advanced stage. We find that work on the biography
of the Prophet was begun by the Companions. cAbd Allah b. cAmr b. aI-cAs
recorded many historical events. It is possible still to trace his work in the a/ladtth

narrated by cAmr b. ShnCayb (d. llS AH) as he utilized his great grandfather cAbd
Allah b. cAmr's books. Vrwah (d. 93 AH) in his biography of the Prophet names
his authority and most probably he had obtained the information in writing.
There are works mentioned here and there on a single topic of the Sirah, e.g.
Memorandum on the Servants of the Prophet, a book on the ambassadors of the
Prophet to different rulers and chieftains with their negotiations. There are
references to the collections ofthe Prophet's letters in a very early period."Z4

But it is, in fact, these very sources that Azami cites that have, through the use
of contemporary literary and hermeneutical tools, been relegated to no more
than "the rubble of early Muslirnhistory". For Patricia Crone therefore, the
"inertia" of material such as appears heretofore "comes across very strongly in
modem scholarship on the first two centuries ofIslam." 25 "The bulk of it", she
argues, "has an alarming tendency to degenerate into mere rearrangements of
the same old canon - Muslim chronicles in modem languages and graced with
modern titles." 26
Others, such as Juynboll, have strived to arrive at the inevitable solution intermediaire, "a conceivable position that could be taken between the two points of
.view represented respectively by Muslim and Western scholarship."27 For him
therefore, the /ladith traditions "taken as a whole" do provide a fairly reliable
rendition of early Islamic history, and "a judiciously and cautiously formulated
overall view of what all those early reports ... collectively point to, may in all
likelihood be taken to be not very far from the truth of 'what really happened'."28
24. Azami, Early Hadith, 7--8.
25. See in this regard the introduction to her work, Slaves on Horses: The Evolution of the
Islamic Polity. (Cambridge University Press, 1980).
26. Ibid., 13.
27. See G. H. A. Juynboll, Muslim Tradition: Studies in chronology, provenance and authorship of
early hadith. (Cambridge University Press, 1983), 1.
28. Ibid., 7.
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Finally, the true value of this particular work probably resides outside the
context of the foregoing academic debate, for as Gadamer explains in Truth and
Method,29 "The meaning of a literary work is never exhausted by the intentions
of its author; as the work passes from one cultural or historical context to
another, new meanings may be culled from it which were perhaps never anticipated by its author or contemporary audience." 30
Muneer Fareed
Reviewer of Volumes II-IV

29. H. G. Gadamer, Truth and Method (London, 1975).
30. This is in fact an interpretation of Gadamer's thoughts as espoused by T. Eagleton in his
study, Literary Theory: An Introduction (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983),71.

TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE
As has often been observed, translation is impossible, since the associations and
emotive content of words in one language and culture differ from those of all
others. Attempts at translation, therefore, inevitably represent strivings for
compromise. While accuracy and precision are prime objectives, the ultimately
necessary requirements for clarity and comprehension in the host language may
require simplification or even omission from the original text. The dilemmas
inherent in these conflicting objectives are at times irreconcilable, and this is
particularly true when one is dealing, as here, with languages and cultures so far
removed as ancient Arabic and modern English. This translation, composed in
everyday, contemporary English, gives no impression of the ubiquitous rarities,
oddities and archaisms of vocabulary and syntax that make the original
extremely challenging to comprehend. It is hoped, of course, that the innumerable compromises that this translation represents will be accepted as good-faith
attempts to convey the spirit and purpose of the original in a form that readers of
English will not find impossibly daunting.
In some instances Ibn Kathlr repeats anecdotal al;adith with differing chains
of authority that are almost identical in content; often, as will be seen, the
accounts differ in only very few of their words and these are typically vocabulary
rarities. While such variations between accounts may seem of scant interest to
the Western reader, they have nevertheless been left complete and intact in this
translation. Including them in full, as in the original work, gives a strong impression of the care with which these anecdotes have been handed down and the
impression of their likely authenticity is therefore enhanced. This seems especially the case where the discrepancies involve vocabulary rarities that are
synonymous. It seems that it would be just such words that would have been
subjected to dispute, change or loss from memory.
Ibn Kathlr's objective was to appear authoritative and discriminating in his
choices of inclusion and discussion of specific al;iidith; to him the listing of all
the names of his authorities and his comments on their reputations was an essential component of this lectures. The give-and-take of oral lecturing - of which
this work is essentially a record - would have enabled immediate verbal
clarification. Our English text, in contrast, has to stand by itself, and to present
an inherent and visible logic and clarity; it must also give some impression of the
reliability of the Arabic text that is indicated by its complexity, and by the care
with which the names of quoted sources are given and at times evaluated.
A perpetual challenge in presenting this text has therefore been to leave the
essential narratives clear and succinct while including yet simplifying the lines of
authority on which their authenticity is based. The names of authorities quoted
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have been included in full, since their identities were of prime importance for
the initial 'readership' of this work as well as to students and researchers today.
However, the exact nature and relative value of the means of transmission from
authority to authority and the suggestions implied ofIbn Kathlr's preference for
certain sources over others, have not been conveyed with exactitude, since com-

mon English vocabulary is unable to convey some of the subtleties ofthe Arabic
technical terms employed for this purpose. The essential completeness of the
original text in this translation does, however, enable serious students of early
Islamic materials to bring their own differentiation to·bear by their knowledge of
the reputations of the persons quoted.
Certain words common in this text - such as Abu and surat - change in their
form in Arabic to accord with basic grammatical rules. Here, however, to avoid
confusion for those readers who do not know Arabic, they have been left in the
form in which they are most commonly met. Initial hamza, moreover, has been
omitted. Since early Arabic manuscripts, like the Arabic printed version of this
text, are devoid of quotation marks, the identity of the narrator is sometimes
unclear. Similarly, it is occasionally difficult to discern whether comments at the
end of an account are those of the transmitting authority or of Ibn Kathlr himself. Footnotes referring to these and similar textual difficulties have been kept
to a minimum, while brief parenthetical explanatory comments have sometimes
been inserted to aid the general reader.
Discriminating and knowledgeable readers and reviewers will no doubt find
discrepancies and perhaps inaccuracies in this lengthy and demanding text,
especially in the extensive poems quoted. For these the translator - and his
reviewers, text editors and typesetters - apologize. But since this work offers
intimate details not elsewhere available in English about Arabian history and the
inspiration and leadership ofIslam in its earliest formative period, it would seem
unsatisfactoty to leave it in a language and form accessible only to a small coterie
of scholars. The evident religious historical and philosophical interest of this
text suggests that all those associated with its production may properly take
refuge and find consolation from criticism in the knowledge that 'to err is
human'. To attempt the impossible, moreover, while perhaps foolhardy, is
surely more laudable than to make no attempt at all.
Trevor Le Gassick
Ann Arbor, 2000

VOLUME IV

THE YEAR 9 AH.

An Account o[the Expedition to Tabuk in Rajab 0[9 AH.
God Almighty stated, "0 you who believe, the polytheists are nothing but
unclean; and so they shall not come near the Sacred Mosque after this year. If
you should fear poverty, (then remember that) God will enrich you from His
bounty, if He so wishes. God is Omniscient, Wise. Battle against those who do
not believe in God or in the Last Day, who do not prohibit what God and His
Messenger prohibited and who do not follow the religion of the truth. (Battle
against) those to whom the (Holy) Book was brought until they pay the jizya
tax 'an yadin/ 'being in a state of submission'" (siirat al- Tawba, (or al-Bara'a);
IX, v.28-29}.
It is related from Ibn 'Abbas, Mujahid, qkrima, Sa'ld b. ]ubayr, Q;!tada,
al-J;)al;il;tak and others that when God Almighty decreed that the polytheists
sl)ould be prevented from approaching the Sacred Mosque, whether in the
pilgrimage or at other times, that Quraysh said they would be deprived of the
commercial activity that took place during the pilgrimage, and that they would
therefore suffer financial loss. And so God compensated them for that by ordering
them to battle the people of the scriptures so that they either accepted Islam or
paid the jizya tax (an yadin, "being in a state of submission".
I comment that the Messenger of God (SAAS) therefore decided to battle the
Byzantines. This was because they were the people nearest to him and those
most appropriate to invite to the truth because of their proximity to Islam and to
those who believed in it. God Almighty had stated, "0 you who believe, fight
those unbelievers who are near you. Let them see severity in you; and know that
God is with those who are pious" (siirat al-Tawba (or al-Bara'a); IX, v.123}.
When the Messenger of God (SAAS) determined to send an expedition
against the Byzantines - this being the time of the battle of Tabfik - it was at a
period of extreme heat and discomfort. He explained the expedition to people
and invited the bedouin tribes around him to go forth with him and a large force
of, as we shall see, some 30,000 men did join him. Others, however, held back,
and God criticized those who were hypocritical and neglectful. He expressed
His extreme displeasure and censure to them and brought them great disgrace,
giving revelation of verses for recitation about them. It was in siirat al-Tawba
1. 'an yadin, lit. "from a hand", has been variously interpreted as "in acknowledgement of
Your power", or "obediently", or "with ready money".
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IX (or al-Bara'a) that He made clear reference to them; we explained this at length
in our Taft;r (Exegesis). He ordered the Muslims to go forth no matter how,
saying, "Proceed forth, whether light or heavy, and put your possessions and
your persons vigorously to work in God's cause. That is best for you, if you but
know it. Had it been an objective close by and a short journey, they would have
followed you. But the long journey was too far for them. (Yet) they will swear
by God, 'Had we been able, we would have departed with you!' They destroy
themselves; God knows that they are liars!" (surat al- Tawba; IX, v.41, 2) and
other verses follow these.
The Almighty went on to state, "It was not for the believers to proceed forth
all together. Why then should not a group from every party among them go forth
to seek expertise in the faith and to warn their people when they return to them,
so that they may be on their guard?" (surat al-Tawba: IX, v.122). It is said by
some that this verse abrogates the fonner; others say not. God knows best.
Ibn Isl:Iaq stated, "Thereafter the Messenger of God (SAAS) remained In
Medina between the months of Dhu al-I:Iijja and Rajab - of year 9 AH that is
- and then ordered the men to prepare for an expedition against the Byzantines.
"AI-Zuhri, Yazid b. Ruman, 'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr, 'A~im b. 'Vmar b.
Q,ttada and others of our scholars relate as follows of what was told them
concerning the expedition to Tabuk; some give information not presented by
others.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered his men to make an expedition
against the Byzantines. This was at a time when there was considerable suffering
from poverty, extreme heat and drought. The fruit was now ripe and people
wanted to enjoy it in the shade; they hated the idea of leaving right away at
that season.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) rarely went forth on an expedition without
disguising its purpose. The expedition to Tabuk, however, he explained fully
because of the great distance, the severity of the season and the large size of the
enemy force he intended to battle; he gave this explanation so that his men could
make proper preparations. He ordered them to ready their equipment, telling
them he was going to attack the Byzantines.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS), while readying his own equipment, asked
Jadd b. Q,tys, a man of Banu Salama, 'Jadd, would you like now to attack the
banu agar, the "yellow skins"?" He replied, 'Messenger of God, do excuse me
and not tempt me; I swear by God, my people well know there's not a man more
attracted to women than myself. I fear that if! saw the banu agar women, I'd not
be able to restrain myself]'
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) turned away from him, saying, 'I excuse you
then'.
2.

An epithet referring to the light skin coloration of the Byzantines.
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"It was about Jadd that God revealed the verse, 'Among them are those who
will say, "Do not tempt me!". But they have already fallen to temptation. Hell
encompasses those who disbelieve' (suyat al-Tawba; IX, v.29).
"The hypocrites told one another, 'Don't go forth in the heat'. They did this
to avoid the warfare and doubting the truth and discrediting the Messenger of
God (SAAS). And so God revealed about them, 'They say, "Don't go forth
in the heat!" Say: "The heat of the fires of hell is more severe!" If only they
understood! Let them laugh a little and weep a lot for the punishment they have
earned'" (suyat al- Tawba; IX, v.81).
Ibn Hisham stated, "A reliable source quoted someone as quoting Mul;J.ammad
b. Tall;J.a b. 'Abd al-Ral:unan, from Isl;J.aq b. Ibrahim b. 'Abd Allah b. I:Iaritha, from
his father, who quoted his father as saying, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) was
informed that some hypocrites were meeting in the home of Suwaylim the Jew
- his dwelling being at Jasum - and that they were dissuading people from
accompanying the Messenger of God (SAAS) on his expedition to Tabuk. The
latter then dispatched Tall;J.a b. 'Ubayd Allah and some men with orders to
burn down Suwaylim's house about them. Tall;J.a did this. Al-J;>al;J.l;J.ak b. Khabfa
jumped down from the roof of the house, breaking his leg. His companions
leaped down too, but escaped. Al-J;>al;J.l;J.ak spoke the following verses about this:
"By God's house, Mul)ammad's fire almost burned

al-Oa!)!):tk and Ibn Ubayriq!
Having climbed atop Suwaylim's house, I crawled away on

a broken leg and an elbow.
Greetings to you! I'll not do the same again. I am
afraid; he whom fire encompasses is burned."'"

Ibn Isl;J.aq continued, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) made energetic preparations for his trip, ordering the men to get ready quickly. He urged the wealthy
to provide funds and mounts for God's cause. Some of them did so and thus
stored away (later reward) for themselves. 'Uthman b. 'Affan made a greater
outlay than anyone had done."
Ibn Hisham stated, "Someone I trust related to me that 'Uthman paid out
1,000 dinars for the army going on the al-'usYa expedition to Tabuk. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) stated, '0 God be pleased with 'Utbman, for I am
pleased with him.'"
Imam Al;J.mad stated that Harun b. Ma'rfif related to him, quoting J;>amra
b. Shawdhab, from 'Abd Allah b. al-Q!isim, from Kaththa, the freed-men of
'Abd al-Ral;J.man b. Samra, who said, "'Uthrnan b. 'AfIan took 1,000 dinars to the
Messenger of God (SAAS) in his clothing when the latter was preparing the
army for the al-'usra expedition. He poured out the money into the lap of the
Prophet (SAAS), who began turning the coins over in his hand, saying, "Affan's
son can do no wrong, after what he has done today!'"
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AI-Tirmidhl related this from Mu1;lammad b. Isma'll, from al-I;Iasan b. Waqi',
from J;:>amra. He categorized it as basan gharib, "good but unilateral".
'Abd Allah b. A1;Imad stated, in his father's badith collection, "Abu MUsa
al-'Anazi related to me, quoting 'Abd al-Samad b. 'Abd al-Warith, quoting Sakin
b. al-Mughira, quoting al-Walid b. Abu Hisham, from Farqad Abu Tal1;la, from
'Abd al-Ral:tman b. Khabbab al-Sulami, who said, 'The Prophet (SAAS) made
an address urging support for the army for the al-'usra expedition and 'Uthman
b. 'Affan said, "I take responsibility for providing 100 baggage camels with their
saddle blankets and pack-saddles." He (the Prophet (SAAS» then came down
one step on the minbar, the pulpit, and again urged support. At this 'Uthman
said, "I take responsibility for another 100 baggage camels complete with their
blankets and pack-saddles."'"
'Abd al-Ra1;lman b. Khabbab al-Sulami went on, "I then saw the Messenger
of God (SAAS) use his hand to speak with, moving it thus." And Abu Musa
al-'Anazi stated that 'Abd al-Samad put out his hand and moved it as though in
delight (and saying), "For what he has done, 'Uthman has no more responsibility
hereafter."
Al-Tirmidhi related this from Mu1;lammad b. Bashshar, from Abu Da'ud
al-Tayalisi, from Sakan b. al-Mughira Abu Mu1;larnmad, the freed-man of
'Uthman's family. AI-Tirmidhi categorized the badith as gharib minhadha
al-wajh, "unique from this line".

AI-Bayhaqi related it through 'Amd b. Marzuq, from Sakan b. al-Mughira.
He said it happened three times and that 'Uthman took responsibility for
providing 300 baggage camels with their blankets and saddles.
'Abd al-Ra1;lman stated, "I witnessed the Messenger of God (SAAS) say while
he was upon the minbar, ''Uthman did no wrong after this'. Or he may have
said, .. . 'after today'."
Abu Da'ud al-Tayalisi stated, "Abu 'Awana related to us, from I;Iu~ayn b.
'Abd al-Ra1;Iman, from 'Amr b. lawan, from al-A1;Inafb. Q;1ys, who said, 'I heard
'Uthman b. 'AfTan say to Sa'cl b. Abu Waqqa~, 'Ali, al-Zubayr and Tal1;la, "I
adjure you by God to say whether you know that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
stated, 'Whoever equipped the army for the al-'usra expedition has been forgiven
by God', and that I equipped them so that they did not lack so much as a halter
or a headband?" They responded, "Yes, indeed, by God!'"''
AI-Nasa'i related this from a badith ofI;Iu~ayn.
THOSE WHO WEPT AND ALSO THOSE WHO MADE EXCUSES
TO REMAIN BEHIND.

God Almighty stated, "And when a chapter (of the Qur'an) is revealed saying,
'Believe in God and strive along with His Messenger', those among them of
ample means seek your permission (to remain) saying, 'Leave us behind with
those who remain.' They are pleased to be with those who stay back; their hearts
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have been sealed over, and they do not comprehend. However, the Messenger
and those who believe with him dedicate fully their property and themselves.
These persons shall have the benefits, and it is they who shall succeed. God has
prepared for them gardens beneath which rivers flow; they shall rest therein for
eternity. That is the great success. Then the excuse--makers from among the
bedouin came seeking pennission (to stay behind) and those who denied the
veracity of God and His Messenger also stayed. Those of them who disbelieved
shall suffer painful punishment. There shall be no blame for the weak and the
sick or those without the means to expend, provided that they are sincere with
God and His Messenger; there is no cause to blame those who do good. And God
is Forgiving and Beneficent. Nor is there blame upon those who, coming to you
for mounts, have you tell them, 'I have nothing on which to transport you', with
the result that they turn away, their eyes welling tears of regret that they do
not have the means to expend. Cause for blame rests with those who seek your
pennission to stay back even though they are wealthy, preferring to be with those
who remain behind. God has placed a seal over their hearts, and they do not
know" (surat al-Tawba; IX,v. 86-93).
We have provided sufficient interpretation of this in our Taftir (Exegesis); and
to God is due all praise and credit.
What is referred to here is those who wept when they came to the Messenger
of God (SAAS) to provide them transportation to accompany him on this
expedition of his but found him without mounts for them. They then retired
weeping, sad at their inability to participate in, or contribute to, the fighting for
God's cause.
Ibn Is1)aq stated, "These totalled seven persons, consisting of an$iir and others.
OfBanu 'Amr b. 'Awfthere were: Salim b. CUmayr; CUlba b. Zayd, brother of
Banu I:Iaritha; Abu Layla 'Abd al-Ra1)man b. Ka'b, brother of Banu Mazin b.
ai-Najjar; 'Amr b. al-I:Iumam b. al-Jum(1), brother of Banu Salama; 'Abd Allah
b. al-Mughaffal aI-MuzanJ. Some maintain that this last-mentioned was 'Abd
Allah b. 'Amr aI-MuzanJ. (They also include) Harami b. 'Abd Allah, brother of
Banu Waqif and qrbaq b. Sariya al-FazZarI.
Ibn Is1)aq went on, "I have been told that Ibn YamIn b. CUmayr b. Ka'b
aI-NaqrI met Abu Layla and 'Abd Allah b. Mughaffal who were both weeping.
Ibn YamIn asked them, 'What is making you weep?' They replied, 'We have
been to the Messenger of God (SAAS) to provide us mounts but he had none to
carry us. And we lack the means to proceed out with him.' So he (Ibn YamIn)
gave them a water-transport camel he owned and they saddled it. He also
provided them with some dates and so they proceeded forth with the Prophet
(SAAS)."
YUnus b. Bukayr added the following from Ibn Is1)aq, "CUlba b. Zayd went
outside at night, spending that part of it in prayer that God wished. He then
wept and said, '0 God, You have ordered to battle and inspired enthusiasm for
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it, but then not provided me with the means for it, not given to Your Messenger
a mount to transport me. I wish to donate to all Mnslims (the compensation
I received for) whatever wrongs may have befallen me, whether in money, in
bodily harm or in honour.'
"Next morning he arose with the rest and the Messenger of God (SAAS)
asked, 'Where is he who spent the night making donation?' No one got up. He
next said, 'Let the man who made the donation get up now.' He ('Ulba) then
went over to him and told him and the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Rejoice!
By Him in whose hand is my soul, you have been inscribed among those having
made a zakat donation that is found acceptable (by God)!'"

At this point the bali'? al-Bayhaqi gave the badith of Abu Musa al-Ash'an, stating,
"Abu 'Abd Allah aI-bali'? related to us, quoting Abu al-'Abbas MUQammad b.
Ya'qub, quoting AJ:unad b. 'Abd al-I:Iamid al-Mazini, quoting Abu USlima, from
Burayd, from Abu Burda, from Abu Musa, who said, 'My companions sent me
to the Messenger of God (SAAS), to ask him for mounts for them to accompany
him with the army for the al-'usra expedition to TabUk. I said, "Prophet of God,
my companions have sent me to you to provide them mounts." He replied, "By
God, I won't mount you on anything." I had happened to go to him, without
realizing it, when he was in an angry mood.
"'So I left, sad that the Messenger of God (SAAS) had rejected me and
fearful that he bore me some ill-will. When I returned to my friends, I told them
what he had said. Very SOOn after that, I heard Bilal calling out, "Where is 'Abd
Allah b. Q;tys?" When I responded, he said, "Make answer to the Messenger of
God (SAAS) who is calling for you." When I went to the Messenger of God
(SAAS) he said, "Take these two camels tied together, and these two and these
two." He was referring to six baggage camels he had just bought from Sa'd. Then
he said, "Take these to your companions and say, 'God' (or 'the Messenger of
~
God') 'will mount you upon these'."
'''So (I went to them and) I said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) mounts
you upon these. But, I swear by God, I'll not allow you this until some of you
accompany me to someone who heard what the Messenger of God (SAAS) said
when I asked him on your behalf and how he at first refused, then later gave
them to me. I don't want you to think I reported to you something he did not
say." They replied, "By God, we consider you entirely credible; but we'll do
whatever you wish.'"
"Abu Musa then left with a group of them and they went to those who had
heard what the Messenger of God (SAAS) had said - how he had at first refused
and then had given to them. They confirmed to them exactly what Abu Musa
had said."
Both al-Bukhan and Muslim gave this from Abu Kurayb, from Abu Uslima.
In one account of theirs they both quote Abu Musa as saying, "I went to the
Messenger of God (SAAS) along with a group of Ash'aris to provide us mounts
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and he replied, 'I Swear by God, I'll not give you mounts; I have none on which
to transport yOU.'"

He went on, "Some camels taken as booty were then brought to him, and he
ordered that we be given six young ones. We took them, but then we said, 'We
caused the Messenger of God (SAAS) to break his oath, and God will not bless
us.' So we went back to him and told him this. He replied, 'It is not I who gave
you mounts; it is God who did so.' He then said, 'I swear by God, if God wills
it, I will never swear an oath then find that its opposite is better without then
nullifying that first oath.'''
Ibn Is\.Iaq went on, "There were a number of Muslims whom absence delayed
and so they lagged behind the Messenger of God (SAAS), but not because ofany
doubt or indecision on their part.
"Among these were Ka'b b. Malik b. Abu Ka'b, a brother of Bani! Salama;
Marara b. Rabi" brother ofBanu 'Amr b. 'Awf; Hilal b. Umayya, brother ofBani!
Waqif, and Abu Khaythama, brother ofBanu Salim b. 'Awf. These were men of
high honour against whose adherence to Islam no one could make any charge."
I note that the story of the first three of these men will be related at length
shortly hereafter, if God Almighty wills it. It is these men about whom God gave
the following revelation: "As for the three who were left behind so that the earth
became constricted for them, though it was spacious. And their spirits also felt
constrained, and they thought there to be no refuge from God, except in Him"
(sural al-Tawba; IX, v.1I8).
Abu Khaythama changed his mind and determined to catch up with the
Messenger of God (SAAS), as will be shown.
DIVISION

Yunus b. Bukayr quoted Ibn Is\.Iaq as stating, "Having made his arrangements,
the Messenger of God (SAAS) decided to set off. When, on a Thursday, he
departed, he made camp at Thaniyyat al-Wada'; with him there were more than
30,000 men. That enemy of God 'Abd Allah b. Ubayy pitched his camp lower
down, his being, so they say, no smaller in number. When the Messenger of God
(SAAS) set forth again, 'Abd Allah b. Ubayy remained behind, along with a
group of the hypocrites and doubt-mongers."
Ibn Hisham stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) placed Mu\.Iammad
b. Maslama, the an~arf, in command of Medina. Al-Darawardi related that it
was Siba' b. 'lJrfuta whom he left in command at the time of the expedition
to Tabuk."
Ibn Is\.Iaq went on, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) left 'Ali b. Abu Talib
behind to care for his family, ordering him to stay with them. The hypocrites
spread lies about 'Ali, maintaining that the Messenger of God (SAAS) found his
presence onerous and wished to alleviate this.
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"When they said this, 'Ali took up his weapons and proceeded forth, catching
up with the Messenger of God (SAAS) while the latter was making a halt at
aI-Jurf. 'Ali told him what people were saying and he responded, 'They lie; I
left you there to care for those I have left behind. Go back and act on my behalf
with my family as well as your own. Are you not content, 'Ali, to have the same
status with me as Aaron had with Moses? There will, however, be no prophet
after myself.'
"'Ali did return and the Messenger of God (SAAS) departed on his journey."
Ibn Is\.1aq went on, "Mu\.1anunad b. TaI\.1a b. Yazid b. Rukana related to me,
from Ibramm b. Sa'd b. Abu Waqqa.;, from his father Sa'd, (who said) that he
heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) make this comment to 'Ali."
Al-Bukhari and Muslim both related this through Shu'ba, from Sa'd b.
Ibrahim, from Ibramm b. Sa'd b. Abu Waqqa~, from his father.
Abu Da'ud al-Tayalisi stated in his I;adtth compendium, "Shu'ba related to us,
from al-I;Iakam, from Mu~'ab b. Sa'd, from his father, who said, 'The Messenger
of God (SAAS) left 'Ali b. Abu Talib behind from the expedition to Tabuk.
'Ali then asked him, "Messenger of God, would you leave me behind with the
women and children?" He replied, "Are you not content to have with me the
status Aaron had with Moses? Although there will be no prophet after myself." '"
Both authorities gave this on lines of transmission from Shu'ba in similar
form. Al-Bukhilri also gave it on a line from Abu Da'ud, from Shu'ba.
Imam A\.1mad stated that Qutayba b. Sa'id related to him, quoting I;Iatim
b. Isma'il, from Bukayr b. Mismar, from 'Amir b. Sa'd, from his father, who
quoted the Messenger of God (SAAS) as follows. 'Ali, having been left behind
by him at one of his expeditions asked, "Messenger of God, would you leave me
behind with the women and children?" He replied, "'Ali, are you not content
that you have the same status with me that Aaron had with Moses? However,
there will be no prophet after myself."
Muslim and al-Tirmidhi related this from Qutayba. Muslim and Mu\.1ammad
b. 'Abbad both added to this, quoting I;Iatim b. Isma'i!. Al-Tirmidhi categorized
it as being I;asan, ~al;il;, gharib, good and authentic, and unique from this line.
Ibn Is\.1aq stated, "Abu Khaythama returned on a hot day to his family several
days after the departure of the Messenger of God (SAAS). He found two wives
he had each in a bower in his garden; each one had sprinkled and cooled her
bower with cold water and had prepared him food.
"When he entered, Abu Khaythama stood at the door of a bower, gazed at his
two wives and at what they had done, and said, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS)
is out there in the sun, wind and heat, while Abu Khaythama is in the cool shade
with food prepared for him with beautiful women and on his own property! This
is not fair. By God, I swear I'll not enter the bower of either one of you before
joining up with the Messenger of God (SAAS)! Prepare provisions for me!' And
they both did so.
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"He then brought up his camel, saddled it, and left to seek the Messenger of
God (SAAS). He reached him after he had encamped at TabUk. 'Umayr
b. Wahb al-Jumal:n, himself heading for the Messenger of God (SAAS), had
overtaken Abu Khaythama on the way and they had travelled ou together until
they neared TabUk. Abu Khaythama then said to 'Umayr b. Wahb, 'I am at
fault. Best for you to stay back from me until I go on to the Messenger of God
(SAAS).' And he did so.
"When Abu Khaythama approached the Messenger of God (SAAS), people
told the latter, 'There's a rider approaching along the road.' The Messenger of
God (SAAS) responded, 'That will be Abu Khaythama!' They commented, 'By
God, Messenger of God, it is indeed Abu Khaythama!'
"When he arrived, he came up and greeted the Messeuger of God (SAAS)
who responded, 'Woe upon you, Abu Khaythama!' He then explained to the
Messenger of God (SAAS) what had happened and the latter blessed him."
'Urwa b. al-Znbayr and Musa b. 'Uqba related this story about Abu Khaythama
in a similar though more simple form than that of Mu1).ammad b. Is1).aq. Their
account states that the departure of the Prophet (SAAS) took place in the autumn.
But God knows best.
Ibn Hisham stated, "Abu Khaythama - his given name being Malik b. QIys
- spoke the following verses on this.
'Having seen how people were hypocritical in their
faith, I kept to what was more fine and noble.

I gave forth my hand in fealty to Mubanunad and did no
wrong nor committed any sin.
I left a woman wearing make-up inside the bower, amidst
the palms, along with a feast of ripened dates.
While the hypocrites were in doubt, my soul flowed
onwards to the faith, its path wheresoever that would
lead.'"

YUnus b. Bukayr stated that Mu1).ammad b. Is1).aq quoted from Burayda, from
Sufyan, from Mu1).ammad b. Ka'b al-Qur~j, from 'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud, who
said, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS) left for Tabuk, whenever anyone
fell behind people would tell him, 'Messenger of God, so-and-so has stayed
back.' He would then say, 'Oh leave him alone. If there is any good in him, then
God will bring him up to join you. Otherwise, it is God who will have relieved
you of him!'
"Eventually he was told, 'Messenger of God, Abu Dharr has fallen behind, his
camel having slowed him down.' He replied, 'Leave him; if there is good in him,
God will have him catch up with you. If otherwise, then God will have relieved
you of him.'
"Abu Dharr gave his camel time to recover, but when it still moved only
slowly, he took from it his equipment, placed it on his own back and walked on
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after the Messenger of God ($AAS). The latter made one of his halts and a
Muslim on look-out said, 'Messenger of God, I can see this man walking along
the road.'
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) said, 'That will be Abu Dharr.' When they
had observed him closely, people said, 'Messenger of God, it is Abu Dharr, by
God!' At this, the Messenger of God ($AAS) commented, 'May God have mercy
on Abu Dharr! He walks alone, will die alone and will be resurrected alone!'
"And fate did strike its blow at him. Abu Dharr was (ultimately)' sent to
a1-Rabdha. When his death was near, he gave instructions to his wife and a slave,
saying, 'When I die, wash me and wind me in my shroud at night, then lay me
on the crest of the road and tell the first passer-by that this is Abu Dharr.'
"When he died, they did this. Riders came along and unwittingly trod him
underfoot. When Ibn Mas'ud came past in a group of men of Kufa, he asked
'What is this?' He was told it was the bier of Abu Dharr. Ibn Mas'ud began
weeping upon hearing this and said, 'The Messenger of God ($AAS) spoke the
truth! He said, "May God have mercy on Abu Dharr! He walks alone, will die
alone and will be resurrected alone!'"
"He then dismounted and he himself buried him."
The line of authorities for this is good; but they (the authors of the canonical
collections of the traditions) did not give it.
Imam. Al;1mad stated that it was related to him by 'Abd al-Razzaq, quoting
Ma'mar, quoting 'Abd Allah b. Mul;1ammad b. 'Aqil, who said with reference
to the words of the Almighty, "who followed him at the time of al-'usra" (surat
al-Tawba; IX, v.117). "These men went forth on the expedition to Tabuk; there
were two and three to the single camel. They travelled at a time of severe heat
and eventually began slaughtering their camels to split open their stomachs to
drink the liquid inside them. That was a time of 'usra, 'great difficulty', over
water, over the expenses and over the transport."

'Abd Allah b. Wahb stated that he was informed by 'Amr b. a1-I:Iarith, from
Sa'ld b. Abu Hilal, from 'Vtba b. Abu 'Vtba, from Nafi' b. lubayr, from 'Abd
Allah b. 'Abbas, that someone asked 'Vmar b. a1-Khanab to tell about the sil'at
al-'usra, "the time of great difficulty". 'Vmar replied, "We went out to Tabuk
when the weather was extremely hot. At one stop we made, we suffered such
severe thirst that we feared our necks would come off] Whenever one of us went
out to locate his baggage, he'd come back fearing his neck would come off] Men
would slaughter their camels and compress the contents of their stomachs to
drink, then place the remainder over their livers. Abu Bakr, 'the trusting', asked,
'Messenger of God, God responds favourably to your prayers. Pray to God for
us.' 'You would like that?' he asked. 'Yes,' he replied. The Messenger of God
3. The text of Ibn Ishaq as translated by Guillaume, op. cit., quotes sources saying that he was
exiled there by 'Uthman.
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(SAAS) then raised up his hands towards heaven and did not bring them back
down until it had prepared to give rain. A drizzle fell and then a torrent, and
everyone filled everything available. We then went out and discovered that the
rain had not fallen beyond our camp!"
The line of transmission for this is excellent. But the authorities did not give
it from this line.
Ibn Isl:taq narrated from 'A~im b. 'Umar b. Qitada, from some men ofhis tribe,
that this incident related to when they were at al-I:Iijr. They had then asked
a man accompanying them who was a hypocrite, "Well, do you want still more
(proof) after this?" He replied, "It was just a passing cloud!"
Ibn Isl:taq also narrated that the she-camel of the Messenger of God (SAAS)
had strayed and men went off to search for it. The Messenger of God (SAAS)
then told 'Umara b. I:Iazm al-an~arf, who was there with him, "A man said, 'This
Mul:tammad tells you he is a prophet and gives you news of heaven, but he
doesn't even know the whereabouts of his camel!' I swear by God, all I do know
is what God tells me. And God has directed me to her; she is in a gully where
her halter has caught on a tree."
They then went off and retrieved her and 'Umara went back to his camp. He
told them how someone had made a comment (about the Prophet (SAAS», and
one of the men present said, "It was Zayd b. al-Lu~ayt who said this." This man
had been there in 'Umara's camp before his return. He now went up to Zayd and
poked him in the neck, saying, "There was a disaster right here in my camp
without me knowing it! Clear off, you enemy of God! You'll not accompany
me!" Some say that Zayd repented, but others say he persisted in his errOr until
he died.
The I;aft:;: al-Bayhaqi stated that a similar account about the camel had been
related to him from a I;adith of Ibn Mas'ud. He then narrated from a I;adith
of al-A'mash, which Imam Al:tmad also narrated, from Abu Mn'awiya, from
ai-A'mash, from Abu Siilil:t, from Abu Hurayra - or from Abu Sa'id al-Khudari,
al-A'mash was not sure which - who said, "At the expedition to Tabuk, the men
were greatly afflicted by hunger. They asked, 'Messenger of God, with your
permission, we would like to slaughter our water-transport camels; we could
eat them and gain some weight.' The Messenger of God (SAAS) told them to
do so.
"Then 'Umar came and asked, 'Messenger of God, if you do this, we'll
have a shortage of transport. Invite them instead to bring the remnants of their
supplies, then pray to God to bless it for them; perhaps God will place His
blessings in it.' The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Yes, I will.' He then called
for a leather coverlet, laid it out and called for the remnants of their food. One
man would bring an ear of maize, another a handful of dates, a third a piece of
bread. He made a small pile of this on the piece of leather and spoke a prayer
blessing it. Then he told them, 'Put this into your containers.' They kept on doing
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this until there was not a single container in the camp that was not filled with it.
They also ate from it until satisfied and still some remained. The Messenger of
God (SAAS) then called, out, 'I testify that there is no god but God and that I
am the Messenger of God! No doubt-free worshipper who addresses God with
this shall be kept from paradise."'
Muslim narrated this from Aba Kurayb, from Aba Mdawiya, from al-Acmash.
Imam Ahmad narrated it from a hadith of Suhayl, from his father, from Aba
Hurayra. He did not make reference to the expedition to Tabak, but said that
it related to an expedition on which he went.

A n Account of how, on his way to Tabiik, the Messenger of God
( S A A S ) passed by the dwellings of Thamiid and their
fortiJcations at a l - H ~ r .
Ibn Ishaq stated, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS) passed al-Hijr, he made
a halt there and the men took water from its well. When they left, he told them,
'Do not drink at all from its waters; do not use its water for your ablutions. Any
dough you have made using it you should give to the camels without eating any
of it yourselves.' "
This is how Ibn Ishaq related it, without any chain of transmission.
Imam Ahmad stated that Yacmurb. Bishr related to him, quoting 'Abd Allah
b. al-Mubarak, quoting Macmar, from al-Zuhri, who said, "Sdim b. (Abd Allah
quoted to me his father as having said that when the Messenger of God (SAAS)
passed by al-Hijr, he said, 'Do not enter the houses of those who harmed
themselves unless you do so weeping, lest there befall you what did them.' And
he masked himself with his cloak while he was on his mount."
Al-Bukhari related this from a hadith of 'Abd Allah b. al-Mubarak and 'Abd
al-Razzaq, both of whom cited Macmar and gave a similar line of transmission.
Malik stated, from (Abd Allah b. Dinar, from Ibn CUmar, that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) told his Companions, "Do not enter upon these persons who
suffered punishment unless you are weeping; if you do not weep, then do not
enter upon them, otherwise there will afflict you what afflicted them."
Al-Bukhari related this from a hadith of Malik, and from a hadith of Sulayman
b. Bild, both of whom quoted 'Abd Allah b. Dinar. Muslim related it from
another line from 'Abd Allah b. Dinar in similar form.
Imam Ahmad stated that it was related to him by 'Abd al-Samad, quoting
Sakhr - Ibn Juwayriyya, that is - from Nafic, from Ibn 'Umar, who said, "At
the time of the expedition to Tabak, the Messenger of God (SAAS) and his
men made a halt at al-Hijr, at the dwellings of Thamad. The men drew water
from the wells from which Thamnd used to drink, made dough and set up
cooking pots with meat. The Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered them to empty
out the pots and to feed the dough to the camels. He then left with them and
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drink. He forbad them entering the dwellings of those who had been afflicted
with punishment, saying, 'I fear that there will befall you what befell them; do
not enter in upon them."'
This hadith with this line of transmission conforms with the criteria set in
both canonical collections, but they did not include it. However, both al-Bukhari
and Muslim did give it from a hadith of Anas b. cIyyad, from Abn Damra, from
Wbayd Allah b. Wmar, from Nafic, from Ibn Wmar.
Al-Bukhari stated, "Usama traced it from Wbayd Allah."
Muslim narrated it from a hadith of ShuQyb b. Ishaq, from Wbayd Allah,
from NHfic.
Irnitm Ahmad stated that 'Abd al-Razzaq related to him, quoting Macmar, from
CAbd Allah b. CUthman b. Khuthaym, from Aba al-Zubayr, from Jabir, who said,
"When the Messenger of God (SAAS) passed by al-Hijr, he said, 'Do not ask
for signs. Salih's people asked for them and they would come from this cleft.'
They disobeyed the order of their Lord and hamstrung it (the holy camel). It
would one day drink their water and on another they would drink its milk; God
destroyed every one of them beneath the surface of the sky, except for one man
who was inside God's temple.'
"Someone asked, 'And who was he, Messenger of God?' 'That was Abn
Righ~l,'~
he replied. 'And when he left the temple, he was struck down as his
people had been."'
The chain of authorities for this is fahih, "authentic"; (but) they (the compilers
of the canonical collections of traditions) do not promulgate it.
Imam Ahmad stated that Yazid b. Harnn related to him, quoting al-Mascadi,
from Ismacilb. Wasit, from Muhammad b. Aba Kabsha al-Anmari, who quoted
his father as saying, "On the expedition to Tabnk, the men raced off to visit the
people of al-Hijr, to enter their dwellings. This reached the Messenger of God
(SAAS), and he had a call made for a general assembly for prayer.
"I came to the Messenger of God (SAAS), as he was there holding his camel,
saying, 'What? Would you enter in upon a people with whom God was angry?'
One man called out, 'We're curious about them.' 'Do I not tell you of matters
more curious than that? A man from among yourselves informs you of what
happened before you and what will be after you? Be righteous, and see clearly;
God cares nothing for your punishment. A people will come who will not be
able to protect themselves at all."'
4. A reference to the pregnant camel the Qur'an tells us that the virtuous Thamiid leader Salih
conjured up from the rock. Sdilfs ungodly opponents cut the tendons of the holy camel, thus
causing God's retribution that was expressed in the destruction of all Thamiid.
5. An alternate reading in a different manuscript substitutes wajh, 'direction', for faj, "cleft",
in its first use here.
6. A different, and perhaps similarly mythical, Aba Righal is mentioned elsewhere in this
work.
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The chain of authorities for this is good; they (the compilers of the canonical
collections of traditions) did not promulgate it.
YUnus b. Bukayr quoted Ibn Isl;J.aq as stating, "'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr b.
!:Iazam related to me, from al-'Abbas b. SaW b. Sa'd a1-Sa'idl - or from al-'Abbas
b. Sa'd, I am not sure which - who said that when the Messenger of God
(SAAS) passed by al-!:Iijr, where he made a halt, the men took its water. And
when they left there, the Messenger of God (SAAS) told them, 'Do not drink
aoy of their water, nor use it for ablutions before the prayer. Feed the dough
you have prepared to the camels, eating none of it yourselves. And let none of
you go out this night unless accompaoied by aoother.'
"They did as the Messenger of God (SAAS) had ordered them, except for
two men of Banu Sa'ida. One of them went out to relieve himself aod the other
went to look for a camel of his. The mao who relieved himself was choked at
the place where he had gone. The one searching for his camel was carried away
by the wind and thrown up on Mt. Tayyi'. The Messenger of God (SAAS) was
told of this aod commented, 'Didn't I tell them not to go out unless accompanied
by another?'
"He then spoke a prayer for the mao who had been afflicted at the place
where he relieved himself, and the man was cured. The other man reached the
Messenger of God (SAAS) (on his return) from TabUk."
In one account there is additional information given from Ibn Isl;J.aq to
the effect that a man of Banu Tayyi' presented him (the second mao) to the
Messenger of God (SAAS) when he returned to Medina.
Ibn Isl;J.aq stated, "'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr related to me that al-'Abbas b.
Sahl named these two men to him but in confidence aod so he did not tell me
who they wel.'e."
Imam Al;J.mad stated that 'Affan related to him, quoting Wahib b. Khalid,
quoting 'Amr b. Yal;J.ya, from al-'Abbas b. Sahl b. Sa'd al-Sa'idI, from Abu
!:Iumayd al-Sa'idI, who said, "We left with the Messenger of God (SAAS) on
the Tabuk expedition and travelled to WadI al-QjIra. There we carne across a
woman in a garden. The Messenger of God (SAAS) said to his Compaoions,
'Guess!' The men made their guesses, as did the Messenger of God (SAAS); he
guessed that the produce from the garden would equal ten awsaq, ten camel
loads. The Messenger of God (SAAS) asked the woman, 'Keep a total of the
produce that comes from it until, if God wills it, I come back.'
"He then travelled on to Tabuk. There he told the men, 'Tonight there will
be a severe gale. No one should get up during it. Those of you with camels
should fasten down their halters.'
"Abu !:Iamid said, 'We did and during the night a severe gale swept over us.
One of our men did get up and it carried him away on to Mt. Tayyi'.
'''Then the Governor of Ayla came to the Messenger of God (SAAS) and
presented to him a white mule. The Messenger of God (SAAS), presented him
with a robe of honour and wrote a document for him giving them protection.
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'''He then went on, as did we with him, and eventually we were back in Wadi
He asked the woman, "How much did your garden produce?" "Ten
carnelloads," she replied. He had guessed correctly.
"'He then announced, "I am in a hurry. Any of you who want to hurry too can
do so." He then left, and we accompanied him. When he looked down upon
Medina, he commented, "That is Taba." When he sighted Mt. U1).ud, he
commented, "That is Mt. U1).ud; it loves us and we love it. Shall I tell you which
are the best houses of the a",ar?" "Please do, Messenger of God," we replied.
"The best houses of the an~ar are those of Banu ai-Najjar, then that of Banu
'Abd al-Ashhal, then that ofBanu Sa'ida; and moreover, there is good in all the
houses of the an~jj,r."'"
AI-Bukhari and Muslim gave this from another line, from 'Amr b. Ya1).ya in
similar form.
Imam Malik, may God have mercy on him, stated from Abu al-Zubayr, from
Abu al-Tufayl 'Amir b. Wathila, that Mu'adh b. Jabal informed him that
they went forth with the Messenger of God (SAAS) on the Tabuk expedition.
(Mu'adh stated), "He would combine together the prayers ofthe al-,?ukr, 'noon',
and the al-'a~r, 'late afternoon', and those of the al-magkrib, 'early evening', and
the al-'iska, 'late evening'. One day he postponed the prayer and came out and
prayed the al-,?ukr and the al-'a~r together. He then went back in and carne
out again and prayed the al-magkrib and the al-'iska together. He then said,
'Tomorrow, if God wills it, you will arrive at the spring at Tabuk. You'll not
reach it until forenoon. Those who reach there should not touch any of its water
before I arrive.'
"When we arrived there, we had been preceded by two men. The well looked
like skirak,' 'sandal straps', just oozing a little water. The Messenger of God
(SAAS) asked the two men, 'Did you touch any of the water?' 'Yes,' they
replied. He berated them and said to them what God wished him to speak. They
then little by little scooped out water from the spring and put it all in a water-skin.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) washed in it his face and hands then poured it
back into the spring. Now the spring produced much water and the men drew
from it. The Messenger of God (SAAS) then said, 'Mu'adh, if you live long
enough, you'll see that what's here will be enough to fill several gardens!'"
Muslim did include this in a /.tadilk from Malik.
al-(~lfa.

An Account o/the address the Messenger o/God ($AAS)
gave at Tabuk at a palm tree there.
Imam A1).mad narrated from Abu al-Naqr Hashim b. al-Qasim, YUnus b.
Mu1).ammad al-Mu'addib and I:Iajjaj b. Mu1).ammad, all three quoting al-Layth
7.

The image is unclear. The word is obscure, suggesting: "sandal straps", "a thin planting of

palm saplings", or "light shadows".
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b. Sa'd, from Yazid b. Abu !::Iabib, from Abu al-Khayr, from Abu al-Khanab,
from Abu Sa'id al-Khudari, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) gave an
address at Tabuk while leaning his back against a palm tree. He spoke as follows:
'Shall 1 tell you who is the best of men and who is the worst? Of the best of men
is one who works in God's cause on the back of his horse and on the back of
his mule and on his two feet until death comes to him. Of the worst of men is
one who is profligate and insolent, a man who recites God's Book but pays no
attention to any of it. '"

AI-Nasa'i narrated this from Qutayba, from al-Layth. Concerning Abu
al-Khanab, he commented, "I do not know of him."
AI-Bayhaqi narrated through Ya'qub b. Mu!)ammad al-Zuhri, from 'Abd
al-'Aziz b. 'Umran, that Mu~'ab b. 'Abd Allah related to him, from Man?ur
b. Jamil b. Sinan, who quoted his father as saying to him, "I heard 'Uqba b.
'Amir al-Juhani relate as follows, 'We went forth with the Messenger of God
(SAAS), on the expedition to TabUk. (One night) the Messenger of God (SAAS)
remained in bed without waking up until the sun had risen a spear's length
high. He called, 'Bilal, did 1 not tell you to announce dawn to us?' He replied,
'Messenger of God, He who bore you away in sleep bore me also!'
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) moved a little away from his tent and
prayed. He travelled on the rest of that day and night and arrived next morning
in Tabuk. He gave appropriate praise and thanks to God, then said, 'People, the
most truthful speech is that of God's Book. The firmest of bonds is the word
"piety". The best of religions is that of Abraham. The best of ways of life is the
sunna, the practice of Mu!)ammad. The most noble of speech is mention of God.
The finest ofnarratives is this Qur'an. The best of practices are those sanctioned
by God; the worst of practices are those innovated. The best guidance is that
of the prophets. The most noble of deaths is being killed as a martyr. The most
blind thing of all is going astray after guidance. The best of deeds are those that
are beneficial. The best guidance is that which is followed. The worst blindness
is that of the heart. The upper hand is better than the lower hand. That which
is little yet suffices is better than that which is much but wasteful. The worst
apology is that when death is at hand. The worst repentance is that on Judgement
Day. There are those people who only attend the jum'a, the Friday prayers, at
the end. There are those people who only mention God in vain. The worst of
sins is a lying tongue. The best riches are those of the soul. The best of qualities
is piety. The pinnacle of wisdom is fear of God, Almighty and Glorious is He.
The best quality within the heart is that of certainty. Doubting is from disbelief.
Wailing in mourning is an act from the jahiliyya. Fraud is of the soil spread in
hell. Poetry comes from Satan. Wine is the aggregate of sin. Women are the
snares of Satan. Youth is an offshoot of madness. The worst income is that from
interest. The worst food is consuming the wealth of orphans. The happy man
is he who is warned by (the actions of) others. The most naughty is he who
misbehaves within his mother's womb. One of you has only to move four arm
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lengths away for the matter to lead on to the hereafter. The fundamental of an
action is determined by its results. The worst of narratives are those of untruth.
All that is to come is near at hand. To swear at a believer is an outrage. To fight
a believer is disbelief. To eat his flesh is disobedience of God. The sanctity of
his property is as the sanctity of his blood. Whoever takes an oath by God gives
the lie to Him. Whoever seeks His forgiveness shall be forgiven. Whoever gives
pardon, God will pardon. Whoever suppresses anger, God will reward. Whoever
remains finn against calamity, God will compensate. He who desires fame, God
will discredit. He who remains firm, God will doubly reward. He who disobeys
God, God will punish. 0 God, forgive me and my people! 0 God, forgive me
and my people! 0 God, forgive me and my people!' He spoke this three times,
then added, 'I seek God's forgiveness for myself and for yOU.'"
This [tadith is gharib, unilateral, and it has some objectionable aspects; and
there is some weakness in its line of transmission. God knows best what is right.
Abu Da'ud stated that both Al)mad b. Sa'ld al-Hamadanl and Sulayrnan
b. Da'ud related to him, quoting Ibn Wahb, quoting Mu'awiya, from Sa'ld b.
Ghazwan, from his father (who said) that he passed the night at Tabuk while on
his way to the pilgrimage. There he noticed a cripple. (Ghazwan's account goes
on), "I asked him about himself and he replied, 'I will give you an account, but
don't tell anyone of it for so long as I live. The Messenger of God ($AAS) was
encamped at Tabuk near a palm tree. He said, "This is our qibla." He then
performed the prayer towards it. I, a youth at the time, came running along and
passed between him and the tree. He then said, "He has severed our connection!
May God cut out his footprint!" And I've not stood up on it to this very day!'''
Abu Da'ud then related it from a [tadith of Sa'jd b. 'Abd al-'Azlz al-Tanukhl,
from a freed-man of yazjd b. Nimran, from yazjd b. Nimran, who said, "At
Tabuk, I saw a cripple. He told me, 'While riding my donkey, I passed in front
of the Messenger of God ($AAS) as he was praying. He said, "0 God, cut off
his footprint!" And I have not been able to walk on it ever since.'"
In another account, the words are, "He cnt off our connection! May God cut
out his footprint!"

An Account ofthe prayer spoken for Mu'awiya b. Abu
Mu'awiya - ifindeed authentic.
AI-Bayhaql narrated from a [tadith of Yazjd b. Harun, quoting al-'Ala' Abu
Mul)ammad al-Thaqafj, who quoted Anas b. Malik as saying, "We were with the
Messenger of God ($AAS), at Tabuk. The sun came up with a brightness and
with rays oflight such as I had never seen before. Gabriel came to the Messenger
of God ($AAS), who asked, 'Gabriel, why do I see the sun today with a brightness
and rays oflight such as I never before saw it arise?' He replied, 'That is because
Mu'awiya b. Mu'awiya al-Laythj died today in Medina. God sent to him 70,000
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angels to pray over him.' 'And why was that?' he asked. 'It was due to the
frequency of his reciting the words: "Say: He is God, One" (surat al-Ikhla,;
CXIl, v.l). He did so by night and by day, when walking and upon rising or
sitting down. Would you like me, Messenger of God, to take hold of the earth
for you so you can pray for him?' 'Yes,' he replied. And he then prayed for him
and returned."

This badtth is extremely strange and objectionable. People base it upon this
al-'Ala' b. Zayd, but he is the object of controversy.
AI-Bayhaqi then stated, "'Ali b. A]:lmad b. 'Abdan related to us, quoting A]:lmad
b. 'Ubayd aI-Saffar, quoting Hisham b. 'Ali, quoting 'Uthman b. aI-Haytharn,
quoting Ma1)bub b. Hila!, from 'Ata' b. Abu Maymuna, from Anas, who said,
'Gabriel carne and said, "MuQ.ammad, Mu'awiya b. Abu Mu'awiya al-Mazani
has died. Would you like to pray for him?" "Yes," he replied. Gabriel flapped
his wings and every tree and mountain top bent over in submission. He then
prayed while behind him there stretched two columns of angels in each of which
there were 70,000 angels. 'I (the Prophet (SAAS» then asked, "Gabriel, how
did he achieve this status with God?" He replied, "By his love for the words,
'Say: He is God, One.' He would recite it standing or sitting, going or corning,
and at all times." '"

'Uthman went on, "I asked my father where the Prophet was at the time. He
replied that he was on the expedition to Tabuk in Syria, that Mu'awiya had
died in Medina and that his bed had been raised up so he could see it and pray
for

him."

This too is objectionable from this line.
THE ARRIVAL OF THE MESSENGER FROM CAESAR TO THE
MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS) AT TABUK.

Imam AQ.mad stated that it was related to him by IsQ.aq b. '1sa, quoting YaQ.ya
b. Salim, from 'Abd Allah b. 'Uthman b. Khuthaym, from Sa'id b. Abu Rashid,
who said, "In I;Iims I met al-Tanukhi, the envoy ofHerac1ius to the Messenger
of God (SAAS); he was a neighbour ofmine and a very old man who had reached
90 or so. I asked, 'Won't you tell me about the message of Herac1ius to
the Messenger of God (SAAS) and of his message to Herac1ius?' 'Certainly,'
he replied.
"(He narrated) The Messenger of God' (SAAS) reached Tabuk and sent
DiQ.ya al-Kalbi to Heraclius. When the message from the Messenger of God
(SAAS) reached him, Herac1ius summoned the priests and patriarchs of
Rome and locked himself and them inside a building. He told them, 'This
man is encamped where you are aware, and he has sent me offering me three
alternatives. He invites me to follow him in his religion, or that we give him what
we have on this our land, this land remaining ours, or that we go to war with him.
By God, you well know from what you read in the books that he will definitely
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take our land, so let us either follow him in his faith or give him what we have on
our land.'
"They snorted in disgust as one man so hard as almost to burst from their
hooded gowns, saying, 'You are inviting us to abandon Christianity or have us
be slaves to a bedouin from I;Iijiiz?'
"When he realized that when they left him they would tum the Byzantines
against him, he made peace with them immediately, saying, 'I only said that to
find out how dedicated you are.'
"He then summoned an Arab of Tajib who had power over the Christian
Arabs and said, 'Find me some man who can well remember speech and whose
native tongue is Arabic whom I can send to this man with a reply to his message.'
"He brought me to him and Heraclius gave me a letter, saying, 'Take this
letter of mine to this man. Commit to memory what he says and note three
specifics: take note of any comment he makes about the letter he wrote me;
observe whether he reads my letter and whether he makes mention of "night".
and observe whether there is anything you find curious about his back.'
"So I set off with his letter and reached Tabuk where I found him seated
among his men, his legs drawn up and wrapped in his garment, over near the
spring. I asked, 'Where is your leader?' 'This is he,' I was told.
"I went over and sat down before him, handed him my letter which he
placed on his lap. He then asked, 'From whom have you come?' 'I am a brother
ofTanukh,' I answered. He asked, 'Would you like to join Islam, the banafi faith
ofyour father Abraham?' I replied, 'I am the messenger ofmy people and belong
to the faith of my people; I cannot turn from it before I return to them!' He
laughed and said, 'You cannot lead aright whomever you wish; but God leads
aright whomever He wishes; He knows best those who will be led aright' (surat
al-Qa,a,; XXVIII, v.56). Brother of Tanukh, I wrote a message to Chosroe (and
he tore it up) and God will tear him up and tear up his realm. I wrote a letter to
the Negus and he burned it; and God will burn him up along with his realm. I
wrote a letter to your leader and he kept it; the people will continue to experience
courage from him so long as there remains goodness in life.'
"I told myself that this was one of the three things my master had advised
me about. So I took an arrow from my quiver and used it to write on the side
of my sword. He then took the letter and gave it to a man on his left. I asked,
'Who is the man with your letter who reads to you?' 'That is Mu';;wiya,' they
replied. In my master's letter it said, 'You invite me to a paradise as big as
the sky and the earth that is prepared for the pious; then where is hell-fire?' The
Messenger of God (SAAS) responded, 'Glory be to God! And where is night
when daytime comes?'
"I took an arrow from my quiver and noted this on the leather scabbard of
my sword.
"When he had fmished reading my letter, he said, 'You are right; you are indeed
a messenger. IfI had some reward, I would give it to you. We are travellers out
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of supplies.' One of the gronp of men then called out to him, 'I will give him a
reward.' And he opened his pack and brought me a gold~threaded garment
which he placed in my lap. I asked who was the donor of the reward, and I was
told it was 'Uthman.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) then asked, 'Which ofyou will accommodate
this man?' One ofthe young an$iir said, 'I will.' The an$iir got up and I arose with
him. When I had left the group of men, the Messenger of God (SAAS) called
out to me, 'Come here, brother of Tanukh!' I hurried over to where I had been
sitting in front of him and he lifted off the shirt from his back and said, 'Over
here; carryon and do as you were ordered.' I looked over at his back and saw a
seal in the place of the fold of his shoulder blades, like a large mole."
This is a /:tadith that is gharib, unilateral; its line of authorities is not bad.
Imam AQmad is alone in giving it.
THE PEACE PACT THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS) MADE WITH THE
GOVERNOR OF AYLA AND THE PEOPLE OF JARBA' ANDADHRUlj
WHILE HE WAS ENCAMPED AT TABUK, BEFORE HIS RETURN.

Ibn ISQaq stated, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS) had reached Tabuk,
YUQanna b. RU'uba, the Governor of Ayla came to him. He made peace with the
Messenger of God (SAAS) and paid him the jizya, the alms poll~tax. People also
came from Jarbi!' and AdhruQ and also gave him thejizya.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) wrote a document for them which they retain.
He wrote the following to Yui).anna b. Ru'uba and the people of Ayla: 'In the
name of God, the most Mercifnl and Beneficent. This is a guarantee ofsafe passage
from God and Mui).ammad the Prophet, the Messenger of God, to Yui).anna b.
Ru'uba and the people of Ayla and their transports by land and sea. They have
the protection of God and that of Mui).ammad, the Prophet and those with him,
of the people of Syria, Yemen and the sea. Those of them who cause any incident
(breaking this treaty) shall not find that their wealth protects them; (their property)
shall be fair game for whoever seizes it. It shall not be permissible to prevent their
passage to any well to which they go or any path they take, whether by land or sea.",
Yunus b. Bukayr added the following from Ibn Isi).aq: "This is the document
of Juhaym b. al~Salt and Shura1).bil b. I:Iasana, (made) by permission of the
Messenger of God (SAAS)."
Yunus quoted Ibn ISQaq as stating, "He also wrote to the people ofJarba' and
Adhrui)., as follows, 'In the name of God, the most Merciful and Beneficent;
this is a document from Mui).ammad the Prophet, the Messenger of God, to the
people ofJarbi!' and Adhrui).: that they are secure under the protection of God
and Mui).ammad. That they shall pay 100 dinars each Rajab and 100 awqiyya
weight of iiba, fine perfume. Moreover, God holds them responsible for providing
friendship and kindness to Muslims, and to any Muslims who might seek refuge
with them.'
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"The Prophet (SAAS) awarded the people of Ayla his cloak, along with his
treaty for them."
He went on, "Abu a1-'Abbas 'Abd Allah b. Mu1).ammad purchased it (the
cloak) thereafter for 300 dInars."
THE DISPATCH BY THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS) OF
KHALID B. AL-WALlD TO UKAYDIR DUMA.

Ibn Is1).aq stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) then called for Khalid b.
a1-Walld and dispatched him to Ukaydir Duma, he being Ukaydir b. 'Abd
ai-Malik, a man ofBanu Kinda who had been their king; he was a Christian. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) told Khalid, 'You will find him hunting for cattle.'
"Khalid travelled until Ukaydir's fortress was in sight. It was a summer's
night with a full moon, and Ukaydir was on the roof of his fortress with his wife.
Cattle spent the night rubbing their horns against the door of the fortress and his
wife asked him, 'Have you never seen anything like that before?' 'No, by God, I
have not,' he replied. 'Who could let this go on?' she said. 'No one could,' he replied.
"He then went down and ordered that his horse be brought. It was saddled for
him. A number of his family then rode out with him, includiog a brother of his
named I;Iassan. They all left on the hunt.
"When they came out, the cavalry of the Prophet (SAAS) engaged them,
capturing Ukaydir and killing his brother. He (Ukaydir) was wearing a brocade
gown embroidered with gold. Khalid appropriated this and sent it to the
Messenger of God (SAAS) before his own arrival back to him."
Ibn Is1).aq went on, "'A~im b. 'Umar b. Qttada related to me, quoting Anas
b. Malik, as haviog said, 'I saw the gown of Ukaydir when it was brought in to
the Messenger of God (SAAS). The Muslims began feeliog it in admiration.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) asked, "Do you so admire this! Why, I swear by
Him who holds my soul in His hand, the kerchiefs ofSa'd b. Mu'adh in paradise
are finer than this!'''''
Ibn Is1).aq continued, "When Khalid brought Ukaydir to the Messenger ofGod
(SAAS), the latter spared his blood and made a treaty with him on condition that
he pay the jizya. He then released him and Ukaydir returned to his village.
A man of Banu Tayi' named Bujayr b. Bujara spoke the following verses
on this:
'Blessed be He who led the cattle! I have seen that
God leads all who guide.
Let whoever wishes turn from Tabuk; we have been
ordered to engage in the fight.'"

AI-BayhaqI narrated that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said to this poet, "May
God not close your mouth!" He lived on for 70 years, during which he never
lost a molar or any other tooth.
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Ibn Lahi'a narrated from Abii al-Aswad, from 'Urwa, that, upon his return
from Tabiik, the Messenger of God (SAAS) sent forth Khiilid against Ukaydir
Diima with a cavalry force of 420 men. His account is similar to the above, except
that he stated that he tricked him into descending from his fortress. He said that
he brought Ukaydir along with 800 prisoners and 1,000 camels, 400 COats of mail
and 400 lances. He related that when the Governor of Ayla, Yu\.1anna b. Ru'uba
heard the story of Ukaydir Duma, he came to the Messenger of God (SAAS)
to make peace with him, and that they both met with the Messenger of God
(SAAS) at Tabiik. But God knows best.
Yiinus b. Bukayr narrated, from Sa'd b. Aws, from Biliil b. Ya\.1ya, that Abii
Bakr, "the trusting", was in command of the muhajirin on the expedition to
Diimat al-Jandal, while Khalid b. al-Walid commanded the bedouin in that
expedition. But God knows best.
DIVISION

Ibn Is\.1aq stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) stayed there for some ten
days, but not longer, and then left to return to Medina.
"On that route there was a spring that oozed from a rock in a valley that could
give enough water for one, two or three riders; the valley was known as Wadi
al-Mushaqqaq. The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Those who reach there
before us should not take any of that water, but should await our arrival.'
"A number of hypocrites did precede him there and took its water. When
the Messenger of God (SAAS) arrived, he stopped there but found nothing
and asked, 'Who preceded us here?' He was told, "Messenger of God, it was
so-and-so and so-and-so.' He then said, 'Did I not forbid them to take its water
till I arrived?' He then cursed them and spoke a prayer against them.
"He then dismounted and placed his hand beneath the rock and there began
to flow into it that amount of water that God determined. He then splashed the
water over the rock and stroked it with his hand, praying as God wished him to
do. At that there came forth from the water - as those say who heard it - a sound
like that of a thunder-clap. The men went on to drink from it and to satisfy
all their needs from it. The Messenger of God (SAAS) then said, 'If you live
on - or those of you who do - will hear of this valley as more fertile than any
other either before or beyond it.'''
Ibn Is\.1aq went on, "Mu\.1ammad b. Ibrahim b. al-I:Iarith al-Taymi related
to me that 'Abd Allah b. Mas'iid used to relate as follows, 'While I was on the
expedition to Tabiik with the Messenger of God (SAAS), I happened to get up
in the middle of the night and saw a faint light over towards the camp. I went to
see what it was. I found it to be the Messenger of God (SAAS), Abii Bakr and
'Umar. 'Abd Allah Dhii al-Bijadayn had died, and they had dug a grave for him.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) was in the grave, while Abii Bakr and 'Umar
were lowering the body to him. As they did so, the Messenger of God (SAAS)
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was saying, "Let down your brother close to me!" And they did so. When he
placed him in position into his niche, the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "0
God, I was pleased with him; may You be pleased with him!"
'''And 'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud would say, "How I wish that grave had been
my own!"'"
Ibn Hisham stated, "The reason he was known as 'Dhu al-Bijadayn', 'he of
the two pieces of coarse cloth', is because when he wanted to accept Islam, his
people prevented him. They persecuted him, and when he eventually escaped
them, all he had on was one piece of bijad, 'coarse cloth'. He ripped it into two
pieces and used one as a waist-wrapper and the other as a shirt. He then went to
the M~ssenger of God (SAAS) and became known as Dhu al-Bijadayn."
Ibn Is!)aq continued, "Ibn Shihab al-Zuhrt related, from Ibn Ukayrna
al-Laythi, from his nephew Abu Ruhm al-Ghifm, who stated he heard Abu
Ruhrn Kulthum b. al-I;Iusayn, who was one of those who pledged allegiance at
the tree, say, 'I went on the expedition to Tabuk with the Messenger of God
(SAAS). One night I was travelling with him at al-Akh4ar, when God sent sleep
down upon me. I awoke to find that my mount was very close to that of the
Prophet (SAAS). I was shocked to find it so close to him, afraid I might strike
against his leg in the stirrup. I therefore set about moving my mount away from
him. Eventually, some distance further on, my eyes were again overcome and
my mount approached him and his leg in the stirrup. This time I only awoke
when he shouted, "lfuss!", "careful!". I exclaimed, "Please forgive me, Messenger
of God!" He replied, "Ride on!"
"'He then began asking me about those men of Banu Ghifar who had fallen
behind, and I told him. He then asked me, "What happened to those men with
long, red, thin beards who had no other facial hair?" I told him they had dropped
behind.
"'He went on, "And what about those men with short, black, .curly hair?"
I replied, "By God, I don't know any like that among us." "Yes," he insisted,
"they're the ones who own camels at Shabakat Shadakh.'" I then remembered
them to have been among the Banu Ghifar, but I could not identify them until I
recalled them to have been a clan of Aslam who were allied to us. The Messenger
of God (SAAS) then asked, "What prevented one of them, when he fell behind,
from giving transport on one of his mounts, to some man eager to participate
in God's cause? It troubles me greatly to have muhajiriin and anFar, along with
men of Ghifar and Aslam, fall behind." '"
Ibn Lahi'a quoted Abu al-Aswad as telling him that 'lJrwa b. al-Zubayr said,
"When the Messenger of God (SAAS) set out to return from Tabuk to Medina,
a group of hypocrites plotted to assassinate him by casting him down from a
steep ridge on to the path below. He was informed of this and ordered the men
8.

A well in Hijaz belonging to Banu Aslam.
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to pass through the valley while he mounted the ridge. Those who had plotted
accompanied him, having muffled their faces. The Messenger of God (SAAS)
ordered 'Ammar b. Yasir and I:Iudhayfa b. al-Yaman to proceed along with him,
'Ammar holding the bridle of his camel, while I:Iudhayfa urged it forward.
"While they were proceeding, they heard the group (of assassins) descending
upon them. The Messenger of God (SAAS) became angry and when I:Iudhayfa
saw this, he went back towards the assassins carrying a bent cudgel that he waved
in the faces of their mounts. When they saw I:Iudhayfa, they realized that the
terrible deed they planned had been discovered, so they hurried away and
mingled with the rest of the force.
"I:Iudhayfa returned and caught up with the Messenger of God (SAAS). He
ordered his two guides to hurry ahead and they traversed the ridge trail and
halted, waiting for the others. The Messenger of God (SAAS) then asked
I:Iudhayfa, 'Did you recoguize those men?' 'No,' he replied, 'all I could see was
their mounts as I came down at them in the dark of night.' He then asked, 'And
do you two men know anything about what these men were doing?' 'No,' they
replied. And he told them both of what they had conspired to do to him; he
named them, and asked the two men to keep this confidential.
"They asked, 'Messenger of God, won't you order us to kill them?' He
replied, 'I dislike to have people say that Mul;1ammad kills his own men.'"
Ibn Isl;1aq gave this account, except for relating that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) told the names of the conspirators only to I:Iudhayfa b. al-Yaman. This
is more likely; but God knows best.
Evidence for this is in the words of Abu al-Darda' to 'Alqama, the friend of
Ibn Mas'ud: "Do you not have among you" - meaning the people of Kufa - "the
~ii/:tib al-sawiid wa al-wisiidl'" (By this he meant Ibn Mas'ud.) "And do you not
have among you the ~ii/:tib al-sirr, 'he in charge of the secret'?" (By this he meant
I:Iudhayfa.) "And do you not have among you he whom God protected from the
devil through the tongue of Mul;1ammad?" (By this, he meant 'Ammar.)
And the Commander of the Believers, Vmar b. al-Khal1ab, may God be
pleased with him, has been quoted as having said to I:Iudhayfa, "I adjure you by
God to say whether I was one of them!" "No," he replied, "But I'll not declare
innocent anyone else after you!" Meaning, in order not to disclose the secret of
the Prophet (SAAS).
I observe that they were 14 men, though some say they were 12. Ibn Isl;1aq
stated that the Messenger of God (SAAS) sent I:Iudhayfa b. al-Yaman to
assemble them and that the former then told them what they had conspired
to do. Ibn Isl;1aq proceeded to list their names and said, "And it was about them
that God, the Ahnighty and Glorious, revealed the words, 'And they set out to
do what they did not accomplish.' (surat al-Tawba; X, v.74).
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Al-Bayhaqi related through Mu\:1ammad b. Salama, from Abu Is\:1aq, from
al-A<mash, from 'Amr b. Murra, from Abu al-Bakhtari, from l::Iudhayfa b.
al-Yaman, who said, "I was holding the halter of the camel of the Messenger of
God (SAAS) and leading it ahead, while 'Anunar drove it" - or his words were,
"I was driving it while 'Ammar was leading it". "Suddenly, there on the ridge
trail were 12 men blocking our way along it. The Messenger of God (SAAS)
was startled at this and shouted out at them, and they turned and went back.
"He then asked us, 'Did you recognize them?' We replied, 'Messenger of God,
they were muffled. We did recognize their mounts, however.' The Messenger
of God (SAAS) went on, 'Those are men who will be hypocrites right on
until Judgement Day! Do you know what they intended?'. 'No,' we replied.
'They wanted to crowd out the Messenger of God, on the trail, to cast him down
from it!'
"We asked him, 'Messenger of God, would you not have us contact their
tribes to have each one send us the head of their man?' 'No,' he replied. 'I
dislike having the Arabs discuss how Mul:tammad had his people fight with him
until God gave him victory, and that he then turned on them and killed them.'
"He proceeded to say, '0 God, cast al-dubayla at them!' We asked, 'Messenger
of God, what is this al-dubayla? He replied, 'It is a flame that strikes a person's
aorta and kills him.'"
In the ~abtb collection of Muslim, it is stated, on a line of authority through
Shu'ba, from Q;ttada, from Abu Naqra, from Q;tys b. 'Vbayda, who stated,
"I said to 'Ammar, 'Do you regard this action of yours - relating to 'Ali, that
is - to be an opinion you hold, or something that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
enjoined upon you?' He replied, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) never enjoined
upon us anything he did not require of the people as a whole. Except that
l::Iudhayfa quoted the Messenger of God (SAAS) as having said, "Among my
men there are twelve hypocrites; of these, eight will not enter paradise until
camels pass through the eyes of needles!'"''
In an account on a different line of transmission from Q;ttada, he is quoted
as having stated, "In my nation there are twelve hypocrites who will not enter
paradise until camels go through the eyes of needles! And al-dubayla will take
care of eight of them for you - a glowing fire that will appear between their
shoulders and pass on through them to emerge from their chests."
The baji" al-Bayhaqi stated, "It was related to us by l::Iudhayfa that they were
fourteen - or fifteen - and that the Messenger of God (SAAS) swore by God that
twelve of them would make war against God and His Messenger here on earth
and on the day when the witnesses stand and testify. He forgave three of them
who said, 'We did not hear anyone make the announcement and did not know
what was wanted of us.'"
This badtth was related by Imam A\:1mad in his compendium. He stated,

"Yazid related to us, he being Ibn Harun, quoting al-Walid b. 'Abd Allah b.
Jami', from Abu al-Tufayl, who said, 'When the Messenger of God (SAAS) was
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corning back from the expedition to Tabuk, he ordered a crier to announce,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) is going along the ridge trail and no one should
take that route.'"
"While the Messenger of God (SAAS) was being led by I;Iudhayfa and urged
forward by 'Ammar, a group of men, muffled and on mounts appeared. They
descended upon 'Ammar, who was urging ahead the Messenger of God (SAAS)
and 'Ammar advanced at them, striking at the heads of their mounts. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) called to I;Iudhayfa, 'Qadin! Qadin!' 'Lead on! Lead on!'
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) went on down from the gully and when he
had done so, and 'Ammar had returned, the former asked the latter, "Ammar,
did you recognize those men?' He replied, 'I recognized most of their mounts,
but the men were muffled.' The Messenger of God (SAAS) then asked, 'Do
you know what they intended?' 'God and His Messenger know best,' 'Ammar
replied. The Messenger of God (SAAS) explained, 'They intended to crowd ont
the Messenger of God and cast him down.'
"'Ammar later spoke in confidence to one of the Companions of the Prophet
(SAAS), asking him, 'I adjure you by God, how many do you know the group on
the ridge trail to have been?' 'Fourteen men,' he replied. 'Ammar commented,
'If you were among them, that would have meant fifteen!'
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) forgave three, who said, 'We did not hear
the crier of the Messenger of God, and had no idea what they intended.' 'Ammar
stated, 'I declare that the remaining twelve will make war against God and His
Messenger here on earth and the day the witnesses stand and testify.'"

An Account ofthe a/-pirar Mosque.
God Ahnighty stated, "Those who built a mosqlIe 4iriiran, to do harm, in
unbelief, to disperse the believers and to subvert those who formerly had fought
God and His Messenger. And they will surely insist, 'It was only good we
sought.' But God will declare that they are surely liars. Never stand inside it. A
mosque built on piety from its first day is more fit to have men stand within it
who like to purify themselves; and God loves those who are pure. Is he who
founded his building on fear of God and pleasing Him better, or is he who built
his structure IIpon the side of an undercut bank, which will collapse with him into
the fires of heIl? God does not guide a people who are unjust. Their structure
they blIilt will continue to give them discontent in their hearts, unless their hearts
are ClIt to pieces! God is All-Knowing, Wise" (sural al-Tawba; IX, v.I07-IO).
We have discussed interpretation of matters relating to these verses sufficiently
heretofore in our Taftir (Exegesis). And all praise be to God!
Ibn Isl.taq disclIssed how this mosque came to be built, and its evil people, and
how the Messenger of God (SAAS), IIpon his return from Tabuk and before he
entered Medina, ordered its destruction.
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The gist of this is that a group of hypocrites built a replica of a mosque near
that at Quba'. They wished for the Messenger of God ($AAS) to pray for them
in it in order to further their purposes of corruption, disbelief and obstinacy.
God forbad His Messenger from praying in it. This was because he was in
the process of travelling to Tabuk. When he returned from there, he stopped at
Dhu Awan- a place an hour's travel from Medina. It was while he was there that
revelation came to him about that mosque - namely, the Almighty's words,
"Those who built a mosque to do harm ..." (surat al-Tawba; IX, v.107).
As for the word t/iriir, "harm", used here, it related to their wish to imitate
the mosque at Quba' and did so in kufr, "disbelief", in God, not in belief in Him,
and also as a means of tafr,q, "causing separation", of the congregation from the
mosque at Quba'.
And they acted ir~iidan, "in order to subvert", those who had formerly fought
God and His Messenger. This referred to Abu 'Amir, the immoral monk, may
God rebuke him. What had happened earlier was that when the Messenger of
God ($AAS) had invited him to accept Islam, he refused and went to Mecca and
incited them to war. Then they attacked at Ul;md, with the outcome we have
given above. Having failed in his purpose, he went to the king of the Byzantines
seeking his help against the Messenger of God ($AAS). Abu 'Amir followed the
same faith as Heraclius, along with those other Arabs who had become Christians.
He would write to his brothers who were acting in hypocrisy, making promises
to them and raising their hopes, Satan merely increasing their delusion. His
messages and letters kept coming to them constantly.
And so they constructed this overtly as a mosque, while secretly it was a
place of war, and a centre for those who came from Abu 'Amir, the monk, and
a meeting place for those who were hypocrites like themselves. This is why
the Almighty stated, "... to subvert those who formerly had fought God and
His Messenger".

He then stated, "And they will definitely insist," that is, those who built it,
"it was only good we sought." That is, "We only wanted good in building it."
And God further stated, "But God will declare that they are surely liars."
God then told His Messenger, "Never stand inside it." He forbad standing in
it in order not to endorse its cause. He went on to order and encourage him to
stand in the mosque that had been established in piety from the very first, this
being the mosque at Quba', for the text and reports that exist praise the purity
of its congregation, while making reference to it.
The evidence given in the ~alz'lz collection of al-Bukharl that the mosque
(referred to here) is that of tne Messenger of God ($AAS) does not refute the
above comment. For even if the Quba' mosque were founded in piety from its
very first day, then that applies even more appropriately to the mosque of the
Messenger of God ($AAS); the virtue of the latter is even stronger and firmer.
We have commented exhaustively on this in our Taft" (Exegesis). And all praise
be to God.
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The outcome was that when the Messenger of God (SAAS) halted at Dha
Awan, he called for Malik b. al-Dukhshum and Macan b. (Adi - or his brother
( l i ~ i mb. (Adi -may God be pleased with them both -and told them to go to that
mosque whose people were evil and to burn it. They did then proceed there and
burnt it down, and those who had attended it left it.
Ibn Ishaq stated, "Those who had built it were 12 men. These were Khidam
b. Khalid, next to whose home it was built. Then there were Thaclaba b. Halib,
Mucattib b. Qushayr, Aba Habiba b. al-Azcar, (Abbad b. Hunayf (a brother of
Sahl b. Hunayf), Jariyya b. (limir and his two sons Mujammi' and Zayd, Nabtal
b. al-Harith, Bahzaj (who belonged to Banii Dubay'a), Bijad b. (Uthmnn (of
Bana I?ubayca) and Wadicab. Thabit (who was of Bana Umayya).
I note that on this expedition to Tabak, the Messenger of God (SAAS) prayed
the al-fajr, "the dawn prayer", behind (Abd al-Rahman b. (Awf, joining him in
the second rakca. This was because the Messenger of God (SAAS) had gone to
make his ablutions in the company of al-Mughira b. Shu'ba, and was late in
arriving. And so the prayer began with (Abd al-Rahman b. (Awf leading it. When
they made their greetings, the congregation attributed much importance to what
had happened. The Messenger of God (SAAS) told them, however, "You have
done extremely well, and acted correctly." This is according to what al-Bukhari,
may God have mercy on him, related.
Al-Bukhari also stated that Ahmad b. Muhammad related to him, quoting
(Abd Allah b. al-Mubarak, quoting Humayd al-Tawrl, from Anas b. Mdik,
who said that when the Messenger of God (SAAS) returned from the Tabak
expedition and approached Medina, he said, "In Medina there are people who,
whatever distance you covered, whatever valleys you crossed, were always there
with you." They asked him, "While they were still there in Medina, Messenger
of God?" He replied, "Yes, while there (valid) excuses kept them confined
to Medina."
Al-Bukharr is alone in giving this from this line.
Al-Bukhari stated that Khalid b. Makhlad related to him, quoting Sulayman,
quoting (Amr b. Yahya, from al-(Abbas b. Sahl b. Sacd, from Abii Humayd, who
said, "We returned with the Messenger of God (SAAS) from the expedition to
Tabak and eventually saw Medina below us. The Messenger of God (SAAS)
then said, 'This is Taba (Medina); and that is Uhud, a mountain that loves us
and that we love."'
Muslim related this from a hadith of Sulayman b. Bilal in similar terms.
Al-Bukhari stated that (Abd Allah b. Muhammad related to him, quoting
Sufyan, from al-Zuhri, from al-S2ib b. Yazid, who said, "I remember going out
to Thaniyyat al-WadiV with the boys to meet the Messenger of God (SAAS) on
his arrival from the expedition to Tabak."
Aba DPad and al-Tirmidhi related this from a hadith of Sufyan b. Wyayna.
Al-Tirmidhi categorized it as hasan, jahih, "good and authentic".
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Al-Bayhaqi stated, "Abii Nasr b. Qatada quoted Aba CAmr b. Matar (as having
said), 'I heard Aba Khalifa say, "I heard Ibn Cli'isha say, 'When the Messenger
of God (SAAS) arrived back in Medina, the women and the boys and girls began
calling out, "The full moon has come out for us over Thaniyyat al-Wadac! We
owe our thanks to one who only invited towards God.""""
Al-Bayhaql commented, "Our scholars relate that this is what was said when
he arrived in Medina from Mecca, not when he arrived there from Thaniyyat
al-Wadacon his return from Tabak; God knows best. We have, in any case, made
reference to it here as well."
THE HADITH OF KACB B. MALIK, M A Y GOD BE PLEASED WITH HIM,
AS QUOTED B Y AL-BUKHARi; MAY GOD HAVE MERCY UPON HIM.

Al-Bukhari stated that Yahya b. Bukayr related to him, quoting al-Layth, from
CAqil, from Ibn Shihab, from 'Abd al-Rahman b. 'Abd Allah b. Ka'b b. Malik,
who said that 'Abd Allah, son of Ka'b b. Malik, who was one of the sons of Ka'b
and acted as the latter's guide when he became blind, said, "I heard (my father)
Ka'b b. Malik relate the story of the expedition to Tabak from which he
remained behind, as follows, 'The only expedition in which the Messenger of
God (SAAS) took part in which I did not participate was that to Tabak. Except,
that is, for the battle of Badr. And God did not censure anyone who had not
taken part in it because the Messenger of God (SAAS) had actually gone out on
that occasion to seek the Quraysh caravan. And then God brought them (the
Muslims) and their enemy together without any prior expectation of that. I was
present the night of the pledge at al-'Aqaba when we made our commitment for
Islam; and I would not prefer to have attended Badr instead of it, even though
people consider that more worthy of prestige.
"'The fact was that I had never been stronger nor wealthier than I was when I
remained behind the Messenger of God (SAAS), when he went on that expedition.
I swear, never before that had I owned two riding camels, as I acquired from that
expedition. Whenever the Messenger of God (SAAS) intended to send out an
expedition, he would talk of one to a different destination. Except for that one.
That one he was to make at a time of extreme heat and by travelling very far
against a numerous enemy. And so he announced this clearly to the Muslims, so
that they could make appropriate arrangements for the expedition. He informed
them of the destination for which he was heading. The Muslims accompanying
the Messenger of God (SAAS) were many in number; such that a single
kitab hafig (by which he meant a diwan, "a register") would not have contained
them.'
"Ka'b went on, 'Every man wishing to be absent from it thought it would
remain undisclosed, provided that God did not give any revelation about it. And
the Messenger of God (SAAS) departed on that expedition at a time when the
fruits and the shade were very alluring.
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'''The Messenger of God (SAAS) made his preparations, as did the Muslims
accompanying him. I also began hurrying to prepare, bnt I would retire without
accomplishing anything. I would then tell myself, "I can do it!" I kept delaying,
while the others were making serious elIorts. When the Messenger of God
(SAAS) and the Muslims with him departed, I had completed none of my
preparations. I said, "I'll get ready in a day or two and then catch up with them."
The morning after they left, I went 01I to get ready, but came back again having
accomplished nothing. Again next morning I did the same, but returned having
done nothing. And so it continued with me while they hurried on and the
expedition came to an end. I constantly intended to leave and overtake them
- how I wish I had! But that was not fated for me.
"'Whenever I went out and mixed with people after the departure of the
Messenger of God (SAAS), it grieved me that the only men I saw were persons
suspected of hypocrisy or those excused by the Messenger of God (SAAS),
because they were in poor health.
"'The Messenger of God (SAAS) made no mention of me until after he
arrived at Tabuk. Then, while sitting there with his men, he asked, "What
happened to Ka'b?" A man of Banu Salama replied, "Messenger of God, he has
been detained by his two cloaks, and by his gazing at his own two flanks!"
Mu'adh b. Jabal commented, "That's a rotten thing to say! By God, Messenger
of God, we know nothing of him but good!" The Messenger of God (SAAS)
remained silent.'

"Ka'b b. Malik went on, 'When I learned that he had begun his return journey,
I began to feel anxious. I began thinking up excuses, wondering how I would
be able to avoid incurring his anger. I sought the help of everyone of wisdom in
my family. When it was said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) was close at
hand, all this silliness left me, and I knew I could never extricate myself using
any deception; I decided to tell him the truth.
"'One morning he arrived back. Whenever he returned from a journey he
would first go to the mosque, where he would perform a prayer of two rak'iit
and he would then sit down with the congregation. And so when he had done
this, those who had remained behind began coming and offering excuses and
declaring oaths to him. There were some 80 such men. He accepted from
them the statements they made and their pledges of allegiance and then he
sought forgiveness for them, relying upon God, Ahnighty and Glorious is He,
to determine their inner thoughts.
"'Then I came to him. When I greeted him, he gave me a smile, but it was that
of someone made angry. He said, "Come over here." I walked over and sat before
him. He then asked, "What kept you back? Had you not already purchased a
mount?" I replied, "Yes, I had. If I were sitting before anyone else in the world
than yourself, I would decide to escape his anger by making up some excuse.
And I have been gifted with eloquence. But, I swear by God, I am sure that if I
were to tell you lies to please you, God would surely soon thereafter make you
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angry with me. Whereas ifI tell you the truth, though you will be angry with me,
I will hope for God's pardon. Actually, I swear by God, I had no excuse; I had
never been stronger or more wealthy than when I remained behind."
'''The Messenger of God ($AAS) responded, "Wel~ this man has told the
truth. Get up until God makes his decision about you."
"'I arose, as did those men there of Banu Salama, and they followed me
outside, saying, "By God, we never before knew you to commit such a sin! You
are at fault. Could you not have made excuses to the Messenger of God ($AAS),
as the others did who stayed behind? The request for forgiveness that the
Messenger of God ($AAS) would have made for you would have been enough
for you." They kept on blaming me, so that I thought seriously of going back
and denying what I had previously said.
"'But then I asked them, "Has anyone other than myself received the same
response?" They replied, "Yes; two men. They said as you did, and his response
to them was as to yourself." "Who are they?" I asked. "Marara b. aI-Rabi' aI-'Amrl
and Hilal b. Umayya al-WaqifI," they replied. Those they mentioned were fine
men who had been present at Badr - exemplary men. When they told me their
names, I went on my way.'
"Ka'b b. Malik continued, 'The Messenger of God ($AAS) banned Muslims
from speaking with all three of us who had remained behind. People avoided
us, and so changed their relationships with us that the very land itself seemed
unfamiliar to me. We stayed in this state for 50 nights.
"'The other two men simply remained inside their homes, weeping. I was the
youngest and most resilient. I continued to go out and to participate in the
prayers with other Muslims and walked in the markets; no one spoke to me. I
would still go to the Messenger of God ($AAS), and greet him while seated in
his assemblies following the prayers, and I would ask myself whether or not he
had moved his lips in response. I would pray close by him and look at him
stealthily. As I prayed, he would look over at me, but when I turned lowards
him, he would look away.
"'Finding this rejection by everyone to be onerous, I walked out and climbed
over the wall of the garden of Abu Qiltada, my nephew of whom I was very fond.
I greeted him, but, I swear by God, he did not even return my greeting. I asked,
"Abu Qiltada, I appeal to you by God! Do you not know that I love God and His
Messenger?" He remained silent. I appealed to him again, but he made no reply.
Again I appealed and now he said, "God and His Messenger know best." At that
my eyes streamed tears, and I turned away and climbed back over the wall.
"'While one day I was walking in the market of Medina, I saw a Nabati lO from
Syria who had come to sell his produce in Medina. He was asking, "Who will
direct me to Ka'b b. Malik?" People began pointing to me, and he came over and
10. A word apparently used here to indicate a Christian farmer. The Nabateans were centred
in S. Jordan, in the neighbourhood of Petra, a mountainous city with its many splendid edifices

carved from rock.
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gave me a letter from the King of Ghassan enclosed in a silken envelope. The
letter stated, "I have been informed that your master has behaved harshly to you.
God will not make you stay in a place where you are despised and ill-treated. So
join with us. We will relieve you." When I read this, I said, "This also is a tria!!"
I took it to ao oven where I burned it.
"'Things went on as before until 40 of the 50 nights had passed. Then
ao envoy from the Messenger of God (SAAS) came to me and said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS), orders you to keep away from your wife." "Should
I divorce her, or what?" I asked. "No," he replied, "just keep away from her;
do not go near her." He sent similar messages to each of the other two men. I
told my wife, "Go and join your family. Stay with them until God decides
this matter."

"'Then the wife of Hila! b. Umayya went to the Messenger of God (SAAS)
aod said, "Messenger of God, Hila! b. Umayya is a needy old man who has no
servant. Do you dislike my serving him?" He replied, "No; but he should not
come near yon." She asked, "I swear by God, he has no desire for anything. He
has not stopped weeping since this began, right on up to the present."
"'After that some of my family asked me, "Why don't you ask the Messenger
of God (SAAS) permission for your wife, as Hilal b. Umayya asked, that his
wife could serve him?' I replied, "I swear by God, I'll not ask his permission
about that! How do I know what he might say if I asked him this, since I am
still a young man?"
"'Ten more days went by as before until we had gone through fifty since
the Messenger of God (SAAS) had forbidden people to speak to us. When I had
performed the dawn prayer on the fiftieth night on the roof of one of our houses,
sitting in that state that God, Almighty and Glorious is He, described, my
spirit feeling constrained aod "the earth constricted, though it was spacious ..."
(surat al- Tawba; IX, v.l18). I heard the voice of someone who had climbed Mt.
Sal' shonting at the top of his voice, "Rejoice, Ka'b!"
"'I prostrated before God, realizing that relief had come. The Messenger
of God (SAAS) had, after he had performed the al-fajr, "pre-dawn prayer",
announced God's forgiveness of us, and people had come out to tell us the good
news. They had gone to the other two men to tell them and a man hurried up on
a horse to inform me, while a mao of Baoil Aslam had climbed up the mountain;
his voice had been quicker to reach me than the horse.
"'When the man whose voice I heard came to me to inform me, I took off
the two garments I was wearing and presented them to him for his having
brought me such good news. And I swear to God, at that time those were the
only clothes I owned! I borrowed two garments aod put them on, then went off
to see the Messenger of God (SAAS). The people began swarming in to see me,
congratulating me on God's forgiveness ofme and expressing their delight at this.
'''Then I went in to the mosque where the Messenger of God (SAAS) was
seated, with people all around him. Tali)a b. 'Ubayd Allah hurried up to me,
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shook hands and congratulated me. I swear, no others of the muhajirin did so,
and I will never forget TallJa's action.
"'When I greeted the Messenger of God (SAAS), he said, his face beaming
with pleasure, "Rejoice at the best day you have ever had since your mother gave
you birth!"
'''I asked him, "Does this (forgiveness) come from you, Messenger of God,
or from God?" He replied, "No; it is from God." When he was pleased, his
whole face would radiate as though a piece of the moon; we well knew this
characteristic of his. When I sat down before him, I asked, "Messenger of God,
in acknowledgement of God's acceptance of my repentance, I will give up my
property as a donation to God and to His Messenger."
'''He replied, "Keep some of what you own; that will be best for you." I
replied, "I will just keep my share of the booty from Khaybar."
'''I then said, "Messenger of God, it is only my honesty that saved me. It
shall be part of my repentance that I will speak nothing but the truth for as long
as I live." And I swear by God, I know of no Muslim whom God has so helped
for telling the truth, since I told him that truth, than He has helped myself.
And since I made that pledge to the Messenger of God (SAAS), I have never
intentionally told a lie. And I hope very much that God will preserve me from
doing so for as long as I live.
'''And then God revealed to His Messenger (SAAS) the verse: "God has
forgiven the Prophet, the muhajirin and the an,ar" up to the words "and be with
those who are truthful" (sUral al-Tawba; IX, v.1I7-1I9).
"'I swe;rr by God, God never bestowed upon me any greater blessings, after
he led me to Islam, than having me speak the truth to the Messenger of God
(SAAS), and that I did not lie to him and so suffer the same fate as those
who had lied. For God Ahnighty spoke to those who lied more terrible things
than He ever did to anyone. The Ahnighty said, "They will swear by God to
you, when you turn away from them," and on to the words, "God is surely not
pleased with those who are immoral" (sural al- Tawba; IX, v.95-6).
'''We three men were quite different from those who swore to him, so that
the Messenger of God (SAAS) accepted their excuses and their allegiance and
forgave them. The Messenger of God (SAAS) postponed judgement over us until
God decided the matter. Therefore God Almighty said, "and (forgiveness is) for
those three who remained behind" (sural al- Tawba; IX, v.IIS). The reference
made here by God is not to our having remained behind from the expedition, but
to postponement by the Prophet (SAAS), of deciding our case, unlike that of
those who swore to him and made excuses that he accepted.'''
Muslim related this in similar form through al-Zuhri. MulJammad b. IslJaq
related it from al-ZuhrI in a text similar to that of al-Bukhari. We quoted this in
our Exegesis from the Musnad compendium of Imam AlJrnad; in that account
there are minor additions. And all praise and credit are due to God.
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REFERENCE TO DISOBEDIENT PERSONS OTHER THAN THOSE
WHO HAD REMAINED BEHIND.

Regarding the words of the Almighty, "And others have confessed their sins,
thus mixing a good deed with one that was bad; 'asa, 'perhaps', God will turn to
them in forgiveness. God is very Forgiving, Beneficent" (surat al~ Tawba; IX,
v.102). All b. Tall).a al~Walibj quoted Ibn 'Abbas as having said, "They were a
group of ten men who remained behind the Messenger of God ($AAS) at the
time of the expedition to Tabuk. When it came time for his return, seven of them
attached themselves to pillars of the mosque.
"When the Messenger of God ($AAS) passed by them, he asked, 'Who are
these men?' He was told, 'They are Abu Lubaba and associates of his who
remained behind you; (they intend to stay here) until you set them free and
forgive them.' He commented, 'I swear by God, I'll not release them, nor will
I forgive them until God, the Almighty and Glorious, releases them! They
disregarded me and remained behind from the expedition on which the other
Muslims departed.'
"When they learned of this, the men said, 'We will not release ourselves until
God does so.' And then God the Almighty and Glorious revealed the verse, 'And
others have confessed their sins .. .'. The word 'asa used in this verse has the
power of certainty when applied to God. When it was revealed, the Messenger
of God ($AAS) sent to them, and released and forgave them. They then brought
their possessions to him, saying, 'Messenger of God, these are what we own; take
them as a donation from us and seek forgiveness from God for us.' He replied,
'I have not been ordered to take your possessions.'
"Then God revealed, 'Take alms from their property; you will purify and
cleanse them thereby. And pray for them. Your prayer is a relief for them. God
is All~Hearing, All~Knowing .. .' as far as the words '... and others are made to
wait for God's command; He would either punish them or turn to them in
mercy' (surat al~Tawba; IX, v.103-6).
"This referred to those who had not tied themselves to the pillars and about
whom a decision was deferred until there came down the words of the Almighty,
'God has forgiven the Prophet, the muhajirin and the an~ar who followed
him .. .''' (surat al~Tawba; IX, v.ll?).
'Atiyya b. Sa'jd quoted Ibn 'Abbas in words similar to these.
Sa'jd b. al~Musayyab and Mujahid b. Isl).aq narrated the story of Abu Lubaba
in respect to the battle with Banu Qnrayza; they told of his attaching himself until
he was granted forgiveness. And then he remained behind from the expedition
to TabUk and again tied himself up until God forgave him. He then wanted to
give up all his possessions as a donation, but the Messenger of God ($AAS) told
him, "N 0; one~third of it will suffice."
Mujahid b. Isl).aq stated, "And it was about him that there was revealed, 'And
others have confessed their sins'" (surat al~Tawba; IX, v.102).
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Sa'id b. al-Musayyab stated, "And thereafter ouly good in Islam was seen of
him; may God be pleased with him and give him pleasure."
I observe that perhaps the reference here is not to the three above as well
as the rest. Perhaps they restricted reference to him (Abu Lubaba) because he
was their leader, as the text of Ibn 'Abbas indicates. But God knows best.
The /:taft'!' al-Bayhaqi narrated through Abu AJ:unad b. al-Zubayri, from
Sufyan al-Thawri, from Salama b. Kuhayl, from qyaq b. qyad, from his father,
from Ibn Mas'ud, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) made an address
to us. He said, 'There are hypocrites among you. Let those I name arise. Get up,
so-and-so! Get up, so-and-so! Get up, so-and-so!' And he went on until he had
given 36 names. He then said, 'There are within you' (or 'there are among you')
'hypocrites. Ask for relieffrom God.' 'Umar passed by a man concealing his face.
He had earlier been acquainted with him. 'Umar asked, 'What is the matter?' He
then related to him what the Messenger of God (SAAS) had said. At this, he
('Umar) said, 'Keep away for the rest of the day.'''
I observe that those who remained behind the expedition to Tabuk consisted
offour categories. Those who were ordered to do so and were rewarded, like 'Ali
b. Abu Tiilib, Mul;tammad b. Maslama and Ibn Umm Maktiim. Those who were
excused, such as the weak and the sick. Those who were muqillun, "ill--equipped",
such as those who wept. And there were those who were disobedient and
were subject to criticism. These were the three men and Abu Lubaba and his
companions mentioned above. There were also others who were blameworthy
and were rebuked. These were the hypocrites.

An Account ofthe events after the return ofthe Messenger ofGod
(SAA5) from Tabuk to Medina.
The /:taft'!' al-Bayhaqi stated, "Abu 'Abd Allah al-Jfaft,!, related to us, by dictation,
quoting Abu al-'Abbas Mul;tammad b. Ya'qub, quoting Abu al-Bakhtari 'Abd
Allah b. Shakir, quoting Zakariyya> b. Ya\:tya, quoting the uncle of Abu Zakhr b.
Jfi~n, from his grandfather !:Iamid b. Manhab, who said, 'I heard my grandfather
Khuraym b. Aws b. !:Iaritha b. Lam say, "I emigrated to the Messenger of God
(SAAS), on his return from Tabuk and heard al-'Abbiis b. 'Abd al-Munalib say,
'Messenger of God, I want to express some verses of praise in your honour.' The
Messenger of God (SAAS) replied, 'Speak on, and may God not block your
mouth!' And al-'Abbas then recited:
"Previously, you were content in the shadows and in a
storehouse where palm leaves are kept.
Then you came down into the land; you are no more
human being, not droplet, no clot,
No; a droplet riding the flow, having bridled an eagle
that loves to dive.
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You were borne from loins to womb; when one person
passed on, another vessel appeared

Until your guardian house encompassed Mt. Khindif, its
heights towering above other peaks.

When you were born, the earth grew bright and the
horizon was illuminated with your light.
We are now in that brightness and that light, and we
pass on along the paths of righteousness."''''

AI-Bayhaql then related this from another line, from Abu al-Sakan Zakariyya'
b. Yal.wa aI- Ta'l. In one part of this line, the above is related from him.
AI-Bayhaql went on, "He spoke further and then the Messenger of God
(SAAS) stated, 'This is white al-I;Ilra (I see) raised up (in a vision) for me. And
this (I see) is aI-Shayma', daughter of Nufayla aI-Azadiyya. She is riding a
grey mule veiled in a black scarf.' I asked, 'Messenger of God, when we conquer
al-I;Ilra and I find her as you describe, may she be mine?' 'She will be yours,'
he said.
'''The ridda,13 'apostacy', wars then arose; no one from (Banu) aI-Ta'l apostatized. We were busy fighting the neighbouring Arabs over Islam. We batded
against Q;1ys, of whom was 'Uyayna b. I;Ii~n. We also fought Banu Asad, of whom
was Tal1.Ia b. Khuwaylid. Khalid b. aI-WalJd would give us praise, including the
following verses he recited:
'May God requite Ta?I in their homes most handsomely

for fighting like heroes.
They are worthy of the banners of nobility and
magnanimity that flutter when the east wind blows through
every tent.

They struck at Q,tys for the faith, after the latter had
responded to the calls of darkness and blindness.'
"Khalid then went on to attack Muslaylima12 the Imposter and we accompanied
him. When we had finished with Musaylima, we proceeded on towards al-B~ra.
There we encountered Hurmuz at ~ima13 with an army larger than our own
force.
"There was no Persian more strenuous in his antagonism to the Arabs and
Islam than Hurmuz. Khalid proceeded out against him and challenged him to
single combat. He accepted, and Khalid killed him. Khalid sent a dispatch to
inform (the Caliph Abu Bakr) 'the trusting', and he (AbU Bakr) awarded the
booty from Hurmuz to Khalid. The tall headgear of Hurmuz fetched 100,000
11. The term given to the unrest and battles that occurred as a result of dissension and the
apostacy of some Arab tribes following the death of the Prophet <oSAAS), and the establishment of
the Caliphate.
12. See footnote above.
13. A place on the coast between al-Batnayn and al-B~ra, positioned some two days' journey
at that time from the latter city.
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dirhams; the Persians were accustomed to awarding headgear worth 100,000
dirhams to one of their number who acquired nobility.
"We then moved out along the al-Taffroute to al-Bira. The first person to
meet us there when we entered it was al-Shayma', daughter of NufayIa, just as
the Messenger of God (SAAS) had said; she was mounted on a grey mule and
veiled with a black scarf. I took her prisoner, saying, 'This woman was gifted
to me by the Messenger of God (SAAS).'
"KhaIid asked me to bring witnesses proving this, and so I did. The witnesses
were Mu!)arnrnad b. Maslama and Mu!)ammad b. Bashir al-An~iiri. Khalid then
awarded her to me.
"After that her brother 'Abd al-Masi!) came down to seek peace. He asked me
to sell her to him. I replied, 'I swear, I'll not do so for less that 1,000 dirhams!'
He gave me 1,000 dirhams and I handed her over to him. People told me, 'If
you had demanded 100,000 dirhams, he would have paid it to you.' I told them,
'I could not figure any number larger than I ,OOO!'"
THE ARRIVAL OF A DELEGATION FROM THAQJF TO THE
MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS) IN RAMAl)AN OF 9 AH.
It is told above how, when the Messenger of God (SAAS) left Thaqif he was
asked to invoke God against them. But he spoke prayer seeking guidance for
them.
It is similarly told above that when Malik b. 'Awf al-N~ri accepted Islam, the
Messenger of God (SAAS) treated him with honour, made presents to him and
placed him in command of those of his people who accepted Islam. Thereafter,
Malik would make attacks into Thaqif territory and harass them until he had
forced them into acceptance of Islam.
It is also related above by Abii Da'iid about how Sakhr b. aI-'Ayla al-A!)masi
remained in Thaqif until he brought them down from their fortress under the
control of the Messenger of God (SAAS), and led him to Medina, with the
permission ofthe Messenger of God (SAAS) to do so.
Ibn Is!)aq stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) arrived back in Medina
from Tabiik in Ramagatt, and that same month a delegation from Banii Thaqif
arrived.
"It is told of Banii Thaqif, that when the Messenger of God (SAAS) had left
them, 'Urwa b. Mas'iid followed after him and caught him up before he arrived
in Medina. 'Urwa accepted Islam and asked permission to return to his people
to bring them into Islam.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) told him - so his people say - 'They will
fight you.' The Messenger of God (SAAS) knew of the strong feeling of
resistance they would feel against one of their own. But 'Urwa said, 'I am
more beloved by them than their first-born!' And he was indeed thus loved and
obeyed among them.
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"'Urwa then left to call upon his people to join Islam, hoping that they would
not oppose him because of his high status with them. But when he appeared on
his high balcony, revealed his faith to them and called for them to join Islam,
they cast arrows at him from every side. One struck him a mortal blow.
"Banu Malik claim that it was one of their men, named Aws b. 'Awf, a brother
of Banu Salim b. 'Awf, who killed him. The A1)Jaf, however, claim that it was
one of theirs, a man of Banu 'Attab called Wahb b. Jabir. 'Urwa was asked what
he thought about his (imminent) death, and he replied, 'It is an honour that God
has awarded me, a martyrdom God has given me. I am no different from those
martyrs killed in the company of the Messenger of God (SAAS), before he went
from you. So bury me with them.' And they did so.
"They claim that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said of him, 'His position
among his people is like that of the hero of (surat) Yiisin (XXXVI, v.19) among
his people.'"
Musa b. 'Uqba related similarly the story of'Urwa. However, he claimed that
this occurred after the pilgrimage made by Abu Bakr, "the trusting". Abu Bakr
al-Bayhaqi agreed with this view.
But this is unlikely. What is authentic is that this came about before the
pilgrimage of Abu Bakr, as Ibn Is1)aq related. But God knows best.
Ibn Is1)aq went on, "Thaqif remained thus for some months after the killing of
'Urwa. They then conferred together and decided they lacked the power to fight
all the Arabs around them, and so they pledged their allegiance and accepted
Islam.
"Their decision to confer together accorded with the view of<Amr b. Umayya,
brother of Banu qlaj. Having conferred, they agreed to send out one of their
men, 'Abd Yalil b. 'Amr b. 'Umayr, accompanied by two of the A1)laf and three
men of Banu Malik. These men were al-I:Iakam b. 'Amr b. Wahb b. Mu'attib,
Shural:>bil b. Ghaylan b. Salama b. Mu'attib, 'Uthman b. Abu al-'A s, Aws b.
'Awf, brother ofBanu Salim, and Numayr b. Kharasha b. Rabi'a."
Musa b. 'Uqba stated, "They were a body of some ten men, including Kinana
b. 'Abd Yalil- he being their leader. They also had with them 'Uthman b. Abu
al-'As, who was the youngest member of the delegation."
Ibn Isl:>aq went on, "When they neared Medina, they halted at Qanat. There
they met al-Mughira b. Shu'!>a, who was taking his turn to pasture the riding
camels of the Companions of the Messenger of God (SAAS). When he sighted
them, he hurried off to inform the Messenger of God (SAAS) of their arrival.
Abu Bakr, 'the trusting', met him and al-Mughira told him of the men ofBanu
Thaqif who were corning to pledge their allegiance and to accept Islam, provided
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) met S9me of their conditions and wrote a
document treating their people. Abu Bakr told al-Mughira, 'Please don't go in
before me to tell the Messenger of God; let me be the first to tell him.' AI-Mughira
agreed and Abu Bakr went in and told the Messenger of God (SAAS) of their
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arrival. AI-Mughlra then went back to rejoin his companions, and with them
brought in the camels.
He also instructed them how they should greet the Messenger of God (SAAS),
since the only greeting they then used was still that of the Jahiliyya.
"When they carne in to see the Messenger of God (SAAS), he had a tent
pitched for them in the mosque. It was Khalid b. Sa'id b. aI-'A~ who walked
(with messages) between them and the Messenger of God (SAAS). When he
brought food for them from horne, they refrained from eating until Khalid b.
Sa'id did so fIrst. It was he who wrote out their pact for them.
"One condition they proposed to the Messenger of God (SAAS) was that
he allow them to keep their idol aI-Lat for a period of three years. They kept on
bargaining with him regarding the issues of time, with him constantly refusing
until ultimately they asked for one month after their return so that the foolish
people among them could become accustomed. He refused them any set period
and insisted he was going to send Abii Sufyan b. I;Iarb and al-Mughlra to destroy
the Goddess.
"They also requested that they not perform the prayers and that they themselves should not have to destroy their idols. He said, 'Regarding yourselves
destroying your idols, this we will excuse you. But concerning the prayer, there
is no good in a faith devoid of prayer.' They said, 'Then we will perform them,
though it is demeaning.'''
Imam A1)mad stated that 'Affan related to rum, quoting Mu!)anunad b. Salama,
from I;Iumayd, from aI-I;Iasan, from 'Othman b. Abii a1-'A~, who said that the
delegation from Thaqif came to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and that he had
them reside in the mosque to have it make an impression on them. They posed
the condition that they not be required to take part in expeditions, that they
not be required to pay a tithe, not be otherwise taxed, and that no others would
be placed in command of them. The Messenger of God (SAAS) agreed, saying,
'¥ou will not be required to fIght; you will not have to pay a tithe, and others
will not have command over you. And there is no good in a religion without
prayer prostrations.'

"'Othman b. Abii a1-'A~ asked, 'Messenger of God, teach me the QjIr'an and
appoint me Imam for my people.'''
Abii Da'iid related this from a I;adith of Abii Da'iid aI-Tayalisi, from I;Iammad
b. Salama, from I;Iumayd.
Abii Da'iid stated that al-I;Iasan b. ai-Saba!). related to him, quoting Isma'il
b.'Abd ai-Karim, quoting Ibrahim b. 'Aqil b. Ma'qil b. Munabbih, from Wahb
(who said), "I asked Jabir about what happened when Thaqif pledged allegiance.
He replied, 'They proposed to the Messenger of God (SAAS) the condition that
they should not have to give alms, nor do battle.' Jabir also stated that he heard
the Messenger of God (SAAS) say thereafter, 'They will give alms, and will do
battle when they become Muslims.'''
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Ibn Isl;1aq stated, "When they accepted Islam and he had written a document for
them, he appointed 'Uthman b. Abu al-'A~ as their commander; he was among
their youngest. This was because (Abu Bakr) 'the trusting' told him, 'Messenger
of God, I observe this young man to be the one of them most dedicated to Islam,
and to learning the Qur'an.'''
Musa b. 'Uqba related that when their delegation came to the Messenger of
God ($AAS), they had left 'Uthman b. Abu al-'A~ behind with their camels, and
that when they returned at midday, he went to the Messenger of God ($AAS)
to ask him for information and about reciting the Qur'an. Finding him to be
asleep, he then went to Abu Bakr, "the trusting". His training lasted until he
had become expert in Islam. The Messenger of God ($AAS) came to like him
very much.
Ibn Isl;1aq stated, "Sa'ld b. Abu Hind related to me, from Mutarrifb. 'Abd Allah
b. Shikhkhlr, from 'Uthman b. Abu al-'A~, who said, 'One of the last things the
Messenger of God ($AAS) asked of me was when he sent me to Thaqlf. He told
me, "'Uthman, be concise in the prayer. Evaluate the people by their weakest
member, for they will include the old, the young, the weak and those in need."'"
Imam Al;1mad stated that it was related to him by 'Affan, quoting I:1ammad b.
Salama, quoting Sa'ld al-Jarlrl, from Abu al-'Ala', from Mutarrif, from 'Uthman
b. Abu al-'A~, who said, "I asked the Messenger of God ($AAS), 'Appoint
me as my people's Imam.' He replied, 'You are their Imam. Be guided by their
weakest person. And appoint as your mu'azzin, "prayer announcer", someone

who will not accept payment for summoning to the prayer.'''
Abu Da'ud and al-Tirmidhl related this from a badfth of I:1arnmad b. Salama.
Ibn Maja related it from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba, from Isma'll b. 'Aliyya, from
Mul;1arnmad b. Isl;1aq. As is related above.
Al;1mad related from 'Affan, from Wahb and from Mu'awiya b. 'Amr, from
Za'ida, both of these quoting 'Abd Allah b. 'Uthman b. Khuthaym, from Da'ud
b. Abu 'A~im, from 'Uthman b. Abu al-'A~, that the last direction the Messenger
of God ($AAS) gave to him when he appointed 'Uthman as commander of
al-Ta'if, was to say, "When you say the prayers with a group, take it easy on
them." He told him further, "Recite: 'In the name of your Lord who created ...'
(surat al-'Alaq; XCVI, v.l) and similar passages from the Qur'an."
Al;1mad stated that Mul;1ammad b. Ja'far related to him, quoting Shu'ba, from
'Amr b. Murra (who said), "I heard Sa'ld b. al-Musayyab say, "Uthman b. Abu
al-'A~ spoke as follows, "The last instruction the Messenger of God ($AAS)
gave me was to say, 'When you act as Imam for a group, make the prayer easy
for them.''''''
Muslim related this from Mul;1ammad b. Ja'far, from Mul;1ammad b. alMuthanna and from Bindar, both of whom quoted Mul;1ammad b. Ja'far, from
Ghundar. Al;1mad stated that Abu Al;1mad al-Zubayrl related to him, quoting
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'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Rai)man b. Yaqa al-Ta'ifi, from 'Abd Allah b. al-J:Iakam
(who said) that he heard CUthman b. Abu al-'A~ say, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS) placed me in command of al-Ta'if, and the last instruction he gave
me was to say, 'Make the prayer easy for the people.'"
Muslim is alone in giving it with this line of transmission.
Ai).mad stated that Yai).ya b. Sa'Id related to him, quoting 'Amr b. CUthman,
quoting Musa - he being Ibn Tali).a - to the effect that 'Uthman b. Abu a!-'A~
related to him that the Messenger of God (SAAS) appointed him Imam for his
people and then said, "He who becomes an Imam for a people should be easy on
them; they include those who are weak, elderly and in need. When he prays
alone, he can pray however he wishes."
Muslim related this from a badith of 'Amr b. CUt:hman.
Ai).mad stated that it was related to him by Mui).ammad b. Ja'far, quoting
Shu'ba, from al-Nu'man b. Salim (who said), "I heard some elders of Thaqif
saying, 'CUthman b. Abu a!-'A~ told us, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) said to
me, 'Be your people's Imam; and if you are a people's Imam you should make
the prayer easy for them. For among them there will stand the young and the
old, the weak and the sick, and those who are in need."""
Ai).mad also stated that Isma'il b. Ibrahim related to him, from al Jurayri, from
Abu al-'Ali!' b. al-Shikhlr, that CUthman said to the Messenger of God (SAAS),
"Messenger of God, Satan came between me and my prayer and my recitation."
He replied, "That satan is named Khanzab; if you sense him, then seek refuge in
God from him and spit three times on your left hand." (CUthman said,) "I did
this, and God sent him away from me."
Muslim related this from a badith of Sa'id al-Jarir!.
Malik, Ai).mad, Muslim and the orthodox scholars all related from various
lines of transmission, from Nafi' b. Jubayr b. Mut'im, from CUthman b. Abu
al-'A~, that the latter complained to the Messenger of God (SAAS) about a pain
he was experiencing in his body. He told him, "Place your hand over that part
of your body that is hurting and say three times, 'Hismi Allahi!, "In the name of
God!'" Then say, seven times, 'a'udhu hi 'izzat Allahi wa qudratihi min sharr ma
ajidu wa ubadhir!, "I take refuge in the power and might of God against what I
am experiencing, and I am on my guard!"'"
In some accounts there is an addition in which CUthman goes on, "I did this
and God cured what was wrong with me. And I have advised my own people
and others about this."
Abu 'Abd Allah b. Maja stated that it was related to him by Mui).ammad b.
Bashshar, quoting Mui).anunad b. 'Abd Allah al-An~ari, quoting CUyayna b.
'Abd al-Rai).man - he being Ibn Jawshin - quoting his father, who stated that
CUthman b. Abu a!-'A~ said, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS) appointed
me in command of al-Ti!'if, something was impeding my prayers, so that I did
not know what it was I was praying. When I recognized this, I travelled to the
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Messenger of God (SAAS). He asked, 'You are the son of Abu ai-'A s, aren't
you?' 'Yes, Messenger of God,' I replied. 'What brings you then?' he asked. I
replied, 'Messenger of God, something is impeding my prayer so that I do not
know what I am praying.' He told me, 'That is Satan. Come close.' I went over
close to him and squatted on the soles of my feet. He then slapped me on my
chest with his hand and spat in my mouth, saying, 'Begone, enemy of God!' He
did this three times. Then he said, 'Get back to your work.' And, by my life, I
don't think he ever interfered with me again."
Ibn Maja is alone in giving this.
Ibn Is!).aq stated, "'isa b. 'Abd Allah related to me, from 'Atiya b. Sufyan b.
Rabi'a al-Thaqafi, that one of their delegation said, 'After we had become
Muslims, while engaged in fasting along with the Messenger of God (SAAS)
for the remainder of Ramaqan, Bilal would come to us with our evening and
pre-dawn meals. When he brought the pre-dawn meal, I would tell him, "So we
see that dawn has broken?" He would say, "I left the Messenger of God (SAAS)
still eating his meal, for the dawn meal can be eaten this late." When he would
bring us our evening meal, we would tell him, "But we don't see that the sun
has completely set yet." He would say, "We have only come to you after the
Messenger of God (SAAS) has eaten." He would then take his hand to the dish
and eat from it.'"
Imam A!).mad, Abu Da'ud, and Ibn Maja all related from a ftadith of 'Abd
Allah b. 'Abd al-Ra!).man b. Ya'la al- Ta'ifi, from 'Uthman b. 'Abd Allah b. Aws,
from his grandfather Aws b. I:Iudhayfa, who said, "We came to the Messenger of
God (SAAS) in the delegation of Thaqif. The aft/ii!were given accommodation
with al-Mughira b. Shu'ba, while the Messenger of God (SAAS) put up those
from Banu Malik in a tent of his. Every night he would come to us after the
evening meal to talk with us, standing putting his weight alternately on each
leg to rest them from standing so long. Mostly, he related to us what he had
suffered from Quraysh. He would say, 'There was no equivalence. We were
treated arrogantly and demeaned in Mecca. After we left for Medina, the tides
of war sometimes favoured us, sometimes them.'

"One night, when it was after the time when he usually came to us, we
commented, when he arrived, on the fact that he was late. He replied, 'It was my
turn to read one-sixtieth part of the Qur'an, and I hated to come before I had
completed it.'"

Aws went on, "I asked the Companions of the Messenger of God (SAAS),
'How is it you divide up the Qur'an into parts?' They replied, 'Into three, five,
seven, nine, eleven, thirteen, and hizb al~mufa~$af4 alone.'"
This is the text of Abu Da'ud.
14. This is apparently a reference to the latter part of the Qur'an, which it is recommended
should be recited in the daily prayers.
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Ibn Is!).aq stated, "When they had concluded the matter, they returned to their
own territory. The Messenger of God (SAAS) sent Abu Sufyan b. I;Iarb and
al-Mugh!ra b. Shu'ba with them to destroy the idol ai-Lat.
"The two men continued on with the others until they arrived near al-Ta'if.
There aI-Mugh!ra wished to send Abu Sufyan on ahead, but Abu Sufyan refused
this. He responded, 'You go on in to your people.' And Abu Sufyan remained
on a property he owned at Dhu al-Hadm. 15
"When al-Mugh!ra entered the town, he went up to the idol and struck it with
a pickaxe. His people, Banu Mu'attib, stood in front of him fearing that arrows
would be fired at him, or that he would be struck down, as happened to 'Urwa
b. Mas'ud.
"The Thaq!f women came out with their heads bare, weeping for the idol
and chanting,
'We weep for a protector betrayed by those accursed
They have not done well in striking her.'

"While al-Mughrra struck her with the pickaxe, Abu Sufyan was saying, 'Alas!
Alas for you!' When aI-Mugh!ra had finished destroying her, he took all she had,
including her jewels, and sent a message to Abu SufYan. He also told him, 'The
Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered us to settle with 'Urwa b. Mas'ud and his
brother al-Aswad b. Mas'Ud, father of QIrib b. aI-Aswad, for the debts owed
them, using the money from the idol.' And this they did."
I note that al-Aswad had died a polytheist. However, the Messenger of God
(SAAS) gave the command for this in order to establish goodwill and to honour
his son, QIrib b. al-Aswad, may God be pleased with him.
MUsa b. 'Uqba related that the Thaq!fdelegation consisted of some ten men, and
that when they arrived, the Messenger of God (SAAS) gave them accommodation
in the mosque so that they would hear the Qur'an. They questioned him about
the taking of interest, fornication and wine, and he forbad them all of these.
They asked him about the goddess and what he would do with her. He
replied, "Destroy her!"

They responded, "How terrible! If the goddess knew that you intend to
destroy her, she would execute her people!"
'Umar b. aI-Khanab commented, "Really! Ibn 'Abd Yalrl, how ignorant you
are! The goddess is nothing but stone." They replied, "We did not come here
to see you, Ibn al-Khanab!"
They then said, "Messenger of God, you undertake destoying her. We'll never
do it." He replied, "I'll send someone to take care of her destruction for you."
They gave him a document specifying this and asked him to permit them to
arrive back home before his messengers arrived. When they reached their own
people, they met with them and were asked what had happened.
15. A spring beyond WadI al-Qura.
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They expressed sadness, saying that they had just come from an uncouth and
peculiar man who had appeared bearing a sword, and made whatever judgements
he wished. Having dominated the Arabs, he had forbidden usury, fornication
and wine. He had ordered the destruction of the goddess. Thaqif expressed their
aversion, saying, "We'll never obey this!"

He then told them, "Then prepare for battle; prepare your weapons." They
did this for two or three days, and then God cast terror into their hearts. Once
more they sent representatives, instructing them, "Go back to him and agree to
his conditions; make peace with him." The delegation members replied, "We
have already done this! We find him to be the most God-fearing of men, very
trustworthy, merciful and truthful. We were blessed in having gone to him and
in having reached a settlement with him!" They then informed them of what had
been agreed, and they accepted what God had favoured them with. They asked,
"Why did you conceal this from us at first?" The delegation responded, "We
wanted for God to remove Satan's arrogance from your hearts!" They accepted
Islam right then and there.
They remained thus for several days, and then the messengers of the
Messenger of God ($AAS) arrived. He had placed them under the command
of Khlilid b. al-Walid. Al-Mughira b. Shu'ba was among them. They went to
al-Llit; all Thaqif, their men, women and children, stood there watching, even
the old men having emerged from their pavilions. Most ofThaqifdid not believe
that she was to be destroyed, thinking her invincible.
Al-Mughira b. Shu'ba took up the al-karz;n - meaning the m;'wal, "the
pickaxe", and said to his companions, "I'm really going to make you laugh at
al-Thaqifl" So he struck out with the pickaxe, then fell, his legs giving way. The
people of al-Tli'if were shaken by this, all crying out in one voice. They were
delighted and said, "May God remove al-Mughira! The goddess has killed him!
They then told the others, "Those of you who wish may go close up."
Al-Mughira then arose, saying, "It's nothing but a pile of stone and clay!
Accept God's munificence and worship Him!" He struck the door and broke it,
then scaled its walls, as did other men with him, and they kept on destroying it
stone by stone until they had levelled it to the ground.
Its guardian then began shouting, "Its foundations will still be angry! They
will swallow them up!" When al-Mughira heard this, he said to Khlilid, "Let me
dig up its foundation!" So they dug it all up, collecting all its water and structures.
At this Thaqif were truly amazed.
Then they all returned to the Messenger of God ($AAS), and he divided
up the wealth from it, that very day. They gave praise to God Almighty for
inspiring pride in His religion and for aid given to His Messenger.
Ibn Isl:Iliq stated, "The document written for Thaqif by the Messenger of God
($AAS) stated, 'In the name of God the most Compassionate, the most Merciful,
from Mul:Iammad, the Prophet, the Messenger of God, to the believers. The
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acacia trees ofWajjl6 and the game there are not to be harmed. Whoever is found
doing this shall be whipped and his clothing shall be stripped from him. If he
should do this a second time, he will be taken to the Prophet Mu!).ammad. This
is the command of the Prophet, Mu!).ammad. Khalil b. Sa'id has written (this)
by order of the Messenger, Mu!).ammad b. 'Abd Allah. Let no one transgress
this; by so doing, he will harm himself in such as Mu!).ammad, the Messenger of
God, has ordered.",
Imam A!).mad stated, "'Abd Allah b. al-I:Iarith al-Makhziimi, of Mecca, related
to me, quoting Mu!).ammad b. 'Abd Allah b. Insan - whom he praised highly
- from his father, from 'Urwa b. al-Zubayr, who said, 'We advanced with the
Messenger of God (SAAS), from Mt. Liyya until we reached Mt. al-Sidra.
There he made a halt by the side of the peak, facing towards it. He directed his
gaze towards a mabbas - a valley, that is. He stayed there until everyone arrived
and then he said, "Hunting in Wajj or (cutting down) its trees is forbidden, made
so by God." This was prior to his arrival at al-Ta'if al\d his siege of Thaqif.",
Abu Da'ud related this from a badith of Mu!).ammad b. 'Abd Allah b. Insan
al-Tli.'ifi. Ibn I:Iibban includes him among the reliable sources to whom he
refers. Ibn Ma'in stated that there was nothing wrong with him (as a source).
Some authorities, however, express their doubts about him.
A!).mad, al-Bukhiiri and other scholars classify this badfth as 4a'if, "weak".
Al-Shafi'i categorized it as ~abfb, "authentic", and stated that it was necessary to
comply with it. But God knows best.

An Account ofthe death of'Abd Allah b. Ubayy,
may Godfind him repulsive!
Ibn Is!).aq stated, "Al-Zuhri related to me, from 'Urwa, from Usama b. Zayd,
who said, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) went in to visit 'Abd Allah b. Ubayy
as he lay sick during the illness from which he died. When he saw him to be close
to death, the Messenger of God (SAAS) said to him, "Well, by God, I used
to warn you against loving the Jews!" 'Abd Allah replied, "And yet did As'ad
b. Zurara 17 not express his hatred of them?" '"
AI-Waqidi stated, "'Abd Allah b. Ubayy fell ill some days before the end
of Shawwal. He died in Dhu al-Qa'da. His illness lasted for 20 days. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) would constantly visit him during it.
"The day of his death, the Messenger of God (SAAS), who was being
very generous to him with his time, came in to see 'Abd Allah b. Ubayy and
16. A valley near al-Ta'i£.
17. See the references above, for discussion of cAbd Allah b. Ubayy's maintenance of his
pact with the Jews of Eanil QaynuqaC contrary to the wishes of the Prophet (SAAS). Also
see earlier for reference to the death of AsCad b. Zurara who had broken with the Jews, but died
earlier.
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commented, 'I advised you against loving the Jews.' He replied, 'As'ad b. Zurara
treated them as enemies; what good did it do him?'
"He then went on, 'Messenger of God, this is no time for complaint; this is
my death. Be present when my body is washed and give me your shirt damp
from your own skin to wrap me in. And pray and seek forgiveness for me.' The
Messenger of God (SAAS) did all this for him."
Al-Bayhaqi related, from a /;adith of Salim b. 'Ajlan, from Sa'id b. Jubayr,
from Ibn 'Abbas, an account approximately the same as that of al-Waqidi. But
God knows best.
Is1)aq b. Ra1)awayh stated, "I asked Abu Usama, 'What was it that 'Ubayd
Allah related to you from Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar?' He replied, 'When 'Abd Allah
b. Ubayy b. Salul died, his son 'Abd Allah came to the Messenger of God
(SAAS), and asked him to give him his shirt to wrap his body in. He gave it to
him. He then asked him to pray for him.'
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) arose to pray over him, but 'Umar b.
al-Khattab took hold of his gown, saying, 'Messenger of God, are you going to
pray for him even though God prohibited you from keeping company with
him?' The Messenger of God (SAAS) replied, 'My Lord gave me a choice:
"Seek forgiveness for them or do not seek forgiveness for them. Even if you do
seek forgiveness for them 70 times, God will still not forgive them." I will do so
more than 70 times.'
"He ('Umar) objected, 'But he was a hypocrite! Will you really pray for him?'
Then God, Almighty and Glorious is He, revealed, 'And never offer prayer
for anyone ofthem who dies, and do not stand by their graves. They disbelieved
in God and His Messenger' (surat al-Tawba; IX, v.84). Abu Usama confirmed
this, saying, 'Yes.'"

They included this in both ,a/;i/; collections, from a /;adith of Abu Usama.
In one account, given by al-Bukhari and others, 'Umar said, "So I asked,
'Messenger of God, would you pray for him, though once he said this-and-that?
And then on another occasion he said so-on-and-so-forth?'
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) replied, 'Leave me alone, 'Umar. I have two
choices. IfI knew that forgiveness would be granted for him ifI spoke more than
70 prayers, I would do so.' He then did pray for him. And so God the Almighty
and Glorious revealed, 'And never offer prayer .. .'''
'Umar went on, "I was myself surprised at my courage with the Messenger of
God (SAAS); God and His Messenger know best!"
Sufyan b. 'Uyayna stated, from 'Amr b. Dinar, who heard Jabir b. 'Abd Allah
say, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) came to the grave of 'Abd Allah b. Ubayy
after he had been placed iu it. He ordered that he be brought out and placed
upon his knees ~ or his thighs - and he then discharged some of his spitde upon
him and dressed him in his own shirt. But God knows best."
In the ,a/;i/; collection of al-Bukhari, this is given with the same chain of
authorities. According to him, he only dressed him in his shirt in exchange for
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'Abd Allah b. Ubayy having given al-'Abbas his shirt when he had come to
Medina; the only shirt appropriate for him they could find was that of 'Abd
Allah b. Ubayy.
AI-Bayhaqi related at this point the story of Thaqaba b. I:Iatib, and how he
had been led into temptation by the excess of his wealth, and how he had
refrained from giving alms. We have dealt with that in our Exegesis with regard
to the words of the Almighty, "And there are those of them who made a pledge
to God; 'Ifhe gives us of His favour ...'" (siirat al-Tawba; IX, v.75).
DIVISION

Ibn Is!).aq stated, "The expedition to Tabuk was the last on which the Messenger
of God (SAAS) went out."
"I:Iassan b. Thabit, may God be pleased with him, spoke the following verses
enumerating the battles and expeditions in which the a~iir participated with the
Messenger of God (SAAS)."
Ibn Hisham attributed these verses to I:Iassan's son 'Abd al-Ra!).man:
"Am I not the best of Ma'ad in family and clan, if
all were collected and brought together?

These are men who all fought at Badr along with the
Messenger and they did not disappoint or desert.

They pledged allegiance to him and none of them
reneged, and there was no falseness in their faith.

That morning at the defile at Ul;md hard blows fell on
them like the bnrning heat of a fire.
And that day at Dhu ~rad, when fighting arose while on
their mounts, and they did o'ot betray or abstain.

And at Dhu al-'lJshayra they charged ahead on their
horses with the Messenger, armed with swords and lances.

And at Waddan they drove its people out, their horses
charging ahead until rugged ground and mountain intervened.
And there was that night when they pursued their enemy

for God; and God will reward them for their action!

And that night at l:Iunayn they fought hard with him;
that night he gave them new energy for fighting when they
became tired.

And the attack to Najd, where, with the Messenger, they
gained booty and spoils.
And at the expedition to al~( we scattered the enemy
like camel herds to a water-hole.

And that day when allegiance was pledged, it was they
who agreed to go to war; they aided him, and did not
retreat.
And there was the Conquest wherein they were enrolled in
his personal guard, and they were not reckless or hasty.
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And at Khaybar they were in his squadron, all marching

ahead, death-defying heroes,
Their bare swords brandished in their right hands,
brought down to strike, then raised again.

And that day the Messenger of God went forth to Tabuk,
willing to suffer for reward, they were his prime standard-bearers.
And leaders into battle when warfare faced them, either
advancing or withdrawing, as they thought best.
Those are they - the Prophet's an$ar; these are my
people, those to whom I refer in tracing my descent.
They die with nobility, and do not break their oaths;
if they are killed, it is in God's cause."

THE DISPATCH BY THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS) OF ABU BAKR,
'THE TRUSTING', IN COMMAND OF THE PILGRIMAGE IN THE YEAR
9AHAND THE REVELATION OF SURAT BAR;I'A (I.E. AL-TAWBA; IX).

Following his acconnt of the arrival of the delegation from al-Ta'if in Ramaqan,
as detailed above, Ibn Isl:Jaq proceeded to state that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
remained there for the remainder of Ramaqan, Shawwal and Dhu al-Q:I'da. He
then dispatched Abu Bakr in command of the pilgrimage the Muslims could
undertake that year, 9 AH, while the polytheists were at the stations for their own
pilgrimage. The Muslims were no longer to be prevented access to the ka'ba;
some of them (the Arab tribes) had agreements with him (the Prophet (SAAS)),
for specific and temporary periods of time.
When Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him, and the Muslims with him
departed, and he departed from home, God, the Almighty and Glorious, revealed
the following verses at the beginning ofsurat al-Tawba (IX): "(This is a declaration)
of immunity by God and His Messenger to those polytheists with whom you
made an agreement: move out into the countryside for four months ..." to the
words "... and a declaration from God and His Messenger to the people at
the time of the Greater Pilgrimage, that God and His Messenger are free of
obligation to the polytheists" (surat al-Tawba; IX, v.l-3).
Ibn Isl:Jaq went on to discuss these verses. We have expounded upon them at
length in our Exegesis; and to God belong all praise and credit.
What is referred to here is the dispatch of 'AIJ following that of Abu Bakr
so that the former could himself make this declaration of immunity to the
polytheists on behalf of the Messenger of God (SAAS); he did this in his capacity
as his cousin and relative on his father's side.
Ibn Isl:Jaq went on, "I:Iakim b. I:Iakim b. 'Abbad b. I:Iunayf related to me, from
Abu Ja'far Mul:Jammad b. 'AIJ, who said, 'When the surat al-BariJ?a (al-Tawba;
IX) was revealed to the Messenger of God (SAAS), after he had dispatched Abu
Bakr to oversee the pilgrimage of the Muslims, he was asked, "Should you not
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send news of the (revelation) to Abu Bakr?" He replied, "Only a man from my
own family could transmit this for me."
"'He then summoned 'Ali b. Abu Talib and told him, "Take this part from
the beginning of surat al-Barif'a, and announce it to the people when they gather
on the day at Mina to make sacrifice there. Tell them (also) that no unbeliever
will enter paradise, and that after this year no polytheist shall make the pilgrimage.
Nor shall anyone circumambulate the ka'ba naked. Those with agreements made
(individually) with the Messenger of God, can consider them valid until their
term expires."

''''Ali b. Abu Talib therefore left on ai-'Adba', the camel of the Messenger of
God ($AAS), and travelled to Abu Bakr, "the trusting". When Abu Bakr saw
him, he asked, "(Do you come) as a commander, or as one to be commanded?"
'Ali replied, "The latter".
"'They proceeded on together and Abu Bakr maintained charge of the
pilgrimage. That year the Arabs were keeping to their stations for the pilgrimage
as they had previously done before the coming ofIslam.
"'When it was the day to make the sacrifices, 'Ali b. Abu Talib arose and made
the proclamation as ordered by the Messenger of God ($AAS). He gave them a
period of four months from the day of that declaration for them all to return to
some place of safety, or to their own lands. Thereafter there was to be no pact or
protection for any polytheists, except for any individual who had a personal
agreement with the Messenger of God ($AAS); that would remain in force until
its expiration.

"'After that year, no polytheist made the pilgrimage and no one circumambulated the ka'ba naked. Thereafter the two men returned to the Messenger
of God ($AAS).'"
This account is mursal, with the line of authorities as given.
Al-Bukhari stated as follows in his section entitled: Chapter on the pilgrimage made
by Abu Bakr, may Cod be pleased with him, with the men in the year 9 AH: "Sulayman
b. Da'ud Abu al-Rabi' related to me, quoting Fulayl:>, from al-Zuhri, from
I:Iumayd b. 'Abd al-Ral:>man, from Abu Hurayra, who said, 'Abu Bakr, "the
trusting", was sent out by the Messenger of God ($AAS), in command of the
pilgrimage that preceded the !tijjat al-wada', "the farewell pilgrimage". With him
went a group who were to announce to everyone, "No polytheist shall make the
pilgrimage after this year. And no one shall circumambulate the ka'ba naked." ",
In another section, al-Bukhari stated that it was related to him by 'Abd Allah
b. Yiisuf, quoting al-Layth, quoting 'Aqil, from Ibn Shihab, who said, "I:Iumayd
b. 'Abd al-Ral:>man informed me that Abii Hurayra stated, 'On that pilgrimage,
Abii Bakr, "the trusting", sent me out along with those criers he dispatched
on the day of the making of the sacrifice, to announce at Mina, "After this year
no polytheist shall make the pilgrimage. And no one shall circumambulate the
ka'ba naked.'"
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"Bumayd stated, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) then sent 'Ali forth to
make the declaration concerning the al-bartt'a, "the immunity".'

"Abu Hurayra stated, 'He sent out 'Ali along with us to make the announcement
to those at Mina on the day of the sacrifice, concerning the declaration about the
immunity, (and) that, "After this year no polytheists shall make the pilgrimage",
and "no person shall circumambulate the kacba naked".'"
In his Kitab aI-Jihad (Book offighting in God's Canse) he stated that Abu
al-Yaman related to him, quoting Shu'ayb, from al-Zuhri, who said that he was
told by Bumayd b. 'Abd al-Ral)man that Abu Hurayra said, "Abu Bakr, 'the
trusting', sent me out among those to make an announcement on the day of the
sacrifice at Mina, that after that year no polytheist would make the pilgrimage,
and that no one should circumambulate the ka'ba naked,"
"The term yawm al-baiJ' al-akbar, 'day of the greater pilgrimage', refers to
the day when sacrifice is made, It is called the al-akbar, 'the greater', because of
people referring to the 'umra as the al-bajj al-a~ghar, 'the lesser pilgrimage',
"Abu Bakr thus gave warning to everyone that year; in the (following) year
of the bijjat al-wada', 'the farewell pilgrimage', performed by the Messenger of
God (SAAS), no polytheist took part."
Muslim related this in similar form through al-Zuhri.
Imam Al)mad stated that Mul)ammad b. Ja'far related to him, quoting Shu'ba,
from Mughira, from al-Sha'bi, from Mul)riz b. Abu Hurayra, who quoted his
father as saying, "I was with 'Ali b. Abu Talib when the Messenger of God
(SAAS) had dispatched him. 'Ali asked, 'What was the announcement you were
making?'
"He replied, 'We would announce that no one but a believer would enter
paradise, that no one naked should circumambulate the ka'ba, and that those
having an agreement with the Messenger of God (SAAS) would have their pact
valid for a term - or a period - of four months. After those four months were
over, then God and His Messenger would have immunity from it. Also, that no
polytheist would make the pilgrimage after this year.' He added, 'I kept making
this announcement until my voice became hoarse.'"

This chain of transmission is excellent. However, there is some objection
with regard to the narrator's statement "... those having an agreement with
the Messenger of God (SAAS) would have their pact valid for a term of four
months".

There are those who do not maintain this. However, what is correct is that
those with a pact would have it last for its specified duration, even if for more
than four months. Those with pacts devoid of a specified duration would have
their pacts expire after four months.
There remains a third category - those with pacts terminating in less than four
months, before the date being specified. Presumably these would be included
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with the first category - that their duration would be for the term (originally)
specified, even if less than four months. It could also be maintained that these
should be extended to the four months, that being more appropriate than for
those whose initial pacts had no specific terms. But God Almighty knows best.
Imam Al;1mad stated that 'Affan related to him, quoting I;Iammad, from Simak,
from Anas b. Malik, who said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) dispatched his
declaration of immunity with Abu Bakr, but that when the latter reached Dhu
al-I;Iulayfa, the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "Only a man from my immediate
family household should announce this."
And so he dispatched 'Ali b. AbU Talib to make it.
Al-Tirmidhi related this from a 1;ladith ofI;Iammad b. Salama and categorized
it as !zasan, "good"; and gharib, "unique", from the badtth of Anas.
'Abd Allah b. Al;1mad related, from Luwayn, from Mul;1anunad b. Jabir, from
Simak, from I;Ianash, from 'Ali, to the effect that when the Messenger of God
(SAAS) asked 'Ali to follow after Abu Bakr, the latter received the letter from
him at al-Jul;1fa. Abu Bakr then went back and asked, "Messenger of God, was
anything revealed concerning myself?" He replied, "No; but Gabriel did come
to me and told me, 'No man but you yourself or one from your family should
make this declaration.'"

This 1;ladtth has a weak line of transmission and its content is somewhat
objectionable. But God knows best.
Imam Al;1mad stated that Sufyan related to him, from Abu Isl;1aq, frof\} Zayd
b. Athi' - a man of Hamdan - who said, "We asked 'Ali what his mission had
been when he was dispatched with Abu Bakr on the pilgrimage. He replied, 'With
four messages: that only a believing soul could enter paradise; that no one should
circumambulate the ka'ba naked; that any pact a person had with the Messenger
of God (SAAS) would remain valid until its term; and that polytheists would
not be able to participate with Muslims in the pilgrimage after that year.'"
Al-Tirmidhi related it thus from a 1;ladith of Sufyan - he being Ibn 'Uyaynafrom Abu Isl;1aq al-Sabi'i, from Zayd b. Athi', from 'AIL Al-Tirmidhi classified
it as basan $al;i/:l, "good and authentic".
He went on to state that Shu'ba related it from Abu Isl;1aq, who quoted it from
Zayd b. Athii. Al-Thawri related it from Abu Isl;1aq, one of his companions,
from 'AIL
I note that Ibn Jarir related it from a 1;ladtth of Mamar, from Abu Isl;1aq, from
al-I;Iarith, from 'AIL
Ibn Jmr stated that Mul;1ammad b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-I;Iakam related
to him, quoting AbU Zur'a Wahb Allah b. Rashid, quoting I;Iaywa b. Shurayl;1,
quoting Ibn Sakhr (who said) that he heard Abu Mu'awiya al-Bajali, from Kufa,
say, "I heard Abu al-Sahba' al-Bakri say, 'I asked 'Ali b. Abu Talib about the
day of the "greater pilgrimage". He replied, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
dispatched Abu Bakr b. Abu Qul;1afa to conduct the people on pilgrimage, and
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then sent me as well bearing 40 verses of siirat a/-Baril'a. When he was at Mt.
'Arafat, he made a public address on the day of the assembly there. When he had
"completed his address, he turned to me and ·said, 'Now you rise, 'Ali, and deliver
the message of the Messenger of God (SAAS).'
'''''I got up and recited to them the 4 verses from siirat a/-Baril'a. We then
proceeded on up to Mina, where I cast stones and slaughtered a sacrificial camel.
I then shaved my head. Having learned that not all those present had attended
the address given on Mt. 'Arafat by Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him, I
went all around to the camps reciting the verses to them."
''''Ali went on, "From that, I believe you imagined it to have been the day
when sacrifice is made, when in fact it was the day of Mt. 'Arafat.'''''
We have discussed this in detail in the Taft.r (Exegesis), reporting the lines of
authority for the a/:tild.th and the various evidences relating to this at sufficient
length. And to God be all praise and credit.
AI-Waqidi stated, "Three hundred of the men departed with Abu Bakr on
this pilgrimage, including 'Abd al-RaJ:unan b. 'Awf. Abu Bakr took with him
five camels for sacrifice. Along with him the Messenger of God (SAAS) sent
twenty animals for sacrifice, then sent 'Ali out to follow him; he caught him
up at al-'Arj. He made the announcement concerning baril'a, 'immunity', in the
presence of those on the pilgrimage."
EVENTS THAT OCCURRED IN THAT YEAR, 9 AH DURING RAJAB
OF WHICH THE EXPEDITION TO TABUK TOOK PLACE.

AI-Waqidi stated that in Rajab of that year the Negus, the leader of Abyssinia,
died and the Messenger of God (SAAS) made a public address in remembrance
of him.
In Sha'ban that year Umm Kulthiim, the daughter of the Messenger of God
(SAAS) died. Her body was washed by Asma', daughter of 'Omays and by
Safiyya, daughter of 'Abd al-Munalib. It is also said that she was washed by
a~ilr wives, including Umm 'Atiyya.
I note that this is established in both $a/:t./:t collections as well as in other
/:tadith accounts, that when the Messenger of God (SAAS) prayed over her and
was about to bury her, he said, "Let no one enter her grave who has tonight
experienced desire for his family." Her husband, 'Othman, therefore abstained
(from entering the grave) and she was buried by Abu Tal1)a ai-Ansari. May God
be pleased with her.
It is likely that by making that comment he was referring to those companions,
such as Abu Tal1)a and others, who normally volunteered with burial duties.
What he meant, then, was "Let no one from among these persons enter her grave
except for whoever has not experienced desire for his family". It is unlikely
that 'Othman had any other wife than Umm Kulthiim, the daughter of the
Messenger of God (SAAS). That is unlikely. Though God knows best.
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That year there was the peace made with the Governor of Ayla, the people of
Jarba' and Adhrui)., and the ruler of Dumat al-Jandal, as has been explained
above, each in their appropriate places.
That year the Oirar mosque had been built by a group of hypocrites; it had
the form of a mosque, but secretly was a house for war. The Messenger of God
(SAAS) gave orders and it was burned down. In Ramaqan that year, a delegation
came from Thaqjf and made peace on behalf of their people, then returned with
a security agreement. Also, al-Lat was destroyed, as has been related above.
At the end of that year 'Abd Allah b. Ubayy b. Salul, the chief hypocrite, may
God curse him, died. A month prior to that occurred the death of Mu'awiya b.
Mu'awiya al-Laythj - or al-Muzani. It was he for whom the Messenger of God
(SAAS) spoke prayers while he was at Tabuk, if the report about that is true.
That year Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him, made a pilgrimage with
some of the people with the permission of the Messenger of God (SAAS).
That year also there came delegations from various Arab tribes. The year 9 AH
is therefore known as "the Year of the Delegations". We will therefore now
present a section under that heading in emulation of al-Bukhw and others.

THE BOOK OF DELEGATIONS THAT CAME
TO THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS)
Ibn Isi).aq stated, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS) had conquered Mecca
and completed the expedition to Tabuk, Thaqjf accepted Islam and pledged
allegiance, and delegations of Arabs came to him from all directions."
Ibn Hisham stated, "Abu 'Ubayda related to me that that occurred in the
year 9 AH, which was known as the sanat al-wufud, 'the year of the delegations'."
Ibn Isi).aq continued, "The Arabs had only been holding back their acceptance
ofIslam to observe what became of this tribe ofQuraysh. Because it was Quraysh
whom the others considered as their leaders and guides; they had charge of
the ka'ba and the sacred area, and the pure line of descent from Isma'j~ son of
Abraham. And the leading Arabs did not dispute that.
"It was Quraysh who had set up the warfare and conflict with the Messenger
of God (SAAS). When Mecca was conquered, Quraysh accepted his leadership.
Islam having conquered them, the Arabs realized that they did not have the power
either to go to war against the Messenger of God (SAAS) or to be antagonistic
towards him. And so they entered into God's faith, as God the Ahnighty and
Glorious stated, afwajan, 'in droves', coming to him from every side.
"God Almighty stated to His Prophet (SAAS), '(Remember) when God's
aid came and the conquest. And you saw people entering in droves into God's
religion. And so celebrate in praise of your Lord and seek His forgiveness; He is
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very ready to forgive'" (surat al-Na~r; ex, v.1-3). That is, give praise to God
for having given victory to your religion; and seek His forgiveness, for He is
very ready to forgive.
We have narrated above the /:tadith of 'Amr b. Salama" which states, "These
Arabs were delaying their acceptance of Islam until the conquest. They would
say, 'Leave him for his own people to take care of him: ifhe does overcome them,
then he will be a prophet speaking the truth. When the combat at the conquest
occurred, each tribe hurried to accept Islam. My father accepted Islam before
my tribe did. When he arrived back, he said, "I swear by God, that I have
come to you from the Prophet, in truth! He (the Prophet (SAAS) said, 'Perform
such-and-such a prayer at such-and-such a time. And when the time for prayer
comes, then one of you should call the adhan "the summOns to prayer". And
then whichever one of you knows the Qur'an best should lead the prayer."""
The /:tadith continues thereafter to its conclusion; it is included in the ~a/:ti/:t
of al-Bukharl.
I note that Ibn Isl)aq, followed by al-Waqidl, al-Bukharl and then by a1Bayhaql, makes reference to various delegations that came prior to those of9 AH,
and even prior to the conquest of Mecca.
God Almighty stated, "Not equal among you are those who spent before the
conquest and did battle (and those who did not); they are higher in rank than
those who spent and did battle only later. And to all God promises good" (surat
al-lfadid; LVII, v.IO). Previous mention has been made above l9 of the words of
God Almighty on the day of the conquest, "There is no hijra, 'hegira', migration,
(henceforth); but there is jihad and niyya, 'striving in God's service' and 'intent'."
Distinction must be made between those in these two delegations who came
at the time of the conquest and whose participation must be considered a Hijra,
and those who joined them after the conquest. While these latter were promised
good by God, this would not be like the former in time and an earlier (expression
of) virtue; but God knows best.
While those imams who concerned themselves with relating the arrival of
the delegations have omitted referral to certain matters, we will give not only
information they provided, but will also make special references where necessary to
issues they omitted, if God so wills it. And in Him is all confidence and reliance.
Mul)ammad b. 'Umar al-Waqidl stated, "Kathir b. 'Abd Allah a1-Muzalll related
to us, from his father, from his grandfather, who said, 'The first delegation to
come in to the Messenger of God (SAAS) from Mugar were 400 men of
Muzayna; this occurred in Rajah of 5 AH.
'''The Messenger of God (SAAS) declared the hijra as valid for them (while
staying) in their own homes. He stated, "You are muhajirnn where you were; and
so return to your properties." And they went back home.'"
18. See Vol. III.
19. See Vol. III.
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AI-Waqidl then recounted from Hisham b. al-Kalbl, with his chain of
transmission, that the first person to arrive from Muzayna was Khuza'l Ibn
'Abd Nahm, accompanied by others of his tribe ofMuzayna. He pledged to him
the allegiance of his tribe, but when he returned to them he did not find them
to be as he had thought; they put it off.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered I;lassan b. Thabit to make negative
allusions to Khuza'l without actually satirizing him. He did speak some such
verses and when they reached Khuza'l he complained of this to his people and
they rallied around him and did accept Islam along with him. He then brought
them to the Messenger of God (SAAS).
On the day of the conquest (of Mecca) the Messenger of God (SAAS) gave
the banner of Muzayna - a force of 1,000 men at that time - to this Khuza'L
He (al-Waqidl) also stated that Khuza'l was the brother of 'Abd Allah Dhu
al-Bijadayn.
AI-Bukharl, may God forgive him, stated, in a section of his work entitled:
Chapter on the Delegation ofBanu Tamim "Abu Nu'aym related to us, quoting
Sufyan, from Abu Sakhra, from Safwan b. Mul,lriz al-Mazinl, from qmran b.
I;lu~ayn, who said, 'A group of men came in from Banu Tamlm to the Prophet
(SAAS), and he told them, "Accept the good tidings, Banu Tamlm!" They
replied, "Messenger of God, you have already given it to us, so give us (something
else now)." Displeasure was to be seen in his face. A group from Yemen then
arrived, and he told them, "Accept the good tidings, for Banu Tamlm did not
do so." They replied, "We do accept them, Messenger of God." ",
AI-Bukhali went on to state that IbrahIm b. MUsa related to him, quoting
Hisham b. Yusuf (who said) quoting Ibn Jurayj, from Ibn Abu Mulayka, that
'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr informed them that, "Some men ofBanu Tamlm rode
in to the Prophet (SAAS), and Abu Bakr said (to the Prophet (SAAS)), 'Appoint
al-Q;t'qa' b. Ma'bad b. Zurara as leader.' 'Umar said, 'No! Appoint al-Aqra' b.
I;labis instead.' Abu Bakr commented, 'You just want to oppose my view.'
'Umar responded, 'I don't just want to oppose you.' They argued, their voices
raised. Then there was revealed the verse, '0 you who believe! Do not be forward
in the presence of God and His Messenger'" (surat al-ljujuriit; XLVIII, v.I).
AI-Bukharl also related this from a different chain of authorities, from Ibn
Abu Mulayka, and with different phraseology. We have made reference to this
in our Taftir (Exegesis) regarding the words of the Almighty, "Do not raise your
voices above that of the Prophet (SAAS)" (surat al-ljujuriit; XLVIII, v.2).
Mul,lammad b. Isl,laq stated, "While the Arab delegations were coming in to
the Messenger of God (SAAS), 'Utarid b. I;lajib b. Zurara b. 'Adas al-Tamlml
arrived accompanied by leaders of Banu Tamlm. These included al-Aqra' b.
I;labis al-Tamlml, al-Zibriqan b. Badr al-TamlrnJ - a man of Banu Sa'd - 'Amr
b. al-Ahtam, al-I;labl,lab b. Yazld, Nu'aym b. Yazld, Qays b. al-I;larith, and Q;tys
b. 'li.~im, a brother of Banu Sa'd, along with a large delegation ofBanu Tamlm.
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"With them was 'Uyayna b. I;Iu~n b. I;Iudhayfa b. Badr al-Fazarl. Al-Aqra' b.
I;Iabis and 'Uyayna had been present with the Messenger of God ($AAS) at
the conquest of Mecca, and at the battles of I;Iunayn and al-Ta'if. When the
delegation ofBaniJ Tamlm arrived, these two men were with them.
"When all these men entered the mosque, they called out to the Messenger
of God ($AAS), from behind his apartments, saying, 'Come on out to us,
Mu1).ammad!' This shouting of theirs disturbed the Messenger of God ($AAS),
and he came to them. They then said, 'Mu1).ammad, we have come to express our
admiration for you; give permission to both our poet and our orator.' He replied,
'I give permission to your orator; he may speak.'
"'Utarid b. I;Iajib then arose and said, 'Praise be to God who provides us His
grace and favour, for He is worthy of such praise. It is He who made us kings and
awarded us great wealth which we donate to charity. It is He who made us the
most powerful men of all the East, the greatest in number and equipment.
"'Who is our equal? Are we not at the leaders of the people, their very best?
Any who would challenge us should enumerate their qualities, as we have done.
We could, if we wished, speak at greater length, but we are reluctant to speak
over much of what He has given us. We are well known for this (reluctance). I
say this so that you may speak of similar or even better.' He then sat down.
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) then said to Thabit b. ~ys b. Shammas,
brother ofBaniJ al-I;Iarith b. al-Khazraj, 'Arise and respond to this man's address.'
"Thabit got up and said, 'Praise be to God, Creator of both the heavens
and the earth. In these He expressed His will; His throne encompasses all He
knows. Nothing ever existed except by His favour.
"'It was, moreover, by His power that He made kings of us and chose as His
Messenger the best of His creation, its most noble in lineage, its most truthful
in speech and most respected man. It was to him that He revealed a book,
entrusting it to him above all others of His creation. He is the best of God's
creation in the worlds.
"'He then called upon the people to believe in him. And the muhajirnn from
his tribe did so, along with his relatives, those most noble in line, those best
of all in person and deed. It was we who were foremost in responding to God
when the Messenger made his call. We are the an,ftr ''the Helpers", of God and
deputies of His Messenger. We will fight people until they believe. Whoever
believes in God and His Messenger is also protecting his own possessions and
life. Whoever disbelieves, we will battle for God for ever. And executing them
will be a minor matter for us. In speaking this, I ask forgiveness for myself and
for you all and for all believers. Peace be upon you.'
"AI-Zibriqan b. Badr arose and spoke the following verses:
'It is we who are the nobles; no clan can match us.
Kings come from us and among us places of worship are

built.
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Many are the clans we have defeated, extracting plunder
from all; and the benefits of might are to be pursued.
Even in famines we entertain, our food fine meat stew,
even when no trace of a rain-cloud is visible.
And so you see chieftains arrive from all around,
hurrying for us to serve them a banquet.

We slaughter large, fat, young camels for our guests;
when they are accommodated, they are well satisfied.
You know that every tribe we challenge submits and

becomes as though leaderless.
And whoever may challenge us, we know what will happen;
his people will retreat and that news will spread abroad.
We may decline, but no one declines

US;

and so it is

that we rise in pride.'))

Ibn Isl:Iaq went on, "Since Bassan b. Thabit was absent, the Messenger of God
(SAAS) sent for him. He (Bassan later) said, 'When I reached the Messenger of
God (SAAS), and their poet spoke as above, I challenged what he had said and
spoke in the same manner as he had.'
"When al-Zibriqan had fmished speaking, the Messenger of God (SAAS) told
Bassan b. Thabit, 'Get up and respond to the man.'
"Bassan then recited,
'The chieftains of Fihr and their brothers have

clarified a way of life for the people that should be
followed
Such as to please any man whose inner purpose is to
fear God and who desires to do good,
A people who, when they fight, destroy their enemy, or,
if seeking advantage to their allies, achieve this.
This is their natural disposition, no acquired trait;
the worst of characteristics - you well know - are those
innovated.
Even if, after they are gone, others surpass them, (it

is true that) anyone who leads still follows those who
preceded him.
Men cannot mend what their own hands have ruined in
battle, nor could others ruin what they have mended.
When they seek to lead, their effort succeeds; if
compared in generosity to other nobles, they tip the scales.
These are fine men, their purity mentioned in the
revelation; no materialists, these, untainted by greed.
From their generosity to neighbours, they are no misers
and they are untouched by any taint of ambition.
When we attack people, we do not crawl as does a wild
calf to its mother;
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We get right up when the talons of war attain us,
though the riff-raff submit to its claws.
They are not boastful when they attain their enemy; and
if overcome, they do not turn feeble or despair.
When engaged in battle, when death is close by, they
are like lions ofI:Ialya, their claws bent and ready.
If they are angry, take whatever you can get
submissively, and don't worry after what they are refusing.

Do not seek their enmity, for in going to war with them
you will have evil laced with poison.
Honour a people in whose party is the Messenger of God,
at a time when ideas and sects are very diverse.

My heart awards them my praise, helped on in its
favoured task by a creative and inventive tongue.

They are the best of all peoples, whether we talk of
what is serious or what is light.'"

Ibn Hisham stated, "A scholar of the poetry ofBanu Tamim told me that when
al-Zibriqiin came to the Messenger of God (SAAS), with the delegation ofBanu
Tamim, he arose and spoke the following verses:
'We have come to you so that people may know our virtue
when they mingle in attendance at the fairs,
And that we are the rmest in any place, in all the
land of Hijiiz, none the like of Darim.

We put the medalled champions to flight when they
boast, and strike the heads of warriors seeking fame.
To us goes the one-fourth share of every expedition we
fight, whether in Najd or abroad.'

"I:Iassan then arose and responded to him as follows,
'Is glory anything but repeated mastery and

magnanimity, the glory of kings and the bearing of great
responsibility?
We give aid and refuge to the Prophet, Mub.ammad,
regardless of the resentment or pleasure of Ma'ad.
In a unique tribe whose origins and wealth stem from a
place in ]abiyyat al-]ulan,W amidst foreigners.
We gave aid when he came to live among us, using our
swords against all the tyrants and aggressors.
We placed our sons and our daughters between us and
him, and put him at ease regarding the spoils gained.
We strike at men with our fine, sharp swords until they

follow into his faith.
20. A village near Damascus, Syria.
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It was we who fathered the greatest man of Quraysh, we

who fathered the Prophet of good from Hashim's line.
Banu Darim, do not boast; your boasting seems shameful
when noble deeds receive mention.
You are fools1 Do you pride yourselves over us, when
you are our vassals, somewhere between wet-nurses and

slaves?
IfYQU have come to us to save your blood and property,

from being distributed as booty,
Then consider none a peer of God and accept Islam; and
do not dress yourselves in such garb as foreigners wear.'"

Ibn ISQaq stated, "When Bassan b. Thabit had finished speaking, aI-Aqra' b. Babis
said, 'By my father, this man is certainly well provided for! His orator is more
eloquent than ours, and his poet more gifted. Their voices rise higher than ours.'
"Finally they accepted Islam and the Messenger of God (SAAS) presented
valuable gifts to them. They had left 'Amr b. al-Ahtam behind with their
mounts, he being their youogest. Qtys b. 'i\.~im, who disliked 'Arm b. al~Ahtam,
said, 'Messenger of God, we do still have one man, a young fellow, out with
our mounts.' And he went on to belittle him. However, the Messenger of God
(SAAS) gave to 'Amr what he had given to the others.
"'Amr b. al-Ahtam recited the following satirical verses when he learned what
Qtys had said;
'You hurt me, you lazy, hairy dog, by slandering me to
the Messenger; you were not truthful or accurate
We ruled you in broad authority, but your leadership
merely consists of sitting on your tail and displaying your
molars!'"

The bafi:;; al-Bayhaqi related through Ya'qiib b. Sufyan, quoting Sulayman
b. Barb, quoting Bammad b. Zayd, from Mul;1ammad b. al-Zubayr aI-Ban?ali,
who said, "AI-Zibriqan b. Badr came in the company ofQtys b. 'i\.~im and 'Amr
b. aI-Ahtam to see the Messenger of God (SAAS). The latter asked 'Arm b.
al-Ahtam, 'Tell me about aI-Zibriqan; I won't ask you about this other man.'
"He thus indicated that he aIready knew of Qtys.
"'Amr responded, 'He is obeyed by those closest to him, a good orator and
very defensive of those in his care.'
"AI-Zibriqan commented, 'He has spoken very well, knowing me to be better
than what he has said!'
"'Amr responded, 'I swear by God, all I know of you is that you are of
little manliness, narrow-minded, that your father was a fool and your uncle
a rogue!' He then went on, 'Messenger of God, I spoke the truth in both my
characterizations ofhim. When he treated me well, I said ofhim the best I could,
and when he angered me, I said the worst I know!'
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"The Messenger of God (SAAS) commented, 'Oratory has its own magid'"
This f:tadith is mursal, "incomplete", from this line of transmission.
AI-Bayhaqi stated, "It is related in a maw,ul" from another line of transmission, as follows, 'Abu Ja'far Kamil b. AI.unad al-Mustamil informed us, quoting
Mu]:lammad b. Mu]:lammad b. Mu]:lammad b. A]:lmad b. 'Uthman ai-BaghdadI,
quoting Mui:lammad b. 'Abd Allah b. al-I;Iasan al-'Allaf of Baghdad, quoting
'All b. I;Iarb al-Ta'I, quoting Abu Sa'd b. al-Haytham b. Mai:lfu?, from Abu
aI-Muqawwim Yai:lya b. Yazld al-An~arI, from al-I;Iakam, from Miqsam, from
Ibn 'Abbas, who said, 'Qitys b. 'A~im, al-Zibriqan b. Badr and 'Amr b. al-Ahtam,
all of Banu Tamjm, sat down with the Messenger of God (SAAS). AI-Zibriqan
set about boasting, saying, "I am lord of Tamlm, the one they fully obey and
respect. It is 1 who defend them from aggression and ensure their rights. This man
well knows that." This comment referred to 'Amr b. aI-Ahtam, who responded,
"He is a good orator, protective of his own family, and obeyed by those close
to him."

'''A1-Zibriqan commented, "I swear by God, Messenger of God, he knows of
me other than what he has just said. It is merely his envy that prevents him
speaking it."
''''Amr b. Ahram asked, "What? Me envy you! 1 swear by God, your uncle
is a rogne, only recently wealthy, your child is a fool, and you're a nobody in
the tribe! 1 swear by God, Messenger of God, 1 spoke the truth in what 1 first
said and I've not lied in what 1 just said. However, 1 am a man who will speak
the best he can if pleased, but the worst he can when angered. But 1 still tell the
truth, both the former and the latter."
'''The Messenger of God (SAAS) commented, "Oratory has its own magid'"''
This line of authorities is very gharib.
AI-Waqidj explains the reason for their coming. They had unsheathed their
swords against Khuza'a, and so the Messenger of God (SAAS) had sent 'Uyayna
b. Badr to them along with 50 men who included no an,itr and no muhitjirin. This
force had taken prisoner 11 of their men, 11 of their women and 30 children.
Because of this capture, their leaders had arrived. Some say that they were
90 men all told - or 80 - and that 'Utarid, aI-Zibriqan, Qitys b. 'A~im, Qitys b.
aI-I;Iarith, Nu'aym b. Sa'd, aI-Aqra' b. I;Iabis, Rabbai:l b. al-I;Iarith, and 'Amr
b. al-Ahtam were among them. They came into the mosque after Bibl had
announced the al-:;;uhr prayer, and the people were awaiting the Messenger
of God (SAAS) to come out to them. These men hurried over and called out
to him from behind his apartments. And then the revelation came down
concerning them.
AI-Waqidj went on to make reference to their orator and to their poet, and
to the fact that the Messenger of God (SAAS) presented to each of their men a
gift of 12 awqiyya and 20 dirhams in weight.
21. That is, in a fully complete line of transmission.
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This did not include 'Amr b. al-Ahtam, to whom he gave five awqiyya because
of his youth. But God knows best.
Ibn Is\;laq stated, "It was about them that the words of the Almighty were
in the Quran: '(As for) those who call out to you from behind the apartments,
most of these do not understand; if they were patient until you came out to
them, it would be better for them. But God is Forgiving, most Merciful'" (surat
al-lfujurat; XLVIII, vA, 5).
Ibn Jarir stated that Abu 'Ammar al-I;Iusayn b. I;Iurayth al-Marwazi related to
him, quoting al-Fa<jl b. Musa, from al-I;Iusayn b. Waqid, from Abu Is\;laq, from
al-Bara', who said, in reference to the verse, "(As for) those who callout ...",
"A man came to the Messenger of God ($AAS) and said, 'Mu\;lammad, my
praise is zayn, "beautiful", and my blame is shayin, "ugly!"'. He responded,
'That applies to God, the Almighty and Glorious.'"
The chain of authorities for this is muta~#l, "complete and continuous".
This I;adith is also related from al-I;Iasan al-Ba~ri and Qttada, mursalan,
"incomplete in its line", in both cases.
The name of this man has been omitted. Imam A\;Imad stated that 'Affan
related to him, quoting Wahib, quoting Musa b. 'Uqba, from Abu Salama, from
'Abd al-Ra\;lman, from al-Aqra' b. I;Iabis, (who said) that he called out to the
Messenger of God ($AAS), "0 Mu\;lammad! 0 Mu\;lammad!" In one version
his words are related to have been, "0 Messenger of God!". But he gave no
reply. AI-Aqra' then called out, "0 Messenger of God, my praise is beautiful,
and my blame is ugly!" He then responded, "That applies to God, Almighty and
Glorious is He."
Chapter: On the excellence ofBanu Tamim.

Zuhayr b. I;Iarb related to us, quotingJarJr, from 'Umara b. al-Qt'qa', from Abu
Zur'a, from Abu Hurayra, who said, "I have always loved Banu Tamim since I
heard three things that the Messenger of God ($AAS) said about them. These
were, 'They are the most severe of my people against al-Dajjal, "the imposter",
"Satan". 'A'isha had one of them as a slave-girl, and of her he said, 'Free her, for
she is of the progeny o[Isma'i!.' And when their charitable donations arrived, he
said, 'These donations are from a people - my people, that is.'''
Muslim also related this in similar form, from Zuhayr b. I;Iarb.
This I;adith offers a response to Qttada regarding the poetry given by the
author of the l;amasa 22 and others, which is critical of them. A poem states,
"Tamlm are better guided than a sand-grouse along the

paths of what is blameworthy; if they were to seek to

follow the paths of virtue, they would go astray.
If there were a flea upon the back of a tick, Tamlm
would see it from a distance and turn aside!"

22. Presumably a reference to the poetry anthology Kitiib al-/jamiisa of Abo. Tamam.
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THE DELEGATION FROM BANU 'ABDAL-QAYS.

AI-Bukhari then proceeded to a section he entitled, Chapter on the delegation of
'Abd a!-Qays. He stated, "Abu Is!}aq related to us, quoting Abu 'Amir al-'Aqdi,
quoting QUITa, from Abu Jamra, who said, 'I told Ibn 'Abbas, "I have a jar
that produces wine for me that I drink when it is sweet. IfI drink much of it and
then sit down among the people, I fear I may be discovered." He respouded, "A
delegation of Banu 'Abd Qiys came to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and he
told them, 'Welcome! You will suffer no disgrace or regret!' They replied,
'Messeuger of God, in the territory between you and ourselves there are the
polytheists of Banu Mugar and so we can only reach you duriug the sacred
months. Could you kindly tell us of the actions in which we can engage to ensure
our entry into paradise? We will tell those of us back home the same.'
'" "He replied, 'I order you to accomplish four things and to avoid four things.
Faith in God. Do you know what faith in God means? It means to speak the
shahada, "to say La Ilaha illa Allah wa Mubammad rasii! Allah, 'there is uo god
but God and Mu!}ammad is the Messenger of God'''. Also, perform the prayers,
pay the zakat, "alms tax", fast for the month of Ramagan, aud give over the
khumus, "one-fifth of the spoils". And I forbid you four things: the wine that is
made in al-Dubba', iu al-Naqir, ai-Bantam and al-Muzaffat."""
Muslim related it thus from a badzth of Qurra b. Khalid, from AbU Jamra.
And there are other lines of transmissiou for it in both ,abib collections, from
Abu Jamra.
Abu Da'ud al-Tayalisi quoted in his musnad collection from Shu'ba, who
qUQted AbuJamra as having said. "I heard Ibn 'Abbas say, "When the delegatiou
from 'Abd Qiys came to the Messenger of God (SAAS), he asked, 'From which
tribe do they come?' 'From Rabi'a,' he was told. He then said, 'Welcome to the
delegation! You will suffer no disgrace nor regret.' They then told him,
'Messenger of God, we are a clan ofBanu Rabi'a, and we have travelled very far to
be with you. Between you and us there is that tribe of unbelievers, BauU Mugar.
We can only reach you duriug a sacred month. Give us instructions for our conduct
that we can also pass on to those back home to ensure our entry into paradise.'
'" "The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'I order you to do four things and
forbid you from doing four things. I order you to have faith in God alone. Do
you know what faith in God means? It means to state the shahada, to perform
the prayers, to pay the zakat tax, to fast the month of Ramagan, and to give over
one-fifth of the booty you acquire. I also forbid you four things: (wine) from
al-Dubba', ai-Bantam, al-Naqir and al-Muzaffat.""" (And he may also have
said .,. "and from al~Muqayyar".) "" "Observe these commandments, and so
order those back home.'" '"
Both authors of the ,abib collections also gave this from a badzth of Shu'ba in
a similar form.
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Muslim gave it from a [Ladith of Sa'Id b. Abu 'UrUba, from Q;ttada, from Abu
Nagra, from Abu Sa'Id, that account being similar to this text.
In his (Muslim's) account, the Messenger of God (SAAS) said to Ashajj
'Abd al--Q;tys, "You have two qualities that God, the Almighty and Glorious,
much likes: discernment and perseverance." In one version, the words are
"that God and His Messenger much like". Ashajj asked, "Messenger of God,
was it I who developed these qualities, or God who brought me to them?" He
replied, "It was God who brought you to them." Ashajj then said, "Then
praise be to God who brought me to two qualities that God and His Messenger
much like!"
Imam Al)mad stated that Abu Sa'Id, the freed-man of Banu Hashim related to
him, quoting Matar b. 'Abd al-Ral:tman, who said that he heard Hind, daughter
of al-Wazi' report that she heard al-Wazi' say, "I went to the Messenger of
God (SAAS) in the company of al-Ashajj al-Mundhir b. 'Amir" - "or 'Amir b.
al-Mundhir. With their party there was a man who was much aftlicted.
"Having reached and seen the Messenger of God (SAAS), they jumped
down from their mounts. Then they went up to him and kissed his hand.
AI-Ashajj also dismounted, hobbled his camel, took out and opened his
baggage pack and extracted from it two white garments which he put on. He
then went over to the other camels, hobbled them too and proceeded on to
the Messenger of God (SAAS), who asked him, 'Ashajj, you have two qualities
both God the Almighty and Glorious and His Messenger very much like discernment and perseverance.' AI-Ashajj responded, 'Messenger of God, is it
I who developed these, or did God bring them to me?' He replied, 'No, it was
God who brought them to you.' AI-Ashajj commented, 'Praise be to God who
brought to me two qualities that God the Almighty and Glorious and His
Messenger both much like!' "AI-Wazi' then said, 'Messenger of God, I have
with me an uncle who is much affiicted. Please pray to God for him.' 'Where
is he?' he asked. 'Bring him to me.' AI-Wazi' went on, 'I then did as al-Ashajj
had done: I dressed him in two white garments and took him over to him. He
took hold of his outer garment and lifted up both sides so that we could see the
white of his armpits. He then struck the man on his back, saying, 'Get out, you
enemy of God!' The man then turned around and he was seeing just as does
a healthy man.'"

The [Lafi:;. al-BayhaqI narrated through Hud b. 'Abd Allah b. Sa'd, that the
latter heard his grandfather MuzIda al-'AbdI say, "While the Messenger of God
(SAAS) was engaged in speaking to his Companions, he told them, 'From over
there riders are coming who are the best of the people of the East.'
"'Umar arose and went out towards them and met 13 riders. When he asked
who they were, they replied, 'We're from BanU 'Abd al-Q;tys.' 'And what brings
you to these parts; business?' 'No,' they replied. 'Well,' 'Umar commented, 'The
Prophet (SAAS) just made mention of you and spoke highly of you.'
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"They proceeded in with him to the Prophet CSAAS), and 'Umar told them,
'This is your master you seek.' The riders threw themselves off their mounts
and some walked while others jogged and ran towards him. When they reached
him, they took his hand and kissed it. AI-Ashajj remained back until he had
hobbled the camels and gathered some of the baggage of the group. He then
walked over and took the hand of the Messenger of God CSAAS), and kissed it.
The Messenger of God CSAAS) told him, 'You have two qualities that both God
and His Messenger much like.' He asked, 'And is that a natural disposition
created within me or something I myself have brought about?' 'It is a natural
disposition,' he replied. AI-Ashajj commented, 'Then praise be to God who has
created within me what both God and His Messenger much like!'''
Ibn Is!.Iaq stated, "AI-JarTId b. 'Amr b. I;!anash, a brother of BanTI 'Abd aI-Qiys
arrived to visit the Messenger of God CSAAS)."
Ibn Hisham stated, "He was aI-JarTId b. Bishr b. al-Mu'alla, accompanying a
delegation of 'Abd Qiys; he was a Christian."
Ibn Is!.Iaq continued, "Someone I trust related to me that aI-I;!asan said,
'When we reached the Messenger of God CSAAS), the latter explained Islam to
him, invited him to accept it, and made him very enthusiastic about it. AI-JarTId
told him, "Mu!.Iammad, I used to follow a faith, but now I am leaving it for
yours. Do you guarantee to me your faith?" He replied, "I do indeed guarantee
to you that God has led you now to something better than it." And so al-JarTId
accepted Islam, as did his companions.
'''He then asked the Messenger of God CSAAS) for transport, but he replied,
"I swear, I've nothing on which to mount you." AI-JarTId then asked, "Messenger
of God, between here and our home there are stray mounts that have wandered
away from their owners. May we use them to reach home?" "No," he replied,
"beware of them. They would mean the fires of hell."
'''AI-JarTId left to return to his own people; he was a good Muslim and firm in
his faith nntil he died. He lived on into the ridda, the wars of apostacy. When
some of his people reverted to their former religions along with aI-GharTIr b.
aI-Mundhir b. al-Nu'man b. al-Mundhir, al-JarTId arose and gave testimony to
the true faith and called for them to join Islam. He said, "0 people, I bear
witness that there is no god but God and that Mu!.Iammad is His servant and
His Messenger. I consider unbelievers all who do not bear witness."
'''The Messenger of God CSAAS) had sent al-'Ala' b. aI-I;!aqraml out before
the conquest of Mecca to aI-Mundhir b. Sawl aI-'Abdl, and he became a good
Muslim. AI-Mundhir died after the Messenger of God CSAAS), but before the
apostacy of the people of aI-Ba!.Irayn; al-'Ara' had remained with him as the
Governor of aI-Ba!.Irayn on behalf of the Messenger of God CSAAS).'''
Consequentlyal-Bukharl narrated from a f:tadith ofIbrahlm b. Tahman, from
AbTI Jamra, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The firstjum'a, Friday congregational,
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prayer to be performed after that held in the mosqne of the Messenger of God
(SAAS) was the one in the mosque at]awathi, in al-Bal;1rayn."
AI-Bukhari narrated from Umm Salama that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
delayed perfonning the two rak'iit prayers after the noon (prayer) because of the
arrival of the delegation of 'Abd Qtys; he perfonned them later in her dwelling,
following the al-'a$r prayer.
I note, however, that there are suggestions in the text of Ibn 'Abbas's badfth
that the arrival of the 'Abd al-Qtys delegation occurred before the conquest of
Mecca. This relates to their having said, "Between you and us there is that tribe
of unbelievers, Banu Mugar. We can only reach you during a sacred month."
But God knows best.
The Story ofThumama and the delegation from Bann l;Ianjfa, among
whom was MusayIima, 'The hnposter', may God damn him!
AI-Bukharj has a section under the heading, The delegation ofBanti lfanifa and
the Story of Thumiima b. Uthiil. He stated, "'Abd Allah b. Yusuf related to us,
quoting al-Layth b. Sa'd, quoting Sa'jd b. Abu Sa'jd, who heard Abu Hurayra
say, 'The Prophet (SAAS) dispatched some cavalry to Najd. They brought back
a man of Banu l;Ianifa named Thumama b. Uthal. They bound him to one of
the pillars of the mosque. The Messenger of God (SAAS) went to him and
asked, "Well, Thumama, what do you have (in mind I should do with you)?" He
replied, "Mul;1ammad, I have (a) good (idea). If you kill me, you'll (only) kill
a man who has killed others. But if you act kindly, you will be doing so to
someone who will be grateful. If it's money you want, just ask for it."
"'He left him there till the next day, when again he asked, "Well, Thumama,
what do you have (in mind)?" "I have what I told you; if you act kindly, you'll do
so to a man who will be grateful." Again he left him, until the following day, when
he again asked, "What do you have (in mind), Thumama?" "]ust as I told you
before," he replied. The Messenger of God (SAAS) said "Release Thumama."
'''At that the man hurried over to a garden of date-palms near the mosque,
washed himself and entered the mosque. He then announced, "I testify that
there is no god but God and that Mul;1ammad is the Messenger of God!
Mul;1ammad, I swear, fonnerly there was no one on earth I hated more than you.
Now I love you best of all men. And, I swear, there was no faith more hateful to
me than yours. Now your faith has become the one I love best. Moreover, there
used to be no land more hated by me than your land; now your land has become
the one I love best. Your cavalry captured me while I was on my may to make
the al-'umra pilgrimage; what do you think (about it now)?"
"'The Messenger of God (SAAS) congratulated him and told him to proceed
on the 'umra. When Thumama reached Mecca, someone asked him, "Have you
adopted the Sabian faith, then?" He responded, "No, but I have accepted Islam
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with Mul:>ammad (SAAS). And I swear, you'll not receive a single grain of wheat
from Yamama until he gives his permission for that!"'"

AI-Bukhari also related this in another place, as did Muslim and Abu Da'ud
al-Nasa'i, from Qutayba, from al-Layth.
AI-Bukhari's having given this story in his section on delegations is controversial. This is because Thumama did not come in by himself, but was brought
in bonds and was tied up to one of the pillars of the mosque.
It is also questionable whether he should be referred to among the delegations
occurring in 9 AH. This is because it is evident from the text of his story that it
relates to prior to the conquest of Mecca. This is because the Meccans rebuke
him over his acceptance ofIslam and ask him whether he has adopted the Sabian
faith. He went on to warn them that not a grain of wheat would reach them
from al-Yamama until the Messenger of God (SAAS) gave his permission. This
shows that at that time Mecca was considered enemy territory, its population not
yet having accepted Islam. But God knows best.
This is why the J;afi" al-Bayhaqi narrates the story of Thumama b. Uthal
before the conquest ofMecca; this is most likely to have been the case. However,
we have given it here in deference to al-Bukhari, may God have mercy upon him.
AI-Bukhari stated that it was related to him by Abu al-Yaman, quoting Shu'ayb,
from 'Abd Allah b. Abu I:Iusayn, quoting Nafi' b. ]ubayr, from Ibn 'Abbas, who
said, "During the lifetime of the Messenger of God (SAAS), Musaylima, 'the
imposter', arrived and began saying, 'If Mul:>ammad appoints me to rule after
him, I will follow him.' He had arrived in the company of a great number of
his people.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS), holding a stick of date-palm wood in his
hand, went out to him, accompanied by Thabit b. Q;1ys. Coming to a stop near
Musaylima and his men, the Messenger of God (SAAS) told him, 'If you had
asked me for it, I'd not even give you this stick! You will not avoid God's order
concerning you. If you do not turn away, God will destroy you. I believe you to
be the person I saw in a dream. This man is Thabit, and he will answer your
questions about me.' The Prophet'(SAAS) then left him.
"Ibn 'Abbas stated, 'I asked about the statement of the Messenger of God
(SAAS), "I believe you to be the person I saw in a dream." Abu Hurayra told me
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "While I slept, I saw on my hand two
gold bracelets. This disturbed me. Then I received revelation, in my sleep, that
I should blow upon them. I did so, and they disappeared. I interpreted them to
be representing two imposters who would emerge after me, one of them being
al-Aswad al-Ansi,2.1 the other Musaylima.'''''
23. CAyhala b. Ka'b, of the Madhhij tribe of cAns, known as "al-Aswad", led a successful
revolt in Yemen both against the authority of the Persians and that of the Prophet (SAAS). His
assassination at the hand of former allies came shortly before the death of the latter. See the
Encyclopedia ofIslam, under the heading "al-Aswad".
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Al-Bukharl went on to state that Is1).aq b. Na~r related to him, quoting 'Abd
aI-Razzaq, who said, "Ma'mar informed me that Hammam b. Munabbih told
him that he heard Abu Hurayra say that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said,
'While I slept, I was brought treasures from the earth and two gold bracelets were
placed on my palm. They disturbed me, and revelation came to me that I should
blow upon them. I did so, and they disappeared. I interpreted them as the two
imposters between whom I am - the ruler ofSan'a' and the ruler ofal-Yamama.'''
Al-Bukhari cQntinued to state that it was related to him by Sa'id b.
Mu1).anunad aI-Jarmi, quoting Ya'qub b. Ibrahim, quoting his father, from Salil),
from Ibn 'Ubayda b. Nashi~ - his name is given elsewhere as 'Abd Allah ~ who
said that 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Utba said, "We learned that Musaylima,
'the imposter', had arrived in Medina and was staying in the home of the
daughter of aI-I;Iarith. His wife was the daughter of al-I;Iarith b. Kurayz, and
she was the mother of 'Abd Allah b. 'Amir b. Kurayz. The Messenger of God
(SAAS) went to him, accompanied by Thabit b. Q;iys b. Shammas; it was he who
was known as the orator of the Messenger of God (SAAS). The latter had a stick
in his hand. He stood before Musaylima and spoke to him and Musaylima told
him, 'If you wish, we will leave the way clear for you to rule, provided that you
make me_your successor.'

"The Messenger of God (SAAS) responded, 'If you were to ask me for
this stick, I'd not give it to you. I believe you are the one about whom I had a
dream. This is Thabit b. Q;iys; he will answer any questions on my behalf.' The
Messenger of God (SAAS) then left."
'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah continued, "I asked Ibn 'Abbas about the vision
he had mentioned. Ibn 'Abbas replied, 'I was told that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) said, "While I slept, I was given a vision in which two gold bracelets
were placed on my hand. I was disturbed by these and disliked them. Then I
was given permission to blow on them and when I did so, they disappeared. I
interpreted them to represent two imposters who would appear.'''''
'Ubayd Allah stated, "One of these was aI-'Ansi, who was killed by Fayruz in
Yemen; the other was Musaylima, 'the imposter'."

Mu1).ammad b. Is1).aq stated, "The. delegation of Banu I;Ianifa came to the
Messenger of God (SAAS), and with them was Musaylirna b. I;Iabib, 'the
imposter'."

100 Hisham stated, "His name was Musaylima b. Thumama b. Kathir b.
I;Iabib b. al-I;Iarith b. 'Abd aI-I;Iarith b. Haffan b. Dhahl b. aI-DIIl b. I;Ianifa; he
was known as Abu Thumarna, and also as Abu Harun. He was also referred to as
'al-Ra1).man' and as 'RaJ.unan of aI-Yamama'. He was 150 years old at the time
of his execution. He knew various forms of magic. He knew how to insert an
egg into a long-necked bottle and was the first to do this. He would cut off a
bird's wing, then reattach it. It is said that there was a gazelle that would come
down from the mountain and he would drink its milk."
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Ibn Is1).aq went on, "They went into residence in the horne of the daughter of
a1-l;Iarith, an an~ari woman of Banu ai-Najjar."
Al-Suhayli stated, "She was Zaynab; some say her name was Kaysa, daughter
of al-l;Iarith b. Kurayz b. l;Iabjb b. 'Abd Shams. Musaylima had married her
long before, but then separated from her. This is why they stayed in her horne."
Ibn Is1).aq continued, "One of our scholars of Medina related to me that Banu
l;Ianjfa hid him in some clothing and brought him to the Messenger of God
(SAAS), while the latter was sitting among his Companions, holding a palm
frond. When he reached the Messenger of God (SAAS), having been completely
concealed by the clothes, and began to make requests, the Messenger of God
(SAAS) told him, 'Ifyou were to ask me for this palm frond, I'd not give it to you!'
"A sheikh of Banu l;Ianjfa from a1-Yamama related to me that the incident
concerillng him was quite different. He claimed that the delegation from Banu
l;Ianjfa came to the Messenger of God (SAAS), having left Musaylima with their
mounts. Having accepted Islam, they remembered him and asked, 'Messenger of
God, we have left a companion of ours with our mounts and baggage to care for
them for us.'
"And so the Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered that what had been given
to the men of Banu l;Ianjfa should be given to him too, saying, 'His status is
no worse than yours.' That is, due to his having looked after his companions'
property. That is what the Messenger of God (SAAS) wanted to imply.
"They then all left and took to Musaylima what the Messenger of God
(SAAS) had given to each one of them. When they reached Yamama that enemy
of God apostatized, proclaimed himself a prophet and told them many lies. He
said, 'I have been made his partner in this matter.'
"He then told his delegation, who were with him, 'Did he not say to you,
"His status is no worse than yours?" The only reason he said this was from his
knowledge that I had been made his partner in the matter.'
"Thereafter he began to recite doggerel verse to them and to imitate the
Qur'an, saying, 'God has bestowed His favour on the pregnant woman; he has
extracted from her a being that moves, from between the skin on her womb and
her intestines.'
"He made wine and fornication permissible for them and abolished the
need for prayer. He nevertheless testified for the Messenger of God, God's peace
and blessings be upon him, being a prophet. And Banu l;Ianjfa was in agreement
with him on that."
This is what Ibn Is1).aq stated. But God knows best.
AI-Suhayli and others related the following about al-Ra1).1).al b. 'Unfuwa - his
other name being Nahar b. 'Unfuwa; he had accepted Islam and learned some of
the Qur'an and spent a period as a Companion of the Messenger of God (SAAS).
The latter once passed by while al-Ra1).1).al was seated with Abu Hurayra and
commented, "One of you has his molar in hell-fire like Mt. U1).ud!"
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Both men remained apprehensive until eventually al-Ra!Jl:;tal apostatized with
Musaylima. He falsely testified that the Messenger of God (SAAS) had made
Musaylima his partner in his activities and attributed to the latter some part of
the Qur'an he had learned; this Musaylima claimed for himself. All this resulted
in great confusion for Banu I:Iamta. AI-Ral:;tl:;tal was killed by Zayd b. al-Khanab
at the battle of al-Yamiima.
Al-Suhayll stated that the mu'azzin employed by Musaylima was named
I:Iujayr; and the one of his men who most directed the warfare on his behalf was
Mul:;tkam b. al-Tufayl. To these should be added Sajai;t, known as Umm Sadir.
This was a woman Musaylima married, and there are various shameful reports
about his relationship with her. The name of her mu'azzin was Zuhayr b. 'Amr,
or alternatively Janba b. Tariq. It is also said that Shabath b. RiM also acted
as her mu'azzin and then later became a Muslim. She too accepted Islam during
the reign of 'Umar b. al-Khanab, and became a good Muslim.
Yunus b. Bukayr quoted Ibn Isl:;taq as having stated, "Musaylima b. I:Iabib
wrote to the Messenger of God (SAAS) as follows, "From Musaylima, Messenger
of God, to Mul:;tammad, Messenger of God. Peace be upon you. To proceed: I have
been appointed as your partner in the task, along with you. Half the authority is
ours, the other halfthat ofQuraysh. However, Quraysh are an aggressive people."
Two messengers brought this document and the Messenger of God (SAAS)
wrote back to him. He stated, "In the name of God, the most Merciful, most
Beneficent. From Mul:;tammad, Messeuger of God, to Musaylima, 'the imposter'.
Peace be upon him who follows the guidance. To proceed: the earth belongs to
God. He entrusts it to whomever of His servants He wishes. The outcome will
favour the pious."

This - the receipt ofthis message - was at the end 000 AH. AI-Bukhiiri relates
the story of this message in his $ab'b collection. Yunus b. Bukayr stated, quoting
Ibn Isl:;taq, "Sa'd b. Tariq related to me, from Salama b. Nu'aym b. Mas'ud,
from his father, who said, 'I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say to the
two messengers of Musaylima when they brought the letter from him, "Do you
agree with what he said?" "Yes," they replied. "I swear by God", he told them,
"that if it were not for the fact that messengers are not to be executed, I would
strike off the heads of you both!"'"
Abu Da'ud al-Tayalisl stated that al-Mas'udl related to him, from 'A~im,
from Abu Wa'l1, from 'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud, who said, "Ibn al-Nawal:;ta and
Ibn Uthal came as messengers to the Messenger of God (SAAS), on behalf of
Musaylima, 'the imposter', and he asked them, 'Do you testify that I am the
Messenger of God?' They replied, 'We testify that Musaylima is the Messenger
of God!' The Messenger of God (SAAS) then exclaimed, 'I proclaim my belief
in God and in His Messengers! If I were someone who executed messengers, I
would execute both of you!'"
'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud went on, "And so the practice was in~tituted that
messengers would not be executed."
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He continued, "Regarding Ibn Uthal, God ultimately gave him his reward. As
for Ibn al-Nawa!.la, I continued to feel much anger against him until God took
possession of him."
The {taft:;. al-Bayhaqj stated that Usama b. Uthal accepted Islam. And we
referred to this above.
Regarding Ibn al-Nawa!.la, Abu Zakariyya' b. Abu Is!.laq al-Muzanj, quoting
Abu 'Abd Allah Mu!.lammad b. Ya'qub, quoting Mu!.lammad b. 'Abd al-Wahhab,
quoting Ja'far b. 'Awn, quoting Isma'jJ b. Abu Khalid, from Qiys b. Abu l:;Iazim,
who said that a man came to 'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud and said, 'I passed by"
mosque of Banu l:;Ianjfa while they were making a recitation of something God
did not reveal to Mu!.lammad (~AAS). It was, 'By those women who mill flour;
by those women who knead dough; by those women who bake bread; by those
women who concoct stew; by those women who swallow morsels ...'
"'Abd Allah then sent for them; they were 70 men in number, and their leader
was 'Abd Allah b. al-Nawa!.la. 'Abd Allah gave orders and he was executed. He
then said, 'We'll never acquire Satan out of these; however, we can drive them
off to Syria, so that God may take care ofthem for us!'"
Al-Waqidj stated, "The delegation from Banu l:;Ianjfa consisted of approximately
ten men, under the leadership of Sulma b. l:;Ian?ala. They included al-Ra!.l!.lal
b. 'Unfuwa, Talq b. 'Ali, 'Ali b. Sinan, and Musaylima b.l:;labjb, 'the imposter'.
They were accommodated in the home of Maslama, daughter of al-l:;Iarith, and
they were given full hospitality. They were given lunch and dinner - at times
consisting of bread and meat, at others of bread and yoghurt, bread "nd meat
fat, and dates, during their stay.
"When they came to the mosque, they accepted Islam. They had left
Musaylima with their mounts and when they wanted to depart, the Messenger
of God (~AAS) gave them each five awqiyya weight of silver. He also ordered
the same gift for Musaylima, and when they said he was with their mounts, he
commented, 'His status is no worse than yours.'

"When they returned to Musaylima and told him what the Messenger of God
had said, he commented, 'He only said that because he knows that
power will come to me after him.'
"Having said this, Musaylima, may God abhore him, persisted and made
claim to the prophethood."
Al-Waqidj stated, "The Messenger of God (~AAS) had sent out with them a
vessel containing the remainder of water he had used for cleansing himself.
Musaylima ordered his men to revoke their pledge of allegiance to the Messenger
of God (~AAS) to pour the water over his dwelling, and to adopt it as a masjid,
a place of prayer. This they did."
Hereafter we will recount the death of al-Aswad ai-'Ansj at the end of the
life of the Messenger of God (~AAS). Musaylima was killed during the caliphate
of Abu Bakr, 'the trusting'.
(~t\AS)
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THE DELEGATION FROM THE PEOPLE OF NAJRAN.

AlcBukhari stated that it was related to him by 'Abbas b. al-I:Iusayn, quoting
Y~ya b. Adam, from Isra)i~ from Abii Is(laq, from Sila b. Zufar, from I:Iudhayfa,
who said, "Ai-'Aqib and 1l1-Sayyad, rulers of Najran, came to the Messenger of
God (SAAS), intending to engage in the ti'an" ceremony.
"One man said to the other, 'Let's not do this. If he is a prophet, and we
engage him in this titan, neither we nor our descendants will have success.' They
both then said (to the Prophet (SAAS», 'We will give you whatever you want.
Send a trustworthy man out with us, but do not send anyone who is not worthy
of trust.' He responded, 'I will send with you a man who is truly trustworthy.'
"The Companions of the Messenger of God (SAAS) competed to have this
honour, and he ultimately said, 'Stand up, Abii 'Ubayda b. al-Jarra\1.' And when
he did so, the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'This is the (most) trustworthy
man of this nation.'"

Al-Bukhiirl also related this, as did Muslim, from a !tadith of Shu'ba, from
Abii Is(laq.
The !taft'? Abii Bakr al-Bayhaqi stated that he was informed by Abii 'Abd Allah
al-I:Iafi~ and Abii Sa'id Mu(lammad b. Miisa ibn al-Facjl, both of whom said,
"Abii al-'Abbas Mu(lammad b. Ya'qiib related to us, quoting A(lmad b. 'Abd
al-Jabbar, quoting Yiinus b. Bukayr, from Salama b. 'Abd Yasii', from his father,
from his grandfather. Yiinus, who had been a Christian and had accepted Islam,
said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) wrote to Najran before the (siirat) Ta
Sirt' of Sulayman (Soloman) had been revealed to him, 'In the name of the God
of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, from Mu(lammad, the Prophet, the Messenger of
God, to the bishop of Najran. Are you peaceable? I praise to you the God of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. To proceed: I summon you to the worship of God,
away from worshipping servants of God. Ifyou should refuse, then you will have
to pay the jizya. If you refuse, I am warning you of warfare, Peace.'
"When this letter reached the bishop, he was shocked and astounded by it. He
sent for a man of Najran named Shura(lbil b. WadaCa, who was originally from
Hamdan. No one would be consulted in preference to him in the case of some
problem - not al-Abham, nor al-Sayyid, nor al 'Aqib. 26
"The bishop gave this letter of the Messenger of God (SAAS) to Shurahbii.
When he had read it, they asked him, 'Abii Maryam, what do you think?'
Shur~bil replied, 'You well know how God promised Abraham that prophethood
would pass on through the progeny oflsma'il; don't you believe that this could
24. A practice in which two contending groups attended a remote area to pray to God to
punish whichever of their two parties had engaged in lying. See also footnote 27, p.73 hereafter.
25. T s (Til Sin), the two opening letters of surat al-Nami (or surat Ta: SIn).
26. The other leaders of the tribe.
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refer to this man? I have no personal opinion about the prophethood question. If
this were a worldly matter, I would give you my views on it, and would do my
very best for you.' The bishop told him, 'Come aside and take a seat.' Shura!).bJ!
then went aside and sat down near him.
"The bishop sent to a man of Najran named 'Abd Allah b. Shura!).bil, a man
of Dhjj Asba!)., from I:Iimyar. He had him read the letter and asked him his
opinion. This man spoke as Shura!).bil and the bishop told him, 'Come aside
and take a seat', and the man did so and sat near him.
"Next the bishop sent for a man of Najran named Jabbar b. Fayq, of Banjj
al-I:Iarith, son of Ka'b, a man of Banjj al-I:Iimas. He asked this man to read the
letter and to give his opinion of it. Jabbar replied as had Shura1).bil and 'Abd
Allah. The bishop then told him to go aside and sit, which he did.
"When they had all agreed on the same statement, the bishop gave orders
that the bell be struck and lighted lanterns and hair shirts were lifted up into
the monks' cells; they would do this if there were an alarm during the day, but if
the alarm were by night, they would merely strike the bell and lift up the lights
into the cells.
"When the bell was struck, they assembled and the people of the valley,
both in its upper and its lower parts, raised the hair shirts; the valley was the
length ofa day's journey for a fast rider. It consisted of73 villages and had 100,000
warriors. The letter of the Messenger of God (SAAS) was read to them and the
bishop sought their opinion of it. Their leaders agreed that they should send
Shura!).bJ! b. Wada'a al-Hamadani, 'Abd Allah b. Shura1).bil al-A~ba1).i, andJabbar
b. Fayq al-I:Iarithi to seek information about the Messenger of God (SAAS).
"The delegation travelled to Medina and when they arrived there, they took off
their travel garments and dressed in fine robes of striped cloth and put on gold
rings. They then went to the Messenger of God (SAAS). They greeted him, but
he did not respond. They waited there all day long for him to speak to them, but
he did not, since they were wearing those garments and gold rings.
"The delegation went to fmd 'Othman b. 'Affan and 'Abd al-Ra1)man b. 'Awf,
whom they had known previously; they found them in an assembly, meeting
with alljar and muhajirtn. They asked them, ''Othman and 'Abd al-Ra!).man,
your Prophet wrote us a letter and we have come in response to it. We have
greeted him, but he has not returned our greeting. We waited patiently alI day
long, but failed to get him to speak to us. What do you both think; do you
consider we should return home?'
"They also asked 'Ali b. Abjj Talib who was also there in the group. He said
to 'Othman and 'Abd al-Ra!).man, 'I think they should take off these fine robes
and rings, dress in their travel garments and then return to him.'
"They did this and when they greeted him, he responded. He then told them,
'By Him who sent me with the truth, when you first came to me, Iblis (Satan)
was certainly with you.' He then asked them questions, as they did him. This
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session of questioning continued and they eventually asked, 'What do you say
about Jesus? Although we will go back to our people as Christians, it would
please us, if you are a prophet, we could hear what you say of him.'
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) replied, 'I don't have anything to say about
him today; stay here until I tell you what it is God says about Jesus.'
"By next morning God, the Ahnighty and Glorious, had revealed this verse,
'God considers Jesus to be the like of Adam; He created him from earth, then
said to him: "Be!" And he was. The truth is from your Lord; and so do not be
of those who make disputes. To those who could dispute with you, after the
knowledge that has come to you, say, "Come, let us call our sons and (you)
your sons, we our wives and (you) your wives and we our ownselves and (you)
yourselves, and then let us make our appeals to God, and pray that God places
his curse upon those who lie' (surat Al 'lmran; III, v. 58-60).
"They refused to agree to this.
"On the next morning following that when he had told them of this, he
arrived for a mula'ana,27 'an oath-taking competition', accompanied by al-l;Iasan
and al-l;Iusayn. He was dressed in a khamil, 'a coarse-fibred garment', and
Fatima walked at his back; that day he was also accompanied by several of his
womenfolk.
"Shural;1bil told his two companions, 'You both well know that the upper and
lower parts of our valley join in accepting my views and I have, I swear, reached
a weighty conclusion. Given that this man is a powerful leader, if we were the
first of the Arabs to spite him and to reject his orders, he and his men would
maintain such ill-will for us that they would eventually do us great harm. We
are the Arabs who are his closest neighbours, and if this man is truly a prophet,
and we challenge him as a liar, then every hide and hair of us is sure to perish!'
"His companions then asked him, 'Well, Abu Maryam, what should we do?'
He replied, 'My opinion is that I should recognize his authority. He is, I think,
not a man who would ever make an over-harsh judgement.'
Shural;1bil then met with the Messenger of God ($AAS) and told him, 'I have
something better to suggest than an oath-taking competition with you.' 'And what
is that?' he asked. 'Spend this day till tonight and tonight till tomorrow reaching
your judgement and whatever you decide concerning us will be acceptable.'
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) asked, 'Is there anyone else back home behind
you who will contradict you?' Shural;1bil replied, 'Ask my two companions.'
They said, 'Our whole valley will accept his decision.'
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) then returned home without making
oaths regarding them. When they went to him next day, he wrote for them
the following document, 'In the name of God, the most Merciful, the most
Beneficent. This is written by Mul;1ammad, the Prophet, the untutored, the
27. A procedure in which contending parties would call down oaths upon their various family
members and invoke God's aid to determine which side had been speaking the truth. This practice
is inferred in the Qur>an verse quoted in the previous paragraph.
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Messenger of God, to Najran. It is his judgement regarding all their produce and
all their assets in gold, silver and slaves to be generous to them and to leave them
all this in consideration of a payment of 2,000 sets of garments. Of these 1,000
shall be paid each Rajab, and another 1,000 each Safar.' He then went on to
give the rest of the conditions. The document ends, 'Wimessed by Abu Sufyan
b. Barb, Ghaylan b. 'Amr, Malik b. 'Awf, ofBanu N~r, and al-Aqra' b. Babis
al-Banzali, and al-Mughira.' And he (so) wrote it.
"When they received this document, they left for Najran. With the bishop
there was a brother of his, on his mother's side, he being his uncle's son, a man
named Bishr b. Mu'awiya, known as Abu 'Alqama. The delegation gave the
letter of the Messenger of God (SAAS) to the bishop. While he was reading it,
in the company of Abu 'Alqama, while they were both riding, Bishr's camel
stumbled. Bishr swore an oath, although he did not make reference to the
Messenger of God (SAAS).
"The bishop-told him, 'You might have spoken a curse against a prophet who
has been sent.' Bishr replied, 'Certainly; and I swear I'll not nullify it until I go
to the Messenger of God (SAAS).'
.
"He then directed his camel back towards Medina, but the bishop positioned
his own in his way and told him, 'Understand from me, that I only said that so
that the Arabs have that reported to them of me, fearing that they might consider
that we had accepted his authenticity, or been swayed by his voice, or agreed to
something this man wanted to which the Arabs did not comply, even though we
are the most powerful and numerous ofall.' Bishr replied, 'No; I swear, I'll never
accept this attitude of yours.'
"Bishr then spurred his mount into motion, turning his back to the bishop. He
also spoke the following doggerel verse:
'To you (my camel) anxiously turns her flank
Though a foal inside her belly objects,
For her ,religion opposes that of the Christians.'

"When he reached the Messenger of God (SAAS), he accepted Islam and stayed
on with him until ]te was eventually killed."
"The delegation entered Najran and went to the monk Ibn Abu Shamar
al-Zubaydi while he was high up in his cell, telling him, 'A prophet has been
given a mission in Tihama!' They narrated how the Najran delegation had gone
to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and how he had suggested an oath-swearing
competition to them, which they had refused, and how Bishr b. Mu'awiya had
hurried off to him and had accepted Islam.
"The monk replied, 'Bring me down, or else I'll cast myself from this cell!'
They did so; he brought with him a present which he took with him to the
Messenger of God (SAAS). Part of it is that cloak that the caliphs wear, along
with a wooden cup and a staff.
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"He remained for some time with the Messenger of God (SAAS), listening to
the revelation, then returned to his own people. He is not credited with having
accepted Islam. He promised to come back bnt this was not to be until the
Messenger of God (SAAS) had died.
"The bishop, Abu al-.l:Iarith, went to the Messenger of God (SAAS), along
with al-Sayyid, al-<Aqill8 and important persons from their people. They stayed
with him, hearing what God revealed to him. He wrote the document for the
bishop and those bishops to come after him: 'In the name of God, the most
Merciful, the most Beneficent. From.Mu\:!ammad, the Prophet, to Bishop Abu
al-.l:Iarith and the bishops of Najran, and its priests and monks, including all
those under their control, few or many. (This gives) protection of God and of
His Messenger, which shall not be changed for any of its bishops, monks or
priests. Nor shall any of their rights or powers or former practices be changed.
The protection of God and His Messenger is for ever, so long as they remain
peaceful and sincere and are not subjected to wrongdoing or engage in it.'
'Written by al-Mughira b. Shu'ba."
Mu\:!ammad b. Is\:!aq related that the delegation of Christians ofNajran included
60 riders, of whom 14 were leaders. These latter consisted of al-<Aqib, whose
name was 'Abd al-Masi\:!, and al-Sayyid, whose name was al-Abham,. Abu
.l:Iiititha b. 'Alqama, Aws b. al-.l:Iarith, Zayd, Q;tys, Yazid, Nubayh, Khuwaylid,
'Amr, KhaIid, 'Abd Allah and Ya\:1nus.
Leadership of these 14 men devolved upon 3 of them. These were al-'Aqib
their leader, opinion-maker and council-leader, whose decision no one would
oppose; al-Sayyid, their protector, and camel-master; Abu .l:Iaritha b. 'Alqama,
their bishop and pontiff. The last-mentioned was an Arab ofBanu Bakr b. Wa'i!.
He had entered the religion of Christianity, and the Byzantines had promoted
and honoured him, built churches for him and given him power and authority
because of the firmness they knew of his faith. He was nevertheless fully aware
of the mission of the Messenger of God (SAAS), but (his love for) honour and
prestige prevented him from following the truth.
YUnus b. Bukayr quoted Ibn Is\:!aq as stating, "Burayda b. Sufyan related to
me, from Ibn al-Baylamani, from Kurz b. 'Alqama, who said, 'A delegation of
Christians of Najran arrived, consisting of 60 mounted men, 14 of whom were
their leaders. And there were 24 of them ... 29 Three of them were in charge
- al-'Aqib, al-Sayyid and Abu .l:Iiititha, one of the Banu Bakr b. Wa'il, their
bishop, and their ,abib midras. 30 This last man they had awarded great honour,
power and privileges, and had built him churches because of what they had
heard of his great knowledge and zeal for their faith.
28. Titles of authority.
29. Incomplete in the Arabic printed text.

30. Perhaps the guardian of their Midrash, an early Jewish interpretation of the Old Testament.
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"When they left Najran, Abu I;Iaritha was mounted on a mule and by his
side rode a brother of his named Kurz b. 'Alqama. The mule of Abu I;Iaritha
stumbled and Kurz said, 'May al-Ab'ad, "the one far away", (meaning the
Messenger of God (SAAS» stumble!' Abu I;Iaritha commented, 'No; it's you
who may stumble!' Kurz asked him, 'Why, brother?' He replied, 'I swear by
God, he is certainly the prophet whom we have been awaiting!'
"Kurz asked, 'Well, what is holding you back, when you know that?' He
replied, 'It's because of what these people have done for us. They have honoured
us, made payments to us, and given us authority. But they adamantly oppose
him; ifI were to take action, they would take everything away from us.'
"His brother Kurz gave much thought to what he had said and eventually
accepted Islam."
Ibn Is!).aq went on to relate that when they entered the mosque of the Prophet
(SAAS), they were dressed in fmery. It was time for the al-'air prayer, and they
got up and prayed towards the east. The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "Let
them do so."

Their spokesman was Abu I;Iaritha b. 'Alqama and (their other leaders were)
al-Sayyid and al-<Aqib. Eventually the major part of surat .ill '1mriin and verses

about the oath-taking competition were revealed concerning them. But they
refused the latter. They asked that a fully trustworthy man be sent out with them."
And the Messenger of God (SAAS) did dispatch Abu 'Ubayda b. al-Jarra!)., as
is related above in the account of al-Bukhari.
We have discussed this in detail in our Taftlr (Exegesis) of surat.ill '1mriin. And
to God be all praise and credit.
THE DELEGATION OF BANU <AMIR AND THE STORY OF <AMIR B.
AL- rUFAYLANDARBAD B. QAYS, MAY GOD DAMN THEM BOTH!

Ibn Is!).aq stated, "Then a delegation from Banu Amir came to visit the
Messenger of God (SAAS). It included 'Amir b. al-Tufayl, Arbad b. Q;iys b. Jaz)
b. Khalid b.Ja'far and I;Iayyan b. Salma b. Malik b.Ja'far. These three men were
the leaders and chief mischief-makers of their tribe.
"When that enemy of God 'Amir b. al-Tufayl came to see the Messenger of
God (SAAS), it was with the intent of betraying him. His people had told him,
'Abu 'Amir, others have accepted Islam, you do so too.' But he replied, 'I swear
by God, I made a vow I would never cease striving to get the Arabs to follow me;
should I now follow this Q]Iraysh fellow?'
"AI-Arbad then said, 'When we go to see this man, I will get him to turn his
face away from you. When I do this, you strike him with your sword!'
"When they reached the Messenger of God (SAAS), 'Amir b. al-Tufayl said,
'Mu!).ammad, will you come aside with me?' He replied, 'No, by God, not until
31. To act as an arbitrator to settle an internal financial dispute, according to the sources.
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you believe in God alone!' 'Amir repeated, 'Please, just come aside with me,
Mu!).ammad,' and he began talking to him, waiting for Arbad to act. Arbad,
however, did nothing. When 'Amir saw that Arbad was taking no action, he
again said, 'Mu!).ammad, do come aside with me,' but he again replied, 'No, not
until you believe in God alone Who has no partner.'
"When the Messenger of God (SAAS) thus rejected him, 'Amir said, 'Then,
by God, I'll fill this place with horses and men to fight you!' When 'Amir had
turned away to leave, the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, '0 God, take care of
'Amir b. al-Tufayl for me!'
"When they had left the Messenger of God (SAAS), 'Amir b. al-Tufayl asked
Arbad, 'Had I not ordered you what to do? I swear by God, there was no man on
earth I considered more fearsome than you! I swear, I'll never fear you again,
after today!'
"He replied, 'I pray you, don't blame me too hastily. Whenever I was about to
do as you had asked, you got in the man's way so all I could see was you. Should
I have struck you with my sword?'
"They headed back home and when they had gone part way, God, the
Ahnighty and Glorious, affiicted 'Amir b. al-Tufayl with a growth in his neck.
And God killed him in the home of a woman of Banii Saliil. He exclaimed, '0
Banii 'Amir, shall (my death) be from a growth like that on a young camel in the
home of a woman of Banii Saliil?'"
Ibn Hisham stated, "The words are also quoted as, ' ... a growth like that of
a camel and a death in the house of a Saliili woman?'"
The baji", al-Bayhaqi narrated through al-Zubayr b. Bakkar, quoting Fatima,
daughter of 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Maw'ala, from her father, from her grandfather,
Maw'ala b. I;Iumayl, who said, "'Amir b. al-Tufayl came to the Messenger of
God (SAAS), who told him, "Amir, accept Islam!' He replied, 'I will do so on
condition that I control al-mabar, "the nomads", while you control al-madar,
"the villages".' He refused.
"Again the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Accept Islam!' And again 'Amir
replied, 'On condition I control the nomads, while you control the villages.'
'No,' replied the Messenger of God (SAAS). 'Amir then turned away, saying, 'I
swear by God, Mu!).ammad, I'll fill this place with horses like locusts and men
like breadcrumbs; I'll tether a horse to every pahn tree!'
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, '0 God, rid me of 'Amir and give his
people guidance!'
"'Amir then left and when he reached the outskirts of Medina, he happened
to meet a woman of his tribe called Saliiliyya. He dismounted from his horse and
slept in her house. He was then affiicted by a growth in his throat. He mounted
his horse and, levelling his lance, he rode away, saying, 'A growth like that on a
young camel and a death in the house of Saliiliyya!' He kept this up until he fell
dead from his horse."
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The !taft'!' Abjj 'Amr b. 'Abd ai-Barr stated in his work al-Isti'ab ft Asmil'
al-$a!taba (A Study ofthe Names ofthe Companions) concerning (a man named)
Maw'ala: "He was Maw'ala b. Kuthayf aI-l)ababi aI-Kilabi al-Cj\mirl, of Banjj
'Amir b. Sa'sa'a. He went to the Messenger of God ($AAS), and accepted Islam
when a young man of 20, and he lived on in the faith for 100 years. He was
known as 'he of the two tongues' because of his eloquence. His son 'Abd al-'Aziz
related materials from him. It was he who recounted the story of 'Amir b.
aI- Tufayl and the line, , ... a growth like that of a baggage camel and a death in
the house of Saljjliyya!'"
AI-Zubayr b. Bakkar stated, "Zamya', daughter of'Abd al-'Aziz b. Maw'ala b.
Kuthayf b. l;laml b. Khalid b. 'Amr b. Mu'awiya, he being al-I)abbab b. Kilab
b. Rabi'a b. 'Amir b. $ac"a'a, said, 'My father related to me, quoting his father,
quoted Maw'ala as having recounted that he went to the Messenger of God
($AAS), and accepted Islam when he was 20 years old. He pledged him his
allegiance, wiped his right arm (in deference to him), and led his camel to him.
The Messenger of God ($AAS) gave him a two-year-old she-camel. After the
death of the Prophet ($AAS), he became a companion ofAbjj Hurayra and lived
on for 100 years into Islam. He was nicknamed "he ofthe two tongues" because
of his eloquence.'"
I note that it is evident that the story of 'Amir b. aI-Tufayl related to a period
prior to the conquest of Mecca, even though Ibn Is!)aq and aI-Bayhaqi include
mention of it thereafter. .
When aI-Bayhaqi gave it, he did so from al-l;lakim, from al-A~amm, quoting
Mu!)ammad b. Is!)aq, quoting Mu'awiya b. 'Amr, quoting Abjj Is!)aq al-F~ari,
from al-Awza'i, from Is!)aq b. 'Abd Allah b. Abjj TaI!)a, from Anas, in the
account of the expedition to Bi'r Ma'jjna and the killing by 'Amir b. Tufayl of
l;laram b. Mal!)au, the uncle of Anas b. Malik, and his treachery against the men
there that resulted in the killing of them all except 'Amr b. Umayya, as is given
above.
AI-Awza'i stated that Ya!)ya said, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) spoke
prayers against 'Amir b. Tufayl for 30 mornings, saying, '0 God, rid me of
'Amir b. al-Tufayl however You wish, and send upon him what will kill him.'
And God did infect him with a malignancy."
It is related from Hammam, from Is!)aq b. 'Abd Allah, from Anas, in the story
relating to l;laram b. Mil!)au. Anas stated, "'Amir b. al-Tufayl went to the
Messenger of God ($AAS) and told him, 'I give you to choose between three
options: you shall govern the people on the plains, while I the nomads, or I shall
be your successor after you, or I will attack you with Banjj Ghatafan and 1,000
stallions and 1,000 mares.'''
He went on, "He was then, while staying in a woman's house, afflicted with a
malignant growth. At this, he exclaimed, 'Shall it be a growth like that on a camel
and death in the house of a woman of Banjj so-and-so? Bring me my horse!' He
rode away and died upon his horse."
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Ibn Isl:taq stated. "His companions went out and buried him, then proceeded
on to Banu 'Amir territory to spend the winter. When they arrived there, their
people came to them and asked, 'Arbad, how was it back behind you?' 'It was
nothing,' they replied. 'I swear, all he did was invite us to worship something or
other. I wish he were here now; I'd kill him with an arrow, right on the spot!'
"A day or two after his having made that comment, he went out with a camel
he had to sell and God sent down upon him and it a thunderbolt that burned
them both up."
Ibn Isl:taq stated, "Arbad b. Qtys was a brother of LabId b. RabI'a on his
mother's side. LabId said, mourning Arbad,
'Death spares no one - not a kindly father, nor a son.

I fear much that death of ArOOd more than I do the
influence of Pisces or Leo.
Eye, why weep for Arbad, now that both we and the women
have stood in mourning?
If others threatened, he ignored their threats; if they
were reasoned in judgement, so was he.
A sweet and clever man, though with some bitterness in

his sweetness; a man of cahn and healthy con'stitution.
Eye, would you weep for Arbad now that the winter winds
sweep the bare trees

And they have become wind-tossed and fruitless, their
remnants of fruit revealed?
He was braver than a meat-eating forest-lion, staring

forth and determined to prevail.
The eye does not see to its full extent on a night when

horses retum frail and worn.
He inspired the mourning women to attend his wake, "(as
evident) as young gazelles on barren terrain.

The lightning and thunderbolt terrified me when they
struck this bold warrior that terrible day.
He took from those who robbed and gave back to their
victims; if they came in distress, he gave them again and
again.
He was generous in bad times, as when spring rain

produces growth.
All the sons of a free-born woman must diminish in
number, no matter how many they were.

Even though once envied, all shall be brought down;
though once leaders, all shall perish and fade.'"
Ibn Isl:taq quoted many further lines from LabId in mourning for Arbad b.
Qtys, his brother on his mother's side. We have omitted them here for brevity's
sake, thinking the verses we have given sufficient. And it is God who leads to
what is right.
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Ibn Hisham stated that Zayd b. Aslam recounted, from 'Ala' b. Yasar, from Ibn
'Abbas, who said, "And God, the Almighty and Glorious, revealed the following
concerning 'Amir and Arbad: 'God knows what every female bears and what falls
short and what comes to fruition in the womb. And with Him everything has its
measure. (He it is who is) Knowledgeable of the unseen and what is witnessed;
He is the Great, the Most High. Alike (for Him) are those of you who conceal
their words and those who speak openly, those who hide by night, and those who
go forth by day. He has those (Helpers) who proceed forth on his behalf, both
ahead and behind him, who protect him, by God's command' (siirat al-Ra'd;
XIII, v.9-ll). By this latter wording, He is referring to Mu1)ammad (~AAS).
"He proceeded to make reference to Arbad and to his execution. God
Almighty stated, 'And when God intends harm for a people there is no averting it
and from Him they have no protector. He it is who shows you lightning bringing
fear and expectation, He who summons the heavy clouds. The thunder proclaims
His praise and the angels too are in awe of Him. He sends the thunderbolts and
uses them to strike whomever He wishes. Yet they dispute concerning God, and
He is Mighty in power'" (siirat al-Ra'd; XIII, v.ll-13).
We have discussed these honoured verses in our exegesis of siirat al-Ra'd. And
to God goes all praise and credit.
Ibn Hisham, may God have mercy on him, did provide a chain of authorities
for this additional comment he made.
We are also given an account by the I;iifi:;, Abu al-Qiisim Sulayman b. A1)mad
al-Tabaranl in his great compendium of al;iidith in which he states, "Mas'ada b.
Sa'd al-'Altar related to us, quoting IbrahIm b. al-Mundhir al-I;!izaml, quoting
'Abd al-'Azlz b. 'Omran, quoting 'Abd. al-Ra1)man and 'Abd Allah, two sons
ofZayd b. Aslam, from their father, from 'AW b. Yasar, from Ibn 'Abbas, who
recounted that Arbad b. Q;1ys b. Jaz> b. Khalid b. Ja'far b. Kilab and 'Amir b.
al-Tufayl b. Malik came to see the Messenger of God (~AAS) in Medina. When
they reached him, he was seated and they both sat down in front of him. 'Amir
b. al-Tufayl asked him, 'Mu1)arnmad, what will you do for me if I accept Islam?'
The Messenger of God (~AAS) replied, 'You will receive the same as .the other
Muslims and have the same obligations.'
"'Amir then asked, 'If I accept Islam, will you ensure that I become leader
after you?' The Messenger of God (~AAS) replied, 'That shall not be for you·
or for your tribe. But you may have command over the cavalry.' 'Amir responded,
'I already now have control over all the cavalry ofNajd. Give me control over the
nomads, and you control the villages.'
"'No,' he replied. As he was leaving him, 'Amir said, 'I am going to fill up
this place with horses and men to fight you.' The Messenger of God (~AAS)
responded, 'God will prevent you.'
"When Arbad and 'Amir left, the latter suggested, 'Arbad, I'll distract
Mu1)ammad from you by talking to him, and then you strike him with your
sword. If you do kill Mu1)ammad, they'll want no more than to be satisfied by
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payment of the blood-wit. They dislike warfare. You'll just give them the
blood-wit.' Arbad replied, 'I'll do it.'
"They proceeded back to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and 'Amir
addressed him, 'Mul;iammad, get up and come with me so I can talk to you.' The
Messenger of God (SAAS) arose and went alone with him towards the wall
where he stopped to talk to him. Arbad went to draw his sword, but when he
touched it, his hand lost its grip on the sword's hilt and he could not unsheath
it. Arbad was unable to strike him sufficiently quickly for 'Amir, because the
Messenger of God (SAAS) turned and, seeing Arbad and what he intended,
walked away from them both.
"When Arbad and 'Amir left the presence of the Messenger of God (SAAS),
and reached the lava plain ofWaqim, they halted. But Sa'd b. Mu'adh and Usayd
b. al-l;Iudayr went out after them and said, 'Clear off, you enemies of God!
God damn you both!' 'Amir responded, 'Who is that, Sa'd?' 'That is Usayd b.
l;Iugayr, of the cavalry squadrons,' he replied.
"They left, and while they were at al-Raqm, God sent a thunderbolt down on
Arbad and killed him. 'Arnir then left, and when he was in the lava field, God
sent a malignant growth to affiict him. That night he spent in the house of a
woman of Bani! Sali!1. He began feeling the growth on his neck and said, 'A
growth like that of a camel, in the house of a woman of Bani! Sali!I!' He loathed
the idea of dying in her house.
"He then rode off on his horse, made it gallop, then died on it as he returned.
God revealed about them both, 'God knows what every female ...' and so on, to
the words, 'He has those (Helpers) who proceed forth on his behalf. .. ' By this,
He was making reference to Mul;iammad (SAAS). He then made a reference
to Arbad and how God had killed him, then quoted the verse, 'He sends the
thunderbolts and uses them ...'"
This account suggests the early time frame of this incident concerning 'Amir
and Arbad; this is because it mentions Sa'd b. Mu'adh in it. But God knows best.
The arrival of the delegations of al-Tufayl b. 'Amir al-DawsI, may God be
pleased with him, to the Messenger of God (SAAS) at Mecca and his acceptance
ofIslam have been treated above," and also how God placed a light between his
eyes and he made a request to God, who removed it on to the end of his whip.
we have detailed that above and have no need to repeat it here, as did al-BayhaqI
and others.
THE ARRIVAL OF .pIMAM B. THA'LABA TO SEE THE MESSENGER OF
GOD (SAAS), ON BEHALF OF HIS TRIBE OF BANU SA'D B. BAKR.

Ibn Isl;iaq stated, "Mul;iammad b. al-WalId b. Nuwayfi' related to me, from
Kurayb, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, 'Bani! Sa'd b. Bakr sent Oimam b. Tha'iaba
with a delegation to the Messenger of God (SAAS).
32. Vol. II, pp. 48--50.
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'''When he arrived, he made his camel kneel at the door of the mosque,
hobbled it and entered the mosque while the Messenger of God (SAAS) was
seated inside with his men. J;>imam was a burly and hairy man who had two
pigtails.
'''He advanced, stood over the Messenger of God (SAAS) and asked, 'Which
one of you is 'Abd al-Munalib's son?' The Messenger of God (SAAS) replied,
"I am 'Abd al-Munalib's son."
'''J;>imam then asked, "Mu/:1ammad?" "Yes?" he asked. "Son of 'Abd alMunalib, I've got some tough questions to put to you; don't be offended."
'" "I'll not be offended," he replied. "Ask what you want."
'" "I adjure you by God, your God, and the God of those who came before
you, and the God of those who will corne after you, is it God who orders you that
we worship Him alone, and associate none other with Him, and that we take
down those idols that our fathers worshipped?" "Yes, by God," he replied.
'" "I again adjure you by God, your God, and the God of those before
and after you, is it God who ordered you that we pray those five prayers?" "Yes,"
he replied.
'''J;>imam then began referring to the religious duties of Islam, one by one
- alms-giving, fasting, the pilgrimage and all the other ordinances of Islam. He
went on to refer to each one specifically. When he had finished, he said, "I
testify that there is no god but God, and I testify that Mu/:1ammad is the
Messenger of God. And I shall perform these duties and shall abstain from all
that you .prohibit. And I shall not add nor subtract anything."
'''He then went to his camel to go horne, The Messenger of God (SAAS)
said, "If that man with the two pigtails spoke the truth, he will enter paradise!"
'''When J;>imam reached his camel, he untied it and travelled horne. His
people gathered to meet him and the first thing .he said was, "AI-Lat and
aI-'Uzza are evil!" They told him, "Take care, J;>imam! You might get leprosy!
You might get e1ephantisis! You might go crazy!"
'''He replied, 'Confound you all! Those two can do no harm nor good. God
has sent a Messenger and revealed to him a book with which I will try to save
you from your former error. I testify that there is no god but God alone who has
no partner, and that Mu/:1ammad is His servant and His Me~senger. I have corne
to you from him with orders for what you should do and what he forbids you
from doing."
'''And by God, that night and by next morning every man and woman there
had become Muslims. And Ibn 'Abbas said, "We never heard of anyone who
carne as a finer representative of any tribe than J;>imam b. Thaqaba.'''''
Imam A/:1rnad related this similarly, from Ya'qjjb b. Ibrahim aI-Zuhri, from
his father, from Ibn Is/:1aq.
Abjj Da'jjd related thisltadith through Salama b. aI-Facjl, from Mu/:1ammad
b. Is/:1aq, from Salama b. Kuhayl, and Mu/:1ammad b. aI-Walid b. Nuwayfi', from
Kurayb, from Ibn 'Abbas, in similar words.
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In this text there is evidence of his having returned to his people before
the conquest of Mecca, since Khalid b. al-Walid destroyed al-CUzza during the
days of that conquest.
Al-Waqidi stated that Abu Bakr b. 'Abd Allah b. Abu Sabra related to him, from
Shurayk b. 'Abd Allah b. Abu Nimr, from Kurayb, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said,
"In Rajab, 5 AH Banu Sa'd b. Bakr sent Oimam b. Thaqaba out in a delegation
to meet with the Messenger of God (SAAS); he was a burly, thick-haired man
with two pigtails.
"When he arrived, he stood over the Messenger of God (SAAS), and asked
him questions, doing so brusquely, about who had sent him, what he was sent
with, and about the required duties of Islam. The Messenger of God (SAAS)
responded to him concerning all this and he went back to his people as a Muslim.
He took down the idols and told them what orders he had received and what he
. had been forbidden from doing. And by the next morning, every single man and
woman of them had become Muslims. They built mosques and instituted the
caii for prayer."
Imam Al,unad stated that it was related to him by Hashim b. aI-Qasim, quoting
Sulayman - meaning Ibn aI-Mughira - from Thabit, from Anas b. Malik, who
said, "We had been forbidden to pose any questions to the Messenger of God
(SAAS), and it would amaze us to have some intelligent man come in from the
desert and ask him questions while we listened.
"One man arrived from the desert and asked, 'Mui;Iammad, your messenger'
came to us and claimed that you claim that God sent you.' 'He spoke the truth,'
he replied.
"'So who created the sky?' he asked. 'God.' 'And who created the earth?'
'God.' 'And who set up these mountains and placed things upon them?'
"He went on, 'By Him who created the sky and the earth and set up these
mountains, w~s it God who sent you?' 'Yes.'
'''Your messenger claimed that we are required to perform five prayers each
day and night.' 'He spoke the truth.' 'By Him who sent you, was it God who
gave you this order?' 'Yes.'
'''Your messenger claimed that we are to give zakiU payments from our
assets.' 'He spoke the truth.' 'By Him who sent you with the truth, did He
really give you this order?' 'Yes.'
'''Your messenger claimed that we are required to fast for one month each
year.' 'He spoke the truth.' 'By Him who sent you, was it God who gave you this
order?' 'Yes,' he replied.
'''And your messenger claimed that everyone with the necessary means is
required to make a pilgrimage to the ka'ba.' 'He spoke the truth.'
"The man then turned aside, saying, 'By Him who sent you with the truth,
I will not add to nor subtract from these at all.'
"The Prophet (SAAS) said, 'Ifhe has spoken the truth, he will enter paradise.'''
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This badtth is included in both ~abib collections, as well as in other compendia,
with various phraseology and lines of transmission, from Anas b. Malik, may God
be pleased with him. Muslim related it from a badith of Abu al-Naqr Hashim b.
al-Qtsim, from Sulayman b. aI-Mughira. AI-Bukhilri also gave this badith from
this source.

It is also given in similar form from another line. Imam AJ.unad stated, "AlI:Iajjaj related to us, quoting Layth, quoting Sa'id b. Abu Sa'id, from Shurayk b.
'Abd Allah b. Abu Nimr, who stated that he heard Anas b. Malik say, 'While we
were seated in the mosque with the Messenger of God (~AAS), a man arrived on
a camel that he made kneel and hobbled it there. He then asked, "Which of you
is Mu1).ammad?" The Messenger of God (~AAS) was there, resting among his
Companions. We told him, "He is this white-skinned man, the one reclining."
"'The man addressed him, "Son of'Abd aI-Munalib ..." The Messenger of
God (~AAS) replied, "I will respond to you." The man went on, "Mu1).ammad, I
want to ask you some tough questions; don't be offended at me." "Ask whatever
you see fit." The man went on, "I adjure you by your Lord and the Lord ofthose
who came before you, did God send you to all the people?" The Messenger of
God (~AAS) replied, "Yes, by God."
'" "Again, I adjure you by God, was it God who gave you the order that we
perform the five prayers each day and night?" "By God, yes," he affirmed.
'" "Then, I adjure you by God, was it God who ordered you that we fast this
month each year?" The Messenger of God (~AAS) replied, "Yes, by God!"
""'I adjure you by God, was it God who ordered you to take these alms from
our wealthy and to distribute them to our poor?" "Yes, by God," responded the
Messenger of God (~AAS).
"'The man went on, "Then I believe the message you bring. I am an envoy
on behalf of my people back home; my name is Oimam b. Thaqaba, a brother of
Banu Sa'd b. Bakr."'"
Imam aI-Bukhari related it from 'Abd Allah b. Yusuf, from al-Layth b. Sa'd,
from Sa'ld aI-Maqburi.
Abu Da'ud, aI-Nasa'i and Ibn Maja related this from al-Layth.
It is curious that aI-Nasa'i related it from a line other than through aI-Layth.
He stated, "Ibn 'Ajlan and others of our colleagues, related it to me from Sa'id
aI-Maqburi, from Shurayk, from Anas b. Malik ..." and he then gave the badtth.
AI-Nasa'i also related it from a badith of 'Ubayd Allah aI-CUmarl, from Sa'id
al-MaqbUrl, from Abu Hurayra. Perhaps it was derived from Sa'id al-Maqburi
from both of these other sources. God knows best.
DIVISION

We have given above" the account related by Imam A1).mad, from Ya1).ya b.
Adam, from I:Iaf~ b. Ghiyath, from Da'ud b. Abu Hind, from Sa'jd b. Jubayr,
33. See Vo!. II.
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from Ibn 'Abbas, relating to the arrival ofOimam al-Azd! to see the Messenger
of God (SAAS) in Mecca before the Hijra and of the acceptance of Islam by
the former and by his people. Our previous account is of sufficient detail to need
no repetition here. And to God be all praise and credit.
THE DELEGATION OF TAYYP WITH 'ZAYD OF THE HORSES'
MAY GOD BE PLEASED WITH HIM.

This man was Zayd b. Muhallil b. Zayd b. Manhib, known as Abu Muknif
ai-TieL He was one of the finest of the Arabs, and one of their tallest. He was
called, "Zayd of the horses" because of five mares he owned.
Al-SuhaylI noted, "Each of these horses had a name, but these at present
escape me."

Ibn Is\.laq stated, "A delegation from Banu Ta'!, led by 'Zayd of the horses',
came to visit the Messenger of God (SAAS). When they reached him, they spoke
with him, and he explained Islam to them which they accepted; they became
good Muslims.
"A man of Ta'! whom I trust told me that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
commented, 'I have never met an Arab previously referred to me as of high
reputation whom I have not found, on meeting him, to fall short of what is
ascribed to him. Except for 'Zayd of the horses'; his reputation did not do justice
to him.'

"The Messenger of God (SAAS) then renamed him Zayd al-Khayr, 'Zayd
the good', instead of Zayd al-Khayl, 'Zayd of the horses'. He then deeded to him
Fayd34 and two properties along with it, giving him a document to that effect.
"Zayd then left to travel back to his people; as he did so, the Messenger of
God (SAAS) said, 'Let's hope Zayd avoids catching the Medina fever.'
"The source for this report said that he did not actually use the term {zumma,
'fever', nor did he use its commonly used nickname Umm Maldam; however, my
source did not actually give the term he used.''''
Ibn Is\.laq continued, "When Zayd travelled on and reached one of the wells
in Najd called Farda, he was fatally stricken by the fever. As he sensed the
approach of death, he said,
'Shall my people move on in the morning to the East

while I am left in a house in Farda in Nejd?
Many was the day that women would visit with me, even
when sick, or tired but not exhausted by journeying.'

"After his death, his wife, due to her ignorance and the scant nature of both
her intellect and her faith, took all the documents Zayd had with him and
burned them."
34, Land to the east of Salma, a mountain in Banil Ta.'i territory.
35. The Arabic printed text quotes al-SuhaylI as stating that the word used was Umm Kalba.
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It is established in both ,alzilz collections from Abu Sa'ld, that 'All b. Abu
Talib sent a nugget of gold to the value of a dhahabiyya from Yemen to the
Messenger of God (SAAS), who distributed it between four persons: Zayd
al~Khayl, 'Alqama b. Vlatha, al-Aqra' b. I::Iabis and Vyayna b. Badr; this lzadith
is similar to that given above. An account of this will be given hereafter, relating
to the dispatch of 'All to Yemen, if God Almighty so wills it.

The Story of 'AdI b.l.fatim al- Tall.
Al-Bukharl stated in his ,alzilz collection under a section headed: The Delegation
from Banii al-Tayyt' and the lzai/ith o['Adi b. Ifatim. Musa b. Isma'll related to us,
as did Abu 'Awana and 'Abd al-Malik b. Vmayr, from 'Amr b. I::Iurayth, from
'Adl b. I::Iatim, who said, "We came to Vmar b. al-Khanab in a delegation and
he began calling out to us by name, one by one. I asked, 'Don't you know
me, Commander of the Believers?' '0 yes,' he replied, 'you accepted Islmn when
others disbelieved. You advanced when they retreated. You were true when they
betrayed. You recognized when they denied.'"
'Adl said, "So I responded, 'Well,! don't mind" then!'"
Ibn IShaq stated, "'Adl b. I::Iatim, so I have been told, used to say, 'No Arab
more disliked the Messenger of God (SAAS), when he first heard of him than
did I. Of high birth, I was also a Christian. I used to move among my people
collecting my fourth share. I was content about my religion and was treated by
my subjects like a king.
'''When r heard about the Messenger of God (SAAS), I hated him. I told
an Arab slave of mine who was herdsman for my camels, "Get some of my
camels well trained and fattened and keep them close by me. If you hear of
MUhammad's army setting foot in this area, then warn me." And he did so.
"'He came to me one morning and said, "CAdI, do now whatever you intended

if MUhammad's cavalry were to come; I've seen banners, and when I asked about
them I was told they were MUhammad's armies." I told him, "Bring up my
camels!" And he did so. Having mounted up my family, I announced, "I'm going
to join my fellow Christians in Syria."
'''I travelled to al-Jawshiyya, at which town I left a daughter of (my father)
I::Iatim. When I reached Syria, I took up residence there. MUhammad's cavalry
came on after me and among the prisoners they took Was I::Iatim's daughter. She
was conducted in to the Messenger of God (SAAS), along with other prisoners
ofBanu Tayyi'; he had heard of my flight to Syria.
'''I::Iatim's daughter was placed in an enclosure near the door of the mosque
where prisoners were kept. When the Messenger of God (SAAS) happened to
pass by there, I::Iatim's daughter, a woman of fine intellect, arose to greet him and
36. The caliph's evident high regard for CAdi has removed the latter's sense of offence at not

having been called upon earlier.
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said, 'Messenger of God, my father is dead and my wafid," 'guardian', has gone.
So please spare me - and may God spare you!"
"'He asked, "And who is your guardian?" "CAdI b. I:Iatim," she replied. 'The
one who fled from God and His Messenger?" he asked.
'''She (later) stated, 'He then went away, leaving me there. Next morning, he
again passed by; I said as I had before, and he made the same response as the
previous day.
'" "The following morning, he again passed and I was in despair., A man
following behind him gestured to me to get up and speak to him. I did so, saying,
'Messenger of God, my father is dead and my guardian absent; please spare me.
And may God spare you!'
'" "He responded, 'So be it. But do not hasten to leave before you find someone
of your people whom you trust who can conduCt you home. Let me know.' I
asked about the man who had gestured to me to speak to him and I was told that
he was 'Ali b. Abu Talib."
'''She went on, "I remained until riders came from Bali or QuQa'a. All I
wanted was to go to my brother in Syria. So I went to the Messenger of God
($AAS) and told him, 'Messenger of God, a group of my people have arrived
and I consider them trustworthy.'" She went on, "He gave me clothing and a
mount and expense money; I then left with them and arrived ,in Syria."'"
'Adl went on, "There I was, I swear, sitting with my family when I saw a
howdah heading for our people. I said, 'That will be l::Iatim's daughter.' And
there she was! When she stood there before me, she burst out, 'You absolute
villain! You carried off your wife and family, yet left your father's daughter
unprotected!' I responded, 'Come on now, sister; speak only good! I swear, I
have no excuse. I did just as you say.'
"She then dismounted and remained there with me. I asked her, knowing
her to be a sensible woman, 'What is your view of this man?' She replied, 'In my
opinion you should join him quickly. If the man is a prophet, then all the more
virtue to those who go to him first. If he is a king, then you'll not be bringing
any shame to the glory of Yemen, being who you are.'
"I said, 'By God, that's good advice.' I then left and went to the Messenger of
God ($AAS) in Medina. I went to him in his mosque and greeted him. He asked,
'Who is this man?' I replied, "Adl b. l::Iatim.'
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) arose and took me home with him. On the
way with me there an infirm old woman came up and stopped him. He stood
there talking with her for a long time about her problem. I told myself, 'By God,
this is no king!'
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) then took me to his home. When I went
inside, he picked up a leather cushion stuffed with pahn leaves and threw it to
37. An obscure word; the context here seems to require "guardian" as its translation, since her
comment refers to her near relative, the narrator.
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me, saying, 'Here, sit down on this.' I replied, 'No, you sit on it.' '-No, you,'
he insisted.
"So I did sit, while he seated himself on the floor. Again I told myself, 'This
is not the action of a king!'
"He then said, 'Well then, 'Adl b. I:Iatim, so you're a rakusi,38 right?' 'That's
right,' I agreed.
'" You've been taking a quarter share from your people, haven't you?' he
asked. 'Yes,' I agreed. 'But that's not appropriate for you in your religion,'
he commented. 'I swear, you're quite right,' I said, conscious of him being a
prophet, aware of things not well known.
"He then said, 'Maybe, CAdi, the only thing preventing you joining the faith
is the poverty of our people. I swear by God, wealth is about to flood over them
so that there won't be enough to take it! Or perhaps you don't enter the faith
because of the large number of our enemies. I swear by God, you'll soon be
hearing of women who come riding camels from Qiidisiyya39 to visit this house,
and without being afraid. Or maybe what's holding you back is your seeing that
others have control and sovereignty over them. I swear by God, you'll soon hear
of the white castles of Babylon being conquered by them.'''
CAdi concluded, "At that I accepted Islam."
Ibn Isl).aq's account continues, "'Adl used to say, 'Two of these (predictions)
came to pass, but the third remained unfulfilled. But, I swear, it too was to be
fulfilled! I did see the white castles of Babylon conquered. And I also saw women
borne on howdahs from al-Qiidisiyya and make pilgrimage to the kacba without
fear. And, I swear, the third will happen too; wealth will flood in until there
won't be those to take it!'''

This is how Ibn Isl).aq, may God have mercy on him, gave this text - without a
chain of transmission. But there are witnesses to this I;adtth from other sources.
Imam Al).mad stated that it was related to him by Mul).ammad b. Jacfar, quoting
Shu'ba, quoting Simak b. I:Iarb, quoting cAbbad b. I:Iubaysh, who related the
following I;adtth from 'Adl b. I:Iatim, who said, "The cavalry of the Messenger
of God (SAAS) arrived while I was at 'Aqrab.'" They took prisoner my aunt and
others. When these were later lined up before the Messenger of God (SAAS),
she said, 'Messenger of God, my guardian is far away, and I am separated from
my children. I'm just an elderly woman with no servants. Spare me -and may
God spare you!'
"He asked her, 'Who is your guardian?' "Adl b. I:Iatim,' she replied.
38. A religion considered to share elements of Christianity with those of Sabianisrn.
39. An ancient city in Iraq, the site of the famous battle in the caliphate of CUmar. By "this
house", the ka'ba is presumably implied. The comment suggests that Islam would establish an

empire in which security would prevail.
40. A footnote in the Arabic printed text suggests that this might be a mistake for CAqraha), a
town in Jilian, near Damascus.
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"He asked, 'The man who fled from God and His Messenger?'
"'Spare me,' she asked.

"When he next came back, there was another man at his side who I think to
have been 'AlI, who said, 'Ask him for a howdah. She did so, and he ordered one.'"
'Adi went on, "Then she came to me and said, 'Your father would never have
done as you have! Go to him, whether hoping for gain or pity. So-and-so went
and were rewarded, as others have been.'

"I did go to him and he had with him a woman with two children and another
boy. He mentioned their relationship to him. I then knew that this was not the
domain of some Chosroe or Caesar.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) then asked, "Adi b. l;Iatim, what made you
flee? Was it having the words, "There is no god but God" spoken? Is there any
god but God? What made you flee? Was it due to the words, "Allahu Akbar!
'God is most Great!'" spoken? Is there anything greater than God, Ahnighty and
Glorious is He?' So I accepted Islam and saw his face rejoice. He then said, "The
ones al-maght/ub 'alayhim, 'who have incurred (God's) wrath', refers to the Jews;
the al-t/alin, 'those who are straying' refers to the Christians. HI
"Then questions were asked of him, and he gave praise and thanks to God. He
went on to say, 'To proceed: people, it is up to you to give from (your) surplus.
Give a man (the measure of) a sa'; or one part of a sa'; or a handful; or part of
a handful.' (Shu'ba stated, 'As far as I know, he also said, "or a date; or half
a date" .')
"(The Prophet (SAAS) went on) 'Each of you will meet God, saying as I am,
"Did I not make you hearing and seeing? Did I not give you wealth and children?
Yet what have you offered?" Each person will then look before and behind him,
to his right and to his left and find nothing but hell-fife wherever he looks. Fear
the fire, even if by giving only half a date! And if you do not possess that, then
give a kind word. I fear not poverty for you. God will certainly aid you until
a howdah-borne woman can travel between al-l;Iira and Yathrib (Medina) with
the worst fear she has being to be robbed while travelling.'"
Al-Tirrnidhi related it from a I;adith of Shu'ba and 'Amr b. Abu Q;tys, both of
them quoting Simak. He then said, "This is I;asan, gharib; 'good' and 'unilateral';
we know it only from the I;adtth of Simak."
Imam A!.Imad also stated, "Yazid related to us, quoting Hisham b. l;Iassan,
from Mu!.Iammad b. Sirin, from Abu CUbayda - he being l;Iudhayfa's son
- from a man who said, 'I told 'Adi b. l;Iatim, "I've heard a I;adtth attributed to
you that I would like to hear from you." "Certainly," he replied. "When I learned
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) had come forth (with his mission) I very
much hated his having done so. I left and travelled into Byzantine territory" - in
one version the wording is, "until I reached Caesar" - "but I hated my being
there even more than I did his having come forth (with his mission).
41. The Arabic phrases given here are from the surat al-Fatiba; I, v.7.
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'" "So I told myself, 'IfI go to this man, it will not hann me if he is a liar; and
if he is being truthful, then I will have learned.' So I did go to him and when I
arrived, people said, 'It's 'Adi b. ljatim!'
""'When I went in to see the Messenger of God (SAAS), he asked me, 'Adi
b. ljatim, aslim, taslim!, "accept Islam and be safe!" He said this three times.
'" "I replied, 'But I already have a faith.' He commented, 'I know more about
your faith than you do!'
'"'' 'Yon know more of my faith than I?' I asked. 'Yes,' he said. 'Aren't you of
the al-rakiisiyya?42 And yet you take a fourth of your people's produce?' 'Yes,' I
acknowledged. 'Well,' he commented, 'that's not permissible for you in your
faith.' 'Yes,' I agreed. And as soon as he said this, I came to agree about it.
'''''He went on, 'And I know what is keeping you from Islam. You say, "It's
only those with the least power who follow him, those with no power, and the
Arabs attack them." Do you know al-ljira?' 'I've not seen it; but I have heard of
it,' I replied. 'I swear by Him who holds my soul in His hand,' he went on, 'God
will so conclude all this that women borne on howdahs will come out of al-ljira
and circumambulate the ka'ba without having any to protect them! And He will
conquer the treasuries of Chosroe, son of Hunnuz! The treasures of Chosroe,
son ofHunnuz, and the money will be distributed bountifully until there will be
no one to accept it!'
"''''And,' CAdi b. I:Iazim went on, 'these women borne on camels did come and
circumambulate the ka'ba without (needing) any to protect them. Moreover, I
was one ofthose who·conquered the treasuries ofChosroe and the third prediction
will come about because it was the Messenger of God (SAAS) who said it!''''''
(Imam) A\.Imad then stated, "Yunus b. Mu\:lammad related to us, quoting
ljammad b. Zayd, from Ayyub, from Mu\:lammad b. Sirin, from Abu 'Ubayda
b. ljudhayfa, from a man - and ljanunad and Hashim stated it, quoting
Mu\:lanunad b. Abu 'Vbayda, but not quoting in the chain of authorities from 'a
man' - who said, 'I used to ask people about the I;adith of 'Adi b. ljatim while
he was right there nearby, but did not ask him. Then I went and did ask him,
and he agreed to recount the I;adith.'''
The I;ali'? Abu Bakr al-Bayhaqi stated that he was infonned by Abu 'Amr
aI-Adib, quoting Abu Bakr aI-Isma'ili, quoting aI-ljasan b. Sufyau, quoting Is\:laq
b. Ibrahim, quoting aI-Na4r b. Shumayl, quoting Isra'il, quoting Sa'd aI-Ta'i,
quoting Ma\:ll b. Khalifa, from 'Adi b. ljatim, who said, "While I was with the
Prophet (SAAS), a man came in to see him, and complained about hi~ poverty.
Then another man came to him and complained to him about highway robbery.
"He then asked, "Adi b. ljatim, have you seen al-ljira?' I replied, 'I've not
seen it, but I've been told about it,' 'Well,' he said, 'if you live long enough,
you'll see women borne in howdahs ride in from al,ljira and circumambulate
the ka'ba fearing no one except God, Ahnighty and Glorious is He.'
42. A derogatory term applied to a faith said to combine the beliefs of Christians and Sabians.
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"I asked myself, 'So where are those toughs ofTayyi' who set the country afire?'
"He went on, 'And if your life continues long enough, the treasures of
Chosroe, son of Hurmuz will be conquered.' 'What? Chosroe, son of Hurmuz?'
I asked. 'Yes, Chosroe, son of Hurmuz. And if your life continues long enough,
you'll see a man corne along bearing a pahn full of gold or silver who asks
everyone he meets to accept it, and he'll find no one. And on the day you each
meet with God, you'll find you have no intermediary between yourself and Him,
and that you'll see only hell-fire if you look to the right and only hell-fire if you
look to the left.'''
'Adl went on, "I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, 'Fear the fire, even
if (by donating) only half a date. And if you can't find half a date, then (speak)
a kind word.'
"And I did see howdahs arriving from al-Kufa so their women could circumambulate the ka'ba and having fear only of God the Almighty and Glorious. I
was one of those who conquered the treasures of Chosroe b. Hurmuz; and if you
live long enough, you'll see (fulfilled) all that Abu al-Qiisim, God's peace and
blessings be upon him, spoke."
Al-Bukhart related this from Mu\:1ammad b. al-I:Iakam, from al-Nagr b.
Shumayl, in full. He also related it on a different line oftransmission, from Sa'dan
b. Bishr, from Sa'd Abu Mujahid al-Ta'l, from Ma\:1all b. Khallfa, from 'Adl.
Imam A\:1mad and al-Nasa'l related it from a badtth of Shu'ba, from Sa'd Abu
Mujahid al-Til'1.
'Amir b. Shura\:1bll al-Sha'bl is also one of those who narrated this, and he did
so in similar words. His version has the wording, "... having fear only of God
and of wolves attacking their sheep."
It is related in the ~ab'b collection of al-Bukharl, from a bad.th of Shu'ba, and
by Muslim, from a bad.th of Zuhayr b. Mu'awiya, both of them quoting Ibn
Is\:1aq, from 'Abd Allah b. Ma'qil al-Muzanl, from 'Adl b. I:Iatim, who said,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Fear hell-fire, even if only on account
of half a date!'"
The phrase given by Musliro is, "Whoever among you can shield himself
from hell-fire by means of half a date should do so."
There are other lines of transmission also that testify to the above.
The baji:;; al-Bayhaql stated that he was informed by Abu 'Abd Allah al-I:Iafi~,
quoting AbU Bakr b. Mu\:1ammad b. 'Abd Allah b. Yusuf, qnoting Abu Sa'ld,
CUbayd b. Kathlr b. 'Abd al-Wa\:1id al-Kun, quoting Oirar b. Surad. quoting
'A~iro b. I:Iamid, from Abu I:Iarnza al-ThumalI, from 'Abd al-Ra\:1man b. Jundab,
from Kumayl b. Ziyad al-Nakha'l, who said, "'All b.Abu Talib stated, 'Glory be
to God! How many a man who acts pious for gain! How strange is someone who
is approached by his Muslim brother in need yet does not see his way to doing
good. For even if he did not .hope for reward or fear punishment, he ought to
make haste in acting with nobility, for it is such deeds that lead to succcess.'
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"A man thereupon arose to ask him, '0 Commander of the Believers, I pledge
you my father and my mother, did you hear that from the Messenger of
God ($AAS)?' 'Ali replied, 'Yes. And I have a tale even better than that. When
the Tayyi' women were brought in as captives, one of them was red-haired,
cherry-lipped, smooth-skinned, slender-necked, fme-nosed, with an erect figure,
raised head, full ankles, plump legs, rounded thighs, slim waist, slender sides and
well-shaped body. I was much struck by her when I saw her and said I would
request the Messenger of God ($AAS), to award her to me in my portion of
the booty. But when she spoke, I forgot her beauty for the eloquence I heard.
She said, "0 Mu1;J.ammad, will you not release me and spare me the malicious
gloating of the Arab tribes, for. I am the daughter of the leader of my people. My
father was guardian of our sacred objects; he relieved the distressed, fed the
hungry, clothed the naked, gave generous hospitality, provided the best of
food, spread peace abroad, and never refused the request of the needy. I am the
daughter ofI::Iatim a1-Ta'i."
'''The Prophet ($AAS) replied, "0 girl, all that truly describes the Believers.
Had your father been a believer, we would certainly have been merciful to him.
Release her, for her father was a man who loved noble character traits, and God
Almighty loves noble character traits."
'''At that Abu Burda b. Niyar arose and asked, "Messenger of God, does God
really love noble character?"
'''The Messenger of God ($AAS) replied, "By Him in whose hand is my
soul, no one will enter heaven except by noble character." '''43
This baduk is basan, "good", in its content, but very gharib, "unique", in its
line of transmission. Its mukhrij, "narrator", is highly esteemed.
We have reviewed the biography of I::Iatim al-Ta'i in the jahiliyya period
in reference to those men of fame who died during that time. Therein we
commented upon those qualities of goodness and kindness that made him
believed by people. However, (we showed that) the extent of the advantage to
him of these qualities was dependent upon his faith; he was of those who never
spoke the words, "0 God, forgive me my sins on the Day ofJudgement."
AI-Waqidi claimed that the Messenger of God ($AAS) sent 'Ali b. Abu Talib
in Rabi' a1-Akhir of 9 AH into Tayyi' territory and brought back prisoners who
included the sister of 'Adi b. I::Iatim. With him he also brought two swords
that had been in the temple for the idols; one of them was called al-rasub, "the
deep-cutter", the other al-mikhdam, "the sharp-slicer". AI-I::Iarith b. Abu Shamar
had presented them as an offering to the idol there.
AI-Bukhari, may God have mercy upon him, also gave a section under the
heading, The Story of (Banu) Daws and al-rufayl b. 'Amr.
He stated that it was related to him by Abu Nu'aym, quoting Sufyan, from Ibn
Dhakwan - he being 'Abd Allah b. Ziyad - from 'Abd a1-Ra1;J.man al-A'raj, from
43. This badith is also given above: Vol I. pages 152-4.
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Abu Hurayra, who said, "AI-Tufayl b. 'Amr came to the Messenger of God
(SAAS), and told him, '(Banu) Daws are done for; they have been disobedient
and have refused (Islam); so pray to God against them.'
"However, the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, '0 God, give Daws guidance
and bring them.'"
AI-BukharI is alone in giving this with this line of transmission.
He then went on, "Mu!}ammad b. al-'AI.' related to us, quoting Abu Usama,
quoting Isma'II, from Q;iys, from Abu Hurayra, who said, 'As I made my way
to the Messenger of God (SAAS), I recited to myself, "0 night, how long and
difficult you are; however, you have freed me from the abode of disbeliefl"
'''On the way, a slave of mine escaped and, having reached. the Messenger
of God (SAAS), and pledged my allegiance to him, I was still there with him
when the slave suddenly appeared. The Messenger of God (SAAS) told me,
"Abu Hurayra, this is your slave." I replied, "He is freed for God's sake." And
I manumitted him.'"
AI-BukharI is alone in giving this badith, from a badith of Isma'f! b. Abu
Khalid, from Q;iys b. Abu I;Iazim.
The arrival of al-Tufayl b. 'Amr, to which al-Bukhart refers here, occurred
before the Hijra. Moreover, even if his arrival is calculated as after the Hijra, it
came before the conquest of Mecca. This is because Daws brought Abu Hurayra
when they came. And his arrival coincided with the siege of Khaybar by the
Messenger of God (SAAS). Abu Hurayra then left again and came back to the
Messenger of God (SAAS) at Khaybar after the conquest and some of the spoils
(of Khaybar) were awarded to them. We have covered all this at appropriate
length in its appropriate place.
AI-BukharI, may God have mercy upon him, gives a further section entitled,
The Arrival ofthe Ash'arls and the people./Yom Yemen.
He then proceeded to relate from a badith of Shu'ba, from Sulayman b.

Mahran al-A<mash, from Dhakwan Abu Sali!} al-Samman, from Abu Hurayra,
from the Prophet (SAAS), who said, "The people of Yemen have come to you.
They are most gentle and kind. Faith is (a characteristic) of Yemen; wisdom is
of Yemen. Pride and arrogance reside in those with camels, while tranquillity
and seriousness resides in those with sheep."
Muslim related this from a badith of Shu'ba..
AI-BukharI then related it from Abu al-Yaman, from Shu'ayb, from AbU
al-Zinad, from al-A'raj, from AbU Hurayra, from the Prophet (SAAS), who said,
"The people of Yemen have come to you. They are most kind and sensitive.
Understanding the faith and wisdom are (characteristics) of Yemen."
He then related, from Isma'II, from Sulayman, from Thawr, from Abu
al-MughIth, from Abu Hurayra (who said) that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
said, "Belief is of Yemen, while al-fitna,# 'trouble', is over here. It is over here
that Satan's horn appears."
44. The word bears connotations of dissension and civil unrest.
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Muslim related it from Shu'ayb, from al-Zuhrl, from Sa'ld b. al-Musayyab,
from Abu Hurayra.
AI-Bukharl then went on to relate from a ltadith of Shu'ba, from Isma'll, from
Q;lys, from Abu Mas'ud, that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "Faith is over
here" - gesturing towards Yemen - "while insensitivity and harshness of heart
are qualities of those concerned only with their camels; and from them the two
horns of Satan will emerge. (They are the tribes of) Rabl'a and Mugar."
Thus do al-Bukharl and also Muslim relate it, from a ltadith ofIsmaiil b. Abu
Khalid, from Q;lys b. Abu I;Iazim, from Abu Mas'ud 'Uqba b. 'Amr.
AI-Bukharl proceeded to relate a ltadith of Sufyan al-Thawrl, from Abu
c. Sakhra Jami' b. Shaddad, quoting Safwan b. MuJ:triz, from 'Imran b. I;Iu~ayn,
who said, "Banu Tamlm came to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and he told
them, 'Accept my good tidings, Banu Tamlm!' They replied, 'Having now
awarded us your good tidings, how about you also giving us something?' At that
the expression of the Messenger of God (SAAS) changed. Some people from
Yemen then came in and he told them. 'You accept my good tidings; Banu Tamlm
have not done so.' They responded, 'We do accept them, Messenger of God.'"
AI-Tirmidhl and al-Nasa'l related it from a ltadith of al-Thawrl.
All of this goes to show the superiority of the delegations from the people of
Yemen, regardless of the lateness of their arrival. The lateness of the arrival of
the Banu Tamlm delegation need not necessarily be placed in comparison with
the arrival of the Ash'arls. Indeed, the arrival of the delegation of the Ash'arls
preceded this. They came in the company of Abu Musa al-Ash'arl, accompanied
by Ja'far bc Abu Talib and his fellow muhajirin who had been in Abyssinia. And
this all happened while the Messenger of God (SAAS) was engaged in the
conquest of Khaybar, as we have detailed in its appropriate place above." The
Messenger of God (SAAS) had then made his statement, "I swear by God, I
don't know which makes me happier; the arrival of Ja'far, or the conquest of
Khaybar!" But God, Almighty and Glorious is He, knows best.
AI-Bukharl then proceeded with his section on The Story of 'Uman and
al-Baltrayn. He stated that Qutayba b. Sa'ld related to him, quoting Sufyan,
quoting MuJ:tammad b. al-Munkadlr, quoting Jabir b. 'Abd Allah, who said,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) told me, 'When the money arrives from
al-BaJ:trayn, I'll give you so-much and so-much and so-much.' He gave three
figures. But the money from al-Bal:trayn did not arrive before the Messenger of
God (SAAS) died.
"When it came in for (the Caliph) Abu Bakr, he ordered a crier to annonnce,
'Anyone having an outstanding debt or payment due him from the Messenger of
God (SAAS) should come to me. ",
Jabir went on, "So I went to Abu Bakr and told him that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) had said, 'When the money arrives from BaJ:trayn, I'll give you
so-much and so-much,' mentioning three figures. But he turned away from me.
45. In VoL III, page 245 et seq.
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"So thereafter I again met Abu Bakr and asked him, but again he gave me
nothing. Once more I went and he still did not give to me. And I did this yet a third
time, with him still not giving to me. I then told him, 'I have repeatedly come to
you and asked you to give me payment but you have not done so. Either you pay
me, or you will be treating me in a miserly manner. Are you being a miser?' He
replied, 'What curse would be worse than miserliness!' He said this three times,
then went on, 'Every time I refused you, I really did want to give to you.'"
AI-Bukhar! related this here in this way. Muslim related it from 'Amr al-Naqid,
from Sufyan b. 'Uyayna.
Al-Bukhari proceeded to state, "And from 'Amr, from Mul:>ammad b. 'Ali.
Jabir b. 'Abd Allah is quoted as having said, 'I went to him and Abu Bakr (gave
me the money and) said, "So count it." I did so and found it to be 500 dirhams.
He then said, "Now, take the same, twice over."'"
AI-Bukhari also related it from 'Ali b. al-Madini, from Sufyan - he being Ibn
'Uyayna - from 'Amr b. Dinar, from Mul:>ammad b. 'Ali Abu Ja'far al-Baqir,
from Jabir. This account is similar to that from Qutayba. Both he and Muslim
also related it through other lines of transmission, from Sufyan b. 'Uyayna, from
'Amr, from Mul:>ammad b. 'Ali, from Jabir in similar fonn. In another account
he is said to have given orders and his hands were piled high with coins which
he counted; they amounted to 500 dirhams. He then doubled it twice - that is,
the total he gave him was 1,500 dirhams.
THE DELEGATION OF FARWA B. MUSAYK AL-MURADl, ONE OF HIS
PEOPLE'S LEADERS, TO THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS).

Ibn Isl:>aq stated, "Farwa b. Musayk al-Muradi came in to the Messenger of God
(~AAS), having abandoned and separated from the kings of Kinda.
"A conflict had arisen between his people of Murad and (Banu) Hamdan. In
that engagement, known as the battle ofRadm, Hamdan had severely beaten his
people; the leader of the Hamdan force had been al-Ajda' b. Malik."
Ibn Hisham stated that he is also said to have been Malik b. Kharim
al-Hamdani.
Ibn Isl:>aq stated, "Farwa b. Musayk spoke the following verses on that day:
'They passed by Lafat, their eyes fatigued, pulling at
their reins, turning aside.
Should we he conquered, well, we were conquerors once,
and if (now) conquered, then by others than those we conquered.
It is not our way to be cowards, hut our fate and the
wishes of others (influence the outcome).
T~us it is that fate revolves, its revolutions going

around and around.
We may be pleased and contented with OUf lot and may
have enjoyed its bounties for years.
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The cycles of fate may reverse their course and those
formerly envied are suddenly crushed.
Those who are envied for bounty from fate may find the
turns of time treacherous.
If kings were immortal, so would we be; and if men of
nobility lived for ever, so would we.
The leaders of my people pass away, just as have those
of fonner times."

Ibn Isl.taq went on, "And as Farwa left the kings of Kinda on his way to the
Messenger of God CSAAS), he said:
'Having seen how the kings of Kinda went astray, like a

man betrayed by his thigh joints,
I brought up my mouut to head for Mu\Iammad, hopiug for
his favours and all they entail.'

"When Farwa reached the Messenger of God CSAAS), the latter asked him, so I
have been told, 'Farwa, did what befell your people at the battle of al-Radino
truly upset you?'
"He replied, 'Messenger of God, what man would not be upset to have
happen to his people what happened to mine?'
"The Messenger of God CSAAS) then told him, 'That can only compound
for your people the benefit Islam will bring them.' He then appointed Farwa as
governor over Murad, all of Zubayd and Madl.tij, sending out with him KhaIid
b. Sa'id b. a1-'A~ to collect the alms; he remained there with him in his territory
until the death of the Messenger of God CSAAS)."
THE ARRIVAL OF 'AMR B. MA'DI KARIB WITH PERSONS FROM
(BANU) ZABfD.

Ibn Isl.taq stated, "When news of the Messenger of God CSAAS) had reached
them, 'Amr b. Ma'di Karib had said to Qitys b. Makshul.t a1-Muradi, 'Qitys, you
are your people's leader; we have been told that a man of Quraysh named
Mul.tammad has come forth in I:Iijaz saying that he is a prophet. Let's go to him
and gain knowledge of him. If a prophet, as he says, we'll find out, and if we
decide him to be one, we'll follow hino. If not, we'll know that too.' But Qitys
refused to do this and ridiculed his view.
"'Amr b. Ma'di Karib then left and rode to the Messenger of God CSAAS); he
accepted Islam, believing and having faith in him. When news of that reached
Qitys b. Makshul.t, he made threats against 'Amr for having acted against his own
wishes and views.
"On that subject, 'Amr b. Ma'di Karib spoke the following verses:
'I advised you on that day at

was plainly wise

San<a in a manner that
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I advised you to fear God, to act with charity and to
subject yourself to Him.
But you went off out of your lust, like an ass led on

by his member!
He wanted me to be on a horse, seated on it like a

lion.

Dressed in a coat of mail (shining) like a pool of
water, its water clear, lying on rocky, flat ground.

Armor that will fend off lances having bent their
heads, making them fly off in pieces.
Had you met me in battle, you would have found me like
a lion with a towering mane,
A fierce lion, its claws raised about its shoulders
Facing its opponent; if his rival makes for him, he

throws him over,
Grips him, raises him, brings him down and kills him,
Crushing his brains, smashing him, biting him and
devouring him,

Refusing to share what his own fangs and claws grip
fast.'"

Ibn Isi).aq proceeded, "'Amr b. Ma'di Karib remained there among his people of
Banu Zubayd while Farwa b. Musayk was their governor. Following the death
of the Messenger of God (SAAS), 'Amr b. Ma'di Karib apostatized along with
the others and spoke the following verses satirizing Farwa b. Musayk:
'We found the rule of Farwa the worst ever - an ass, his
nose sniffing at a female organJ
When one looks at Abu <Umayr, one is reminded of the
disgusting afterbirth from a carnel!'"

I note that he returned to Islam thereafter and was a good Muslim. He participated
in many of the conquests made during the rule of Abu Bakr and that of'Vmar,
may God be pleased with them both.
He was a brave and renowned warrior and hero, as well as a fine poet. He died
in 21 AH after having taken part in the battle of Nahawand; it is alternatively
said that he took part in the battle of al-Qiidisiyya and was killed On that day.
Abu 'Vmar b. 'Abd al-Barr stated, "His arrival to the Messenger of God
(SAAS) occurred in 9 AH. However, according to what is related by Ibn Isi).aq
and al-Waqidi, this took place in 10 AH."
I note that al-Shafi'i gives evidence in support of this. But God knows
best.
Yunus stated, quoting from Ibn Isi).aq, who said, "It has been said that 'Amr
b. Ma'di Karib did not actually go to see the Prophet (SAAS). On that subject
he ('Amr b. Ma'di Karib) is quoted as having spoken the following verses:
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'I am in myself fully convinced by the Prophet, even if
I have not seen him with my own eyes.
He is the master of all men, and the closest to God
when his-stature became manifest.

He brought the law from the preseuce of God, and he was
al-Amin, "the trustworthy", given help thereby.

In wisdom after wisdom and in light by which we were
led aright out of our blindness.
We rode along the (right) path when we rode with him,
new in both what we dislike and liked.
We worshipped God in truth, whereas before having
worshipped idols, in our ignorance,
We became allied with him, whereas we had been enemies,
and we came back with him, as friends.
Peace be upon him, and peace from us (to him) wherever
we were and wherever he be.
Even if we did not see the Prophet, we followed his

path in faith. '"

THE ARRIVAL OF AL-ASH'ATH B. QAYS IN A DELEGATION
FROMKINDA.

Ibn Isi)aq stated, "Al-Ash'ath b. Q;1ys came to the Messenger of God (SAAS)
in a delegation from Kinda.
"Al-Zuhri related to me that he came as one of a party of 80 riders from.
Kinda. They went in to the Messenger of God (SAAS) in his mosque, having
curled their long hair, put kul;/, 'mascara', around their eyes and dressed in
multi-coloured robes with silken edges.
"When they entered in to the Messenger of God (SAAS), he asked them,
'Would you not accept Islam?' 'Why yes,' they replied. 'Then why is there this
silk around your necks?' They ripped it off and discarded it.
"Al-Ash'ath b. Q;1ys then told him, 'MessengerofGod, we are, just as you are
yourself, from the tribe of the 'aki/ a/-murar, "the one who ate bitter herbs".'
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) smiled and said, 'People do ascribe this
ancestry to al-'Abbas b. 'Abd al-Mut1;alib and Rabi'a b. al-I:Iarith.'
"These two men referred to were merchants and when they travelled out
among the Arabs and were asked who they were, they would reply, 'We are sons
ofAkil al-Murar'; that is, they would attribute their ancestry to Kinda to acquire
prestige. This is because Kinda had been kings. And Kinda considered that
Quraysh were their descendants, because of this comment made by 'Abbas and
Rabi'a. The full name of this Akil al-Murar was al-l;Iarith b. 'Amr b. l;Iijr b. 'Amr
b. Mu'awiya b. al-l;Iarith b. Mu'awiya b. Thawr b. Murti' b. Mu'awiya b. Kindi,
also known as Ibn Kinda.
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"The Messenger of God ($AAS) then told them, 'But really we are
descendants of aI-Nagr b. Kinana; we don't cast aspersions on our mothers,
nor do we deny our fathers.'
"Al-Ash'ath b. Q;tys then told his companions, 'By God, people of Kinda,
any man I hear say that in future I'll give 80 lashes!'"
This {zadith is also narrated from a different and unbroken line of authorities.
Imam Al)mad stated that it was related to him by Bahz and 'Affan, both of whom
said that it was related to them by I:Jammad b. Salama, quoting 'AqII b. Tali).a.
In his {zadith, 'Affan said that he had been informed by 'Aqil b. Tali).a aI-SulamI,
from Muslim b. Hay~am, from al-Ash'ath b. Q;tys, who is quoted as saying, "I
came to the Messenger of God ($AAS), in a delegation from Kinda" - 'Uthman
added the words "... and they did not consider me the best man among them"
- "and I told the Messenger of God ($AAS), 'I am a cousin; you are one of us.'
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) replied, 'We are of Banii aI-Nagr b. Kinana;
we neither cast aspersions on our mother, nor do we deny out father.'
"Al-Ash'ath then said, 'I swear by God, anyone I hear denying that Quraysh
is descended from al-Nagr b. Kinana, I'll whip to the limit.'''
Ibn Maja related it from Abii Bakr b. Abii Shayba, from Yazid b. Harlin; from
Mui).ammad b. Yai).ya, from Sulayman b. I:Jarb, from Hariin b. I:Jayyan, from
'Abd ai-'AzIz b. al-Mughira. All three lines give their source as I:Jammad b.
Salama.
Imam Ai).mad stated that it was related to him by Shurayi). b. aI-Nu'man,
quoting Hushaym, quoting MujaIid, from al~Sha'bI, quoting aI-Ash'ath b. Q;tys
as saying, "I went to see the Messenger of God ($AAS), in a delegation from
Kinda and he asked me, 'Do you have children?' 'A son was born to me as I was
leaving to come to you, her mother being the daughter ofJamad. I want his role
to be that of our people's provider.'
"He responded, 'Don't say that; they will be made content and given reward,
if they should die. And if you say as you have, then they will become cowardly
and pitiable; yes, cowardly and pitiable!'"
Ai).mad is alone in giving this; it is a {zadith that is {zasan, "good", and it has a
fine line of transmission.
THE ARRIVAL OF A'SHA B. MAZIN TO THE PROPHET (SAAS).

'Abd Allah, son of Imam Ai).mad, stated that it was related to him by aI-'Abbas
b. 'Aba aI-'~Im aI-'AnbarI, quoting Abii Salama 'Ubayd b. 'Abd al-Rai).man
al-I:JanafI, who said, "AI-Junayd b. Amln b. Dhirwa b. Nagla b. Tarlfb. Nah~il
aI-I:Jirmilazi related to me, quoting Abii AmIn, quoting his father Dhirwa, from
his father Nagla, that one of their men, called aI-A'sha, his actual name being
'Abd Allah aI-A'mmar, had a wife named Mu'adha. He went forth in Rajab
to seek supplies from his family from Hijr. After he had left, his wife fled, in
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defiance of him, and took refuge with a man of their tribe called Mu\arrif
b. Nahshal b. Na'b b. Qumaytha' b. Dulafb. AhQam b. 'Abd Allah b. al"I:Iirmaz
who hid her. When al"A'sha returned home and did not fmd his wife there, he
was told that she had left him and had sought refuge with Mu\arrif b. Nahshal.
Al"A'sha went to this man and asked him, 'Cousin, if my wife Mu'adha is with
you, hand her over to me.' 'She is not here,' he replied. 'And even if she were,
I'd not give her over to you!'
"Now Mu\arrifwas more powerful than him. So al"A'sha went to the Prophet
($AAS), to seek his help and recited the following verses:
'Lord of men, he who gives religion to the Arabs, I
complain to you about someone sharp of tongue

Like a long"haired female wolf in the shade of her
lair; I went out to find food for her in Rajab

She left me in dispute and fled; she broke the promise
and hid in disgrace.
She defamed me among the crowd of impure lineage. And
women can be overwhelmingly evil to those they overcome.'

"At this the Prophet ($AAS) said, 'They can be overwhehningly evil for those
(evil spirits) who control them.'"
"Al"A'sha went on to complain to him about his wife's behaviour and how she
had gone off to a man of their tribe named Mu\arrifb. Nahshal. The Messenger
of God ($AAS) then wrote a letter to this Mutarrif saying, 'As for Mu'adha, the
wife of this man; return her to him!'
"When he received this note and it was read to him, he told her, 'Mu'adha,
this is a letter from the Prophet ($AAS) about you. I'm giving you over to him.'
She replied, 'Get a firm pact from him and the protection from his prophet that
he will not punish me for what I did.' He obtained this commitment and Mu\arrif
gave her back to him, whereupon he (al"A'sha) spoke the following verses:
'Neither my love for Mu'adha, I swear, nor time itself,

will bring change to the slanderer
The evil she wrought is nothing, made trivial by the
lustful calls of men (to her) after me.'"

THE ARRIVAL OF SURAD B. 'ABD ALLAH AL"AZDJAMONG SOME
MEN OF HIS TRIBE, AND THEN AFTER THEM THE DELEGATION
OF THE PEOPLE OF JURASH.

Ibn Isl:>aq stated, "$urad b. 'Abd Allah al"Azdl then came in to the Messenger of
God ($AAS), among a delegation of Bani! al"Azd. He accepted Islam and was a
good Muslim. The Messenger of God ($AAS) appointed him as governor
46. The comment of the Prophet (SAAS), despite his use of the same words as the poet, seems
to require the interpretation given here.
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over those of his people who had accepted Islam. He gave him orders to
fight alongside those who had accepted Islam against the polytheists of the
neighbouring tribes of Yemen.
"He proceeded to besiege Jurash, wherein were some ofthe Yemeni tribesmen.
Banu Khath'am· had taken refuge with them when they had heard of his
approach. He besieged them for approximately one month but they held out
against him. Surad then retired to a place close by a mountain called Shakar. The
enemy, thinking that he had retired in defeat, went out to chase him. He then
turned on them and engaged them in fierce battle.
"Meanwhile, the people of Jurash had sent out two of their men to Medina
to observe the Messenger of God (SAAS). One day, following the al-'a" prayer,
he asked, 'In which part of God's earth is Shakr?' The two men ofJurash arose
and responded, 'Messenger of God, in our territory there is a mountain called
Kashar. That is the name the people ofJurash give it.' He commented, 'Well, it's
not named "Kashr"; it's "Shakr".' 'Why do you refer to it, Messenger of God?'
they asked. 'Bodies are being offered in sacrifice to God there and now.'
"The two men sat down next to Abu Bakr [or 'Uthman] and he told them,
'Woe on you both! The Messenger of God (SAAS) has just been informing
you of the death of your people; go and ask him to pray to God to spare them.'
The two men did so and he replied, '0 God, spare them.'
"They then returned home and discovered that their people had indeed
suffered casualties on the day the Messenger of God (SAAS) had so informed
them.
"A delegation of those of the people ofJurash who were still left then came to
the Messenger of God (SAAS), and accepted Islam. They were good Muslims
thereafter; he placed a protective zone around their village."
THE ARRIVAL OF A MESSENGER FROM THE KINGS OF IfIMYAR
TO THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS).

According to al-Waqidi, this took place in Ramaqan, 9 AH.
Ibn IsJ:Iaq stated, "Following his return from TabUk, a document was brought
by messengers on behalf of the kings of I:Iimyar announcing their acceptance
of Islam. Their names were al-I:Iarith b. ('Abd) Kulal, Nu'aym b. 'Abd Kulal,
al-Nu'man, the prince of Dhu Ru'ayn, Ma''afir and Hamdan. Zur'a Dhu Yazan
sent to him Malik b. Murrat al-Rahawi with news of their acceptance of Islam
and their abandonment of polytheism and those accepting it.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) wrote them the following document: 'In
the name of God, the most Merciful and Beneficent. From MuJ:Iammad, the
Messenger of God, the Prophet, to al-I:Iarith b. 'Abd Kulal, Nu'aym b. 'Abd
Kulal, al-Nu'man, prince ofDhu Ru'ayn, Ma'afir and Hamdan. To proceed: to
you I give praise to God, the One and only God, Your Messenger came to us
upon our return from Byzantine territory. We met in Medina; he informed us of
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your message, of your wishes, of your acceptance of Islam, of your battling
against the polytheists, and of your having been given guidance by God. If you
have indeed reformed and have given obedience to God and to His Messenger,
then perform the prayers and give the alms. You must also give one-fifth of
booty to God, along with the share due to the Prophet (SAAS), that portion he
selects, along with the charitable donation required of Muslims. (This consists
of) one-tenth of the produce ofland watered by wells or rain and one-twentieth
of that watered by bucket. For every forty camels you must give one young
female foal of a milch-camel and for every thirty camels you must give one young
male born to a milch-camel. For every five camels you must give one sheep;
for every ten camels, two sheep. For every forty cattle, you must give one cow.
For every thirty cattle you must provide a calf that can be either a male or a
female. For every forty goats (or sheep) at pasture, you must give one sheep.
This donation is a requirement God has made incumbent upon believers; those
who do even greater good will benefit thereby.
'''Those who fulfil all this, give testimony to their acceptance of Islam, and
assist Musliros against polytheists, shall be considered Muslims with all the
attendant rights and obligations they have. They shall have the protection of
God and that of His Messenger. Those Jews and Christians who accept Islam
become Muslims with all the rights and obligations due them.
"'Those who remain within Judaism or Christianity shall not be turned away
from either, but they must pay thejizya, 'the poll-tax', for each adult, whether
male or female, free or slave, one full dinar by the value of (gold) dust, or its
equivalent value in clothing. Those who pay this to the Messenger of God
(SAAS) shall have the protection of God and of His Messenger; those who
refuse it will be enemies of God and of His Messenger.
'''Further, the Messenger of God, Mul:mmmad, the Prophet, has sent to Zur'a
Dhil Yazan the following: "When my envoys, Mu'adh b. Jabal, 'Abd Allah b.
Zayd, Malik b. 'lJbada, 'lJqba b. Nirnr, Malik b. Murra and their men come to
you, I require you to treat them well. Collect the alms and the poll-tax from your
territories and deliver all this to my envoys. Their commander is Mu'adh b.
Jabal; he is not to return until fully satisfied."
'''To proceed further, MUhammad testifies that there is no god but God and
that he is His servant and His Messenger. Moreover, Malik b. Murrat al-Rahawi
has told me that you are the first men ofI;Iimyar to have accepted Islam, and to
have fought against the polytheists. I commend you and command you to treat
I;Iimyar well; do not betray or forsake them. The Messenger of God (SAAS) is
the ally of your rich and of your poor. The alms payments may not legally go to
MUhammad or to his household; they are alms payable to poor Muslims and to
wayfarers. Malik delivers information and witholds what is confidential. I order
you to treat him well. I have dispatched to you some of my finest people, most
religious and learned men; I order you to treat them well. They are being watched
over. May peace be upon you along with the mercy and blessings of God.'''
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Imam AJ:nnad stated that I;Iasan related to him, quoting 'Umara, from Thabit,
from Anas b. Malik, that Malik Dhu Yazan presented to the Messenger of God
(SAAS) a ceremonial robe for which he had paid either 33 baggage camels or 33
riding camels.
Abu Da'ud related it from 'Amr b. 'Awn al-Wasip, from 'Umara b. Zadhan
al-Saydalanl, from Thabit al-BunanJ.
The /:taft" al-Bayhaql related at this point the story of the letter of 'Amr b.
I;Iazam. He stated, "Abu 'Abd Allah al-I;Iafi~ related to us, quoting Abu al-'Abbas
al-A~amm, quoting A\:lmad b. 'Abd al-Jabbar, quoting Yunus b. Bukayr, from
Mu\:lammad b. Is\:laq, quoting 'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr, from his father Abu Bakr
b. Mu\:lammad b. 'Amr b. I;Iazam, who said, 'The following is the letter we have
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) wrote for 'Amr b. I;Iazam when he sent him
to Yemen to give religious instruction to its people, to teach them the sunna, the
octhodox practices of Islam, and to collect their alms payments. The letter he
wrote for him gives him his appointment and his instructions.
'''He wrote, "In the name of God, the most Merciful and Beneficent. This is
a document from God and His Messenger. '0 you who believe, keep to your
agreements! (This represents) a commission from the Messenger of God
(SAAS), to 'Amr b. I;Iazam upon his being sent to Yemen.
"""He commands him to fear God in all he does, for God stays with those
who fear Him and who do good. He orders him to act in accord with the truth
as God so commanded it, and to give people glad tidings of what is good and to
tell them to act in accord with it. He shall teach people the Q)rr'an and give them
religious instruction. He must warn people that no one may touch the Qur'an
unless that person is undefiled. He shall inform people of their rights and of
their obligations. He shall treat them with liberality in matters relating to good,
but with severity in cases of injustice; for God proscribed and forbad injustice,
saying, "The curse of God shall be upon the unjust, those who turn others aside
from the path of God" (sural Hud; XI, v.l8, 19).
"''''He shall tell people the good tidings of paradise and what happens there,
and will warn people of hell-fire and what happens there. He will court people's
friendship so that they acquire knowledge of the faith. He will teach them about
the conduct and practices and obligations required by God that relate to the /:tajj,
"the pilgrimage", and it consists of al-/:tajj al-akbar, "the greater pilgrimage",
and the al-/:tajj al-a~ghar, "the lesser pilgrimage", which is known as the al-'umra.
'"'' 'He shall order people that a man should not pray in one flimsy garment
unless it be loose-fitting and hangs down over both shoulders between both
sides. He will forbid a person from sitting in a single garment with his legs drawn
up, thus exposing his private parts to the sky. And a person's hair should not be
plaited if it hangs over the neck. He is to forbid people from calIing upon clans or
tribes in the case of conflict; their call should be directed solely to God alone Who
has no associate. Those who do not call to God but call instead to clans or tribes
are to be put to the sword until their calls are to God alone Who has no associate.
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"""He shall command people to perfonn the ablutions properly, washing
their faces, their hands up to their elbows and their feet up to their ankles.
And they shall wipe over their heads just as God the Almighty and Glorious,
commanded. They are commanded to say the prayers at the correct times and to
perfonn properly the bowings and the prostrations at them. They are to arise for
the al-,ubb, "pre-dawn", prayer while it is still dark, pray at midday until the sun
is past its zenith, pray the al-'a,r, "the late afternoon", prayer while the sun is
hurrying towards earth, and thereafter the al-maghrib, "the post-sunset prayer", as
night approaches, but it should not be delayed until when the stars appear in the
sky. And then is the al-'isha, "the evening prayer", at the first part of the night.
'" '''He is ordered to take God's share of the booty as alms as is required from
Musliros. From the produce of land watered by springs, the alms payments
shall be one-fifth. From land watered by rain, it shall be one-tenth. From land
watered by the bucket, it shall be one-twentieth. For every ten camels, two sheep
shall be paid, and for twenty camels, the payment shall be four sheep. For every
forty cattle, one cow. For every thirty cattle, whether male or female, one calf,
whether male or female. For every forty sheep (or goats) at pasture, one sheep
shall be paid. This is all an obligation made incumbent by God upon Muslims.
Anyone paying more will gain benefit thereby.
"'" 'Any Jew or Christian who genuinely accepts Islam and properly perfonns
in accord with the faith of Islam shall be (considered) a believer, and shall enjoy
all the rights and obligations they have. Those who remain in their Judaism or
Christianity shall not be made to change their faith. But each of their adults,
whether male or female, free or slave, shall pay one full dlnilr, or clothing in
value thereto. Those who fulfil this shall have the protection of God and His
Messenger; those who refuse shall be considered the enemies of God, of His
messenger and of all believers.
"""May the prayers of God be upon Mu\;1ammad. And may the peace and
the mercy of God and His blessings be upon him."""
The baji:; al-Bayhaqi went on to state that Sulayman b. Da'ud related in this
badtth from al-Zuhri, from Abu Bakr b. Mu1)ammad b. 'Amr b. I:Iazm, from
his father, from his grandfather, with a full chain of transmission and including
many additions, as well as omissions of some details he may have given above
relating to the alms and the compensations payable and other matters.
I note that the baji:; Abu 'Abd al-Ra1)man al-Nasa'i related it from this same
chain of transmission at length in his sunan; Abu Da'ud also did so in his work
Kitab ai-Maras.!''' I have made reference to that in including his chains of
authorities and his phraseology in my al-sunan. And all praise and credit belong
to God.
Following the account of the delegations, we will make reference to the
dispatch by the Messenger of God (SAAS) of his commanders into Yemen to
teach people and to collect from them their one-fifth payments (of booty) and
47. A work listing mursal traditions.
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their alms donations. Those he dispatched were Mucadh b. Jabal, Aba Masa,
Khdid b. al-Walid and CAli b. Aba Talib. May God be pleased with them all.
THE ARRIVAL OFJARIR B. (ABD ALLAH AL-BAJALIAND HIS
ACCEPTANCE OF ISLAM.

Imam Ahmad stated that it was related to him by Aba Qapn, quoting Yanus,
from al-Mughira b. Shibl, who quoted Jarir as saying, "When I approached
Medina, I made my camel kneel, untied my leather bag, put on my ceremonial
garments and went inside. There I found the Messenger of God (SAAS)
making an address. The people present stared hard at me and I asked the person
sitting next to me, 'CAbd Allah, did the Messenger of God (SAAS) make some
reference to me?' 'Yes,' he replied, 'he did make a very nice reference to you
while he was making his address. He said, "There will come in to you through
this door" - or this opening - "one of the finest men of Yemen. On his face,
however, will be an expression of authority.'"
Jarir went on, "So I gave praise to God, the Almighty and Glorious, for the
esteem he had expressed for me."
Abn Qatan stated, "So I asked him (Yanus), 'Did you hear this from him, or
from al-Mughira b. Shibl?' 'Yes,' (from him), he replied.
I m m Ahmad then narrated it from Aba Nuand Ishaq b. Yasuf. Al-Nasa'i
gave it from a had& of al-Fad1 b. Masa, all three of them quoting Yanus,
from Aba Ishaq al-Sabici, from al-Mughira b. Shibl -also known as Ibn Shubayl
- from CAwf al-Bajali al-Kafi, from Jarir b. 'Abd Allah; he gave no other line
of transmission.
Al-Nasa'i related this from Qutayba, from S u f y ~ nb. 'Uyayna, from Ismacil
b. Aba Khalid, from Qays b. Aba Hazim, from Jarir. His text stated, "Through
this door there will enter in to you a man on whose face there is an expression
of authority."
This hadith meets the criteria of the two ~ahihcollections.
Imam Ahmad stated that Muhammad b. CUbayd related to him, quoting Ismacll,
from Qays, from Jarir, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) never ignored
me after I had accepted Islam. Whenever he saw me, he would smile directly at
me."
The community of scholars except Aba Da'ad related this, through various
lines of transmission, from Ismacilb. Aba Khalid, from Qays b. Aba Hazim.
In both jahih collections there is additional wording: "I complained to the
Messenger of God (SAAS), that I could not keep my seat on a horse, and he
slapped me in the chest, saying, '0 God, set him firmly and make him a guide
who is rightly led."'
Al-Nasa'i related this, from Qutayba, from Sufyan b. 'Uyayna, from Ismncil,
from Qays, and his account gives the alternative wording, '. . . and there will
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enter among you from this door a man upon whose face is an expression of
authority.' The rest of this account is as above.
The hafig al-Bayhaqi stated that he was informed by Abn 'Abd Allah al-Hafi?,
quoting Abii CAmr and 'Uthman b. Ahmad al-Sammak, quoting al-Hasan
b. Sallam al-Sawwnq, quoting Muhammad b. Muqatil al-Khurasani, quoting
Husayn b. 'Umar al-Ahmasi, quoting Ismaql b. Abn Khdid, from Qays b. Aba
Hazim, from Jarir b. 'Abd Allah, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
sent for me and said, 'Jarir, why have you come?' I replied, 'To accept Islam at
your hands, Messenger of God.'" Jarir went on, "He then threw a mantle over
me and went to his men, saying, 'When a people's (most) noble man comes to
you, then honour him."'
He went on, "Jarir, I invite you to testify that there is no god but God, that
I am God's Messenger, that you believe in God and in the last day, in fate, both
its good and its evil, that you will perform the prayers as written, and that you
will pay the alms that are required."
Jarir said, "I did all that; and therafter, whenever he saw me, he would smile
at me."
This hadfth must be classified as gharib, "unique", with this chain of transmission.
Imam Ahmad stated, ''Yabyn b. Sacid al-Qatin related to us, quoting Ismi$~l
b. Aba Khalid, from Qays b. Aba Hazim, from Jarir b. CAbd Allah, who said, 'I
pledged to the Messenger of God (SAAS) to perform the prayer, to pay the alms
and to be loyal to all Muslims."'
Both compilers of the ~ahihcollections gave this from a hadith of IsmaPl
b. Aba Khdid. It is (also) given in both from a hadith of Ziyad b. 'Ulatha, from
Jarir.
Imam Ahmad stated that it was related to him by Aba Sacid, quoting Zdida,
quoting CAsim, from Sufyan - Aba Wa)il, that is - from Jarir - who said, "I asked,
'Messenger of God, make stipulations; you know best what they should be.'
"He replied, 'I ask you to pledge that you will worship God alone and that you
will not associate any other with Him; that you will perform the prayers, pay the
alms, be loyal to Muslims and disavow idolatry."'
Al-Nasdi narrated this from a hadfth of Shu'ba, from al-Acmash, from Aba
Wa'il, from Jarir. He also gave it with another line, from al-Acmash, from
Mangir, from Abii Wa)il, from Aba Nukhayla, from Jarir. But God knows best.
He also related it from Muhammad b. Qudama, from Jarir, from Mughira,
from Aba Wdil and al-Sha'bi, quoting Jarlr. CAbd Allah b. CUmayra also related
it from Jarir. Ahmad alone gives his specific text; he is also alone in giving it
through Jarir's son 'Ubayd Alliih. One source quoted above is also known as
"Aba Jamila", which name should be Aba Nukhayla. A h a d and al-NasPi
also gave it from this line.
Ahmad also related it from Ghundar, from Shu'ba, from Mansiir, from Aba
Wdil, from "a man" who quoted Jarir.
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It seems apparent that the "man" referred to here would be Aba Nukhayla
al-Bajali. But God knows best.
We have referred previously to how the Messenger of God (SAAS) sent him,
following his acceptance of Islam, out to Dhii Khalasa, the temple where (Bana)
Khat'am and (Bana) Bajila would worship. That was known as the "Southern
kacba" with which they would rival the kacbain Mecca. The kacba at Mecca they
would refer to as the "Northern kacba". The Messenger of God (SAAS) asked
Jarir, "Will you not relieve me of Dhii al-Khalasa?"
Jarjr then complained to the Messenger of God (SAAS), that he had difficulty
in keeping his seat on horses. At this, the Messenger of God (SAAS) struck him
in the chest so hard as to make a mark there and said, "0 God, seat him firmly
and make him a guide who is well guided." Thereafter he never fell from a horse.
Jarir then went to Dha al-Khalasa with a force of 150 cavalry of his own clan
of Ahmas and destroyed and burned that temple, leaving it looking like a mangy
camel! He sent back a messenger named Aba Artat to tell him this good news.
Thereupon the Messenger of God (SAAS) five times spoke blessings upon the
horses and men of Ahmas.
This hadith is given in full in both ~ahihcollections and elsewhere, as we have
given above in the materials relating to the period following the conquest of
Mecca, narrating it after reference to the destruction by Khalid b. al-Walrd, may
God be pleased with him, of the temple of al-Wzza.
It is clear that the acceptance of Islam by Jarir, may God be pleased with him,
came substantially after the conquest.
Imam Ahmad stated that Hashim b. al-@sim related to him, quoting Ziyad
b. CAbd Allah b. Wlatha, from 'Abd al-Karrm b. Malik al-Jazari, from Mujahid,
from Jarir b. CAbd Allah al-Bajali, who said, "I only accepted Islam after the
revelation of sarat al-Ma'ida. I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) wipe (his
socks) after I had accepted Islam."
Ahmad is alone in giving this. This chain of transmission is fine, except for
the fact that there is a break4' in it between Mujahid and Jarir.
It is established in both jahih collections that the companions of 'Abd Allah
b. Masctid were much struck by Jarir's reference to wiping (his socks), because
the acceptance of Islam by Jarir came only following the revelation of the
sarat a l - M ~ ) i d aIt
. ~will
~ be related in the section of the hijiat al-wad& that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) told Jarir, "Hearken to the people, Jarir." He only
told him to do this because he was very highly regarded.
48. Presumably because Mujahid and Jarir were not contemporaries or because there is a lack
of evidence that they met or could have done so.
49. This chapter of the Qur'an contains the injunctions pertaining to the manner of performing
a&wu~ii~,
the ritual ablution. The wiping (of the socks), which is a modification of those injunctions,
would only have legal effect if it were known to have been instituted subsequent to the revelation
of the said chapter.
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Jarir was a man of very large stature. His feet were the length of a fore-arm.
His face was also unusually handsome. Despite this, he was the the most modest
of men. Thus, it is related of him in the traditions considered authentic that
he said, "I asked the Messenger of God (SAAS), about glancing inadvertently
(at the opposite sex), and he replied, 'Turn your gaze away!'"
THE ARRIVAL TO THE MESSENGER OF GOD ( M A S ) , OF WA'IL B.
HUJR B. RABI'A B. WA'IL B. YACMUR AL-HADRAMIB. HUNAYDA,
ONE OF THE KINGS OF YEMEN.

Aba Wmar b. 'Abd al-Barr stated, "He was one of the princes of Hadramawt,
his father having been one of their kings. It is said that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) announced the news of his coming before his actual arrival, saying, 'A
son of a line of kings is coming to you.' When Wii'il entered, he welcomed him
heartily, positioned him to sit close to himself and spread out his cloak for him,
saying, '0 God, bless WPil and his sons and the sons of his sons!'
"He then placed him in command of the princes of Hadramawt, sending
three letters home with him. One was a letter to al-Muhiijir b. Abn Umayya.
There was also a letter to the princes and (another) to the hereditary rulers. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) assigned him control over a specific territory
and dispatched Mu'iiwiya b. Abn Sufyan along with him on foot. The latter
complained to him at the heat of the ground and Wa'il responded, 'Well, step in
the shadow of the camel!' Mu'iiwiya asked, 'What good will that do? Could you
not let me ride behind you?' Wa'il replied, 'Be silent! You're not such as to ride
behind kings!'
"Wa)il b. Hujr lived on to later go to see Mu'iiwiya when he had become
Commander of the Believers. Mu'iiwiya recognized him, welcomed him and
invited him to come close to himself. He then reminded Wii'il of what he had
said and offered him an official gift. Wii'il refused it saying, 'Give it to someone
more needy of it than myself.'"
The h ~ f i zal-Bayhaqi gave some of the above and pointed to the fact that
al-Bukhiiri in his History related it in part.
Imam Ahmad stated, "Hajjaj related to us, quoting Shu'ba, from Simiik b.
Harb, from CAlqama b. Wii'il, from his father, who said, 'The Messenger of God
(SAAS) assigned me control over a specific territory. And he sent with me
Mu'awiya for me to give it' - the land or its revenues - 'over to him' (or his
words were '. . . to acquaint him with it' (the land). Mu'iiwiya asked, 'Let me ride
behind you.' I replied, 'You're not such as to ride behind kings!' He then asked,
'Then give me your shoes.' I replied, 'Step in the camel's shade."'
Wii'il went on, "After Mu'iiwiya had become caliph, I went to visit him; he
seated me next to him on his couch and reminded me of our conversation."
Simak continued, "Wii'il then commented, 'I wished I had in fact borne him
in front of myself?'"
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Abu Da'ud related this, as did al-TirmidhI, from a badtth of Shu'ha. AITirmidhi categorized this badith as ,abib.
THE ARRIVAL OF LAQIT B. <;IMIR B. AL-MUNTAFIQB. ABU
RAZlN A~'AQILlTO THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS).

'Abd Allah b. ai-Imam A\J.mad stated that his father related to him, quoting
'Abd Allah, who said, "IbrahIm b. I:Iamza b. Mu\J.ammad b. I:Iamza b. Mu~'ab
b. aI-Zubayr al-Zubayrt wrote to me as follows, 'I am writing to you with this
badith; it was delivered to me, and I heard it just as I have written it to you.
Relate it thns as a badith from myself: 'Abd al-Ra1).man b. al-Mughira al-I:Iizami
related to me, quoting 'Abd al-Ra\Iman b. 'Ayyash ai-Sam'! al-An~arl al-Quba'I,
ofBanu 'Amr b. 'Awf, from Dalham b. al-Aswad b. 'Abd Allah b. I:Iajib b. 'Amir
b. al-Muntafiq aI-'AqIII, from his father, from his uncle LaqIt b. 'Amir. Dalham
stated, "My father al-Aswad related to me from 'A~im b. LaqIt that the father of
the latter, LaqIt, went to see the Messenger of God (SAAS), in the company of
a friend of his named Nahik b. 'A~im b. Malik b. aI-Muntafiq.
'" "LaqIt stated, 'I and my friend travelled until we reached the Messenger of
God (SAAS) in Medina at the end ofRajab. We came to him and expressed our
allegiance to him as he was leaving the noon prayer meeting. He then stood to
address the people and said, "The only reason I have been refraining from
addressing you for the past four days was in order to listen to you. Is there any
man among you sent out by his people?"
"""People were saying (to one another), "Tell me what the Messenger of God,
is saying!" He then said, "What if a person is misled by what he tells himself,
or what his friend tells him, or what he is told in error; am I not responsible
for delivering my message? Listen carefully, and you will live. Sit down all of
you."

"""The people sat down. I and my friend stood, and when he had turned
his attention to us entirely, I asked, "Messenger of God, what knowledge do you
possess of al-ghayb?""
"""He laughed, I swear by God, and shook his head, realizing that I was
seeking to trip him up. He replied, "Your Lord, Almighty and Glorious is He,
kept concealed five keys to the future that only God knows." And he made a
gesture with his hand.
"""I asked, "And what are those?" He replied, "Knowledge of death; He
knows when the death of each of you will occur, though you do not. And
(He has) knowledge of the sperm when it is inside the womb; he knows of it,
though you do not. And knowledge of what tomorrow will bring and what your
sustenance will be. Though you have no sense or knowledge of tomorrow. He
50. The word, from the verb ghaba, to be absent or to vanish, carries many associations. It may
imply what is invisible, secret, supernatural or transcendental; it can also connote "the future".
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knows when heavy rain will fall, and when you will suffer severe drought. And
He continues laughing, knowing that your fate is close at hand."''''''

Laqi! stated, "We'll never lack from a Lord who laughs in benevolence. And
Who knows yawm a!-sa'a, the day of the (judgement) hour.
"We then said, 'Messenger of God, teach us what people do not know but that
you do know. We are of a tribe who never gives credence to anyone; we are a
group from (Banu) Madhhij who lead us, from Khath'am who are allied to us,
and we ourselves, from our own tribe.'

"He replied, 'You will continue on for some time as now, and then your
Prophet will die. Again you will continue as before for a time and then the day
of lamentation will be sent. By the life of your God, 1 swear every single thing
on earth will die, as well as the angels who are with your Lord. Your Lord, the
Ahnighty and Glorious, will then pass over the earth, alone, over all its parts.
Your Lord will have sent down a deluge from His throne. And, by the life of
your Lord, every single place on earth where warriors have fallen or the dead
have been buried will be split open, revealing them. The dead will be recreated
from the head (down) and each one will sit up straight. Your Lord, the Almighty
and Glorious, will ask them, "Mayham? 'What did you do?'" - concerning what
each had done. Each will reply, "0 Lord, it all happened shortly before today."
And from his knowledge of life, he will consider it (his death) to have been a
recent event for his family.'
"I asked, 'Messenger of God, how will He join us back together again once
the winds, decay and wild beasts will have scattered our remains?'
"He replied, 'I remind you of such similar favours of God; you have looked
down at the earth and found clods of soil empty of life and have said, "It will
never live again. But then your Lord sends rain from the sky and soon you will
look down at it again and see a plant sprouting. By the life of your God, it is
easier for Him to compound you from water than the plants from the earth. You
shall emerge from your graves wherever you died, and you will look at Him, as
He will look at YOII.'''
"I asked, 'Messenger of God, how can it be that we (who are so many as to)
fill the land while He, Almighty and Glorious is He, is just one person, and yet
He can look at us as we look at Him?'
"He replied, 'I refer you to some of God's favours that are similar to that. The
sun and the moon are a sign from him. You see them as small. They see all of
you at one instance, yet you are not harmed by seeing them. By the life of Your
God, He is more able to see you and you Him than you are to see both of them,
and them to see you.'
"I asked, 'Messenger of God, what will our Lord do when we meet Him?' He
replied, 'You will turn to him and show him your entire surface; nothing of you
shall remain hidden from him. Your Lord will take up a handful of water and
splash it towards you. And, 1 swear by the life of your God, not a drop of it will
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fail to strike the face of anyone of you. It will fall upon the face of the Muslims
like a fine, white cloth, while it will lie upon that of the unbelievers like black
pitch.
"'Then your Prophet will leave, as will the righteous, following after him.
You will pass across a bridge of fire, and when one of you treads upon it, he will
cry out in pain. Your Lord, Ahnighty and Glorious is He, will say, "His time has
come!" You will gaze out at the al-1;awt/ of the Messenger as all go towards it,
burning with thirst, a sight such as you will never have seen before. And, by the
life of yonr God, every time anyone of you stretches forth his hand, there will
fall over it a cup full with which he will cleanse himself from the excrement, the
urine and the filth. The sun and the moon will be veiled over and you will see
neither of them. '"
Laqit went on, "I asked, 'Messenger of God, with what shall we see?' He
replied, 'Your sight will be as it is now; that will be when the sun rises on a day
when it will brighten the earth and appear face to face with the mountains.'
"I asked next, 'Messenger of God, how will we be requited for our bad and for
our good deeds?' 'By ten-fold the like for your good deeds and by one the like for
your bad, unless He forgives them.' I asked, 'Messenger of God, then (it is to be)
either paradise or hell-fire?' He replied, 'By the life of your God, hell-fire has
seven gates, any two of which would require a rider seventy years to travel
between them! Paradise has eight gates, any two doors of which would require a
rider seventy years to travel between them.'
"I asked him, 'Messenger of God, on what will we look in paradise?' He
replied, 'On rivers of purified honey and on rivers of goblets that give neither
headache nor regret. On rivers of milk the taste of which never changes, and of
water devoid of brackishness, and fruits. By the life of your God, along with you
do not yet know that other like fine things. And there will be spouses for you,
who are pure.'

"I asked, 'Messenger of God, we shall, then, have these women as wives, and
they will be righteous women?' He replied, 'Only righteous women for the
righteous men! And you will give them pleasure just as you do on earth, and they
will give you pleasure. However, there will be no procreation.'"
Laqit went on, "I then asked, 'And that then, will be the utmost we will attain
and achieve?'
"To this the Prophet (SAAS) made no response."
Laqit went on to ask, "Messenger of God, what shall I make my pledge to you
that I will do?' The Prophet (SAAS) spread forth his hand and said, 'To perform
the prayer, to pay alms, to give up idolatry and to refrain from associating God
with any other god than Him.'
. LaqIt continued, and reported having said, '''And we are to have (control
over) all between the East and the West?' The Prophet (SAAS) clenched his
hand, then stretched out his fingers, thinking me to be presenting as a condition
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something he would not give me. I then said, 'And we will be able to travel over
it wherever we wish and with never a man doing harm, except to himself?' He
spread out his hand and said, 'That is granted you; you shall go where you wish,
and no one but your own self will do you harm.'"
Laql( concluded, "We then left him. And he stated, 'Those two, I swear by
the life of your God, are of the most pious of all, both in this world and the
afterlife!'"
Ka'b b. al-Khudariyya, a man of Banu Kilab, one of those there, then asked
him, 'Messenger of God, are those of the Banu al-Muntafiq also worthy (of your
comment)?' "

He concluded, "We then left, and I (later) joined him."
Laql( proceeded to complete the J;adith in which he said, "(I asked), 'Messenger
of God, does any good people may have done in the jahiliyya, "before Islam",
count for them?' One man of the Quraysh faction, then commented, 'Indeed,
your father, a1-Muntafiq, is in hell-fire!'
"I felt a flush of embarrassment at what he had said about my father in front
of everyone. I was about to ask, 'And what of your father, Messenger of God?',
but thought something else would be better. So I asked, 'And your own family,
Messenger of God?'
"He replied, 'Yes, my family too, I swear by God! Every time you pass by the
grave of a person of (Banu) 'Amir or of Q!rraysh who had been a polytheist you
should say, "MnJ.>ammad sent me to you to tell you of the harm coming to you;
you will be dragged on your face and stomach into hell-fire.'"
"I asked, 'Messenger of God, what brought this about for them? They did not
know any better than what they were doing; they thought they were behaving
righteously.'
"He replied, 'The reason is that God sent someone' - a prophet, he implied
- 'at the end of seven nations; and whoever disobeyed His prophet was going
astray, while everyone who obeyed His prophet was rightly guided.'''
This J;adith is very gharib, "odd". Some of its phraseology is objectionable.
The J;aji:; a1-Bayhaql did include it in his work al-Ba'th wa al-Nushur (Resurrection
and Doomsday), as did 'Abd al-I:Iaqq a1-IshbllJ in his al-<Aqiba (The Hereafter),
and as did al-Qurtub1 in the work al-Tadhkira fl AJ;wal ai-Akhira (Treatise on the
Circumstances ofthe Afterlife).
THE ARRIVAL OF ZIYAD B. AL-lfARITH AL-SUDA'l, MAY GOD
BE PLEASED WITH HIM.

The J;aji:; a1-Bayhaql stated that Abu AJ.>mad al-Asadabadl informed him,
quoting Abu Bakr b. Malik a1--Q;1P'l, quoting Abu 'AlJ Bishr b. Musa, quoting
Abu 'Abd a1-Ral).man a1-Muqri', from 'Abd al-RaJ.>man b. Ziyad b. An'am,
quoting Ziyad b. Nu'aym al-I:Iacjraml, who said that he heard Ziyad b. a1-I:Iarith
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al-Suda'i relate as follows, "I went to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and
pledged to him my allegiance in Islam. I was told that he had sent out an
army against my people and I said, 'Messenger of God, bring back the army
and I will guarantee to you that my people will accept Islam and pledge obedience
to you.' He replied, 'You go and bring them back.' I replied, 'My camel is
exhausted.' The Messenger of God (SAAS) then sent out a man and brought
them back."
AI-Suda'! went on, "I wrote a letter to them, and their delegation arrived with
news of their acceptance ofIslam. The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Brother
of(Banu) Suda', your people give you obedience.' I replied, 'In fact it is God who
led them to Islam.' He then asked, 'Should I then not appoint you to be their
leader?' I replied, 'Oh no; you should do so, Messenger of God.' He then wrote
a document appointing me their leader and I asked hiro, 'Messenger of God,
entrust me with part of their alms payments.' He replied, 'Certainly'. He then
wrote me another document."

AI-Sud:!'! continued, "That occurred during one of his trips. The Messenger
of God (SAAS) took up residence in a house and the family of that house came
to him and complained about their governor, saying, 'He blames us for some
problem there used to be between us and his people in the jithiliyya days.' The
Messenger of God (SAAS) asked, 'He does this, does he?' 'Yes,' we replied.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) then turned to his Companions, who included
myself, and he said, 'Well, there's no (material) benefit in having command for
a man who believes.'"

AI-Suda'! went on, "His words had great impact on me. Another man then
came to hiro and asked, 'Messenger of God, give to me!' The Messenger of God
(SAAS) replied, 'Those who request donations from superfluous property are
an ache in the head and a pain in the stomach!' The petitioner now asked, 'Then
give me from the alms.' The Messenger of God (SAAS) replied, 'God would not
be pleased at alms being disbursed by the decision of a prophet or anyone else,
whereas He Himself has decided about it and divided it up into eight parts. If
you were of one of those parts, I would give it to you.'''
AI-Sud:!'! went on, "That made an impression on me; I was wealthy, yet I
had asked for payment from the alms. Early that night the Messenger of God
(SAAS) went to the campfire and I kept close by hiro; his (other) Companions
were away from him and late in coming to him, so that there was no one with hiro
except myself.
"When it was close to the time for the al-~ubl;, 'pre-dawn', prayer, he gave me
orders and I made the call to prayer. I asked him, 'Shall I (give the) iqitma,S1 then,
Messenger of God?' He began looking out to the east for the dawn and said, 'No'.
51. The second call made to the worshippers, to form straight lines in readiness for the
congregational prayers.
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When dawn came, he went off and relieved himself, then came back to me, his
Companions with him. He asked me, 'Brother Suda', is there water?' I replied,
'Not except for jnst a little that won't be enough fOr you.' He told me, 'Put it in
a vessel and bring it to me.' I did so and he placed his palm in the water. And
there between his fingers I saw a spring bubbling up! The Messenger of God
(SAAS) then said, 'Were it not for my diffidence towards my Lord, Almighty
and Glorious is He, we would drink of the water and also draw therefrom. Invite
those of my Companions in need of water to cOJ;l1e.' I did call out to them and
those who wished did take some.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) then arose to perform the prayer. Bilal
wished to call the iqiima, but the Messenger of God (SAAS) told him, 'Brother
Suda' made the call to prayer; he who calls the iidhiin should also call the iqiima.'
And so I did.
"When the Messenger of God (SAAS) had completed the prayer, I took to
him both documents and said, 'Messenger of God, please cancel out both of
these for me.' 'What is your reason?' he asked. I replied, 'Messenger of God, I
heard you say, "There is no benefit in having command for a man who believes."
And I do believe in God and in His Messenger. I heard you tell that petitioner,
"Those with superfluous property who request donations are an ache in the
head and a pain in the stomach." I made a request to you, though I am wealthy.'
"He replied, 'So be it; accept if you wish, or decline.' 'I decline,' I answered.
He then told me, 'Point out to me a man I can place in command of you.' I led
him to one man of the delegation who had come to him and he appointed him
in command of them.
"We then said, 'Messenger of God, we have a well that has enough water for
us in the winter and we assemble around it. But in the summer its water is
scanty, so we disperse to wells around about us. Now we have accepted Islam, all
those around us will be enemies. Say a prayer for us to God about our well so
that its water supply will suffice for us and we will not have to disperse.'
"He called for seven pebbles, rubbed them in his hand and spoke a prayer over
them. He then said, 'Take these pebbles and when you go to the well, throw
them in, one by one, and invoke the name of God.'''
AI-Suda'! went on, "We did as he had told us. And thereafter, when we looked
down into it" - the well, he meant - "we could not see its bottom!"
There are many testimonials to this [ladith, in the collections made by Abu
Da'ud, al-Tirmidh! and Ibn Maja.
AI-Waqid! narrated that following the 'umra of a1-]i'rana, the Messenger of
God (SAAS) sent Q;1ys b. Sa'd b. 'Ubada out with 400 men to subdue the
territory of Suda'. Those there dispatched one of their men, who said (to the
Prophet (SAAS)), "I have come to you to withdraw your army from my people.
And I will bring them over to you." Thereafter, their delegation of 15 men did
arrive. And 100 of their men were seen participating in the [lijjat al-wadii', "the
farewell pilgrimage".
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Al-Waqidl then narrated, from al-ThawrI, from 'Abd al-Ra1;Iman b. Ziyad b.
An'am, from Ziyad b. Nu'aym, from Ziyad b. al-I;Iarith aI-Sud;;>I, the latter's
account concerning the summons to the prayer.
THE ARRIVAL OF AL-IfARITH B. IfASSAN AL-BAKRJ TO
THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS).

Imam A1;Imad stated that Zayd b. aI-I;Iabbab related to him, quoting Abu
al-Mundhir Sallam b. Sulayman aI-Na1;IwI, quoting 'A~im b. Abu aI-Nujud,
from Abu Wa'II, from al-I;Iarith al-BakrI, who said, "I went to make a complaint
about aI-'Ala' b. al-I;Iaqrami to the Messenger of God. As I passed by aI-Zabda,
I came across an old woman ofBanu Tamlm who had been stranded. She asked,
"Abd Allah, I need to see the Messenger of God. Will you take me to him!'
"So I carried her into Medina. The mosque was inundated with people; a
black banner was flying and Bilal was there wearing his sword, standing in front
of the Messenger of God (SAAS). I asked what was going on and people told me
that he was about to dispatch 'Amr b. aI-A~.
"I sat down, and he entered his house" - or the narrator used the word, his
raF;l, "his tent" or "dwelling" - "and I asked permission to go in to him and
it was granted '1'e. I entered and greeted him, and he asked, 'Has there been
something going on between your people and (Banu) Tamlm?' 'Yes,' I replied,.
'And they lost this time. I passed by an old woman of Banu Tamlm who had
been stranded. She asked me to transport her to you; she is over there, at the
door.' He asked her to enter, and she did so. I asked, 'Messenger of God, if you
should decide to make some barrier between us, let it be the desert.' The old
woman then became very excited and agitated and said, 'Messenger of God, to
what will (your own tribe of) Muqar be reduced!'
"I commented, 'Well, I'm like in the ancient saying, "a goat bearing its own
fate"! I transpotted this Woman without realizing that she was my adversary!
I seek refuge with God and His Messenger! I'm like the man who came to
(Banu) 'Ad!'
"He asked, 'What's that about, "the man who came to CAd"? '''(He was more

knowledgeable about the story than was the narrator, but he wanted to test
him.)
"I replied, "Ad suffered from lack of rain, and they sent out one of their men,
named Qiyl; he passed by Mu'awiya b. Bakr and stayed with him for a month,
being given wine to drink and having songs sung to him by two girls, called
al-jaradatan, "the two locusts". When the month was over, he went off to the
mountains ofMuhra. There he called out, "0 God, You know I would never visit
a sick man (without) giving him medicine, nor to a prisoner without ransoming
him! 0 God, send rain for 'Ad as you never have before!" Black clouds then
passed above him, and a voice called out to him, "Choose from among them!"
He gestured to one particular black cloud. Then a voice called out from it, "Take
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it to be ashes, fine and copious! You will not have one of'Ad survive!" And, from
what I have heard, no more wind was sent at them than would pass through this
ring of mine, before they had all perished!'"
Abu Wa'11 commented, "He spoke the truth. Men and women would say,
when a man was sent to visit them, 'May you not be like the man sent out by
CAd!'"
AI-Tirmidhi and al-Nasa'i related this from a badtth of Abu al-Mundhir
Sallam b. Sulayman. Ibn Maja related it from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba, from
AbU Bakr b. 'Ayyash, from 'A~irn b. Abu al-Nujud, from al-I;Iarith al-Bakri; but
their accounts made no mention of Abu Wa'il.
Imam A\lmad also related it as above, from Abu Bakr b. 'Ayyash, from 'A~im,
from al-I;Iarith, but the correct version is from 'A~im, from Abu Wa'i1, from
al-I;Iarith. As just related.
THE ARRIVAL OF 'ABD AL-RAIJMAN B. ABU 'UQAYL,
WITH HIS PEOPLE.

Abu Bakr al-Bayhaqi stated that he was informed by Abu 'Abd Allah Is\laq b.
Mu\lammad b. YUsuf al-Susi, quoting Abu Ja'far Mu\lammad b. Mu\lammad b.
'Abd Allah ai-Baghdadi, quoting 'All b. Ja'd, quoting 'Abd al-'AziZ, as having
related, quoting A\lrnad b. Yusuf, quoting Zuhayr, quoting Abu Khalid YaZid
al-Asadi, quoting 'Awn b. Abu JU\layfa, from 'Abd al-Ral;iman b. 'Alqama
al-Thaqafi, from 'Abd al-Ral;iman b. Abu 'Aqil, who said, "I set off in a delegation
to the Messenger of God (SAAS). When we reached him, we made our camels
kneel at the door. There was absolutely no one more hated by us than the man
we were going in to see. Yet after we had gone in and come out again, there was
absolutley no one more beloved by us than the man we had gone in to see! One
of our men asked him, 'Messenger of God, have you not asked your Lord for
a domain like that of Solomon?' The Messenger of God (SAAS) laughed and
replied, 'Perhaps your companion" has even higher status with God than King
Solomon! God, Almighty and Glorious is He, never sent any prophet without
according him a request. Some of them take theirs here on earth and are awarded
it. Some use it to invoke God against their people who disobey and are destroyed
thereby. God awarded me a request that I have kept hidden with my Lord: I will
intercede for my nation on Judgement Day.'"
THE ARRIVAL OF TARIQB. 'ABD ALLAH AND HIS COMPANIONS.

The biifi:;; al-Bayhaqi narrated through Abu Janab al-Kalbi, from Jami' b.
Shaddad al-Mu\laribi, quoting one of his people, a man named Tariq b. 'Abd
Allah, who related, "I was standing at the market at Dhu al-Majaz when a man
52. Referring, of course, to himself.
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wearing a jubba, a long robe, arrived and said, 'People, say the words, "There is
no god but God" and you will prosper!' There was another man following him,
throwing stones at him and saying, 'People, he is a liar!' I asked who it was and
was told it was a young man of Banil Hashim who claimed to be a Messenger of
God. I also asked who it was treating him that way and was told that he was his
uncle 'Abd al-CUzza. When people accepted Islam and migrated (to Medina), we
left al-Rabdha for Medina to purchase dates there. When we neared its walls and
palm-groves, I said, 'We should make a halt and change our clothes.' Just then a
man dressed in rags came up and greeted us. He asked from where we had come,
and we told him from al-Rabdha. He then asked where we were headed, and we
told him we had come to that town. When he asked why, we told him we wanted
to barter some dates. I told him we had a lady in a litter with us and a red camel
with a blaze on its nose. He asked whether we would sell him our camel and we
said we would, in exchange for a specific weight of dates.
"We received no deposit on the price agreed; the man took hold ofthe camel's
halter and left. When he was out of our sight beyond the city's walls and pahns,
we asked one another what it was we had done. We realized we had sold our
camel to someone we did not know, and we had not been paid for it.
"The lady with us commented, 'I swear by God, what I saw was a man whose
face was like a slice of a full moon! I'll guarantee the price of your camel!' Just
then the man appeared and announced, 'I am the Messenger of God to you;
these are your dates. Eat until you are satisfied and take your full measure.' We
did eat our fill and take full measure.
"Then we entered the town and went in the mosque. He was there, on the
minbar making an address. We arrived as he was saying, 'Make charitable
donations, for ahns-giving is better for you. And the hand that gives is better
than one that receives - to your mother and your father, then to your sister and
your brother, and then on lower down from there.'
"A man of Banii Yarbrr(" - or the narrator may have said, "one of the an$ar"
- "then approached and said, 'Messenger of God, these people have unpaid
debts ofblood from thejahiliyyu, "before Islam".' He replied, 'Sins of the father
do not become those of the son.' He repeated this three times."
AI-Nasa'i narrated about his comments on the special virtue of charitable
giving, from Yilsuf b. '1sa, from al-Fagl b. Milsa, from Yazid b. Ziyad b. Abil
al-Ja'd, from Jami' b. Shaddad, from Tariq b. 'Abd Allah al-Mul}.aribi, giving
part of the above I;adith.
The I;afi:;; al-Bayhaqi also related it, from al-I:Iakim, from al-A~amm, from
Al).mad b. 'Abd al-Jabbar, from Yilnus b. Bukayr, from Yazid b. Ziyad, from
Jami' b. Tariq, complete as above. In his account, the lady in the litter is quoted
as saying, "Don't blame yourselves; I saw the face of a man who would not
deceive. I never saw anything more like the moon when full than his face!"
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THE ARRIVAL OF THE DELEGATE FROM FARWA B. 'AMR AL-JUDHAMI,
THE RULER OF THE LANDS OF MU'AN, BRINGING NEWS OF HIS
ACCEPTANCE OF ISLAM TO THE MESSENGER OF GOD rSAAS).

I believe that to have been either at Tabuk or thereafter.
Ibn Isl;aq stated, "Farwa b. 'Amr b. al-Nafirat al-Judhami, ofthe Nufathi tribe,
sent an envoy to the Messenger of God (SAAS), announcing his acceptance of
Islam and presented him with a white mule.
"Farwa was governor on behalf of the Byzantines over the Arabs whose
territory bordered their own. His residency was centred in Mu'an, and the Syrian
lands thereabouts. When the Byzantines learned of his acceptance of Islam,
they summoned him, and seized and imprisoned him there with them. While
imprisoned, he composed the following verses:
'Sulayma made her way at night to my friends, while the
Byzantines were between the gate and the water-tank.
The spirit turned away in distress at what it had seen

and though I tried to sleep, it had made me cry.
Do not decorate your eyes with antimony, SaIma, when I
am gone, nor subject yourself to intercourse.
You have learned, 0 Abu Kubaysha, that when in the
presence of the powerful, my tongue is not tied.
If I should die, you will mourn your brother, while if
I survive my status will be recognized.
I have encompassed the fmest qualities a hero can
have - generosity, bravery and eloquence.'

"When the Byzantines had decided to crucify him at a well of theirs in Palestine
called qfra, he spoke the following:
'I wonder whether Sahna has leamed that her husband
will be at the qfra well npon a camel
Whose mother was never served by a stallion, a mount
whose limbs were pruned by axes?"m

Al-Zuhri claimed that when they took him out to kill him, he said,
"Inform the Muslim leaders that I am bequeathing my
body and my bones to my Lord."

They then cut off his head and crucified him at that well. May God have
mercy on him, be pleased with him and give him pleasure and make paradise
his abode.

53. He is, of course, referring to a wooden cross.
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THE ARRIVAL OF TAMfM AL-DARf TO THE MESSENGER OF GOD
(SAAS), AND HIS INFORMING HIM ABOUT AL-JASSASA AND
ABOUT WHAT HE HEARD FROM AL-DAJJAL," 'THE IMPOSTER',
CONCERNING THE MISSION OF THE PROPHET AND THE FAITH
OF THOSE BELIEVING IN HIM.

Abu 'Abd Allah Sahl b. Mu1).arnmad b. Na~rawayh al-Marwazi of Nishapilr
narrated to us, quoting Abu Bakr Mu1).arnmad b. A1).mad b. al-Basan al-Qitdi,
quoting Abu Sahl A1).mad b. Mu1).arnmad b. Ziyad al-Q;inan, quoting Ya1).ya b.
Ja'far b. al-Zubayr, quoting Wahb b. Jarir, quoting his father, who said that he
heard Ghaylan b. Jarir relate from al-Sha'bi, who quoted Fali~a, daughter of
Q;tys, as having said, "Tamim ai-Dan carne to the Messenger of God (SAAS),
and told him how he had gone to sea. His ship had gone off course and they had
been cast upon an island. They had gone ashore seeking water and met a man
with exceedingly long hair. T arnim asked him who he was, and the man replied
that he was al-Jassasa. When they asked him about himself, he replied, 'I'll tell
you nothing! But you can have this island!'"
Tamim's account went on, "So we proceeded into the island and there we
found a man in chains. He asked us, 'Who are you people?' 'We're Arabs,' we
replied. He asked, 'What's all this about some prophet who has come forth
among you?' We replied, 'People believe in him, follow him and consider him
truthful.' He commented, 'That is best for them.'
"He then asked, 'Tell me what news there is of'Ayn Za'r." We did so, and he
was so excited he ahuost jumped right outside! He then asked, 'What news is
there ofthe date-pahus at Baysan?" Are they bearing fruit yet?' We told him they
were and again he was most excited. He next said, 'If! were allowed to do so, I
would travel throughout the land - except for Tayba!"'"
Fa!ima continued, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) sent him (Tarnim) out to
the people and he recounted this to them. And he said, 'This is Tayba, and that
man was al-Dajjal, "the imposter".'"

Imam A1).mad also narrated this /zadith, as did Muslim and the ahl al-sunan,58
from several lines oftransmission, from 'Amir b. Shara1).il al-Sha'bi, from Fatima,
daughter of Q;tys. Imam A1).mad gave testimony to this /zadith from an account
of Abu Hurayra and 'A>isha, "mother of the Believers". We have given this
54. A red-complexioned, corpulent one-eyed male being to whom reference is variously, made
in the badith literature. Sometimes identified as the anti-Christ or as a servant of Satan, he is said,

elsewhere as here, to be a captive resident of an island. See the entry al-Dadjdjal in the Encyclopedia
ofIslam.

55. A location in Hijaz.
56. Located in al-Yamama.
57. One of the names by which Medina was known.
58. The remaining four, that is, of the six scholars who composed the

traditions.
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ftadith, with its various lines of transmission and phraseology, in our work Kitab
al-Fitan (Book ofIntrigues)."
AI-Waqidl also related the arrival of the delegation of al-Daris of Lakhm, a
group of ten men.
THE DELEGATION FROM BANU ASAD.

AI-Waqidi also stated that a delegation from Banii Asad came to the Messenger
of God (SAAS), early in 9 AH; it consisted of ten men. These included J;)irar
b. al-Azwar, Wabi~a, b. Ma'bad, Tulay1).a b. Khuwaylid, who later claimed to be
a prophet, then accepted Islam and became a good Muslim, and Nafada b. 'Abd
Allah b. Khalaf.
Their leader, al-l;Iadrami b. 'Amir, commented, "Messenger of God, we have
made our way to you in dark of night in a year of drought without you sending
out anyone to us."

And so God revealed about them, "They think they place you under an
obligation by accepting Islam. Say: 'Don't place me under an obligation for your
accepting Islam; rather, it is God who places you under an obligation by guiding
you to the faith, if you are sincere'" (surat al-Ifujurat; XLIX, v.17).
There was one clan of theirs known as Banii al-Rathya, "the error clan"; he
changed their name to Banii al-Rashda, "the correct clan". The Messenger of
God (SAAS) had requested Nafada b. 'Abd Allah b. Khalaf to bring him a camel
that would be excellent for both riding and milk and that did not have young.
The only one Nafada could find belonged to a cousin of his and he did bring it.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) told him to draw some of its mille He drank
some and gave the remainder back, saying, "May God bless her and those who
donated her." Nafada asked, "Messenger of God, and also those who brought
her?" He added, "And those who brought her."
THE DELEGATION OF BANU 'ABS.

Al-Waqidi stated that they were nine in number, and he named them. The
Prophet (SAAS) said "And I am the tenth ofyou." He then gave orders to Tal1).a
b. 'Ubayd Allah, who made up a banner for thelI) and he made its motto, "0 Ten!".
It is said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) asked them about Khalid b.
Sinan al-'Absi, whose biography we mentioned in the account of the jahiliyya.
They said he had had no descendants.
Al-Waqidi stated that the Messenger of God (SAAS) sent them out to
waylay a Quraysh caravan arriving from Syria. This would mean that their
acceptance of Islam would have preceded the conquest of Mecca. But God
knows best.
59. In Ibn Katmr's al-Nihaya wa al-Bidaya (An End and a-Beginning).
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THE DELEGATION FROM BANa FAZARA.

AI-Waqidi stated that it was related to him by 'Abd Allah b. Mu!).ammad b.
'Vmar al-Juma!)'i, from Abu Wajza al-Sa'di, who said, "When the Messenger of
God (SAAS) returned from Tabuk, that being in 9 AH, a delegation consisting
of some ten men came to him from Banu Fazara. These included Kharija b. I:Ii~n
and al-I:Iarith b. Q;tys b. I:Ii~n; the latter was the youngest of them. The camels
they rode were emaciated. They had come to affirm their acceptance ofIslam.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) asked them about their lands. One of them
replied, 'Messenger of God, our lands are suffering drought; our cattle are dying.
Our whole area is barren, and our families are starving. Pray to God for us!'
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) mounted the minbar and said, '0 God,
water Your land and Your cattle! Extend forth Your mercy and give life to Your
dead land! 0 God, send rain upon us to render a great area fertile, soon and
without delay, making it beneficial and without harm! 0 God, send rain for us
as an act of mercy, not for punishment, nor for destruction, without inundation
or damage! 0 God, send us rainfall and give us aid against our enemies!'
"It did rain and they could see no break in the sky. And so the Messenger of
God (SAAS) mounted the minbar and prayed, saying, '0 God, let it be around
about us, but not upon us! Let it be upon the hillocks and the knolls, on the
valleys and the woodlands.'
"And the rain was drawn away from Medina as though it were a garment
removed."
THE DELEGATION FROM BANa MURRA.

AI-Waqidi stated that their arrival came in 9 AH when he returned from TabUk.
They consisted of 13 men, including al-I:Iarith b. 'Awf. The Prophet (SAAS)
awarded them each 10 awqiyya weight of silver. To al-I:Iarith b. 'Awf he gave
12 awqiyya.
They related that their country was undergoing drought and he prayed for
them, saying, "0 God, send dOwn rain upon them!" When they returned home
they discovered that it had rained that very day the Messenger of God (SAAS)
had spoken the prayer for them.
THE DELEGATION FROM BANa THA'LABA.

Al-Waqidi stated that it was related to him by Musa b. Mu!).ammad b. Ibrahim,
from a man of Banu Thaqaba, who quoted his father as saying, "When the
Messenger of God (SAAS) returned from al-Ji'rana in 8 AH four of us went to
.him and said, 'We are envoys from our people who wish to affirm their acceptance
ofIslam.'
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"He ordered us to be accorded hospitality. We stayed there a few days, then
went to him to say farewell. He told Bilal, 'Give them the awards usual to
delegations.' He brought large quantities of silver and gave each of our men the
weight of five awqiyya, saying, 'We don't have any dirham coins.' We then
returned home."

THE DELEGATION FROM BANU MUlJARIB.

Al-Waqidl stated that Mu!).ammad b. Sali!). quoted Abu Wajza al-Sa'dl, as
saying, "A delegation from (Banu) Mu!).arib came in 10 AH during the I;ijjat
al-wadii', 'the farewell pilgrimage'. It consisted of ten men, including Sawa' b.
al-J:larith and his son Khuzayma. They stayed at the home of Ramia, daughter of
al-J:larith. Bilal would bring them their lunch and their dinner. They accepted
Islam, saying that they were leaders of their people.
"And in the past the fairs had treated the Messenger of God (SAAS), in a
more rough and rude way than they had. In that delegation there was one man
whom the Messenger of God (SAAS) recognized. That man told him, 'Praise
be to God who has allowed me to live on to believe in you.' The Messenger of
God (SAAS) responded, 'These hearts are in the hands of God, Almighty and
Glorious is He.'
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) wiped the face of Khuzayma b. Sawa' and
it turned clear and white. He gave them the awards usual to delegations and
they then returned home."
THE DELEGATION FROM BANU KILAB.

Al-Waqidl stated that they came in 9 AH, their delegation consisting of 13 men.
These included Labld b. Rabl'a, the poet, and Jabbar b. Sulma. There was great
friendship between the latter and Ka'b b. Malik, who warmly honoured and
welcomed Jabbar and made gifts to him. They went with him (Ka'b) to the
Messenger of God (SAAS), to whom they spoke with the Islamic words of
greeting. They told him that a1-0a!).!).ak b. Sufyan al-Kilabl had gone among
them with God's Book and with infonnation concerning the religious practices
of His Messenger that had been ordained by God. Al-Dai).!).ak had invited them
to God and they had responded. He had then taken from their wealthy charitable
donations, which he had then distributed to their poor.
THE DELEGATION FROM BANU RU'AS B. KILAB.

Al-Waqidl went on to relate that a man named 'fum b. Malik b. Q;iys b. Bujld
b. Ru'as b. Kilab b. Rabl'a b. 'Amir b. Sa~a'a arrived to the Messenger of God
(SAAS), and accepted Islam. He then returned to his own people and invited
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them into Islam, saying, "We will then gain from Bani! 'AqIl the like of what
they took from us.'
He then recounted a battle that took place between them and how this 'Amr
b. Malik had killed a man of Bani! 'Aqil. He ('Amr) said, "I placed my hands in
manacles and went to the Messenger of God (SAAS). He had learned what I had
done and had said, 'Ifhe comes to me, I'll strike off his hands above the manacles!'
"When I came in and greeted him in Islam, he did not return my greeting, but
turned away. I then approached him from his right side, but again he turned
away. I came to him from his left, and again he turned away. Then I approached
him from directly in front and said, 'Messenger of God, when the approval
of the Lord, Almighty and Glorious is He, is sought and He approves; now
therefore do be pleased with me - may God be pleased with you!' He responded,
'I am so pleased. '"
THE DELEGATION FROM BANa 'AQfL B. KA'B.

Al-Waqidl recounted that they came to visit the Messenger of God (SAAS), and
that he accorded them the income from al-'Aqlq - the 'Aqlq of Bani! 'Aqil
- which is land on which there are palm trees and wells.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) wrote a document to this effect, as follows,
"In the name of God, the most Merciful and Beneficent. This records what
Mul;1ammad, Messenger of God, has given to RabI', Mutrif and Anas - namely
al-'Aqlq - for their having performed the prayers, made payment for the alms,
and having accepted and obeyed (my) authority. He has not given them any right
(to anything) belonging to a Muslim."
The document was entrusted to Mu\rif.
Al-Waqidl went on, "LaqI\ b. 'Amir b. al-Muntafiq b. 'Amir b. 'AqIl, he being
known as Abi! RazIn, also came to him. He awarded LaqI\ a well called al-Na<:
1m; LaqI\ expressed allegiance to him for his people."
We have fully recounted above his arrival and the narrative about LaqI\. And
to God go all praise and credit.
THE DELEGATION FROM BANa QUSHAYR B. KA'B.

This was prior to the I;ijjat al-wadii', "the farewell pilgrimage", and also before
the battle ofl::lunayn. Among these men is said to have been Qurra b. Hubayra
b. 'Amir b. Salama al-Khayr b. Qushayr. He accepted Islam and the Messenger
of God (SAAS) made a payment and also awarded him a cloak. He placed him
in charge of collecting the charitable donations from his people. When he
returned home, Qurra spoke the following verses,
"The Messenger of God defended it when it came down
to him, protecting it from attack or criticism.
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And so it attained lush green pastures, MuJ;ammad
having provided for all its needs,
Upon it is a hero, who would never allow blame to
ride beside him, who encourages the hesitant to

overcome indecision."

THE DELEGATION FROM BANU AL-BAKK;I'.

It is said that they arrived in 9 AH and that they were 30 men in number. Among
them was Mu'awiya b. Thawr b. Mu'awiya b. 'Ubada b. al-Bakka' , he at that
time being 100 years old. He had a son with him named Bishr. Mu'awiya asked,
'Messenger of God, I would receive blessing from your touch. I am old, and this
son of mine is dutiful towards me. Please stroke his face."
The Messenger of God CSAAS) did stroke his face and gave him some
ash-coloured goats. He spoke a blessing over them. And thereafter they were
never affiicted by drought or poverty.
Mul;tammad b. Bishr b. Mu'awiya spoke the following verses on this:
"It was my father whose head the Messenger stroked,

praying for good and blessings for him.
When he went to him, Al:tmad gave him ash-coloured goats,
lean but not emaciated like snakes.

They wonld satisfy the delegation every evening, and
return to do the same during the day.
Blessed is the gift, and so too the donor, and
salutations to him from me for as long as I live."

THE DELEGATION FROM KINANA.

A1-Waqidi related, with complete lines of transmission, that Wa'ila b. al-Asqa'
al-Laythi arrived to see the Messenger of God CSAAS), while he was equipping
himself to leave for Tabuk. He performed the al-Fublz prayer with him, then
returned to his people. He invited them to accept Islam, telling them about
the Messenger of God CSAAS). His father told him, "I swear by God, I'll never
forgive you!"
His sister heard what he had said and accepted Islam. She equipped him for
travel and he went with the Messenger of God CSAAS), to Tabuk, mounted
upon a camel belonging to Ka'b b. CUjra.
The Messenger of God CSAAS) sent him with KhaIid to Ukaydir Duma.
When they returned, Wathila offered to Ka'b b. CUjra the share of the booty that
had been apportioned for him. Ka'b replied, "But it was to God the Almighty
and Glorious that it carried you."
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THE DELEGATION FROM ASHJA'.

AI-WaqidI related that they arrived the year of the battle of al-khandaq. They
consisted of 100 men; their leader was Mascud b. Bnkhayla, and they made camp
at the Sal' defile.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) went out to them and ordered that they be
provided supplies of dates. It is also said that they arrived after he had finished
with Banu Qurayza, and that they consisted of 700 men. He reached an understanding with them and they returned home. They accepted Islam thereafter.
THE DELEGATION FROM BAHILA.

Their leader, Mu\arifb. Kahin arrived after the conquest of Mecca and accepted
Islam. He took a peace pact to his people and signed a document to the Messenger
of God (SAAS), accepting the laws and obligations of Islam. CUthman b. 'Affan,
may God be pleased with him, wrote it.
THE DELEGATION FROM BANU SULAYM.

He (al-WaqidI) stated, "A man named ~ys b. Nushba came from Banu Sulaym
to the Messenger of God (SAAS). The latter listened to what he had to say and
asked him various questions to which he replied, being fully aware of everything.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) then invited him to accept Islam, and he did so.
"~ys returned to his people of Banu Sulaym, and told them, 'I've heard the
history of the Byzantines, the legends of Persia, the poetry of the Arabs, the
divinations of I;Iimyar, but the words of Mu1).ammad are not at all similar to
theirs. Obey me and seek your fortune with him.'
"The year of the conquest of Mecca, Banu Sulaym went out and joined
the Messenger of God (SAAS), at ~dld; they consisted of 700 men, though
this figure is also given as 1,000. They included al-'Abbas b. Mirdas and a
number oftheir leading men. They accepted Islam, saying, 'Place us at your fore;
make our banner red and our motto muqaddaman, "ahead!" He agreed to this
and they were present with him at the conquest, and at the battles of al-Ta'if
and I;Iunayn.
"Rashid b. cAbd Rabbihi al-Sulam! used to worship an idol. One day he saw
two jackals urinating over it and he spoke the line,
'Is this a lord upon whose head two jackals urinate?
Whoever has jackals urinate upon him is disgraced!'

"He then attacked and broke it. After that he went to the Messenger of God
(SAAS), and accepted Islam. The Messenger of God (SAAS) asked him, 'What
is your name?' He replied, 'Ghaw! b. CAbd al-CUzza.' 'No', he told him, 'now
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your name is Rashid b. 'Abd Rabbihi. 60 He awarded him the revenue of a place
called Ruhat where there is a running spring; it is known as the 'ayn al-rasul, 'the
well of the Messenger'. He was the best man ofBanu Sulaym, over whom he was
placed in command. He was present at the conquest of Mecca and later actions."
THE DELEGATION OF BANU HILAL B. </fMIR.

He (al-Waqidi) mentioned 'Abd 'Awfb. A~ram in their delegation. He accepted
Islam, and the Messenger of God (SAAS) renamed him 'Abd Allah. Also
there was Qilbi~a b. Mukhariq, who is the source for a 1;adtth about charitable
donations.
Amongst those he (al-Waqidi) mentioned as in the delegation of Banu Hilal
were Ziyad b. 'Abd Allah b. Malik b. Bujayr b. al-Hadm b. Ruwayba b. 'Abd
Allah b. Hilal b. 'Amir. When he entered Medina, he made his way to the home
of his aunt Maymuna, daughter of al-.l;Iarith. He went inside and when the
Messenger of God (SAAS) entered his home, he saw him, became angry and
went out again. She called to him, "Messenger of God, he's my sister's son!"
He then went inside, came out again and went to the mosque, accompanied by
Ziyad. He performed the al-!!,uhr prayer, then prayed for him. He placed his
hand on his head, then touched the tip of Ziyad's nose. Banu Hilal used to say,
"We could always recognise the blessing in Ziyad's face."
A poet spoke the following verses to Ziyad's son 'Ali:
"0 Son of him whose head the Messenger touched and for
whom he prayed for good at the mosque,
I mean Ziyad, referring to none but him, to no passer-by,
not to one accused or one seeking aid.

That light on the bridge of his nose was always
visible, until his body went down to the grave."

THE DELEGATION OF BANU BAKR B. WA'!L.

Al-Waqidi stated that when they arrived, they asked the Messenger of God
(SAAS) about Qj.Iss b. Sa'ida. He replied, "That man was not one of yours. He
was ofIyad, He became a 1;antr in thejahiliyya. He was present at 'Uka~ while
the people were gathered there. He spoke there the words since passed on as his.
"In the delegation there were Bashir b. al-Kha~a~iyya, 'Abd Allah b. Marthad
and .l;Iassan b. Khut. A son of .l;Iassan spoke the following verse:
60. The man's original name meant "Misleader, son of the worshipper of al-CVzza"; his new
name meant "Right-guided, son of the worshipper ofms Lord".
61. See glossary. A word with many associations. Often applied to Abraham with connotations
that he was a devoted follower of God; the word also has implications of being circumcised or of
having abandoned th~ worship of idols.
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THE DELEGATION FROM TAGHLIB.

He (al-Waqidi) stated that they consisted of 16 men, Muslims, and Christians
wearing crosses of gold. They stayed at the house ofRamIa, daughter ofa1-l:larith.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) made a pact of peace with the Christians on
the understanding that they would not baptize their children into Christianity.
He gave payments to the Muslims among them.
DELEGATIONS FROM THE PEOPLE OF YEMEN.

AI-Waqidi stated that they came in 9 AH and that they consisted of 13 men. He
gave them larger payments than he had to others. AI-Waqid1 also said that there
was a youth among them whom the Messenger of God (SAAS) asked what gift
he wanted. He replied, "Messenger of God, pray to God to forgive me, to have
mercy on me and to place my wealth in my heart."
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) responded, '0 God, forgive him, have
mercy on him, and place his wealth in his heart.' And thereafter he was one of
the most pious and ascetic of men."
THE DELEGATION FROM KHAWLAN.

AI-Waqidi stated that they were ten in number, and that they arrived in Sha'ban
oflO AH.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) asked them about their idol known as "'Amm
Anas". They replied that they had exchanged him for a better one and that
they intended to destroy it on their return. They learned the Qur'an and the
orthodox practices oflslam and when they returned home, they did destroy the
idol. They made permissible what God had rendered so, and they forbad that
which God had forbidden.
THE DELEGATION FROM JU'F!.

AI-Waqidi stated that they forbad eating heart. When their delegation accepted
Islam, the Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered them to eat heart. He had some
cooked and handed it to their leader, saying, "Your faith will not be complete
until you eat it." He did take it, his hand trembling, and he did eat it, saying, 'I
did eat the heart unwillingly, my body trembling when I touched it. ,,,
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Section: On the arrival ofthe delegation ofBanii Azd to the Messenger ofGod
(SAAS).
Abu Nu'aym stated, in his book Ma'rifat al-Sa/:taba (Knowledge about the
Companions) as did the /:taft:;; Abu Musa al-Madlnl, from a /:tadith of A\:unad
b. Abu al-I:Iawarl, who said, "I heard Abu Sulaymiln al-Daraol, who said,
"Alqama b. Yazld b. Suwayd al-Azdl said, "My father related to me, from my
grandfather, from Suwayd b. al-I:Iarith, who said, 'I was the seventh of a
delegation of seven men from my people who went to see the Messenger of God
(SAAS). When we went in to him, we spoke with him and he was surprised by
our appearance and our dress. He asked, "And what are you?" We replied that
we were Believers.
"""The Messenger of God (SAAS) smiled and said, "There is truth in every
statement; what is the truth in your statement and your faith?"
"'" 'We replied, "There are fifteen essentials, five of which your emissaries

ordered us to believe. Five you ordered us to act upon and five we ourselves
developed while during the jahiliyya and still maintain - unless you should
dislike any of them."
"'" 'He asked, "What are the five my envoys ordered you to believe?"

"'" 'We replied, "They told us to believe in God and in His angels, His books,
His messengers and rebirth after death."
"""He then asked, "And what are the five I ordered you to act upon?" We
replied, "You ordered us to say, "There is no god but God", to perform the
prayers, to pay the zakat, 'the alms', to fast at Ramaqao, and to ma1<e pilgrimage
to the ka'ba if we are able."
"""He asked, "And what are the five you developed during the jahiliyya?" We
replied, "Being thankful when prosperous, being stoical in the face of difficulty,
being pleased with whatever fate brings, being truthful at social gatherings, and
refraining from cursing enemies."

''''''The Messenger of God (SAAS) commented, "Why, such wise and
learned men! Their understanding is such as to almost make them prophets!"
"""He then said, "I'll give you five more; then you'll have twenty essentials.
If you are as you say, then do not accumulate what you cannot yourselves
consume, do not build what you do not inhabit, do not compete for something
you will shortly leave behind, fear God to Whom you will be returned and before
Whom you will be exposed, and desire strongly that to which you head and
wherein you will be forever."
"""The party then left him, having memorized his advice and acting upon
it. '" '"
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THE DELEGATION FROM KINDA.

AI-Waqidi stated that they were ten or so mounted men under the command
of al-AshCath b. Qtys. He made a payment of ten awqiyya weight (of silver) to
each, while to al-Ash'ath he gave twelve. This has been related above."
THE DELEGATION FROM AL-SADIF.

They arrived in a group of some ten riders. They came to the Messenger of God
(SAAS), as he was on the minbar delivering an address. They sat down without
giving the usual Muslim greeting. He asked, "Are you Muslims?" "Yes," they
replied. "Will you not give the Muslim greeting, then?"
The all arose and said, "Peace be upon you, Prophet, and the mercy and
blessings of God." He responded, "And upou you all be peace. Sit down." They
did so and then asked the Messeuger of God (SAAS) about the times for the
prayers.
THE DELEGATION FROM KHUSHAYN.

AI-Waqidi stated, "Abu Tha'iaba al-Khushani arrived as the Messenger of God
(SAAS) was preparing his equipment to proceed to Khaybar. Abu Tha'iaba was
present with him at the battle of Khaybar and thereafter some ten men of Banu
Khushayn came and accepted Islam.
AI-Waqidi went on to tell of the delegations from Banu Sacd, Hudhaym, Bali,
Bahra', Banu CUdhra, Salaman, Juhayna, Banu Kalb and al-Jarmiyin. We have
given above the ~adith of cAmr b. Salama a1-Jarmi given in the ~a~i~ collection
of al-Bukhari.
AI-Waqidi then referred to the delegations of al-Azd, Ghassan, al-I:Iarith b.
Ka'b, Hamdan, Sacd al-CAshira, cAbs, that of al-Dariyin, and al-RahawiWin, of
Banu Ghamid, al-Nakhc, Bajila, Khath'am and I:Iagramawt. He made mention
ofWii'il b. I:Iujr among these. He also referred to the four kings Jamd, Mikhwas,
Mishrai) and Abga'a as among these. In the ~adith collection of A1)mad detail is
given of their curse, with their sister al-cAmarrada. 63 AI-Waqidi related about
them at length.
He also referred to the Azd of CUman, and Ghafiq, Bariq, Daws, ThumaIa,
a1-Jidar, Aslam, Judham, Mahra, I:Iimyar, Najran and Jayshan. Explication on
these tribes would need to be very extensive; and we have already given above
62. See Vol. IV pages 98-9.
63. A footnote in the Arabic printed text suggests that the correct name should be their brother

al-Ghamar.
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some material associated with this. What we have related heretofore is enough.
Though God knows best.
THE DELEGATION OF AL-SIBA'.

AI-Waqidi went on, "Shu'ayb b. 'Ubada related to me, from al-Munalib b. 'Abd
Allah b. I;Ian!'lb as follows, 'While the Messenger of God (SAAS) was seated in
Medina arnong his Companions, a jackal came, stood before him and howled.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "This is a delegate from the lions who has
come to you. If you wish to impose some restriction upon him, they will not go
beyond it to something else; however, if you wish, you could leave him and be
wary of him and whatever he is able to take would be his sustenance."
'''They replied, "Messenger of God, we don't wish to give him anything."
The Prophet (SAAS) then gestured to him with three fmgers, meaning, "leave
them alone" and it turned and ran away in fear.'-"
The badtth is mursal, "incomplete", with this line of transmission.
This jackal resembles the one referred to in the badith related by Imam
Al:unad: "Yazid" - he being Ibn Harun - "related to us, quoting al--Q;i.sim b.
al-Fagl al-I;Iuddani, from Abu Nagra, from Abu Sa'id al-Khudari, who said,
'The jackal attacked a sheep. The shepherd went after it and took it from him.
The jackal sat up on its tail and asked, "Don't you fear God, taking from me
bounty to which God led me?" The shepherd exclaimed, "Amazing! A jackal
sitting up on its tail and speaking to me like a human being!"
"'The jackal went on, "Would you like me to tell you something even more
amazing than that? Mu!)ammad, the Messenger of God (SAAS) is in Yathrib
telling people of what happened long ago."
'''The shepherd then led his herd away into the town; there he left them in
a corral and went to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and told him about the
jackal.
"'The Messenger of God (SAAS) had· a call made for a general prayer
meeting and went out and said to the bedouin, "Tell them." He did so. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) then said, "He spoke the truth, I swear by Him who
has the soul of Mu!)ammad in His hand. Judgement Day will not come until
animals speak to humans, and a man's strap on his whip and his sandal straps talk
to him, and his thigh informs him of what his family does behind his back."'"
AI-Tirmidhi related it from Sufyan b. Waki' b. al-Jarra!), from his father,
from al--Q;i.sim b. al-Fag!. He characterized it as basan, gharib, $abib, "good,
unilateral and authentic". We know of this only from the badith of al-Q\sim b.
al-Fagl, whom scholars consider a trustworthy and reliable source. Ya!)ya and
Ibn Mahdi consider him reliable.
I note that Imam A!)mad also related this badith, giving a line of transmission
quoting Abu al-Yarnan, quoting Shu'ayb, he being the son ofAbu I;Iarnza, quoting
'Abd Allah b. Abu al-I;Iusayn, quoting Mahran, quoting Abu Sa'id al-Khudari;
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he gave this anecdote in fnll and with a more extensive line than the account
given above.
I note that Imam A1)mad also related it quoting Abu al-Nagr, quoting 'Abd
al-l;Iamld b. Bahram, quoting Shahr, who said he heard it from Abu Sa'id.
This text is closer (to the above); but God knows best. This line of transmission
accords with the criteria of the ahl al-sunan, but they did not promulgate it.
DIVISION

Material concerning the delegations of the jinn, "the spirits", at Mecca prior to
the Hijra has been given above."
We have examined this also with regard to the words of the Almighty, in surat
al-Abqiif (XLVI, v.29): "And when we sent towards you a group of the jinn
who listen to the Qur'an". We gave commentary on those abiidith and ancient
materials referring to this and gave the badith of Sawad b. Qiirib who had been
a monk but accepted Islam. We wrote of his channel, who would bring him
information, as when he told him,
"I was surprised at the jinn and their knowledge, and
their gripping their baggage ·on their mounts
Heading for Mecca, seeking guidance, for believing
spirits are not like those that disbelieve.

So head for the fmest men of Hashim, amidst their

hills and rocks. n
He went on to say,
"I was surprised at the jinn and their perceptions, and
their gripping their cloth blankets on their mounts
Heading for Mecca, seeking guidance, for the gracious
of the spirits are not like the foul ones.
So head for the finest men of Hashim, and raise your
eyes to their head."

He later continued,
"I was surprised at the jinn and their knowledge, and
their gripping their baggage on their mounts,
Heading for Mecca, seeking guidance, for those that are
evil are not like those who are good.
So go to- the finest men of Hashim; the jinn who
believe are not like those of them who disbelieve.))

This and similar materials indicate the repeated arrival of the jinn to Mecca. We
have sufficiently established that above; and all praise and credit be to God.
Success and authority come through Him.
64. See Vol. I, page 245 et seq.
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The baji", AbU Bakr al-Bayhaql gave here a very strange badith - one indeed, that
was either objectionable or fabricated. However, its source is a cherished one.
And I wish to report it just as he did. It is strange to come from him.
AI-Bayhaql stated in his Dalii'il al-Nubuwwa: "Chapter on the arrival of Hama
b. al-Haytham b. Laqls b. Iblls to the Prophet (SAAS), and his acceptance of
Islam" as follows: "Abu aI-I:Iasan Mul).ammad b. aI-I:Iusayn b. Da'ud aPAlawl,
may God have mercy on him, informed us, quoting Abu Na~r Mul).ammad
b. I:Iamdawayh b. Sahl al-Q!iri' al-Marwazl, quoting 'Abd Allah b. I:Iammad
aI-Ami1l, quoting Mu\1ammad b. Abu Ma'shar, who quoted his father, from
Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar, who quoted 'Umar, may God be pleased with him, as
saying, 'While we were seated with the Messenger of God (SAAS), on one of the
mountains of Tihama, an old man holding a staff arrived. He greeted the
Messenger of God (SAAS), who returned the greeting, and asked, "By the
sing-song and prattling of the ]irm, who are you?" He replied, "I am Hama b.
aI-Haytham b. Laqls b. Ibhs."
'''The Prophet (SAAS), asked "There are only two fathers in your line from
Ibhs (Satan); how long have you lived, then?"
'''I've been living ahnost as long as the world itself. Back when Cain killed
Abel, I was still a boy, learning to understand words, moving across the hills and
ordering food to turn bad and breaking up families."
"'The Messenger of God (SAAS) commented, "Evil was the work of both
the blameworthy old man and the reprehensible boy!"
"'The old man went on, "Spare me from destruction! I turn in repentance to
God, Ahnighty and Glorious is He! I was with Noah in his mosque, along with
those ofhis people who believe in him. I kept on decrying him for his call to his
people until he wept and made me do so too. He said, 'Surely, I am one of those
who repent for all that; and I seek refuge with God from being one of those who
are foolishly ignorant.'
'" "I said, 'Noah, I was of those who took part in shedding the blood of that
fortunate martyr Abel, son ofAdam. Can you find forgiveness for me in yourself?'
He replied, 'Ham, hurry and find good to perform before you suffer grief and
remorse. I have read in what God has sent down to me that every worshipper
who turns in repentance to God and communicates this will have God turn to
him in forgiveness. Arise, perform the ablutions and make two prayer prostrations
to God.'"
'''Ham went on, "I did at once what he told me. He then called out to me,
'Lift up your head; forgiveness of you has been revealed from heaven. And so I
prostrated in worship to God.'"
"'He continued, "I was also with Hud in his mosque, along with those of his
people who believed. I kept on criticizing him for his call to his people until he
wept over them and made me weep too. He said, 'Surely, I am one of those who
repent for all that. And I seek refuge with God from being one ofthose who are
foolishly ignorant.'
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'" "Also I was with Sali!:I in his mosque with those of his people who believed.
I kept on criticizing him for his call to his people until he wept over them and
made me weep too. He said, 'I am one ofthose who repent for all that. And I seek
refuge with God from being one of those who are foolishly ignorant.'
'" "I used to visit Jacob, too; I was with Joseph in the secure place; and I used
to meet Elijah in the valleys; I meet him now.
"'''I met Moses, son of'lmran, and he taught me from the Torah. He told me,
'If you meet Jesus, son of Mary, greet him forme.' I did meet Jesus, son ofMary,
and greeted him from Moses. Jesus said, 'If you meet Mu!:Iammad (SAAS), greet
him for me.'
'" "The eyes of the Messenger of God (SAAS) flowed abundantly in tears
as he wept at this. Then he said, 'And may peace be upon Jesns for as long as
the world exists. And may peace be upon you too, Ham, for your keeping to
the faith.'''
"'Ham went on, 'Messenger of God, do with me as Moses did. He taught me
from the Torah."
'''The Messenger of God (SAAS) then taught him the words, "When the
awesome event occurs" (silrat al-Witq;'a; LVI, v.I), "And those who are sent
forth" (silrat al-Mursalitt; LXXVII, v.l), "What do they ask one another" (silrat
al-Nabt; LXXXVIII, v.I), "When the sun is covered over" (silrat al-Takwtr;
LXXXI, v.I), "Say: 'I seek refuge with the Lord of the dawn'" (silrat al-Falaq;
CXIII, v.I), "Say: 'I seek refuge with the Lord of men'" (silrat ai-Nits; CXIV,
v.I), and "Say: 'He, God, is One'" (silrat al-IkhlitF; CXII, v.I).
"'He then told him, "Tell us your needs, Ham. And don't stop visiting us.'"''

'Umar concluded, "He shook hands with the Messenger of God (SAAS) in
farewell and never returned to us. We don't know whether he is alive or dead."
AI-Bayhaqi went on to state, "This Ibn Abu Ma'shar in the chain has had
major af,titdtth related from him; however, the scholars in the traditions consider
him weak."
But this f,tadtth is narrated from another and stronger line of transmission.
God knows best.
THE YEAR JOAH.
Chapter: On the dispatch by the Messenger o[God (SAAS) o[Khalid b. al-Waltd.

Ibn Is!:Iaq stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) sent forth Khalid b. al-Walid
in Rabi' al-Akhir, or Jumada al-Uwla of 10 AH to Banu a1-Barith b. KaCh in Najran.
"He ordered him to invite them to Islam for three days before attacking them.
If they responded positively, he was to accept them, and if they did not, he was
to attack them.
"Khalid went forth and when he reached them, he sent out riders in all
directions inviting them to Islam, telling them, 'Accept Islam and you will be safe.'
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"They did accept Islam and accepted what they had been asked to do. Khalid
remained with them, instructing them in Islam, in God's Book and in the
practices of His Prophet CSAAS), as the latter had ordered if they should accept
Islam and not do battle.
"Khalid b. al-Walid then wrote to the Messenger of God CSAAS), as follows,
'In the name of God the most Merciful and Beneficent. To Mu1).ammad, the
Prophet, and Messenger of God, from Khalid b. ai-Wand. Peace be upon you,
Messenger of God, along with the mercy and blessings of God. I express to you
praise for God, other than Whom there is no god. To proceed, Messenger ofGod,
may God's blessings be upon you, you dispatched me to Bano al-I:J:arith b. Ka'b
and ordered me not to fight them for three days, to invite them into Islam and if
they accepted I was to go and teach them the essentials ofIslam, God's Book, and
the practice of His Prophet; if they did not accept Islam, I was to fight them.
'''I did go to them and invited them into Islam for three days, as the
Messenger of God CSAAS) ordered me. I sent riders out to them who said,
"BanO al-I:J:arith, accept Islam and be safe." They did accept Islam and did not
fight. I am staying among them telling them of what God has ordered them and
forbidding them from what God forbad them. I am teaching them the essentials
of Islam and the practice of the Prophet CSAAS), until the Messenger of God
CSAAS) writes to me. Peace be upon you, Messenger of God, along with His
mercy and His blessings.'
"The Messenger of God CSAAS) wrote back to him as follows, 'In the name of
God, the most Merciful and Beneficent. From Mu1).ammad, the Prophet, the
Messenger of God, to Khalid b. al-Walid. Peace be upon you. I express to you
praise for God other than Whom there is no other god. To proceed: your letter
came to me with your messenger informing me that Bano al-I:J:arith b. Ka'b
accepted Islam before you did battle with them, that they responded positively
to the requirements ofIslam of which you informed them, that they testified that
there is no god but God, that Mu1).ammad is His servant and His Messenger, and
that God has given them His guidance. Congratulate them, give them warning
and return; and let their delegation come with you. Peace be upon you and the
mercy and blessings of God. ",
"Khalid did return to the Messenger ofGodCSAAS), and the delegation ofBano
al-I:J:arith b. Ka'b came with him. Qiys b. al-I:J:u~ayn Dho al-Ghu~~a, Yazid b.
'Abd ai-Madan, Yazid b. al-Mu1).ajjal, 'Abd Allah b. Qurad al-Ziyyadi, Shaddad
b. 'Ubayd Allah al-Qanani and 'Amr b. 'Abd Allah al-l)ibabi were among them.
When they came to the Messenger of God CSAAS), and he saw them, he asked,
'Who are these men who seem to be Indians?'
"Someone told him, 'These men are Bano al-I:J:arith b. Ka'b.' When they
stood before the Messenger of God CSAAS), they greeted him and said, 'We bear
witness that you are the Messenger of God, and that there is no god but God.'
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He replied, 'I bear witness that there is no god but God, and that I am the
Messenger of God.'
"He then said, 'You are the people who, if forced back, would promptly
advance again.' They remained silent; none of them offered him any response.
He said the same a second and a third time and still no one responded.
"Then he said it a fourth time, and Yazid b. 'Abd aI-Madan replied, 'Yes,
Messenger of God; we are those who advance again if forced back.' He said this
four times.
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) then said, 'If Khalid had not written to me
that you had accepted Islam and had not done battle, I would have cast your
heads beneath your feet!'
"Yazid b. 'Abd aI-Madan said, 'In fact, I swear by God, we do not give praise
to you or to Khalid.'
'''Whom do you praise, then?' he asked. He replied, 'We praise God who led
us to you, Messenger of God.' The Messenger of God ($AAS) responded, 'You
speak the truth.'
"He then asked, 'How was it you overcame those you fought in thejahiliyya?'
They replied, 'We overcame no one.'
'''But you did,' he said. 'You did overcome those you fought.'
"They replied, 'We did overcome those we fought, Messenger of God, by
uniting and not splitting up, and by never initiating any injustice with anyone.' 'You
speak the truth,' he said and then appointed Qlys b. a1-I;Illiiayn as their commander."
Ibn Isl).aq went on, "They then returned to their people for the latter part of
Shawwal or the early part of Dhu al-QlCda. After their delegation had left, the
Messenger of God ($AAS) dispatched 'Amr b. I;Iazm to give them instruction
in the faith, to teach them the orthodox practice and the essential features
of Islam, and to take from them their charitable donations. He wrote him a
document specifying his charge and his orders to him."
Ibn Isl).aq went on to quote this document. We gave it above in matters relating
to the delegation of the kings of I;Iimyar, quoting from al-Bayhaqi. AI-Nasa'i
related this in a text similar to that of Mul).anuuad b. Isl).aq, but without a chain
of authorities.
THE DISPATCH BY THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS) OF THE
COMMANDERS TO THE PEOPLE OF YEMEN, INVITING THEM TO GOD,
ALMIGHTYAND GLORIOUS IS HE, CAME PRIOR TO THE IfIJJAT AL-WADA'.

AI-Bukhari entitles a section "Chapter on the dispatch ofAbu Musa and Mu'adh
to Yemen prior to the !lijjat al-wada'."
He went on to state, "Musa related to us, quoting Abu 'Awana, quoting 'Abd
aI-Malik, from Abu Burda, who said, 'The Prophet ($AAS) sent Abu Musa and
Mu'adh b. Jabal to Yemen. He dispatched each one of them to rule a province;
Yemen has two provinces.
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"'He told them, "Be lenient, not harsh; encourage, rather than repress." In
one account the words he used were, "Co-operate with one another; do not
conflict."
"'Each went off to do his work. They promised to visit and greet one another
in their own territory and when close to that of the other. Mu'adh was once
travelling on his land near that of his colleague Abu MUsa and rode further on
his mule to meet the latter. He found Abu Musa seated, with his people all
around him. There was a man there with him whose hands had been tied up
to his neck. Mu'adh asked Abu MUsa, "'Abd Allah b. Q;1ys, what's this about?"
He replied, "This is a man who apostatized after accepting Islam." Mu'adh told
him, "Well, I'll not dismount until he is killed!" Abu Musa assured him, "But
that's exactly why he was brought here. Do dismount." Mu'adh insisted, "I'll
not dismount until he is killed." The order was given, and he was killed.
"'Mu'adh dismounted and asked, "'Abd Allah, how do you recite the Qur'iln?'
He replied, "I do so at regular iotervals and piece-by-piece. How do you, Mu'adh?'
Mu'adh replied, "I sleep for the first part of the night, then get up, having slept
for that portion I determined. Then I recite what God wrote for me I should.
Thus I seek God's reward for both my sleeping and my being up praying.'''''
AI-Bukhari is alone io giving this from this line; Muslim does not.
AI-Bukhari went on to state that Is!:Iaq related to him, qnoting Khalid,
from al-Shaybilni, from Sa'id b. Abu Burda, from his father, from Abu MUsa
al-'Ash'ari, who said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) dispatched him to
Yemen and asked him about the drinks made there. Abu Musa told him, "They
make ai-bit' and al-mizr."
The narrator then asked Abu Burda, "What is al-bit'?" "It's an alcoholic drink
made from honey. And al-mizr is an alcoholic drink made from barley," he replied.
The Prophet (SAAS) said, "All intoxicants are prohibited."
Jarir and 'Abd al-Wal:Iid related it, from al-Shaybani, from Abu Burda.
Muslim related it from a /:tadtth of Sa'fd b. Abu Burda.
AI-Bukhari also stated that I;libban related to him, quoting 'Abd Allah, from
Zakariyya' b. Abu Is!:Iaq, from Ya!:Iya b. 'Abd Allah b. Sayfi, from Abu MaChad,
the freed-man of Ibn 'Abbas, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger of
God (SAAS) said to Mu'adh b. Jabal, when he dispatched him to Yemen, 'You
are going to people who have a scripture. When you reach them, invite them to
testify that there is no god but God and that Mu!:Iammad is the Messenger of
God. If they obey you in that, then tell them that God has enjoined upon them
five prayers each day and night. If they obey you in that, then tell them that God
obligates them to make a charitable contribution that will be taken from their
rich and be returned to their poor. If they obey you in that, then refrain from
(taking as tax payment) their best properties; be fearful of the curse of the
oppressed, for there is no barrier between them and God.'''
The rest of the community of scholars promulgated this from various lines
of transmission.
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Imam Al)mad stated, "Abu al-Mughlra related to us, quoting Safwan, quoting
Rashid b. Sa'd, from 'A~im b. I:Iamid al-SakUni, from Mu'adh b. Jabal, who said
that when the Messenger of God (SAAS) dispatched him to Yemen, the latter
went out to give him instructions, walking beside his mount as he rode. When
he had finished, he said, 'Mu'adh, you may well not meet me again, after this
year; but perhaps you will pass by this mosque of mine, and my grave.'
"Mu'adh wept in humility at leaving the Messenger of God (SAAS).
"The Prophet (SAAS) then turned towards Medina and said, 'Those persons
who are foremost with me are the pious; whoever and wherever they may be.'"
Imam Al;1mad then related this from Abu al-Yaman, from Safwan b. 'Amr,
from Rashid b. Sa'd, from 'A~im b. I:Iamid al-Sakuni. That account states that
when Mu'adh was dispatched by the Messenger of God (SAAS) to Yemen, the
latter went out to give him instructions, walking beside Mu'adh's mount as he
rode. When he had finished, he said, "Mu'adh, you may well not meet me again,
after this year; but perhaps you will pass by this mosque of mine and my grave."
Mu'adh wept in humility at leaving the Messenger of God (SAAS). The latter
then said, "Mu'adh, don't weep. There are occasions for weeping; weeping comes
from Satan."

Imam Al;1mad stated, "Abu al-Mughira related to us, quoting Safwan, quoting
Abu Ziyad b. 'Ubayd Yal;1ya al-Ghassarn, from Yazid b. Qu!"yb, who said that
Mu'adh used to say, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) sent me to Yemen
and said, "You may well pass by my grave and my mosque. I have sent you to a
people whose hearts are delicate; they will fight twice for the truth. You must
fight along with those who obey you against those of them who disobey you. To
the extent that wives will challenge their husbands, sons their fathers and brothers
one another, they will be faithful to Islam. And so between the two sides you will
create tranquillity and acquiescence.""
In this badith there is evidence and indication that Mu'adh, may God be
pleased with him, would not thereafter meet with the Prophet (SAAS). That is
indeed how it came out; Mu'adh remained in Yemen until the bijjat al-wada'.
And then, 81 days following the day of the major pilgrimage, came the death of
the Messenger of God (SAAS).
Then there is the badith given by Imam Al;1niad in which he stated, "Waki'
related to us, from al-A'mash, from Abu Zabyan, from Mu'adh, that when the
latter returned from Yemen, he said, "Messenger of God, I have seen men in
Yemen who bow down to one another. Should we not bow down to you?" He
replied, "IfI were to order any human being to bow down to any other, I would
order women to do so to their husbands."
Al;imad related it from Ibn Numayr, from al-A'mash (who said), "I heard Abu
Zabyan relate from one of the an~ar, from Mu'adh b. Jabal, who said, 'Mu'adh
arrived from Yemen and said, 'Messenger of God, I have seen men ..." '" and
he continued as above.
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This ftadith revolves around a man who is obscure; reference to such a person
could not be used as evidence, especially as other reliable authorities contradict
him, by saying, "When Mu'adh arrived from Syria ...". Al;1mad related this.
Al;1mad stated that Ibrahim b. Mahdi related to him, quoting Isma'il b.
'Ayyash, from 'Abd al-Ra1).man b. Abu I;lusayn, from Shahr b. I;lawshab, from
Mu'adh b. Jabal, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'The keys to
paradise are in bearing witness that there is no god but God.'"
Al;1mad stated, "Waki' related to us, quoting Sufyao, from I;labib b. Abu
Thabit, from Maymun b. Abu Shabib, from Mu'adh, (who said that) the
Messenger of God (SAAS) told him, 'Mu'adh, respond to something bad by
something good; that will erase it. Treat people with honourable conduct.'"
Waqi' stated, "I found it in my book from Abu Dharr, he being the first
auditor. Sufyao on one occasion quoted this tradition from Mu'adh."
Imam Al;1mad then stated that Isma'i! related to him, from Layth, from
I;labib b. Abu Thabit, from Maymun b. Abu Shabib, from Mu'adh, who said,
"Messenger of God, give me instructions." He replied, "Fear God, wherever
you may be." "Tell me more," he asked. He replied, "Respond to something bad
by something good that will erase it." "Tell me more," he asked. "Treat people
with honourable conduct," he replied.
AI-Tirmidhi related it io his collection from Mal;1mud b. Ghaylan, from Wak!',
from Sufyao al-Thawri and stated that it was ftasan, "good".
Our teacher stated io his exegesis, "Fuqayl b. Sulayman traced it from Fuqayl
b. Sulaymao, from Layth b. Abu Salim, from al-A'mash, from I;labib."
Al;1mad stated that Abu al-Yaman related to him, quoting Isma'il b. 'Ayyash,
from Safwan b. 'Amr, from 'Abd al-Ral;1man b. Jubayr b. Nufayr al-I;laqrami,
from Mu'adh b. Jabal, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) instructed me
using ten phrases. He said, 'Do not associate anything with God, even though
you might be killed or burned. Do not disobey your parents, even though they
tell you to give up your property or your family. Do not deliberately forego
any prescribed prayer. Whoever deliberately forgoes a prescribed prayer loses
God's protection. Do not drink wine, for it is the cause of every viJe deed.
Beware of insubordination, for it incurs the wrath of God. Beware of flight from
an advancing enemy, even if people are being destroyed. If death afflicts (your)
people, you are of them, so stay firm. Expend upon your children from your
assets and do not raise from them your staff in their upbringing. And inspire in
them love of God, the Ahnighty and Glorious.'"
Imam Al;1mad stated, "Yunus related to us, quoting Baqiyya, from al-Sarri
b. Yan'am, from Shurayl;1, from Masruq, from Mu'adh b. Jabal, (who said) that
when the Messenger of God (SAAS) dispatched him to Yemen, he told him,
'Beware ofluxury; God's servants do not seek after luxury.'"
Al;1mad stated that Sulaymao b. Da'ud al-Hashimi related to him, quoting Abu
Bakr - meaning Ibn 'Ayyash - quoting 'A~im, from Abu Wit'il, from Mu'adh,
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who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) dispatched me to Yemen and
ordered me to take one dinar or its equivalent in maCafir, 'provisions', from each
adult; he told me to take one mature cow for each forty catde and one camel

for each thirty cattle per annum. He ordered me to take one-tenth ofthe produce
of land watered by rain and. one-twentieth of the produce of land watered by
buckets."

Abu Da'ud related this from a I;adith of Abu Mu'awiya, and al-Nasa'l gave it
from a I;adith of Mu\.1ammad b. Is\.1aq from al-A'mash in similar form.
The ahl al-sunan related it from various lines of transmission, from al-A'mash,
from Abu Wa'II, from Masruq, from Mu'adh.
A\.1mad stated, "Mu'awiya related to me, from 'Amr and from Harun b.
Ma'ruf, both of whom stated, "Abd Allah b. Wabb related to us, from I:Iaywa,
from Yazid b. Abu I:Iabib, from Salama b. Usama, from Ya\.1ya b. al-I:Iakam
(who said) that Mu'adh stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) dispatched me
to receive charitable payments from the people of Yemen. He told me to take
a tabf, 'one camel', for every thirty head of cattle.'"'' Hamn explained, "The
word tabi' means a young, mature camel, either male or female." ""'And for
each forty head of cattle one musinna, 'a mature cow'."

'" "They proposed to me that 1 should take extra payment for between forty
and fifty, between sixty and seventy, and between eighty and ninety. But 1
declined this, telling them, 'I will ask the Messenger of God (SAAS) about that.'
'" "When 1 returned, 1 told the Prophet (SAAS) about this and he told me to
take one camel for thirty catde and for every forty head 1 should take one mature
cow. For sixty 1 should take two camels. For seventy, one mature cow and one
camel. For eighty, two mature cows. For ninety, 1 should take three camels. For
one hundred, one mature cow and two camels. For one hundred and ten, two
mature cows and one camel. For one hundred and twenty, 1 should take three
mature cows and four camels.
""'The Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered me not to take anything for
intermediate figures; only if it amounted to a mature cow or a camel. He claimed
that there was no tax on intermediate numbers."'"

This is a I;adith that is unique to A1)mad. This suggests that he came back after
his trip to Yemen to the Messenger of God (SAAS). However, the fact is that
he did not see the latter after that, as is stated earlier in a I;adith.
'Abd al-Razzaq stated that Ma'mar informed him, from al-Zuhri, from Ubayy
b. Ka'b b. Malik, who said, "Mu'adh b. Jabal was a handsome and generous
young man, one of the finest of his people. Anything ever asked of him he would
give, so that eventually he had a debt that foreclosed all his money. He told this
to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and asked him to speak to his creditors, and
this he did. But they would not reduce his debt at all; and if anyone should ever
have had a debt excused because of the plea of another, it should have been
Mu'adh after the appeal made by the Messenger of God (SAAS).
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"The Messenger of God (SAAS) summoned him and immediately Mu'adh
sold all his possessions and divided the proceeds between his creditors. Mu'adh
had nothing left.
"When the Messenger of God (SAAS) was going on the pilgrimage, he sent
Mu'adh to Yemen. And so Mu'adh was the first to do business with that money.
"When he returned from Yemen to Abu Bakr, 'the trusting', the Messenger
of God (SAAS) had died. 'Vmar came to him and said, 'Will you obey me and
pay this money over to Abu Bakr? If he gives it to you, you can then accept it.'
"Mu'adh replied, 'I'll not give it to him! The Messenger of God (SAAS) sent
me to Yemen to restore my fortune.'
"When Mu'adh refused, 'Vmar went to Abu Bakr and said, 'Send a message
to this man and take it, then pay him.'
"Abu Bakr replied, 'I'll not do that; the Messenger of God (SAAS) only
dispatched him to restore his fortune. I'll not take anything from him.'
"Next morning, Mu'adh went to 'Vmar and said, 'I see no alternative to doing
what you said. I saw myself yesterday in a dream' - 'Abd aI-Razzaq thinks he said
this - 'being dragged to hell-fire; and you had hold of my waistband!'
"He then hurried off to Abu Bakr with everything he had brought; he even
took him his whip and he swore he had kept nothing hidden from him. Abu
Bakr, may God be pleased with him, said, 'It is yours; I will take none of it.'"
Abu Thawr related this, from Ma'mar, from al-Zuhrl, from 'Abd al-RaJ:unau
b. Ka'b b. Malik. He related it as above, except for the words, "and in the year
of the conquest of Mecca, the Messenger of God (SAAS) dispatched him as
governor of a part of Yemen. Mu'adh remained there until the death of the
Messenger of God (SAAS). Then, in the caliphate of Abu Bakr, he returned and
left again for Syria."
AI-Bayhaql stated, "We have affirmed earlier that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) placed him in command of Mecca with 'Attab b. Vsayd to give its
people instruction, and also that he was present on the expedition to TabUk; it is
most likely that the Messenger of God (SAAS) dispatched him to Yemen after
that. Bnt God knows best."
AI-Bayhaql then related the story of Mu'adh's dream, giving a line of
transmission through ai-A'mash, from Abu Wa'II, from 'Abd Allah. In that
account it is said that what Mu'adh brought (from Yemen) included slaves, and
that he took them to Abu Bakr. When the latter gave everything back to him,
Mu'adh took them back too. He then performed the prayer, and all the slaves
prayed with him. When he was done, he asked them, "To whom did yon pray?"
"To God," they replied. "Then you are all manumitted to Him." And he did
free them.
Imam Al)mad stated that Mul)ammad b. Ja'far related to him, quoting Shu'ba,
from Abu 'Awn, from al-I:Iarith b. 'Amr b. Akhu al-Mughlra b. Shu'ba, from
associates of Mu'adh from the people of I:Iims, from Mu'adh, who said that
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when the Messenger of God (SAAS) dispatched him to Yemen, he asked, "How
will you act if a case is brought to you for judgement?" He replied, "I will make
a judgement according to what is in God's Book."
"And what if the case is not in God's Book?"
"Then in accord with the practice of the Messenger of God (SAAS)," he
replied.
"And what if it is not covered in the practice of the Messenger of God
(SAAS)?"
"I will ajtahidu,65 'strive hard', and spare no effort."
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) then struck me in the chest and said, 'Praise
be to God, who made fit for the envoy of the Messenger of God that which
pleases the Messenger of God!"
i\l.1mad related this from Waki', from 'Affan, from Shu'ba, with his line of
transmission and his phraseology.
Abu Da'ud and al-Tirmidhi gave it from a /!adith of Shu'ba. AI-Tirmidhi
stated, "We know it only from this line of transmission and in my opinion his
chain of authorities is not continuous."

Ibn Maja related it from him by a different line, namely through Mul;1ammad
b. Sa'd b. I:Iassan - he having been crucified, as one of the liars - from CUbada
b. Nusi," from 'Abd al-Ral;1man b. Ghanam, from Mu'adh, in similar words.
Imam Al;1mad narrated from Mul;1ammad b. Ja'far, and Yal;1ya b. Sa'id, from
Shu'ba, from 'Amr b. Abu I:Iakim, from 'Abd Allah b. Burayda, from Yal;1ya b.
Ma'mar, from Abu al-Aswad al-Dili, who said, "While Mu'adh was in Yemen,
the case was brought before him of a Jew who had died and left a brother who
was a Muslim.
"Mu'adh stated, 'I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, "Islam brings
increase, not loss." And he allowed him to inherit.'"

Abu Da'ud related it from a !tadith ofIbn Burayda.
This ruling is narrated from Mu'awiya b. Abu Sufyan, its narrator being
Yal;1ya b. Mu'ammar al-QiQi and a group ofearly authorities. Isl;1aq b. Rahawayh
preferred that version.
The majority of scholars, however, including the four Imams and their
followers, oppose this group. They raise objections because of what is firmly
established in the two ,a/!i/! collections from Usama b. Zayd, who stated, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'An unbeliever may not inherit from a Muslim,
nor a Muslim from an unbeliever.'"

What is shown here is that Mu'adh, may God be pleased with him, was a
qili!i, "a judge", in Yemen acting on behalf of the Prophet (SAAS). He was a
65. Use of ijtihad has, of course, been considered an essential function of jurists since the early

days of Islam.
66. According to a footnote in the Arabic printed text, he was a qii4i of Tiberias who died in

118 AH.
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commander in the wars and one who distributed and received the charitable
contributions, as the I;adith ofIbn 'Abbas given above shows.
He would stand out in front of the people and perform the five prayers with
them. As al-Bukhan stated, "Sulayman b. l:;larb related to us, quoting Shu'ba,
from l:;lablb b. Abu Thabit, from Sa'ld b. Jubayr, from 'Amr b. Maymun, (who
said) that when Mu'adh went to Yemen, he performed the al-,ubl; prayer with
them and recited, "And God took Abraham as a companion ..." (surat al-Nisii'P;
IV, v.l25). At that, one of the congregation said, "Abraham's mother was really
pleased!"
AI-Bukharl was alone in giving this.
Chapter on the dispatch by the Messenger ofGod (SAAS) ofCAli b. Abu Talib and Khiilid
b. al-Walid to Yemen, before /:tijjat al-wadii', 'The Farewell Pilgrimage'.

A!).mad b. 'Othman related to us, quoting Shuray!). b. Maslama, quoting Ibrahim
b. Yusufb. Abu Is!).aq, quoting his father, from Abu Is!).aq (who said), "I heard
al-Bara' b. 'Azib say, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) sent us with KhaIid b.
al-Walid to Yemen. He later dispatched 'Ali to take his place. He told him, "Tell
those of KhaIid's men who wish to remain with you that they may; those who
wish should return." I was among those who stayed with him. And I received a
considerable number of awqiyya as booty."
AI-Bukharl alone gives this with this line of transmission.
AI-Bukharl went on to state that it was related to him by Mu!).ammad b.
Bashshar, quoting Raw!). b. 'Ubada, quoting 'Ali b. Suwayd b. Manjuf, from
'Abd Allah b. Burayda, from his father, who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) sent
'All to Khalid b. al-Walid to collect the khums, 'the one-fifth booty payment'. I
hated 'All. Next morning 'Ali took a bath." I asked Khalid, 'Won't you just look
at this!'
"When we returned to the Prophet (SAAS), I related that situation to him, and
he asked, 'Burayda, you really hate 'Ail!' 'Yes, I do,' I replied. He commented,
'Well don't hate him; he deserves more than that from the khums.'''
AI-Bukharl alone gives this with this line; Muslim does not.
Imam A!).mad stated that Ya!).ya b. Sa'id related to him, quoting 'Abd al-Jalil,
who said, "I was in a circle of people that included Abu Mijlaz and Burayda's
two sons. 'Abd Allah b. Burayda said, 'My father Burayda related to me as
follows, "I used to hate 'Ali more strongly than I had ever hated anyone. And
there was one man of Quraysh whom I liked only because of his hatred for 'All.
""'That man was sent out with the cavalry and I went with him, solely
because of his hatred for 'All. We took some prisoners. He then wrote to the
Messenger of God (SAAS), saying, 'Send someone to us who will divide the
67. The text implies that he bathed after a sexual encounter with one of the
in the khumus booty.

slave~girls

included
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booty.' He dispatched 'Ali to us. Among the best of the captives was a black
slave-girl.
''''''Ali took the booty, divided it up and came out. When he did so, his head
was wet. I asked, 'Abii al-Basan, what's this?' He replied, 'Didn't you see that
black slave-girl included with the captives? I made the division and she became
part of the khums. Then she became part of the household of the Prophet
(SAAS), and so one of 'Ali's family. And I had sex with her.'
'" "The man" had a message to send to the Messenger of God (SAAS). SO I
said, 'Dispatch me.' And he did so, expressing his trust. (When in the presence
of the Prophet (SAAS)), I began reading out the message, saying it was true. He
(the Prophet) then took hold of my hand and the message and asked, 'Do you
hate 'Ali?' 'Yes,' I replied. 'Don't hate him,' he asked. 'Whatever love you have
for him, make it stronger. I swear by Him Who holds the soul of Mu\;1ammad in
His hand, the share of the khums due the family of 'Ali is better than one black
slave-girl.'
'" "And following what the Messenger of God (SAAS) had said to me, there
was no one I loved more than I did 'Ali."
''''Abd Allah b. Burayda went on, "And I swear by the One and Only God,
that the only narrator between myself and the Messenger of God (SAAS) was
my father Burayda.'"
'Abd aI-Jalil b. 'Atiyya aI-Faqih Abii Sali\;1 al-Ba~ri is alone in giving this. Ibn
Ma'in and Ibn Bibban both consider him reliable. However, aI-Bukhari stated,
"Various charges, are, however, made against him."

Mu\;1ammad b. Is\;1aq stated, "Aban b. Sali\;1 related to us, from 'Abd Allah b.
Niyar aI-Aslami, from his uncle 'Amr b. Sha's al-Aslami, who had been present
at aI-Budaybiyya, who said, 'I was with 'Ali b. AbiiTalib in the cavalry party the
Messenger of God (SAAS) sent out to Yemen. 'Ali was somewhat rude to me,
and I resented his behaviour.
'When I returned to Medina, I complained about him in various meetings and
to people I met. One day when I went to the mosque, I found the Messenger of
God (SAAS) sitting there. When he saw me look into his eyes, he stared straight
back at me until I sat down near him. He then said, "I swear, 'Amr b. Sha's, you
have done me harm!"

'" "But we all belong to God and to Him do we return!" I exclaimed. "I take
refuge in God and in Islam against ever harming the Messenger of God (SAAS)!'
He commented, "Whoever harms CAlI harms mel"'"

AI-Bayhaqi related this from a different line, from Ibn Is\;1aq, from Aban b.
aI-Fagl b. Ma'qil b. Sinan, from 'Abd Allah b. Niyar, from his uncle 'Amr b.
Sha's. That account is similar.
The !;afi:;, aI-Bayhaqi stated that Mu\;1ammad b. 'Abd Allah al-Baft? informed
him, quoting Abii Is\;1aq al-Muzakki, relating from 'Vbayda b. Abii al-Safr who
68. That is, the unnamed leader of Burayda's party.
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said, "I heard Ibrahim b. Yilsuf b. Abil Isl}aq state, from his father, from Abil
Isl}aq, from ai-Bar:!' (who said) that, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) dispatched
Khalid b. al-Walid to invite the people of Yemen into Islam.'"
AI-Bara' went on, "I was among those who accompanied KhaIid b. al-Walid.
We stayed there six months inviting them into Islam, but they did not respond
well to him. The Messenger of God (SAAS) then sent 'Ali b. Abil TaIib with
orders to replace Khalid; those with KhaIid who wanted to stay there with 'Ali
could do so.
"I was one of those who stayed with 'Ali. When we approached the people
there, they came out to us. We advanced and 'Ali led us in prayer. He later
positioned us in one line and went out ahead of us and read to them the message
from the Messenger of God (SAAS). At that all (Banil) Hamdan accepted Islam.
'Ali then wrote a message to the Messenger of God (SAAS), teIling of their
acceptance of Islam. When he read the message, he prostrated in prayer, then
raised his head and said, 'Peace be upon (Banil) Hamdan! Peace be upon
Hamdan!'"
AI-Bayhaqi stated, "AI-Bukhan related this in an abbreviated form, from a
different line, from Ibrahim b. Yilsuf."
AI-Bayhaqi stated that he was informed by Abil al-I;:lusayn Mul}ammad b.
al-Faql al-Q<tnan, quoting Abil saW b. Ziyad al-Q<tnan, quoting Isma'il b.
Abil Uways, who quoted his brother, from Sulayman b. Bilal, from Sa'd b. Isl}aq
b. Ka'b b. 'Vjra, from his aunt Zaynab, daughter of Ka'b b. 'Vjra, from Abil
Sa'id al-Khudri, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) dispatched 'Ali b.
Abil Talib to Yemen.
"I was one of those who accompanied him. When he had taken some camels
as ~adaqa, 'charitable payments', we asked him if we could ride them and rest our
own, which we could see were tiring. He refused us, saying, 'You have only a
share in them, just like all Muslims.'
"When .'Ali had finished his mission and left Yemen to return home, he
appointed a certain person in command of us. He himself then hurried off and
joined in the pilgrimage. When he had completed his pilgrimage, the Prophet
(SAAS) told him, 'Go back and rejoin your men.'
"In the meantime we had made to the commander 'Ali had appointed over us
the same request he had denied, and this man had agreed. When 'Ali learned that
the camels taken as ~adaqa payment had been ridden, and saw how this had tired
them, he surmuoned his deputy and berated him.
"(I told myself) 'I swear by God, when I reach Medina, I'll certainly make a
report to him (the Prophet (SAAS)), and tell him how rudely and harshly we
have been treated! After our arrival in Medina, I went to him early one morning
intending to fulfil my oath. I met Abu Bakr coming out from having been with
the Messenger of God (SAAS), and when he saw me he stopped and welcomed
me, asking me various questions, as I did him. He asked, 'When did you arrive?'
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'I got here yesterday,' I replied. He then went back with me to the Messenger of
God (SAAS). He went inside and said, 'Sa'd b. Malik b. al-Shahld is here.'
'Invite him in,' he told him.
"So I entered and greeted the Messenger of God (SAAS), as he did me. He
came over to me and asked me various questions about myself and my family,
and did so very kindly. I told him, 'Messenger of God, we suffered greatly from
the ill-conduct and harsh treatment of 'All.'
"He hesitated and I began enumerating the problems we had had with him
and right in the middle of my comments he slapped me on the thigh; I was
right next to him. He said, 'Sa'd b. Malik b. a1-Shahld, tone down what you are
saying about your brother 'All! I swear by God, I well know how tough he is in
God's cause!' I told myself, 'Sa'd b. Malik, your mother is as good as bereaved
of you! I'm sure to be in his bad books, no matter what! And I'll surely never
make a negative reference to him again, confidentially or openly!'"
The chain of transmission for this is good and accords with the criteria of
al-Nasa'l; bnt none of the authors of the six major collections (of traditions)
relate it.
Yunus quoted from Mu!,lammad b. Is!,laq as follows, "Ya\1ya b. 'Abd Allah b.
Abu 'Umar related to me, from Yazld b. TaI!,la b. Yazld b. Rukana, who said,
'The army who were with 'All in Yemen became upset that, having made their
advance, he then put a deputy in command of them and hurried away to join the
Messenger of God (SAAS).
"This deputy went ahead and dressed every man in a ceremonial robe. When
they were on their way to him, 'All came out to receive them and found them
wearing their robes. He asked, 'What's all this then?' They replied, 'So-and-so
dressed us in them.' He asked, 'What made you do this before coming to the
Messenger of God (SAAS), instead of letting him do as he wished?' And he took
away their robes.
"When they reached the Messenger of God (SAAS), they complained to him
about that. These men had previously made a pact of peace with the Messenger
of God (SAAS), and he had only sent 'All to collect thejizya, 'poll-tax', imposed
upon them."
I note that this text is close to that of a1-Bayhaql. Namely, that 'All went on
ahead of them because of the pilgrimage, taking a hadi,w with him and having
assumed the state of ibram for the pilgrimage, with the same intention as the
Prophet (SAAS). The latter ordered 'All to maintain the state of ibram. In an
account of al-Bara' b. 'A.zib, he ('All?) told him, 'I brought a hadi and assumed
the qiran state for the bajj.'''"
69. An animal- a goat, sheep Of, mOre usually, a camel- brought on the pilgrimage for sacrifice.
70. The Muslim pilgrim is at liberty to assume a variety of states for the /:lajj, one of which is
al-qiran. For further information see the Glossary and the Encyclopedia ofIslam.
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What is implied here is that when there arose the controversy about that
army, due to 'AlI's having prevented them putting the ,adaqa camels to work and
then his having withdrawn from them the permission granted by his deputy.
Even though 'Ali could be excused for his actions, talk arose among the pilgrims
about him. Therefore, though God knows best, the Messenger of God (SAAS),
having completed the pilgrimage and its associated ceremonials, returned to
Medina. Passing the stream at Khumm, he arose among the people and made
an address. He acquitted 'Ali of wrongdoing, emphasized his importance and
his virtues to remove the negative impression of him held by many. A detailed
account ofthis will follow, in its appropriate place, if God so wills it. And in Him
is all trust.
Al-Bukhari stated that Qutayba related to him, quoting 'Abd al-Wal.lld, from
'Umara b. al-Q;t'qa' b. Shabrama, who quoted 'Abd al-RaI:>man b. Abu Nu'm as
having said that he heard Abu Sa'ld al-Khudrl say, "'Ali b. Abu Talib sent from
Yemen to the Prophet (SAAS), in a leather bag a chunk of gold not yet refined
from its ore.

"He (the Prophet (SAAS)), divided it up between four persons: 'Uyayna
b. Badr, al-Aqra' b. I:Iabis and Zayd al-Khayl. The fourth was either 'A1qama b.
'Ulatha or 'Amir b. al-Tufayl.
"One of his men said, 'But we had more right to it than they!' That remark
reached the Prophet (SAAS), and he said, 'Don't you trust me! Even though I
am the one trusted by the One in heaven, who delivers me news of heaven,
morning and evening?'
"Thereupon a man arose who had sunken eyes, prominent cheekbones, a high
forehead, thick beard, shaved head and who was wearing his waist-wrapper tucked
up. He said, 'Messenger of God, fear God!' He responded, 'Confound you, am
I not the most God-fearing man of all?' The man then walked away.
"Khalid b. al-Walld then asked, 'Messenger of God, should I not behead
him?' 'No,' he replied, 'he may well be one who prays.m 'Ali commented, 'But
there are many who pray, yet speak with their tongues what is not in their hearts.'
The Messenger of God (SAAS) responded, 'I have not been commanded to
search the hearts of people, nor to cut open their stomachs.'
"He stared after the man as he walked away, and said, 'From the progeny of
this man there will go out people who will recite the Book of God eloquently, but
it will not pass beyond their throats. They will exit the faith like an arrow exiting
from its target.' I think he also said, 'If! were alive at their time, I would execute
them just as Thamud were killed.'''
Al-Bukharl related this in various other places of his work. Muslim relates
it in the section on zakat, "charitable payments", of his ,a!;i!; collection, along
several lines of transmission from 'Umara b. al--Q;t'qa'.
71. The comment implies that he is, outwardly at least, a Muslim.
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Imam Al)mad stated that Yal)ya related to him, from aI-A<mash, from 'Amr b.
Murra, from Abu al-BakhtarI, from 'AlI, who said, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS), dispatched me to Yemen while I was still young.
"I said, 'You are dispatching me to a people among whom there will be cases
(to decide), but I have no knowledge of making judgement.' He replied, 'God
will guide your tongue and make your heart firm.'
"And I never had any doubts about judging between any two."
Ibn Maja related it from a badith of al-A'mash.
Imam AQmad stated that Aswad b. 'Amir related to him, quoting Shank,
from Simak, from Banash, from 'AlI, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
dispatched me to Yemen. I asked, 'Messenger of God, are you sending me out
to people older than myself; I'm still young, and I have no knowledge of reaching
judgement.'
"He then placed his hand on my chest and said, '0 God, make his tongue
firm and guide his heart. 'AlI, if you should have two rivals sit down with you,
do not judge between them until you hear from the other what you heard from
the first; if you act this way, it will be clear to you.'
"And since then I never had doubts about any case." Or the words used were,
"And since then I never found any case difficult."
Al)mad also narrated this, as did Abu Da'ud, from various other lines, from
Shurayk. A1-TirmidhI gave it from a badith of Za'ida. Both quoted from Simak
b. Barb, from Banash b. aI-Mu'tamir, said to be the son of RabI'a aI-KinanI
al-KufI, from 'AIL
Imam Al)mad stated that Sufyan b. CUyayna related to him, from aI-Ajlal),
from al-Sha'bI, from 'Abd Allah b. Abu ai-KhalIl, from Zayd b. Arqam, who said
that several people had intercourse with a woman in the same period. 'Ali asked
two of them, "Do you find this appropriate?" "No," they replied. 'AlI then
approached the others and asked, "Do you find this appropriate?" They both
replied, "No." He then said, "¥ou are quarrelsome partners."
He went on, "I will cast lots between you. Whichever of you has his opponent
win will receive two-thirds of the blood-wit, and I will award the child to him."
"This decision was reported to the Prophet (SAAS), who said, 'I know no
more than what (Ali said.'"

Al)mad also stated that Shurayl) b. aI-Nu'man related to him, quoting
Hushaym, quoting al-Ajlal), from al-Sha'bi, from Abu ai-KhalIl, from Zayd b.
Arqam (who said) that before 'Ali, while he was in Yemen, three men were
brought who had shared (in the conception of) a child. He drew lots between
them and awarded to the one to whom the arrow pointed two-thirds ofthe diyya,
and awarded the child to him.
Zayd b. Arqam stated that he went to the Prophet (SAAS), and informed him
of 'AlI's decision, and that he laughed so loudly that his molars were visible.
Abu Da'ud related this from Musaddad, from Yal)ya al-Qiittan, as did
al-Nasa'I, from 'AlI b. Bujr, from 'AlI b. Mushir. Both these scholars give their
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line of transmission from al-Ajlal;1 b. 'Abd Allah, from 'Amir al-Sha'bl, from
'Abd Allah b. al-Khaill.
AI-Nasa'l, in his account from 'Abd Allah b. Abu al-Khaill, quotes Zayd b.
Arqam as stating, "I was with the Messenger of God (SAAS), when a man from
Yemen arrived and said, 'Three men went to 'Ail in dispute over a child with
whose mother they had each had intercourse in one period.' He went on to relate
as above and concluded, 'And the Prophet (SAAS) laughed.'''
Both scholars - Abu Da'ud and al-Nasa'l, that is - also related it from a ltadith
of Shu'ba, from Salama b. Kuhayl, from al-Sha'bl, from Abu Khaill or Ibn
al-Khalll, from 'Ail's words. The source gave an incomplete or improperly
transcribed line of transmission.
Imam A\:unad also narrated it, from 'Abd al-Razzaq, from Sufyan al-Thawrl,
from al-Ajlal;1, from al-Sha'bl, from 'Abd Khayr, from Zayd b. Arqam. That
account is similar to the above. Both Abu Da'ud and al-Nasii'l gave it from
l;Ianash b. A~ram; Ibn Maja gave it from Is\:1aq b. Man~ur. Both l;Ianash and
Is\:1aq quote 'Abd al-Razzaq, from Sufyan al-Thawrl, from Sali\:1 al-Hamdam,
from al-Sha'bl, from 'Abd Khayr, from Zayd b. Arqam.
Our teacher stated in his work aI-AlTa/, "This "Abd Khayr' may well be 'Abd
Allah b. ai-Khalil; however, the narrator did not fully specify his name."
I note that ifthis identification is correct, it strengthens the ltadith, even though
other (narrators) are better because they follow him. However, the al-Ajla\:1 b.
'Abd Allah al-Kindl in the chain is the subject of some dispute.
Imam A\:1mad accepts the use of casting lots to establish parenthood; this
ruling is one of few in which he is alone.
Imam A\:1mad stated that Abu Sa'ld related to him, quoting Isrii'd, quoting
Simak, from l;Ianash, from 'All, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) sent
me to Yemen and we went out to a group of people who had dug a pit to trap
lions. While they were actively engaged in doing this, one man fell in and
grabbed hold of another man. The second took hold of another, and so on until
there were four men in the pit. The lion wounded them all. Then a man rushed
at it with a lance and killed it. But all the wounded died from their injuries.
"The heirs of the first man approached those of the second, who took up arms
to do battle with them. 'Ail arrived thereafter and asked, 'Do you really want to
fight one another even while the Messenger of God (SAAS) is still alive! I will
judge between you. If you accept my decision, then so be it. Otherwise, keep
away from one another until you go to the Prophet (SAAS), and then he can be
the one to judge between you. Anyone who commits aggression after that will
have no rights.
'Gather from the tribes who had dug the pit camels equivalent to one-quarter,
one-third, one-half and one whole diyya. 72 To the first victim he awarded
72. Presumably in this case the diyya, "the blood-wit", consisted of the then normal IOO.camels
of specified age and sex.
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one-quarter of a diyya, since he had died, one-third of a diyya to the second,
one-half of a diyya to the third and a full diyya to the fourth.
"They refused to accept this judgement and went to the Prophet (SAAS),
while he was at the maqam Ibrahim, 'Abraham's station' at the ka'ba, and told him
the story. He said, 'I will judge between you.' One man then said, 'Messenger of
God, 'Ali has already reached judgement for us.' They recounted this to him and
the Messenger of God (SAAS) accepted it."
Imam AJ:>mad went on to relate this also from Wakj', from Bammad b. Salama,
from Simak b. Barb, from Banash, from 'AlL

BOOK ON THE BUlAT AL-WADAc,
'THE FAREWELL PILGRIMAGE', IN 10

AH.

It is also known as the {tijjat al-balagh, "the message pilgrimage".
It is known as "the farewell pilgrimage" because during it the Prophet (SAAS),
said goodbye to the people and performed no pilgrimage after it. It is also named
{tijjat ai-Islam, "the Islam pilgrimage", because the Prophet (SAAS) left on no
other occasion from Medina to make the pilgrimage, though he had performed
pilgrimages a number of times before the prophethood and thereafter.
It is said that the obligation to make the pilgrimage was revealed that year; it
is also said that this was in 9 AH, or in 6 AH, or even before the Hijra, though this
last is unlikely.
It is called {tijjat al-balagh, "the message pilgrimage" because in it the
Messenger of God (SAAS) gave, both in word and deed, the message to the
people concerning God's laws for the pilgrimage. All the bases and fundamentals
ofIslam, without exception, were made clear by the Prophet (SAAS). When he
explained and laid out for them the prescribed law for the pilgrimage, God
revealed to him as he stood there at Mt. 'Ararat, "Today I have perfected your
faith for you, fulfilled my grace upon you and favoured you with Islam as a
religion" (surat al-MiPida; V, v.3).
Clarification of all this will follow.
The purpose here is to relate the manner of the pilgrimage of the Messenger
of God (SAAS). The early transmitters differ considerably in this, depending
upon the information they each received; this is especially true of those sources
who lived after the Companions of the Prophet, may God be pleased with them.
We, thanks be to God and through His help and the success He grants, will
relate those accounts given by the Imams in their works; we will co.-ordinate
them in such a manner as to please and instruct those who contemplate them,
while interpreting the various accounts, if God so wills it, and in Him is all trust
and reliance.
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The community and the scholastic authorities, both early and later, have
demonstrated very great interest in the pilgrimage of the Messenger of God
($AAS).
The scholar Abu Mui;Jammad b. I:Iazm al-AndaiusI, may God have mercy
upon him, devoted a complete volume to the "farewell pilgrimage". While most
of this is excellendy done, he did fall into certain mistakes, and we will clarify
these in the appropriate places. And in God help is to be sought.
Chapter: Information on the fact that the Prophet (SAAS), made only one full pilgrimage
from Medina, having previously departedfOr three <Umra, 'lesser', pilgrimages.

This is as both al-Bukharl and Muslim related from Hudba, from Hammam,
from Qittada, from Anas, who said, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) made four
<umra pilgrimages, all in Dhu al-Qit<da, except for the one that was during his
performance of his (major) pilgrimage."
Yunus b. Bukayr related this from 'Vmar b. Dharr, from Mujahid, from Abu
Hurayra to the same effect.
Sa'd b. Man~ur stated, from al-Daraward!, from Hisham b. 'Vrwa, from his
father, from 'Ji.'isha, who said, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) made three
'umra pilgrimages: one in shawwal and three in Dhu al-qa'da."
Ibn Bukayr related similarly from Malik, from Hisham b. 'Vrwa.
Imam Al,unad narrated from a badith of <Amr b. Shu'ayb, from his father,
from his grandfather, that the Messenger of God ($AAS) made three 'umra
pilgrimages, all in Dhu al-qa'da.
Al).mad stated that Abu al-Nagr related to him, quoting Da'ud - meaning
al-'Arrar - from 'Amr, from qkrima, from Ibn <Abbas, who said, "The Messenger
of God ($AAS) made four 'umra pilgrimages: that of al-I:Iudaybiyya, the
'umrat al-qaqa', that from al-Ji<rana, and that coincident with his (major)
pilgrimage."
Abu Da'ud, al-Tirmidh! and ai-Nasa'! related this from a badith of Da'ud
al-<Anar, and al-Tirmidh! characterized it as basan, "good".
This issue is examined above relative to the 'umra from al-Ji'rana. 73 It will also
be examined in the section on those who stated that the Prophet ($AAS) made
the qiran pilgrimage simultaneously. And help is to be sought from God.
The first 'umra was that of al-I:Iudaybiyya from which he was blocked.
Thereafter came the 'umrat al-qaqa', which others name the 'umrat al-qi~as,
"the retaliation pilgrimage", and still others the <umrat al-qaqiyya, "the cause
pilgrimage". Thereafter came the 'umra from al-Ji<rana, on his return from
al-Ta'if, when he divided up the spoils from the batde of I:Iunayn. We have
examined all this in the appropriate places above. The fourth was the 'umra he
performed along with his major pilgrimage.
73. See above, Vol. III, page 496 et seq.
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We will examine the disagreements between some over his making an 'umra
with this pilgrimage - whether it was mutamatti'an," wherein he performed the
'umra prior to the 1;ajj, or was prevented from being discharged (from the i1;ram)
by his having brought along a sacrificial animal, or whether this 'umra was as
a qarin, that is performed simultaneously with his major pilgrimage. We will
similarly relate those a1;adith that suggest this, as well as those that say it was
performed mufridan, that is separate from the major pilgrimage, where he
engaged in it after having completed the latter. This is what is maintained by
those who consider the 'umra as ifrad, that is as a specifically separate pilgrimage,
a view widely known to be associated with al-Shafi'L
This will be clarified when we discuss the i1;ram, the ritual consecration of
the Messenger of God (SAAS), and whether it was mufridan, mutamatti'an or
muqiinn.

Al-Bukhilli stated that 'Arnr b. Khalid related to him, quoting Zuhayr, quoting
Abu Isl;taq, who quoted Zayd b. Arqam, who said that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) went out on nineteen military expeditions and that he performed one
full pilgrimage after his Hijra.
Abu Isl;taq said, "And there was another, at Mecca."
Muslim related this from a 1;adith of Zuhayr and they both promulgated it
from a 1;adith of Shu'ba. Al-BukharI and Isra'Il added a third source, from Abu
Isl;taq 'Amr b. 'Abd Allah al-Sabj'j, from Zayd.
Regarding the comment of Abu Isl;taq to the effect that the Prophet (SAAS)
performed another pilgrimage while at Mecca, if what he implies is that he only
performed one pilgrimage there, as is the apparent meaning of his statement,
then he is far from correct.
The Prophet (SAAS), after the declaration of his mission, would attend
the pilgrimage ceremonies and invite people to God, asking for assistance in
announcing the words ofhis Lord, since Quraysh had prevented him from doing
so. This went on until God led to him the community of the an,iir who met with
him on the night of al-'.Aqaba, that is the evening of the animal sacrifice at
the meeting at al-'.Aqaba, for three successive years. Eventually, in the final year,
they pledged allegiance to him, on the second night at al-'.Aqaba of their third
meeting with him. Thereafter came the Hijra to Medina. We have detailed all
this in its appropriate place. And God knows best.
In the 1;adith of Ja'far b. Mul;tammad b. 'Ali b. al-I:Iusayn, from his father,
Jabir b. 'Abd Allah is quoted as having said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
remained in Medina for nine years without making a pilgrimage. He then
made an announcement to the people that there would be a pilgrimage. A
large number of people gathered in Medina, and the Messenger of God (SAAS)
went forth four or five days before the end of Dhu al-Q;t'da. When he was at
74. The bajj al-tamattu C is when the pilgrim does not bring an animal for sacrifice, and assumes
the i/lram state only for the 'umra. Thereafter, to perform the {tajj proper, the pilgrim fe-establishes
the iftram state and is required to slaughter a hadi.
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Dhu al-I:Iulayfa he perfonned the prayers. He then mounted his camel and it
stood up with him. When it moved off with him into the desert," he called out
labbayka! "I am at Your service!" At this we recited the al-talbiyya,76 thinking
only of the pilgrimage."
This /:tadith will be given in full. It is in the ,a/:ti/:t collection of Muslim; the
above is the phraseology given by al-Bayhaqi, from a line through Al}mad b.
I:Ianbal, from Ibrahim b. Tahrnan, from Ja'far b. Mul}ammad.
Chapter: On the date o[the departure o[the Prophet (SAASj,from Medina
on the l)ijjat al-wadac.

This followed his appointment of Abu Dujana Simak b. Kharsha al-Sa'idi in
command of Medina. Others give the name of Siba' b. CUrfuta aI-Ghifari, both
names being given by 'Abd ai-Malik b. Hisham.
Mul}ammad b. Isl}aq stated, "When Dhu al-Qit'da of IO AH arrived, the
Messenger of God (SAAS) made preparations to leave on the pilgrimage, and
ordered his people to do so too.
"'Abd al-Ra\1man b. al-Qisim related to me, from his father al-Qisim
b. Mul}ammad, from 'A'isha, wife of the Prophet (SAAS), who said, 'The
Messenger of God (SAAS) left on the pilgrimage five days before the end ofDhu
aI-Qit'da.",
This line of transmission is excellent.
Imam Malik related this in his work al-Muwa!!a' from Yal}ya b. Sa'id aI-An~
ati, from 'Amra, from 'A'isha. Imam Al}mad related it from 'Abd Allah b.
Numayr, from Yal}ya b. Sa'id al-An~iili, from 'Amra.
It is finnly established in both ,a/:ti/:t collections, in the sunan of al-Nasa'i and
Ibn Maja and the mu,annafofIbn Abu Shayba, from various lines oftransmission,
from Ya!}ya b. Sa'id aI-An~ati, from 'Amra, from 'A'isha, who said, "We left
with the Messenger of God (SAAS), five days before the end of Dhu aI-Qit'da,
intent solely on making the /:tajj." This /:tadith will be given in full hereafter.
75. The word used is aI-bayda), "desert". However, some interpret this word in this context to
refer to a place by that same name; see page 153 et seq.
76. The word used is the verb akalla. It means in this context to recite the following, which is
known as the al-talbiyya:

Labbayka Allaumma labbayk
Labbayka Iii sharika laka labbayk
Inna al-bamda wan-ni'mata laka wa al-mutk

La sharika lak
This translates as:
I am at Your service, 0 God,
I am at Your service.
I am at Your service; You have no associate; I am at your service.
Praise and blessings are Yoilrs. And all power is Yours.
And You have no associate.
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AI-BukhaIi stated that Mul;1ammad b. Abjj Bakr aI-Muqaddami related to
him, quoting Fuqayl b. Sulayman, quoting Mjjsa b. 'Uqba, quoting Kurayb, from
Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) started out from Medina after he
had dressed and oiled his hair, put on his iZiir, his loose waist-wrapper, and his
ridii', his loose upper wrapper. He forbad only the wearing of such garments that
had been stained with saffron that might scent the skin. Arising in the morning
at Dhjj aI-.I;Iulayfa, he mounted his camel and rode on till he reached aI-Bayda'He reached Mecca five days after the commencement of Dhjj al-.I;Iijja."
AI-Bukhari is alone in giving this.
Regarding the statement that the departure was five days before the end of
Dhjj al-QI'da, if he is referring to being at Dhjj aI-.I;Iulayfa in the morning, then
Ibn .I;Iazm is correct in claiming that the Prophet (SAAS) left Medina on
Thursday and spent the night of Friday at Dhjj aI-.I;Iulayfa. Thus he would have
been there in the morning of Friday, that being the 25th of Dhjj al-QI'da.
IfIbn 'Abbas means by his reference to the departure ofthe Messenger of God
(SAAS), as having been on the fifth day of Dhjj al-QI'da, following his having
dressed and oiled his hair and put on his upper and lower pilgrimage garb, as
'A'isha and Jabir stated, and that they left from Medina five days prior to the end
of Dhjj al-QI'da, then Ibn .I;Iazm's statement is improbable and unacceptable
and should be replaced by another. That would be applicable only to Friday, if
the month of Dhjj al-QI'da were complete.
It is not possible for the departure to have been on Friday, according to what
al-BukhaIi related, as follows, "Mjjsa b. Isma'!l related to us, quoting Wahayb,
quoting Ayyjjb, from Abjj Qalaba, from Anas b. Malik, who said, 'While we were
with him, the Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the al-,?uhr prayer of four
raka'iit in Medina, and the al-'a$r prayer of two raka'iit at Dhjj aI-.I;Iulayfa. He
then spent the night there and next morning mounted his camel and rode it away
to ai-Bayda', gave praise to God, Almighty and Glorious is He, invoked His
greatness and then spoke the talbfyya for the pilgrimage and an 'umra.'''
Both Muslim and aI-Nasa'i related this, from Qutayba, from .I;Iammad b.
Zayd, from Ayyjjb, from Abjj Qjlaba, from Anas b. Malik, who stated that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the al-,?uhr prayer, with four raka'iit at
Medina and the al-'a$r prayer, with two raka'iit at Dhjj aI-.I;Iulayfa.
Al;1mad stated that 'Abd aI-Ral;1man related to him, from Sufyan, from
Mul;1ammad ~ meaning Ibn al-Munkadir - and Ibrahim b. Maysara, from Anas
b. Malik, who said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the al-,?uhr
prayer, with four raka'iit at Medina and the al-'a$r prayer at Dhjj aI-.I;Iulayfa
with two.
AI-Bukhari related it from Abjj Nu'aym, from Sufyan - he being aI-Thawriand Muslim, Abjj Da'jjd and al-Nasa'i promulgated it from a ltadith of Sufyan b.
'Uyayna, from Mul;1ammad b. al-Munkadir and Ibrarum b. Maysara, from Anas.
Al;1mad stated that Mul;1ammad b. Bukayr related to him, quoting Ibn Jurayj,
from Mul;1amma<j b. al-Munkadir, from Anas, who said, "The Messenger of
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God (SAAS) performed with us the al-:;uhr prayer, with four prostrations in
Medina and the al-'a,r prayer, with two prostrations, at Dhu al-I:Iulayfa. He
then spent that night at Dhu al-I:Iulayfa until morning. When he mounted his
camel and it stood up, he recited the talbiyya."
A\.lmad stated that Ya'qub related to him, quoting his father, from Mu\.lammad
b. Is\.laq, quoting Mu\.lammad b. al-Munkadir al-Taymi, from Anas b. Malik
al-An~ari, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) performed with us in his
mosque in Medina the al-:;uhr prayer with four. He then performed with us the
al-'a,r prayer at Dhu al-I:Iulayfa with two - in safety and having no fear - about
the {tijjat al-wada'."
A\.lmad was alone in giving this from these two lines of transmission; both
accord with the criteria established for a {tadith being considered ,a{ti{t.
This absolutely precludes the departure of the Messenger of God (SAAS),
having occurred on the Friday.
Nevertheless, it is not possible for his departure to have taken place on
Thursday, as Ibn I:Iazm stated, because that day would have been the 24th of
Dhu al-Q;1'da. For there is no dispute over the first day ofDhu al-I:Iijja having
been a Thursday, because of what is established both by sequencing and by
consensus, that the Prophet (SAAS) stood upon Mt. 'Arafat on Friday, that
being unquestionably the 9th of Dhu al-I:Iijja.
If his departure had been on Thursday, the 24th ofDhu al-Q;1'da, then there
would definitely have remained six days of that month, Friday, Saturday, Sunday,
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. These total six days.
Ibn 'Abbas, 'jPisha and Jabir all stated that he left with five days remaining
of Dhu al-Q;1'da. And it is impossible for that to have been Friday, according to
the {tadtth of Anas. Therefore, it is clear that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
left Medina on Saturday and that the narrator thought that the month was of
complete length." It so happened, however, that that year it was shorter, the
Wednesday having been dropped and Dhu al-I:Iijja having begun on the night of
Thursday. This is substantiated by what is given in Jabir's narration - that the
departure was five or four days before the end (of Dhu al-Q;1'da).
This determination made by this calculation is unavoidable and incontrovertible.
But God knows best.
Chapter: A description o[the departure o[the Messenger o[God (SAAS).
from Medina to Mecca jOr the pilgrimage.

Al-Bukhari stated that it was related to him by Ibrahim b. al-Mundhir, quoting
. Anas b. qyad, from 'Ubayd Allah - he being Ibn 'Umar - from Nafi', from 'Abd
Allah b. COmar (who said) that the Messenger of God (SAAS) would leave down
Shajara Street and enter by al-Mu'arras Street. And that whenever he left for
77. That is, of 30 days.
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Mecca, he would pray at the al-Shajara mosque and on his return he would pray
at Dhu al-l::Iulayfa, in the centre of the valley, where he would spend the night
until morning.

Al-Bukhm is alone in relating this from this line.
The /:taft? Abu Bakr al-Bazzar stated, "I found in my book the statement
from 'Amr b. Malik, from YazId b. Zuray', from Hisham, from 'Azra b. Thabit,
from Thumama, from Anas, that the Prophet (SAAS) set off on the pilgrimage
mounted on a tattered saddle beneath which was a piece of cloth. And he said,
'(It is to be) a pilgrimage devoid of eye service or reputation-seeking.'"
AI-Bukharl commented upon this in his ,a/:ti/:t collection stating, "And
Mu1.lammad b. Abu Bakr al-MuqaddamI stated that it was related to him by
YazId b. Zuray', from 'Azra b. Thabit, from Thumama, who said, 'Anas rode away
on the pilgrimage on a decrepit old saddle, and he was not stingy. He related that
the Messenger of God (SAAS) had departed for the pilgrimage on a mount
that had beeu his baggage transport.'"
AI-Bazzar related it similarly aloug with al-BukharI, as commentary and with
its line of authority truncated at its beginning.
The /:taft? al-Bayhaqi gave a full line of authority for it in his sunan collection.
He stated, "Abu al-l::Iasan 'A1J b. Mu1.lammad b. 'A1J al-Muqri' informed us,
quoting Abu al-l::Iasan 'AlI b. Mu1.lammad b. Is1.laq, quoting YUsuf b. Ya'qub
al-QI';II, quoting Mu1.lammad b. Abu Bakr, quoting Yazid b. Zuray' ..." And he
proceeded to give the /:tadilh.
The /:taft? Abu Yaqa al-Maw~ilI, in his musnad gave it from a different line
- from Anas b. Malik. He stated, "'AlI b. al-Ja'd related to us, quoting al-RabI'
b. SabI1.l, from YazId al-RaqashI, from Anas, who said, 'The Messenger of God
(SAAS) went on the pilgrimage on a worn-out saddle and cloth worth' - or
'not worth' - 'four dirhams. And he said, "0 God, let it be a pilgrimage devoid
of eye service."'"

Al-TirmidhI related this in his work al-Shama'il from a /:tadith of Abu Da'ud
al-TayalisI, Sufyan al-Thawri and Ibn Maja, from a /:tadith ofWakI' b. al-Jarra1.l,
all three of them quoting from al-RabI' b. SabI1.l.
This line of transmission is weak as regards Yazid b. Aban al-RaqashI; he is
not viewed as an acceptable narrator by the imams.
Imam A!.lmad stated that Hashim related to him, quoting Is1.laq b. Sa'Id, from
his father, who said, "I set out with Ibn Vmar and a Yemeni group passed by
us. Their saddles were of leather and the muzzles of their camels were made of
woven grass. 'Abd Allah commented, 'Anyone wanting to see a group similar to
that going with the Messenger of God (SAAS) and his Companions on their way
to the /:tijjal al-wada' should look at that party.'"
Abu Da'ud related this from Hannad, from WakI', from Is1.laq, from Sa'id b.
'Amr b. Sa'Id b. al-'A~, from his father, from Ibn Vmar.
The /:taft? Abu Bakr al-Bayhaqi stated that 'Abu 'Abd Allah al-l::Iafi~, Abu
Tahir al-FaqIh, Abu Zakariyya' b. Abu Is1.laq, Abu Bakr b. al-l::Iasan, and Abu
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Sa'id b. Abu 'Amr all said, "Abu al-'Abbas - he being al-A~amm - related to us,
quoting Sa'id b. Bashir al-Qurashi, quoting 'Abd Allah b. I:J:akim aI-Kinani - a
man of Yemen, one of their freed-men - from Bishr b. Qudama al-J;>ibabi, who
said, 'My eyes saw my beloved Messenger of God (SAAS) positioned among the
people on 'Arafat mounted on a red camel he had, Q;1~wa', with a piece of bulani
cloth beneath him. He was saying, "0 God, let it be a pilgrimage devoid of eye
service, competitiveness or reputation-seeking." And the people were saying,
"This is the Messenger of God." '"
Imam A!).mad stated, "'Abd Allah b. Idris related to us, quoting Ibn Is!).aq,
from Ya!).ya b. 'Abbad b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr, from his father, (who said)
that Asma', daughter of Abu Bakr said, 'We set out with the Prophet (SAAS) to
make the pilgrimage. When we reached aI-'Arj,'8 the Messenger of God (SAAS)
dismounted. 'A'isha sat down beside him, and I sat next to my father. The
baggage camel of the Messenger of God (SAAS), and that of Abu Bakr were one
and the same, being conducted by a sl,ave of Abu Bakr. Abu Bakr sat waiting for
the latter to appear with it. Eventually, he did appear, but he had no baggage
camel with him. Abu Bakr asked, "Where's your camel?" He replied, "I lost it
yesterday." Abu Bakr commented, 'Just one baggage camel and you lost it!" And
he began striking him. The Messenger of God (SAAS) smiled and said, "Just
look at that mu[lrim pilgrim and how he behaves!"'"
Abu Da'ud related it thus, from A!).mad b. I:J:anbal and Mu!).ammad b. 'Abd
aI-'Aziz b. Abu Razama. Ibn Maja gave it from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba. All
three gave 'Abd Allah b. Idris as its first narrator.
And then there is the [ladith related by Abu Bakr b. aI-Bazzar in his musnad
collection. He stated that it was related to him by Isma'il b. I:J:af~, quoting Ya!).ya
b. aI-Yaman, quoting I:J:arnza al-Zayyat, from I:J:umran b. A'yan, from Abu
al-Tufayl, from Abu Sa'id, who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) went on the
pilgrimage with his Companions on foot, from Medina to Mecca. They had
gathered their garments up and tied them around their waists and their pace was
a mixture of jogging and walking."
This is an objectionable [laduh and its line of transmission is weak. I:J:amza b.
I:J:abib al-Zayyat is a weak source and his teacher was a person whose traditions
were not accepted. Al-Bazzar stated, "This is related only from this line; we
nevertheless consider its line of transmission to be [lasan, 'good'. The implication
here is that they were on an 'umra pilgrimage, if the [laduh is sound, because the
Messenger of God (SAAS) only went on one [lijja pilgrimage, and he rode,
though some of his Companions went on foot."
I observe that the Prophet (SAAS) never once went on a pilgrimage on foot,
not at al-I:J:udaybiyya, not that of ai-qat/a', nor that from aI-Ji'rana, nor the [lijjat
al-wada'.
78. A halt on the road from Medina to Mecca.
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The circumstances and fame of the Messenger of God (SAAS) were such that
his having done this could not have been unknown to people. In fact, this I;adith
is objectionable, highly unlikely, and bizarre. But God knows best.
DIVISION

It is shown above that the Prophet (SAAS) performed the al-:?uhr, "noon",
prayer of four raka'at and then rode from there to al-I;Iulayfa, in the al-'Aqiq
valley, where he performed an (a$r, "late afternoon", prayer of two rakaciit.
It is indicated that he came to al-I;Iulayfa during the day time, at late afternoon,
and that there he performed the al-'a,r prayer in shortened form. That place is
some three miles from Medina. He later performed the al-maghrib prayer and
stayed there overnight.
Next morning he prayed there with his Companions and told them that during
the night he had received revelation on which he would depend in determining
his state of il;ram.
As Imam Ai)mad stated, "Yai)ya b. Adam related to us, quoting Zuhayr, from
Musa b. 'Uqba, from Salim b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar, from 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar,
from the Prophet (SAAS), (who said) that he had received a revelation in
al-Mu'arras (Street) at Dhu al-I;Iulayfa and he had been told, 'You are in a sacred
valley.'"
Both authors of the ,al;il; collections gave this from a I;adith of Musa b.
'Uqba.
AI-Bukhan stated that it was related to him by al-I;IumaydI, quoting al-Waiid
and Bishr b. Bakr, both of whom stated, "AI-Awza'I related to us, quoting
Ya\:lya, quoting qkrima, (who said) that he heard Ibn 'Abbas (say) that he heard
'Umar saying, 'I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say in WadI al-'Aqiq,
"Tonight I received a visitation from a spirit from my Lord, who said, 'Pray in
this blessed valley, and say, "(Let it be) an 'umra within a I;ijja.""""
AI-Bukhari is alone in giving this; Muslim did not.
It is obvious that the Prophet (SAAS) ordered that prayer be performed in
WadI al-'Aqiq and that this constituted a command to remain there until he had
performed the al-:?uhr prayer. This is because the instruction only came til him
during the night and he informed them after the al-,ubl; prayer. Only the al-:?uhr
prayer was to remain, and so he ordered them to perform it there and to institute
the state of il;ram thereafter.
This is why he stated, "Tonight I received a visitation on behalf of my Lord,
Almighty and Glorious is He. (The Messenger) said, 'Pray in this holy valley,
and say, "It is an (umra within a !tijja."'"
On the basis of the above, an argument has been made in favour of performing
the 'umra with the I;ijja, and this is one of the strongest indications of this.
Elucidation of this will come shortly hereafter.
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What is implied here is that the Prophet (SAAS) was ordered to remain in the
al-'Aqiq valley until the al-:;uhr prayer; he obeyed this and did remain there.
That morning he visited each of his wives, nine in number. They had all set
out with him. He did remain there until he had performed the al-:;uhr prayer.
This will be shown in the [ladith of AbU I;Iassan al-A'raj, from Ibn 'Abbas, (who
said) that the Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the al-:;uhr prayer at DhU
al-I;Iulayfa. He then dressed his sacrificial animal in ceremonial decorations,
mounted up and recited the talbiyya.
Imam A!:Jmad, similarly, stated, "Raw!:J related to us, quoting Ash'ath - he
being Ibn 'Abd al-Malik - from al-I;Iasan, from Anas b. Malik (who said) that
the Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the al-:;uhr prayer and then mounted
his camel. When he was above ai-Bayda', he recited the talbiyya."
Abu Da'ud related this from A!:Jmad b. I;Ianbal; al-Nasa'i did so from Is!:Jaq b.
Rahawayh, from al-Naqr b. Shumayl, from Ash'ath to the same effect, and from
A!:Jmad b. al-Azhar, from Mu!:Jammad b. 'Abd Allah al-An~ari, from Ash'ath, in
a more complete version.
This [laduh gives a refutation ofIbn I;Iazm, in that the latter claimed that the

above (departure) occurred early in the day.
His view is that reliance should be placed upon the [ladith related by al-Bukhari
through Ayynb, from "a man", from Anas, that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
spent the night at Dhu al-I;Iulayfa and next morning performed the al-~ub[l
prayer there, and mounted his camel that took him to ai-Bayda', where he
recited the talbiyya for an 'umra, after which he performed the pilgrimage.
However, in the line of transmission for this there is one narrator who is
an unidentified man; it seems clear that this was Abu Qjlaba. But God knows
best.
Muslim stated in his ~a[li[l collection that Ya!:Jya b. I;Iabib al-I;Iarithi related to
him, quoting Khalid - meaning Ibn al-I;Iarith - quoting Shu'ba, from Ibrahim
b. Mu!:Jammad b. al-Muntashir, who said that he heard his father quote 'j\'isha
as saying, "I would perfume the Messenger of God (SAAS), and he would then
make the rounds to his wives. Next morning, he would adopt the i[lriim state,
sprinkling himself with perfume."
AI-Bukhari related this from a [ladith of Shu'ba. Both al-Bukhari and Muslim
gave it from a [laduh of AbU 'Awana. (AI-Bukhari), Muslim, Mis'ar and Sufyan
b. Sa'id al-Thawri, all four of them, (also) gave it from Ibrahim b. Mu!:Jammad
b. al-Muntashir.
In an account of Muslim, Ibrahim b. Mu!:Jammad b. al-Muntashir quotes his
father as saying, "I asked 'Abd Allah b. 'Vmar about a man putting on perfume
and adopting the i[lriim state. He replied, 'I don't like to adopt the i[lriim
state sprinkling myself with perfume; I would much rather anoint myself with
aloes-wood perfume rather than do that!' 'j\.'isha commented, 'But I put perfume
on the Messenger of God (SAAS), when he adopted the i[lriim state. He would
then make the rounds to his wives and after that would become mu[lrim. '"
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This wording related by Muslim requires the Messenger of God (SAAS) to
put on perfume before he went around to his wives, this being more pleasant for
himself and something they liked. Then, after he had washed himself following
janiiba, "sexual discharge", and preparatory to adopting the i/triim state, he
would put on another perfume for the i/triim.
This is how al-Tirmidhi and al-Bayhaqi related it, from a /tadith of 'Abd
al-RaJ:uniin b. Abu al-Zinnad, from his father, from Kharija b. Zayd b. Thabit,
from his father, who said that he saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) disrobe to
recite the talbiyya and wash himself.
AI-Tirmidhi categorized this /taduh as /tasan gharib, "good and unilateral".
Imam AJ:unad stated that Zakariyya' b. 'Adi informed him, quoting 'Obayd
Allah b. 'Amr, from 'Abd Allah b. MuJ:>ammad b. 'Aqil, from 'Orwa, from 'j\.'isha,
who said, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS) wished to adopt the state of
i/triim, he would wash his head with marshmallow plant and potash'" and then
lightly oil it."
AJ:>mad is alone in giving this /taduh.
Abu 'Abd Allah MuJ:>anunad b. Idris al-Shafi'i, may God have mercy on him,
stated that Sufyan b. 'Oyayna related to him, from 'Othman b. 'Orwa (who said
that) he heard his father say, "I heard 'A'isha say, 'I perfumed the Messenger of
God (SAAS), for both his i/triim and i/tliil states'. I asked her, 'What perfume did
you use?' 'The very best perfume,' she replied."
Muslim related this, from a /taduh of Sufyiin b. 'Oyayna, and al-Bukhati quoted
it from a /taduh of Wahb, from Hisham b. 'Orwa, from his brother 'Othmiin,
from his father '0rwa, from 'A'isha.
AI-Bukhari stated that 'Abd Allah b. Yusuf related to him, quoting Malik,
from 'Abd al-RaJ:uniin b. al-Q;;.sim, from his father, from 'A>isha, who said, "I
would perfume the Messenger of God (SAAS), for the i/triim when he would
adopt that state, as well as for the i/tliil, prior to his circumambulating the ka'ba."
Muslim stated that 'Abd b. I;Iumayd related to him, quoting MuJ:>ammad b.
Abu Bakr, quoting Ibn Jurayj, who said that 'Vmar b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Orwa
related to him that he heard 'Orwa and al-Q;;.sim, who both related that 'A'isha
stated, "I perfumed the Messenger of God (SAAS), with my own hands, using
dharira'" on the /tijjat al-wadii" for both his states of i/tliil and i/triim."
Muslim also related, from a /taduh of Sufyan b. 'Oyayoa, from al-Zuhri, from
'Orwa, from 'A'isha, who said, "I perfumed the Messenger of God (SAAS), with
these two hands ofmine both for his i/triim when he adopted that and for his i/tliil
state before he circumambulated the ka'ba."
Muslim stated that AJ:>mad b. Mani' and Ya'qub al-Dawraqi both related to
him, that Hushaym related to them, quoting Man~ur, from 'Abd al-RaJ:>man b.
79. The Arabic words given are al-khatami and al-'ushnan; the Arabic printed edition suggests
in a footnote that these words referred to "two varieties of plants"_
80. A footnote in the Arabic printed text defines this as a kind of perfume and goes on to quote
al-Nawawl as saying that it is of Indian origin.
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al-Qasim, from his father, from 'Nisha, who stated, "I would put perfume on
the Prophet (SAAS), before he would adopt the i!lriim or the ibliil state, as well
as on the day of the slaughter of the sacrificial animals. I would use a perfume
that had musk in it."
Muslim stated that both Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba and Zuhayr b. Barb related
to him, saying, "Waki' related to us, quoting aI-A'mash, from Abu al-Oul).a,
from Masruq, from 'Nisha, who said, 'It is as if I can still see the shine of the
musk on the partings in the hair of the Messenger of God (SAAS), as he recited
the talbiyya."
Then Muslim related it from a badtth of al-Thawli and others, from aI-Basan
b. CUbayd Allah, from Ibrahim, from aI-Aswad, from 'A'isha, who said, "It is as
if I can see now the shine of the musk in the hair parting of the Messenger of
God (SAAS), while he was in the ibriim state."
Al-Bukhari related it from a badtth of Sufyan al-Thawri and Muslim did so
from a badith of al-A'mash. Both of these gave it from Man~ur, from Ibrahim,
from al-Aswad, quoting 'A'isha.
Both al-Bukhari and Muslim gave it in their ~abib collections from a badith of
Shu'ba, from al-Bakam b. Ibrahim, from al-Aswad, from 'A'isha.
Abu Da'ud aI-Tayalisi stated that Ash'ath informed him, from Man~ilr, from
Ibrahim, from a1-Aswad, from 'Nisha, who said, "It's as though I can see now
the shine of the perfume at the roots of the hair of the Messenger of God
(SAAS), while he was in a state of ibriim."
Imam Al).mad stated that 'Affan related to him, quoting Banunad b. Salama,
from Ibrahlm al-Nakha'i, from al-Aswad, from 'A'isha, who said, "It's as though
I can see now the shine in the parting of the hair of the Prophet (SAAS), after
several days, he being in an ibriim state."
'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr al-Bumaydi stated that Sufyan b. CUyayna related to
him, quoting 'Ara b. aI-Sa'ib, from IbrahIm aI-Nakha'i, from al-Aswad, from
'A'isha, who said, "I saw the perfume in the parting of the hair of the Messenger
of God (SAAS), after three days, he being in an ibriim state."
These accounts show that the Prophet (SAAS) wore perfume after washing. For
if the perfume had been applied before the washing, it would have been removed
by it and not a trace of it would have remained, especially three days after his
adoption of the ibriim state.
A group of the early authorities, including Ibn 'Umar, express their disapproval
of using perfume while in the ibriim state.
We have related this badtth through Ibn 'Umar, from 'A'isha. The biiji"
al-Bayhaqi stated that Abu aI-Busayn b. Bishran - in Baghdad - informed him,
quoting Abu al-Basan 'Ali b. Mul).ammad al-Mi~ri, quoting Yai)ya b. 'Uthman
b. Salii), quoting 'Abd al-Ral).man b. Abu aPAmr, quoting Ya'qub b. 'Abd
al-Ral).man, from Musa b. 'Uqba, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar, who quoted 'Nisha
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as saying, "I put perfume on the Messeuger of God ($AAS), that was of fine,
expensive quality when he adopted the ilzram state."
This line of transmission is gharib, "unilateral", but it is from sound sources.
The Prophet ($AAS) theu braided (the hair of) his head so that it would
better retain the perfume and protect it from retaining the dirt and dust.
Malik stated, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Vmar (who said) that I:!af~a, wife of the
Prophet ($AAS), asked, "Messenger of God, how is it that some people have
freed themselves from the ilzram of the 'umra, while you have not?" He replied, "I
have braided my hair and put necklaces on my sacrificial animal; I shall therefore
not adopt the ilzlal state until I have made the sacrifice."
Both scholars (al-Bukhari and Muslim) promulgated this in their $abilz
collections from a lzadtth of Malik; it has many lines of transmission back to
Nafi'.
Al-Bayhaqi stated that al-I:!akim related to him, quoting al-A~amm, quoting
yal:tya b. MuI).ammad b. Ya!;lya, quoting 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Vmar al-Qiwarirl,
quoting 'Abd al-Aqa, quoting Mu!;lammad b. Is!;laq, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Vmar
(who said) that "The Messenger of God ($AAS) braided his (hair on his) head
using honey."
The chain of authorities for this is excellent.
The Prophet ($AAS) then made a sign signifying that his hadi was for the
sacrifice and hung that sign around its neck; the animal was with him at Dhil
al-I:!ulayfa.
Al-Layth stated, from 'Aqil, from al-Zuhri, from Salim, from his father, that
the Messenger of God ($AAS) performed the tamattu' at the lzijjat al-wadii.'. He
then selected an animal for sacrifice and led that hadi forth with him from Dhil
al-I:!ulayfa.
This lzadtth, given in both $alzilz collections, will be quoted hereafter in full,
along with commentary upon it, if God so wills it.
Muslim stated that Mu!;lammad b. al-Muthanna related, quoting Mu'adh b.
Hisham - he being al-Dastuwa'i - quoting his father, from Qitada, from Abil
I:!assan, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said that when the Messenger of God ($AAS)
arrived at Dhil al-I:!ulayfa, he called for his (sacrificial) camel to be brought and
that he made a sign on the right surface of its hump, pressed out some ofits blood
and hung a pair of shoes around its neck. He then mounted his riding camel.
The ahl al-sunan narrated this through various lines from Qitada.
This shows that the Prophet ($AAS) performed this marking and neck
decoration with his very own hands on this sacrificial camel, while others undertook the marking and decorating of the other sacrificial animals. For he had with
him a large number of animals for sacrifice, 1O0, or close thereto. He himself
sacrificed by his own hand 63 animals and allowed 'AIi to slaughter the remainder.
In a lzadith ofJabir, it is said that 'Ali brought to the Prophet ($AAS) animals
from Yemen for the sacrifice.
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In the text ofIbn Is/.1aq it is said that he shared his sacrificial animals with 'All.
But God knows best. Others state that on the day of the slaughter, he and 'Ali
sacrificed 100 animals.
In this case, he would have brought them with him from Dhu al-Bulayfa;
although he could have purchased them thereafter while he was in the ibram
state.
Chapter: the place from which the Prophet (SAAS) recited the talbiyya; the differing
views on this expressed by the sources. And the likely truth regarding this.

REFERENCE TO THOSE WHO STATE THAT THE PROPHET (SAAS)
ADOPTED THE IlfRAM FROM THE MOSQUE AT DHU AL-lfULAYFA
AFTER THE PRAYER.

Hereabove there has been given the badith related by al-Bukh1lr1 from that of
al-Awza'i, from Ya/.1ya b. Abu Kathir, from qkrima, from Ibn 'Abbas, from 'Umar,
who stated, "I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say in Wadi al-'Aqiq,
'Tonight I received a visitation from a spirit from my Lord, who said, "Pray in
this holy valley and say, '(Let it be) an 'umra within a bijja."""
AI-Bukh11Ii has a section entitled Chapter on the recitation ofthe talbiyya at the
mosque at Dha al-Ifulayft.
He goes on to state, "'Ali b. 'Abd Allah related to us, quoting Sufyan, quoting
Musa b. 'Uqba, quoting Salim b. 'Abd Allah as follows, and also 'Abd Allah b.
Maslama related to us, quoting Malik, from MUsa b. 'Uqba, from Salim b. 'Abd
Allah as follows, saying that he heard his father say, 'The Messenger of God
(SAAS) only recited the talbryya from at the mosque.'" This meant the mosque
at Dhu al-Bulayfa.
The community of scholars, except for Ibn Maja, related this, from various
lines, from Musa b. 'Uqba.
Also there is an account given by Muslim, from MUsa b. 'Uqba, from Salim
and Nafi' and Barnza b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar, all three quoting 'Abd Allah b.
'Umar. He related as above, but added, "And he said, 'Labbayka, labbayk! "At
Your service, 0 God, at Your service!"'"
In one account given by both scholars through Malik, Musa b. 'Uqba, quoted
Salim as saying, "'Abd Allah b. 'Umar stated, 'Regarding this bayt/ii,81 of yours
about which you tell lies concerning the Messenger of God (SAAS), he actually
only recited the talbiyya from near the mosque!'"
A statement fully contradicting this is also related from Ibn 'Umar, as will
come in the next section. Namely, the report cited in both ,abib collections
from a line through Malik, from Sa'id b. AbU Sa'id al-Maqburi, from 'Ubayd b.
81. An elevated position from which, according to some sources, the Prophet (SAAS) began
chanting the talbiyya.
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Juray!)., from Ibn 'Umar. Therein he relates a ~adith in which 'Abd Allah stated,
"Regarding the recitation of the talbiyya, I never saw the Messenger of God
(SAAS) recite itbefore his mount set off with him."
Imam A!).mad stated that Ya'qub related to him, quoting his father, from Ibn
Is!).aq, quoting Khu~ayb b. 'Abd aI-RaQ.man aI-Jazarl, from Sa'ld b. Jubayr,
who said, "I asked 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas, 'Abu a1-'Abbas, 'It's strange that the
Companions of the Messenger of God (SAAS) should differ over his recitation
of the talbiyya, over when he made it obligatory.'
"He replied, 'I know better than anyone about that. The Messenger of God
(SAAS) only performed just one ~ijja; that's why they differ.
'''The Messenger of God (SAAS) went forth to make the pilgrimage. After
performing the prayer, of two raka'at in his mosque at Dhu a1-Bulayfa, it was
while in his seat that he made it obligatory. He recited the talbiyya for the
pilgrimage when he had completed his two raka'at; people heard him do this
and remembered it. He then mounted up, and when his camel stood, he recited
the talbiyya. Various people knew he did so; that was because they were arriving
in groups. These people heard him make the recitation when his mount stood
upright; they said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) only recited the talbiyya
once his mount had stood upright."
'''The Messenger of God (SAAS) then proceeded on. And when he was at a
point overlooking·a1-Baydal , he recited the talbiyya. Various people knew he did
this and so they concluded, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) only recited the
talbiyya once he reached a point overlooking ai-Bayda'." But, I swear by God, in
fact it was while he was in his chapel that he made it obligatory; he recited the
talbiyya when his camel stood up with him, and he also made the recitation when
he reached a point overlooking ai-Bayda'.'''
There are those who accept the statement of 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas that the
Prophet (SAAS), did recite the talbiyya in his chapel after he had completed his
two raka'at; a1-Tirmidhl and a1-Nasa'i both related this from Qutayba, from 'Abd
ai-Salam b. Barb, from Khu~ayf, in a similar acconnt.
AI-Tirmidhi categorized that ~adith as ~asan gharib, "good and unilateral";
we know of no one except 'Abd ai-Salam who related this. He stated this, even
though the account had been related previously by Imam A!).mad, through
Mu!).ammad b. IsQ.aq, back to him (Khu~ayf). Similarly, the ~afi'? a1-Bayhaql
related. it from a1--Q;lt!'1, from 'Abd Allah b. A!).mad, from his father. He then
stated, "Khn~ayf al-Jazali is not a strong source. And a1-Waqidi related it, with
a line of transmission ofhis own, from Ibn 'Abbas." A1-Bayhaqi then commented,
"However, it is not purposeful to follow a1-Waqidi; the accoufits relating to
this subject from 'Umar and others have firm and strong snpports. But God,
Almighty is He, knows best."
I comment that if this ~adith is authentic, what it contains provides a synthesis
between these accounts that differ and it also provides excuse for those who
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related what was contrary to the actual facts. However, there is some weakness
in its line of transmission. Moreover, statements have also been attributed to Ibn
'Abbas and Ibn 'Umar that contradict what is related above from them, as we
will show and interpret.
Thus there are the reports ofthose who state that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
recited the talbiyya when his camel stood upright.
Al-Bukharl stated that it was related to him by 'Abd Allah b. Mui).ammad,
quoting Hisham b. Yusuf, quoting Ibn Jurayj, quoting Mui).ammad b. alMunkadir, from Anas b. Malik, who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) performed
a prayer of four raka'iU in Medina then another of two raka'iZt at Dhu al-I;Iulayfa.
He then spent the night and was there next morning at Dhu al-I;Iulayfa; when
he mounted his camel and it stood upright, he recited the talbiyya."
Al-Bukharl also related it, as did Muslim and the ahl al-sunan, along various
lines of transmission, from Mui).ammad b. al-Munkadir and Ibrahim b. Maysara,
from Anas.
It is established in both Faltib collections from a /ladith of Malik, from Sa'ld
al-Maqburl, from 'Ubayd b. Jurayj, from Ibn 'Umar, who said, "Regarding the
recitation of the talbiyya, I never saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) recite it
until his mount set off with him."
Both scholars promulgated in their Fabib collections from an account of
Ibn Wahb, from Yunus, from al-ZuhIi, from Salim, from his father, that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) would mount his camel at Dhu al-I;Iulayfa and he
then recited the talbiyya when it stood upright.
Al-Bukharl enticles a section: Chapter of those who recited the talbiyya when
their camels stood upright.

He went on, "Abu 'A~im related to us, quoting Ibn Jurayj, quoting Salii). b.
Kaysan, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar, who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) recited
the talbiyya when his camel stood upright bearing him."
Muslim and ai-Nasa'l related this from a badith ofIbn Jurayj.
Muslim stated that Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba related to him, quoting 'Ali b.
Mushir, from 'Ubayd Allah, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar, who said, "When the
Messenger of God (SAAS) placed his foot in the stirrup and his mount stood
up bearing him, he recited the talbiyya from Dhu al-I;Iulayfa."
Muslim is alone in relating this through this line. Both scholars related it from
a different line, from 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Umar, from Nafi'.
Al-Bukharl went on to head a section: Chapter on reciting the talbiyya pcing
towards the qibla.

He went on, "AbU Mamar stated that it was related to him by 'Abd al-Warith,
quoting Ayyub, from Nafi', who said, 'When Ibn 'Umar prayed in the morning
at Dhu al-I;Iulayfa, he ordered his mount to be brought. It was saddled and he
mounted it. When it stood up bearing him, he would face the qibla. He would
then ride on, reciting the talbiyya until he reached the· baram, "the sacred
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precincts of Mecca". He would then cease the recitation until he reached Dhu
Tuw.," where he would spend the night until morning. After performing the
morning prayer, he would take a bath; he claimed that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) had done this.'" .
He then stated, "Ism.'II agreed with him, quoting Ayyilb, concerning the
taking of a bath."
AI-Bukhiirl also included this baduh in his section on the pilgrimage, from
Mu1).ammad b. '1sa, from J::Iammad b. Zayd. In his line oftransmission, the badUh
comes from Ya'qub b. IbrahIm al-DawraqI, from Isma'II, he being Ibn 'Vliyya.
Muslim related it from Zuhayr b. J::Iarb, from Isma'Il, and also from Abu
al-RabI' al-ZahranI, and others, from J::Iammad b. Zayd, each of these three
deriving it from Ayyub, from Abu Tamlma al-SakhtiyanL Abu Da'ud related it
from A1).mad b. J::Ianbal, from Isma'il b. 'Vliyya.
AI-Bukhiirl went on to state that Sulayman Abu al-RabI' related to him,
quoting Fulay1)., from Nafi', who said, "When ('Abd Allah) Ibn 'Vmar was about
to proceed to Mecca, he would put on a scentless pomade. He would then go to
the mosque at Dhu al-J::Iulayfa, perform the prayer, then mount up. When his
camel stood upright, bearing him, he declared himself to be in the ibram state.
He then said, 'This is what I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) do.'"
AI-Bukharl is alone in giving this from this line.
Muslim narrated as follows from Qj.Itayba, from J::Iatim b. Isma'II, from Musa
b. 'Uqba, from Salim, from his father, who said, "Regarding this 'ai-Bayda" of
yours about which you "tell lies concerning the Messenger of God (SAAS), he
actually only recited the talbiyya from near by the tree, when his camel stood up
there bearing him."
This baduh gives a combination between the first narrative ofIbn 'Vmar and
these accounts about him. Namely, that the declaration of the ibram state was
made at the mosque, but after he had mounted his camel and it had stood up
bearing him at ai-Bayda', this word here meaning "the open land". And that was
prior to his arrival at the place known as aI-Bayda'.
AI-Bukharl stated thereafter, in another section, that Mu1).ammad b. Abu Bakr
al-Muqaddimi related to him, quoting Fuqayl b. Sulayman, quoting Mus. b.
'Vqba, quoting Kurayb, from 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS), proceeded out from Medina after he had combed and oiled
his hair and after he and his Companions had put on their izar, 'upper body
wraps', and their rida', 'waist-wraps'. He didnot forbid the wearing of any kind
ofmaterial for these garments except those treated with saffron, since they might
leave scent on the skin. When he reached Dhll al-J::Iulayfa, he mounted his camel
and rode it to ai-Bayda>, where he and his Companions recited the talbiyya
and placed garlands around the necks of the camels for sacrifice. This occurred
five days prior to the end of Dhll al-Q,tCda. He proceeded on to Mecca, reaching
82. A location near Mecca.
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there four days into Dhjj al-I:Iijja. He then circumambulated the ka'ba and made
the saC;,83 'the passage'. He did not declare his state of ibram ended, since he had a
sacrificial camel and had placed a garland on it. He then dismonnted at the heights
ofMecca at al-I:IajUn, still being in the ibram state for the pilgrimage. He did not
again approach the ka'ba, after having circumambulated it, until he returned
from Mt. 'Arafat. At that time he told his Companions to circumambulate
the ka'ba to pass between al-Safa and al-Marwa, to cut their hair short and to
conclude their state of ibram. This applied only to those who had not brought
sacrificial camels and had not placed garlands around the necks of the animals.
Those accompanied by their wives were then allowed to approach them, and to
use perfume and wear their normal clothing."
AI-Bukh1iri is alone in giving this.
Imam Al:unad narrated from Bahz b. Asad, I:Iajjaj, Rawl:t b. 'Ubada, and
'Affan b. Muslim, all of whom quoted Shu'ba as stating, "Qitada informed me
as foliows, 'I heard Abjj I:Iassan al-A'raj al-Ajrad - he being Muslim b. 'Abd
Allah al-Ba~ri - quote Ibn 'Abbas as saying, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
performed the al-:r-uhr prayer at Dhjj al-I:Iulayfa, then called for his sacrificial
camel. He stripped off the hair from the surface of its right hump and blood
flowed from it. He then garlanded it with two sandals and asked that his riding
camel be brought. When it bore him off to above al-Bayda', he recited the
talbiyya for the pilgrimage." ",
He related this also from Hushaym, who said, "Our men, including Shu'ba,
informed us ..." He went on to narrate the badtth in similar form.
Imam Al:tmad also related this from Rawl:t, Abjj Da'jjd al-Tayalisi and Waki'
b. Jarral:t, all of them quoting Hisham al-Dastawa'i, from Qitada, in similar form.
Muslim related it in his ,abib collection from this same line and the ahl
al-sunan also quote it in their books.
These various lines of transmission quoting Ibn 'Abbas as stating that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) recited the talbiyya when his camel stood up bearing
him, are more secure and sound than the account of Khu~ayf al-Jazari, from
Sa'id b. Jubayr. But God knows best.
This is also true of the account that affirms and explains that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) recited the talbiyya when his mount proceeded on ahead of the
other camel; this implies probability that what he meant was that he declared
himself in the ibram state at the mosque when his monnt arose bearing him. The
account relating his riding on his mount gives more information than the other.
But God knows best.
83. This rite is a necessary part of both the 6ajj and the Cumra. It consists of al-sa<i, "walking"
or "moving", seven times between the hillocks al-!:;;afa and al-Marwa. This commemorates the
frenzied running otAbraham's wife Hagar seven times from one of these hills to the other hoping
to catch sight of a caravan that might provide water for her child Isma<il. Ultimately the well
zamzam miraculously appeared at her son Isma5Il's feet.
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The account of Anas relating to that is free from objections, as is that ofJabir
b. 'Abd Allah in the ~a{li{l collection of Muslim, through Ja'far alcSadiq, from his
father, from Abu al-I:Iusayn Zayn" ai-'Abidln, from Jabir, in his lengthy {ladith
that will be related hereafter. It is to the effect that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) recited the talbiyya when his mount arose bearing him. This account,
too, is unexceptionable. But God knows best.
AI-Bukharl related through al-Awza'l as follows, "I heard 'Ata' say, on. the
authority of Jabir b. 'Abd Allah, that the recitation of the talbiyya by the
Messenger of God (SAAS) was at Dhu alcI:Iulayfa when his mount stood up
bearing him."
Regarding the {ladith that Mu1).ammad b. Is1).aq b. Yasar related, from Abu
al-Zinad, from 'A'isha, daughter ofSa'd. She said, "Sa'd stated, 'The Messenger
of God (SAAS), when he set offalong the ai-Far' road, recited the talbiyya as his
camel bore him away. When he took another route, he recited the talbiyya when
he overlooked aI-Bayda'.'"
Abu Da'ud and aI-Bayhaql narrated this from a {ladith of Ibn Is1).aq; it has
strange and objectionable aspects. But God knows best.
These various lines of authority indicate the certainty or the high probability
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) adopted the i{lram state after the prayer and
after mounting his camel and it had begun to move away. In his account Ibn
'Vmar adds, "... while facing the qibla, 'towards the ka'ba'."
Chapter: On a discussion and examination ofhow the Prophet ($AAS) performed the
pilgrimage, whether as the ba}} al-ifrad, the al-tamatiuc, or the al-qiran. 84

Accounts indicating that the Prophet (SAAS)
performed the ~ajj al-ifrad.
The account of 'A'isha, "mother of the Believers", concerning this.
Abu 'Abd Allah Mui).ammad b. Idrls aI-Shafi'I stated that Malik informed
him, from 'Abd aI-Rai).man b. aI-Qisim, quoting his father, who quoted 'A'isha
as stating, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the {lajj al-ifrad."
Muslim related this from Isma'll, from Abu Uways and Ya1).ya b. Ya1).ya, from
Malik. Imam A1).mad related this from 'Abd al-Ra1).man b. Mahdl, from Malik.
A1).mad stated that Is1).aq b. '1sa related to him, quoting al~Munkadir b.
Mui).ammad, from Rabl'a b. Abu 'Abd al-Rai).man, from al-Qasim b. Mui).ammad,
84. These terms refer to the three different ways the pilgrimage may be performed. The Itaj}
al-iftiid is when the pilgrim assumes the ibram state with the intent of performing only the bajj and
not the Cumra at the same time. The bajj al-tamattu' is when the pilgrim has no hadi, "sacrificial
animal", and assumes the ibram state only to perform the 'umra. Having completed the 'umra, the
pilgrim acquires a hadi and resumes the i/trllm state to perfonn the /tajj. The bajj al-qiran is when
a pilgrim has a haJJ, assumes the i/tram state once only and performs both the <Umra and the /tajj

in sequence.
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from 'li.'isha, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the /:tajj
al-ifrad."
Imam Al;1mad stated that Shurayl;1 related to him, quoting Ibn Abu al-Zinad,
from his father, from 'Urwa, who quoted 'A'isha, and from 'Alqama, from his
father, quoting his mother, who quoted 'A'isha, and from Hisham b. 'Urwa,
from his father, who quoted 'A'isha. All three accounts quoted 'A'isha as saying,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the /:tajj al-ifrad."
Al;1mad is alone in quoting 'A'isha from these lines of transmission.
Imam Al;1mad stated that 'Abd al-A'Ia b. I:Iammad related to him, "I studied
under Malik b. Anas (the following /:tadith) from Abu al-Aswad, from 'Urwa,
from 'A'isha, who said, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the /:tajj
al-ifrad.'"
He (Al;1mad) went on to state that Rawl;1 related to him, quoting Malik, from
Abu al-Aswad Mul;1ammad b. 'Abd al-Ral;1man b. Nawfal, an orphan in the
care of 'Urwa, from 'Urwa b. al-Zubayr, who quoted 'A'isha as saying, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the /:tajj al-ifrad."
Ibn Maja related this from Abu Mu~'ab, from Malik, in this way.
AI-Nasa'i related it from Qutayba, from Malik, from Abu al-Aswad, from
'Urwa, who quoted 'A'isha as saying, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) recited
the talbiyya for the /:tajj."
Al;1mad also stated that 'Abd al-Ral;1man related to him, from Malik, from Abu
al-Aswad, from 'Urwa, who quoted 'A'isha as saying, "We went forth with the
Messenger of God (SAAS). Some of us recited the talbiyya for the /:tajj, others
of us did so for the 'umra, while some did so both for the /:tajj and the 'umra. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) recited the talbiyya for the /:tajj. Those who did so for
the 'umra declared their i/:tram state at an end when they had circumambulated the
ka'ba and had traversed between al-Safa and al-Marwa. Those who did so for the
/:tajj or for the 'umra did not declare their i/:tram state concluded until the yawm
al-na/:tr, the day when the sacrificial animals were slaughtered."
AI-Bukhiiri related it thus from 'Abd Allah b. Yusuf, al-Qu'ayni and Isma'il
b. Abu Uways, (all) quoting from Malik. Muslim narrated it from Yal;1ya b.
Yal;1ya, from Malik.
Al;1mad stated that Sufyan related to him, from al-Zuhri, from 'Urwa, from
'A'isha, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) recited the talbiyya for
the /:tajj, while others did so for the /:tajj and the 'umra; yet others did so for
the <umra."

Muslim related it from Ibn AbU 'Umar, from Sufyan b. 'Uyayna in similar
form.
Then there is the /:tadith of Imam Al;1mad, who stated that Qutayba b. Sa'id
related to him, quoting 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Mul;1ammad, from 'Alqama b. Abu
'Alqama, from his mother, from 'A'isha, who said, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS) gave instructions to the people on the /:tijjat al-wada'. He said, 'Those
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who wish to perform an 'umra prior to the lzajj should do so.' The Messenger of
God (SAAS) performed the lzajj al-ifrad and did not perform the 'umra."
This lzadith is very strange. Al)mad b. I;Ianbal is alone in giving it. Its line of
transmission is not bad, but one phrase in it is completely unacceptable, namely,
"and he did not perform the 'umra".
If by this it is meant that he did not perform the 'umra either along with the
lzajj or prior to it, then the statement agrees with those who say he performed the
lzaii al-ifrad. If it means that he did not perform the 'umra at all, neither before,
with or after the lzajj, then I am unaware of any scholar who would support it.
Moreover, this would contradict authentic statements of 'A'isha and others to
the effect that the Prophet (SAAS) did perform four 'umra, all of them in Dhu
al-Ql'da, except for that performed along with his lzijja.
Discussion ofthis will follow in detail in the section discussing the lzajj al-qiran.
But God knows best.
The same applies to the lzad.th narrated by Imam A!)mad, who stated that
Raw!) related to him, quoting Sali!) b. Abu a1-Akhc!ar, quoting Ibn Shihab (who
said) that 'Urwa informed him that 'A'isha, wife of the Prophet (SAAS), said,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) recited the talbiyya for the lzajj and the 'umra
on the lzijjat al-wadit', and he led his had. with him. (Some) people with him.
recited the talbiyya for the 'umra and led their sacrificial animals; other people
recited the talbiyya for the 'umra and did not lead sacrificial animals."
'A'isha went on, "I was among those who recited the talbiyya for the 'umra and
I did not lead a had•.
"When the Messenger of God (SAAS) arrived (in Mecca), he said, 'Those of
you who recited the talbiyya for the 'umra and led a had. should circumambulate
the ka'ba and pass between al-Safa and al-Marwa; nothing for which you have
declared the ilzram will be permitted until you have completed the lzajj and
sacrificed your animal on the day for the slaughter. Those ofyou who recited the
talbiyya for the 'umra and did not lead with you an animal for sacrifice should
circumambulate the ka'ba, pass between al-Safa and al-Marwa; you may then
shorten your hair and declare your ilzram concluded. You may then recite the
talbiyya for the lzajj and lead an animal for sacrifice. Those unable to do this may
fast for three days on the baii and for seven days when you return to your family.'''
'K'isha went on, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) gave priority for the lzajj
that he feared he might miss, and postponed the 'umra."
This is one of the alzad.th unique to Imam Al)mad; some of its phraseology
is objectionable. For some of it there is testimony in the ,alz.lz collections. Sali!)
b. Abu al-Akhc!ar is not considered one of the prime companions of a1-Zuhri,
especially when others, as in some of the phraseology of his text here, contradict
him.
The quotation, "He gave priority to the lzajj that he feared he might miss and
postponed the 'umra" does not fit with the beginning of the lzadith that states,
"he recited the talbiyya for the lzajj and the 'umra."
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If what he meant is that he recited the talbiyya for both together, then gave
priority to the performance of the /:tajj and thereafter, having finished it, recited
the talbiyya for the 'umra, as is maintained by those who say he performed the
/:tajj al-ifriid, then that accords with our view here.
If what is meant is that he postponed the 'umra, after having declared himself
in the i/:triim state for it, then this is a view held by no scholar known to me. If
the account means that he found performing the /:tajj enough to dispense with
those of the 'umra, and that the 'umra was combined into the /:tajj, then the
statement supports those who maintain that he performed the /:tajj al-qiriin.
These latter give preference to those who relate that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) gave precedence to the /:tajj, to the performance of the /:tajj, that is, even
though he also purposed that ofthe 'umra. These scholars maintain, "All sources
saying he performed the /:tajj al-ifriid also narrate his having performed the
/:tajj al-qiriin." This will be shown hereafter. But God, Almighty is He, knows
best.

The Account ofJabir b. 'Abd Allah supporting his
having performed the bajj al-ifrad.
Imam Al).mad stated that Abu Mu'awiya related to him, quoting al-A'mash,
from Abu Sufyan, from Jabir b.' 'Abd Allah, who said, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS) recited the talbiyya for the /:tajj on his pilgrimage."
The line of transmission for this is excellent and conforms with the criteria
of MusliII!,.
Al-Bayhaqi related this from al-I;Iiikim and others, from al-A~amm, from
Al).mad b. 'Abd al-Jabbar, from Abu Mu'awiya, from al-A'mash, from Abu
Sufyan, from Jabir, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) recited the
talbiyya on his pilgrimage for the /:tajj with no 'umra along with it."
This addition is very strange. The account ofImam Al).mad b. I;Ianbai is more
appropriate. But God knows best.
In the Fa/:ti/:t collection of Muslim an account is related through Ja'far b.
Mul).anunad, from his father, from Jabir, who said, "We recited the talbiyya for
the /:tajj; we did not know of the 'umra."
Ibn Maja narrated, from Hisham b. 'Ammar, from al-Darawardiand I;Iatim
b. Isma'll, who both quoted Ja'far b. Mul).ammad from his father, from Jabir,
who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the /:tajj al-ifriid." This
line of transmission is excellent.
Imam Al).mad stated that 'Abd al-Wahhab al-Thaqafi, quoting I;Iabib al-Mu'allim, that is - from 'Ata', quoting Jabir b. 'Abd Allah, who said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS), and his Companions recited the talbiyya for the /:tajj;
none of them had a sacrificial animal with him, except for the Prophet (SAAS)
and Tall).a."
,
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He proceeded to quote the rest of the [tadith, which is given in full in the ~a[ti[t
collection of al-Bukhan, as will be given, quoting Mu!:>ammad b. al-Muththana,
from 'Abd al-Wabhab.

The Account of'.Abd Allah b. (Umar regarding
the Itajj al-ifrad.
Imam A!:>mad stated that Isma'il b. Mu!:>ammad related to him, quotirig 'Abbad
- meaning Ibn 'Abbad - quoting CUbayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah b. CUmar, from
Nafi', from Ibn CUmar, who said, "We recited the talbiyya with the Prophet
(SAAS) for the [tajj alone."
Muslim related it in his ~a[ti[t collection, from 'Abd Allah b. 'Awn, from 'Abbad
b. 'Abbad, from CUbayd Allah b. CUmar, from Nafi', from Ibn CUmar (who said)
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) recited the talbiyya for the [tajjalone.
The Mfi'? Abu Bakr al-Bazzar stated that al-J:Iasan b. 'Abd al-'Aziz and
Mu!:>ammad b. Miskin, both of whom said that Bishr b. Bakr related to them,
quoting Sa'id b. 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Zayd b. Aslam, from Ibn CUmar, who said that
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) recited the talbiyya for the [tajf' - meaning as
a mufrid.
The line of transmission for this is excellent; they (the major scholars) did not
promulgate it.

The Account ofIbn '.Abbas for the Itajj al-ifrad.
The [taft'? al-Bayhaqi narrated from a [tadith of Raw!:> b. CUbada, from Shu'ba,
from AyyUb, from Abu al-'jUiyya al-Bara', from Ibm 'Abbas, who said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) recited the talbiyya for the [tajj and arrived (in
Mecca) four days before the end of Dhu al-J:Iijja. He performed the sub[t prayer
with us in al-Bat\:>a' and then said, 'Those who wish to make it an 'umra should
do so.'"
He then stated, "Muslim narrated it, from Ibrahim b. Dinar, from Ibn Raw!:>."
It has been given above, from an account of Q;ttada, from Abu J:Iassan
al-A'raj, from Ibn 'Abbas, that the Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the
al-,?uhr prayer at Dhu al-J:Iulayfa. Thereafter his sacrificial camel was brought,
and he stripped the hair from the right surface of its hump. His riding camel was
then brought and he mounted it. When it bore him away and he was overlooking
aI-Bayda', he recited the talbiyya for the [tajj.
This is also included in the ~aM' collection of Muslim.
The [taft'? Abu al-J:Iasan al-Darqutni stated that al-J:Iusayn b. Isma'll related to
him, quoting Abu Hisham, quoting Abu Bakr b. 'Ayyash, quoting Abu J:Iusayn,
from 'Abd al-Ra!:>man b. al-Aswad, from his father, who said, "I performed
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the pilgrimage with Abu Bakr, and he jarrada." And also with 'Umar, and he
jarrada. And also with 'Uthman, and hejarrada."
AI-Thawrl traced this from Abu I:Iusayn.
We have only referred to this here because it is apparent that these Imams,
may God be pleased with them, would only have done this from having been
taught. What is meant here by the verbal noun of jarrada is performing the l;ajj
al-ifrad. But God knows best.
AI-Darqutnl stated that Abu 'Ubayd Allah al-Qasim b. Isma'll and MuJ:tammad
b. Makhlad related to him, quoting 'All b. MulJanunad b. Mu'awiya al-Razzaz,
quoting 'Abd Allah b. Nafi', from 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar, from Nafi', from Ibn
'Umar, who said, "The Prophet ($AAS) appointed 'Attab b. Usayd in charge
of the pilgrimage and he performed the l;ajj al-ifrad. He then placed Abu Bakr
in charge (ofit) in the year 9 AH, and he performed the l;ajj al-Ifrad. Then the
Prophet ($AAS) went on the pilgrimage in the year 10 AH and performed the
l;ajj al-ifriid. Mter that the Messenger of God ($AAS) died and Abu Bakr
succeeded; he dispatched 'Umar and he performed the l;ajj al-ifrad. Abu Bakr
then went on the pilgrimage and performed the l;ajj al-ifriid. Abu Bakr died, and
'Umar succeeded. He dispatched 'Abd al-RalJman b. 'Awf on the pilgrimage
and he performed the l;ajj al-ifrad. He ('Umar) then went on the pilgrimage and
performed the l;ajj al-ifriid. Then 'Uthman was besieged and 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas
took charge (of the pilgrimage) for the people and performed the l;ajj al-ifrad."
In the line of transmission for this l;adtth there is 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar
al-'Umarl; he is qa'lf, "a weak source". However, the l;afi:; al-Bayhaql stated,
"There is testimony (in favour of this l;adtth) with a line of transmission that is
$abi/:z, 'authentic'."
REFERENCE TO THOSE WHO STATE THAT THE PROPHET ($AAS)
PERFORMED THE lfAJJAL-TAMATTU'.

Imam AlJmad stated that I:Iajjaj related to him, quoting Layth, quoting 'Aqll,
from Ibn Shihab, from Salim b. 'Abd Allah, who said that 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar
stated, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) performed the l;ajj al-tamattu' on 'the
farewell pilgrimage', along with the 'umra. He recited the talbiyya and led his
had, on from Dhu al-I:Iulayfa. The Messenger of God (SAAS) set off and then
recited the talbiyya for the 'umra and thereafter for the l;ajj. There were some
people who had sacrificial animals and led them forward to DhU al-I:Iulayfa;
some of them did not have animals for sacrifice.
"When the Messenger of God (SAAS) arrived in Mecca, he addressed the
people, saying, 'Those of you who brought an animal for sacrifice is not released
from his state of il;ram for anything he has so declared until he completes his
l;ijja. Those who have not brought an animal for sacrifice should circumambulate
85. Ibn Katlnr goes on to tentatively suggest that the word means "to perform the bali al-ifrild".
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the ka'ba and pass between al-$afa and al-Marwa. Then they should shorten
their hair and declare their ibram completed. They should then declare the
talbiyya for the bajj and make sacrifice. Those who have no sacrificial animal
should fast for three days, or for seven if they return to their families.'
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) circumambulated the ka'ba when he arrived
in Mecca. He first saluted the corner," then jogged for three circuits of the seven
and walked for four. Having completed the circuits of the ka'ba, he performed
two raka'at at the maqam Ibrahim,'" 'Abraham's station'; he then completed the
prayer and left. He proceeded on to al-$afa and circumambulated both it and
al-Marwa. He did not declare balal anything he had previously declared baram
until he had completed his bijja, and he slaughtered his carnel at the day for
the sacrifice. He thereafter performed the circumambulation of the baii around
the ka'ba. Those who had brought animals for sacrifice did as the Messenger
($AAS) had done."
Imam AJ.unad stated, "J::Iajjaj related to us, quoting Layth, quoting 'Aqll,
from Ibn Shihab, from 'Urwa b. al-Zubayr (who said that) 'jPisha told him of the
Messenger of God ($AAS) having performed the bajj al-tamattu' at the 'umra
and on to the bajj and that the other people did as he had. This is similar to what
Salim b. 'Abd Allah informed me, from 'Abd Allah, concerning the practice of
the Messenger of God ($AAS)."
AI-Bukhari related this badith from Yal:tya b. Bukayr, while Muslim and Abu
Da'ud related it from 'Abd ai-Malik b. Shu'ayb, from al-Layth, from his father.
AI-Nasa'i related it from Mul:tammad b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Mubarak al-Makhrami,
from J::Iujayn b. al-Muthanna; all three quoted al-Layth b. Sa'd, from 'Aqil, from
al-Zuhri, from 'Urwa, from 'j\'isha. They did so as Imam AJ.unad, may God
have mercy upon him, recounted it.
This hadith is one that is problematical, relating to all the three accounts (of
the bijja).
Regarding the badith account of his performing the baii al-ifrad, in this there is
substantiation for the 'umra being performed either before the bajj or along with it.
Regarding the account of the special nature of the performance of the bajj
al-tamattu', (this badith) is problematic because he (the source) recounted that
the Prophet ($AAS) did not relieve himself of the ibram following his procession
between al-$afa and al-Marwa. And this is not the case with those performing
the bajj al-tamattu'.
Those who claim that he was unable to declare the state of ibram at an end
by the fact of his having led a camel to sacrifice substantiate this view by
reference to a statement attributed to J::Iaf~a. She asked, "Messenger of God, why
86. In which is embedded the meteorite "black stone".
87. The place where the Prophet Abraham stood for prayer. An edifice is built over a stone
brought by ISm.a'II when they were building the kacba. Pilgrims stop here and perform a prayer of
two rr,z.ka(iU after their completion of the circumambulation of the kacba.
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do some people declare the ibriim concluded, while you did not after your 'umra?"
He replied, "I had braided my hair and had garlanded my sacrificial camel; I
could not declare my ibriim completed until I had performed the sacrifice."
Their account is implausible, because the abiidith affirming his having performed the bajj al-qiriin refute this statement and deny his having recited the
talbiyya first at the 'umra and then, having passed between aI-Safa and al-Marwa,
he recited the talbiyya for the bajj. This is not reported in this way by anyone
with a line of transmission that could be categorized as ~abib, basan or t/a'if.
Regarding the statement in this badith, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
performed the bajj al-tamattu' on 'the farewell pilgrimage', along with the 'umra,
if what is meant by this is al-tamattu' specifically, this being the declaration of
the conclusion of the ibriim state after the passage between aI-Safa and aI-Marwa,
then this is not so. For the badith contains material refuting this. Moreover, in the
affirmation ofhis having made the bajj al-qiriin there is material contradicting this.
If what is meant here is al-tamattu' al-'iim, or the general enjoyment (of a
concession), then that would certainly include the bajj-al-qiriin; and this is what
is meant here. 88

The statement, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) set off and then recited the
talbiyya for the 'umra and then for the bajj." If by this is meant that he "set off"
by pronouncing the word 'umra before the word bajj, by saying, "I am at Your
service, 0 God; an 'umra in bajj."" This is clear and does not deny (the possibility
that it was to be a (baiJ) al-qiriin.
Ifby it is meant that he recited the talbiyya for the 'umra first, and then added
to it the bajj much later, but before his performing the circumambulations, then
it also constituted bajj al-qiriin.
If by it he meant that he recited the talbiyya for the 'umra and then, having
completed its activities, whether he did or did not declare his state of ibriim
concluded by the leading up of a sacrificial animal, as some claim, but in fact
recited the talbiyya for the bajj after finishing the actions for the 'umra and
before his departure for Mina, then this is a view not expressed by any of his
Companions, as we have shown above. Those who maintain this are refuted by
this lack of testimony and by the fact that it is contradicted by the abiidith that
exist to affirm his having performed the bajj al-qiriin, as will be shown, and also,
indeed, by those abiidith that have come down that substantiate his having
performed the bajj al-ifriid, as shown above. But God koows best.
It is clear - though God knows best ~ that this badith of al-Layth, from 'Aqil,
from aI-Zuhri, from Salim, from Ibn 'Vmar, is also narrated from a different
path, from Ibn 'Vmar, whell he performed the bajj al-ifriid at the time when
al-I;Iajjaj was besieging Ibn al-Zubayr. He waS told, "People are disputing over
(these two groups); now if only you wonld postpone your bajj for this year." He
replied, "I would in that case do as the Prophet (SAAS) did."
88. Ibn Kathtr is here using the tamattu' in its literal sense in the second instance.
89. 'umra wa Itajj should here be understood asft a/-Cumra wa a/-bajj.
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He was referring to the occasion when he was blocked at the time of
al-I::Iudaybiyya. He declared himself in a state of ibram for the 'umra from Dhu
al-I::Iulayfa and then, when he overlooked ai-Bayda', said, "I consider both to
be one." Then he recited the talhiyya for the bajj along with it (the 'umra). The
narrator believed that the Messenger of God (SAAS) had done this; it was all the
same whether he had begun by reciting the talhiyya for the 'umra and then for
the bajj. They therefore related it thus, but there is controversy over this, as we
will show.
Explanation for this exists in the badith that 'Abd Allah b. Wahb narrated, as
follows, "Malik b. Anas and others informed me that Nafi' had related to them
that 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar went forth on the pilgrimage during the period of civil
disorder. He said, 'If! should be blocked from access to the ka'ha we would do
as the Messenger of God (SAAS) had done.' He left and recited the talhiyya for
the 'umra and travelled on until he arrived at a point above ai-Bayda'. He then
turned to his Companions and said, 'I consider both to be nothing but one; I
testify to you that I am committing myself to performing the bajj along with the
'umra.' He continued on until he reached the ka'ha, which he circumambulated.
He performed the passages between aI-Safa and al-Marwa seven times and did
not add thereto. He considered that that was sufficient. He also brought an
animal for sacrifice."
The author of the $abib collection (al-Bukhari) promulgated it from a badith
of Malik. And both scholars gave it from a badith of 'Ubayd Allah, from Nafi'.
'Abd aI-Razzaq narrated it from 'Ubayd Allah and 'Abd aI-'Aziz b. Abu Rawwad,
from Nafi' in similar words. In that account it ends by saying, "That was what·
the Messenger of God (SAAS) did."
Also there is al-Bukhari's account in which he quotes Qutayba, quoting
Layth, from Nafi', who said, "Ibn 'Umar wanted to perform the pilgrimage when
al-I::Iajjaj was besieging Ibn al-Zubayr. He (Ibn 'Umar) was told, 'People are
engaged in a conflict; we are afraid they will block you.' He replied, 'There is
indeed in the Messenger of God (SAAS) a good model for you. I shall therefore
do as he did. I testify to you that I am committing myself to the 'umra.'
"He proceeded until he was np above ai-Bayda'. Then he said, 'I consider the
bajj and the umra to be one; I testify to you all that I have committed myself to a
bajj along with my 'umra.' He brought an animal for sacrifice that he had purchased
at Q]Idayd. He added nothing else to that, and he did not declare permissible
anything for which he had declared his ibram. He did not shave, nor did he cut
his hair short until it was the day for the sacrifice. He then slaughtered his animal
and shaved. He considered that he had completed the circumambulations for
both the bajj and the 'umra by his first circumambulation."
Ibn 'Umar concluded, "It was thus that the Messenger of God (SAAS) acted."
AI-Bukhari stated that Ya'qub b. Ibrahim related to him, quoting Ibn 'Uliyya,
from Ayylib, from Nafi', (who said) that 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd Allah, the son of
Ibn 'Umar, came into the latter's house at which was Ibn 'Umar's ride (for the
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pilgrimage). 'Abd Allah said, "I am uneasy and feel that there may be some
conflict between the people that may prevent your access to the ka'ba. What will
you do then?'
"Ibn 'Umar replied, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) left (on the pilgrimage)
and the Quraysh disbelievers prevented his access to the ka'ba. If that happens
to me, I will do as he did. You had a good model in the Messenger of God
(SAAS). And I will therefore do as he did. I testify to yon that I am committing
myself to a J;ajj along with my 'umra.' He proceeded on and performed for both
one circumambulation."

AI-Bukhari also narrated it thus from Ibn al-Nu'man, from I:Iammad b. Zayd,
from Ayyilb b. Abil Tamima al-Sakhtiyani, from Nafi'. Muslim narrated it from
a J;adlth drawn from both of these, from Ayyilb.
Ibn 'Umar, may God be pleased with him, imitated the Messenger of God
(SAAS), in remaining uninvolved with the enemy's blockade and in sufficing
with one circumambulation for both the J;ajj and the 'umra. That was because he
had first declared himself in the iJ;riim state for an 'umra, for that to be part of
the J;ajj al-tamattu'. He feared there would be a blockade and so combined both,
inserting the J;ajj before the 'umra and before the circumambulation, and it thus
became a J;ajj al-qiriin.
What he said was, "I consider both to be nothing but one." By this he meant,
"There is no difference between a person being blocked from the J;ajj or from
the 'umra or from both." And when he reached Mecca, he accomplished both
sufficiently by his first circumambulation - as he clearly stated in the first
text we gave. In that he stated, "He considered that he had completed the
circumambulation for both the J;ajj and the 'umra by his first circumambulation."
Ibn 'Umar stated, "It was thus that the Messenger of God (SAAS) acted." By
this he meant that the Messenger of God (SAAS) had accomplished both the
J;ajj and the 'umra sufficiently by one circumambulation - that is, between
ai-Sara and al-Marwa.
This gives evidence that Ibn 'Umar spoke in favour of the J;ajj al-qiriin.
Therefore al-Nasii'i narrated, from MuI;!ammad b. Man~ilr, from Sufyan b.
'Uyayna, from Ayyilb b. Milsa, from Nafi' that "Ibn 'Umar combined together
the J;ajj and the 'umra and performed one circumambulation".
AI-Nasii'i then narrated it from 'Ali b. Maymiln al-Raqqi, from Sufyan b.
'Uyayna, from Isma'il b. Umayya, and Ayyilb b. Milsa and Ayyilb al-Sakhtiyanl,
and 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar, all four of whom quoted Nafi' as saying that, "Ibn
'Umar came to Dhil al-I:Iulayfa and recited the talbiyya for the 'umra. He then
became concerned that he might be blocked from the ka'ba." And he proceeded
to relate the J;adith, and his including the J;ajj with the 'umra, the result being his
performing the J;ajj al-qiriin.
The implication of this is that when some narrators heard the statement of
Ibn 'Umar, "And I will therefore do as the Messenger of God (SAAS) did", and
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his other statement, "It was thus that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
acted", they believed that the latter had begun by reciting the talbiyya for the
'umra, then did so for the bajj, combining the latter with the former prior to the
circumambulation, and so they related the badtth with this understanding.
But Ibn CUmar did not mean this, but implied what we have indicated above.
God, however, best knows what is correct.
Moreover, supposing that he did recite the talbiyya for the 'umra first and
combined the baji with it prior to the circumambulation, this would then
constitute bajj al-qiriin, not a case of bajj al-tamattu' al-khii$ (in the technical
sense), it thus being evidence for those who support the idea of the superiority
of the bajj al-tamattu'. But God, Almighty is He, knows best.
Also there is the badtth related by a1-Bukhari in his $abib collection in which he
stated that Musa b. Isma'il related to him, quoting Hammam, from Q;1tada,
quoting Mu\arrif, from qmran, who said, "During the time of the Prophet
(SAAS), we performed the al-tamattu,.90 Then revelation came in the QjIr'an
(about the bajj al-tamattu') and a man said whatever he wished."
Muslim narrated this from MuJ:Iammad b. al-Muthanna, from 'Abd al-Samad
b. 'Abd al-Warith, from Hammam, from Q;1tada.
What is implied here is that it is the mut'a that is more general than the
al-qiriin and the al-tamattu' of the bajj.
This is shown by what is narrated by Muslim, from a badtth of Shu'ba and
Sa'ld b. Abu 'ArUba, from Q;1tada, from Mu\arrif, from 'Abd Allah b. al-Shikhir,
from qmran b. al-l;Iu~ayn (who said) that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
combined the bajj with the 'umra, and he went on to narrate all the badtth.
Most of the early authorities apply the term al-mut'a to the al-qiriin. As
al-Bukhari stated - that Qutayba related to him, quoting l;Iajjaj b. MuJ:Iammad
al-A<war, from Shu'ba, from 'Amr b. Murr., from Sa'id b. a1-Musayyab, who said,
"'Ali and CUthman, may God be pleased with them both, had a disagreement, while
they were at CUsfan, over the al-mut'a. 'Ali said, 'Is what you want to put an end to
something the Messenger of God (SAAS) did?' When he saw that (to be the case)
'Ali b. Abu Talib recited the talbiyya for both (the bajj and the 'umra) together."
Muslim related this also from a badtth of Shu'ba, from al-l;Iakam b. CUyayna,
from 'Ali b. al-l;Iusayn, from Marwan b. al-l;Iakam. In that version, 'Ali said, "I
would never abandon a practice of the Messenger of God (SAAS), because of
anything anyone said."
Muslim related this also from a badtth of Shu'ba, from Q;1tada, from 'Abd
Allah b. Shaqiq. (In that version) 'Ali said to him, "Don't you realize that it was
only with the Messenger of God (SAAS), that we performed the bajj al-tamattu'?"
He replied, "Indeed yes; but we were afraid."
90. It should be remembered that al-tamattuC applies to what is temporary and is synonymous
with the term muta. The narrator is referring to this connotation in the foregoing tradition. The
"man" to whom he alludes is 'Um.ar, who subsequently forbad the practice.
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Then there is the I;tadith narrated by Muslim from a I;tadith of Ghundar, from
Shu'ba, and from 'Ubayd Allah b. Mu'adh, from his father, from Shu'ba, from
Muslim b. Mikhraq al-Qurri, who heard Ibn 'Abbas say, "The Messenger of
God (SAAS) recited the talbiyya for the 'umra, while his Companions did so·
for the I;tajj. The Messenger of God (SAAS) did not declare his state of il;tram
terminated, nor did those of his Companions who had brought an animal to be
sacrificed. The rest of them did (declare their state of il;tram terminated)."
Abu Da'ud al-Tayalisi narrated it in his musnad collection, as did Raw!). b.
'Ubada, from Shu'ba, from Muslim al-Qurri, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) and his Companions recited the talbiyya for the I;tajj.
Those of them who did not have a had, for sacrifice (then) declared their state of
il;tram terminated, while those who did bring a had, did not declare this." The
I;tadith proceeds.
If we consider both accounts authentic, then the conclusion favours the I;tajj
al-qiran. If we decline acceptance ofboth, its probative value would be suspended.
If we give preference to the account of Muslim in his ~a/:ttl;t collection concerning
the 'umra, where it is stated on the authority of 'Abbas that he (the Prophet
(SAAS) declared the il;tram of the I;tajj (al-ifrild), then this would argue in favour
of the I;tajj al-qiran, especially since evidence supporting this vyill be given from
Ibn 'Abbas.
Muslim narrated from a I;tadith of Ghundar and Mu'adh b. Mu'adh,from
Shu'ba, from al-.I;:!akam, from Mujahid, from Ibn 'Abbas, that the Messenger of
God (SAAS) said, "This is an 'umra that we have considered a mut'a; those not
having brought a had, may consider their il;tram fully concluded. The 'umra has
entered into the al-I;tajj until Judgement Day."
Al-Bukhan narrated from Adam b. Abu Iyyas and Muslim from a I;tad,th
of Ghundar, both quoting Shu'ba, from Abu Jamra, who said, "I declared my
intent to perform the I;tajj al-tamattu" but people advised against this. So I asked
Ibn 'Abbas and he told me to do so. After that I seemed to see in my sleep a man
say to me, 'It is a I;tajj mabriiY'1 and a mut'a" that is accepted.' I told Ibn 'Abbas
ofthis (dream) and he said, Allahu Akbar! 'God is most Great!' A practice ofAbu
al-Qiisim, God's peace and blessings be upon him!"
By the term mut'a used here, the word qiran is really meant.
Al-Qu'ayni and others stated, quoting Malik b. Anas, from Ibn Shihab, from
Mu!).ammad b. 'Abd Allah b. al-.I;:!arith b. Nawfal b. al-.I;:!arith b. 'Abd al-Murta1ib,
who is quoted as saying that he heard Sa'd b. Abu Waqqa~ and al-J;>a1).1).ak b.
Qtys, that year when Mu'awiya b. Abu Sufyan made the I;tajj, making reference
to the performing of the tamattu' of the 'umra leading to the I;tajj. AI-J;>a1).!).ak
said, "No one would do that unless iguorant of God's instruction!" Sa'd replied,
91. That is, one that accords with the practice of the Prophet (SAAS), and is therefore supposed
to be acceptable to God.
92. Some editions of the $abilz of al-Bukhan: give the word 'umra instead of the mut<a given here.
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"Cousin, what you say is quite wrong!" AI-Da!.Ji).ak went on, "'Vmar b. al-Khanab
used to forbid it." Sa'd responded, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) did it, and
we did it along with him."
Al-TirmidhI narrated it, as did al-Nasa'I, from Qutayba, from Malik. AlTirruidhI stated it to be ,a{zi{z, "authentic".
'Abd al-Razzaq stated, from Mu'tamir b. Sulayrnan and 'Abd Allah b.
al-Mubarak, both quoting Sulayrnan al-TaymI, quoting Ghunayrn b. Qtys, who
said, "I asked Sa'd b. Abu Waqqa~ about the performance of the tamattu' of
the 'umra leading to the {zajj. He replied, 'I did it along with the Messenger of
God (SAAS). And at that time he' - meaning Mu'awiya - 'was an unbeliever
_
in al-'Vrsh' - meaning Mecca."
Muslim narrated it from a {zadith of Shu'ba, and of Sufyan al-ThawrI, Ya!.Jya
b. Sa'Id and Marwan al-FazarI, all four of them quoting Sulayman al-TaymI,
who said, "I heard Ghunaym b. Qtys say, 'I asked Sa'd about the mut'a, and he
replied, 'We did perform it; and at that time he was an unbeliever in al-CUrsh."'"
In the account ofYa!.Jya b. Sa'Id, the {zadith ends, "meaning Mu'awiya".
All of this has to·do with the application of the term al-tamattu' to something
more general than the al_tamattu' al-kha,. That is, it assumes the declaration of
the i{zram state for the 'umra, then completing it and thereafter again declaring
the i{zram for the {zajj, and it is (also more general) than the {zajj al-qiran. In fact,
what Sa'd said about it was evidence for the term al-tamattu' being applied to
the performance of the 'umra pilgrimage in the months of the {zajj. This relates
to them having gone on the pilgrimage while Mu'awiya was still an unbeliever,
in Mecca,. applying either to the 'umra at al-Budaybiyya or the 'umrat al-qat/a'this being more likely. Regarding the 'umrat al-ji'rana, Mu'awiya had accepted
Islam along with his father (Abu Sufyan) the night of the conquest of Mecca. We
have narrated how he had cut short the hair of the Prophet (SAAS), using an
iron arrow head on one of his 'umra pilgrimages; that was, undoubtedly, the
'umra from al-Ji'rana. But God knows best.

Accounts ofthe pilgrimage as narrated by those who maintain that the
Messenger ofGod (SAAS) performed the bajj al-qiran,
along with the relevant abadith.

The Account ofthe Commander ofthe Believers, 'Umar b.
al-Kharrab, may God be pleased with him.
It is given above how al-Bukharl narrated from a {zadith of Abu 'Amr al-Awza'I,
quoting Yai).ya b. Abu Kathlr, from qkrima, from Ibn 'Abbas, from 'Vmar b.
al-Khanab, who said, "I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say in WadI
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a1-'Aqlq, 'Tonight I received a visitation from a spirit from my Lord, Almighty
and Glorious is He. He told me, "Pray in this blessed valley and say, '(Let it be)
an 'umra within a bijja'."'"
The /:taft:;; al-Bayhaqi stated that he was informed by 'Ali b. AJ.unad b. 'Vmar
b. I;Iaf~ al-Maqburi in Baghdad, who quoted Al;J.mad b. Sulayman as saying, "It
was narrated to 'Abd ai-Malik b. Mul;J.ammad while I listened, as follows, 'Abu
Zayd al-Harawi related to me, quoting 'Ali b. al-Mubarak, quoting Yal;J.ya b. Abu
Kathir, quoting qkrima, quoting Ibn 'Abbas, quoting 'Umar b. al-Khanab, who
said, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) stated, 'Gabriel, may peace be upon him,
carne to me while I was at al-'Aqiq. He said, "Pray two raka'at in this blessed
valley. And say, 'An 'umra within a /:tijja'. For the 'umra has entered within the
bajj until Judgement Day."''''''
AI-Bayhaqi then stated, "AI-Bukhari narrated it from Abu Zayd al-Harawi."
Imam Al;J.mad stated that Hashim related to him, quoting Sayyar, from Abu
Wa'il, who said that there was a man who had been a Christian, named al-Sabi
b. Ma'bad, who wanted to engage in the jihad. He was told, "Begin by making
the pilgrimage." So he went to al-Ash'ari who told him to declare his intention
of making the /:tajj and the 'umra together. He did so. While he was reciting the
talbiyya, Yazid b. SUl;J.an and Salman b. Rabi'a passed by. One of them said to
the other, "This fellow wanders further astray than his people's donkeys!" The
young man overheard this and it annoyed him. And so when he reached Mecca,
he went to 'Umar b. al-Khanab and related that to him. 'Umar told him, "You
have been led aright, in the practice of your Prophet (SAAS)." (The narrator
continued) "On another occasion I heard him use the words, 'You have been
well-guided to the practice of your Prophet (SAAS).'"
Imam Al;J.mad also related this from Yal;J.ya b. Sa'id al-Q;inan, from al-A'mash,
from Shaqiq, from Abu Wa'il, from al-Sabi Ibn Ma'bad, quoting 'Umar b.
al-Khanab. In that version, the latter said, "The two men said nothing (of
importance); you have been well-guided to the practice ofyour Prophet (SAAS)."
He also narrated it from 'Abd al-Razzaq, from Sufyan al-Thawri, from Man~ilr,
from AbU Wa'il. And also from Ghundar, from Shu'ba, from al-I;Iakam, from
Abu Wa'il, and from Sufyan b. 'Uyayna, from 'Abdu b. Abu Lubaba, from Abu
Wa'il, who said, "AI-Sabi b. Ma'bad said, 'I had been a Christian, but accepted
Islam. I declared my intention to make a /:tajj and an 'umra, and Yazid b. SUl;J.an
and Salman b. Rabi'a heard me while I was reciting the talbiyya for them
both. They commented, "This fellow wanders further astray than his people's
donkeys!" After their words, I felt as if a mountain had been loaded on me! So I
approached 'Umar and told him. He then went to them and berated them. After
that he carne to me and said, "You have been well-guided to the practice of the
Prophet (SAAS)."'"
"'Abdu stated, 'AbU Wa'il commented, 'I and Masroq used to go often to that
man al-Sabi b. Ma'bad, and ask him about this.'"
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The lines of transmission for this are excellent and accord with the criteria for
the designation ~alJ'lJ, "authentic". Abu Da'ud, al-Nasa'I and Ibn Maja related it
from various lines, from Abu Wa'II ShaqIq b. Salama, who narrated it.
AI-Nasa'I stated, in the chapter on the pilgrimage in his lJaduh collection, that
Mu1;lanunad b. 'All b. al-Basan b. ShaqIq related to him, quoting his father, from
Jamrat al-SukkarI, from Mutarrif, from Salama b. Kuhayl, from Tawus, from
Ibn 'Abbas, from 'Omar, who said, "I swear by God, I forbid you performing the
mut'a; (although) it is certainly in God's Book, and although the Prophet (SAAS)
performed it."
The chain of transmission for this is excellent.

An Account relating to the two Commanders ofthe Believers,
'Uthman and <Ali, may God be pleased with them both.
Imam A1;lmad stated that it was related to him by Mu1;lammad b. Ja'far, quoting
Shu'ba, from 'Amr b. Murra, from Sa'Id b. al-Musayyab, who said, "'AlI and
'Othman were together at 'Osfau. 'Othman was forbiddiug the performance of
the mut<a or the 'umra. Aud so 'AlI said, 'Why are you forbidding something the
Messenger of God (SAAS) did?' 'Othman replied, 'Enough of that!'''
This abbreviated form is the manner in which Imam A1;lmad narrated this.
Both scholars of the ~alJ'lJ collections promulgated it from a lJaduh of Shu'ba,
from 'Amr b. Murra, from Sa'Id b. al-Musayyab, who said, "While they were
at 'Osfan, 'Othman and 'AlI differed over the mut<a. 'AlI asked, 'Why are you
forbidding something the Messenger of God (SAAS) did?' When 'All saw that
(that 'Othman was forbidding the mut'a) he recited the talbiyya for both."
The phraseology given by al-Bukharl is similar.
AI-Bukharl stated that Mu1;lammad b. Bashshar related to him, quoting
Ghundar, from Shu'ba, from al-Bakam, from 'AlI b. al-Busayn, from Marwan
b. al-Bakam, who said, "I witnessed 'Othman and 'AlI, while 'Othman was
forbidding performance of the mut'a and that both be combined. When 'AlI saw
(this attitude) he recited the talbiyya for both, saying, 'At Your service, 0 God,
for an 'umra and a lJajj.' He ('AlI) went on, 'I'm not one to abandon a practice
of the Prophet (SAAS), because of what anyone says.'"
AI-Nasa'I narrated it from a lJaduh ofShu'ba, and from a lJaduh of al-A'mash,
from Muslim al-Bapn, from 'AlI b. al-Busayn.
Imam A1;lmad stated that it was related to him by Mu1;lammad b. Ja'far, quoting
Shu'ba, from QItada, who said, "'Abd Allah b. ShaqIq stated, ''Othman was
forbidding the mut<a and 'AlI was recommending it. And so 'Othman said to 'AlI,
"You are doing so and such!" 'AlI replied, "You know that we performed the
mut<a along with the Messenger of God (SAAS)." "Yes," (replied 'Othman)
"but we were afraid {then).'"''
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Muslim related it from a badtth of Shu'ba.
This constitutes recognition from COthman, may God be pleased with him, of
what 'Ali, may God be pleased with him, told him. And it is well known that
'Ali, may God be pleased with him, declared the ibram on the bijjat al-wada' by
reciting the talbiyya in the same manner as the Messenger of God (SAAS). 'Ali
had brought an animal for sacrifice and the Prophet (SAAS) ordered him to
maintain his ibram state. The Prophet (SAAS) allowed 'Ali to share in his own
hadj, as will be shown.
.
Malik narrated in his work al-Muwata' from Ja'far b. Mul:>ammad, from his
father, that aI-Miqdad b. al-Aswad went in to see 'Ali b. Abu Talib at al-Suqya
while he was preparing leaves and crushed grain to feed his young camels.
AI-Miqdad told him, "This 'Uthman b. 'Affan is forbidding that the bajj and the
'umra be combined." 'Ali left, his hands bearing traces of the camel food mash.
(The narrator commented), "And I'll not forget the sight of the mixture on his
hands!" When 'Ali went in to 'Uthman, he asked, "Are you forbidding that the
bajj and the 'umra be combined?" 'Uthman replied, "That's my view." At that 'Ali
left in anger, saying, "At Your service, 0 God, for a bijja and an 'umra together!"
Abu Da'ud stated in his work the Sunan that Yal:>ya b. Ma'in related to
him, quoting I;Iajjaj, quoting Yunus, from Abu Isl:>aq, from aI-Barii' b. 'Azib,
who said, "I was with 'Ali when the Messenger of God (SAAS) appointed him
Governor of Yemen." And he went on to relate the arrival of 'Ali.
(The tradition goes on to state) 'Ali said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
asked me, 'How have you done?' I replied, 'I have only recited the talbiyya (in
the manner) of the Prophet (SAAS). I have brought a hadj and I have combined
(both the 'umra and the bijja)."
AI-Nasa'i narrated it from a badtth of Yal:>ya b. Ma'in with his line of
transmission which accords with the criteria of the two scholars (al-Bukhari and
Muslim). The bafi:r. al-Bayhaqi explained it away by the fact of this phraseology
not being in the (long) text of the badtth ofJabir.
There is some dispute over this explanation, because the performance of the
bajj al-qiran is narrated from a badtth of Jabir b. 'Abd Allah, as will be shown
shordy. If God, Ahnighty is He, wishes.
Ibn Hibban narrated in his fabjb collection, from 'Ali b. Abu Tiilib, who said,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) left Medina and I left from Yemen. I said, 'I
am at Your service, 0 God, with the same invocation made by the Prophet
(SAAS)." The Prophet (SAAS) said, "I recited the talbiyya for the bajj and the
'umra combined."

The Account ofAnas b. Malik, may God be pleased with him.
A group of the tabi'Un, "the first generation scholars", related it; we will quote
from them in alphabetical order.
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BAKR B. 'ABDALLAH AL-MUZANJ.

Imam AJ:unad stated that Hushaym related to him, quoting !::Iumayd ai-Tawil,
quoting Bakr b. 'Abd Allah al-Muzarn, who said, "I heard Anas b. Malik relate
as follows, 'I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) recite the talbiyya for
the /:tajj and the 'umra combined. I related that to Ibn 'Umar, who said, "He
recited the talbiyya for the /:tajj alone." I then met Anas and told him what Ibn
'Umar related. He said, "You think of us as mere boys! I heard the Messenger
of God (SAAS) say, "At Your service, 0 God, for an 'umra and a /:tajj.'"''
'Al-Bukhari related it from Musaddad, from Bishr b. al~Fa41, from !::Iamid.
Muslim promulgated it from Shuray\:l b. Yunus, from Hushaym. And also from
Umayya b. Bis(jjm, from Yazid b. Zuray', from !::Iabib b. al-Shahid, from Bakr
b. 'Abd Allah al-Muzani.
THABIT AL-BUNANJ.

Imam A\:Imad stated that Waki' related to him, from Ibn Abu Layla, from
Thabit, from Anas, that the Prophet (SAAS) said, "At Your service, 0 God, for
an 'umra and a /:tijja combined."
AI-!::Iasan al-Ba~ri is alone in quoting it on this line.
Imam AJ:unad stated that Raw\:lrelated to him, quoting Ash'ath, from Anas b.
Malik (who said), "The Messenger of God (SAAS) came to Mecca. They recited
the talbiyya for a /:tajj and an 'umra. The Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered
them, after they had circumambulated the ka'ba and passed between al-Safa and
al-Marwa, to declare their i/:tram concluded and to make an'umra. It seemed as
if the people were shocked by that. And the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Had
I not brought a had. I would have declared my i/:tram concluded.' The people
then did declare their i/:tram concluded and performed the /:tajj al-tamattu'."
The /:taft'!' Abu Bakr al-Bazzar stated that al-!::Iasan b. Qaza'a related to him,
qnoting Sufyan b. !::Iabib, quoting Ash'ath, from aI-!::Iasan, from Anas, (who
said), "The Prophet (SAAS) and his Companions recited the talbiyya for a /:tajj
and an 'umra. And when they arrived in Mecca, they circumambulated the ka'ba
and passed between aI-Safa and al-Mal-wa. The Messenger of God (SAAS)
ordered them to declare their i/:tram concluded, but they were afraid to do so. He
therefore said, 'Declare your i/:tram concluded. If I did not have a had., I would
declare my i/:tram concluded.'"
AI-Bazzilr then stated, "We know of no one except Ash'ath b. 'Abd ai-Malik
who narrated this from al-!::Iasan."
/fUMAYDB. TlRUWAYHAL-TAWlL.

Imam A\:Imad stated that Ya\:lya related to him, from !::Iumayd (who said), "I
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heard Anas say, 'I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, "At Your service,
with a bajj, and an 'umra and a bajj."'"

This line of transmission is two-thirds in accord with the criteria of the
two scholars. They did not promulgate it. And none of the authors of the books
(of a/:tadnh) gave it from this line of transmission. However, Muslim did narrate
it from YaI;1ya b. YaI;1ya, from Hushaym, from YaI;1ya b. Abu IsI;1aq and 'Abd
al-'Aziz b. Suhayb and Bumayd (who said that) they heard Anas b. Malik say,
"I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) recite the talbiyya for both combined.
(He said) 'At Your service for an 'umra and a /:tajj.'"
Imam AI;1mad stated that Ya'mur b. Yusr related to him, quoting 'Abd Allah,
quoting Bumayd al-Tawil, from Anas b. Malik, who said, "The Messenger of
God (SAAS) brought many animals for sacrifice and said, 'At Your service, with
an 'umra and a /:tajj.' I was there at the right flank of his cameL"
AI;1mad was also alone in giving it from this line of transmission.
lfUMAYD B. HILALAL-'ADAWI AL-BASRI.

The /:taft" Abu Bakr al-Bazzar stated in his musnad that MuI;1ammad b. alMuthanna related to him, quoting 'Abd al-Wahhab, from AyyUb, from Abu
Qilaba, from Anas b. Malik, and it is reported from Salama b. Shabib, quoting
'Abd al-Razzaq, quoting Ma'mar, from AyyUb, from Abu Qilaba, and Burnayd
b. Hilal, from Anas, who said, "I was mounted behind Abu TalI;1a, and his knee
was touching that of the Messenger of God (SAAS), while he was reciting the
talbiyya for the /:tajj and the 'umra."
This line of transmission is excellent and strong and conforms to the criteria
for the designation $a/:tt/:t, "authentic"; they (the compilers ofthe $a/:tt/:t collections)
did not include it.
Al-Bazzar explained this by saying that the person reciting the talbiyya for the
/:tajj and the 'umra was AbuTalI;1a. He said, "And the Prophet (SAAS) did not
contradict him."
This explanation is controversial and unnecessary, because that (fact of the
Prophet (SAAS) having recited the talbiyya) comes by various routes from
Anas, as above and to follow. Moreover, (grammatically) it is more correct for
the pronoun to be related to the closer of the two persons mentioned, which in
this instance constitutes very strong evidence. But God knows best.
In the account of Salim b. Abu al-Ja'd, from Anas, will come a clear refutation
of this explanation.
FROM ZAYD B. ASLAM.

The /:taft" Abu Bakr al-Bazzar stated that Sa'id b. 'Abd al-'Aziz al-Tanukhi
narrated, from Zayd b. Aslam, from Anas b. Malik, who said, "The Prophet
(SAAS) recited the talbiyya for a /:tajj and an 'umra.
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"AI-I;Iasan b. 'Abd a1-'Aziz al-Jarawi related it to us, as did Mu!]ammad
b. Miskin. They both said, 'Bishr b. Bakr related (it) to us, from Sa'id b. 'Abd
al-'AziZ, from Zayd b. Aslam, from Anas.'"
I note that this line of transmission meets the criteria for

~alttlz,

"authentic",

but they (the authors of the canonical collections) did not promulgate it from
this line.
The vaft:;, Abu Bakr a1-Bayhaqi narrated it in a more simple text. He stated
that Abu 'Abd Allah a1-I;Iafi~ and Abu Bakr A!]mad b. a1-I;Iasan a1-~<!i related
to him, that Abu a1-'Abbas Mu!]ammad b. Ya'qub related to them, quoting
al-'Abbas b. al-Walid b. Yazid, quoting his father, quoting Shu'ayb b. 'Abd
al-'Aziz, from Zayd b. Aslam and others, who said that, "A man came to Ibn
'Umar and asked, 'With what intention did the Messenger of God (SAAS) recite
the talbiyya?' Ibn 'Umar replied, 'He recited the talbiyya for the vajj, and (the
man then) left.'
"The man then came to him the following year and asked, 'With what intention
did the Messenger of God (SAAS) recite the talbiyya?' Ibn 'Umar asked, 'Didn't
you come to me last year?' 'Yes', the man replied, 'but Anas b. Malik claims that
he performed the vajj al-qiran.' Ibn 'Umar commented, 'Anas b. Malik (was
then so young that he) used to go in to see the women when their heads were
uncovered! I was right underneath the camel ofthe Messenger of God (SAAS), its
saliva actually touching me, and I heard him reciting the talbiyya for the !tajj.'"
FROM SALIM B. ABU AL-JA'D AL-GHATAFANIAL-KUFl.

Imam A!]mad stated that Ya!]ya b. Adam related to him, quoting Shank, from
Man~ur, from Salim b. Abu al-Ja'd, from Anas b. Malik, who gave a line of
transmission back to the Prophet (SAAS), to the effect that he combined the vajj
with the 'umra and said, "At Your service, for an 'umra and a vijja together."
(This Vadtth may be classified as) vasan, "good"; they (the compilers of the
canonical collections) did not promulgate it.
Imam A!]mad stated that 'Affan related to him, quoting Abu 'Awana, quoting
'Uthman b. al-Mughira, from Salim b. Abu a1-Ja'd, from Sa'd, the freed-man of
al-I;Iasan b. 'Ali, who said, "We went forth with 'Ali, and when we reached Dhu
al-I;Iulayfa, 'AlI said, 'Iwish to combine the vajj with the 'umra. Those who wish
should speak as I do.' He then recited the talbiyya. He said, 'At Your service for
a ltijja and an 'umra.'"
The narrator went on, "And Salim said, 'Anas b. Malik stated to me, "I swear
by God, my leg was actually touching that of the Messenger of God (SAAS),
while he was reciting the talbiyya for them both together.'''''
This line of transmission is also excellent; they (the compilers of the canonical
collections) did not promulgate it.
This text refutes the explanation by the !taft:;, al-Bazzar of the !tadtth given by
I;Iumayd b. Hilal quoting Anas, as referred to above. But God knows best.
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FROM SULAYMAN B. TARKHAN AL-TAYMI.

The biifi;. Abu Bakr al-Bazzar stated that Yal:J.Ya b. J::Iablb b. 'ArabI related to
him, quoting alTMu'tamir b. Sulayman, who said that he heard his father quote
Anas b. Malik as saying, "I heard the Prophet (SAAS) recite the talbiyya for both
together."

Al-Bazzar then said, "The only person relating this from al-Tayml is his son
al-Mu'tamir. And only Ya1).ya b. J::Iablb al-'Arabl heard this from him."
I note that this meets the criteria for the category $abib, "authentic".. They
(the compilers of the canonical collections) did not promulgate it.
FROM SUWAYD B.lfUJAYR.

Imam AJ.unad stated that Mul,tammad b. ]a'far related to him, quoting Shu'ba,
from Abu Qaza'a Suwayd b. J::Iujayr, from Anas b. Malik, who said, "I was
mounted behind Abu Ta1l:Ja. The knee of Abu Tal1).a was almost knocking
against that of the Messenger of God (SAAS), while the latter was reciting the
talbiyya for both."
This line of transmission is excellent. A1).mad is alone in giving it. They (the
compilers of the canonical collections) did not promulgate it. In it there is a clear
refutation of the view of the biifi;. al-Bazzar.
FROM 'ABDALUHB. ZAYDABU QILABAAL-JARMI.

Imam A1).mad stated that 'Abd al-Razzaq related to him, quoting Mamar, from
AyyUb, from Abu Qjlaba, from Anas, who said, "I was mounted behind Abu
Tal1).a while he rode beside the Prophet (SAAS). My leg was actually touching
the stirrup of the latter, and I heard him reciting the talbiyya for the bajj and
the 'umra."
Al-Bukharl narrated to him, from various lines,. from AyyUb, from Abu
Qjlaba, from Anas, who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) performed the al-;.uhr
prayer in Medina with four raka'iit and the al-'av prayer in Dhu al-J::Iulayfa
with two raka'iit. He then spent the night there, and in the morning mounted his
camel. When it bore him out above· al-Bayda', he praised and glorified God and
spoke the words Alliihu Akbar! 'God is most Great!' He then recited the talbiyya
for both together, the bajj and the 'umra. And the people with him recited the
talbiyya for both together." .
In another account from him, he (Anas) said, "I was mounted behind Abu
Ta1l:Ja while they were reciting the talbiyya for both together, the bajj with the
'umra."
And in another account, from AyyUb, from "a man", Anas is quoted as
saying, "He spent the night there. Next morning he performed the al-$ubb
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prayer, then mounted his camel. When it bore him to ai-Bayda', he recited the
talbiyya for an Cumra and a ~ajj."
FROM <ABDAL-<AZIZ B. SUHAYB.

I have given his account above, with that ofI:!umayd ai-TaWil from mm, given
by Muslim.
FROM <ALl B. ZAYD B. JUD'AN.

The ~ii.ji? Abu Bakr al-Bazzar stated that Ibrahim b. Sa'id related to mm, quoting
'Ali b. I:!akim, from Sharik, from 'Ali b. Zayd, from Anas, who said, "The
Messenger of God ($AAS) recited the talbiyya for both together."
Tms tradition is gharib, "unilateral", from this line, and none of the compilers
of the canonical collections included it; though it does meet their criteria.
FROM QATADA B. DA'AMA AL-SADUSI.

Imam A\:unad stated that both Bahz and 'Abd al-$amad al-Ma'ni related to him,
saying, "Hanunam b. Yal;J.ya related to us, quoting Q;1tada, who said, 'I asked
Anas b. Malik, "How many times did the Messenger of God ($AAS) perform
the pilgrimage?" He replied, "One ~ijja; and he also performed the Cumra four
times - that at the time of al-I:!udaybiyya, that in Dhu al-Q;1<da from Medina,
that from al-Ji'rana in Dhu al-Q;1<da when he divided up the booty from the
battle ofI:!unayn, and that along with his ~ijja."'"
Both scholars (al-Bukhari and Muslim) included it from a ~adith ofHammam
b. Yal;J.ya.
FROM MUS'AB B. SULAYM AL-ZUBAYRl, THEIR FREED-MAN.

Imam A1]mad stated that Waki' related to him, quoting Mu~'ab b. Sulaym, who
said that he heard Anas b. Malik say, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) recited
the talbiyya for a ~ijja and an Cumra."
A1]mad is alone in giving tms.
FROM YAj{YA B. ISIfAQAL-IfAl)RAMl.

Imam A1]mad stated that Hushaym related to him, quoting Yal;J.ya b. Is1]aq and
'Abd al-'Aziz b. $uhayb and I:!umayd ai-Tawil, who said that they heard Anas
say, "I heard the Messenger of God ($AAS) recite the talbiyya for the ~ajj and
the Cumra together. He said, 'At Your service, for an 'umra and a ~ajj! At Your
service for an Cumra and a bajj!' "
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It has been shown above that Muslim narrated it from Yal;tya b. Yal;tya, from
Hushaym.
Imam AJ:unad also stated that 'Abd al-Aqa related to him, from Ya!:>ya. from
Anas, who said, "We went forth to Mecca with the Messenger of God (SAAS).
And I heard him say, 'At Your service for an 'umra and a l;.ajj.'"
FROM ABU ASMA' AL-SAYQAL.

Imam AJ:unad stated that I;Iasan related to him, quoting Zuhayr and that AJ:unad
b. 'Abd ai-Malik related to him, quoting Zuhayr, from Abu Is!:>aq, from Abu
Asma' al-Sayqal, from Anas b. Malik, who said, "We went forth, shouting (the
talbiyya) for the l;.ajj. And when we reached Mecca, the Messenger of God
(SAAS) ordered us to make it into an 'umra. He said, 'If I had known before
hand what I came to learn, I would have made it into an 'umra; but I had brought
the had, and have combined the l;.ajj with the 'umra.'"
AI-Nasa'j narrated this from Hannad, from Abu al-A!:>w",!, from Abu Is!:>aq,
from Abu Asma' al-Sayqal, from Anas b. Malik, who said, "I heard the Messenger
of God (SAAS) recite the talbiyya for both."
FROM ABU QUDAMA AL-lJANAFf; HIS NAME IS ALSO GIVEN
AS MUlJAMMAD B. 'UBAYD.

Imam AJ:unad stated that Raw!:> b. 'Ubada related to him, quoting Shu'ba, from
Yunus b. 'Ubayd, from Abu Qudama aI-I;Ianafj, who said, "I asked Anas for
what the Messenger of God (SAAS) had recited the talbiyya. He replied, 'I
heard him seven times recite the talbiyya for an 'umra and a l;.ijja.'''
Imam A!:>mad is alone in giving this. The line of transmission is excellent
and strong. And to God go all praise and credit, and through Him come success
and security.
Ibn Hibban narrated in his ~al;.,l;. collection, that Anas b. Malik said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) combined between the l;.ajj and the 'umra, and the
people did so with him."
The l;.afi:; al-Bayhaqj gave some of these same quotations from Anas b. Malik
and then went on to offer an explanation that is controversial.
He concludes, "It was Anas who was in doubt (regarding the l;.ijja of the
Prophet), but not the others apart from him. It is likely that he had (merely)
heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) instruct others how they should recite
the talbiyya for the l;.ajj al-qiran, and not that he (the Prophet (SAAS» did so
himself. But God knows best."
He went on, "This is also narrated from others than Anas b. Malik, but there
are questions over its reliability."
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I observe that the apparent controversiality of this statement will not be
hidden from anyone who contemplates it. It might well be best, therefore, to
disregard it, for it creates doubts about the memory of a Companion from whom
others, in substantial numbers, have narrated this tradition, as shown above.
And opening up this issue would lead to major difficulty. But God, Almighty
is He, knows best.
THE IJADITH OF AL-BAIuP B. <ifZIB ON THE IJAJJ AL-QIRAN.

The /:taji.. Abu Bakr al-Bayhaql stated that Abu al-I;Iusayn b. Bishran informed
him, quoting 'Ali b. Mu!:Iarnrnad al-Mi~rl, quoting Abu Ghassan Malik b. Ya1:Iya,
quoting Yazld b. Harun, quoting Zakariyya' b. Abu Za'ida, from Abu Is!:Iaq, from
al-Bara' b. 'Azib, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) performed three
'umra pilgrimages, and all were in Dhu al-qa'da." 'A'isha said, "He knew he had
performed four 'umra pilgrimages, including that along with which he made
the /:tajj."
AI-Bayhaql stated, "This is not correct." I observe that this will also follow
with a line of transmission that is $a/:tt/:t and goes back to 'A'isha in similar words.

The Account ofJabir b. <.Abd Allah, may God
be pleased with him.
The biiji.. Abu al-I;Iasan al-Darqutnl stated that Abu Bakr b. Abu Da'ud
informed him, and that Mu!:Iarnrnad b. Ja'far b. Rumays, and al~sim b. Isma'll
Abu 'Ubayd, and 'Uthman b. Ja'far al-Lubban and others said that A1:Irnad
b. Ya!:Iya ai-Sufi related to them, quoting Zayd b. al-I;Iubab, quoting SufYan
al-Thawrl, from Ja'far b. Mu!:Iarnmad, from his father, who quoted Jabir b. 'Abd
Allah, as saying, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the /:tajj three times
- twice before he left on the Hijra and once with which he combined an 'umra."
AI-Tirmidhl and Ibn Maja narrated this from a /:tadfth of Sufyan b. Sa'Id
al-Thawr!.
AI-Tirmidhl himself narrated this as did Ibn Maja from a /:tadtth of Sufyan b.
Sa'ld al-Thawr!.
AI-Tirrnidhl narrated it from 'Abd Allah b. Abu Ziyad, from Zayd b. al-I;Iubab,
from Sufyan. He then stated, "It is ghartb corning from a /:tadtth of Sufyan; we
know it only from a /:tadfth of Zayd b. al-I;Iubab. I saw that 'Abd al-Ra1:Irnan b.
'Abd al-Ra!:Iman - meaning al-Dariml - narrated this /:tadfth in his works from
'Abd Allah b. Abu Ziyad. I asked Mu!:Iarnrnad (b. Isma'll al-Bukhart) about this,
but he did not know of him. I noticed also that he did not consider him reliable.
Instead, he said it was narrated from al-Thawrl, from Abu Is!:Iaq, from Mujahid
only in a mursal form."
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In the work al-Sunan al-Kabir of al-Bayhaql, Abu qsa al-Tirmidhl is quoted
as stating, "I asked Mul:>ammad b. Isma'll al-Bukharl about this I;adith. He replied,
'This I;adith is in error; this was in fact related as mursal from al-Thawr!.'"
Al-Bukhilrl stated, "When Zayd b. al-Bubab narrated, he would be mistaken;
or he might make an error about something."
Ibn Maja narrated it from al-Qiisim b. Mul;J.ammad b. 'Abbad al-Muhallabl,
from 'Abd Allah b. Da'ud al-Khuraybl, from Sufyan. This is a line not followed
by al-Tirmidhl or al-Bayhaql, nor probably al-Bukharl, when he spoke about
Zayd b. Bubab, thinking him to have been alone in relating it. However, this
was not so. But God knows best.
A DIFFERENT LINE OF TRANSMISSION FROMJABIR.

Abu 'lsi! al-Tirtnidhl stated that Ibn Abu 'Vmar related to him, quoting Abu
Mu'awiya, from Bajjaj, from Abu al-Zubayr, from ]abir, who said that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) combined the I;ajj and the 'umra together. And he
performed one circumambulation for both.
He then stated, "This I;adith is I;asan, 'good'." In one version he used the
word $a/lib, "authentic".

Ibn Hibban narrated this in his ~al;il; collection from ]abir. He quoted him as
saying, "The Prophet (SAAS) performed only one circumambulation for the
I;ajj and for his 'umra."
I note that the Bajjaj mentioned above is Ibn Artat; several of the imams spoke
about him. However, he narrated from a different line - from Abu al-Zubayr,
and also from]abir b. 'Abd Allah.
The I;aji:;: Abu Bakr al-Bazzar stated in his I;adith compendium that Muqaddam
b. Mul;J.ammad related to him, quoting his uncle al-Qiisim b. Yal;J.ya b. Muqaddam,
from 'Abd al-RaJ.unan b. 'Vthman b. Khuthaym, from Abu al-Zubayr, from]abir,
who said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) arrived (in Mecca), combined the
I;ajj and the 'umra and led a hadi for sacrifice. The Messenger of God (SAAS)
said, "Those who have not brought a hadi may make it into an 'umra."
Al-Bazzar then stated, "We know of these words being attributed to ]abir
only from this chain of transmission."
Al-Bazzar is alone in giving it in his compendium from this line; its chain of
transmission is gharib, "unique". It is not to be found in any of the six (canonical)
books from this line. God knows best.

The Account ofAbil Taiba Zayd b. Sahl al-An$iiri,
may God be pleased with him.
Imam Al;J.mad stated that Abu Mu'awiya related to him, quoting Bajjaj - he
being Ibn Artat - from al-Basan b. Sa'd, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "Abu Tall;J.a
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informed me that the Messenger of God (SAAS) combined the I;ajj with the
'umra."

Ibn Maja narrated, from 'AlI b. MuQ.ammad, from Abu Mu'awiya, with the
same chain of transmission and terminology. He stated, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS) combined the I;ajj with the 'umra."
Al-l::Iajjaj b. Artat is considered a somewhat weak source; God knows best.

The Account ofSuraqa b. Malik b. Jucshum.
Imam AQ.mad stated that Makkl b. Ibrahlm related to him, quoting Da'ud
- meaning Ibn Suwayd - quoting 'Abd al-Malik al-Zarrad, quoting al-Nazzal b.
Sabara, the companion of 'AlI say, "I heard Suraqa say, 'I heard the Messenger
of God (SAAS) state, "The 'umra has entered into the I;ajj until the Day of
Judgement.'" "
He (Suraqa) said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the I;ajj al-qiran
on the I;ijjat al-wada'."

The Account ofSa Cd b. Abu Waqqa$from the Prophet (SAAS),
to the ejfect that he performed the /:tajj with the 'umra,
this constituting the /:tajj al-qiran.
Imam Malik quoted Ibn Shihab, quoting MuQ.ammad b. 'Abd Allah b. Nawfal
b. al-l::Iarith b. 'Abd al-Munalib, who said that he heard Sa'd b. Abu Waqqa~
and also al-OaQ.Q.ak b. QIys, the year that Mu'awiya b. Abu SufYan went on the
I;ajj, recall the performance of the 'umra with the I;ajj. Al-OaQ.Q.aq stated, "Only
anyone who was ignorant of God's command would do that." Sa'd responded,
"Cousin, what you said is wrong!"

Al-OaQ.Q.aq said, "Vmar b. al-Khanab used to forbid it." Sa'd stated, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) performed it, and we did it with him."
Al-Tirmidhi and al-Nasa'i both related it from Qutayba from Malik. AlTirmidhl stated, "This l;adith is ,al;il;, 'authentic'."
Imam AQ.mad stated that it was related to him by YaQ.ya b. Sa'id, quoting
Sulayman - meaning al-TaymI - quoting Ghunaym, who said, "I asked Abu
Waqqa~'s son about the al-mut'a and he replied, 'We did perform it, while this
fellow was still a disbeliever in al-Vrsh (Mecca)'" - meaning Mu'awiya.
He related it that way, in an abbreviated form.
Muslim related it in his ,al;il; collection, from a I;adith of Sufyan b. Sa'id
al-Thawri, and from Shu'ba, Marwan al-Fazari, and YaQ.ya b. Sa'id al-QInan.
All four quote from Sulayman b. Tarkhan al-Taymi, quoting Ghunaym b. QIys,
quoting Sa'd b. Abu Waqqa~, regarding the al-mut'a. Sa'd b. Abu Waqqa~
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stated, "We did perform it while this fellow was at that time an unbeliever in
al-CUrsh." In his account Yal;1ya b. Sa'ld added the words, "meaning Mu'awiya".
'Abd al-Razzaq related it from Mu'tamir b. Sulayman and 'Abd Allah b.
al-Mubarak, both of whom quoted from Sulayman al-Taymi, from Ghunaym b.
Q;1ys, who said, "I asked Sa'd about the performance of the 'umra with the bajj.
He replied, 'I performed it with the Messenger of God (SAAS), while this
fellow was an unbeliever in al-CUrsh'" - referring to Mecca and to Mu'awiya.
This second badith has a more authentic chain of transmission. However, we
have quoted it merely for added support rather than reliance. The first account
has an authentic line of transmission; this second is more direct in its intent. But
God knows best.

The Account of'Abd Allah b. Abu Awfa.
AI-Tabarani stated that Sa'id b. Mul;1ammad b. al-Mughirat al-Mi~rl related
to him, quoting Sa'ld b. Sulayman, quoting Yazid b. 'At:!', from Isma'll b. Abu
Khalid, from 'Abd Allah b. Abu Awfa, who said, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS) only combined the bajj with the 'umra because he knew that he would
not perform a pilgrimage after that year."

The Account of'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas on this subject.
Imam Al;1mad stated that Abu al-Nacjr related to him, quoting Da'ud - meaning
al-Q;1nan - from 'Amr, from qkrima, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger
ofGod (SAAS) performed the 'umra four times: that of al-I:Iudaybiyya, that of
al-Q;1cja', the third from al-Ji'rana, and the fourth that was performed along with
his bijja."
Abu Da'ud, al-Tirmidhi and Ibn Maja narrated it through various lines from
Da'ud b. 'Abd al-Ral;1man al-'Anar al-Makki, from 'fum b. Dinar, from qkrima,
from Ibn 'Abbas. AI-Tirmidhi referred to it as basan gharib. AI-Tirmidhi
narrated it from Sa'id b. 'Abd al-Ral;1man, from Sufyan b. CUyayna, from 'Amr,
from qkrima, as mursal.
The bafi" al-Bayhaqi narrated it through Abu al-I:Iasan 'Ali b. 'Abd al-'Aziz
al-Baghawi, from al-I:Iasan b. al-Rabi', and Shihab b. 'Abbad, both of whom
quoted Da'ud b. 'Abd al-Ral;1man al-'Anar, who related it. His account used the
words, "and the fourth that he combined with the bijja".
Abu al-I:Iasan 'Ali b. 'Abd al-'Aziz stated, "No one except Da'ud b. 'Abd
al-Ral;1man quotes this badith from Ibn 'Abbas,"
Moreover, al-Bayhaqi narrated that al_Bukhari stated, "Da'ud b. 'Abd
al-Ral;1man is entirely truthful. However, he may be subject to criticism."
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It has been given above how al-Bukharl narrated through Ibn 'Abbas, quoting
CUmar, as having said, "I heard the Messenger of God ($AAS) state, in Wadi
al-'Aqlq, 'An apparition came to me from my Lord who said, "Pray in this sacred
valley and say, 'An 'umra within a I;ijja.'''''' Perhaps it is this that Ibn 'Abbas
relied upon in what he narrated. But God knows best.

The Account of'Abd Allah, son ofcUmar, may God
be pleased with them both.
Imam A!)mad stated that Abu A1.Imad - meaning al-Zubayn - related to him,
quoting YUnus b. al-I:Iarith, from 'Amr b. Shu'ayb, from his father, from his
grandfather (who said that) the Messenger of God ($AAS) only performed the
I;ajj al-qiran out of fear that he would be blocked from the ka'ba and that he
said, "If not a bijj, then an 'umra."
This I;adith is strange in both its line of transmission and in its content; Imam
A!).mad is alone in narrating it.
(Imam) A!)mad said of this man YUnus b. al-I:Iarith: "He was confused in his
narration of al;adith." He categorized him as a weak source, as did also ai-Nasa'l
and Ya!).ya b. Ma'in, in one account.
Regarding the content, his statement that "the Messenger of God ($AAS)
only perfonned the I;ajj al-qiran out of fear that he would be blocked from
the ka'ba", who is it who could have so blocked him? God had already finnly
established Islam for him and had conquered the Holy City. And it had been
proclaimed on the plain at Mina during the (pilgrimage) season the previous year
that, "after this year no unbeliever shall perform the pilgrimage and no naked
person shall circumambulate the ka'ba". On the I;ijjat al-wada', moreover, there
were with him close to some 40,000 persons. His statement regarding "fear that
he would be blocked from the ka'ba" is therefore strange.
Yet this is no more strange than the statement of the Commander of the
Believers CUthman to 'Ali b. Abu Talib when the latter told him, "You well
know that we performed the hajj (al-qiran) with the Messenger of God ($AAS),"
to which CUthman responded, "Yes; but we were afraid".
I do not know to what this fear could be ascribed, or what could have been its
source. Perhaps he accepted the statement as (having been) that of a Companion,
and interpreted it according to his own understanding. What he stated is indeed
"authentic and to be accepted". But his theory is not infallible and it is thus only
applicable to the narrator. It is not applicable to others. This, however, does not
necessitate the rejection of the tradition that such a person has narrated.
This also applies to the statement of'Abd Allah b. 'Amr, provided that its line
of transmission is authentic. But God knows best.
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The Account ofCJmran b. Ifu$ayn, may God
be pleased with him.
Imam AJ:unad stated that both Mul;1ammad b. Ja'far and J::Iajjaj related to him
that Shu'ba related to them, from J::Iumayd b. Hilal, who stated that he heard
Mutarrif quote qmriln b. J::Iusayn as having said, "I am going to narrate a l;adith
to you through which God may perhaps give you benefit. This is, that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) combined a l;ijja with an 'umra and he did not
forbid it up to his death. And no revelation came down stating it to be l;aram,
'prohibited'. He used to greet me; but when 1 was cupping, he kept aloof from
me. When 1 ceased doing this, he came back to me."
Muslim narrated this from Mul;1ammad b. al-Muthanna and Mul;1ammad b.
Bashshar, from Ghundar, and from 'Ubayd Allah b. Mu'adh, from his father.
Al-Nasil'1 gave it from Mul;1ammad b. 'Abd al-A'la, from Khalid b. al-J::Iarith. All
three sources quote from Shu'ba, from J::Iumayd b. Hila!, from Mutarrif, from
qmriln.
Muslim narrated it from a l;adith of Shu'ba and Sa'id b. Abu 'Aruba, from
Q;ttada, from Mutarrif b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Shakhlr, from qmriln b. al-J::Iu~ayn,
to the effect that the Messenger of God (SAAS) combined a l;ajj with an 'umra.
The l;aft:;: Abu al-J::Iasan al-DilrqutDl stated, "The l;adith of Shu'ba, from
J::Iumayd b. Hila!, from Mutarrif, is ,al;il;. As for his l;adith from Q;ttada quoting
Mutarrif, in fact Baqiyya b. al"Walid narrated it thus from Shu'ba. Ghundar and
others narrated it from Sa'id b. Abu 'Aruba, from Q;ttada."
1 note that al-Nasil'i also narrated it in his al-Sunan textbook, from 'Amr b.
'Ali al-Fallils; from Kha!id b. al-J::Iilrith, from Shu'ba. In one version it is denved
from Sa'id, instead of from Shu'ba, from Q;ttada, from Mutarrif, from qmriln b.
al-J::Iusayn. But God knows best.
Ir is established in both ,al;il; collections from a l;adith of Hammilm, from
Q;ttada, from Mutarrif, from 'Imriln b. al-J::Iusayn, who stated, "We performed
al-tamattu' in the time of the Messenger of God (SAAS), and no revelation came
down declaring it {laram, 'prohibited'. And he did not forbid it up to the time of
his death."

The Account ofal-Hirmas b. Ziyiid al-Bahili."
'Abd Allah, son of Imilm AJ:unad, stated, "'Abd Allah b. qmran b. 'Ali Abu
Mul;1ammad, from al-Rayy, whose origins were in I~fahiln, related to us, quoting
Yal;1ya b. al-J;>ans, quoting qkrima b. 'Ammilr, from al-Hirmas, who said, 'I
was mounted behind my father and 1 saw the Prophet (SAAS) mounted on a
baggage camel, saying, "At Your service for a {lijja and an 'umra together.'''''
This meets the criteria of the sunan texts, but they (their compilers) did not
promulgate it.
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The Account ofljafia, daughter ofcUmar, 'The Mother ofthe
Believers', may God be pleased with her.
Imam Al)mad stated that 'Abd al-Rai)man related to him, from Malik, from
Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar, from I:Iaf~a, to the effect that she asked the Prophet
($AAS), "Why is it yon do not declare your state of ibram ended after performing
the 'umra?" He replied, "I braided my hair and placed a garland on my hadi, and
so I will not declare my ibram concluded until I make sacrifice."
Both scholars promulgated it in their ~abib collections from a badith of Malik
and 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Umar. Al-Bukhilrl added Musa b. 'Uqba to these two,
while Muslim added Ibn Jurayj. All of these accounts quoted from Nafi', from
Ibn 'Umar.
In the versions of these two, I:Iaf~a is quoted as saying, "Messenger of God,
how is it that the people declared their ibram concluded following the 'umra,
while you did not after your performance of the 'umra?" He replied, "I placed
a garland on my hadi and braided my hair. And so I will not declare my ibram
concluded until I make sacrifice."
Imam Ai)mad also stated that Shu'ayb b. Abu I:Iarnza related to him as follows,
"Nafi'stated, "Abd Allah b. 'Umar used to say, 'I:Iaf~a, the wife of the Prophet
($AAS), informed us that the Messenger of God ($AAS) ordered his wives to
declare their state of ibram concluded, that year of the bijjat al-wada'. One
woman asked him, 'What prevents you from declaring your ibram concluded?'
He replied, 'I braided my hair and placed a garland on my hadi. And so I will not
declare my ibram concluded until I sacrifice my hadi.''' ",
Al}mad also stated that Ya'qub b. Ibrahim related to him, quoting his father,
from Abu Isi)aq, quoting Nafi', from 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar, from I:Iaf~a, daughter
of 'Umar, who stated, "When the Messenger of God ($AAS) ordered his
women to declare their ibram concluded at the 'umra, they asked, 'What prevents
you, Messenger of God, from declaring yours concluded along with us?' He
replied, 'I brought a hadi and matted my hair, and I will not declare my ibram
concluded until I sacrifice my hadi.",
Al)mad then narrated it from Kathir b. Hisham, from Ja'far b. Barq~n, from
Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar, from I:Iaf~a.
This badith impljes that the Messenger of God ($AAS) was engaged fully in
an 'umra and did not declare his ibram concluded after it. It is learned from the
above accounts relating to the performance of the bajj al-ifrad that he had also
recited the talbiyya for a bajj. The sum total of that was that he was engaged in
a bajj al-qiran, as is also stated in the above accounts to that effect. But God
knows best.
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The Account of'A' isha, 'The Mother ofthe Believers',
may God be pleased with her.
AI-Bukharl stated that 'Abd Allah b. Maslama related to him, from Malik, from
Ibn Shihab, from 'Urwa, from 'Ji.'isha, wife of the Prophet (SAAS), who said,
"We went forth with the Messenger of God (SAAS), on the bijjat al-wada' and
recited the talbiyya for an 'umra. The Prophet (SAAS) then said, 'Those who
have a had. with them should recite the talbiyya for the bajj along with the 'umra.
And they should not declare their state of ibram concluded until they have
finished both.' When I reached Mecca, I was undergoing my menstrual period.
. So I did not circumambulate the kacba, nor did I pass between al-Safa and
al-Marwa. I complained about this to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and he
said, 'Let down your hair and comb it; recite the talbiyya for the bajj and leave
the 'umra.' And I did this.
"When I had completed the bajj, the Messenger of God (SAAS) sent me with
'Abd al-Ral,unan b. Abu Bakr to al-Tan'Im, and I performed the 'umra. He said,
'This is in place of your 'umra,'"
She went on, "Those who had recited the talbiyya for the 'umra circumambulated the kacba, passed between al-Safa and al-Marwa and then declared
their ibram concluded. They performed another circumambulation after returning
from Mina. Those who had combined the bajj with the 'umra only performed
one circumambulation."

Muslim narrated it similarly from a badith of Malik, from al-Zuhrl.
He then narrated it from 'Abd b. I;Iumayd, from 'Abd al-Razzaq, from
Macmar, from al-Zuhrl, from 'Urwa, from cJPisha, who said, "We went forth
with the Messenger of God (SAAS), the year of the bijjat al-wada', and I recited
the talbiyya for an 'umra. I had not brought a had•. The Messenger of God
(SAAS), said, 'Those having a had. with them should recite the talbiyya for the
bajj with their 'umra; they should not declare their ibram concluded until they
complete them both.'''
The account proceeds as above.
The purpose of giving this badith is to draw attention to his words, "Those
having a had. with them should recite the talbiyya for a bajj with an 'umra."
It is well known that the Prophet (SAAS) had brought a had.; and so he
was the first and the foremost to whom (the foregoing command) applied. For
whatever general statement a speaker pronounces also applies to him.
(This badith is given here) also because she stated, "Those who had combined
the bajj with the 'umra performed only one circumambulation." This means
between al-Safa and al-Marwa.
Muslim quoted her as saying that, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) made
only one circumambulation between al-Safa and al-Marwa." And so it is known
from this that he had combined between the bajj and the 'umra.
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Muslim narrated from a {tadith of Bammad b. Zayd, from 'Abd a1-Ral;1man b.
al-Qiisim, from his father, from 'A>isha, who said, "The hadis were with the
Prophet (SAAS), Abu Bakr, 'Umar and those men of means."
She also related that the Messenger of God (SAAS) did not declare his i{tram
concluded after the two pilgrimage ceremonies, and that he did not perform the
{tajjal-tamattu'. She recalled that she had asked the Messenger of God (SAAS)
to have her perform the 'umra from a1-Tan'im. She said, "Messenger of God,
you go off and perform a {tajj and an 'umra while I perform only a {tajj." And so
he dispatched her with her brother 'Abd al-Ral;tman b. Abu Bakr and had her
perform the 'umra from al-Tan'im.
It is not related that the Prophet (SAAS) performed the 'umra after his
{tijja, and he did not perform the {tajj al-ifrad. It is thus established that he in fact
performed the {tajj al-qiran, because it is a general consensus that he did perform
the 'umra on the {tijjat al-wada'. But God knows best.
It is related above how the {taft., a1-Bayhaqi narrated through Yazid b. Harun,
from Zakariyya' b. AbU Za'ida, from Abu Isl;taq, from al-Bara' b. 'Azib, who
said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the 'umra three times, all in
Dhu al-Ql'da." And 'A'isha commented, "It is well known that he performed
the 'umra four times, including that 'umra along with which he performed the
bajj."
AI-Bayhaqi stated in (his work) al-Khilaftyyat that Abu Bakr b. al-Barith
al-Faqih informed him, quoting Abu Mul;tarmnad b. Bassan al-I~bahanJ, quoting
Ibrahim b. Sharik, quoting Al;tmad b. YUnus, quoting Zuhayr, quoting Abu
Isl;taq, from Mujahid, who said, "Ibn 'Umar was asked, 'How many times did the
Messenger of God (SAAS) perform the 'umra?' He replied, 'Twice.' 'A'isha
commented, 'Ibn 'Umar knew that he performed the 'umra three times, apart
from the 'umra he combined with the {tijjat al-wada'.'''
AI-Bayhaqi then stated, "This line of transmission is not bad. However, it
does contain irsal." Mujahid did not actually hear directly from 'A'isha, according
to some of the scholars expert on a{tadith.
I note that Shu'!>a categorized it as objectionable. AI-Bukhari and Muslim,
however, considered it well-established. God knows best.
It is narrated from a {tadith of al-Qiisim b. 'Abd a1-Ral;1man b. Abu Bakr and
'Urwa b. a1-Zubayr and others, quoting 'A>isha (as saying) that the Messenger of
God (SAAS) brought a hadi with him the year of the {tijjat al-wada'. (It tells) of
her performing the 'umra from al-Tan'im. how he unexpectedly ran into her on
his way to the people of Mecca, how he stayed overnight at al-Mul;ta~~ab, and
how he performed the al-~ub{t prayer at Mecca and then returned to Medina.
93. A term referring to the attribution of an account to a person who could not have heard it

frrst hand from the person being quoted.
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All this shows that the Messenger of God (SAAS) did not perform an 'umra
after that lzijia of his; and I know of no Companion who communicated that he
did so.
It is well known that he did not declare his ilzram concluded between the two
pilgrimage ceremonies. Nor does anyone narrate that, after circumambulating
the ka'ba and his passage between al-Safa and al-Marwa, he shaved or cut his
hair short or declared his ilzram concluded. In fact, all agree that he persisted in
his ilzram. And it is not reported that he recited the talbiyya for a lzaii when he
went to Mina, and it is thus known that he did not perform the lzajj al-tammattu'.
They are also in agreement that the Messenger of God (SAAS) performed
the 'umra the year of the lzijjat al-wada', that he did not declare his ilzram
concluded between the two pilgrimage ceremonies, that he did not announce his
state of ilzram for the lzajj, and that he did not perform the 'umra after the lzajj,
but kept to the lzajj al-qiran. All this is difficult to refute. But God knows best.
Moreover, the account of his having performed the lzajj al-qiran is further
substantiated because of that which is left out or has been refuted in the
statements of those who maintain that he performed the lzajj al-ifrad or the
lzajj al-tamattu'. The (al-qiran) reports must therefore be given priority as is
prescribed in the principles of jurisprudence.
From Abu qmran comes the account that he performed the lzajj with his
freed-man. He stated, "I came to Umm Salama and asked, 'Mother of the
Believers, I have never performed the lzajj. With what should I begin it, the
'umra or the lzajj?' She replied, 'Begin with whichever you wish.'''
His account continues, "I then went to Safiyya, 'the mother of the Believers',

and when I asked her, she replied as Umm Salama had done. I went again to
Umm Salama and informed her what Safiyya had said. She commented, 'I heard
the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, "0 family of MUhammad, let those of you
who make the pilgrimage recite the talbiyya for an 'umra in a lzijja."'"
Ibn J::Iibban related this in his ~alzilz collection. Ibn J::Iazm narrated it in
(reference to) the lzijjat al-wada' from a lzadith of al-Layth b. Sa'd, from Yazid b.
Abu J::Iabib, from Aslam, from Abu qmran, from Umm Salama.
DIVISION

If it be said, "You have narrated from a group of Companions that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the lzajj al-ifrad. Then you narrated from
these very persons, as well as from others, that he combined the lzaii with the
'umra. How can these be reconciled?"
The answer is, "The narrative of those who related that he performed the
lzajj al-ifrad implies that he performed the activities of the lzajj individually,
while the 'umra entered into that performance in intent, in deed and in time."
This shows that he was satisfied with the circumambulation of the lzajj and his
procession (between al-Safa and al-Marwa) being for it and for that (the 'umra),
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as is the practice of the majority of scholars in the bajj al~qiran. This conflicts
with Abu I:Ianifa, may God have mercy upon him, in that he maintained that the
person performing the bajj al-qiran makes two circumambulations and makes the
procession (between al-Safa and al-Marwa) twice. He relied in this conclusion
upon what was quoted from cAli b. Abu Talib, even though there are questions
raised about the line of transmission of the badith back to him.
As for those who narrate his having performed the bajj al-tamattu Cand then
narrate his having performed the bajj al-qiran, we have dealt with this issue
above. Namely, the term al-tamattuCas used by the early authorities was more
general in meaning than the al-tammatu Cof the al-bijja and the bajj al-qiran. In
fact, they apply it to performing the 'umra in the months for the bajj, even when
not in conjunction with the bajj, as Sacd b. Abu Waqqa~ stated; "We performed
the tamattu Cwith the Messenger of God (SAAS), at a time when this fellow"
- meaning Mu'awiya - was an unbeliever in al-CUrsh" - meaning Mecca.
In this he was referring to one of two 'umras - either that of al-I:Iudaybiya, or
the 'umrat ai-qat/a'. Regarding the 'umra from al-Jicrana, Mu'awiya had by· then
already accepted Islam, since it came after the conquest of Mecca. And the bijjat
al-wadac was after that, in the year 10 AH. This is clear and obvious. But God
knows best.
DIVISION

If it be said, "What is your response to the badith narrated by Abu Da'ud
al-Tayalisi in his musnad text: 'Hisham related to us, from Q;ttada, from Abu
Shaykh al-Hunii'i, whose name was I:Iaywan b. Khalid, that Mu'awiya said to a
number of the Companions of the Messenger of God "Do you know that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) forbad the use of a tiger's skin as a saddle blanket?"
"Why yes, by God," they replied. "I testify to that," he went on. "And do you
know that the Messenger of God (SAAS) forbad the wearing of gold, except
for very little of it?" "Yes, by God," they replied. "And do you know that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) forbad that the bajj and the 'umra be combined
together?' "No, by God," they replied. He said, "By God, this too is with those
(statements)." '"

Imam A!)mad stated that cAffan related to him, quoting Hammam, from
Q;ttada, from Abu Shaykh al-Huna'i, who said, "I was amongst a group of
Companions of the Messenger of God (SAAS), at Mu'awiya's home when the
latter said, 'I adjure you by God, do you know that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) forbad riding mounted upon the skins of tigers?' 'Indeed yes, by God,'
they replied. 'And do you know that he forbad the wearing of gold, except for
very little of it?' 'Yes indeed, by God,' they replied. 'And do you know that he
forbad the al-mutCa?' - meaning the bajj al-mut'a. 'No, by God,' they replied."
(Imam) A\:lmad stated that Mu!)ammad b. Jacfar related to him, quoting Sacid,
from Q;ttada, from Abu Shaykh al-Hunii'i, that he witnessed Mu'awiya being
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with a group of the Companions of the Prophet (SAAS), and that Mu'awiya
asked them, "Do you know that the Messenger of God (SAAS) forbad riding
mounted on the skins of tigers?" "Yes indeed," they replied. "And do you
know that he forbad the wearing of silk?" he asked. "Yes indeed, by God" they
replied. "And do you know that he forbad drinking from a vessel of gold or
silver?" "Yes indeed, by God", they replied. "And do you know that he forbad
combining a lzajj with an 'umra?" "No, by God," they replied. "By God, it is
with those (statements),' he said."
I:Iammad b. Salama narrated it thus, from Qittada. And his account adds
(Mu'awiya's statement) "But you have forgotten."
Ash'ath b. Nizzar, Sa'jd b. Abu 'ArUba and Hammam also related it thus,
from Qittada as its initial narrator. And MataI' al-Warraq and Buhays b. Fahdan
narrated it from Abu Shaykh, in reference to the lzajj al-mut<a.
Abu Da'ud and al-Nasa'j narrated it along various lines from Abu Shaykh
al-Huna'j; it is a lzadtth with a fine line of transmission.
From it the account of Mu'awiya, may God be pleased with him, forbidding
combining the lzajj with the 'umra seems strange. Perhaps the lzadtth originally
referred to forbidding the mut<a." The narrator thought the mut<a of the lzajj
was meant, whereas it was the mut<a relating to women. Yet those Companions
narrate nolzadtth forbidding it.
Or the prohibition may have related to the iqran" of dates, as in the lzadith of
Ibn 'Umar, but the narrator believed it to refer to the al-qiran in the lzajj. That
was not the case.

Or perhaps Mu'awiya, may God be pleased with him, said, "Do you know that
such-and-such was forbidden" without the person making known the
prohibition being named, and then the narrator attributed this to the Prophet
(SAAS), imagining this. For the person who forbad the mut<a of the lzajj was
actually 'Umar b. a1-Khal1ab, may God be pleased with him, and his forbidding
it was not actual prohibition, as we have shown above. He actually forbad it so
that it should be performed separately from the lzajj, on a different trip, in order
to increase visits to the ka'ba.
The Companions, may God be pleased with them, were in great awe of him;
they generally did not dare to contradict him. His son 'Abd Allah would disagree
with him and he would be told, "Your father used to forbid it." And he would
respond, "I was afraid a rock would fall from the sky upon you! The Messenger
of God (SAAS) performed it. Is the practice of the Messenger of God (SAAS)
to be emulated, or that of 'Umar b. a1-Khanab?"
94. The term here refers to the controversial early practice of "tempotary marriages", to which

this word also referred.
95. A note to the Arabic printed text states that the word also meant "eating two dates in one

mouthful".
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Similarly, 'Vthman b. 'Affan, may God be pleased with him, used to forbid
it, and 'All b. Abu Talib opposed him, as is told above. 'All said, "I will not give
up a practice of the Messenger of God ($AAS), because of a statement made by
one of the people."
'[mran b. I:Iu~ayn stated, "We performed the /:tajj al-tamattu' with the
Messenger of God ($AAS), and no revelation came rendering it /:tariim. And he
did not forbid it before his death."
This was promulgated by both authors of the ~a/:ti/:t collections.
In the ~a/:ti/:t collection of Muslim, it is stated about Sa'd that he expressed
opposition to Mu'awiya's disapproval of the /:tajj al-mut'a. He stated, "We
performed it with the Messenger of God ($AAS), while this fellow was still an
unbeliever in al-'Vrsh." By this he meant Mu'awiya who was, at the time, an
unbeliever in Mecca.
I note that the Messenger of God ($AAS) did indeed perform the /:tajj
al-qiriin according to the a/:tiidith we have quoted above to that effect. And there
was a period of only 81 days between the /:tijjatal-wadii' and the death of the
Messenger of God ($AAS).
Approximately 40,000 witnessed, in word and deed, his performance ofthe /:tijja.
Ifhe had forbidden combining the /:tajj, which people had witnessed him perform,
then it would not have been just one of the Companions who would have refuted
it but a group of those who had either heard this or not heard this from him.
All this shows that this cannot be correct as reported from Mu'awiya, may
God be pleased with him. But God knows best.
Abu Da'ud stated that Al:imad b. $alil:i related to him, quoting Ibn Wahb,
quoting I:Iaywa, quoting Abu 'lsa al-KhurasanI, from 'Abd Allah b. al-Q!'sim
al-KhurasanI, from Sa'Id b. al-Musayyab (who said) that one of the Companions
of the Prophet ($AAS) went to 'Vmar b. a1-Khanab and testified that he had
heard the Messenger of God ($AAS), while suffering from the illness from
which he died, forbid the performance of the 'amra prior to the /:tajj.
This line of transmission is not devoid of controversy. Moreover, if this
Companion was narrating this from Mu'awiya, then the matter is as discussed
above; this was in regard to the mut'a, and not the I;tajj al-qiriin. If, however, he
was narrating this from someone else, then it is problematical in general, but not
specifically regarding the qiriin. But God knows best.

Accounts substantiating those stating that the Messenger ofGod ($AAS)
announced the state ofi!wiim and did not initially specify a /:lajj or an
(umra, and then thereafter rendered it specific.
It is narrated from al-Shafi'l that this is preferable; however, it is a statement
that is weak.
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AI-Shafi'i, may God ha'le mercy upon him, stated that Sufyan informed
him, quoting Ibn TawilS, Ibrahim b. Maysara and Hisham b. I;Iujayr, all of
whom heard Tawus say, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) left Medina without
specifying a &ajj or an 'umra, waiting for a divine decree. The decision did come
down to him while he was between al-Safa and al-Marwa. Then he ordered those
of his Companions who had recited the talbiyya for the &ajj and had not brought
hadis with them to make it into an 'umra. He stated, 'If I had known earlier
what I now do, I wonld not have brought the hadi. However, I have matted my
hair and I did bring my hadi, and the only time when I can declare my i&ram
concluded is after sacrificing my hadi.'
"Suraqa b. Malik then approached him and asked, 'Messenger of God, make
a decision for us as if born today. Is the 'umra of ours for this year or for ever?'
The Messenger of God (SAAS) replied; 'No; it is for ever; the 'umra has entered
into the &ajj on until Judgement Day.'
"'Ali arrived from Yemen and the Messenger of God (SAAS) asked him,
'For what have you recited the talbiyya?' One of the two of them then said,
'Labbayka! "At Your service!'" With the recitation ofthe talbiyya of the Prophet
(SAAS).' The other then said, 'At Your service, for the &ijja of the Prophet
(SAAS)!'"
This &adith is mursal, going back no further than to TawilS; there is oddity
in it.

It is a cardinal principle of al-Shafi'i, may God have mercy upon him, not to
accept a &adith that is mursal merely by itself, unless supported by another
&adith. Unless, that is, it derives from one of the major tabi'un, "the authorities
of the second generation", as he stated in his risa/a, "his treatise". This is because
in most cases they relate such a&adith only from the Companions. But God
knows best.
This mursal &adith is not of that category. In fact, it contradicts those a&adith
given before, whether relating to the &ajj al-ifrad, the &ajj al-tamattu' or the &ajj
al-qiran. These a&adith are authentic and have full lines of transmission, as given
above. They have precedence over it. And since they affirm a matter denied by
this &adith that is mursal, and an affirmation takes precedence over a negation if
otherwise equal, then how should it be here, where a &adith with a full line of
transmission is (classified as) ~a&i& and (the other account) is classified as mursal
and could not substantiate an issue because of its broken line of transmission?
But God knows best.
The &afi;. Abu Bakr al-Bayhaqi stated that Abu 'Abd Allah al-I;Iafi? informed
him, quoting Abu al-'Abbas al-Asamm, quoting al-'Abbas b. Mul).anunad al-DUIi,
quoting Mul).adir, quoting al-A'mash, from Ibrahim, from al-Aswad, from 'A'isha,
who said, "We went forth with the Messenger of God (SAAS), without making
reference to either a &ajj or an 'umra. When we arrived, he ordered us to declare
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our srare of '(lram concluded. When it was the night of aI-Nafr,96 Safiyya, daughter
ofI;Iuyayy began to menstruate. The Prophet (SAAS), exclaimed, 'Ifalqa 'aqra!
"With a shaven head and menstruating!" 'I can only see her impeding you all.'
He then asked (her), 'Did you make a circumambulation the day ofthe sacrifice?'
'Yes,' she replied. He then said, 'Then you may leave.' She said, 'Messenger of
God, I did not recite the talbiyya (for the 'umra).' He said, 'So make an 'umra
from al-Tancim.'"
The narrator continued, "And so her brother accompanied her. She said,
'And we met Mudlij, and he said, 'You're (to assume the state of i{lram) from
so-and-so.'"
This is how aI-Bayhaqi narrated this.
AI-Bukhilri narrated it from Mu1).ammad, said to be the son ofYa1).ya aI-DhuWI,
from Mu1).aqir b. al-Muwarri'. His version, however, states, "We went forth
with the Messenger of God (SAAS), making reference only to the {lajj ..."
This is similar to the a{liidith attributed to her quoted above.
However, Muslim narrated from Suwayd b. Sa'Id, from 'Ali b. Mushir;from
al-A<mash, from IbrahIm, from al-Aswad, from 'A'isha, who said, "We went
forth with the Messenger of God (SAAS), making reference to neither a {lajj
nor to an cumra ."

AI-Bukharl and Muslim included it, from a {ladith ofMan~llr, from IbrahIm,
from aI-Aswad, quoting 'A'isha as saying, "We went forth with the Messenger
of God (SAAS), thinking only that it was for the {lajj."
This is highly authentic, and very firmly founded. But God knows best.
In another account from this line, she stated, "We went forth reciting the
talbiyya, but not referring either to a {lajj or to an 'umra."
It is likely that they used not to mention that along with the talbiyya. They
had designated it as {lal al-i{lram, "the state of i{lram", as in the {ladith of Anas:
"I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, 'At Your service, 0 God, for a {lajj
and an 'umra.'" Anas went on to comment, "And I heard them shouting for both
together."
Also there is the {ladith narrated by Muslim from a {ladith of Da'ud b. Abu
Hind, from Abu Naqra, quoting Jabir, and Abu Sa'jd aI-KhudrI, who both said,
"We came (to Mecca) with the Messenger of God (SAAS), shouting vigorously
for the {lajj." This {ladith is problematic. But God knows best.

An Account ofthe recitation ofthe talbiyya made by
the Messenger ofGod (SAAS)
AI-Shafi'I stated that Malik informed him, from Nafi" from 'Abd Allah b.
'Vmar, that the talbiyya spoken by the Messenger of God (SAAS) was:
96. During the pilgrimage, the day of the departure from Mina to Mecca.
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"Labbayka Allahumma, Labbayk! Labayka, La sharika laka! Labbayk! Inna
al-bamda wa al-ni'mata laka, wa al-mulku lak. La sharika lak. 'At Your service,
o God, at Your service! At Your service; You have no associate! At Your service!
Praise and grace are Yours! Power is Yours! You have no associate!'"

'Abd Allah b. 'Umar would make an addition to this: "Labbayka laka wa
sa'dayk! Wa al-khayrufiyadayka!, Labbayka! Wa al-raghba'u ilayka wa al-'amal.
'At Your service, and at Your pleasure! And all good is in Your hands! At Your
service! And all joy, and all good are in Your hands! At Your service! And all
aspirations are to You, and (all) work!'"
Al-Bukhari narrated it from 'Abd Allahb. Yusuf, and Muslim did so from
Yal)ya b. Yal)ya, both quoting Malik.
Muslim stated that Mul)ammad b. 'Abbad narrated to him, quoting /.:Iatim b.
Isma'il, from Musa b. 'Uqba, from Salim b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar, and from
Nafi', the freed-man of'Abd Allah b. 'Umar, and /.:Iamza b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar,
from 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar, to the effect that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
recited the talbiyya when his camel stood up at the mosque at Dhu al-/.:Iulayfa.
He recited the talbiyya, saying, "At Your service, 0 God, at Your service! At
Your service; You have no associate; at Your service. Praise and grace are Yours.
And power is Yours. You have no associate."

They said, "'Abd Allah used to say, 'This is the talbiyya of the Messenger
of God (SAAS).' Nali' said, "Abd Allah would add along with this, "At Your
service! At Your service! At your service, and at Your pleasure! Good is in Your
hands, and aspirations are to You, and so is work."'"

Mul)ammad b. al-Muthanna related to us, quoting Yal:tya b. Sa'Id, from
'Ubayd Allah, quoting Nali', from Ibn 'Umar, who said, "I learned the talbiyya
from (the mouth of) the Messenger of God (SAAS)." And he went on to narrate
as the others had stated in their abadtth.
/.:Iarmala b. Yal:tya narrated to me, quoting Ibn Wahb, quoting Yunus, from
Ibn Shihab, who said, "Salim b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar quoted to me his father as
having stated, 'I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS), having matted his hair,
recite the talbiyya, saying, 'At Your service, 0 God, at Your service! At Your
service! You have no associate. At Your service. Praise, grace and power are
Yours; You have no associate.' He added nothing to these words.
"'Abd Allah b. 'Umar used to say, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) used to
perform two raka'at at Dhu aI-/.:Iulayfa. When the camel stood up bearing him
at the mosque at Dhu al-/.:Iulayfa, he recited the talbiyya in those words.'
"'Abd Allah b. 'Umar stated that 'Umar b. al-Khanab used to recite the talbiyya as had the Prophet (SAAS), using those words. He would say, 'At Your
service, 0 God, at Your service! At Your service, and Your pleasure. Good is
in Your hands. At Your service! Aspirations are to You, and so is work.'''
This is the phraseology of Muslim. The badtth ofJabir gives the talbiyya as in
that ofIbn 'Umar; it will be given in full shortly. Muslim related it separately.
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AI-Bukhari stated, after giving it through Malik, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Omar, as
is given above. He stated, "Mu!)arnmad b. Yusuf related to us, quoting Sufyan,
from al-A'mash, from 'Omara, from Abu 'A(iyya, who quoted 'A'isha as saying,
'I well know how the Prophet ($AAS) would recite the talbiyya. He would
say, "At Your service, 0 God! At Your service! At Your service; You have no
associate. Praise and grace are Yours.'"''

Abu Mu'awiya gave it from al-A'mash. Shu'ba stated that Sulayman informed
him that Khaytharna quoted Abu 'A(iyya from 'A'isha.
Al-Bukhari is alone in giving this.
Imam A!)mad narrated it from 'Abd al-Ra!)man b. Mahdi, from Sulayman
al-Thawri, from Sulayman b. Mahran al-A'mash, from 'Omara b. 'Omayr, from
Abu 'Atiyya ai-Wadi, quoting 'A'isha. His account is the same as that narrated
by al-Bukhari.
Ai)rnad narrated it from Abu Mu'awiya, and 'Abd Allah b. Nurnayr did so
from al-A'mash, the sarne as was narrated by al-Bukhitri. He (A!)mad) also
narrated it from Mu!)arnrnad b. Ja'far and Raw!) b. 'Obada, from Shu'ba, from
Sulayman b. Mahran al-A'mash, giving it as had al-Bukhari. Abu Da'ud
al-Tayalisi narrated it the sarne in his text from Shu'ba.
Imam Ai)rnad stated that Mu!)arnmad b. Fugayl narrated to him, quoting
al-A'mash, from 'Omara b. 'Omayr, from Abu 'A(iyya, who said, "'A'isha stated,
'I well know how the Messenger of God ($AAS) would recite the talbiyya.'"
Abu 'Atiyya went on to state, "I then heard her recite the talbiyya. She said,
'At Your service, 0 God, at Your service! At Your service! You have no associate.
At Your service. Praise and grace are Yours, and Power. You have no associate.'"

He is alone in adding in this text the words, "and Power. You have no
associate".

AI-Bayhaqi stated that al-1::Iakim informed him, quoting al-A~arnm, quoting
Mu!)ammad b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-1::Iakarn, quoting Ibn Wahb, quoting 'Abd
al-'Aziz b. 'Abd Allah b. Abu Salama, quoting 'Abd Allah b. al-Fagl, from 'Abd
al-Rai)rnan al-A'raj, from Abu Hurayra, who said, "Part of the talbiyya of the
Messenger of God ($AAS) was the words, 'At Your service, 0 God of the
truth. '"

AI-Nasa'i narrated it from Qutayba, from 1::Iumayd b. 'Abd al-Ra!)man, from
'Abd al-'Aziz b. Abu Salama and Ibn Maja, from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba and
'Ali b. Mu!)arnmad, both of whom quoted Waki', from 'Abd al-'Aziz.
AI-Nasa'i stated, "I know of no one except 'Abd al-'Aziz who gave its line
of transmission from 'Abd Allah b. ai-Fag!."
Isma'il b. Umayya narrated it as mursal.
AI-Shafi'i stated that Sa'Id b. al-Qtddai) informed him, from Ibn Jurayj,
quoting 1::Iumayd al-A'raj, from Mujahid, who said, "The Prophet ($AAS)
would express in the talbiyya 'At Your service, 0 God!'" And he went on to state
the talbiyya.
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He stated, "Eventually, one day when the people were standing away from
him, it was as though he was delighted by his circumstances and he added to
it, saying, 'At Your service! The (real) life is that of the hereafter!'"
IbnJurayj went on, "I considered that to have been the day on Mt. 'Arafat."
This l;adith is mursal from this line.
The l;afi; Abu Bakr a1-Bayhaqi stated that 'Abd Allah al-I:Iaft? informed him,
quoting Abu A!)mad Yusuf b. Mu!)ammad b. Mu!)ammad b. Yusuf, quoting
Mu!)ammad b. Is!)aq b. Khuzayma, quoting N""r b. 'Ali al-Jahqami, quoting
Ma!)bub b. al-I:Iasan, quoting Da'ud, from qkrima, from Ibn 'Abbas (who said)
that the Messenger of God (~AAS) made an address at 'Arafat and that when
he had said, "At Your service, 0 God, at Your service!" he went on to say, "The
only good is that of the afterlife!"
This line of transmission is gharib; its line of transmission does meet the
criteria of the sunan texts, but the compilers of these did not promulgate it.
Imam A!)mad stated that Raw!) related to him, quoting Usama b. Zayd,
quoting 'Abd Allah b. Abu Labid, from a1-Munalib b. 'Abd Allah b. I:Iantab,
who quoted Abu Hurayra as having said, "The Messenger of God (~AAS)
stated, "Gabriel ordered me to raise my voice in the talbiyya; it is one of the rites
of the l;ajj."
A!)mad was alone in giving this.
AI-Bayhaqi narrated it from al-I:Iakim, from al-A~amm, from Mu!)ammad b.
'Abd Allah b. 'Abd a1-I:Iakam, from Ibn Wahb, from Usama b. Zayd, from
Mu!)ammad b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. 'Uthman and 'Abd Allah b. Abu Labid,
from al-Muttalib, from Abu Hurayra, from the Messenger of God (~AAS), as
above.
'Abd al-Razzaq stated that a1-Thawri informed him, from Ibn Abu Labid,
from al-Muttalib b. I:Iantab, from Khallad b. al-Sli'ib, from Zayd b. Khalid, who
said, "Gabriel came to the Prophet (~AAS) and said, 'Order your Companions
to raise their voices in the talbiyya; it is a rite of the l;ajj.'''
Ibn Maja narrated it thus, from 'Ali b. Mu!)ammad, from WakJ', from
al-Thawri. Similarly Shu'ba narrated it, as did MUsa b. 'Uqba, from 'Abd Allah
b. Abu Labid.
Imam A!)mad stated that Waki' related to him, quoting Sufyan, from 'Abd
Allah b. Abu Labid, from al-Munalib b. 'Abd Allah b. I:Iantab, from Khallad
b. al-Sa'ib, from Zayd b. Khalid al-Juhani, who said, "The Messenger of
God (~AAS) stated, 'Gabriel came to me and said, "Mu!)ammad, order your
Companions to raise their voices in the talbiyya; it is a rite of the l;ajj."'"
Our teacher Abu al-I:Iajjaj a1-Mizzi stated in his work al-Alra! that Mu'awiya
also related the above from Hisham; and Q;tbi~a (gave it) from Sufyan al-Thawn,
from 'Abd Allah b. Abu Labid, from a1-Munalib, from Khallad b. al-Sli'ib, from
his father, from Zayd b. Khalid.
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Al:tmad stated that Sufyan b. 'Uyayna related it to him, from 'Abd Allah b.
Abu Bakr, from 'Abd ai-Malik b. Abu Bakr b. al-I:Iarith b. Hisham, from
Khallad b. al-Sa'ib b. Khallad, from his father, who quoted the Prophet (SAAS),
as saying, "Gabriel came to me and said, 'Order your Companions to raise their
voices in reciting the talbiyya.' "
Al:tmad stated, "I studied it under 'Abd al-Ral:tman b. Mahdi, from Malik
And Rawl:t related to us, quoting Malik - meaning Ibn Anas - from 'Abd Allah
b. Abu Bakr b. Mul:tammad b. 'Amr b. I:Iazam, from 'Abd al-Malik b. Abu Bakr
b. 'Abd al-Ral:tman b. al-I:Iarith b. Hisham, from Khallad b. al-Sa'ib al-An~ari,
from his father, who quoted the Messenger of God (SAAS), as saying, 'Gabriel
came to me and ordered me to order my Companions - or those with me - to
raise their voices in reciting the talbiyya or in the iblal'" - meaning of one of
the two.
Al-Shafi'i narrated it thus from Malik. And Abu Da'ud narrated it from
al-Q;t'nabi, from Malik. Imam Al:tmad also narrated it from a badlth of Ibn
Jurayj. AI-Tirmidhi, al-Nasa'i and Ibn Maja did so from a badlth of SufYan b.
'Uyayna, from 'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr. AI-Tirmidhi stated, "This badlth is basan
~abtlz. "

The bali.. al-Bayhaqi stated, "And Ibn Jurayj narrated that, "Abd Allah b.
Abu Bakr wrote to me giving mention of it. And he did not refer to Abu Khallad
in his line of transmission.' "
He (al-Bayhaqi) went on, "What is authentic is the account of Malik and
Sufyan b. 'Uyayna, from 'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr, from 'Abd ai-Malik, from
Khallad b. al-Sa'ib, from his father, from the Prophet (sAAS), similarly."
AI-Bukhari and others gave it in the same form. Imam Al:tmad is quoted in the
musnad text of al-Sa'ib b. Khallad b. Suwayd Abu Sabia al-An~ari, as follows,
"Mul:tammad b. Bakr related to us, quoting Ibn Jurayj, and Rawl:t related to
us, quoting Ibn Jurayj as saying, "Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr Mul:tammad b. 'Amr
b. I:Iazm wrote to me, from 'Abd ai-Malik b. Abu Bakr b. 'Abd al-Ral:tman b.
al-I:Iarith b. Hisham, from Khallad b. al-Sa'ib al-An~iirt, from his father al-Sa'ib
b. Khallad, that he heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, "Gabriel came to
me and said, 'God orders you to order your Companions to raise their voices
with the talbiyya or the iblal. "',,,
He (Imam Al;tmad) stated, "I do not know which of us, whether myself or
'Abd Allah, or Khallad gave it as 'in the iblal or the talbiyya.'''
This is the wording of Al;tmad in his musnad text. Our teacher gave it thus
in his work al-Atraf, from Ibn Jurayj, as in the account of Malik and Sufyan
b. 'Uyayna. But God knows best.
THE lfADJTH OF JABIR B. 'ABD ALLAH, MAY GOD BE PLEASED
WITH HIM, ON THE lfIJJA OF THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS).

It represents by itself an independent rite that we consider more appropriate to
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give here, since it includes the talbiyya and other matters, as has been mentioned
heretofore and as follows.
We will report its various lines of transmission and phraseology. Then we will
follow it with testimonials from the various a/tiiduh to the same effect. And to
God one turns for help.
Imam Al).mad stated that Yal).ya b. Sa'id related to· him, qnoting Ja'far
b. Mul).ammad, quoting his father, who said, "We came to Jabir b. 'Abd Allah
while he was with Banu Salama. We asked him about the /tijja of the Messenger
of God (SAAS).
Jabir related to us that the latter stayed in Medina for nine years without
making the pilgrimage. He then had an announcement made to the people that
he would be a pilgrim that year.
Jabir went on, "A great mass of people came to Medina, all hoping to imitate
the Messenger of God (SAAS), and to do as he did. He went forth five days prior
to the end of Dhu al-Qt'da, and we left with him. When he reached Dhu
al-I;:Iulayfa, Asma', daughter of'Vmays, went into labour with Mul).ammad, son
of Abu Bakr. She sent a message to the Messenger of God (SAAS), asking what
she should do. He replied, 'Wash, then put in place a folded cloth, then recite
the talbiyya.'
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) proceeded on to where his camel came to a
point overlooking aI-Bayda'; there he recited the talbiyya and the taw/tid, saying,
'At Your service, 0 God! You have no associate; at Your Service. Praise and
grace are Yours, along with power; You have no associate.'
"The people recited the talbiyya, adding words snch as dhii al-ma'iirij, 'He
who possesses ladders. >9, The Prophet (SAAS) heard (this), but said nothing
to them.
"I looked as far as I could ahead of the Messenger of God (SAAS), and there
were people riding and walking. And it was the same behind him, and to both of
his sides.
"He was right there among us; to him the Qur'an would be revealed, and he
knew how to interpret it. Whatever he did, we knew.
"We left, with our only intention being to make the /tajj. When we reached
the ka'ba, the Prophet (SAAS) saluted the 'black stone', jogged for three
circumambulations and walked for four. When he had finished, he made his way
to the maqiim Ibriihim. Behind it he performed two prayer raka'iit. He then recited,
'and use Abraham's station as a place for prayer' (surat al-Baqara; II, v.l2S)."
Al).mad stated, "And Abu 'Abd Allah" - meaning Ja'far - "added, 'and
he recited verses affirming the Oneness of God, and the verse, "Say, 0 yon
unbelievers" (surat al-Kiifiriina; CIX, v.l).
"'He then saluted the stone and went offto al-Safa. There he recited, 'al-Safa
and al-Marwa are rites of God' (surat al-Baqara; II, v.ISS).
97. To heaven, that is.
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"'He then stated, 'We will begin with that which God began.' And he scaled
al-Safa and, gazing out at the kacba spoke the words, 'God is Most Great', and
then 'There is no god but God alone. He has no associate. He has power, and
to Him there is praise. He has control over everything. There is no god but
God alone! He has fulfilled His promise, and proved His promise true. And he
hazama, 'defeated' - or ghalaba, 'overcame' - the factions by Himself.' He then
prayed and repeated these words.
"'Thereafter he came down until his feet were in the wad,," when he proceeded
at a jog until, having ascended, he walked and proceeded on until he reached
alcMarwa. He scaled it until he stood facing out to the kacba and spoke the same
words there as he had upon al-Safa. When it was the seventh circumambulation,
at al-Marwa, he said, '0 people, ifI had known beforehand what 1 came to learn,
1 would not have brought the had" and would have made it an 'umra. Those who
do not have had,s with them should declare their iltram concluded, and make
it into an cumra.' And all the people declared their iltram concluded.
"'Suraqa b. Malik b. Ju'shum asked, while down in the lowest part of the
valley, 'Messenger of God, is this for this year (alone) or for ever?' The
Messenger of God (SAAS) intertwined his fingers and replied, 'For ever.' He
repeated this five times. He then said, 'The 'umra has entered into the ltajj until
Judgement Day.'''
Jabir went on, "'Ali arrived from Yemen with a had,. And the Messenger of God
(SAAS) had brought a had, from those in Medina. Fatima had put on jewellery,
colour-dyed clothing and had decorated her eyes with mascara. He ('Ali)
criticized her for that and she replied, 'My father ordered me to do it.' He said,
'Bring me the head kerchief.' Ga'far commented: 'This word "he said" was not
a reference to Jabir's speech' [but to CAli's))
"So 'Ali left, upset, to enquire from the Messenger of God (SAAS), about
what Fatima had said. 'Ali said, 'Fatima dressed in colour-dyed clothes and put on
mascara, saying her father told her to do so.' He (the Messenger of God, SAAS),
replied, 'She spoke the truth. She spoke the truth. 1 did tell her to do this.'"
Jabir went on, "He (the Prophet (SAAS» asked 'Ali, 'With what intent did
you recite the talbiyya?' He replied, 'I said, "0 God, 1 recite the talbiyya with
the same intent as Your Messenger.''' He added, 'I have a had, with me.' 'Then
you should not declare your iltram concluded,' he told him."
Jabir went on, "The number of hadis brought by cAli from Yemen and by
the Messenger of God (SAAS) totalled 100. The latter sacrificed by his own
hand 63, and he then gave 'Ali (permission) to sacrifice the remainder. He
allowed him to share in his own hadi. He then ordered that meat be removed
98. Between Safa and Marwa is a short strip where Hagar, unable to see her son Isma'<II,
rall. Running at this site is now recommended as a part of the performance of the sa(i, as was the
practice of the Prophet (SAAS), according to the foregoing tradition.
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from each sacrificed animal and it was placed in a cooking pot. They both then
ate the meat and drank the gravy.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) then stated, 'I have made sacrifice here; and
all Mina is a place for sacrifice.' He then stood upon Mt. 'Arafat and said, 'I have
stood here; and all 'Arafat is a station.' He then halted on al-Muzdalifa and said,
'I have stood here, and all Muzdalifa is a station.'"
This is how Imam A\:unad gave this !tadtth; its ending is much abbreviated.
Imam Muslim b. al-I:lajjaj narrated it in the al-Manlisik ("rites ofpilgrimage")
section ofhis ~a!tt!t collection, from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba and Is\:1liq b.lbrahim,
both of whom narrated it from I:latim b. Isma'd, from Ja'far b. Mu\.1ammad b.
'Ali b. al-I:lusayn b. 'Ali b. Abu Talib, from his father, from Jabir b. 'Abd Allah.
He gave us information of the different additions from the text of A1)mad and
Muslim, up to the statement of the Messenger of God (SAAS) to 'Ali, "She
spoke the truth. She spoke the truth. What was it you said when you declared
your intention to make the !tail?" 'Ali replied, "0 God, I am reciting the talbiyya
for that which the Messenger of God (SAAS) recited it." He went on, "I have a
!tadt with me." "Then do not declare your i!trlim concluded," he told him. The
total number of hadts that 'Ali brought from Yemen and were brought by the
Messenger of God (SAAS) was 100.
"And all the people declared their i!trlim at an end and shortened their hair
except for the Prophet (SAAS) and those who had brought hadts with them.
"When it was the yawm al-tarwiyya'" they made their way to Mina and recited
the talbiyya for the !tajj. The Messenger of God (SAAS) mounted his camel
and performed the al-;uhr, al-'a~r, al-maghrib, al-'ishli', and ai-fair prayers there.
He then remained there a little while until the sun came up and he called for a
pavilion of haircloth he had and it was set up for him at Namira. IOO
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) proceeded on, while Quraysh had no doubt
that he was remaining at al-Mash'ar al-I:laram,lOi as QJIraysh used to do in the
jlihi!iyya period. However, the Messenger of God (SAAS) went across to 'Arafat
and found that the pavilion had been set up for him at Namira. There he
dismounted.
"When the sun had begun to decline, he called for his camel Q;t~wa' and it waS
saddled for him. He then went on down into the centre of the valley where he
made an address to the people. He said, 'Your blood and your possessions are
sacrosanct for you, just as this day of yours is holy for you, in this month, in this
your land.
99. The rite of "making provisions of water", performed on the eight day ofDhu aI-I:Iijja, the

day preceding the "standing" at cArafat..
100. A location close to cAraHi!.
101. The station at Muzdalifa to the east of Mecca. The Quraysh, as opposed to all the other
tribes, spent the ninth day of the /tajj at this station as an indication of their superior status. They
expected the Prophet to so the same, but he proceeded to cArafat along with the other tribes.
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'''I declare that everything relating to the jahiliyya is cast down beneath my
two feet. The blood (feuds) of the jahiliyya are abolished. The first blood feud
1 dismiss is that relating to the blood oflbn Rabi'a b. aI-I:Iiirith,'02 brought up as
a foster-child in Banil Sa'd and killed by Hudhayl. Also the interest charges of
the jahiliyya are abolished. The first interest charge 1 abolish is that of al-'Abbas
b. 'Abd al-MU\1alib; it is all abolished.
'''Fear God (in your treatment of) women. You have taken them in God's
trust, and their persons are made permitted to you by God's word. You may
require of them that they not allow anyone you dislike to enter your furnishings;
if they should do this, then beat them, but not viciously. They have the right
from you to have their sustenance and their clothing, with kindness.
'''I have left amongst you something wherein, if you keep to it, you will not
go astray thereafter: God's Book. You will be questioned about me. What is it
you will say?' They responded, 'We will bear witness that you did convey (the
message), that you gave good advice and did your duty.' He then spoke with his
index finger, using it to convey meaning to the people, saying, '0 God, 1 bear
witness! 0 God, 1 bear witness!' (He said this) three times.
"He had a call to prayer made and then arose and performed the al-:;.uhr
prayer. Thereafter, he performed the al-'a$r prayer; he made no other prayer
between them both.
"After that the Messenger of God (SAAS) rode his camel to the mawqif
('Arafat), making the chest of his mount face towards the rocks. He positioned
Mt. al-Mashat ahead of him and faced the ka'ba. He remained standing there
until the sun set. The yellow of the sky had dissipated somewhat, and the
sun-disk had set. Usiima b. Zayd then mounted behind him and the Messenger
of God (SAAS) moved away; he had so tightened aI-Q;t~wa's bridle that her
head almost touched the front of his saddle. With his right hand he was making
a gesture that said, 'People! 'Go easy! Go easy!' Whenever he passed over hilly
terrain, he loosened his grip somewhat until she had climbed up.
"When he came to Muzdalifa he prayed the al-maghrib and the al-'isha'
with a single adhan and two iqamas; 103 between these two prayer times he did not
speak prayers.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) then lay down until the dawn came. He
performed the al-fajr prayer until morning arrived, with an adhan and an iqama.
He then mounted aI-Q~wa' and proceeded to the mash'ar al-baram (at Muzdalifa).
He faced the qibla, spoke a prayer, praised and glorified God and asserted His
Oneness. He remained standing until the dawn light was strong.
"He proceeded on before the sun rose, mounting al-Fagl b. ai-Abbas behind
himself; this was a man with fine hair, a pale complexion and dignified mien.
When the Messenger of God (SAAS) moved forward, several women in howdahs
102. He was a cousin of the Messenger of God (SAAS).
103. The iqiima follows somewhat after the adhiin, the call to prayer, and indicates the imminent
beginning of the prayer ceremonies.
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passed by, at a gallop. When aI-Fagl began looking towards them, the Messenger
of God (SAAS) placed his hand over the former's face. AI-Fagl moved his hand
over to the other side, but the Messenger of God (SAAS) moved it back over
to the other side of al-Fag!,s face. AI-Fagl then moved his face away from the
other side, looking.
"When he reached the wadi Mu!)asir, he spurred on his mount a little, then
followed the middle trail that emerges at al-Jamrat al-kubralO4 and he went on to
the jamra, the stone pile at the tree. He cast seven pebbles at the stone mound,
glorifying God with each pebble; each pebble was small and he threw them from
the centre of the wadi.
"He then proceeded on to the sacrifice site, where he slaughtered 63 sacrificial
camels by his own hand. He then allowed 'Ali to sacrifice those that remained
and had him share in his own hadi. He ordered that a piece of the meat of each
animal be cut out and placed in a pot, where it was all cooked. Both men ate
from that meat and drank the gravy.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) then rode off and proceeded to the
ka'ba. He performed the al-:;.uhr prayer in Mecca, and went over to Banu 'Abd
al-Munalib, who were distributing the water at zamzam. He said, 'Draw water,
'Abd al-Munalib! Were it not that people would usurp this right from you (by
wanting to do the same in emulation of my sunna) I would certainly have joined
you in drawing water.' They handed him a bucket and he drank from it."
Muslim then narrated it from 'Amr b. l:Iaf~, from his father, from Ja'far b.
Mu!)ammad, from his father, from Jabir. He recounted it in similar words.
He proceeded to relate the story of Abu Sayyara, to the effect that he (the
Prophet (SAAS», used to (perform the baiJ) with those ofthejahiliyya riding
on a mule. And that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "I made sacrifice here,
and all Mina is a place for sacrifice. And so make sacrifice on your journeys. I
have stood here, and so all 'Arafat is a station. And I have stood over here, and
all ]am(105 is a station."
Abu Da'ud narrated it in full from al-Nufayli, 'Uthman b. Abu Shayba,
Hisham b. 'Ammar and Sulayman b. 'Abd al-RaJ.unan. No doubt some of these
added a word or a point. All four quoted from l:Iatim b. Isma'il, from Ja'far, his
account being similar to that of Muslim. We have referred above to some of his
additions to it.
Abu Da'ud and aI-Nasa'i also narrated it, from Ya'qub b. Ibrahim, from Ya!)ya
b. Sa'id aI-Qinan, from Ja'far. AI-Nasii'i narrated it also, from Mu!)anunad b.
al-Muthanna from Ya!)ya b. Sa'id, in part, from Ibrahim b. Hariln al-Balkhi,
from l:Iatim b. Isma'il, in part.
104. It is said that Satan tried to mislead Isma'il at three different places during his trek with his
father Abraham towards the place of sacrifice. A part of the pilgrimage rites is the standing at the
"pillars of Satan" in commemoration of that event.
105. Another name for al~Muzdalifa.
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An Account ofthose places in which the Messenger ofGod
(SAAS) prayed while travelling from Medina to Mecca
on his 'umra and his (zajj.
AI-Bukhari's text has a section headed Chapter on the mosques on the way from
Medina, and the places where the Messenger ofCod (SAAS) performed prayers.
He stated, "Mul,larnmad b. Abu Bakr al-Muqaddimi related to us as follows,
'Fugayl b. Sulayrnan related to us, quoting Musa b. 'Uqba, who said, "I saw
Salim b. 'Abd Allah searching out places on the route, ood praying in them. He
would relate that his father used to pray in them, ood that the latter had seen the
Prophet ($AAS), pray in those places." Nafi' related to me, from Ibn 'Umar,
may God be pleased with both, that he used to pray in those places. I questioned
Salim and I know only that he agreed with Nafi' about all these places. However,
they did differ over a mosque at Sharaf al~Rawl,la'."
He (Fugayl) went on, "Ibrahim b. aI-Mundhir said, 'Musa b. 'Uqba narrated
to us, from Nafi', that 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar told him that the Messenger of God
($AAS) would dismount at Dhu aI-Bulayfa when he performed the 'umra ood
on his !tijja, beneath 00 acacia tree at the place of the mosque that is there.
Whenever he was returning from a military expedition, or a !tajj or an 'umra, ood
his path would pass through there, he would descend to the centre of the wadi.
When he appeared at the wadi, he would make his mount kneel at the plain that
was on its eastern edge. He would dismount ood rest there, ood not at the mosque
that was at a rock, nor at the palm trees near which the mosque stood. There was
a deep wadi nearby in which 'Abd Allah would pray. At its bottOm there were
piles of sand near which the Messenger of God ($AAS) would pray. The flood
from the plain ultimately buried that location where 'Abd Allah would pray.'"
(The account went on to state that) 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar related to Nafi' that
the Prophet ($AAS) would pray at the site of the small mosque, other than
the one at the Sharaf al-Rawl,la'. 'Abd Allah would point out the place where the
Prophet ($AAS) would pray, and say, "Over there at your right when you stand
praying in the mosque." That mosque is at the right edge of the road when you
are proceeding to Mecca. The distance between it ood the bigger mosque is
approximately a stone's throw.
(The account goes on that) Ibn 'Umar would pray towards the sand hillock
which was at the end ofaI-Rawl,la'. The side of that hillock would end at the edge
of the road, below the mosque which lies between it and the beginning point
of the open lood, if on your way to Mecca. A mosque had been built there, but
'Abd Allah did not pray in that mosque. He would leave it on his left ood his rear
and pray in front of it, facing towards the sand hillock itself. 'Abd Allah would
leave al-Rawl,la' ood not perform the al-:;:uhr prayer until he reached that place,
where he would pray. If he should be corning from Mecca ood pass by it an
hour before the al-~ub!t prayer, or at the end of the period before dawn, he would
dismount to rest until he could pray the al-~ub!t prayer there.
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(The account went on that) 'Abd Allah (Ibn 'Umar) related to him that the
Prophet (SAAS) would dismount beneath a large sar~a tree below al-Ruwaytha,
at the right of the road and opposite it, in a place where there was a broad, level
gulley which comes out at a hillock a little below the mail-station ofal-Ruwaytha,
some two miles away. Its top had broken off and it has bent at its centre; it stands
on a track in which there are many deposits of sand.
(The account states that) 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar told Nafi' that the Prophet
(SAAS) also prayed at the side of a hillock at the back of al-'Arj, on the way to
Hac;lba; at that mosque there are two or three graves. Over them stand stone
markers, to the right of the road, at some salam trees. It was between those trees
that 'Abd Allah would pass from al-'Arj, after the sun had begun to decline after
noon; he would perform the al-:;;uhr prayer in that mosque.
(The account states that) 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar also related to him that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) stopped at some trees to the left of the road at a
rivulet below Harsha; that stream adjoins the extremity of Harsha, roughly an
arrow's cast away from the road. 'Abd Allah would pray at the tree closest to the
road; it was also the tallest tree.
'Abd Allah b. 'Umar also told him that the Messenger of God (SAAS) would
go down into the stream that is very close to Marr al-Zahran, before Medina,
when he would descend from al-Safruwat. He would go dowu to the bed of the
stream, to the right side of the road ifyou are headed for Mecca, there being only
a stone's throw between that place and the road.
(Nafi' also stated) that 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar related to him that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) would dismount at Dhu Tuwa and spend the night there. Next
morning he would perform the al-$ubb prayer when he arrived in Mecca. The
place where he would perform that prayer was at some rough hillocks; this was
not at the mosque that had been built there, but lower down on some rough
hillocks.
(The account proceeds to state that) 'Abd Allah (b. 'Vmar) related to him that
the Messenger of God (SAAS) approached the two gaps in the mountain that
stands between him and al-Jabal ai-TaWil, facing the ka'ba and constructed the
mosque that was built there to the left of the mosque beside the hillocks. The
prayer-place ofthe Prophet (SAAS) was below it upon the black (hillocks). "You
move some ten arms' lengths away from the hillocks and then pray facing the two
gaps in the mountain that stands between you and the ka'ba."
AI-Bukharl, may God have mercy upon him, is alone in reporting this ~adith
in full and with this line of transmission. However, Muslim narrated it from the
point, at its end, where it states, "that 'Abd Allah b.'Umar related to him that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) would dismount at Dhu Tuwa" to the conclusion of
the ~adith. He gives a line from Mu\:1ammad b. Is\:1aq al-Musayyabl, from Anas,
from qyyac;l, from Musa b. 'Uqba, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar.
Imam A\1mad narrated it in full, from Abu Qurra Musa b. Tariq, from Musa
b. 'Uqba, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar in similar form.
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Many - or most of ~ these places (named) are not known today, because the
names of most of them have been changed by the bedouin who are there.
Ignorance has overcome most of them.
The reason al-BukharI, may God have mercy upon him, gave them in his work
was so that a person might fmd his way to them for contemplation or sightseeing.
Or perhaps most or many of them were known in aI-BukharI's time. God,
Almighty is He, knows best.
Chapter: The entry o[the Prophet (SAAS) into Mecca, may God the Almighty
and Glorious, honour it well.

Al-BukharI stated that Musaddad related to him, quoting Yal;J.ya b. 'Abd Allah,
quoting Nafi" from Ibn 'Vmar, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
spent the night at Dhu Tuwa. When morning came, he entered Mecca." Ibn
'Vmar would do this.
Muslim narrated it from a badith ofYal;J.ya b. Sa'id aI-Q;man and added, "until
he performed the al-,ubb prayer". Or his words were "until morning carne".
Muslim stated that Abu aI-Rabi' al-Zahrani related to him, quoting l;Iarnmad,
from Ayyilb, from Nafi' that Ibn 'Vmar never carne to Mecca without spending
the night at Dhu Tuwa until morning carne and he washed himself. He would
then enter Mecca later that morning. He would relate that the Prophet (SAAS)
would do this.
Al-Bukhari narrated it from a /tadtth of l;Iammad b. Zayd, from Ayyilb.
Both (these scholars) give it from a different line, from Ayyub, from Nafi',
from Ibn 'Vmar, to the effect that when he entered close to the sanctified area,
he would refrain from reciting the talblyya until he had spent the night at Dhu
Tuwa. And he narrated as above.
We have given above the account given by both scholars through Musa b.
'Vqba, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Vmar, who said that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
would spend the night at Dhu Tuwa until morning came. When he reached
Mecca he would perform the al-,ubb prayer. Moreover, it was at some rough
hillocks that he would pray. And that the Messenger of God (SAAS) would face
towards the two crevices of the mountain that stood between him and the Jabal
al-Tawll, towards the ka'ba, and that he kept (the place) where the mosque was
(later) built at the left of the mosque beside the hillocks. (The badith states) that
the prayer place of the Messenger of God (SAAS) was below it upon the black
hillocks and that he would move some ten arms' lengths away from the hillocks,
then pray facing the two gaps in the mountain that, "stood between you and
the ka'ba".
Both scholars included this in their ,abtb collections.
The outcome of all this is that when the Messenger of God (SAAS) had
completed his journey to Dhu Tuwa, a place near Mecca adjacent to the sanctuary,
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he refrained from reciting the talbiyya because he had arrived at his objective. He
stayed there overnight until morning, then performed the al-~ub{t prayer at that
place they described - between the two gaps oftheJabal al-Tawil over from there.
Whoever has contemplated by sight these places referred to knows them very
well and can visualize the spot where the Messenger of God (SAAS) performed
the prayer.
He then bathed in order to enter Mecca. He then mounted and entered in full
view, in daytime, from the high pass at al-Bat!)a'. It is also called "Kada" because
people see it and it looks down upon them. He entered Mecca the same way the
day of its conquest, as we related above.
Malik stated, from Nafi', who quoted Ibn 'Umar as saying that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) entered Mecca from the upper pass and left by the lower.
Both scholars included this in their ~a{ti{t collections, from Nafi"s {tadith.
They both give it also through 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Umar, from Nafi', quoting
Ibn 'Umar, to the effect that the Prophet (SAAS) entered Mecca from the upper
pass at al-Bat!)a', and left from the lower pass.
Both scholars relate a similar {tadith of Hisham b. 'Urwa, from his father,
quoting 'A'isha.
When his gaze fell upon the ka'ba, the Prophet (SAAS) spoke the words
narrated by al-Shafi'l in his musnad collection, as follows. AI"Shafi'i stated that
Sa'id b. Salim informed him, from Ibn Jurayj, that when he saw the ka'ba,
the Messenger of God (SAAS) raised his hands and said, "0 God, grant this
building ever more honour, glory, respect and awe. And favour those who
venerate and revere it and all those who make the {tajj or the 'umra pilgrimage to
it, according them honour, respect, glory and reverence."
The {taft:;, al-Bayhaqi stated, "This {tadith is incomplete. It has one witness,
with a (tradition) that is mursal, from Sufyan al-ThaWri, from Abu Sa'id ai-Sham!,
from Mak!)UI, who said, 'When the Prophet (SAAS) entered Mecca and saw the
ka'ba, he would raise both hands and say, Allahu Akbar, "God is most Great!".
Then he would state, "0 God, You are peace, and peace comes from You. Greet
us, therefore, our Lord in peace! 0 God, grant this building ever more honour,
glory, awe and reverence. And favour those who make the {tajj or the 'umra to it,
augmenting their respect, honour, glory and reverence." '"

Al-Shafi'i stated that Sa'id b. Salim informed him, from Ibn Jurayj, who said,
"It was related to me from Miqsam, from Ibn 'Abbas, from the Prophet (SAAS),
who said, 'Hands should be raised (after) prayer when one sees the ka'ba, and
upon al-Safa and al-Marwa, as well as in the evening with the throng upon
'Arafat, at both monuments where stones are cast, and in the presence of a
deceased person.'"
The {taft:;, al-Bayhaqi stated that Mu!)ammad b. 'Abd al-Ra!)man b. Abu
Layla narrated this, from al-I:Iakam, from Miqsam, from Ibn 'Abbas, as well as
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from Nafi', quoting Ibn 'Umar. One of his a/:tadith is mawquj, while the other is
marfu' to the Prophet ($AAS), without reference to the deceased person.
Ibn Abu Layla stated, "This (tradition)is not strong."
The Prophet ($AAS) entered the mosque through the Banu Shayba gate.
The /:taft.. al-Bayhaqi stated that it was related to him from Ibn Jurayj, from
'Ata' b. Abu Raba!)., who said, "The person in a state of i/:tram may enter from
wherever he wishes."

He went on to say, "The Prophet ($AAS) entered through the Banu Shayba
gate and left through the Banu Makhzum gate to aI-$afa."
AI-Bayhaqi then stated, "This /:tadith is very mursal."
AI-Bayhaqi gives evidence for the preferability of entering the ka'ba from the
Banu Shayba gate by giving an account through Abu Da'ud al-Tayalisi, (who
said), "I;Iammad b. Salama related to me, as did Q;!ys b. SaIlam, from Simiik b.
I;Iarb, from Khalid b. 'Ur'ura, from 'Ali, may God be pleased with him, who
said, 'When the ka'ba collapsed, following (the reign) of Jurhuro, Quraysh
rebuilt it. When they wished to position the (black) stone, they argned over who
should place it there. They agreed that the first person to enter through that gate
should do so. It was the Messenger of God ($AAS), who came in through the
Banu Shayba gate. He asked for a cloth, placed the stone in its middle, then told
(a representative of) each sub-tribe to take hold ofone ofits sides, and they raised
it up. The Messenger of God ($."'-.AS) then took it and positioned it.'''
We have given this in full in the chapter on the rebuilding of the ka'ba
prior to the mission. Evidence for the preferability of entering through the Banu
Shayba gate in this way is controversial. But God knows best.
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE CIRCUMAMBULATIONS MADE
BY THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS).

AI-Bukhari stated that A~bagh b. a1-Faraj related to him, from Ibn Wahb, quoting
. 'Amr b. Mu!).ammad, from Mu!).ammad b. 'Abd al-Ra!).man, who said that he
told the following to 'Urwa, "'A'isha told me, 'The first thing the Prophet
($AAS) did when he arrived (in Mecca) was to perform the ablutions. He then
circumambulated; it was not an 'umra. Then Abu Bakr and <Omar performed the
/:tajj as he had done. Following that, I performed the /:tajj with Abu a1-Zubayr.
He began first with a circumambulation; then I saw the muhajirun and the an$ar
do as he had. My mother told me that she, her sister, a1-Zubayr and various
others had recited the talbiyya for an 'umra. After they had touched the corner
(of the ka'ba with the "black stone") they declared their i/:tram concluded.'"
This is the phraseology of al-Bukhari. He also narrated it elsewhere from
A!).mad b. '1sa. Muslim narrated it from Harun b. Sa'Id. All three accounts quote
from Ibn Wahb.
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Her statement, "it was not an cumra", shows that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) did not declare his i[lriim concluded between both rites (of the [lajj
and the 'umra).

Moreover, the first thing the Messenger of God (SAAS) did was to salute the
"black stone", before the circumambulation, as ]abir stated, "until when he
reached the ka'ba with him, he saluted the 'corner', jogged for three circumambulations and walked four".
AI-Bukhan stated that MuJ:iammad b. Kathir related to him, quoting Sufyan,
from al-A'mash, from Ibrahim, from 'Abis b. Rabi'a, from 'Vmar, (who said)
that when he reached the (black) stone, he kissed it and said, "I well know that
. you are a stone that can bring neither harm nor advantage. Had I not seen the
Messenger of God (SAAS) kiss you, I would not have done so."
Muslim narrated this from Yal:iya b. YaJ:iya, as did Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba,
Zuhayr b. Barb and Ibn Abu Numayr, all quoting from Abu Mu'awiya, from
al-A'mash, from Ibrahim, from 'Abis b. Rabi'a, who said, "I saw 'Vmar kiss the
stone and say, 'I well know that you are a stone that can bring neither hann nor
advantage. Had I not seen the Messenger of God (SAAS) kiss you, I would not
have done so.'"

Imam AJ:imad stated that MuJ:iammad b. 'Vbayda and Abu Mu'awiya narrated
to him, both saying, "AI-A'mash related to me, from Ibrahim b. 'Abis b. Rabi'a,
who said, 'I saw 'Vmar go to the stone and say, "I swear by God, I well know
that you are a stone and can bring neither harm nor advantage; had I not seen
the Messenger of God (SAAS) kiss you, I would not have done so." He then
approached and kissed it.'"
This text requires that he made his statement and then kissed it thereafter,
contrary to the text given by the compilers of both $a[li[l collections. But God
knows best.
Al:imad stated that Waki' and YaJ:iya related to him as follows, the wording
being from Waki', from Hisham, from his father, who said that 'Vmar b.
al-Khanab went to the stone and said, "I well know that you are a stone that
can bring neither harm nor advantage. Had I not seen the Messenger of God
(SAAS) kiss you, I would not have done so." Hisham's father went on, "He then
kissed it."
This [ladith is incomplete in its line between 'Vrwa b. al-Zubayr and 'Vmar.
Al-Bukhari also stated that Sa'id b. Abu Maryam related to him, quoting
MuJ:iammad b. ]a'far b. Abu Kathlr, quoting Zayd b. Aslam, from his father,
who said that 'Vmar b. al-Khanab said to the corner (stone), "I swear by God, I
well know that you are a stone and can bring neither harm nor advantage. Had
I not seen the Messenger of God (SAAS) salute you, I would not have done
so." And he did salute it.
Then he ('Vmar) stated, "We had nothing to do with geomancy. We did,
however, see the unbelievers using it, and God destroyed them." He went on, "If
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is something that the Messenger of God (SAAS) did and we do not want to give
it up."
This shows that the salutation (of the stone) came after the statement.
Al-Bukharl stated that Al;1mad b. Sinan related to him, quoting Yazid b.
Hilliln, quoting Warqa', quoting Zayd b. Aslam, from his father, who said, "I
saw 'Vmar b. al-Khanab kiss the stone and say, 'Had I not seen the Messenger
of God (SAAS) kiss you, I would not have done so.'"
Muslim b. al-I:Iajjaj stated that I:Iarmala related to him, quoting Ibn Wahb,
quoting YUnus - he being Ibn Yazid al-Ayll - and 'Amr - he being Ibn DInar
(who narrated the I;adith) - and Harun b. Sa'id al-Abii related to us, quoting Ibn
Wahb, quoting 'Amr, from Ibn Shihab, from Salim, quoting his father as saying,
"'Vmar b. al-Khanab kissed the stone and then said, 'I swear by God, I know
that you are a stone. And had I not seen the Messenger of God (SAAS) kiss you,
I would not have done so.'"
In his account, Harun added, "'Amr stated, 'And Zayd b. Aslam related the
same to me, from his father Aslam' - meaning from 'Vmar - 'as above.'"

This is clear in stating that the kiss preceded the statement. But God knows
best.
Imam Al;1mad stated that 'Abd al-Razzaq related to him, quoting 'Abd Allah,
from Nafi', from Ibn 'Vmar, that 'Vmar kissed the stone and theIf stated,
"I know you are a stone. Had I not seen the Messenger of God (SAAS) kiss you,
I would not have done so."
This is how Imam Al;1mad narrated it.
Muslim included it in his ~al;il; collection, from Mul;1ammad b. Abu Bakr
al-MuqaddamI, from I:Iammad b. Zayd, from AyyUb, from Nafi" from Ibn
'Vmar, (who said that) 'Vmar kissed the stone, then stated, "I am kissing you
even though I well know you are a stone. But I saw the Messenger of God
(SAAS) kiss you."
Muslim then stated that Khalaf b. Hisham and al-Muqaddami related to
him, as did AbU Kamil and Qytayba, all quoting from I:Iammad. Khalaf stated,
"I:Iammad b. Zayd related to us, from 'A~im al-Al;1wal, from 'Abd Allah b. Sarjis,
who said, 'I saw al-A~la" - meaning 'Vmar - 'kiss the stone and say, "By God,
I am kissing you even though I well know that you are a stone and that you can
bring neither harm nor advantage. Had I not seen the Messenger of God (SAAS)
kiss you, I would not have done so.'"''

In the account of al-Muqaddami and Abu Kamil, the words are, "I saw
al-U~ayli(" .106

Muslim is alone in giving this; al-Bukharl does not.
Imam Al;1mad narrated it from Abu Mu'awiya, from 'A~im al-Al;1wal, from
'Abd Allah b. Sarjis. Al;1mad also narrated it from Ghundar, from Shu'ba, from
'A~im al-Al;1wal.
106. The word is a diminutive form of al-~la(, 'the ~ald-headed', CUmar, that is.
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Imam A!)mad stated that 'Abd al-Ra!;>man b. Mahdi related to him, from Sufyan,
from Ibrahim b. 'Abd ai-A'la, from Suwayd b. Ghafla, who said, "I saw Vmar
kiss the stone and say, 'I well know that you are a stone that cannot bring harm
nor advantage, but I saw Abu aI-Qasimi" may God's peace and blessings be
upon him, saluting you."

Al;1mad then narrated it from Waki', from Sufyan al-Thawri. He added, "And
he kissed it and embraced it."
Muslim related it similarly from a {tadith of 'Abd al-Ra!)man b. Mahdi,
without additions. And from a {tadith of Waki' with the following addition, "He
kissed and embraced the stone and said, 'I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS)
saluting you.'"

Imam A!)mad stated that 'Affan related to him, quoting Wahib, quoting
'Abd Allah b. 'Othman b. Khuthaym, from Sa'id b. Jubayr, from Ibn 'Abbas
(who said) that Vmar b. al-Khanab bent down over the corner and said, "I well
know that you are a stone; had I not seen my beloved, the Messenger of God
(SAAS), kiss you and salute you, I would not have saluted nor kissed you." He
then recited, "In the Messenger of God (SAAS) you had a fme example" (surat
al-A{tzab; XXXIII, v.2I).
This line of transmission is excellent and strong; they (the compilers of the
canonical collections) did not include it.
Abu Da'ud aI-Tayiilisi stated that Ja'far b. 'Othman al-Qurashi related to
him, from the people of Mecca. He said, "I saw Mul;1ammad b. 'Abbas b. Ja'far
kiss the stone and he prostrated over it. Then he said, 'I saw your maternal uncle
Ibn 'Abbas kiss it and prostrate himself over it. And Ibn 'Abbas stated, "I saw
Vmar b. al-Khanab kiss it and prostrate over it. And Vmar then said, 'Had I
not seen the Prophet (SAAS) kiss you, I would not have done so.''''''
This line of transmission is also good. But the major authorities did not
include it; except, that is, for aI-Nasii'i, who gave a line from 'Amr b. Vthman,
from al-Walid b. Muslim, from I;!an~ala b. Abu Sufyan, from Tawus, from Ibn
'Abbas, from Vmar. He related it in similar terms.
Imam A!)mad also narrated this {tadith from V mar in his musnad collection,
from Yaqa b. Umayya and Abu Yaqa al-Maw~ili, through Hisham b. I;!ashish b.
al-Ashqar, who quoted Vmar.
We gave all the above with their various lines of transmission, differences in
wording and interpretations and explanations in the book we compiled of a{tadith
traced to the Commander of the Believers, Vmar b. aI-Khanab, may God be
pleased with him. And all praise and credit go to God.

In sum, this tradition is narrated by various lines from the Commander of the
Believers, Vmar b. aI-Khanab, may God be pleased with him. They provide
conclusive proof for most of the imams relating to this issue.
107. An honorific for the Prophet (SAAS).
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In this account, it is not stated that the Prophet (SAAS) prostrated over the
stone, except, that is, for the purport of the account of Abu Da'ud al-Tayalisi,
from Ja'far b. 'Othman; and it is not fully clear in its line of transmission.
The !taft.. al-Bayhaqi, however, narrated it through Abu 'A~im al-Nabil,
quoting Ja'far b. 'Abd Allah, who said, "I saw Mul;1ammad b. 'Abbad b. Ja'far
kiss the stone, prostrate over it and then say, 'I saw your maternal uncle, Khalid
Ibn 'Abbas, kiss it and prostrate over it. And Ibn 'Abbas said, "I saw 'Omar kiss
it and prostrate over it. He then said, 'I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) act
like this, and so I did it."""
The !taft.. al-Bayhaqi stated that Abu al-I:Iasan 'Ali b. Al;1mad b. 'Abdan,
quoting al-Tabrani, quoting Abu al-Zinba', quoting YaI;1ya b. Sulayman al-Ju'fI,
quoting YaI;1ya b. Yaman, quoting Sufyan b. Abu I:Iusayn, from qkrima, from
Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) prostrate over
the stone."
AI-Tabrani stated, "Only YaI;1ya b. Yaman related it from SuIYan."
AI-Bukhiiri stated that Musaddad related to him, quoting I:Iammad, from
al-Zubayr b. 'Arabi, who said, "A man asked 'Omar's son about the salutation
of the stone. He said, 'I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) salute it and kiss it.
He said, "What if (in the process) I am josded or overwhelmed by the crowd?"
Ibn 'Omar replied, "Abandon such talk! I did indeed see the Messenger of God
(SAAS) salute it and kiss it!'"''
Although al-Bukhari gave this, Muslim did not.
Al-Bukhari stated that Musaddad related to him, quoting Yal;1ya, from
'Ubayd Allah, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Omar, who said, "I never omitted saluting
thse two corners, in hard times or easy, ever since I saw the Messenger of God
(SAAS) salute them both."
('Obayd Allah continued) "I asked NafJ', 'Did Ibn 'Omar walk between the
two corners?' He replied, 'He only walked so that it would be easier for his
salutation.' "

Abu Da'ud and al-Nasa'i narrated from a !tadtth ofYaI;1ya b. Sa'id al--Q,Lnan,
from 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Abu Rawwad, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Omar (who said) that
the Prophet (SAAS) never failed to salute the Yarnani (south-west) corner and
the stone in each circumambulation.
AI-Bukhari stated that Abu al-Walid related to him, quoting Layth, from Ibn
Shihab, from Salim b. 'Abd Allah, from his father, who said, "The only corners
of the ka'ba I saw the Prophet (SAAS) salute were the two Yamanl 108 corners."
Muslim narrated it from Yal;1ya b. Yal;1ya and Qutayba, from al-Layth b. Sa'd.
In one account from him, it is related that he said, "I don't think that the
Prophet (SAAS) would have neglected to salute both Shami corners except for
the fact that they were not completed on the foundations (set by) Abraham."
108. That is, the two corners on the side closest to Yemen. The other two are known as the
"Shaml" comers and are closest to Syria ~ al-Sham, that is.
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AI-Bukharj stated, "And Mul:lammad b. Bakr said that he was informed by
Ibn Jurayj, quoting 'AIm b. Djnar, from Abu al-Sha'tha' who said, 'And who
would avoid touching anything from the ka'ba!'''
Mu'awiya used to salute the corners and so Ibn 'Abbas told him, "These two
corners are not saluted." He replied, "No part of the ka'ba is to be left out. Ibn
al-Zubayr used to salute them all."
AI-Bukhan, may God Almighty have mercy upon him, was alone in giving this.
Muslim stated, in his ~abib collection, that Abu ai-Tahir related to him,
quoting Ibn Wahb, quoting 'Amr b. al-I;Iarith, (who said) that Qitadab. Da'ama
related to him that Abu al-Tufayl al-Bakrj related to him that he heard Ibn
'Abbas say, "I only ever saw the Messenger of God ($AAS) salute the two
YamaIll corners." Muslim is alone in giving this.
The account related by Ibn 'Umar agrees with what Ibn 'Abbas stated - that
the two Shaml corners were not saluted because they were not completed on the
foundations (set by) Abraham. This was because Quraysh could not meet the
expense, and they put the stone outside of the ka'ba when they built it. This is
explained above.
The Prophet ($AAS) wished that it had been built and completed on the
foundations of Abraham. But he was concerned over the fact that the people
had so recently been in the jahiliyya period, and that they would have resented
it (the omission).
During the rule of 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr, he demolished the ka'ba and
rebuilt it according to the directions given by the Messenger of God ($AAS),
as related by his ('Abd Allah's) aunt, the Mother of the Believers', 'jPisha,
daughter of Abu Bakr.
If Ibn al-Zubayr used to salute all the corners, then it was after their rebuilding
on the foundations of Abraham; then this would have been fme. And this is
certainly the preponderant view.
Abu Da'ud stated that Musaddad related to him, quoting Yal:tya, from 'Abd
al-'Azjz b. Abu Rawwad, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar, who said, "The Messenger
of God ($AAS) never failed to salute the Yaman! corner and the stone during
each circumambulation."

AI-Nasa'j narrated this from Mul:tammad b. al-Muthanna, from Yal:tya.
AI-Nasa'l stated that Ya'qub b. Ibrahim al-Dawraql narrated to him, quoting
Yal:tya b. Sa'ld al-QiWln, from Ibn Jurayj, from Yal:tya b. 'Ubayd, from his
father, from 'Abd Allah b. al-Sa'ib, who said, "I heard the Messenger of God
($AAS) say, between the Yaman! corner and the stone, '0 our God, bring
us good on earth, and also good in the hereafter; save us from the torture of
hell-fire'" (surat al-Baqara; II, v.ZOI).
Abu Da'ud narrated it from Musaddad, from '1sa b. Yunus, from Ibn Jurayj.
AI-Tirmidhl stated that Mal:tmud b. Ghaylan narrated to him, quoting Yal:tya
b. Adam, quoting Sufyan, from Ja'far b. Mul:tammad, from his father, from
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Jabir, who said, "When the Prophet ($AAS) arrived in Mecca, he entered the
mosque and saluted the stone. He then passed on to his right, jogged for three
circumambulations and walked four. He thereafter went to the maqam Ibrahim,
'Abraham's station', and said, 'And adopt maqam Ibrahim as a place to pray.' He
performed two raka'at with the maqam between himself and the ka'ba. He then,
after two raka'at went to the stone and saluted it. After that he left for al-$afa. I
think he said, 'AI-$afa and al-Marwa are rites of God.'''
This is a badtth that is basan and ,abib. And scholars act on that basis.
Isl;1aq b. Rahawayh narrated it as above, from Yal;1ya b. Adam. And al-Tabrani
narrated it from al-Nasii'i and others, from 'Abd al-A'la b. Wa~il, from Yal;1ya
b. Adam.

An Account ofhow the Messenge-r ofGod (SAAS) jogged and moved
at a fast pace on his circumambulations and the i4tibaC, 'tucking up
one's gown under the right arm'.
AI-Bukhari stated that A~bagh b. al-Faraj related to him, quoting Ibn Wahb,
from Yunus, from Ibn Shihab, from Salim, from his father, who said, "I saw the
Messenger of God ($AAS), when he arrived in Mecca, act as follows. As he
began the circumambulations, he saluted the 'black stone', and then he ran for
three courses out of the seven."

Muslim narrated it from Abu aI-Tahir b. al-Sarl;1, as did I;larmala, both of
them quoting from Ibn Wahb.
Al-Bukhart stated that Mul;1ammad b. Sallam related to him, quoting Shurayl;1 b.
al-Nu'man, quoting Fulayl;1, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar, who said, "The Prophet
($AAS) ran for three courses, then walked for four during the bajj and the 'umra."
AI-Layth agreed with this, quoting from Kathir b. Farqad, from Nafi', from
Ibn 'Umar, from the Prophet ($AAS).
AI-Bukhari is alone in giving this.
AI-Nasa'i narrated it from Mul;1ammad and from 'Abd al-RaI;1man, both of
whom were sons of 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-I;lakam. They both quoted from
Shu'ayb b. al-Layth, from his father, al-Layth b. Sa'd, from Kathir b. Farqad,
from Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar.
AI-Bukhari stated that Ibrahim b. al-Mundhir related to him, quoting Abu
I;>amra Anas b. qyyaq, quoting Musa b. 'Uqba, from Nafi', from 'Abd Allah b.
'Vmar, (who said) that the Messenger of God ($AAS), when he first arrived in
Mecca and began the circumambulations for the bajj or the 'umra, would run for
three courses and walk for four and then would make two raka'at before making
the courses between al-$afa and al-Marwa.
Muslim narrated it from a badtth of Musa b. 'Uqba.
AI-Bukhari stated that Ibrahim b. al-Mundhir related to him, quoting Anas,
from CUbayd Allah b. 'Umar, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar, (who said) that the
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Messenger of God (SAAS), "would for the first tawaf(circumambulation) move
at a fast pace for three circumambulations, and then walk for four. And he also
ran in the middle ofthe course when he passed between al-Safa and al-Marwa."
Muslim narrated it from a 1;adith of 'Ubayd Allah b. 'lImar. Muslim stated
that 'Abd Allah b. 'lImar b. Aban a1-Ju'fj informed him, quoting Ibn Mubarak,
quoting 'Ubayd Allah, from Nafi', from Ibn 'lImar, who said that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) moved at a jog from the stone to the stone for three circumambulations, and then walked for four.
He went on to narrate it from a 1;adith of Salim b. Akhqar, from 'Ubayd Allah,
in similar terms. Muslim also stated that Abu ai-Tahir related to him, quoting
'Abd Allah b. Wahb, quoting Malik and Ibn Jurayj, from Ja'far b. Mu1).ammad,
from his father, from Jabir b. 'Abd Allah, to the effect that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) moved at a jog for three circumambulations from the stone back to the
stone. And 'lImar b. a1-Khanab asked, "Why the movement at a jog and the
'exposing ofthe shoulder', seeing that God had firmly established Islam and had
ousted apostasy? However, we will not give up anything we used to do with the
Messenger of God (SAAS)."
A1).mad, Abu Da'ud, Ibn Maja and a1-Bayhaqi narrated it from a 1;adith of
Hisham b. Sa'id, from Zayd b. Aslam, from his father, who quoted him ('lImar
b. al-Khanab).
All of this refutes Ibn 'Abbas and those who support his view that the movement
at a jog is not an orthodox practice, since the Messenger of God (SAAS) did
perform it when he and his Companions arrived on the morning of the
Wednesday - during the 'umrat al-qat/a', that is - and the polytheists commented,
"A delegation is arriving who have been weakened by the Yathrib fever." And so
the Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered them to move at a jog for three courses,
then walk between the two corners. He only prevented them from jogging for all
the circumambulations because of his concern for their health.
This is firmly established in both ~a1;i1; collections; his statement giving the
reasonS for this are very clear in the ~al;i1; collection of Muslim.
It is as though Ibn 'Abbas denies that there was movement at a jog on the
1;ijjat al-wada'! This fact, however, is fully substantiated as above. Indeed, in it
there is evidence that the jogging was completed in the course from the stone
and back to it. And that the passing between the two Yamani corners was not
made at a walking pace because of the absence of that cause referred to, namely
weakness.
It is stated in a authentic 1;adith from Ibn 'Abbas, that they moved at a jog
between them at the 'umra from a1-Ji'rana and that they performed idtiba',
"tucked up their gowns under their right arms".
This fact also refutes the above objection, since there was no longer any
fear remaining at the time of the 'umra from al-Ji'rana, since it occurred after the
conquest of Mecca, as told above.
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.l;Iammad b. Salama narrated it from 'Abd Allah b. 'Uthman b. Khuthaym,
from Sa'Id b. ]ubayr, from Ibn 'Abbas, to the effect that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) and his Companions performed the 'umra from al-]i'rana and moved
at a jog around the ka'ba, tucking their garments under their armpits and over
their shoulders.
Abjj Da'jjd narrated it from a {tadith of .l;Iammad in similar words, as well
as from a {tadith of 'Abd Allah b. Khuthaym, from Abjj al-Tufayl, from Ibn
'Abbas.
Regarding the it/tiba' of the {tijjat al-wada', Q;tbIsa and al-FiryabI stated, from
Sufyan al-ThawrI, from Ibn ]urayj, from 'Abd al-.l;IamId b. ]ubayr b. Shayba,
from Ya'ia b. Umayya, from Umayya, who said, "I saw the Messenger of God
(SAAS) circumambulate the ka'ba in a state of it/tiba'."
AI-TirmidhI narrated it from a {tadith of al-ThawrI and categorized it as
{tasan ,a{ti{t.

Abjj Da'jjd stated that Mul;iammad b. KathIr related to him, quoting Sufyan,
from Ibn ]urayj, from Ibn Ya'ia, from his father, who said, "The Messenger of
God (SAAS) circumambulated with a green cloak he was wearing mut/,aba',
'tucked up', under his arm."

hnam Al;imad narrated it similarly, from Walde, from al-ThawrI, from Ibn
]urayj, from Ibn Ya'ia, from his father, to the effect that when the Prophet
(SAAS) arrived in Mecca, he circumambulated the ka'ba while wearing a cloak
from the Sat/ramawt mu4;abi'an, "tucked up".
]abir stated in his {tadith quoted above, that when they reached the ka'ba, the
Prophet (SAAS) saluted the "black stone", jogged for three circumambulations
and walked for four. When he had finished, he made his way to the maqam Ibrahim
and recited, "And use Abraham's station as a place for prayer" (surat al-Baqara;
II, v.125). He positioned himself s6 that the maqam was between himself and
the ka'ba. He related that he performed two raka'at and then recited, "Say, 'He
is God the One'" (surat al-Ikhla,; CXIl, v.l), and "Say: '0 Unbelievers'" (surat
al-Kafirnna; CIX, v.I).
What if it were asked whether the Messenger of God (SAAS) was mounted or
on foot on this circumambulation?
The answer would be that two different accounts have been transmitted that
might seem contradictory. We will give both and offer reconciliation between
them and so refute those who imagine there to be a contradiction in them. And
through God comes success; His help is sought and He is sufficient for us and
the best support of all.
AI-Bukhm, may God have mercy upon him, stated that Al;imad b. Salil;i and
Yal;iya b. Sulayman both related to him that Ibn Wahb related to him, quoting
Yjjnus, from Ibn Shihab, from 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah, from Ibn 'Abbas,
who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) circumambulated while upon his camel at the
{tijjat al-wada', saluting the comer with a bent staff."
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The other major scholars promulgated it, except for al-Tirmidhi, by various
lines from Ibn Wahb.
AI-Bukhari stated that al-Darawardi supported this, from the nephew of
al-Zuhri, who quoted his uncle.
This sequence is very odd.
AI-Bukhiiri stated that Mul;mmmad b. al-Muthanna related to him, quoting
'Abd al-Wahhab, quoting Khalid al-I:Iadhdha', from 'lkrima, from Ibn 'Abbas,
who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) circumambulated the ka'ba on a camel; each
time he came to the corner, he gestured towards it."
AI-Tirmidhi narrated it from a !tadtth of 'Abd al-Wahhab b. 'Abd ai-Majid
al-Thaqafi and 'Abd al-Wiirith, both of them quoting from Khiilid b.Mahran
al-I:Iadhdha', from 'lkrima, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS) circumambulated upon his mount; and when he ended up at the
comer, he gestured to. it."
He categorized this as !tasan ~a!ti!t.

AI-Bukhari went on to state that Musaddad related to him, quoting Khalid
b. 'Abd Allah, from Khalid al-I:Iadhdha', from 'lkrima, from Ibn 'Abbas, who
said, "The Prophet (SAAS) circumambulated the ka'ba upon a camel; and when
he came to the corner, he gestured to it with something he had and invoked,
'Allahu Akbar! "God is most Great!'''''
Ibrahlm b. Tahman supported this, quoting Khalid al-I:Iadhdha'.
He (al-Bukhiiti) traced this comment in his kitab al-Tawafback on a line from
'Abd Allah b. Mui;tanunad, from AbU 'Amir, from Ibrahim b. Tahman.
Muslim narrated (it) from al-I:Iakam b. Musa, from Shu'ayb b. ISQaq, from
Hisham b. 'Urwa, from his father, from 'A'isha, to the effect that on the !tijjat
al-wada' the Messenger of God (SAAS) circumambulated around the ka'ba on a
mule saluting the corner, disliking (the possibility) that the people would turn
away from him. 109

This substantiates that on the !tijjat al-wada', the Messenger of God (SAAS)
circumambulated upon a mule. However, during the !tijjat al-wada' he made
three tawaf The first was that of al-qudum. The second that of the ifatf.a, that
being the tawafal-fard, it being the day for the sacrifice, The third was the tawaf
al-wadlic. llll

Perhaps his being mounted referred to one of the other two, or to them both.
Ragarding the tawafal-qudum, he was on foot for it. AI-Shafi'i gives a text on all
this. But God knows best and is most Wise.
Proof for this explanation is provided by what the !taft:;; Abu Bakr al-Bayhaqi
stated in his work al-Sunan al-Kabir: "Abu 'Abd Allah al-I:Iafl4' told us, quoting
Abu Bakr MUQammad b. al-Mu'ammil b. al-I:Iasan b. 'Isa, quoting al-Fa<jl b.
109. For giving up a pre-Islamic practice that they favoured.
110. The lawaIal-qudum is performed on arrival into the city of Mecca and the Sacred Mosque
for the first rime. 'I:'he lawaIal-ifitda is a key rite of the bajj ceremony, while the lawaial-wadac is
performed when bidding farewell to the Sacred City.
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MulJammad b. al-Musayyab, quoting Nu'ayrn b. .l:Iammad, quoting 'lsa b.
Yunus, from MulJammad b. IslJaq - Ibn Yasar, that is, may God have mercy
upon him - from Abu Ja'far - he being MulJammad b. 'Ali b. al-.l:Iusayn - from
Jabir b. 'Abd Allah, who said, 'We went into Mecca as dawn rose. The Prophet
($AAS) carne to the door of the mosque and made his camel kneel. Then he
entered the mosque, beginning at the stone, which he saluted. His eyes welled
with tears. He then moved at a jog for three circumambulations, and walked
for four. When ·he had finished, he kissed the stone, placed his hands upon it
and them wiped them over his face.'''
This line of transmission is excellent.
The account given by Abu Da'ud states that Musaddad related to ·him, quoting
Khalid b. 'Abd Allah, quoting YazId b. Abu Ziyad, from qkrirna, from Ibn
'Abbas, to the effect that when the Messenger of God ($AAS) arrived in Mecca,
he was suffering somewhat.
He circumambulated on his camel and when he reached the comer, he saluted
it with his staff. When he had completed the circumambulation, he made his
camel kneel and then performed two raka'at in prayer.
Yazid b. Abu Ziyad, who is regarded as a weak source, is alone in giving this.
He did not refer, moreover, to it having been the bijjat al-wada', nor that it
was the first circumambulation of the bijjat al-wada'.
And neither Ibn 'Abbas, in the authentic badith from him given by Muslim,
nor Jabir, similarly, said that the Prophet ($AAS) rode during his circumambulation due to his weakness. Both these authorities in fact referred to the large
throng of people and their massing around him. He did not like for them to be
a throng in front of him. Information on this will be given shortly hereafter, if
God so wills it.
This second act of kissing, moreover, mentioned by Ibn IslJaq in his account,
that after the circumambulation and also after his having performed the two
raka'at, is firmly set in the ~abib collection of Muslim, from a badith ofJabir. In it
he stated, after reference to praying for the two raka'at of the circumambulation,
"he then returned to the corner and saluted it".
Muslim b. al-.l:Iajjaj stated in his ~abib collection that Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba
and Ibn Numayr together related to him, from Abu Khalid, that Abu Bakr
stated, "Abu Khiilid al-AlJmar related to us, frorn'Vbayd Allah, from Nafi', who
said, "I saw Ibn 'Vmar salute the stone with his hand and then kiss his hand. He
said, 'I have not given it up since I saw the Messenger of God ($AAS) do it.'"
This suggests that he saw the Messenger of God ($AAS) (kiss his hands) on
one ofhis circumambulations or in the last salutation he made, as we have related.
Or that Ibn 'Vmar did not actually get to the stone due to some weakness he had,
or so that he would not jostle against other persons and so do them harm.
For the Messenger of God ($AAS) spoke as follows to Ibn 'Vmar's father, as
quoted by AlJmad in his musnad collection, "Waid' related to us, quoting Sufyan,
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from Abu Ya'fur al-'AbdJ, who said, 'I heard a sheikh in Mecca during the reign
of al-I;Iajjaj quote from 'Vmar b. al-Khanab as having said that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) told him, ''Vmar, you are a strong man. Don't jostle at the
stone, perhaps harming someone who is weak; if you should find the way to it
clear, then salute it. Otherwise, face it and say Allahu Akbar "God is most
Great!".' "

This is an excellent line of transmission; however, the narrator who quotes
'Vmar is unknown and is not named.
It is apparent, however, that this /:tadilh is trustworthy and important. For
al-Shafi'J narrated it from Sufyan b. 'Vyayna, from Abu Ya'fur al-'AbdJ, his
name being Waqdan, (who said), "I heard a man of Khuza'a say, following the
killing of Ibn al-Zubayr who had been ruler of Mecca, 'The Messenger of God
(SAAS) said to 'Vmar, "Abu I;Iaf~, you are a strong man, so don't jostle at
the Corner in case you harm someone weak. However, if you find the way clear,
then salute it; otherwise say, 'God is most Great', then pass on."'"

Sufyan b. 'Vyayna stated, "He (the source quoted) was 'Abd al-Ra\:1man b.
al-I;Iarith; al-I;Iajjaj had made him Governor or Mecca when he departed from
there following the death ofIbn al-Zubayr."
I note that this 'Abd al-Ra\:1man was a distinguished and important man.
He was one ofthe four persons whom 'Vthman b. 'Affan appointed to write out
the copies of the Holy Qur'an whom he dispatched to all places abroad; this text
has met unanimous acceptance.

Accounts ofthe circumambulation ofthe Prophet (SAAS)
between al-Safa and al-Marwa.
Muslim narrated in his ~a/:ti/:t collection quoting Jabir in his long /:tadith given
above. Following his report of the Prophet (SAAS) having made seven circumambulations of the ka'ba and his having performed two prayer raka'at at the
maqam Ibrahim, he went on to say that he returned to the corner (al-rukn),
saluted it and then left through the door towards al-Safa. When he approached
al-Safa, he recited, "al-Safa and al-Marwa are rites of God" (surat al-Baqara;
II, v.IS8). He then said that he would begin with that with which God began.
He commenced at al-Safa and scaled it until he saw the ka'ba. Facing towards
it, he called out, "God is most Great!" Then he declaimed, "There is no god
but God alone! He has no associate. He has power, and to Him there is praise.
He has control over everything. There is no god but God! He has fulfilled His
promise. He has aided his servant, and has alone defeated the factions." During
this, he prayed and spoke similar words three times.
He then came down until his feet were set in the wadi; he moved at a jog, until
having ascended, he walked to al-Marwa. He scaled it until he looked over to
the ka'ba and he spoke upon it what he had npon al-Safa.
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Imam A!}mad stated that 'Umar b. Harun al-Balkhl, Abu I;Iaf~, that is, quoted
IbnJurayj, from one oftheBanu Ya'la b. Umayya, who quoted his father as saying,
"I saw the Prophet (SAAS) proceed between al-Safa and al-Marwa wearing a
najrani burda, mut/tabican, 'gown from Hajran tucked up beneath his armpit'."
Imam AJ:>mad stated, quoting Yunus, quoting 'Abd Allah b. al-Mu'ammil,
from 'Umar b. 'Abd al-Ra\:1man, quoting 'Atiyya, from I;Iablba, daughter ofAbu
Nab-rat, who said, "I went into l:Iusayn's house, along with some women of
Quraysh, while the Prophet (SAAS) was circumambulating between al-Safa and
al-Marwa. As he ran, his izar, 'his waist-wrapper', was moving around because
of the energy with which he was running. He was saying to his Companions,
"Run! God made running incumbent upon you."'"

A!}mad also stated that ShurayJ:> related to us, quoting 'Abd Allah b.
al-Mu'ammil, quoting 'A!iI' b. Abu Rabal:>, from Safiyya, daughter of Shayba,
from I;Iablba, daughter of Abu Tajrat. She said, "I saw the Prophet (SAAS)
circumambulating between al-Safa and al-Marwa; the people were ahead of
him, and he behind them. He was running so vigorously that I could see his
knees. His izar was moving around and he was saying, 'Run, for God has made
running incumbent upon you.'"

A!}mad is alone in giving this.
AQrnad also narrated it from 'Abd al-Razzaq, from Ma'mar, from Wa~il, the
freed-man of Abu 'Uyayna, from Musa b. 'Ubayda, from Safiyya, daughter of
Shayba, (who stated) that a woman informed her that she had heard the Prophet
(SAAS), while passing between al-Safa and al-Marwa, saying, "Running (between
al-Safa and al-Marwa) has been made incumbent upon you, so run!"
This woman was I;Iablba, daughter of Abu Tajrat, who is quoted in the first
two al;adith. (It is also related) from the mother of the son of Shayba b. 'Uthman,
to the effect that she saw the Prophet (SAAS), while he was running between
al-Safa and al-Marwa, saying, "The valley is only to be traversed vigorously."
AI-Nasa'l (also) narrated it. What is meant here by ai-say, "running", is the
movement from al-Safa to al-Marwa and back. What is meant her by ai-say is
not movement at a fast pace or racing, for God definitely did not make that
incumbent upon us. Indeed, if a person walks in that same manner for the seven
circumambulations between them both and does not jog in the river bed, that
will suffice him (from God) according to the community of scholars; we know
of no dispute among them regarding that.
AI-Tirmidhl, may God have mercy upon him, transmitted this from the
scholarly community. He stated that Yusuf b. 'Isa related to him, quoting Ibn
Fuqayl, from 'Ata' b. al-Sa'ib, from Kathlr b. Jahman, who said, "I saw Ibn
'Umar walking on the course, and I asked, 'Are you going to walk on the passage
between al-Safa and al-Marwa?' He replied, 'If I should run, I have seen the
Messenger of God (SAAS) run; and in shonld walk, I have also seen him walk.
I am now a very old man (and am forced to walk).'''
AI-Tinnidhl stated, "This I;adith is I;asan ,al;il;."
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Sa'ld b. Jubayr narrated from Ibn 'Abbas a similar account. Abu Da'ud,
aI-Nasa'1 and Ibn Maja narrated it from a !tadith of 'Ata b. aI-Sa'ib, from KatbJr
b. Jahman al-Sulaml al-Kufl, from Ibn 'Vmar.
Ibn 'Vmar's statement that he witnessed both activities by the Messenger
of God (SAAS) offers two possibilities. One is that he saw him move on one
occasion at a walking pace from which jogging was absolutely absent. The
second is that he saw him run for part of the way and walk for a part.
This (latter) is a strong possibility, since aI-Bukhan and Muslim narrated
from a !tadith of'Vbayd Allah b. 'Vmar aI-'Vman, from Nafi" from Ibn 'Vmar,
to the effect that the Messenger of God (SAAS) would run along the bed of the
river when he made the circumambulation between aI-Safa and al-Marwa.
It is stated above in the !tadith of Jabir that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
came down from al-safa and when his feet were set in the wadi, he moved at
a jog until he had climbed above, when he came to al-Marwa.
This is what the scholars prefer in unanimity - that the person moving
between aI-safa and al-Marwa (mentioned above in Jabir's account) should
preferably jog on each circumambulation in the bed of the wadi, the stream bed
that runs between them. They (the scholars) defmed that to apply to the distance
between the amyal al-khutfr, III the 'green markers', one standing alone towards
aI-Safa, adjacent to the mosque, and two more placed together towards aI-Marwa,
also adjacent to the mosque.
Some scholars have stated that the distance between these miles today is
greater than the bed of the stream in which the Messenger of God (SAAS)
moved at a jog. But God knows best.
Mui)ammad b. I:Iazm, in the book he compiled on the !tijjat al-wada', stated,
"Then the Messenger of God (SAAS) left for aI-safa and recited there, 'AI-safa
and aI-Marwa are rites of God. I shall begin with that which God began.' And
he then circumambulated also between aI-safa and aI-Marwa seven times. For
three of these courses he was mounted on his mule and moving at a trot, while
for four he walked."
He made no further comment on this statement, one not made by anyone
preceding him - namely, that the Prophet (sAAS) was mounted on his mule
for three courses between aI-Safa and al-Marwa, and that he walked for four.
He offered no proof whatsoever for this horrendous error. When he arrived at
the point (in his acconnt) where evidence would be expected, he stated, "We did
not find the number of the courses made at a jog referred to in sources; however,
it is the object of (general) agreement (as above)."
This is his wording. If what he meant is that movement at a jog on the first
three circumambulations is the object of agreement, as he states, this is not true;
indeed, no one related this.
111. The description given here is unclear, as are the distances to which reference is made.
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If he meant that the movement at a jog on the first three circumambulations
is the object of unanimous agreement, this point is devoid of value and useless.
For just as there is agreement on the movement at a jog in the first three
circumambulations, as we have indicated, there is also agreement on its preferability also in the remaining four.
Ibn I:Iazm's insisting on the preferability of movement at a jog specificaIly for
the first three circumambulations is contrary to what the scholars relate. But
God knows best.
Regarding this comment of Ibn I:Iazm, that the Messenger of God (!;>AAS)
was mounted between al-!;>afa and aI~Marwa, it has been shown above from Ibn
'Umar that the Messenger of God (!;>AAS) used to make the al~sa'y jogging on
foot along the stream bed.
Both compilers (of the ~a&t& collections) included this.
Al~Tirmidhr quotes him (Ibn 'Umar) as stating, "If I run, I have seen the
Messenger of God (!;>AAS) run; and if! walk, I have seen the Messenger of God
(!;>AAS) waIk."
And Jabir stated, "When his feet set in the wadi, he moved at a jog until,
having ascended, he walked."
Muslim narrated this.
I:Iabiba, daughter of Abu Tajrat, said that he ran, while his izar was moving
around him from the vigour of his running.
A\1mad related this.
In the ~a&t& of Muslim, quoting from Jabir, as given above, the Messenger
of God (!;>AAS) is said to have ascended aI_!;>afa until he saw the ka'ba. And the
same for al~Marwa. We gave above from the &adith ofMu\1ammad b. Is\1aq, from
Abu Ja'far aI~Baqir, from Jabir (who said that) the Messenger of God (!;>AAS)
made his camel kneel at the door of the mosque - until he circumambulated, that
is. Moreover, he does not relate that he monnted it immediately on his departure
for al~!;>afa.
All this requires that the Messenger of God (!;>AAS) moved at a walk between
al~!;>afa and al~Marwa.
However, Muslim stated that 'Abd b. I:Iumayd related to him, quoting
Mu\1ammad - meaning Ibn Bakr - quoting Ibn Jurayj, quoting Abu aI-Zubayr,
who said that he heard Jabir b. 'Abd Allah say, "The Prophet (!;>AAS) circum~
ambulated on his ra&ila, 'his riding camel', at the &ijjat al~wada' at the ka'ba and
between aI~!;>afa and al~Marwa riding on a ba'tr,112 'a donkey', so that people
would see him and be able to question him and he could look down. The throng
inundated him, and the Prophet (!;>AAS) and his Companions made only one
circumambulation between aI-!;>afa and al~Marwa."
112. The word ba'ir more commonly applies to a male camel; however, it is sometimes in early
sources applied to an ass or donkey. Since there seems to be a distinction necessary here, the word

has been translated as "donkey".
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Muslim also narrated this from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba, from 'All b. Mushir
and also from 'All b. Khashram, from 'Isa b. Yunus, and from Mu1)ammad b.
I:Iatim, from Ya1)ya b. Sa'id. All of these quoted it from Ibn Jurayj. In some of
these accounts the words 'and between aI-Safa and aI-Marwa' are not given.
Abu Da'ud narrated it from A1)mad b. I:Ianbal, from Ya1)yab. Sa'id aI-Q;tnan,
Ibn Jurayj, quoting Abu aI-Zubayr, who said that he heard Jabir b. 'Abd Allah
say, "The Prophet (SAAS) circumambulated the ka'ba on the f.tijjat al-wada'
riding his camel, and also between aI-Safa and aI-Marwa."
AI-Nasa'i narrated it from aI-Fallas, from Ya1)ya, and from 'lmran b. Yazid,
from Sa'id b. Is1)aq, both of them quoting from Ibn Jurayj.
This is recorded in a f.tadith ofIbnJurayj. Yet is is very problematical. Because
the rest of the accounts from Jabir and others indicate that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) would walk between aI-Safa and al-Marwa.
The account of Abu al-Zubayr from Jabir might well be that way because of
the addition; I refer to his statement, "And between aI-Safa and al-Marwa". This
(statement) may have been interpolated by someone after the Companion. But
God knows best.
Or perhaps the Prophet (SAAS) did proceed on foot between aI-Safa and
al-Marwa for some of the circumambulations, and his reported behaviour was
witnessed then. When thete was a heavy throng around him, he rode, as is shown
in the account ofIbn 'Abbas that follows shortly.
Ibn I:Iazm conceded that his first circumambulation of the ka'ba was on
foot, and he maintained that his riding while on the circumambulations came
thereafter. He also claimed that he was riding on the passage between aI-Safa and
aI-Marwa. He stated, "Because he only circumambulated between them once."
He went on to explain Jabir's statement, "until his feet were set in the wadi, he
moved at a jog" by saying that he accepts that, even though the Messenger of
God (SAAS) was mounted, and that when his camel "was set" in the wadi, so
was all of himself, his feet being "set" along with the rest of his body. Ibn I:Iazm
stated, "And the same goes for the reference to the ai-ramal, "the movement at
a jog". By this the account refers to his mount's movement at a jog, along with
its rider.
This explanation is extremely far-fetched. But God knows best.
Abu Da'ud stated that Abu Salama MUsa related to him, quoting I:Iammad,
quoting Abu 'li.~im aI-Ghanawl, from Abu al-Tufayl, who stated, "I said to Ibn
'Abbas, 'Your people claim that the Messenger of God (SAAS) moved at a jog
at the ka'ba, and that that was his sunna, his "orthodox practice".' He replied,
'They both spoke the truth and lied.' I asked, 'In what did they speak the truth,
and in what lie?' He replied, 'They spoke the truth by saying that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) moved at a jog, but lied in that it was not a sunna. Quraysh said
at aI-I:Iudaybiyya, 'Just leave Mu1)ammad and his Companions alone to die
of worms!' And then they made peace with him on the basis of his making the
pilgrimage the following year and agreeing to them staying in Mecca for three
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days. And then the Messenger of God (SAAS) arrived while the unbelievers
were over in front of Mt. Qu'ayqi'au. And the Messenger of God (SAAS) told
his Companions, 'Move at a jog three times around the ka'ba.' This was not
asunna.

"I asked, 'Your people claim that the Messenger of God (SAAS) circumam- .
bulated between aI-Safa and al-Marwa on a camel, and that that is a sunna.' He
replied, 'They spoke the truth, and they lied.' I asked, 'In what did they speak
the truth, and in what did they lie?' He replied, 'They spoke the truth in that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) did circumambulate between aI-Safa and aI-Marwa
on a camel. And they lied; that was not a sunna. The (throng of) people could not
be kept away from the Messenger of God (SAAS), or diverted from him. And
so he circumambulated on a camel so that they could hear his words and see
where he was, but their hands could not reach him.'"
This is how Abu Da'ud narrated it.
Muslim narrated it from Abu Kamil, from 'Abd al-Wa!)id b. Ziyad, from
al-Jurayrj, from AbU al-Tufayl, from Ibn 'Abbas. He (Abu al-Tufayl) related the
virtue of circumambulating the ka'ba as above, then said, "I asked Ibn 'Abbas,
'Tell me about circumambulating between ai-Sara and aI-Marwa, while mounted.
Is that a sunna? Your people claim that it is a sunna.' He replied, 'They spoke the
truth and they lied.' I asked, 'What do you mean by saying they spoke the truth
and lied?'
"He replied, 'People massed around the Messenger of God (SAAS), saying,
'This is Mu\.lanuuad! This is Mu\.lammad!' Even the aged were coming out of
their houses. The Messenger of God (SAAS) did not (want) to have people
throng before him. And so when they crowded in large numbers around him,
he rode.'
"Ibn 'Abbas concluded, 'Walking and running are better.'"
This is the wording of Muslim. It requil-es that he only rode when the
circumstances warranted. Through this, reconciliation between the various
a!tadith is possible. But God knows best.
Then there is the account related by Muslim in his Fa!ti!t collection. He stated
that Mu\.lammad b. Raft' related to him, quoting Ya\.lya b. Adam, quoting
Zuhayr, from 'Abd ai-Malik b. Sa'jd, from Abu aI-Tufayl, who said, "I told Ibn
'Abbas, 'I believe I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS).' He asked, 'Describe him
to me.' I said, 'I saw him at aI-Marwa on a camel with a great many people all
around him.' Ibn 'Abbas said, 'That was the Messenger of God (SAAS). People
would not be struck (to keep them away) from him, nor would they be forced
(to keep away) from him.'"
Muslim is alone in giving this. In this account there is no evidence that he was
mounted while passing between aI-Safa and al-Marwa, for he (the narrator) did
not specify it to relate to the !tijjat al-wada' or to some other time. Assuming that
the account did relate to the !tijjat al-wada', it is possible that it related to the
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Messenger of God (SAAS), having finished the courses, sat down upon
al-Marwa, addressed the people, told those who had not brought a hadi to
convert the J;ajj into an 'umra and all those except the ones who had brought a
hadi having concluded their iJ;ram, stated, as is related above in the J;adith of
Jabir. And thereafter, following all this, he had his camel brought, monnted it
and rode off to his house at al-Abta1.I, as we will relate shortly, and it was at
that point that he was seen by Abu al-Tufayl 'Amir b. Wathila al-Bikri, a man
included among the lesser Companions.
I note that a faction ofIraqis, persons such as Abu I:Iamfa and his companions,
and al-Thawri, maintain that the person performing the J;ajj al-qiran makes
two circumambnlations and makes two courses at a run; this is narrated from
<Ali, Ibn Mas'ud, Mujahid and al-Sha'bi. They cite as evidence the long J;adith
of Jabir and his evidence that the Messenger of God (SAAS) moved on foot
between al-Safa and al-Marwa and the fact that his J;adith reports that the
Prophet (SAAS) passed between them mounted, according to the account of
the circumambulation between them both, once at a walk, then mounted.
Sa'id b. Man~Ur narrated n'. his work al-Sunan, from 'Ali, may God be pleased
with him, that he (the Prophet (SAAS)) recited the talbiyya for a J;ijja and an
'umra, and when he reached Mecca he circumambulated the ka'ba and made
the course between al-Safa and al-Marwa for his 'umra. He then carne back and
circumambulated the ka'ba and passed between al-Safa and al-Marwa for his
J;ijja. And that he remained in a state of J;aram until the day of the sacrifice.
This is his wording. Abu Dharr al-Harawi narrated it in his work Manasik
from 'Ali, to the effect that he combined the J;ajj with the 'umra and made two
circumambulations and two sa'y courses for them. He ('Ali) stated, "That is
what I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) do."
A1-Bayhaqi narrated it similarly, as did al-Darqutni and al-Nasa'i in their
materials relating to 'Ali. AI-Bayhaqi stated, in his work on the sunna, that Abu
Bakr b. al-I:Iarith al-Faqih, quoting 'Ali b. 'Umayr b. al-I:Iafi~, quoting Abu
MuJ:tarnrnad b. Sa'id, quoting MuJ:tammad b. Zurnbur, quoting Fuqayl b. qyaq,
from Man~Ur, from Ibrahim, from Malik b. al-I:Iarith, or Man~ur, from Malik b.
al-I:Iarith, from Abu Na~r, who stated, "I met 'Ali, and had recited the talbiyya
for the J;ajj, while he had done so for the J;ajj and the 'umra. I said, 'Can I do as
you did?' He replied, 'That is so - provided you began with the 'umra.' I asked,
'What should I do if that is what I wish?' He replied, 'Take a vessel of water and
pour it over yourself. Then recite the talbiyya for both of them together. After
that, circumambulate twice and make the sa'y passages twice for them. And do
not declare your iJ;ram concluded before the day of the sacrifice.'"
Man~ur stated, "I related that to Mujahid, and he said, 'We used to combine
with only one circumambulation. But nowadays that is not what we do."
The J;aft.. al-Bayhaqi stated that Sufyan b. 'Uyayna, Sufyan al-Thawli and
Shu'ba narrated it from Man~ur, but in his account he made no reference to the
sa'y. He also stated that the "Abu N~r" mentioned in the line of transmission is
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not known. If what he relates is authentic, then it is likely, he concluded, that he
meant the tawafal-qudum and the tawafal-ziyara.
AI-Bayhaql stated, "It is also narrated with other lines of transmission from
'All, both marjU' and mawquf." It pivots upon al-Basan b. 'Amara and Baf~ b.
Abu Da'ud, 'lsa b. 'Abd Allah and Bammad b. 'Abd al-RaJ:nnan. All of them are
weak, and nothing on that subject that they narrate should be cited as evidence.
But God knows best.
What is transmitted in the authentic al;adith contradicts the above.
We previously quoted the account ofIbn CUmar given in al-Bukharl's $al;il;
collection to the effect that the Prophet (SAAS) recited the talbiyya for an 'umra
and added the I;ajj to it. And so Ibn CUmar also performed the I;ajj al-qiran. He
circumambulated for both the I;ajj and the 'umra, once only, saying, "This is
what the Messenger of God (SAAS) did."
AI-Tirmidhl, Ibn Maja and al-Bayhaql narrated it from a I;adith of
al-Darawardl, from CUbayd Allah, from Na.fi', from Ibn CUmar, who said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) stated, 'Those who join the I;ajj together with the
'umra perform one circumambulation for them both and one sa'y for them both."
AI-Tirmidhl stated, "This I;adith is I;asan gharib."
I note that the line of transmission for this meets the criteria of Muslim.
The same happened to 'j\'isha, "the mother of the Believers". She was one of
those who recited the talbiyya for an 'umra since she had not brought a hadi with
her. When she menstruated, the Messenger of God (SAAS) told her to wash
and to recite the talbiyya for a I;ajj with her 'umra. And so she performed the I;ajj
al-qiran. When they returned from Mina, she asked that he allow her to perform
an 'umra after the I;ajj and the Messenger of God (SAAS) did so in order to
please her, as is asserted in the I;adith.
Imam Abu 'Abd Allah al-Shafi'l stated that Muslim al-Zanjl, he being
Khalid's son, informed him, from Ibn Jurayj, from 'Ata', that the Messenger of
God (SAAS) said to 'j\'isha, "Your circumambulation of the ka'ba and between
al-Safa and al-Marwa suffice for you for both your I;ajj and your 'umra."
This is evidently a mursal quotation; but its content is fully substantiated by
many of al-Shafi'l's comments.
He stated that Ibn CUyayna informed him, from Ibn Abu Najl\:!, from 'Atil',
from 'j\'isha, who quoted theProphet (SAAS).
AI-Shafi'I stated, "And Sufyan may have quoted it from 'Ata', from 'j\'isha,
and he may have said, 'and the Prophet (SAAS) said to 'j\'isha'." He went on
to quote as above.
The I;afi:;: al-Bayhaql stated, "And Ibn Abu CUmar narrated it from Sufyan b.
CUyayna as maw$ul. Muslim narrated it from a I;adith ofWahlb, from Ibn TaWils,
from his father, from 'j\'isha, in similar form.
Muslim narrated it from a I;adith of Ibn Jurayj, quoting Abu al-Zubayr, who
said that he heard Jabir say, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS) went in to
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see 'A'isha, she was weeping. He asked her, "Why are you crying?" "I am crying
because the people have declared their i!zram concluded, while I have not, and
because they have circumambulated the ka'ba and I have not. And now is the
time for this !zajj."
He stated, "This is a matter that God has decreed for Adam's daughters.
Wash yourself and recite the talbiyya for a !zajj." She stated, "And so I did that.
When I had cleansed myself, he said, 'Circumambulate the ka'ba, and between
al-Safa and al-Marwa, and then your state of i!zram for the !zajj will be concluded,
as well as your 'umra.' "
She asked, "Messenger of God, I am concerned about my 'umra and that I did
not circumambulate until I had performed the !zajj." He said, "Go with her,
'Abd al-Ral.iman, and let her make the 'umra from al-Tan'im."
Muslim also quotes a !zadith of Ibn Jurayj. The latter stated that Abu
al-Zubayr informed him that he heard Jabir say, "The Prophet (SAAS) and his
Companions made only one circumambulation between al-Safa and al-Marwa."
The supporters of Abu I:Ianifa, may God have mercy on him, maintain that
the Prophet (SAAS) and his Companions who had brought hadls combined
between the !zajj and the 'umra, as the aforementioned a!zadith indicate. But God
knows best.
AI-Shati'i stated that Ibrahlm b. Mul.iammad informed him, from Ja'far
b. Mul.iamrnad, from his father, from 'All who said about those who perform
the !zajj al-qiran, "They should perform two circumambulations and one sa'y."
AI-Shill'i stated, "Some people said that there should be two circumambulations and two sa'y. They cite as evidence for this a weak account from 'All."
Ja'far said, "Our statement is narrated from 'Ali, and we also narrated it from the
Prophet (SAAS)."
However, Abu Da'ud stated that Harun b. 'Abd Allah and Mul}ammad b.
Rati' related to us, that Abu 'A~im related to them both, from Ma'ruf- meaning
Ibn Kharrabudh al-Makki - quoting Abu Tufayl, who said, "I saw the Prophet
(SAAS) circumambulate the ka'ba upon his camel, saluting the corner with
a staff and then kissing it." Mul}arnrnad b. Rati' added, "He then went forth to
al-Safa and al-Marwa and circumambulated seven times on his camel."
Muslim narrated this in his ,a!zl!z collection, from a !zadith of Abu Da'ud
al-Tayalisi, from Ma'rufb. Khurbudh, without the addition given by Mul}ammad
b. Rati'. 'Ubayd Allah b. Musa narrated it similarly from Ma'rUf, without the
addition. The !zaji.. al-Bayhaqi narrated it from Abu Sa'id b. Abu 'Amr, from
al-A~arnrn, from Yal}ya b. Abu TaIib, from Yazid b. Abu I:Iakim, from Yazid b.
Malik, from Abu al-Tufayl, also without the addition. But God knows best.
The !zaji.. al-Bayhaqi stated that Abu Bakr b. al-I:Iasan and Abu Zakariyya' b.
Abu Isl}aq both stated that Abu Ja'far Mul}arnrnad b. 'Ali b. Dul}aym related to
them, quoting Al}mad b. I:Iazim, quoting 'Ubayd Allah b. Musa and Ja'far b.
'Awn who both stated, "Ayrnan b. Nabil informed us, from Qudama b. 'Abd
Allah b. 'Ammar, who said, 'I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) pass between
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al-$afa and al-Marwa upon a camel; there was no hitting, no sending
, away and
no shouts to get out of the way.'"
AI-Bayhaqi stated, "They both spoke thus. A group other than Ayman also
related it. They' stated, 'Stones were thrown on the day of the slaughter.' It is
likely that the statements of both men were authentic."
I note that Imam AJ:unad narrated it in his musnad I;adith collection, from
Wald', Qiran b. T amam, Abu Qurra MUsa b. Tarif, the qii4i of the people of
Yemen, Abu Al).mad Mul).ammad b. 'Abd Allah al-Zubayri and Mu'tamir b.
Sulayman, from Ayman b. Nabil al-I;Iabashi, the father of 'lmran al-Makki, a
resident of 'Asqalan, the freed-man of Abu Bakr al-$iddiq. He is considered a
very reliable source whom al-Bukhari quoted. He gave the account of Qudama
b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Ammar al-Kilabi, who related that he saw the Messenger of
God ($AAS) cast stones on the day of the sacrifice from the middle of the wadi,
mounted upon a grey female camel, and that there was no hitting, no sending
away and no shouts to get out of the way.
AI-Tirmidhi narrated it similarly, from AJ:unad b. Mani" from Marwan b.
Mu'awiya. AI-Nasa'i gave it from Isl).aq b. Rahawayh. Ibn Maja gave it from Abu
Bakr b. Abu Shayba, both of whom quoted from Waki', from Ayman b. Nabil,
from Qudama. This is how Imam Al).mad narrated it. Al-Tirmidhi categorized
it as I;asan ,al;il;.
DIVISION

Jabir stated in his I;adith, "until, at the conclusion of his circumambulation, at
al-Marwa, he (the Prophet ($AAS» said, 'If I had koown beforehand what I
came to learn, I would not have brought the I;adi. '"
Muslim narrated this.
In this account there is evidence against those who maintain that the sa'y
between al-$afa and al-Marwa totals fourteen passages, each movement out and
back being counted as one time. A group of major authorities of the Shafi'I view
maintain this.
This I;adith constitutes a refutation ofthem. Because the final circumambulation,
according to what they say, would be at al-$afa, not at al-Marwa.
This is why AJ:unad stated in his account in the I;adith of Jabir, "When it
was the seventh circumambulation, at al-Marwa, he (the Messenger of God
($AAS» said, '0 people, if I had known beforehand what I came to learn,
I would not have brought the I;adi and I would have made it an 'umra. Those
who have not brought a hadi with them may declare their il;riim concluded
and they should make it an 'umra.' And so all the people did declare their il;riim
concluded."
Muslim stated, "And so all the people did declare their il;riim concluded and
removed their hair, except for the Prophet ($AAS), and those who had brought
hadis with them."
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Chapter.

A group of the Companions of the Prophet (SAAS), too long to mention here,
narrated his order to those who had not brought hadis to convert the bajj into
an 'umra. The proper place for giving that information is in my work al-Abkam
al-Kabir. If God so wills it.
There are differences about this. Malik, Abu I;Ianifa and al-Shafi'i stated that
this was a prerogative of the Companions and that this conversion was abrogated
for others. They hold fast to the statement ofAbu Dharr, may God be pleased with
him, "Conversion from the bajj to the 'umra applied only to the Companions of
Mu\:Iammad. May God be pleased with them."
Muslim narrated this.
Imilm A\:Irnad refuted this. He stated, "Eleven of the Companions narrated it;
where does this account stand with regard to that?" He then, may God have
mercy upon him, went on to allow the conversion to other than the Companions.
Ibn 'Abbas, may God be pleased with him, stated that this conversion should
necessarily apply to all those who had not brought badis. Indeed, he maintained
that it was legally permissible for someone who had circumambulated the ka'ba
and had not brought a badi, and that these circumstances alone made this
permissible. In his view, the pilgrimage ceremonies consist either of the bajj
al-qiran for those who have brought a hadi, or the bajj al-tamattu' for those who
have not. But God knows best.
AI-Bukhari stated that Abu al-Nu'man related to him, quoting I;Iammad b.
Zayd, from 'Abd aI-Malik b. Jurayj, from 'Atii', from Jabir. And from Tawus,
from Ibn 'Abbas. They both stated, "The Prophet (SAAS) and his Companions
arrived on the morning of the 4th day of Dhu aI-I;Iijja, reciting the talbiyya for
the bajj, mixing in nothing with it. When we arrived, he gave us orders and we
made it an 'umra. And he declared that ouribram was concluded (thus aIlowing
us to go) to our wives. Gossip about this spread thereafter."
'Atil' went on to quote ]abir as saying, "So one of us might go off to Mina
with his penis damp from sperm!" He went on, gesturing, "This reached the
Prophet (SAAS), and he said, 'It has reached me that there are people saying
such-and-such. I swear by God, I am more innocent, more pious towards God
than they are! If I had known beforehand what I came to learn, I would not
have made sacrifice. And if I had not had a hadi I would have declared my ibram
concluded.'
"Suraqa b. Ju'shum then arose and said, 'Messenger of God, is this just for
us, or for ever?' 'For ever,' he replied."

Muslim stated that Qutayba related to him, quoting aI-Layth - he being Ibn
Sa'd - from Abu al-Zubayr, who quoted Jabir as saying, "We arrived aIong with
the Messenger of God (SAAS), reciting the talbiyya for a bajj alone. 'A'isha
arrived for an 'umra. When we were at Saraf she menstruated. Then when we
reached (Mecca) we circumambulated the ka'ba, al-Safa and al-Marwa, and the
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Messenger of God (SAAS), told those of us who had not brought a bad; to
declare our ibram concluded. 'To what extent?' we asked. 'Totally,' he replied.
And so we had sexual relations with our wives, put on perfume and dressed
in clothes. Only four nights remained from that time until (the ceremonies on)
'Arafat."
These two abad;th state clearly that the Prophet (SAAS) came to Mecca the year
of the bijjat al-wada' on the morning of the fourth of Dhu al-I:Iijja. That was
a Sunday, when daytime came, at dawn, because the first day of Dhu al-I:Iijja
that year was indisputably a Thursday, because the day for (the congregation at)
'Araft was Friday, according to the text of the bad;th of'Umar b. aI-Khanab that
is firmly established in both ~ab;b collections. As we will show.
When the Messenger of God (SAAS) arrived on Sunday, the fourth of that
month, he began, as we have related, with circumambulation of the ka'ba then
he made the al-sa'y between aI-Safa and aI-Marwa. When he completed his
circumambulation between the two, at al-Marwa, he ordered those who had
not brought had;s with them to declare their ibram decisively concluded. He
required that of them definitely, and they did so. Some of them were regretful
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) had not declared his ibram concluded
because he had brought the had;. They had wanted to conform to his practice
and would have found solace in this. When he perceived how they felt, he said
to them, "If I had known beforehand what I came to learn, I would not have
brought the had; and would have made it an 'umra."
That is, "If I had known that this would upset you, I would have left bringing
the had; until after I had declared my ibriim concluded, as you have done."
From this the evidence might seem clear to you of the superiority of the
bajj al-tamattu', as Imam AI.unad maintained on the basis of this. He stated, "I
do not doubt that the Messenger of God (SAAS), performed the bajj al-qiriin;
however, thebajj al-tamattu' is superior, since he (the Prophet (SAAS» expressed
his regret at it."

The response to this would be as follows: the Prophet (SAAS) did not
express regret over the bajj al-tamattu' because of its superiority over the bajj
al-qiriin, for those who had brought a had;. He expressed regret because then he
would not have upset his Companions by retaining his ibram state and by telling
them to declare their ibriim concluded.
Therefore - but God knows best - when Imam AI.unad contemplated this
"secret", he gave the text of another bad;th from the Prophet (SAAS), to the
effect that the bajj al-tamattu' is best for those not bringing a had;, because of the
latter's order to those of his Companions who had not brought had;s to perform
the bajj al-tamattu', and that the bajj al-qiriin would be preferable for those
having brought had;s, just as God, Almighty and Glorious is He, chose for His
Prophet (SAAS), on the bijjat al-wada' and His order to him in that regard, as
related above. But God knows best.
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Chapter.

Thereafter, the Messenger of God (SAAS), having fmished his circumambulation
between aI-Safa and al-Marwa and having ordered those who had not brought
had,s to conclude their pilgriruage, left in the company of those with him and
stopped at al-Abtal;1, to the east of Mecca. He stayed there for the remainder of
that Sunday and the Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, until he had performed
the ~ubft prayer of Thursday. Throughout all those days he prayed there with his
Companions without returning to the ka'ba.
Al-Bukhiirl has a chapter entitled, Chapter of those who do not approach the
ka'ba and do not circumambulate before going out to 'Arafat and then return after
the first circumambulation.
He went on to state therein that Mul;1ammad b. Abu Bakr narrated to him,
quoting Fu<Jayl b. Sulayman, quoting Musa b. 'Uqba, as saying, "Kurayb quoted
'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas as having said to him, 'The Prophet (SAAS) came to
Mecca, performed seven circumambulations and the sa'y between ai-sara and
aI-Marwa. He did not approach the ka'ba after his circumambulation until he
returned from 'Arafat.'"

Al-Bukharl is alone in giving this.
Chapter.

During this tirue, while the Messenger of God (SAAS) was staying at al-Batl;1a,
outside Mecca, 'All arrived from Yemen. The Prophet (SAAS) had sent him
- as we narrated above - to Yemen as its governor after Khalid b. al-Walld,
may God be pleased with them both.
When 'All arrived, he found that his wife Fa~ma, the daughter of the
Messenger of God (SAAS), had declared her iftram concluded, as had the wives
of the latter, who had not brought had,s. Fatima had put on koftl and dressed in
colour-dyed clothing. 'All asked her, "Who told you to do this?" "My father,"
she replied.
Somewhat annoyed at her, he then went to the Messenger of God (SAAS),
and told him that she had declared her iftram concluded, had dressed in colourdyed clothes and put on koft!. He told him, "And she claims that you told her to
do that, Messenger of God."
He replied, "She spoke the truth." He repeated this three times.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) then asked him, "With what intent did you
recite the talbiyya when you determined upon the ftajj?" He replied, "With the
same intent as the Messenger of God," he replied. The Messenger of God
(SAAS) then told him, "1 have brought the had, with me, so do not declare your
iftram concluded."
The number of had,s 'All had brought from Yemen and the Messenger of God
(SAAS) had brought with him from Medina and had bought on the way totalled
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100 camels. They shared all the hadjs between them. All this is related in the
,al,zjl,z of Muslim, may God have mercy upon him, and has been given above.
This report refutes the account related by the l,zafi:;, Abu al-Qilsim al-Tabarani,
may God have mercy upon him, from a l,zadjth ofqkrima, from Ibn 'Abbas, to the
effect that 'Ali met with the Prophet (SAAS) at al-Ju1;tfa. But God knows best.
Abu Musa was among those who arrived with 'Ali; however, he himself
did not bring a hadj and so the Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered him to
declare his il,zram concluded after he had circumambulated for the 'umra and had
made the sa'y. He then revoked his l,zajj into an 'umra and performed the l,zajj
al-tamattu'. He would use that experience in issuing his legal decision during the
caliphate of 'Omar b. al-Khanab. When 'Omar b. al-Khanab gave his opinion
that the l,zajj (alone) should be made quite separate from the 'umra, he (Abu
Musa) abandoned his legal position out of respect for the Commander of the
Believers, 'Omar, may God be pleased with him and grant him pleasure.
Imam A1;tmad stated that 'Abd al-Razzaq related to him, quoting Sufyan, from
'Awn b. Abu Ju1;tayfa, from his father, who said, "I saw Bilal make the call to
prayer and circulate all around, and turn his face everywhere, his fmgers in his
ears. The Messenger of God (SAAS) was in a red pavilion he had, made of
leather, I believe. Then Bilal went out ahead of the Messenger of God (SAAS),
carrying a short lance. He set it up and the Messenger of God (SAAS) performed
the prayer."

'Abd al-Razzaq stated, "And I heard him in Mecca say that at al-Bat1;ta' dogs,
women and donkeys would pass in front of him. He was dressed in a red l,zulla,
'outer garment', beneath which I thought I could see the sheen of his legs." He
said, "Sufyan, we think it (what he wore) was a l,zibara, 'a shawl'."
A1;tmad stated that Waki' related to him, quoting Sufyan, from 'Awn b. Abu
Ju1;tayfa, from his father, who said, "I went to the Prophet (SAAS) at al-Abta\:t
while he was in a red pavilion he had. Bilal came out with the residue of (the
water from the ablution) sprinkling it (on those around him).
"Bilal made the call to prayer and I watched as his mouth moved first here,
then there" - meaning to the right and the left. "Then the 'anaza, 'a short lance',
was set up, and the Messenger of God (SAAS) came out, dressed in a red jubba"
- or a red l,zulla - "and I thought I could see the sheen of his legs. He performed
the al-:;,uhr" - or the al-'av- "prayer, facing towards the 'anaza. Women, dogs
and donkeys passed by without hindrance. He kept on performing prayers of
two raka'at until he reached Medina."
On one occasion, the account quotes the narrator as saying, "He performed
the al-:;,uhr prayer of two raka'at and the al-'a,r of two raka'at."
In both ,al,zjl,z collections this is given from an account of Sufyan al-Thawrl.
A1;tmad also stated, that Mu1;tammad b. Ja'far related to him, quoting Shu'ba
and I;Iajjaj, from al-I;Iakam, who quoted Abu Ju1;tayfa as saying, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) left and went to al-Bat1;ta'. He performed the ablution and the
al-:;,uhr prayer with two raka'at with a short lance before him."
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'Awn made an addition to this, quoting his father as quoting Abu Jui)ayfa as
saying, "and there were donkeys and women passing behind us".
I:Jajjaj stated in the !tadtth, "Then people began taking hold of his hand and
wiping it over their faces. I took his hand and placed it on my face; I found it
to be cooler than ice and more sweet-smelling than musk."
Both authors of the ~a!ti!t collections gave it in full from a !tadith of Shu'ba.
Chapter.

The Messenger of God (SAAS) remained, as we have stated above, at al-Abtai)
the Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. The people who had not brought
had.s had declared their i!tram concluded.
During that period, 'Ali b. Abu Talib arrived from Yemen with the Muslims
accompanying him and the wealth he brought. The Messenger of God (SAAS)
did not return to the ka'ba after he had circumambulated it.
The morning of Thursday, the Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the
morning prayer, that day being that of al-tarwiyya. It is also called the "Mina
day" because (people) go there then.
It has been narrated that the Prophet (SAAS) had made an address before
that day. The previous day, as I have seen in various commentaries, is known
as the yawm al-zfna, "decoration day", because on it the sacrificial animals are

garlanded with ornaments and similar items. But God knows best.
The !taji" al-Bayhaqi stated that Abu 'Abd Allah al-/faji" informed him,
quoting Ai)mad b. Mui)ammad b. Ja'far al-Jaludi, quoting Mui)ammad b. Isma'i!
b. Mahran, quoting Mui)ammad b. Yusuf, quoting Abu Qurra, from Musa b.
'Vqba, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Vmar, who said, "When the Messenger of God
(SAAS) addressed the people the day of the tarwiyya, he would instruct them
about their religious rites."

The Prophet (SAAS) then set off on his mount to Mina, before the noon
- though some say thereafter. Those who had previously declared their i!tram
for the !tajj concluded, now declared it in effect when they left al-Abtal.> for
Mina. They did this as their mounts set off carrying them there.
'Abd al-Malik stated, quoting 'Ata', from Jabir b.'Abd Allah, who said, "We
arrived with the Messenger of God (SAAS), and declared our iftlal in effect.
When it was the day of the tarwiyya, and after we had turned our backs to
Mecca, we recited the talbiyya for the !tajj."
AI-Bukhari made reference to this in a brief note.
Muslim stated that Mu!)ammad b. I:Jatim related to him, quoting Yai)ya
b. Sacid, from Ibn Jurayj, quoting Abu al-Zubayr, who said that Jabir stated,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered us, when we had declared our i!tram
concluded, to again declare it in effect when we moved off to Mina. And we
recited the talbiyya from al-Abtai)."
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'Ubayd b. Jurayj stated to Ibn 'Vmar, "I saw that when you were in Mecca and
the people recited the talbiyya on seeing the crescent, you did not recite it until
the day of al-tarwiyya." He replied, "I did not see the Prophet (SAAS) recite the
talbiyya until his camel set off bearing him."
AI-Bukhari narrated it as part of a lengthy /:tadith.
AI-Bukhari stated that 'A\li' was asked about how those next to Mina would
recite the talbiyya for the /:tajj. He stated, "Ibn 'Vmar would recite the talbiyya
the day of al-tarwiyya, after he had performed the al-:;.uhr prayer and settled
himself on his mount."
I note that that was what Ibn 'Vmar would do when he performed the 'umra;
he would declare his i/:triim concluded after the 'umra and then on al-tarwiyya
day he would refrain from reciting the talbiyya until his mount set off with
him towards Mina. Similarly, the Messenger of God (SAAS) declared his i/:triim
concluded from Dhu al-I:Iulayfa after having performed the al-:;.uhr prayer and
when his mount had set off with him.
However, on the al-tarwiyya day, the Messenger of God (SAAS) did not
perform the al-"uhr prayer at al-Abtal.i, but he did perform it that day at Mina.
There is no dispute at all over this.
AI-Bukhari has a section entitled, Chapter on where the Messenger ofGod ($AASj
performed the :;.uhr prayer on al-tarwiyya day.
He stated that 'Abd Allah b. Mul)ammad related to him, quoting Isl)aq
al-Azraq, quoting Sufyan, from 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Rufay', who said, "I asked Anas
b. Malik, 'Tell me something you learned from the Messenger of God (SAAS);
where was it he performed the al-:;.uhr and the al-'a,r prayers on tarwiyya day?'
He replied, 'At Mina.' I asked, 'And where did he pray the al-'a,r on al-nafr1l3
day?' He replied, 'At al-Abtal).' He then commented, 'Do as your leaders do!'"
The rest of the community of scholars, except for Ibn Maja, gave this from
a variety of lines of transmission, from Isl)aq b. Yiisuf al-Azraq, from Sufyan
al-Thawr!. Imam A!)mad related it similarly, from Isl)aq b. Yiisuf al-Azraq.
Al-Tirmidhi stated, "It is /:tasan ,a/:ti/:t, though it may be considered gharib, coming
from a /:tadith ofal-Azraq, from al-Thawr!."
AI-Bukhan stated that 'All related to him that he heard Abu Bakr b. 'Ayyash
quote 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Rufay', who said, "I met Anas b. Malik. And Isma'il
b. Aban related to me, quoting Abu Bakr b. 'Ayyash, from 'Abd al-'AziZ, who
said, 'I went off to Mina on al-tarwiyya day and met Anas leaving mounted on a
donkey. I asked, "Where did the Prophet (SAAS) perform the al-:;.uhr prayer
today?" He replied, "Look at where your leaders pray, and perform your
prayers.'" "
Al)mad stated that Aswad b. 'Amir related to him, quoting Abii Kudayna,
from al-A'mash, from al-I:Iakam, from Miqsam, from Ibn 'Abbas (who said that)
113. The day of the departure of the pilgrims from Mimi.
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the Messenger of God ($AAS) performed five prayers at Mina. And Al.unad
also said that Aswad b. 'Amir related to him, quoting Abu Ma\:1yat Ya\:1ya b.
Ya'1a aI-Taymi, from al-Nmash, from aI-Bakam, from Miqsam, from Ibn
'Abbas (who said) that the Prophet ($AAS) performed the al-:;,uhr prayer on
al-tarwiyya day at Mina, and he prayed the day time (prayers) on the day (of
the assembly) at 'Arafat.
Abu Da'ud narrated it from Zuhayr b. Barb, from A\:1wali, from Jawab, from
'AIlllIliir b. Ruzayq, from Snlaymao b. Mahrao ai-A'mash. His words were, "The
Messenger of God ($AAS) performed the al-:;,uhr prayer on al-tarwiyya day and
the al-fajr prayer on 'Arafat day at Mina."
Al-Tirmidhi gave it from al-Ashajj, from 'Abd Allah b. al-Ajla\:1, from
aI-Nmash, to the same effect. He stated, "This is not among what Shu'ba
included in what aI-Bakam heard from Miqsam."
Al-Tirmidhi stated that Abu Sa'id al-Ashajj related to him, quoting 'Abd
Allah b. al-Ajla\:1, from Isma'il b. Muslim, from 'AW, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said,
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) performed with us at Mina the al-:;,uhr, the
al-'a$r, the al-maghrib, the al-'ishii' and the al-fajr prayers. Then in the morning
he went to (Arafat." AI-TirmidhI went on, "There is some controversy over
Isma'il b. Muslim."
In that sub-heading it is also given from 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr and Anas
b. Malik.
Imam Al.unad stated, "Someone who saw the Prophet ($AAS) informed me
that he went to Mina on al-tarwiyya day with Bilal at his side carrying a pole on
which was apiece of cloth with which he was sheltering the Messenger of God
($AAS). (Sheltering him) from the heat, that is." A\:1mad alone gave this.
Al-Shafi'i gave in his text the information that the Messenger of God ($AAS)
rode from al-Abta\:1 to Mina after noon, but that he only prayed the al-:;,uhr at
Mina. This &aduh might be cited (in contradiction) ofhim. But God knows best.
It is given above in the &adlth of Ja'far b. Mu\:1ammad, from his father, from
Jabir, who said, "All the people declared their i&riim at an end and clipped (their
hair) except for the Prophet ($AAS), and those who had brought hadls with
them. And when it was the tarwiyya day, they set off for Mina and recited
the talbiyya for the &ajj. The Messenger of God ($AAS) rode and performed
the al-:;,uhr, the al-'asr, the al-maghrib, the al-'ishii and the al-fajr there. He then
stayed a little longer until the sun arose and he called for a pavilion of haircloth
he had and it was set up for him at Namira.
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) then proceeded on, while Quraysh had
no doubt that he would be staying at al-mash'ar al-&ariim (at Muzdalifa), as
Quraysh used to do in the jiihiliyya period.
"But he went across to 'Arafat and found that the pavilion had been set up for
him at Namira. There he dismounted. When the sun began to decline, he called
for his camel al-Q;1swa' and she was saddled for him. He then went on down to
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the centre of the wadi and made an address to the people. He said, 'Your blood
and your property are sacrosanct for you, just as this day of yours is holy for you,
in this month, in this your land.
"'I declare that everything relating to the jahiliyya is cast down beneath my
two feet. The blood feuds (of the jahiliyya) are cast down. The fIrst blood feud
I dismiss is that relating to the blood ofIbn Rabi'a b. al-l;Iarith. (He was brought
up as a foster-child in Banii Sa'd and killed by Hudhayl.) Also, the interest
charges of the jahiliyya are abolished. The fIrst interest charge I abolish is that
of al-'Abbas b. al-Munalib; it is all abolished.
"'Fear God (in your treatment) of women. You have taken them in God's
trust, and their persons are made permitted to you by God's word. You may
require of them that they not allow anyone you dislike to enter your furnishings;
if they should do this, then beat them, but not viciously. They have the right
from you to have their sustenance and their clothing, with kindness.
"'I have left for you something wherein, if you keep to it, you will not go
astray - God's Book. You will be questioned about me. What is it you will say?'
"They responded, 'We will bear witness that you have fulfIlled (your mission),
that you gave good advice and did your duty.'
"He then spoke with his index fInger, using it to convey meaning to the
people, saying, '0 God, bear witness! 0 God, bear witness! 0 God, bear witness!'
(He said this) three times."
Abii 'Abd al-Ral:imao al-Nasa'i stated that he was informed by 'Ali b. l;Iajr,
from Mughira, from MiiSil b. Ziyad b. Hidhyam b. 'Aror al-Sa'di, from his
father, from his grandfather, who said, "I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS)
say in his address on the day (of the assembly at) 'Arafat, on the I;ijjat al-wada',
'Learn that your blood and your possession and your honour are sacrosanct for
you, just as this day, this month and this land are sacrosanct for you.'"
Abii Da'iid stated, under the heading, The address on the minbar at 'Arafat,that
l;Iannad related to him, from Ibn Abii Zii'ida, quoting Sufyao b. CUyayoa, from
Zayd b. Aslam, from a man of Banii J;>amra, from his father or his uncle, who
said, "I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) upon the minbar at 'Arafat."
This line of transmission is weak, because there is in it a man who is dubious.
Moreover, it is stated above in the long I;adith of Jabir, that the Messenger of
God (SAAS) made his address while mounted on his camel al-Q1~wii'.
Abii Da'iid then stated that Musaddad related to hiro, quoting 'Abd Allah
b. Da'iid, from Salama b. Nuban, from a man from the tribe, from his father
Nubayt, (who said) that he saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) standing at
'Arafat upon a red camel making an address.
This also has a dubious link; however, Jabir's I;adith does testify to it.
Abii Da'iid then 3tated that l;Iannad b. al-Sarri and 'Uthmao b. Abii Shayba
both stated that Waki' related to them, from 'Abd al-Majid b. Abii 'Amr, who
said, "AI-'Addii' b. Khiilid b. Hawdha related to me" -l;Iannad added, "from
'Abd ai-Majid" - "quoting Khalid b. al-'Addii' b. Hawdha, who said, 'I saw the
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Messenger of God (SAAS) making an address to the people on the day of
(Arafat, upon a camel, standing up in the stirrups.'"

Abu Da'ud stated, "Ibn al-'AI;;' narrated it from WakI" as I:Iannad had
spoken. And 'Abbas b. 'Abd al-'A?im related to me, quoting 'Uthman b. 'Umar,
quoting 'Abd ai-Majid Abu 'Amr, from al-'Adda' b. Khalid to the same effect."
In both ~a[zi[z collections, it is given from Ibn 'Abbas, who is quoted as saying,
"I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) make an address at 'Arafat and say,
'Those without sandals shall wear leather socks; those without a waist-wrapper
shall wear (instead) trousers for the pilgrim (in the state of i[zram).'''114
Mul;tammad b. Is\:1aq stated that Ya\:1ya b. 'Abbad b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr
quoted his father 'Abbad as saying, "The man who used to make announcements
to the people relating to the pronouncements of the Messenger of God (SAAS),
when he was on 'Arafat, was Rabi'a b. Umayya b. Khalaf. The Messenger of God
(SAAS) said (to him), 'Say: "0 people, the Messenger of God says, 'Do you
know what month this is?'" They will say, "The holy months." Then say to
them, "God has made your blood and your possessions sacrosanct for you, just as
is this month ofyours." Then say, "0 people, the Messenger of God asks you, 'Do
you know what land this is?'''''' And he went on to complete the [zadith as above.
Mu\:1ammad b. Is\:1aq proceeded to ~tate that Layth b. Abu Sulaym related to
him, from Shahr b. I:Iawshab, from 'Amr b. Kharija, who said, "'Attab b. Usayd
sent me to the Messenger of God (SAAS), for a purpose while he was standing
upon 'Arafat. I gave him the message, then stood below his camel. (I was so close
that) its saliva was dripping upon my head. I heard him say, '0 people, God has
assigned to each person his portion. It is not permissible to make a bequest to
an heir. The child relates to the bed.''' And stoning is for fornicators. Anyone
claiming as his father someone who is not, or a freed-man claiming as his master
someone who is not, the curse of God, the angels and all men is upon them. God
will not accept for him any penance, nor any requital.'''
AI-Tirmidhi, al-Nas;;'! and Ibn Maja narrated it from a [zadith of C@tada, .
from Shahr b. I:Iawshab, from 'Abd al-Ra\:1rnan b. Ghanm, from 'Amr b. Kharija.
AI-Tirmidhi categorized it as [zasan ~abi[Z.
I note it has some variance from the [zadith of Q;ltada. But God knows best.
We will also refer hereafter to the address made by the Messenger of God
(SAAS), following this one, on the day of the sacrifice, giving judgement,
exhortations, details and prophetic ethics it expresses, if God so wills it.
AI-Bukhilrl has a section entitled, Chapter: the talbiyya and the takbir made when the
Messenger ofGod (SAAS), when he departed in the morning from Mina to 'Arafiit.
114. During the perfonnance of the rites, the pilgrim is dressed in the ibrlim, which consists of
two pieces of cloth which act as his upper and lower gannents. His shoes, furthermore, should not

cover his heels or ankles.
115. To its mother, that is.
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In it he stated that 'Abd Allah b. YUsuf related to him, quoting Malik, from
Mu!;lammad b. Abu Bakr al-ThaqafI (who said) that he asked Anas b. Malik,
while they were both travelling in the morning from Mina to 'Arafat, "How did
you act this same day with the Messenger of God (SAAS)?" He replied, "He did
not rebuke those of us who recited the talbiyya, nor did he rebuke those of us
who spoke the takbir."
Muslim gave it from a badtth of Malik and Musa b. 'Uqba, both of whom
quoted from Mu!;lammad b. Abu Bakr b. 'Awf b. Raba!;l al-ThaqafI al-I:IijazI,
from Anas.
Al-BukharI stated that 'Abd Allah b. Maslama related to him, quoting Malik,
from Ibn Shihab, from Salim b. 'Abd Allah (who said) "'Abd ai-Malik b.
Marwan wrote to al-I:Iajjaj b. YUsuf to the effect that he suggest to 'Abd Allah b.
'Umar that he make the bajj. When it was the day for 'Arafat, Ibn 'Umar - along
with myself - when the sun had begun to incline - or the narrator's words were
"when the sun had set" - "and we were near al-I:Iajjaj's tent, Ibn 'Umar shouted
out, 'Well, where is he?' AI-I:Iajjaj emerged. Ibn 'Umar told him, 'Time to
leave!' 'Right now?' al-I:Iajjaj asked. 'Yes,' Ibn 'Umar replied. AI-I:Iajjaj asked,
'Wait while I pour water over myself.' Ibn 'Umar dismounted and walked about
(impatiently) between myself and my father. I said to aI-I:Iajjaj, 'If you want to
act precisely in accord with the sunna today, then you should make the address
short and proceed quickly to the stay (on 'Arafat).' Ibn 'Umar commented, 'He
spoke the truth.'"
Al-Bukhan also narrated it from aI-Q,..'nabI, from Malik. Al-Nasa'i promulgated
it from a badtth of Ashhab and Ibn Wahb, from Malik.
AI-BukharI went on, after narrating this badtth, to quote aI-Layth as stating
that 'Aqil related to him, from Ibn Shihab; who quoted Salim as saying, "In the
year when aI-I:Iajjaj attacked Ibn aI-Zubayr, the fonner asked 'Abd Allah (Ibn
'Umar), 'What do you do at this station, at 'Arafat?' I replied, 'If you want to act
in accord with the sunna, then offer the prayer just after midday on the day at
'Arafat.' Ibn 'Umar commented, 'He spoke the truth. According to the sunna,
they (the Companions of the Prophet (SAAS)), would perform the al-,?uhr and
the al-'a". together.' I asked Salim, 'Did the Messenger of God (SAAS) do that?'
Salim responded, 'In doing that would you (people) act in any other way than in
accord with the sunna.} "
Abu Da'ud stated that A!;Imad b. I:Ianbal related to him, quoting Ya'qub,
quoting Abu 'Awf, from Ibn Is!;laq, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar, (who said) that
the Messenger of God (SAAS) left Mina early, having perfonned the al-~ubb
prayer, on the morning of the day for (the assembly on) Mt. 'Arafat. He stopped
at Namira, at the station ofthe imam, where the latter would stay at 'Arafat, until,
at the time of the al-,?uhr.prayer, he left as a muhajjir and he combined together
the al-,?uhr and the al-'a~r prayers.
Jabir related this similarly in his badtth after he gave the address quoted
above. He went on, "Bilal then made the call to prayer followed by the iqama.
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Thereupon he (the Prophet (SAAS)) arose and performed the al-:;;uhr prayer,
and after that arose again and performed the al-'a,r, and he did not combine
any other prayer between these two."
Tills [ladith requires that the Messenger of God (SAAS) first gave the address
and then the prayer was held, without him having engaged in the second address.
AI-Shafi'l stated that IbrahIm b. Mu\:1ammad and others informed him, from
Ja'far b. Mu\:1ammad, from his father and from Jabir, concerning the [lijjat
al-wada' as follows, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) went to the station on
'Arafat and made the first address to the people. Bilal made the call to prayer and
thereafter the Prophet (SAAS) proceeded to deliver the second address. He
finished the address, as did Bilal the prayer call. Bilal then made the iqama and
he (the Prophet) arose and performed the al-:;;uhr and then again the al-'a,r."
AI-Bayhaql stated that IbrahIm b. Mu\:1ammad b. Abu Ya\:1ya is alone in
giving this.
Muslim stated, quoting Jabir, "Then the Messenger of God (SAAS) rode
off to the station, where he positioned the belly of his camel al-Ql~wa' to the
rocks, placing himself so that Mt. al-Mashat was ahead of him and he faced
the qibla."
AI-Bukharl stated that Ya\:1ya b. Sulayman related to him, from Ibn Wahb,
quoting 'Arnr b. al-.\:Iatith b. Bukayr, from Kurayb, from Maymuna, (who said),
"The people were uncertain about whether the Prophet (SAAS), was fasting, so
I sent a container of milk to him while he was standing at the station. He drank
from it while everyone looked on."
Muslim included it from Harun b. Sa'ld al-Abll, from Ibn Wahb.
AI-Bukhan stated that 'Abd Allah b. Yusuf informed him, quoting Malik,
from Abu al-Naejr, the freed-man of 'Umar b. 'Ubayd Allah, from 'Umayr,
freed-man ofIbn 'Abbas, from Umm al-Faejl, daughter of al-.\:Iatith, (who said),
"People disputed in my presence on 'Arafat day concerning the fast of the
Prophet (SAAS). Some people said, 'He is fasting.' Others said, 'He is not
fasting.' So I sent a vessel of milk to him while he was standing up on his camel,
and he drank it."
Muslim narrated it from a [ladith of Malik also. They both gave it from other
lines of transmission, from Abu al-Na<!r.
I note that Umm al-Faejl was the sister of Maymilna, daughter of al-.\:Iarith,
mother of the Believers; the story of both is one and the same. But God knows
best. The line of transmission to her is authentic, because it comes directly from
her, unless, that is, it be after that or there were several lines oftransmission from
the one and the other woman. But God knows best.
Imam A\:1mad stated that Isma'll related to him, quoting Ayyub, who said,
"I don't know whether I heard it from Sa'ld b. Jubayr or from his sons who·
quoted him, as saying as follows, 'I went to Ibn 'Abbas while he was standing
upon 'Arafat eating a pomegranate. He said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
broke his fast on 'Arafat and Umm al-Facjl sent milk to him which he drank.'''''
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Al)mad stated that Waki' related to him, quoting Ibn Abu Dhi'b, from $alil),
the freed-man of aI-Taw'ama, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said that they disputed over
the fast of the Prophet ($AAS), on 'Arafat day, and that Umm aI-Fadl sent milk
to the Messenger of God ($AAS), and that he drank it.
Imam Al)mad stated that 'Abd al-Razzaq and Abu Bakr both said that Ibn
Jurayj informed him that 'Alii' stated, "'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas invited al-Fadl b.
'Abbas to eat on 'Arafat day. He said, 'But I am fasting.' 'Abd Allah told him,
'Don't fast. The Messenger of God ($AAS) was brought a vessel containing
milk on 'Arafat day and he drank from it. So do not fast. The people are waiting
for you.'"
Ibn Bukayr and Rawl) quoted the words as "The people await you."
AI-Bukhari stated that Sulayman b. l;Iarb related to him, quoting l;Iammad
b. Zayd, from Ayyub, from Sa'id b. Jubayr, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "A man
standing with the Prophet ($AAS) at 'Arafat fell off his camel and broke his
.neck" -- or his words were, "and it broke his neck". "The Prophet ($AAS) said,
'Wash him with water boiled with wood of the lote tree, wrap him in a double
shroud. Do not perfume him, cover his head or embalm him. God will resurrect
him on Judgement Day, (and he will be) mulabbiyyan, 'expressing his readiness
to serve God'."
Muslim narrated it from Abu al-Rabi' al-Zahrani, from l;Iammad b. Zayd.
AI-Nasa'i stated that Isl)aq b. Ibrahim - he being Ibn Rahawayh - informed
him, quoting Waki', quoting Sufyan al-Thawri, from Bukayr b. 'Ata', from 'Abd
al-Ral,unan b. Ya'mur aI-DIli, who said, "I witnessed the Messenger of God
($AAS), at 'Arafat. People from Najd came to him and asked him about the Yajj.
The Messenger of God ($AAS) said, 'The yajj is 'Arafat; those who are there
in the night at 'Arafat, before dawn on the night of the assemblage, will have
concluded their Yajj.'''
The rest of the scholars of the al-sunan narrated it from a yadtth of Sufyan
aI-Thawrl. AI-Nasa'i and Shu'ba added to it Bukayr b. 'Ata'.
AI-Nasa'i stated that Qutayba informed him, quoting Sufyan, from 'Amr b.
Dinar, quoting 'Amr b. 'Abd Allah b. $afwan. who quoted Yazid b. Shayban
as saying, "We were positioned at 'Arafat in a place far removed from the
station. Ibn Mirba' aI-An~ari came over to us and said, 'I am sent to you by the
Messenger of God ($AAS). He tells you, "(You should) be at your shrines; you
have a heritage, a heritage from your father, Abraham."'"
Abu Da'ud, al-Tirmidhi and Ibn Maja narrated it from a yadtth of Sufyan
b. 'Uyayna. AI-Tirmidhi stated, "This yadtth is yasan, 'good'; we know it only
from a yadith ofIbn 'Uyayna from 'Amr b. Dinar."
The Ibn Mirba' referred to above was named in full Zayd b. Mirba' al-An~ari;
only this one yadith is atrtibuted to him.
And on this subject there are aYiidtth from 'Ali, 'l\'isha, Jubayr b. Mut'im and
al-Sharid b. Suwayd. And it has been given above, from the account of Muslim,
from Ja'far b. Mul)ammad, from his father, from Jabir, that the Messenger of
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God (SAAS), stated, "I have stood here, and all 'Arafat is a station." Malik added
in his work al-Muwatta' the words, "And spread out, therefore, from the valley
of 'Arafat".
Chapter: Those parts o[theprayers delivered by the Messenger o[God (SAAS),
while he stood upon Mt. 'Ara[at that are recorded.

It has been narrated above that the Messenger of God (SAAS) broke his fast on
the day at 'Ararat; this shows that breaking fast there is preferable to fasting
because of the added strength that provides for the prayers, since they are the
more important objective there.
This is why the Messenger of God (SAAS) remained mounted upon his camel
(at 'Arafat) from noon to sunset.
Abu Da'ud aI-Tayalisi related in the musnad compendium, from I;Iawshab
b. 'Aqil, from Mahdi aI-Hajari, from qkrima, from Abu Hurayra, from the
Messenger of God (SAAS), to the effect that at 'Arafat, he forbad fasting on the
day (of the assembly) at 'Arafat.
Imam AJ.unad stated that 'Abd al-RaJ.unan b. Mahdi related to us, quoting
I;Iawshab b. 'Aqil, quoting Mahdi al-Mu\:1aribi, quoting qkrima, the freed-man
of Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "I went to Abu Hurayra in his home and asked him
about fasting on Mt. 'Arafat the day (of the assembly) there. He replied, 'The
Messenger of God (SAAS) forbad fasting on 'Arafat for (the assembly) there.'"
On one occasion, 'Abd al-Ra\:1man gave the transmission of the lzaduh from
Mahdi al-'Abdi.
AJ.unad narrated it similarly from WakJ', from I;Iawshab, from Mahdi al-'Abdi.
AbU Da'ud narrated it from Sulayrnan b. I;Iarb, from I;Iawshab. AI-Nasii'i gave
it from Sulayrnan b. Ma'bad, from Sulayrnan b. I;Iarb, as well as from aI-Falla.,
from Ibn Mahdi. Ibn Maja gave it from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba and 'Ali b.
Mu\:1ammad, both of whom quoted from Waki', from I;Iawshab.
The lzafi:;; aI-Bayhaqi stated that Abu 'Abd Allah al-I;Iafi? and Abu Sa'id b.
Abu 'Amr informed him that it was related to them both by Abu .al-'Abbas
Mu\:1ammad b. Ya'qub, quoting Abu Usama al-Kalbi, quoting I;Iasan b. al-Rabi',
quoting al-I;Iarith b. 'Ubayd, from I;Iawshab b. 'Uqayl, from Mahdi al-Hajari,
from qkrima, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "At 'Arafat, the Messenger of God
(SAAS) forbad fasting on the day (of the assembly) at 'Arafat."
AI-Bayhaqi stated that aI-I;Iarith b. 'Ubayd spoke it similarly. The correct line
is from 'Ikrima, from Abu Hurayra.
Abu I;Iatim Mu\:1ammad b. Hibban aI-Bust! narrated, in his $alzilz collection
from 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr, that he was questioned about fasting on the day on
'Arafat. He replied, "I made the pilgrimage with the Messenger of God (SAAS),
and he did not fast it. And aIso with Abu Bakr, and he did not fast it. And also
with 'Umar, and he did not fast it. As for myself, I do not fast it, nor do I order
it to be fasted, nor do I forbid it."
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Imam Malik stated, from Ziyad b. Abu Ziyad, the freed-man ofIbn 'Abbas, from
Ta1l.Ia b. CUbayd Allah b. Kariz, that the Messenger of God ($AAS) said, "The
best prayer was that of the day of 'Arafat, and (on that day) was one made by me
and the prophets before me: La Ilaha illa Allahu wa/:tdahu la shanka lah. 'There
is no god but God Alone; He has no associate'."
AI-Bayhaqi stated, "This is mursal. And it is narrated from Malik with a
different line of transmission that is maw$ulan. But that line is 4a'if."
Imam Al;J.mad and al-Tirmidhi narrated, from a /:tadith of 'Amr b. Shu'ayb,
from his father, from his grandfather, that the Messenger of God ($AAS) said,
"The best prayer was that on the day at 'Arafat. And the best statement I and
the prophets before me made was, 'There is no god but God alone; He has no
associate. Power is His, and praise. He has control over everything.'"
Imam Al;J.mad also gives the following /:tadith from 'Arm b. Shu'ayb, from
his father, from his grandfather, who said, "Most of the prayer of the Prophet
($AAS), at the day of 'Arafat was, 'There is no god but God alone; He has no
associate. Power is His, and praise. He has control over everything.'"
Abu 'Abd Allah b. Manda stated that Al;J.mad b. Isl;J.aq b. Ayynb al-NiSabUri,
quoting Al;J.mad b. Da'ud b. Jabir aI-Al;J.masi, quoting Al;J.mad b. Ibrahim
aI-Maw~ili, quoting Faraj b. FaQiila, from Yal;J.ya b. Sa'id, from Nafi', from Ibn
CUmar, who said, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) stated, 'My prayer and that
of the prophets before me on the evening of (the assembly) at 'Arafat was,
"There is no god but God alone; He has no associate. Power is His, and praise.
He has control over everything."'"

Imam Al;J.mad stated that Yazid - meaning Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi aI-JuraJ:u related to us, quoting Baqiyya b. al-Walid, quoting Jubayr b. 'Amr aI-Qurashi,
from Abu Sa'id al-An~iiri, from Abu Yal;J.ya, the freed-man of the family of
al-Zubayr b. al-'Awwam, from al-Zubayr b. ai-'Awwam, may God be pleased
with him, who said, "I heard the Messenger of God ($AAS) recite this verse
while he was at 'Arafat: 'God bears testimony, as do the angels and those with
knowledge, that there is no god but He, the upholder of righteousness. There
is no god but He, the Powerful, the Wise' (surat Al-'!mran; III, v.18). And I, 0
God, am of those who testify to that."
The /:taft.. Abu aI-Qiisim al-Tabroni stated in his work al-Manasik that aI-Basan
b. Muthanna b. Mu'adh al-'Anbarl stated, quoting 'Affan b. Muslim, quoting
Q,tys b. al-Rabi', from aI-Agharr b. aI-$abiil;J., from Khalifa, from 'Ali, who
stated, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) said, 'The best statement I or the
prophets before me ever made was on the evening (of the assembly) at 'Arafat:
"There is no god but God alone. He has no associate. Power is His, and praise.
He has control over every thing.'"''

AI-Tirmidhi stated in his work al-Da'wat that Mul;J.ammad b. Batim
al-Mu'addib related to him, quoting 'Ali b. Thabit, quoting Q,tys b. aI-Rabi',
who was of Banu Asad, from aI-Agharr b. al-$abbal;J., from Khalifa b. Busayn,
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from 'Ali, may God be pleased with him, who said, "The most part of what
the Messenger of God (SAAS) prayed on the day at 'Arafat, at the station, was
'0 God, praise is Yours, such as that we speak, and better than we speak. 0 God,
my prayer goes to You, along with my devotion. And my living and my dying
are yours, Lord of my heritage. I seek refuge with You from the agony of the
grave, the whisperings of the breast and conflicting matters. 0 God, I take refuge
with You from the evil of what the wind may bring.'''
AI-Tirmidhi then stated, "It is gharib from this line. Its line of transmission
is not strong."
The /:taft", al-Bayhaqi narrated it through Musa b. 'lJbayda, from his brother
'Abd Allah b. 'Ubayda, from 'AIi, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
stated, 'The greater part of the prayer of those before me and of my prayer at
'Arafat, is my saying, "There is no god but God alone. He has no associate.
Power is His, and praise. He has control over everything. 0 God, place a light
in my seeing, a light in my hearing and a light in my heart. 0 God, give comfort
to my breast and ease my affairs. 0 God, I seek refuge with you from the
whisperings of the breast, and conflicting matters, the evil of the trials of the
grave, the evil of what comes in by night, the evil of what comes by day, the
evil of what the winds bring in and the evil of fate's calamities."'"
AI-Tirmidhi then stated, "Musa b. 'Ubayda is alone in giving this. He is a
weak source, and his brother 'Abd Allah was not a contemporary of 'Ali."
AI-Tabrani stated in his work al-Manasik that YaI.lYa b. 'Othman aI-Na~ri
related to us, quoting Y~ya b. Bukayr, quoting Y~ya b. Sali!). aI-Ayli, from
Isma'il b. Umayya, from 'Ata' b. Abu Raba!)., from Ibn 'Abbas, who said,
"Among what the Messenger of God (SAAS) prayed for on the /:tijjat al-wadii'
was, '0 God, You hear my words, see my whereabouts and know of me what is
secret and what is plain; nothing about me is hidden from You. I, the miserable,
the poor, the seeker for help and protection, the concerned, the sympathetic,
the consoler, the penitent, I petition You as do the poor, I plead with You in
humility as do the humble, I pray to You as does one who is fearful and in
distress, as one who submits his neck to You, and sheds his tears before You,
bending low his body before You, humiliating himself before You. 0 God, do
not render me, 0 God, wretched in my prayer to You; be compassionate and
merciful with me, 0 Best of all who receive requests, and Best of all who give.'"
Imam A!).mad stated that Hushaym related to him, quoting 'Abd ai-Malik,
quoting 'Ata', who said, "'Usama b. Zayd stated, 'I was mounted behind the
Prophet (SAAS) at 'Arafat. He raised his hands praying. His camel bent forward
and its halter fell. He picked up the halter with one of his hands while he raised
up his other.'"

AI-Nasa'i narrated it similarly from Ya'qub b. Ibrahim, from Hushaym.
The /:taft", aI-Bayhaqi stated that Abu 'Abd Allah al-l;lafi~ related to him,
quoting Abu 'Abd Allah Mu!).ammad b. Ya'qub, quoting 'Ali b. aI-l;lasan, quoting
'Abd ai-Majid b. 'Abd aI-'AziZ, quoting Ibn Jurayj, from l;lusayn b. 'Abd Allah
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al-I:Iashimi, from '1krima, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "I saw the Messenger of
God (SAAS), praying at 'Arafat with his hands placed upon his chest like a
poor man pleading for food."
Abu Da'ud al-Tayalisi stated in his musnad collection, that 'Abd al-Qahir b.
al-Sarri related to him, quoting a son of Kinana b. al-'Abbas b. Mirdas, from his
father, from his grandfather 'Abbas b. Mirdas (who said) that the Messenger of
God (SAAS) prayed on the evening at 'Arafat for forgiveness and mercy for his
nation, and that his prayer was lengthy. He ('Abbas) stated that God revealed
to him, "I have forgiven (all), except the oppression of one another. As for their
sins that are between Myselfand them, those I have forgiven." ('Abbas went on,)
"The Prophet (SAAS) said, '0 God, You have power to reward with good this
unfortunate for his wrongs done to him, and to forgive this wrong-doer.' But
He did not respond to him that evening.
"When morning for (the passage to) Muzdalifa came, he repeated his
supplication. God Almighty responded to him, 'I have forgiven them.' And so
the Messenger of God (SAAS) smiled and one of his Companions asked him,
'Messenger of God, why are you smiling at a time when you used not to smile?'
He replied, 'I am smiling at that enemy of God, Satan. When he learned that
God, the Almighty and Glorious, had responded to me about my nation, he
fell down praying in distress and lamenting loudly, pouring dirt over his head.'''
Abu Da'ud al-Sijistani narrated it in his work al-Sunan from '1sa b. Ibrahim
al-Buraki and Abu al-Walid al-Tayalisi, both of whom quoted from 'Abd
al-Qahir b. al-Sarri, from Ibn Kinana b. 'Abbas b. Mirdas, from his father, from
his grandfather. (That account is) abbreviated.
Ibn Maja narrated it from Ayyub b. Mu!).ammad al-Hashimi b. 'Abd al-Q?hir
b. al-Sarri, from 'Abd Allah b. Kinana b. 'Abbas, from his father; from his
grandfather. (That account is) extended.
Ibn Jarir narrated it in his Taftir (Exegesis) from Isma'll b. Sayf al-'1jli, from
'Abd al-Qahir b. al-Sarri, from a son of Kinana, whose name was Abu Lubaba,
from his father, from his grandfather al-'Abbas b. Mirdas.
The {taft.. Abu al-Qasim al-Tabroni stated that Is!).aq b. Ibrahim al-Dabari,
quoting 'Abd al-Razzaq, quoting Ma'mar, from someone who heard O;ttada
state, "Julas b. 'Amr related to us, from CUbada b. al-Samit, who said, 'The
Messenger of God (SAAS) said on the day of 'Arafat, "0 people, God this day
has granted you more time. He has granted you forgiveness, except for your
(blameworthy) interactions with one another. He has replaced your misdeeds
with good and given to those of you who do good what they request. Go forth,
in the name of God."
'''When they were assembled, he said, "God has forgiven those of you who
are good and has welcomed the intercession of your good men for those of you
who have done evil. Mercy descends and includes them all. And then mercy is
dispersed over the land and falls upon all repentants who have guarded their
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tongues and hands. Satan and his troops are upon the mountains of 'Arafat
watching what God is doing with them. And when mercy comes down, Satan
and his troops pray in distress and lament loudly. I would egg them on for a
long time at fear of forgiveness, and it encompassed them (the Muslims) And so
they (the devils) are dispersing, praying in distress and lamenting."'"

An Account ofthe sublime revelation at that honoured station.
Imam Al;1mad stated that Ja'far b. 'Awn related to him, quoting Abu al-'Vmays,
from Q;tys b. Muslim, from Tariq b. Shihab, who stated, "A Jew carne to 'Vmar
b. al-Khal1ab and said, 'Commander of the Believe.s, you recite a certain verse
in your Book; had it corne down upon us Jews, we would have adopted that day
as an "d, "a festival day".' 'What verse is that?' he asked. He replied, 'The words
of the Almighty, "Today I have fulfilled for you your religion. I have fulfilled
of you my grace, and I have honoured you with Islam as a religion'" (surat
al-Mii'ida; V, v.3).
"'Vmar commented, 'I swear by God, I well know the day when it was
revealed to the Messenger of God ($AAS), and the hour too - in the evening at
'Arafat, on the Friday.'"
AI-Bukhari narrated it from al-I;lasan b. al-$abal;1, from Ja'far b. 'Awn. He
also gave it, as did Muslim, al-Tirmidhi and al-Nasa'i, through several lines
from Q;tys b. Muslim.

Accounts ofthe passage ofthe Messenger ofGod (SAAS),
from 'Arafat to the mash'ar al-/.taram.
Jabir stated in his long I;adith, "He remained standing there until the sun set.
The yellow ofthe sky dissipated somewhat, until the sun-disk had gone. Vsama
b. Zayd then mounted behind him and the Messenger of God ($AAS) moved
away; he had so tightened al-Q;t~wa's bridle that her head almost touched the
front of his saddle. With his right hand, he was making a gesture that said,
'People! Go easy! Go easy!' Whenever he carne to a hill, he loosened his grip
somewhat until she had climbed up.
"When he came to al-Muzdalifa he prayed the al-maghrib and the al-'ishiJ/,
with an adhan and two iqamas; between these two prayer times he did not speak
prayers."

Muslim narrated this.
AI-Bukhari stated, in his chapter His journey when he left 'Arafiu, that 'Abd
Allah b. YUsuf related to him, quoting Malik, from Hisham b. 'Vrwa, from his
father, who said, "Vsama was asked, while I was seated, 'How did the Messenger
of God ($AAS) travel on the I;ijjat al-wada' when he set off?' He replied, 'He
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would travel at the al-'anaq, "canter", pace; if he fouud open space, he would
speed up even more to the al-na$$ "gallop", pace.'"
Hisham stated, "The al-na" pace is faster than that of al-'anaq."
Imam Al)mad and the other major scholars, except for al-TirmidhI, gave
this through several lines, from Hisham b. 'Urwa, from his father, from Usama
b. Zayd.
Imam Al)mad stated that Ya'qub related to him, quoting his father, from Ibn
Is!.laq, from Hisham b. 'Urwa, from his father, from Usama b. Zayd, who said,
"I was mounted behind the Messenger of God (SAAS), the evening at 'Arafat.
When the sun set, the Messenger of God (SAAS) set out. When he heard the
hurried jostling of the people behind him, he called, 'Take it easy, everyone!
May al-sakina, "(God's) tranquillity", be upon you! Piety is not (measured)
by speed!'"
Usama went on, "When the people crowded around him, the Messenger of
God (SAAS) would move off at the al-'anaq pace and if he found an opening
ahead, he would increase to the al-na,. speed. When he reached al-Muzdalifa, he
combined both prayers, the al-maghrib and the al-'ishiP."
Imam AQmad then narrated it similarly through Mu!.lammad b. Is!.laq, quoting
Ibrahim b. 'Uqba, from Kurayb, from Usama b. Zayd. Imam A!.lmad stated
that Abu Kami! related to him, quoting I:!aromad, from Q;1ys b. Sa'd, from
'Ata', from Ibn 'Abbas, from Usama b. Zayd, who said, "When the Messenger
of God (SAAS) set forth from 'Arafat, I was mounted behind him. He began to
rein in his camel to the point that the prominent bone behind its ear almost
touched against the front of his saddle. He would say, 'People, go easy, and with
dignity! Piety is not (measured) by a camel's speed.'"
He narrated it similarly from 'Affan, from I:!ammad b. Salama, and al-Nasa'i
did so from a I;adith of I:!ammad b. Salama.
Muslim narrated it from Zuhayr b. I:!arb, from YazId b. Harun, from 'Abd
ai-Malik b. Abu Sulayman, from 'Ata', from Ibn 'Abbas, from Usama similarly.
He stated, "Usarna said, 'And lie proceeded forward in the same manner until
he carne to Jamc.'"

Imam A!.lmad stated that A!.lmad b. al-I:!ajjaj related to him, quoting Ibn Abu
Fulayk, from Ibn Abu Dhi'b, from Shu'ba, from Ibn 'Abbas, from Usama b.
Zayd (who said) that he was mounted behind the Messenger of God (SAAS), on
the day of 'Arafat until the latter entered the defile. He then poured water out
and performed the ablution. After that he rode away, without performing the
prayer.
Imam A!.lmad stated that 'Abd al-Samad related to him, quoting Hammam,
from Qatada, from 'Urwa, from al-Sha'bi, from Usama b. Zayd, who related,
"I was mounted behind the Messenger of God (SAAS), when he rode off at a
modest pace from 'Arafat. His camel did not raise its legs (in fast motion) before
he reached Jam'."
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Imam AJ:nnad stated that Sufyan related to him, from Ibrahim b. 'Uqba, from
Kurayb, from Ibn 'Abbas, who quoted Usama b. Zayd as telling him that the
Prophet (SAAS) mounted him behind himself from 'Arafat and that when the
former reached the defile, he dismounted and urinated. He did not mention
his pouring water, but stated, "I poured water on him and he performed a light
ablution. I asked, '(For) the prayer?' He replied, 'Prayer is ahead of you.'"
Usama went on, "He then reached al-Muzdalifa and performed the al-maghrib
prayer. People untied their saddles and I helped him. After that he performed
the al-'isha' prayer."
Imam AJ:nnad narrated it thus from Kurayb, from Ibn 'Abbas, from Usama b.
Zayd. AI-Nasa'i narrated it from al-I;Iusayn b. I;Iurayth, from Sufyan b. 'Uyayna,
from Ibrahim b. 'Uqba and Mu!)anunad b. Abii I;Iarmala, both of whom quoted
from Kurayb, from Ibn 'Abbas, from Usama.
My teacher Sheikh Abii aI-I;Iajjaj al-Mizzi stated in this work al-AtraJ, "The
correct (line of transmission) is from Kurayb, from Usama."
AI-Bukhan stated that 'Abd Allah b. Yiisuf related to him, quoting Malik,
from Miisa b. 'Uqba, from Kurayb, who quoted Usama b. Zayd as saying, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) set forth from 'Arafat and dismounted at the deftle.
He urinated and performed the ablution, but not fully. I asked him, 'Prayer?' He
replied, 'Prayer is ahead of you.' He rode on to aI-Muzdalifa and performed a
complete ritual ablution. Prayer was held and he performed the al-maghrib. After
that everyone made their camels kneel at his dwelling. Prayer was again held
and he performed the al-'isha'. Between the two he did not say any prayers."
AI-Bukhari also narrated it thus from aI-Q;t'nabi. Muslim did so from Ya!)ya
b. Ya!)ya. AI-Nasa'i narrated it from Qutayba, from Malik, from Miisa b. 'Uqba.
Both scholars gave it from a badtth of Ya!)ya b. Sa'id ai-Ansari, also from Miisa
b. 'Uqba.
Muslim also narrated it from a badith of Ibrahim b. 'Uqba and Mu!)anunad
b. 'Uqba,from Kurayb; their account is similar to that of their brother, Miisa
b. 'Uqba.
AI-Bukhari also stated that Qutayba related to him, quoting Isma'i! b. Ja'far,
from Mu!)ammad b. Abii I;Iarmala, from Kurayb, who quoted Usama b. Zayd,
as saying, "I was mounted behind the Messenger of God (SAAS). When he
reached the defile on the left, which is below al-Muzdalifa, he made his camel
kneel and urinated. He then came over and I poured water over him and he
performed a light ablution. I asked, 'Prayer, Messenger of God?' He replied,
'Prayer is before you.' He then rode off to al-Muzdalifa. He performed the
prayer and thereafter aI-Fadl was mounted behind him on the morning of the
assembly (at 'Arafat)." Kurayb stated, "'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas informed me from
aI-Fadl that the Messenger of God (SAAS) kept on reciting the talbiyya until
he reached al-Jamra."
Muslim narrated it from Qutayba, Ya!)ya b. Ya!)ya, Ya!)ya b. AYYiib and 'Ali
b. I;Iijr. All four of them quoted from Isma'll b. Ja'far.
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Imam Al;tmad stated that Waki' related to him, quoting 'Umar b. Dharr, from
Mujahid, from Usama b. Zayd, who stated that the Messenger of God ($AAS)
mounted him behind himself from 'Arafat. Usama went on, "The people said,
'Our friend will report to us what he (the Prophet) does.' Usama said, 'When he
set forth from 'Arafat he pulled back the head of his camel until it touched or
almost did, against the centre of the saddle. He gestured to the people, (calling)
"Go easy!" three times until he reached Jam'. He then mounted al-Fadl b. 'Abbas
behind himself. People said, "Our friend will report to us what he does." AI-Fadl
said, "He kept on at the same modest pace as the day before until he came to an
open wadi and he raced off down it until the land levelled out.'"''
AI-Bukhari stated that Sa'id b. Abu Maryam related to him, quoting Ibrahim
b. Suwayd, quoting 'Amt b. Abu 'Umar, the freed-man of al-Muttalib, quoting
Sa'id b. Jubayr, the freed-man of Waliba al-Kun, quoting Ibn 'Abbas as saying
that when the Messenger of God ($AAS) had set off on the day of the assembly
(at 'Arafat) he heard a great turmoil behind him with camels being slapped. He
gestured towards them with his whip and said, "People, go easy! Piety is not
(measured) by speed!"
AI-Bukhan is alone in giving this from this line of transmission. Given above
are the accounts of Imam Al;tmad, Muslim and al-Nasa'i through 'Ala' b. Abu
Rabal;t, from Ibn 'Abbas, from Usama b. Zayd. But God knows best.
Imam Al;tmad stated that Isma'il b. 'Umar related to him, quoting al-Mas'udi,
from al-I:Iakam, from Miqsam, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "When the
Messenger of God ($AAS) set otr l6 from 'Arafat, the people hurried after him.
He ordered a crier to call out, 'People! Piety is not (measured) by the speed of
a horse or a camel!' And I saw no camel lifting its legs (in fast motion) until he
had dismounted at Jam'."
Imam Al;tmad stated that I:Iusayn and Abu Nu'aym related to him, quoting
Isra'il, from 'Abd al-'AZiZ b. R1!!fay', who said, "Someone who heard Ibn 'Abbas
say the following related it to me, 'The Messenger of God ($AAS) did not
dismount from 'Arafat and Jam' unless it was for urination.'''
Imam Al;tmad stated that Yazid b. Harun related to him, quoting 'Abd
al-Malik, from Anas b. Sinn, who said, "I Was with Ibn 'Umar at 'Arafat. When
it was time for him to leave, I went along with him to the imam. He prayed with
him the first (prayer) and the al-'a~r. He then (entered into the wuquf) rite, as did
I and my companions, until the Imam set off and we did so with him. Eventually
we arrived at the pass below al-Ma'zimin, where he made his camel kneel, as did
we ours. We thought that he intended to pray, but his servant informed us that
when the Prophet ($AAS) had reached that spot, he had urinated, and that he
wished to do the same."
AI-Bukhari stated that Musa related to him, quoting Juwayriyya who
quoted Nafi' as saying, "'Abd Allah b. 'Umar used to combine the al-maghrib
116. The Arabic word afiida used in this context means "to proceed forth amidst a throng of
pilgrims".
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and the al-'ishii' prayers at Jam'. However, he would pass through by the
defile through which the Messenger of God (SAAS) had passed. He would enter
it, relieve himself, perform an ablution and would not pray until he reached

Jam'."
AI-Bukharl, may God have mercy upon him, was alone in giving this from
this line.
AI-Bukharl stated that Adam b. Abu Dhi'b related to him from a1-Zuhrl,
from Salim b. 'Abd Allah, from Ibn 'Umar, who said, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS) combined the al-maghrib and the al-'ishii' prayers at aI-Jam', each one of
them with an iqama. He did not speak any other (superogatory) prayers between
them, nor following either of them."
Muslim narrated it from Yal:tya b. Yal:tya, from Malik, from al-Zuhrl, from
Salim, from Ibn 'Umar, who said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) performed
the al-maghrib and al-'isha' prayers combined together at a1-Muzdalifa.
Muslim went on to state that I:Iarmala related to him, quoting Ibn Wahb,
quoting Yunus, from Ibn Shihab (who said) that 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah b.
'Umar told him that his father said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) combined
the al-maghrib and the al-'isha' prayers together at Jam' without (him making)
any prayer prostrations between them both. He performed the al-maghrib with
three raka'at and the al-'isha' with two raka'at. 'Abd Allah used to pray at Jam'
the same way until he died."
Muslim then narrated it from a f;adith of Shu'!>a, from al-I:Iakam, and Salama
b. Kuhayl, from Sa'id b. Jubayr, to the effect that he (the Prophet (SAAS))
performed the al-maghrib and the al-'isha' prayers at one (and the same) service
at Jam'. He then related a f;adith back to Ibn 'Umar to the effect that he (Ibn
'Umar) performed prayers like that. And Ibn 'Umar related that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) acted thus.
He then narrated it through al-Thawri, from Salama, from Sa'id b. Jubayr,
from Ibn 'Umar, who said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) combined the
al-maghrib and the al-'isha' at Jam', performing three raka'ttt for the maghrib and
two raka(iit for the al-Cishtil at one service with a single iqiima.
Muslim then stated that Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba related to him, quoting
'Abd Allah b. Jubayr, quoting Isma'il b. Abu Kbalid, from Abu Isl:taq, who said,
"Sa'id b. Jubayr stated, 'We departed (from 'Arafat) as pilgrims with Ibn 'Umar.
When we reached Jam', he performed the al-maghrib and al-'isha' prayers at
one service, and then he completed (the prayer). He said, "That is how the
Messenger of God (SAAS) prayed with us at this place."'"
AI-Bukhari stated that Kbalid b. Makhlad related to him, quoting Sulayman
b. Bila!, quoting Yal:tya b. Sa'id, quoting 'Adi b. Thabit, quoting 'Abd Allah b.
Yazid al-Kbatami, quoting Abu Yazid al-An~ari (who said) that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) combined the al-maghrib and the al-'ishii' prayers at Muzdalifa
on the f;ijjat al-wada'.
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AI-Bukhan also narrated it in the al-Maghazi from al-Q;!'nabi, from Malik,
and Muslim from a ltadith of Sulayman b. Bilal, and al-Layth b. Sa'd, all three
of them quoting from Y~ya b. Sa'id al-An~an, from 'Adi b. Thabit.
AI-Nasa'i narrated it also, from al-Fallas, from Y~ya al-Q;!nan, from Shu'!>a,
from 'Adi b. Thabit.
AI-Bukhan then gives a section entitled, Section on those who announced the
adhan and the iqamajiJr each ofthese two (prayers).
He went on to state that 'Amr b. Khalid related to him, quoting Zuhayr
b. I;larb, quoting Abu Is!).aq (who said), "I heard 'Abd al-Ra!)man b. Yazid say,
"Abd Allah went on the pilgrimage and when we came to al-Muzdalifa at the
time for the adhan, at dusk or close thereto, he gave orders to a man and the
latter announced the adhan and the iqama. He then performed the al-maghrib
prayer and two raka'at thereafter. Then he called for his supper and dined. After
that he ordered someone - a man, I think - and the latter announced the adhan
and the iqama.'"
'Amr commented, 'I know of no one but Zuhayr who expresses such doubt.""
(The hadith continues) "He then performed the al-'isha' prayer with two
raka'at, and when the sun came up, he said, "The Prophet ($AAS) used to
perform at this hour only this prayer in this place, on this day." 'Abd Allah
stated, "These were two prayers that were transferred from their (usual) times
- the al-maghrib after the people arrive at al-Muzdalifa, and the al-fajr, when the
dawn rises." He stated, "I saw the Prophet ($AAS) do this."
This wording, his statement, "and the al-fajr, when the dawn rises" is more
clear and precise than the other ltadith narrated by al-Bukhari from I;laf~ b.
'Umar b. Ghiyath, from his father, from al-A'mash, from 'Amara, from 'Abd
al-Ra!).man, from 'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud, who said, "I only ever saw the Messenger
of God ($AAS) perform two prayers at other than their usual times: he
combined the al-maghrib with the al-'isha', and the al-fajr before its time."
Muslim narrated it from a ltadith ofAbu Mu'awiya and larJr, from al-A'mash.
labir stated in his ltadith, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) went to bed until
dawn arrived. He performed the al-ftjr prayer when the morning was visible,
with an adhan and an iqama."
'Urwa b. Muqarris b. Aws b. I;laritha b. La'm al-Ta'i witnessed this prayer
along with 1abir.
Imam A!).mad stated that Hushaym related to him, quoting Ibn Abu Khalid
and Zakariyya', from al-Sha'!>i, quoting 'Urwa b. Muqarris, who said, "I went to
the Prophet ($AAS), when he was at lam' and said, 'Messenger of God, I have
come to you from the two mountains of Ta'i. I have worn myself out and
exhausted my camel and, by God, I did not leave out any mountain without
standing on it. Does this count for me as a ltajj?' He replied, 'Whoever has
117. With reference, presumably, to the identity of the person asked to announce the call to
prayer.
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witnessed this prayer with ns' - meaning the al-ftjr prayer - 'at Jam' and stood
with us, then proceeded on from there, having previously proceeded from
'Arafat, whether by day or night, such a person will have completed his ftajj
and accomplished the rites","
Imam A1.Imad also narrated this, as did the ahl al-sunan, from various lines,
from al-Sha'bi, from 'Urwa b. Muqarris. AI-Tirmidhi categorized this as ftasan
~aftift·

DIVISION

The Messenger of God (SAAS) used to send on ahead of himself a group of
his family during the night before the departure of the people from al-Muzdalifa
to Mina.
AI-Bukhari gives a section entitled, Chapter on those who send on ahead their
ftmily during the night; they stand at al-Muzdalift and pray and advance ahead
after the moon has set.

He went on to state that Ya1.Iya b. Bukayr related to him, quoting al-Layth,
from Yunus, from Ibn Shihab, who said, "Salim stated, "Abd Allah b. 'Umar
used to send on ahead the weak members of his family. They would stand at the
mash'ar al-ftaram at night, speaking the name of God for as long as they wished.
Then they would leave before the Imam would stand there and before he
proceeded ahead. Some of them would go to Mina for the al-fajr prayer, while
some would proceed thereafter. When they arrived, they would cast stones at
the al-jamra,118 "the mound". Ibn 'Umar used to say, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS) gave them permissiml."'"
(AI-Bukhari went on) Sulayrnan b. l;Iarb related to us, quoting l;Ianunad b.
Zayd, from Ayyub, from qkrima, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) dispatched me from Jam' by night."
AI-Bukhari stated that 'Ali b. 'Abd Allah related to him, quoting Sufyan,
quoting 'Abd Allah b. Abu Yazid, who quoted Ibn 'Abbas as telling him, "I was
one of those whom the Messenger of God (SAAS) sent on ahead on the night
(of the assembly) at al-Muzdalifa among the weak members of his family."
Muslim narrated, from a ftadith of Ibn Jurayj, quoting 'A\ll', from Ibn 'Abbas,
who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) sent me from Jam' at daybreak
with the slow-movers."

Imam A1.Imad stated that Raw1.I related to him, quoting Sufyan al-Thawri,
quoting Salama b. Kuhayl, from al-l;Iasan al-'Urani, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) sent us on ahead, along with the suckling
.women of Banu 'Abd al-Munalib, in charge of our pe,!plewho were tired. He
set about slapping our thighs with his hand and saying, 'Now, kinfolk, do not
118. The pillars or steles that symbolize Satan at Minaj the pilgrims throw stones or pebbles
at these during the pilgrimage rites. The wordjamra (pluraljamarat) is used to denote both the
pillars and the pebbles.
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cast stones until the sun rises!'" Ibn 'Abbas went on, "I don't imagine that
anyone cast stones at the pillar until the sun rose."
AJ.unad also narrated it from 'Abd al-Ra1)man b. MahdI, from Suryan al-Thawr!.
Abu Da'ud narrated it, from Mu1)ammad b. KathIr, from al-Thawr!. AI-Nasa'I
narrated it from Mu\.1anunad b. 'Abd Allah b. Yazld, from Sufyan b. CUyayna,
from Sufyan al-Thawr!. Ibn Maja gave it from Abu Baler b. Abu Shayba and 'Ali
b. Mu\.1ammad, both of whom quoted WakI', from Mis'ar and Sufyan al-ThawrI,
both of whom quoted from Salama b. Kuhay!.
A\.1mad stated that Ya\.1ya b. Adam related to him, quoting Abu al-A\.1was, from
al-A'mash, from al-I;Iakam b. CUyayna, from Miqsam, from Ibn 'Abbas, who
said, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) passed by us on the night of the sacrifice
and it was already very dark. He set about slapping our thighs and saying, 'Now,
kinsfolk, proceed forth, but don't cast stones at the pillar until the sun rises.";
Imam A\.1mad then narrated it from a ljadlth of al-Mas'udI from al-I;Iakam,
from Miqsam, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger of God ($AAS)
sent on ahead the weak members of his family from al-Muzdalifa at night. He
proceeded to advise them not to cast stones at the pillar at ai-'Aqaba until the
sun rose."

Abu Da'ud s-tated that CUthman b. Abu Shayba related to him, quoting
al-Waiid b. CUqba, quoting I;Iamza al-Zayyat b. I;IabIb, from 'AW, from Ibn
'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) would send on ahead the
weaker members of his family late at night and order them" - meaning that they
did not cast stones at the pillar until the sun rose.
AI-Nasa'I narrated it thus from Ma\.1mud b. Ghaylan, from Bishr b. al-Sam,
ftom Sufyan, from I;IabIb - al-Tabranl stated him to be Ibn Abu Thabit - from
'Ata', from Ibn 'Abbas. I;Iarnza al-Zayyat thus moved out of his customary place
(in the line of transmission). With regards to the line of transmission for the
ljadith, it is excellent. But God knows best.
AI-BukharI stated that Musaddad related to him, from Ya\.1ya, from Ibn Jurayj,
quoting 'Abd Allah, the freed-man of Asma', who said that Asma' stayed on the
night (of the assembly) at Muzdalifa and proceeded to pray and did so for an
hour. 'Abd Allah went on, "She then asked, 'My son, has the moon disappeared?'
I replied, 'No,' and so she prayed for (another) hour. Then she asked, 'My son,
has the moon disappeared?' 'Yes,' I replied. 'Then set out,' she said. So we did
and continued on until she had cast stones at the pillar. She then returned
and performed the al-~ublj prayer in her dwelling. I asked her, 'Hantah, I believe
we're still in dark of night.' She replied, 'Son, the Messenger of God ($AAS)
gave permission (for this prayer at this time) to women borne in litters.'''
Mnslim narrated it from a ljadith ofIbnJurayj.
If the account .of Asma', daughter of (Abu Bakr) "the trusting", casting
stones before the rising of the sun, as is told here, based on established textual
authority, then her account is to be preferred over that of Ibn 'Abbas, because
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the line of transmission of her f:tadith is more authentic than that of his. It may,
however, be said that the young men are quicker and more active than the women,
and so he (the Prophet (SAAS) ordered the former not to cast before sunrise and
permitted the litter-borne women to cast before sunrise, since the latter were less
agile and it was more appropriate for them to be unseen. But God knows best.
If Asma' did not do it in accord with established textual authority, then the
f:tadith of Ibn 'Abbas is to be preferred over what she did.
However, the former is substantiated further by the statement of Abu Da'ud
who said that Mul)ammad b. Khallad al-Bahili related to him, quoting Yal)ya b.
Jurayj, quoting 'Ata', quoting Mukhbir, from Asma', who said that she cast the
stones at night. (Mukhbir stated) "I told her, 'We have cast the stones at night'
She stated, 'We nsed to do that in the time of the Prophet (SAAS).'"
AI-Bukhari stated that Abu Nu'aym related to him, quoting Aflal) b. I;Iumayd,
from al-Qisim, from Mul)ammad, from 'A'isha, who said, "We stopped at
al-Muzdalifa and Sawda asked permission from the Prophet (SAAS), to move
on prior to the departure of the rest of the people. She was a woman slow of
movement. He did give her permission and she left before the rest. We remained
until next morning and moved out along with him. For me to have asked his
permission as Sawda had done would in fact have been far dearer to me than any
other happiness."
Muslim gave it from al--Q;l'nabi, from Aflal) b. I;Iumayd. Both (compilers
of the ~af:tif:t collections) gave it from a f:tadith of Sufyan al-Thawri, from 'Abd
al-Ral,una.n b. al-Qiisim, from his father, from 'A'isha.
Abu Da'ud stated that Harun b. 'Abd Allah related to him, quoting Ibn Abu
Fudayk, from al-J;)al)l)ak - meaning CUthman's son - from Hisham. b. CUrwa,
from his father, from 'A'isha, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
dispatched Umm Salama the night of the sacrifice and she cast the stones before
dawn. She then left and proceeded onwards. And that was the day that would
be for the Messenger of God (SAAS)," - to be with her, Abu Da'ud added.
Abu Da'ud is alone in giving this; its line of transmission is excellent and
strong and its narrators men considered fully trnstworthy.

An Account ofthe recitation by the Messenger ofGod (SAAS),
ofthe talbiyya at al-Muzdalifa.
Muslim stated that Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba related to him, quoting Abu
al-Al)was, from I;Iusayn, from Kathir b. Mudrik, from 'Abd al-RaJ:unan b.
Yazid, who said, "'Abd Allah said, while we were at Jam', 'I heard him to whom
the surat al-Baqara was revealed say at this station, "Labbayka, Allithumma,
Labbayk! 'At Your service, 0 God, at Your service.''''''
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Chapter: On the wuqiif(station) ofthe Messenger ofGod (SAAS), at the mash'ar
al-hariim, his daf (departure) from al-Muzdalifi;t before sunrise and his iytfii'
(passage fOrth) into Wadi Mulzassir. 119

God the Almighty stated, "When you proceed forth from 'Arafat, speak the
name of God at al-mash'ar al-baram" (surat al-Baqara; II, v.l98),
Jabir stated in his badith, "He performed the al-fajr prayer at dawn with
an adhan and an iqama. He then mounted al-Q;1~wa' and proceeded to the
al-mash'ar al-baram. He went to the qibla, spoke a prayer, praised and glorified
God and asserted His oneness. He remained standing until the dawn light was
strong. He proceeded on before the sun rose, mounting al-Facjl behind himself."
Al-Bukharl stated that I:Iajjaj b. Minhal related to him, quoting Shu'ba, from
Ibn Is!}aq, who said, "I heard 'Amr b. MaymUn say, 'I witnessed 'Vmar perform
the al-$ubb prayer at Jam'. He then stood up and said, "The unbelievers used
not to proceed forth until the sun rose and they would callout, 'Ashriq Thablr!
"Look down upon (Mt.) Thabur!'" The Messenger of God (SAAS) proceeded
forth before the sun rose.'"
Al-Bukharl stated that 'Abd Allah b. Raja' related to him, quoting Isra'll, from
Abu Is!}aq, from 'Abd aI-Ral;iman b. Yazld, who said, "I left for Mecca with 'Abd
Allah. When we reached Jam', he performed two prayers, an adhan and an iqiima
accompanying each of these. Between these two prayers, he took his supper. He
then performed the alIajr prayer when the dawn rose." (Some narrators say
"when the dawn rose" and others say, "the dawn had not risen".)

"'Abd Allah went on, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "These two
prayers have had their times changed in this place - the people (should) not
arrive at Jam' until they perform (the 'ishli' prayer), and the al-ftjr prayer is at
this hour.'"
"He" ('Abd Allah) "stood there until it became light and then he stated, 'Ifthe
Commander of the Believers were to proceed forth now, he would act in proper
accord with the sunna.' And I don't know whether it was his comment or the
departure of'Vthman that came first. And he continued to recite the talbiyya
until he cast the stones at the day of sacrifice."
The baft:;; aI-Bayhaql stated that AbU 'Abd Allah al-lfaft:;; informed him,
quoting AbU 'Abd Allah Mu!}ammad b. Ya'qub aI-Shaybanl, qnoting Ya!}ya b.
Mu!}ammad b. Ya!}ya, quoting 'Abd aI-Ra!}man b. al-Mubarak aI-'Absl, quoting
'Abd al-Warith b. Sa'Id, from Ibn Jurayj, from Mu!}ammad b. Q;1ys b. Makhrama,
from aI-Miswar b. Makhrama, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) made
an address to us at 'Arafat. He praised and lauded God and then he said, 'To
proceed, those who believed in polytheism and in idols used to go on from here
at sunset, so that the sun would be over the mountain tops like mens' turbans
119. The words wuquf, daf and iy4a( represented in this title by "station", "departure" and
"passage forth" are technical terms associated' with the rites of the pilgrimage for which there are
no effective English equivalents. Wadi Mul).assir is a wadi close by al-Muzdalifa.
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upon their heads. Our procedure is different from theirs. They would go on
from al-mash'ar al-lzaram when the sun rose over the mountain tops like mens'
turbans upon their heads. Our procedure is different from theirs.'"
He (al-Bayhaqi) went on, "'Abd Allah b. Idris related it from Ibn Jurayj, from
Mu1).ammad b. Oltys b. Makrama as being mursal."
Imam AQ.mad stated that Abu Khalid Sulayman b. I;Iayyan related to him,
quoting al-A<mash, from aI-I;Iakam, from Miqsam, from Ibn 'Abbas (who said)
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) proceeded forth from aI-Muzdalifa before
the sun rose.

Al-Bukhari stated that Zuhayr b. I;Iarb related to him, quoting Wahb b. Jarir,
quoting his father, from YUnus aI-Ayli, from al-Zuhn, from 'Ubayd Allah b.
'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas, (who said) that Vsama was mounted behind the Prophet
(SAAS), from 'Arafat to aI-Muzdalifa. He then mounted al-Facjl behind himself
from al-Muzdalifa to Mina. Each of these men said, "The Prophet (SAAS) went
on reciting the talbiyya until he cast stones at aI-'Aqaba."
Ibn Jurayj related it from 'Ata', from Ibn 'Abbas.
Muslim related from a badith of al-Layth b. Sa'd, from Abu aI-Zubayr, from
Abu MaChad, from Ibn 'Abbas, from aI-Facjl b. 'Abbas, who had been mounted
behind the Messenger of God (SAAS), that the latter said on the evening of the
(assembly) at 'Arafat and on the morning (of the assembly) at Jam' when they
proceeded on their way, "Proceed with tranquillity." He restrained his camel
until he entered Mu1).assir while on his way from Mina. He said, "Gather the
pebbles that will be used for casting at the jamara. mw AI-Facjl went on, "And
the Messenger of God (SAAS) went on reciting the talbiyya until he had cast
(stones) at the pillar."
The lzafi:r; aI-Bayhaqi gives the following in a section entitled, Proceeding on into
Wadi Mulzassir.
He went on to state, "Abu 'Abd Allah aI-I;Iaf~ informed us, quoting Abu
'Amr alcMuqri' and Abu Bakr aI-Warraq, quoting aI-I;Iasan b. Sufyan, quoting
Hisham b. 'Amrnar and Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba. Both the latter men said,
'I;Iatim b. Isma'il related to us, quoting Ja'far b. Mu1).ammad, from his father,
from Jabir, concerning the lzajj of the Prophet (SAAS). He (Tabir) stated, "On
arriving at Mu1).assir, he had urged his camel on a little."'"
Muslim narrated it in his $alzilz collection, from Abu Bakr b. Shayba.
AI-Bayhaqi went on to narrate from a lzaditlz of Sufyan al-Thawri, from Abu
aI-Zubayr, from Jabir, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) proceeded on
in a state of al-sakina, '(God's) tranquillity'. And he ordered them to proceed
with tranquillity. He went on into Wadi Mu1).assir. He ordered them to cast
stones that were like pebbles for sling shots. And he said, 'Adopt your rites from
me; I may not see you after this year.'"
120. The pebbles that the pilgrim uses in the rite of the rami (the stoning of Satan) are gathered
at Muzdalifa.
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Al-BayhaqI then narrated from a I;adith of al-ThawrI, from 'Abd al-Rai}man
b. al-I;Iarith, from Zayd b. 'AlI, from his father, from 'Ubayd Allah b. AbIIRJifi',
from 'All (who said) that the Messenger of God (SAAS) proceeded forth from
Jam' and reached Mui}assir. He slapped his camel until he crossed the wadi, then
he stopped. Later he mounted al-Fagl behind himself and went on to the pillar
(at Mina) and cast stones at it.
He related it thus, in abbreviated form.
Imam Ai}mad stated that Abu A1}mad Mui}ammad b. 'Abd Allah al-ZubayrI
related to him, quoting Sufyan b. 'Abd al-Ra1}man b. al-I;Iarith b. 'Ayyash b.
Abu RabI'a, from Zayd b. 'AlI, from his father, from 'Ubayd Allah b. Abu Raft',
from 'AlI, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) stood at 'Arafat and said,
'This is the station; and all 'Arafat is a station.' He proceeded forth when the
sun set and mounted Usama behind himself. He began forcefully urging on his
camel, while the people were jostling at his right and left. He did not turn
towards them. He was saying, 'Go easy, people!'
"He then reached Jam'. There he performed both prayers with them, the
al-maghrib and the al-'isha'. He spent the night there and next morning went
to Mt. Quzai}. He stood there and said, 'This station and all Jam' is a station.'
He then proceeded on until he reached Mui}assir. He stood there, then urged
his camel ahead until he had crossed the wadi, whereupon he restrained it.
Thereafter he mounted al-Fagl behind himself and travelled on to the pillar,
at which he cast stones. He then went on to the sacrifice site and said, 'This is a
sacrifice site; all Mina is a site for sacrifice.' A young girl of (Banu) Khath'am
then asked him to make a rnling, saying, 'My father is an old man who is
mentally senile. It is time for him to fulfil God's requirement ofmaking the I;ajj.
Will he be rewarded if I accomplish it on his behalf?' 'Yes; perform it for your
father,' he replied."
(The narrator) stated further, "He (the Prophet (SAAS» turned the head of
al-Fagl aside. AI-'Abbas asked him, 'Messenger of God, why did you turn aside
the head of your cousin?' He replied, 'I saw a young man and a young woman,
and I could not trust Satan with them.'
"A man then came up to him and asked, 'Messenger of God, I have shaved
(my head) before making sacrifice.' He replied, 'Make sacrifice, despite the
prohibition.' Then another man came and asked, 'Messenger of God, I have
performed the circumambulation of the I;ajj before I shaved (my head).' He
replied, 'Shave or cut it short; it's no problem.'
"After that he went to. the ka'ba, made the circumambulation (of the I;aj;)
and proceeded on to zamzam. He then said, 'Banu 'Abd al-Munalib; were it not
that people would have overwhelmed you (in their wanting to emulate me) I
would surely have drawn water with you.'"
Abu Da'ud related it from Ai}mad b. I;Ianbal, from Ya1}ya b. Adam, from
Sufyan al-Thawr!. Al-TirmidhI related it from Bandar, from Abu A1}mad
al-Zubayri. Ibn Maja (related it) from 'AlI b. Mui}ammad, from Yai}ya b. Adam.
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Al-Tirmidhj stated, "It is lzasan ;alzilz. We know it as a lzadith of 'All only
through this line."
I note that there are testimonies to it from authentic lines of transmission that
are given in the ;alzilz collections and elsewhere. These include the story of
the Khath'amj woman; it is given in both ;alzilz collections through aI-Fagl.
Reference is made to her above, in the lzadith ofjabir. We will relate further a
portion of it.
Al-Bayhaqj related it, with its (full) lines of transmission from Ibn 'Abbas,
to the effect that the latter denied that there was movement at speed in Wadj
Mu!}.assir. He said, "That was only on the part ofthe bedouin." And he went on,
"And affirmation is to be preferred over denial."
I note that his assertion of affirmation over it is controversial. But God knows
best.
That12l is made authentic according to (reports) of a group of the Companions
referring to (the practice of) the Messenger of God (SAAS). It is also authenticated by the actions of the two sheikhs Abu Bakr and 'Umar, who are referred
to as having done that. Al-Bayhaqj related from aI-I::Iakim, from al-Najjad and
others, from Abu 'All, Mu!}.ammad b. Mu'lidh b. al-Mustahill, koown as Durrao,
from al-Qit'nabj, from his filther, from Hisham b. 'Urwa, from his father, from
aI-Miswar b. Makhrama, that as 'Umar urged on his mount, he would recite
the verse,

"My camel races towards You (0 God), her bridle 100sefitting,122 her faith different from that of the Christians."

Accounts ofthe casting by the Prophet (SAAS), ofstones only at the
pillar at al-'Aqaba on the day ofthe sacrifice. How he cast them and
when. Andfrom what position he cast them, and how many they were.
Also, his cessation ofrecitation ofthe talbiyya when he cast them.
It has been stated above from a lzadith of Usama, al-Fagl and other of the
Companions, may God be pleased with them all, that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) went on reciting the talbiyya until he cast (stones) at the jamra at
al-'Aqaba.
Al-Bayhaqj stated that Imam Abu 'Uthmao informed him, quoting Abu Tahir
b. Khuzayma, quoting his grandfather - the Imam par excellence, Mu!}.ammad b.
Is!}.aq b. Khuzayma, that is - quoting 'All b. I::Iajr, quoting Sharjk, from 'Amir
b. Shaqjq, from Abu Wa'il from 'Abd Allah who said, "I closely watched the
Prophet (SAAS), and he went on reciting the talbiyya until he cast the first stone
at the pillar of aI-'Aqaba."
121. The discussion relates to the movement at a fast pace through the Mu1).assir valley.
122. The camel is emaciated due to the distance and the speed of its long journey.
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He (al-BayhaqI) also stated that Ibn Khuzayrna related to him, quoting Vmar
b. .J:laf~ aI-ShaybanI, quoting .J:laf~ b. Ghiyath, quoting Ja'far b. Mul;J.arnmad,
from his father, from 'Ali b. al-.J:lusayn, from Ibn 'Abbas, from aI-Fagl, who
said, "I proceeded on with the Messenger of God (SAAS) from 'Arafat and
he continued reciting the talbiyya until he cast stones at the pillar at aI-'Aqaba,
saying Allahu Akbar 'God is most Great' with each stone. He then broke off the
recitation of the talbiyya with the fmal stone."
Al-Bayhaqi stated, "This addition is strange and it is not present in the
well-known accounts attributed to Ibn 'Abbas, quoting al-Fagl, even though Ibn
Khuzayma did select it."
Mul;J.ammad b. Isl;J.aq stated that Aban b. SaliI;J. related to him, from qkrima,
who said, "I proceeded on with al-.J:lusayn b. 'Ali (from 'Arafat). I can still hear
him reciting the talbiyya up until he cast the stone at al-'Aqaba. When he cast
it, he ceased (the recitation). I asked, 'Why is this?' He replied, 'I saw my father
'Ali b. Abu Talib recite the talbiyya until he cast stones at the pillar at al-'Aqaba.
And he told me that the Messenger of God (SAAS) used to do that.'"
It is narrated above from a /:tadtth of al-Layth from Abu aI-Zubayr, from Abu
Ma'bad, from Ibn 'Abbas, from his brother al-Fagl, to the effect that the Prophet
(SAAS) ordered the people in WadI Mul;J.assir to throw pebbles such as are used
in sling shots in casting at the pillar.
Muslim related this.
Abu al-'Aliyya stated, from Ibn 'Abbas, that al-Fagl related to him, saying,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) said to me on the morning of the day for
sacrifice, 'Choose me some pebbles.' So I chose him some like those used in
slings. He put them in his hand and said, 'With the like of these! With the like
of these! Beware of excess; it was excess in religion that destroyed those before
you.'"

AI-Bayhaqi related this.
Jabir stated in his /:tadtth, "When he reached WadI Mul;J.assir, he spurred
on his mount a little, then followed the middle trail that emerges at al-jamrat
al-kubra (at Mina), 'the greater pillar', and then he went on to the pillar and cast
seven pebbles at it, glorifying God with each pebble; each pebble was small and
he threw them from the centre of the wadt."
Muslim related it thus.
AI-Bukharl stated, that Jabir, may God be pleased with him, said, "The
Prophet (SAAS) cast stones on the morning of the day for sacrifice. And
thereafter he cast them after the sun began to decline."
This /:tadtth that al-Bukharl recorded is given by Muslim from a /:tadtth ofIbn
Jurayj, who stated that Abu aI-Zubayr informed him that he heard Jabir state,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) cast stones at the pillar on the morning of the
day for the sacrifice, and thereafter, when the sun began to decline."
In both $a/:tt/:t collections it is given in a /:tadtth of al-A'mash, from IbrahIm,
from 'Abd aI-Ral;J.man b. Zayd, who said, "'Abd Allah cast from the centte of the
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wadt and I commented, "Abd al-Ra/.1man, people cast stones at it from above
it.' He replied, 'By Him other than Whom there is no God, this is the station
about which revelation <;ame in surat al-Baqara.'"
This is the wording of al-Bukhart.
In one version he quotes, from a [ladtth of Shu'ba, from al-I;Iakam, from
Ibrahim, from 'Abd al-Ra/.1man, who said the following about 'Abd Allah b.
Mas'ud: "He came to al-jamrat al-kubra and placed himself with the ka'ba to his
left and Mina to his right. He cast seven (stones) and said, "This is how he to
whom siirat al-Baqara was revealed cast."
Al-Bukhart then has a section entided, Section on those who cast seven (stones) at
the mound, glorifying Cod with each pebble; Ibn 'Umar stated this about the Prophet
(SAAS).
This is only known in the [ladtth of Jabir, through Ja'far b. Mu1;Iarnmad,
quoting his father about Jabir, (to the effect that) when the latter arrived, he
would approach the pillar and cast seven pebbles, stating Allahu Akbar! "God is
most Great", with each pebble that were of the size shot in slings.
In this section, al-Bukhari narrated this from a [ladtth of al-A'mash, from
Ibrahim, from 'Abd al-Ra/.1rnan b. Yazid, about 'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud (to the
effect that the latter) cast seven pebbles at the pillar from the middle of the
wadt, saying God is most Great! with each pebble. He then said, "It is here, by
Him other than Whom there is no God, that he to whom siirat al-Baqara was
revealed stood."

Muslim related it from a [ladtth of Ibn Jurayj, who quoted Abu al-Zubayr as
stating that he heard Jabir b. 'Abd Allah say, "I saw the Messenger of God
(SAAS) cast at the mound seven pebbles like those shot in slings."
Imam A1;Imad stated that Ya1;Iya b. Zakariyya' related to him, quoting I;Iajjaj,
from al-I;Iakam, from Abu al-QIsim - meaning Miqsam - from Ibn 'Abbas, who
said that the Prophet (SAAS) cast at the mound at al-'Aqaba on the day of the
sacrifice while mounted.
Al-Tirmidhi related it from A1;Imad b. Mani', from Ya1;Iya b. Zakariyya' Abu
Za'ida, who said, "It is [lasan". Ibn Maja gave it, from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba,
from Abu Khalid al-A\:1mar, from al-I;Iajjaj b. Aqat.
A\:1mad, Abu Da'ud, Ibn Maja and al-Bayhaqi related it from a [ladtth ofYazid
b. Abu Ziyad, from Sulayman b. 'Amr b. al-Ahwal;, from his mother, Umm
Jundab al-Azdiyya, who said, "I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) cast stones
at the pillar from the middle of the wadt while he was mounted. He would say,
'God is most Great!' with each pebble; there was a man mounted behind him,
shielding (him from view). I asked about the man and people said, 'That is
al-Facjl b. 'Abbas.' People were crowding all around. The Prophet (SAAS) said,
'People, don't kill one another! And when you cast at the mound, use pebbles
like those shot in slings.'"
This is the phraseology of Abu Da'ud.
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In one account he gave, she said, "I saw him at the pillat at al-'Aqaba mounted.
And between his fingers I saw stones, and he cast (them). The people also cast
(stones). He did not stand at it."
According to Ibn Majo, she said, "I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) on the
day of the sacrifice at the pillat at al-'Aqaba. He was mounted on his mule." He
went on to complete the [tadith.
The reference here to the mule is very strange.
Muslim natrated in his ,a[t.[t collection from a [tadith of Ibn Jurayj, quoting
Abu al-Zubayr, quoting Jabir b. 'Abd Allah, who said, "I saw the Messenger of
God (SAAS) cast at the mound while mounted on his camel on the day of the
sacrifice. And he was saying, 'You should take your rites (from me) for, I do not
know, perhaps I will not make the pilgrimage after this [tijja of mine.'''
Muslim also related (it) from a [tadith of Zayd b. Abu Unaysa, from Ya/:lya
b. al-I:Iu~ayn> from his grandmother Umm al-I:Iusayn. Ya/:lya related that he
heatd her say, "I performed the [tijjat al-wadii' with the Messenger of God
(SAAS). I saw him when he cast at the pillat at al-'Aqaba and (when) he left
mounted on his camel on the day of sacrifice, as he said, 'You should take your
rites (from me), for I do not know, perhaps I will not make the pilgrimage after
this [tijja of mine.",
In one account, she stated, "I went on the [tijjat al-wadil' with the Messenger
of God (SAAS). I saw Usama and Bilal; one of them was taking hold of the
halter of the camel of the Prophet (SAAS), while the other man was raising his
gown to shield him from the heat, until he cast at the pillat at a1-'Aqaba."
Imam Al;unad stated that Abu Al).mad Mu/:lammad b. 'Abd Allah al-Zubayri
related to him, quoting Ayman b. Nabil, quoting Qudama b. 'Abd Allah al-Kilabi,
(who said) that he saw the Messenger of God (SAAS), cast at the mound at
al-'Aqaba from the middle of the wild. on the day of the sacrifice mounted upon
a reddish-hued camel he owned. And there was no striking, no pushing away and
no saying, "Keep away! Keep away!"
Al).mad also natrated it from Waki', Mu'tamir b. Sulayman and Abu Qurra
Musa b. Tariq al-Zubaydi, all three of whom quoted Ayman b. Nabi!. He also
natrated it from Abu Qurra, from Sufyan al-Thawrt, from Ayman.
AI-Nasa'i and Ibn Maja gave it from a [tadith ofWaki'. AI-Tirmidhi natrated
it from A/:lmad b. Mani', from Marwan b. Mu'awiya, from Ayman b. Nabi!. He
stated, "This [tadith is [tasan ia[ti[t."
Imam A1;unad stated that Nu/:l b. Maymon related to him, quoting 'Abd Allah
- meaning al-CUmati - from Nafi', who said, "Ibn CUmar would cast at the
pillat at a1-'Aqaba while mounted on his camel on the day of the sacrifice. And
he did not go to any of the others thereafter unless on foot. He claimed that
the Prophet (SAAS) used not to go to them unless on foot, whether going or
returning."

Abu Da'ud related it from al_Qi"nabi, from 'Abd Allah al-CUmarl.
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DIVISION
Jabir stated, "Then he left for the sacrifice site, where he sacrificed 63 camels
by his own hand. He allowed 'All to sacrifice those that remained and had him
share in his own hadl. He ordered that a piece of meat of each arumal be cut out
and placed in a pot, where it was all cooked. Both men ate from that meat and
drank the gravy."
We will discuss this badlth.
Imam A\.nnad b. Banbal stated that 'Abd al-Razzaq related to him, quoting
Ma'mar, from Bumayd ai-A'raj, from Mul)armnad b. IbrahIm al-TaymJ, from
'Abd aI-Ra\.nnan b. Mu'adh, from one ofthe men who was one ofthe Companions
of the Prophet (SAAS). The man stated, "The Prophet (SAAS) made an address
at Mina and directed them to their places. He said, 'Let the muhiijirln stay there.'
And he gestured towards the right side of the qibla. 'And the ansar over here.'
And he gestured towards the left side of the qibla. 'And let the other people stay
round about them.'"

He went on, "He then instructed them in their rites. The hearing of those at
Mina was accentuated so that they could hear him at their places. And I heard
him say, 'Cast at the pillar (small) pebbles like those shot from slings.'"
Abu Da'ud narrated it thus from Al)mad b. Banbal, as far as the words, "And
let the (other) people stay around them".
Imam Al)mad narrated it from 'Abd al-Samad b. 'Abd al-Warith from his
father. And Abu Da'ud did so from Musaddad, from 'Abd aI-Warith. Ibn Maja
gave it from the badlth ofIbn aI-Mubarak, from 'Abd aI-Warith, from Bumayd
b. Q;tys aI-A'raj, from Mul)ammad b. IbrahIm al-Tayml, from 'Abd aI-RaI)man
b. Mu'adh aI-Tayml, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) made an
address to us while we were at Mina. Our hearing was so accentuated that we
could hear what he was saying."
The remainder of the badlth was then given.
Jabir b. 'Abd Allah narrated that the Messenger of God (SAAS) shared
the hadl with 'All b. Abu Talib, and that the sacrificial animals brought by 'All
from Yemen and those brought with him by the Messenger of God (SAAS)
totalled 100 camels, and that the latter sacrificed 63 animals by his own
hand.
Ihn Biban and others stated, "And that (figure) corresponded with his age,
for he was (at the time) 63 years old!"
Imam A\.nnad stated that Yal)ya b. Adam related to him, quoting Zuhayr,
quoting Mu\1ammad b. 'Abd al-Ra\1man b. Abu Layla, from al-Bakam, from
Miqsam, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) made
sacrifice on the bajj of 100 animals ofwhich he sacrificed 60 by his own hand. He
ordered that the remainder be brought and they were sacrificed. A piece of each
one was taken and placed in a pot. He ate from it and drank its gravy.
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"On the day at al-I:Indaybiyya, he sacrificed 70 animals, including the
camel of Abu Jahl. When they were blocked from the ka'ba, they (the camels)
expressed their anguish, as thongh yearning for their young."
Ibn Maja narrated part ofit from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba. 'Ali b. Mu\1anunad
did so from Waki', quoting Sufyan al-Thawri, from Ibn Abu Layla.
Imam A\1mad stated that Ya'qub related to him, quoting his father, from
Mu\1ammad b. Is\1aq, quoting a man, from 'Abd Allah b. Abu Naji\1, from
Mujahid b. Jabr, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
brought with him 100 animals. Of these he sacrificed 30 by his own hand, and
then he ordered 'Ali who sacrificed the remainder. He said, 'Divide up their
meat, skins and pack-saddles among the people. Do not give the butcher any
of it (as payment). Take a piece of meat from each camel, place them in a single
pot so that We may eat from their flesh and drink from their gravy.' And he
did so."
It is established in both $a/ti/t collections from a /tadith of Mujahid, from
Ibn Abu Layla, from 'Ali, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered
me to go over to his sacrificial camels and to give away their meat, skins and
pack-saddles, and told me not to give any of them to the butcher. He said, 'We
will give him some of our own.'"
Abu Da'ud stated that Mu\1ammad b. I:Iatim related to him, quoting 'Abd
al-RaJ.unan b. Mahdi, quoting 'Abd Allah b. al-Mubarak, from I:Iarmala b. %nran,
from 'Abd Allah b. al-I:Iarith al-Azdi, who quoted 'Arafa b. al-I:Iarith as saying,
"I witnessed the Messenger of God (SAAS) being brought the sacrificial
animals. He said, 'Summon Abu I:Iasan to me.' And 'Ali was summoned to him.
He then said, 'Take hold of the lower part of the spear.' The Messenger of God
(SAAS) took hold of its upper part. They then used it to stab the camels. When
he had finished, he mounted his mule, seating 'Ali behind himself."
Abu Da'ud is alone in giving this. There is some strangeness in both its
line of transmission and its content. But God knows best.
Imam A\1mad stated that A\1mad b. al-I:Iajjaj related to him, quoting 'Abd
Allah, quoting al-I:Iajjaj b. Artat, from al-I:Iakam, from Abu al-Qasim - meaning
Miqsam - from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) cast
stones at the pillar at al-'Aqaba. He then made sacrifice and shaved (his head)."
Ibn I:Iazm claimed that he sacrificed cattle for his wives and sacrificed a cow
at Mina. He sacrificed two fine rams for himself.
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE PROPHET (SAAS) SHAVING HIS HEAD.

Imam A\1mad stated that 'Abd al-Razzaq related to him, quoting Ma'mar, from
al-Zuhri, from Salim, from Ibn 'Umar, who said that the Messenger of God
(SAAS), shaved his head on this /tijja.
AI-Nas"'i narrated it from IS\1aq b. IbrahIm - he being Ibn Rahawayh - from
'Abd al-Razzaq.
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AI-Bukhari stated that Abu al-Yaman related to him, quoting Shu'ayb, who
said, "Nafi'stated, "Abd Allah b. 'Vmar used to say, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS) shaved (his head) on his I;ijja.'"''
Muslim related it from a I;adith of Musa b. 'Vqba, from Nafi'.
AI-Bukhari stated that 'Abd Allah b. Mul.>ammad b. Asma' related to him,
quoting Juwayriyya son of Asma', from Nafi', who quoted 'Abd Allah b. 'Vmar
as saying, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) shaved (his head) as did a number of
his Companions; some of them cut (their hair) short."
Muslim narrated it from a I;adith of al-Layth, from Nafi'. He added, "'Abd
Allah quoted the Messenger of God (SAAS) as saying, 'May God have mercy
on those who shaved (their heads).' He said this once or twice. People asked,
'Messenger of God, does that apply to those who cut (their hair) short?' He
replied, 'And those who cut short as well.'"
Muslim stated that Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba related to him, quoting Waki' and
Abu Da'ud a1-Tayalisi, from Yal;iya b. a1-I:Iusayn, from his grandmother, who said
that she heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) on the I;ijjat al-wada' speak a prayer
three times for those who shaved (their heads) and a prayer once for those who
cut (their hair) short. Waqi' did not include the words, "on the I;ijjat al-wada'''.
Muslim narrated this I;adith thus from a I;adtth ofMalik. 'Vbayd Allah gave it
from Nafi', from Ibn 'Vmar. 'Vmara gave it from Abu Zur'a, from Abu Hurayra.
AI-'Ala' b. 'Abd al-Ral;iman related it from his father, from Abu Hurayra.
Muslim stated that Yal.>ya b. Yal.>ya related to him, quoting I:Iaf~ b. Ghiyath;
from Hisham, from Ibn Silin, from Anas b. Malik who said that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) went to Mt. Mina, proceeded to the pillar, cast at it, went to
his dwelling at Mina and made sacrifice. He then said to the barber, "Take". He
gestured towards his right side (of his head), then to his left side. He began
giving the hair to the people.
In one account he gives, he shaved the right side of his head and distributed
it, a hair or two at a time, to the people. He gave the hair of the left side to Abu
Tall.>a. In another account of his, the Messenger of God (SAAS) gave the hair
of the right side to Abu Tall.>a, and also gave him the hair of the left side, telling
him to distribute it among the people.
Imam Al.>mad stated that Sulayman b. I:Iarb related to him, quoting Sulayman
b. al-Mughira, from Thabit, from Anas, who said, "I saw the Messenger of God
(SAAS), while the barber was shaving him. His Companions were encircling
him, not wanting a hair to fall anywhere but into a man's hand."
Al.>mad is alone in giving this.
Chapter.

After having cast stones at the pillar at al-'Aqaba, the Messenger of God
(SAAS) dressed in robes, put on perfume and sacrificed his hadt. Before he
circumambulated the ka'ba 'Ji.>isha put perfume on him.
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AI-Bukhari stated that 'Ali b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Madini related to him, quoting
Sufyan - he being Ibn 'Uyayna - quoting 'Abd al-Ral).man b. al-Qasim b.
Mul).ammad, the latter being the finest of men of his era, who said that he heard
his father, the finest man of his era, say that he heard 'A'isha state, "I put
perfume on the Messenger of God (SAAS), with these two hands of mine when
he adopted the ilzram state and again when he declared it at an end, before he
circumambulated," and that she spread out her hands.
Muslim stated that Ya'qub al-Dawraqi and Al).mad b. Mani' both related
to him, quoting Hushaym, quoting MaIi~ur, from 'Abd al-Ral).man b. al-Qisim,
from his father who quoted 'A'isha as saying, "I would put perfume on the
Messenger of God (SAAS), before he adopted the ilzram state, and on the day
of the sacrifice, before he circumambulated the ka'ba; I used perfume mixed
with musk."
AI-Nasa'i narrated, from a lzadith of Sufyan b. 'Uyayna, from al-Zuhrl, from
'Urwa, from 'A'isha, who said, "I perfumed the Messenger of God (SAAS), for
his state of ilzram when he affirmed it and for his state of ilzlal after he had cast
stones at the pillar at aJ-CAqaba, before he circumambulated the ka'ba."
AI-Shafi'i stated that Sufyan b. 'Uyayna informed him, from 'Amr b. Dinar,
from Salim, who quoted 'A'isha as saying, "I perfumed the Messenger of God
(SAAS), for both his states, of ilzram and ilzlal."
'Abd al-Razzaq narrated it from Ma'mar, from al-Zuhri, from Salim, from
'A'isha.
In both $alzilz collections Ibn Jurayj is quoted as saying that 'Urnar b. 'Abd
Allah b. 'Urwa informed him that he heard 'Urwa and al-Qisim quoting 'A'isha
as having said, "I perfumed the Messenger of God (SAAS), by my own hands,
using perfume in powder form, on the lzijjat al-wada', both for the ilzram and
the ilzliil."
Muslim related it from a lzadtth of al-J;)al).l).ak b. 'Uthman, from Abu al-Rijjal,
from his mother 'Amra, who quoted 'A'isha as above.
Sufyan al-Thawn stated, on the authority ofSalama b. Kuhay!, from al-I;Iasan
al-'Awft, who quoted Ibn 'Abbas as saying, "When you have cast stones at the
pillar, your state of ilzram will be concluded and all things previously lzaram will
be lzalal for you, except for women (they will continue to be lzaram for you); until
you circumambulate the ka'ba." A man asked, "What about perfume, Abu
al-'Abbas?" He replied, "I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) rub musk on to
his head. And is that perfume, or not?"
Mul).ammad b. Isl).aq stated that Abu 'Ubayda related to hiro, from 'Abd Allah
b. Zam'a, from his father and his mother, Zaynab, daughter of Umm Salama,
who quoted Umm Salama as saying, "It was the night when the Messenger of
God (SAAS) would circulate, the night of the sacrifice. He was with me when
Wahb b. Zam'a came in, accompanied by a man of the family of Abu Umayya.
Both men were wearing long shirts. The Messenger of God (SAAS) asked
them, 'Have you performed the tawaf(of the ifaqa)?' 'No,"both men replied.
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'Then take off your shirts,' he told them, and they did so. Wahb then asked
him, 'Why, Messenger of God?' He replied, 'This is a day when you are given
permission (to wear the shirts) if you have cast (stones) at the pillar and have
sacrificed animals, ifyou had brought some. Then you would be in a state of i!Jlill
for all that had previously been !Jarilm for you, except for women until you have
circumambulated the ka'ba. If you have cast stones but not completed the tawilf,
you will remain in a state of i!Jrilm, until after you circumambulate the ka'ba.'"
Abu Da'ud narrated it similarly from Ai)mad b. l::Ianbal and Yai)ya b. Ma'in,
both of whom quoted from Ibn Abu 'Adi, from Ibn Isi)aq.
Al-Bayhaqi gave it from al-l::Iakim, from Abu Bakr b. Abu Isi)aq, from AbU
al-Muthanna al-'Anbari, from YaQya b. Ma'in. He adds the following at the
end, "Abu 'Ubayda stated that Umm Q;tys, daughter of Mii)~an related to him,
as follows, ''Vkkasha b. Mii)~an, along with a group of men of Banu Asad, all
dressed in shirts, left my place on the evening of the day of the sacrifice. Then
they returned to us that evening carrying their shirts in their hands.' She
questioned them and they told her the same as the Messenger of God (SAAS)
had said to Wahb b. Zam'a and his companion."
This !Jadith is very gharib. I do not know a single other scholar who quoted it.

Accounts ofthe visit ofthe Messenger ofGod (SAAS)
to the ancient ka<ba.
Jabir stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) then rode on and proceeded in
a throng to the ka'ba. He performed the al-:;.uhr prayer in Mecca and went over
to Banu 'Abd al-Munalib who were distributing the water at zamzam. He said,
'Dismiss Banu 'Abd al-Munalib! Were it not for the people's preference for you
having charge of the water distribution, I would have disputed with you!' They
handed him a bucket and he drank from it."
Muslim narrated this. In this text there is evidence that the Messenger ofGod
(SAAS) rode to Mecca prior to the decline of the sun and circumambulated the
ka'ba. Having finished this, he performed the al-:;.uhr prayer there.
Muslim also stated that Mui)ammad b. Rafi' informed him, quoting 'Abd
al-Razzaq, quoting 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Vmar, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Vmar (who
said) that the Messenger of God (SAAS) peformed the tawil/(of the ift4a) on
the day of the sacrifice and then returned and performed the al-:;,uhr prayer
at Mina.
This differs from the !Jadith ofJabir; both are given by Muslim. If we analyze
both accounts, it is possible for it to be said, "The Prophet (SAAS) performed
the al-:;,uhr prayer at Mecca, then returned to Mina, found the people waiting for
him there and prayed with them." But God knows best.
Ir is possible that he returned to Mina within the time allotted to the al-:;,uhr
prayers, even though he had done so much that morning, because that was in
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summer and the day time was long. He proceeded that day from al-Muzdalifa
well after the light of dawn had corne, but before actual sunrise. He then went
to Mina and began casting pebbles at the pillar at al-'Aqaba. He proceeded on to
sacrifice the 63 camels by his own hand, while 'Ali sacrificed the remainder of
the 100. Thereafter, a piece of the meat of each camel was taken, placed in a pot
and cooked until done. He ate some of the meat and drank some of the gravy.
In the meantime, he shaved his head and put on perfume. And when he had
completed all this, he rode to the ka'ba.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) delivered a major address that day; I do not
know whether that was before his departure to the ka'ba or following his return
thereafter to Mina. God knows best.
The outcome of this is that he did ride to the ka'ba and made seven circumambulations of it while mounted. He did not circumambulate between al-Safa' and
al-Marwa, as is established in the $av'v collection of Muslim, from Jabir and
'A'isha, may God be pleased with them both. He then drank from the waters of
zamzam and from a beverage of dates made from water from zamzam.
All of this substantiates the assertion of those who stated, "The Prophet
(SAAS) performed the al-:;;uhr prayer at Mecca, as Jabir related. And it is
likely that he returned to Mina at the very end of noon and then also performed
the al-:;;uhr prayer at Mina with his companions."
This was problematic for Ibn I;Iazrn, and he did not know what to say about
it. And he is to be excused for this, due to the contradictions in the various
aViidtth relating to it that are (classified as) $aVIV, 'authentic'. God knows best.
Abu Da'ud stated that 'Ali b. Ba1)r and 'Abd Allah b. Sa'id al-Ma'ni both
related to him, quoting Abu Khalid al-A\.unar, from Mu!.larnrnad b. Is!.laq, from
'Abd al-Ra\.unan b. al-Qasim, from his father, who quoted 'A'isha as saying, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the tawiif(ofthe ifiiifa) on the last day (or
the latter part ofthe day) VIna $allii al-:;;uhr, l2J when he had performed the al-:;;uhr
prayer. Then he returned to Mina, where he stayed for the nights of the ayyiim
al-tashnq,124 casting stones at the pillar when the sun began to decline. Each time
he cast seven pebbles, saying 'God is most Great', with each pebble."
Ibn I;Iazrn stated, "And so jabir and 'A'isha agreed that the Messenger of
God (SAAS), performed the al-:;;uhr prayer on the day of the sacrifice at Mecca.
Both of them - though God knows best - are more accurate in this than was
Ibn'Vmar."
He went on, "This does not mean anything particular; for this account of
'A'isha does not determine that the Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the
al-:;;uhr prayer at Mecca, though that would be likely if the correct wording in
the account were vattii $allii al-:;;uhr (until he had performed the al-:;;uhr prayer).
If, however, the statement read vIna $allit al-:;;uhr (when he performed the al-:;;uhr
123. The words used in this ftadith are the subject for discussion immediately hereafter.
124. The three days of the /tajj that follow the day of the sacrifice.
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prayer) - which is more likely - that, then, would be evidence that he performed
the al-,?uhr prayer at Mina before he went to the ka'ba. This is more likely. But
God the Ahnighty, may He be praised, knows best."
Ibn I:Iazm is therefore contradicting the badith of Jabir. For this would
require that the Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the al-,?uhr prayer at
Mina before he rode to the ka'ba. Yet the badith ofJabir requires that he rode
to the ka'ba before he performed the alc,?uhr prayer, and he did perform it at
Mecca.
Al-Bukhari stated that Abu al-Zubayr said, quoting 'iVisha,and Ibn 'Abbas
also said that, "The Prophet (SAAS) postponed it", that is the rawafal-ziyara,
until the night.
This comment given by al-Bukhari is also narrated by the scholars from a
badith ofYa\:Iya b. Sa'id,'Abd al-RaJ.nnan b. Mahdi and Faraj b. Maymun, from
Sufyan al-Thawrl, from Abu al-Zubayr, from 'A'isha and Ibn 'Abbas, to the
effect that the Prophet (SAAS) postponed the circumambulation of the day of
the sacrifice until the night. The scholars of the al-sunan badith texts narrated it
from a badith of Sufyan. Al-Tirmidhl categorized it as basan.
Imam Al;unad stated that Mu1;Iammad b. 'Abd Allah related to him, quoting
Sufyan, from Abu al-Zubayr, from 'A'isha and Ibn 'Vmar, that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) visited it at night.
If this is interpreted as him having postponed it until after the sun had
declmed, meaning until the evening, then that could be true. But if this is
interpreted as referring to after the setting of the sun, then that would be very
unlikely, and contrary to what is established in the authentic and well-known
abadith which state that he circumambulated the day of the sacrifice during day
time and drank from water drawn from zamzam.
The circumambulation for which he went out at night was the rawafal-wada',
"the (so-called) farewell circumambulation". Some narrators refer to it as the
rawafal-ziyara, "the visit circumambulation", as we will relate, if God so wills
it. Or they refer to it simply as the rawaf ziyara,125 "visit circumambulation",
before the rawafal-wada' and after the rawafal-,adar, "the circumambulation of
the return from the pilgrimage", that being the rawaf ai-jim!, "the circumambulation ofthe divine ordinance".
There is another badith that we will quote in its proper place to the effect that
the Messenger of God (SAAS) would visit the ka'ba each of the nights at Mina;
this too is unlikely. But God knows best.
The baji,? al-Bayhaqi related, from a badith of 'Amr b. Q;iys, from 'Abd
al-Ral;unan, from al-~sim, from his father, from 'A'isha, who stated, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) gave permission to his Companions and they visited
the ka'ba on the day of the sacrifice at midday, and that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) visited it at night with his wives."
125. Without the definite article, that is.
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This too is a very strange /:tadith. (Also) there is a statement of TawilS and
CUrwa b. al-Zubayr that, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) postponed the
circumambulation on the day of the sacrifice until night time."
What is allthentic from the accollnts and what is agreed by the majority, is
that he cirmmambulated on the day of the sacrifice dming day time. What is
likely is that this was before the slln declined, or perhaps thereafter. Bllt God
knows best.
What is well established is that when the Messenger of God (SAAS) arrived
in Mecca, he cirmmamblliated the ka'ba seven times while he was mOllnted.
He then went to zamzam where Banu 'Abd al-MIl1:talib were serving water to
them,selves and the people. From it he took a bllcket from which he drank. It
was then emptied over him.
As Mllslim stated, "MIll;!ammad b. Minhal al-Oarir informed IlS, qlloting
I;Illmayd ai-Tawil, from Bakr b. 'Abd Allah al-Mllzani, who heard Ibn 'Abbas
say, while he was sitting with him at the ka'ba, 'The Prophet (SAAS) arrived on
his camel, with Usarna mOllnted behind himself. They brollght a vessel containing
nabidh;126 he drank from it and gave the remainder to Usiima. He said, 'YOil have
acted correctly and done well. Continlle in this way.'''
Ibn 'Abbas went on, "And so we do not wish to change what the Messenger
of God (SAAS) ordered."
In an accollnt from Bakr, a bedollin asked Ibn 'Abbas, "How come I see yom
Ilncle's folk poming milk and honey, while yOIl serve al-nabidh? Is this becallse
ofyom poverty, or yom miserliness?" Ibn 'Abbas then related to him this /:taditk.
Al;1mad stated that Rawl;! related to him, qlloting I;Iammad, from I;Iurnayd,
from Bakr, from 'Abd Allah (who said) that a bedollin asked Ibn 'Abbas, "How
come MIl'awiya's kinsfolk serve water and honey, the family of so-and-so Serves
milk, while yOIl serve al-nabidh? Is this dlle to yom miserliness or your poverty?"
"Ibn 'Abbas replied, "We're neither miserly nor poor; however, the Messenger
of God (SAAS) came to us, Usiima b. Zayd mounted behind himself, and asked
to drink. We served him this" - meaning the nabidh - "and he drank from it. He
said, 'You have done well. Continue in this way.'"

Al;1mad related it, from Rawl;! and Mul;!ammad b. Bakr, from Ibn Jurayj, from
I;Iusayn b. 'Abd Allah b. CUbayd Allah b. 'Abbas, and Da'ud b. 'Ali b. 'Abd Allah
b. 'Abbas, from Ibn 'Abbas.
AI-Bukhiiri narrated from Isl;!aq b. .sulayman,quoting Khalid, from Khalid
al-I;Iadhdha', from Ikrima, from Ibn 'Abbas, (who said) "The Messenger of God
(SAAS) came to the watering place and asked to drink. AI-'Abbas said, 'Fagl, go
to yom mother and bring something from her for the Messenger of God to
drink.' The latter asked, 'Give me to drink.' He (al-'Abbas) replied, 'Messenger
of God, they are putting their hands into it.' He asked, 'Give me to drink!' and
he drank from it.
126. Here "unfermented date juice".
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"He then went to zamzam while they were serving its water (to the pilgrims)
and working in it. He said, 'Work, for you are engaged in proper work.' He
then said, 'Were it not that you would be overwhelmed (by people wanting
to emulate me) I would also have drawn water by placing the rope on this'
- meaning his own shoulder, to which he gestured."
He (al-Bukhan) also gives a badith of 'A~im, from al-Sha'bi, that Ibn 'Abbas
said, "I served (water) to the Prophet (~AAS), from zamzam, and he drank it
while standing." 'A~im said, "qkrima swore, 'That day he rode on nothing but
a ba(ir, "a camel".'"
In one account the wording is, "on nothing but his naqa, 'his (she) camel'."
Imam Ahmad stated that I:Iushaym related to him, quoting Yazid b. Abu
Ziyad, from qkrima, from Ibn 'Abbas (who said) that the Messenger of God
(~AAS) circumambulated the ka'ba while (mounted) on a camel. He saluted the
"black stone" with a staff he had.
He went on, "He came to the watering place and said, 'Serve me to drink.'
They replied, 'The people plunge into this; but we will bring you some of it
from the ka'ba.' He replied, 'I don't need that; serve me from what the people

drink.'"
Abu Da'ud narrated from Musaddad, from Khalid al-Tahhan, from Yazid
b. Abu Ziyad, from qkrima, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger of
God (~AAS) arrived while we were drawing water. He circumambulated on his
camel." He went on to narrate the badith.
Imam Ahmad stated that RaWh and 'Affan related to him, quoting I:Iammad,
from Qiys, and 'Affan stated in his badith, that Qiys informed him, from
Mujahid, who quoted Ibn 'Abbas as saying, "The Prophet (~AAS) came to
zamzam. We drew up a bucket for him, and he drank. Then he spat into it, and
we poured it into zamzam. After that he said, 'Were it not that you would be
overwhehned (by people wanting to emulate me) I would draw it out with my
own hand.'"

Ahmad is alone in giving it; its line of transmission meets the criteria of
Muslim.
Chapter.

The Messenger of God (~AAS) did not repeat the circumambulation between
al-~afa and al-Marwa a second time, being content with his first. As Muslim
related in his ~abib collection through Ibn Jurayj, quoting Abu al-Zubayr, who
heard Jabir b. 'Abd Allah say, "The Prophet (~AAS) and his Companions made
only one circumambulation between al-~afa and al-Marwa."
I note that the reference here to "his Companions" is to those who had brought
hadis and who were performing the bajj al-qiran.
It is similarly established in *e ~abib collection ofMuslim that the Messenger
of God (~AAS) said to 'A>isha; who had joined the bajj to the 'umra and was
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therefore performing the bajj al-qiriin, "¥our circumambulation of the ka'ba
and between al-Safa and al-Marwa (once) suffices for both your bajj and your
'umra."
Those who support the teaching ofImam AJ.unad consider that the statement
of Jabir and his companions applies generally, to both those performing the
bajj al-tamattu' and those who are performing the bajj al-qiriin. Imam AJ.unad,
therefore, laid down that for the person performing the bajj al-tamattu', one
circumambulation would suffice for both his bajj and his 'umra even if he had
been (out of the state of ibriim) during the interim.
This is a strange statement, taking literally from the badith. But God knows
best.
Those who accept the teachings of Abu I;!anifa regarding the bajj al-tamattu',
and also those of the Malilas and the Shafi'is, state that those performing the bajj
al-tamattu' are required to perform two circumambulations (of the ka'ba) and
two passages (betweel) al-Safa and al-Marwa), though the I;!anafis (alone) extend
that rite to those performing the bajj al-qiriin as well. This, however, is a rule
unique to their school (of law). They maintain that the latter (the qiriin) should
also perform both (circumambulations), tracing this back to 'Ali mawqUfan
directly to the Prophet (SAAS).
We have already spoken on all that with regard to the circnmambulation, and
have shown that the lines of transmission for that are weak and contradict
abadith that are categorized as ~abib. But God knows best.
Chapter.

The Messenger of God (SAAS) then returned to Mina after having performed
the al-"uhr prayer at Mecca, as the badith ofJabir shows. Ibn 'Umar stated, "He
returned and performed the al-"uhr prayer at Mina."
Muslim narrated both (abiidith relating to this), as we have given above. It is
possible to reconcile between both by that having occurred at Mecca and at
Mina. But God knows best.
Ibn I;!azm discussed this issue, but reached no decisive conclusion about it.
And he is to be excused for this, since the accounts considered authentic relating
to it are contradictory. But God knows best.
Mu\.1ammad b. Is\.1aq stated, quoting 'Abd al-RaJ.unan b. al-Qasim, from his
father, who quoted ']Pisha as saying, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) proceeded
on (with the pilgrims) for the rest of that day, when he had performed the
al-"uhr prayer. Then he returned to Mina, where he stayed for the nights of
ayyiim al-tashriq, casting (pebbles) at the mound, when the sun began to decline,
seven at each mound, and saying 'God is Most Great!' with each one."
Abu Da'ud is alone in giving this badith.
This shows that his proceeding to Mecca on the day of the sacrifice was after
the sun began to decline. This contradicts absolutely the badithof Ibn 'Umar.
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And there is also controversy over his contradiction of the badtth of]abir. But
God knows best.

ChaPter.
On that fine day the Messenger of God (SAAS) gave a wonderful address that
numerous abiidtth reiterate. We will relate those of them that God, the Almighty
and Glorious, so enables us.
Al-Bukharj gave a section entitled, Chapter on the address made during the days
at Minii.
He went on to state that 'All b. 'Abd Allah related to him, quoting Yal.wa b.
Sa'jd, quoting Fuqayl b. Ghazwan, quoting qkrirna, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) made an address to the people on the day of
the sacrifice. He said, "0 people, what day is this?" They replied, "A day that
is baram, 'sacrosanct'." "And what land is this?" he asked. "A sacrosanct land,"
they replied. "And what month is this?" he asked. "A sacrosanct month,"
they replied. He then said, "Your blood, your possessions and your honour are
sacrosanct for you, like this day of yours in this your land in this your month."
Ibn 'Abbas weut on, "He repeated this several times. Then, raising his head, he
went on, '0 God, have I delivered (the message well)? 0 God, I have delivered
(the message).'''
Ibn 'Abbas continued, "By Him in whose hand is my soul, it was his testament
to his nation. (He then stated), 'Let those witnessing this inform those absent.
Do not revert into being unbelievers after me, striking the necks ofone another!'"
Al-Tirmidhj narrated it from al-Fallas, from Ya\.1ya al-Q1t:tan. He characterized
it as basan $abib.
Al-Bukhilli also stated that 'Abd Allah b. Mul,lammad related to him, quoting
Abu 'Amir, quoting Qurra, from Mul,lammad b. SUIn, quoting 'Abd a1-Ral,lman
b. Abu Bakra, from his father, and a man more worthy in my view that 'Abd .
a1-RaJ:unan I:Iumayd b. 'Abd a1-Ral,lmam, from Abu Bakra, may God be pleased
with him, who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) made an address to us on the day of
the sacrifice. He said, 'Do you know what day this is?' We replied, 'God and His
Messenger know best.' He was silent, so that we thought he was going to give it
some different name. He then asked, 'Is this not the day of the sacrifice?' 'Why,
yes,' we replied. 'And what month is this?' he asked. 'God and His Messenger
know best,' we replied. He was silent, so that we thought he was going to give it
some different name. He then asked, "Is this not Dhii al-lfijja?'" 'Yes indeed,'
we replied. 'And what land is this?' he asked. 'God and His Messenger know
best,' we replied. He was silent so that we thought he was going to change its
name. 'Is this not the sacrosanct land?' he asked. 'Yes indeed,' we replied.
"He went on, 'Your blood and your possessions are sacrosanct for you, just as
this day of yours is holy for you, in this month of yours, in this land of yours,
until the day you meet your Lord. And have I delivered (the message)?' 'Yes,' we
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replied. He went on, '0 God, bear witness! Let those present inform those
absent; and many who will be informed (of this) will be more conscious than
those who hear (it now). Do not revert into being unbelievers after me, striking
the necks of one another.'"

AI-Bukharl and Muslim narrated it through several lines, from MuJ:>ammad
b. SIrln. Muslim narrated it from a I;adith of'Abd Allah b. 'Awn, from Ibn SIrln,
from 'Abd al-Ral:>man b. Abu Bakra, from his father. He added at its end, "He
then turned aside to two fine rams, both of which he sacrificed. He also (turned
towards) a herd of goats and divided them up between us."
Imam Al:>mad stated that Isma'II related to him, quoting Ayyrrb, from MuJ:>anunad
b. SIrln, from Abu Bakra, (who said) "The Messenger of God (SAAS) made an
address on his I;ijja, saying, 'Time has run a course, as was its way the day God
created the heavens and the earth. The year has twelve months, ofwhich four are
sacrosanct. Three follow one another in succession - Dhu al-Q;J.'da, Dhu al-I:Iijja
and al-MuJ:>arram. And there is Rajabof (Banu) Muqar, which is between
Jumada 'jUd Sha'ban.'
"He went on, 'And what day is this?' We replied, 'God and His Messenger
know best.' He was silent, so that we thought he was giving it a different name.
He then asked, 'Is this notthe day ofthe sacrifice?' We replied, 'Yes indeed.' He
then asked, 'What month is this?' We said, 'God and His Messenger know best.'
He was silent so that we thought he was giving it a new name. He then asked, 'Is
it not Dhu al-I:Iijja?' 'Yes indeed,' we replied. Then he asked, 'What country is
this?' 'God and His Messenger know best,' we replied. He was silent, so that we
thought he was giving it a new name. Then he asked, 'Is it not the sacrosanct
land?' We replied, 'Yes indeed.' He then said, 'Your money and your possessions,'
- I think he also said 'and your honour' - 'are sacrosanct for you, as this day of
yours is sacrosanct in this your month and this your country. You will meet your
Lord and he will question you about your deeds. Do not revert after me into
error, striking the necks of one another. Have I delivered (the message well)? Let
those witnessing deliver the message to those absent. And perhaps those who are
informed will be more conscious of it than some of those who heard it.'''
This is how it occurs in the I;adith collection ofImam Al:>mad, from Mul:>anunad
b. SIrln, from Abu Bakra. Abu Da'ud narrated it similarly from Musaddad.
AI-Nasa'I gave it from 'Amr b. Zurara, both of whom quoted from Isma'I1- he
being Ibn 'Uliyya - from Ayyub, from Ibn SIrln, from Abu Bakra.
It is interrupted in its line of transmission because both authors of the $al;il;
collections gave it from another route, fro~ Ayyub and others, from MuJ:>anunad
b. SIrln, from 'Abd al-RaJ:>man b. Abu Bakra, fro~ his father.
AI-Bukhiili stated also that MuJ:>ammad b. al-Muthanna related to him,
quoting Yazld b. Harun, quoting 'A~im b. MuJ:>ammad b. Zayd, from his father,
from Ibn 'Umar. He said, "The Prophet (SAAS) asked at Mina, 'Do you know
. what day this is?' They replied, 'God and His Messenger know best.' He went
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on, 'This day is sacrosanct; and do you know what land this is?' They replied,
'God and His Messenger know best.' He went on, 'It is a sacrosanct land.' He
asked, 'And do you know what month this is?' They replied, 'God and His
Messenger know best.' 'It is a sacrosanct month,' he said. He went on, 'And God
made sacrosanct for you your blood, your possessions and your honour, like he
made sacrosanct the nature of this your day in this your month in this your
land.'"

Al-Bukhari gave it in various places of his ,abib collection, as did the rest
of the major scholars, except for al-Tirmidhi, through various routes from
Mu1)ammad b. Zayd b. 'Abd Allah b. Vmar, from his grandfather, 'Abd Allah
b. Vmar.
Al-Bukhari (also) stated, "And Hisham b. al-Ghaz stated that Nafi' informed
him, from Ibn Vmar, that the Prophet (SAAS) stood between the pillars on the
bijja he made on his pilgrimage and said, 'This is the day of al-bajj al-akbar, "the
major pilgrimage". The Prophet (SAAS) then began by declaring, '0 God, bear
witness!' He then said farewell to the people and they said, 'This is the bijjat
al-wadaC, "the farewell pilgrimage".'"
Abu Da'ud gave a line of transmission for this badith from Mu'ammal b.
al-Facjl, from al-Walid b. Muslim. Ibn Maja gave it from Hisham b. 'Ammar,
from Sadaqa b. Khalid, both of whom quoted from Hisham b. al-Ghaz b. Rabi'a
al-Jarashi Abu al-'Abbas al-Dimashqi.
His standing at the pillars to make this address renders it possible that it was
delivered after his casting at the pillar on the day of the sacrifice and before his
circumambulation. It is also possible that it was delivered after his circumambulation, his return to Mina and his casting (the stones) at the pillars.
However, the first possibility is strengthened by what al-Nasa'i narrated,
when he said that 'Amr b. Hisham al-I:Iarrani related to him, quoting Mu1)ammad
b. Salam, from Abu 'Abd al-Ra!)man, from Zayd b. Abu Unaysa, from Ya1)ya b.
I:Iu~ayn al-A1)masi, from his grandmother Umm I:Iu~ayn. She stated, "I took
part in the bijja of the Prophet (SAAS); I saw Bilal holding the bridle of his
camel, while Usama b. Zayd raised a garment above him, sheltering him from
the heat, while he was in the ibriim state, until he cast at the pillar at al-'Aqaba.
He then made an address to the people, praising and lauding God and saying
many things."
Muslim narrated it from a badith of Zayd b. Abu Unaysa, from Ya1)ya b.
al-I:Iu~ayn, from his grandmother, Umm al-I:Iu~ayn. She stated, "I performed
the bijjat al-wadii' with the Messenger of God (SAAS). I saw Usama and Bilal;
one of them was holding the bridle of the Messenger of God (SAAS), while the
other raised his garment sheltering him from the heat until he cast (pebbles) at
the mound at al-'Aqaba."
She went on, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) said many things. I then
heard him say, '(Even) if a castrated' - I think he said 'black' - 'slave should
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become your commander, who leads you with God's Book, then listen to him
and obey.'"

Imam A1)mad stated that Mu!.>ammad b. 'Ubayd Allah related to him,
quoting al-A'mash, from Abu Salil) - he being Dhakwan al-Samman - from
Jabir, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) made an address to us on
the day of the sacrifice and he said, 'Which day is the most sacrosanct?' They
replied, 'This day of ours.' He asked, 'Which month is the most sacrosanct?'
They replied, 'This month of ours.' He asked, 'Which land is the most
sacrosanct?' They replied, 'This land of ours.' He then said, 'Your blood and
your possessions are sacrosanct for you as this day of yours in this country of
yours in this month of yours are sacrosanct. Have I delivered the message
successfully?' 'Yes,' they replied. He then said, '0 God, bear witness. '"
A1)mad is alone in giving it with this line; it meets the criteria of the two
~a[li[l collection. Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba narrated it from Abu Mu'awiya, from
al-A'mash.
The [ladith ofJa'far b. Mu!.>ammad is given above, from his father, from Jabir
III the address given by the Prophet (SAAS), on the day at Mt. 'Arafat. God
knows best.
Imam A!.>mad stated that 'Ali b. Ba!.>r related to him, quoting 'Isa b. Yunus,
from al-A'mash, from Abu Sali!.>, from Abu Sa'id al-Khudri, who said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) spoke on the [lijjat al-wadlt<", and he proceeded to
give it.
Ibn Maja narrated it from Hisham b. 'Ammar, from 'Isa b. YUnus. Its line
of transmission meets the criteria of both ~a[li[l collections. But God knows
best.
The /taft'? Abu Bakr al-Razzar stated that Abu Hisham related to him,
quoting I:Iaf~, from al-A'mash, from Abu Siili!.>, from Abu Hurayra, and Abu
Sa'id (who said) that the Messenger of God (SAAS) made an address. He asked,
'What day is this?' They replied, 'A sacrosanct day.' He said, 'Your blood and
your possessions are sacrosanct for you as this day of yours in this month of
yours in this land of yours are sacrosanct.'"

Al-Bazzar went on to state, "AbU Mu'awiya narrated it from al-A'mash,
from Abu Sali!.>, from Abu Hurayra and Abu Sa'id. Abu Hisham joined both
together for us, from I:Iaf~ b. Ghiyath, from al-A'mash, from Abu Sali!.>, from Abu
Hurayra and Abu Sa'id."
I note that the account given by AJ.>mad from Mu!.>ammad b. 'Ubayd
al-Tanafusi, from al-A'mash, from Abu Sali!.>, from Jabir b. 'Abd Allah, is given
above. Perhaps Abu Sali!.> gave it from three (sources).
Hilal b. Yasaf stated, from Salama b. Q;tys al-Ashja'i, who said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) said on the [lijjat al-wada', 'They are only four in number; do
not associate anything with God; do not kill, for God has forbidden this, unless
by the right; do not commit adultery; and do not steal.'"
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Salama b. Q;tys aI-Ashja'i went on, "And no one became more careful regarding
these four than myself when I heard them from the Messenger of God (SAAS)."
A\:unad and aI-Nasii'i narrated this from a badith of Man~ilr, from Hiliil b.
Yasaf. Sufyan b. 'Uyayna narrated it similarly, as did aI-Thawri, from Man~ilr.
Ibn I:Iazm stated on the subject of the bijjat al-wadii' that Al;tmad b. 'Umar
b. Anas al-'Udhn related to him, quoting Abil Dharr 'Abd Allah b. A\:unad
al-Harwi aI-An~ari, quoting A\:unad b. 'Abdan, the biifi;; at aI-Ahwaz, quoting
Sahl b. Milsa b. Shirzad, quoting Milsa b. 'Amr b. 'A~im, quoting Abil
al-'Awwam, quoting Mul;tammad b. Jul;tada, from Ziyad b. 'Alaqa, from Usama
b. Shank, who said, "I witnessed the Messenger of God (SAAS), on the bijjat
al-wadii' while he was delivering an address. He said, 'Your mother, your father,
your sister, your brother and then the closest to you, and the closest to you.'
Some people then came and said, 'Messenger of God, Banil Yarbil' attacked us!'
The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'No person should harm any other.' A
man who had forgotten to cast stones at the pillars ,then asked him' what he
should do. He replied, 'So cast the pebbles (now); no matter.' Another man then
came to him and said, 'Messenger of God, I forgot to circumambulate.' He
replied, 'So circnmambulate (now); no matter.' Another man came to him who
had shaved before he had made sacrifice. He told him, 'Make sacrifice; no
matter.' And that day whenever anyone asked him anything, he always replied,
'No matter; no matter!'

"He then said, 'God may make all problems go away - except for a man who
borrows money from a man who is a Muslim; for him there is a problem, and
he is ruined.' He went on, 'God brought down no disease for which He did not
provide a cure - except for senility, that is.'"

Imam A\:unad and the orthodox scholars give some of this text from this line.
Al-Tirmidhi stated, "It is basan, ~abib."
Imam Al;tmad stated that I:Iajjaj related to him, quoting Shu'ba, from 'Ali b.
Mudrik, who said he heard Abil Zur'a relate from Jarir - who was his grandfather
- that the Prophet (SAAS) said on the bijjat al-wadii', "Janr, listen to the
people." He then said in his address, "Do not revert into unbelievers after me,
striking the necks of one another."
A\:unad then narrated it from Ghundar, and from Ibn Mahdi, both of whom
quoted it from Shu'ba. Both authors of the ~a#b collections gave it from a badith
ofShu'ba.
A\:unad stated that Ibn Numayr related to him, quoting Isma'il, from Q;tys,
who said, "We were informed that Janr stated that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
said, 'Listen to the people. I really do not know, after what I see, (whether) you
will revert to being unbelievers, striking the necks of one another.'''
AI-Nasa'i narrated it from a badith of'Abd Allah b. Numayr.
AI-Nasa'j stated that I:Iannad b. ai-Sam related to him, from Abil al-Al;twa~,
from Ibn Gharqada, from Sulayman b. 'Amr, from his father, who said, "I
witnessed the Messenger of God (SAAS), on the bijjat al-wada' as he said,
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'People!' He said this three times. 'What day is this?' They replied, 'It is the day
of the "greater pilgrimage".'
"He went on, 'Your blood, your possessions and your honour are sacrosanct

among yourselves as this day of yours in this land of yours is sacrosanct. Let
no man do harm to his child. Satan has despaired that he will be worshipped in
this your land! However, you will be obedient to him in your performance of
some acts you think insignificant, and he will be pleased. All usury of the jahiliyya
period is abolished. You have (the right to) your capital only. Do no wrong, and
you will not be wronged.'" He proceeded to complete the I;adith as above.
Abu Da'ud gives a section entitled, Chapter ofthose who stated, 'He gives an address
on the day ofthe sacrifice'.
He went on to state that Hamn b. 'Abd Allah related to him, quoting Hisham
b. 'Abd ai-Malik, quoting 'lkrima - he being Ibn 'Amrnar - quoting al-Hirrnas
b. Ziyad al-Bahili, who said, "I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) make an
address to the people while on his camel al-'.At/biP on the day of the immolation
at Min~i."

Al)mad and al-Nasa'i narrated it from several lines, from 'lkrima b. 'Ammar,
from al-Hirrnas, who said, "My father was mounted behind myselfand I saw the
Messenger of God (SAAS) making an address to the people at Mina on the day
of the sacrifice while on his camel al-'.At/ba'."
This is the wording of Al;trnad. It is from one of the three volumes of his
musnad compendium.
Abu Da'ud stated further that Mu'amrnil b. al-Fagl al-I:I= related to him,
quoting al-Walid, quoting Ibn Jabir, quoting Suillyrn b. 'Amir al-Kala'i, who
said he heard Abu Amama say, "I heard the address given by the Messenger of
God (SAAS), at Mina on the day of the sacrifice."
Imam Al;trnad stated that 'Abd al-Ral;trnan related to him, from Mu'awiya b.
SaliI:t, quoting Sulayrn b. 'Amir al-Kala'i, who said, "I heard Abu Umama state,
'I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS), one day while mouoted upon al-Jad'a',
his feet placed in the stirrups, stretching out so that people would hear. He said
at the top of his voice, "Do you not hear?" One man in one of the groups of
people asked, "Messenger of God, with what do you charge us?" He replied,
"Worship your Lord. Perform your five (prayers). Fast for your month. And
obey when you are commanded. (Then) you will enter your Lord's garden.'"
"I (Sulayrn) asked him, 'Abu Umama, (how old were you) at that time?' He
replied, 'At that time I was a man of 30, controlling the camel and urging it
forwards towards the Messenger of God (SAAS).'"
Al;trnad also narrated it from Zayd b. al-I:Iubab, from Mu'awiya b. Salil),
and al-Tirrnidhl gave it from Musa b. 'Abd al-Ral;tman al-Kufi, from Zayd b.
al-I:Iubab. He stated that it was I;asan ~al;il;, "good and authentic".
Imam Al;trnad stated that Abu al-Mughira related to him, quoting Isma'i!
b. 'Abbas, quoting Shural)bil b. Muslim al-Khawlarn who stated that he heard
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Abu Umama aI-Bahili say, "I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say in his
address on the year of the bijjat al-wada" 'God has given to each worthy man
his due, and so there is no testamentary inheritance for an heir. The child applies
to the bed (to the parents). For the adulteress there is the stone, and their
reckoning is with God. Anyone making a claim to anyone but his father or claims
an association with any patron not his own, upon him shall be God's curse
that shall follow him till Judgement Day. A woman may not expend from her
household (funds) except with the permission of her husband.'
"Someone asked him, 'Messenger of God, not even for food?' He replied,
'That is the best of our possessions.' He then went on to say, 'Things borrowed
must be returned.'"
The scholars of the four orthodox schools narrated it from a badith ofIsma'il
b. 'Ayyiish. AI-Tirmidhi categorized it as basan, "good".
Abu Da'ud, may God have mercy upon him, then gave a section entitled,
Section on when he makes an address on the day ofthe sacrifice.
He went on to state that 'Abd al-Wahhab b. 'Abd al-Ral,J.im aI-Dimashqi
related to him, quoting Marwan, from Hilal b. 'Amir al-Muzani, quoting Rafi'
b. 'Amr aI-Muzani, who said, "I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS) make an
address to the people at Mina when dawn arose. He was mounted on a grey
she-mule. 'Ali was speaking on his behalf. Some of the people there were
standing, others were seated."
AI-Nasa'i narrated it from Dul;taym, from Marwan al-Faziili.
Imam Al;tmad stated that Abu Mu'awiya related to him, quoting Hilal b. 'Amir
al-Muzani, from his father, who said, "I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS)
making an address to the people at Mina on a she-mule, wearing a red cloak.
And there was a man who had participated in the battle ofBadr in front of him
speaking on his behalf. I then advanced and placed my hand between his foot
and his shoe-lace. I was surprised at how cool it (his foot) was."
Imam Al;tmad stated that Mul;tammad b. 'Ubayd related to him, quoting a
sheikh ofBanu Fazara, from Hilal b. 'Amir aI-Muzani, who quoted his father as
saying, "I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS), mounted upon a grey she-mule;
'Ali was speaking on his behalf."
Abu Da'ud narrated it from a badith of Abu Mu'awiya, from Hila! b. 'Amir.
Abu Da'ud went on to give a chapter entitled, Section on what the Imam refers
to in his address at Mina.
He then stated that Musaddad related to him, quoting 'Abd aI-Warith,
from Burnayd al-A'raj, from Mul;tammmad b. Ibrahim aI-Taymi, from 'Abd
al-Ral;tman b. Mu'adh aI-Taymi, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
made an address to us while we were at Mina. Our bearing was so accentuated
that we could hear what he was saying while we were in our dwellings. He started
off by instructing them on their rites, until he reached the (method of stoning)
the pillars, at which point he raised both index fmgers. Thereafter he gave orders
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to the muhajirin and they positioned themselves at the front of the mosqne. He
gave orders to the a~ar and they went behind the mosque. (The rest of) the
people took their places thereafter."
Al;imad narrated it from 'Abd al-$amad b. 'Abd al-Warith, from his father.
AI-Nasa'i gave it from a {tadith of Ibn al-Mubarak, from 'Abd al-Warith in
similar form.
Hereabove is given the account of Imam Al;irnad, from 'Abd al~Razzaq,
from Mamar, from Mul;iammad b. IbrahIm al-TaymI, from 'Abd al-Rai)man b.
Mu'adh, from a man who was one of the Companions. God knows best.
It is established in both ~a{ti{t collections, from a {tadith of Ibn ]urayj, from
al-Zuhrl, from '1sa b. TalI;ia, from 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-'A~ (who said).
"While the Messenger of God ($AAS) was making an address to us on the day
of the sacrifice, a man got up and said to him, 'I used to think that this-and-that
was before so-and-such.' Another man then arose and said, 'I used to think that
this-and-that was before this.' The Messenger of God ($AAS) responded, 'Do
it (thus). No matter.'''
Both compilers of the ~a{ti{t collections gave it from a {tadith of Malik. Muslim
added, "and Yunus, from al-ZuhrI". He gives many variations, but this is not the
right place to scrutinize them. The correct place is (my) work Kitab al-A{tkam.
From God help is to be sought.
In the wording of both ~a{ti{t collections, he stated, "The Messenger of God
($AAS) was not that day asked about anything relating (to the sequence of
the (tajj rites) without him responding, "Do it; no matter."
Chapter.

The Prophet ($AAS) then stopped at Mina where the mosque is today, so it
is said. He positioned the muhajirin to his right and the a~ar to his left, with
the rest of the people thereafter around them.
The {taft" al-Bayhaqi stated that 'Abd Allah al-I;Iafi? informed him that 'All
b. Mul;iammad b. 'liqba al-Shaybani ofal-Kufa (related to him) quoting Ibrahim
b. Isl;iaq al-ZuhrI, quoting 'Ubayd Allah b. Musa, quoting Isra'il, from Ibrahim
b. Muhajir, from Yusufb. Mahik, from Umm Musayka, from 'A'isha, who said,
"Someone asked the Messenger of God ($AAS), 'Should we not construct for
you at Mina a building to shade you!' He replied, 'No; Mina was a residence
of former people.'"
This line of transmission is not bad; however, it is not in al-Musnad, nor in
the six canonical collections of traditions from this line.
Abu Da'ud stated that AbU Bakr Mul;iammad b. Khallad al-Bahill related to
him, quoting Yal;iya, from Ibn]urayj, quoting I;Iariz - or Abu I;Iariz, the doubt
stems from Yal;iya - who stated that he heard 'Abd al-Ral;iman b. Farrukh ask
Ibn 'limar, "When we do business (during the (tijja) with the people's goods and
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one of us happens to be in Mecca, is he allowed to spend the night there (or
should he return to Mina)?" He replied, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
overnighted at Mina and went on doing so."
Abu Da'ud is alone in giving this.
Abu Da'ud went on to state that 'Vthman b. Abu Shayba related to him,
quoting Ibn Numayr and Abu Usama, from 'Vbayd Allah, from Nafi', from Ibn
'Vmar, who said, "Ai-'Abbas asked permission ofthe Messenger of God (SAAS),
to stay in Mecca for the nights (one is supposed to spend) at Mina because of
(his role in) providing the water for the pilgrims; he gave him permission."
Al-Bukhari narrated it similarly, as did Muslim, from a badith of 'Abd Allah
b. Numayr. Al-Bukhari added, "along with Abu J;>amra Anas b. qyag". Muslim
added, "and Abu Usama Barmnad b. Usama".
Al-Bukhari traced it from Abu Usama and 'Vqba b. Khalid, all of them
quoting 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Vmar.
At Mina the Messenger of God (SAAS) wonld shorten (the daily prayers of
four raka'iU) to two raka'at, as is established in both iabib collections from a
badith ofIbn Mas'ud and Baritha b. Wahb, may God be pleased with them both.
This is why a number of scholars of the Maliki school, maintain that the
shorteuing (of the daily prayers, where applicable, to just two raka'at) was part of
the rites of the bajj. They say, "Regarding those who state that the Messenger of
God (SAAS) used at Mina to say to the people of Mecca, 'Complete (the prayer
as normal); we (shorten our prayer because) we are a people who are travelling.'"
But these people are mistakeu; the Messenger of God (SAAS) only said this in
the year of the conquest (of Mecca) while he was staying at al-AbtaJ.>, as we have
stated hereabove. But God knows best.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) used to cast stones at the three pillars every
day of those he spent at Mina, after the sun had declined, as Jabir related above.
He would do so on foot, as Ibn 'Vmar stated heretofore, castiug seven stoues
saying, "God is most Great!" with each one. He would, moreover, stop and pray
at the first and the second and pray to God, Almighty and Glorious is He, but
he would not stop at the third.
Abu Da'ud stated that 'Ali b. BaJ.>r related to him, as did 'Abd Allah b. Sa'id
al-Ma'ni, who both stated that Abu Khalid al-AJ.>mar related to them, from
MuJ.>ammad b. IsJ.>aq, from 'Abd al-RaJ.>man b. al-Qasim, from his father, who
quoted 'A'isha as saying, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the lawa!
al-ifat/a at the end of his day when he performed the al-:;,uhr prayer. He then
returned to Mina and stayed there for the nights of the ayyam al-tashriq, casting
(stones) at the pillar when the sun began to decline, seven pebbles at each pillar,
and sayiug 'God is most Great!' with each one. He stood and performed prayers
at the first and the second, standing at both at length and making humble
entreaties to God. At the third he cast (stones) without stanaing at it."
Abu Da'ud is alone in giving it.
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Al-Bukhari narrated from more than one line, from Yunus b. Yazid, from
al-Zuhri, from Salim, from Ibn 'Vmar, that the latter would cast seven pebbles
at the lower pillar, saying "God is most Great!" after each one. He then would go
forwards and stand on level ground at length facing the qibla, praying and raising
his hands. After that he would cast stones at the middle pillar, move to the
north and then stand at length, on level ground, facing the qibla, praying with
his hands raised. Thereafter, he would cast (stones) at the big pillar, from the
middle of the wadi, but he would not stand at it. Then he would move away,
saying, 'It was thus that I saw the Messenger of God, God's peace and blessings
be upon him, do it.'"
Wabra b. 'Abd al-Ral,lman stated, "Ibn 'Vmar stopped at al-'Aqaba long
enough to recite the surat al-Baqara (II)." Abu Mijlaz stated, "I estimated his
stopping there to be long enough to recite surat Yiisuf(XII)."
Al-Bayhaqi gave both of these comments.
Imam Al:unad stated that Sufyan b. 'Vyayna related to him, from 'Abd
Allah b. Abu Bakr, from his father, from Abu al-Q;ida\:!, from his father, that
the Messenger of God ($AAS) gave permission to the shepherds that they cast
(stones) on one day and graze their flocks for a day.
A\:!mad stated that Mu\:!ammad b. Abu Bakr related to him, and that
Raw\:! informed him, quoting Ibn Jurayj, quoting Mu\:1anunad b. Abu Bakr b.
Mu\:!ammad b. 'Amr, from his father, from Abu al--Q;tdda\:! b. 'A~im b. 'Adi,
from his father, that the Messenger of God ($AAS) gave permission to the
shepherds to act consecutively and to cast stones on the day ofthe sacrifice. They
would then pray for a day and a night and cast stones on the following day.
Imam A\:!mad stated that 'Abd al-Ra\:1man related to him, quoting Malik,
from 'Abd Allah b. Bakr, from his father, from Abu al-Qudda\:1 b. 'A~im b. 'Adi,
from his father (who said) that the Messenger of God ($AAS) gave permission
to the camel herdsmen to overnight at Mina until they (could) cast stones on the
day of the sacrifice. After having done this, they would also cast stones on the
next day, or on the day thereafter, for two days. And they would then cast stones
on the yawm al-nafr, "the day of the return from Mina".
He narrated it similarly from 'Abd al-Razzaq, from Malik. The scholars of the
al-sunan texts narrate it from the I;adith of Malik, and from that of Sufyan b.
'Vyayna. AI-Tirmidhi stated, "The account of Malik is more authentic; it is a
I;adith that is I;asan ~al;il;."
Chapter: A/:ladith showing that the Prophet (SAAS) made an address to the people
on the second, the middle that is, day ofthe ayyam al-tashriq.

Abu Da'ud gave a section entitled, Chapter regarding which day it was that he
made an address to the people.

He went on to state that Mu\:!ammad b. al-'Ala' related to him, quoting Ibn
al-Mubarak, from Ibrahim b. Nafi', from Ibn Abu Naji\:!, from his father, from
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two men ofBanu Bakr, both of whom stated, "We saw the Messenger of God
(SAAS) make an address around the middle of the days of the ayyam al-tashriq;
we were close by his camel. This was the address he made at Mina."
Abu Da'ud is alone in giving this.
Abu Da'ud then stated that MuJ:tammad b. Bashshar related to him, quoting
Abu 'A~im, quoting Rabl'a b. 'Abd al-Ral:tman b. I:Iu~ayn, quoting his grandmother Sarra', daughter of Nabhan, who had headed a household before the
coming of Isllim, She said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) made an address to
us on theyawm al-ru'iis, 'the day of the heads'. He (Rabl'a) asked, 'And what day
is that?' We stated, 'God and His Messenger know best!' He asked, 'Is that not
the middle day of the ayyam al-tashriq?'"
Abu Da'ud was alone in giving this.
Abu Da'ud went on, "The uncle of Abu I:I"rrat al-Raqashl stated that he
made the address on the middle day of the ayyam al-tashriq."
Imam AJ:tmad narrated this badith with a fully connected line of transmission
and at length. He stated that CUthman related to him, quoting I:Iammad b.
Salama, quoting 'Ali b. Zayd, from Abu I:Iurrat a1-Raqashi, from his uncle, who
said, "I was holding the reins of the camel of the Messenger of God (SAAS), in
the middle of the days of the ayyam al-tashriq, keeping the people away from
him. He said, '0 people, do you know on which day of which month and in
which land you are?' They replied, 'On a sacrosanct day, of a sacrosanct month,
in a sacrosanct land.' He went on, 'Your blood, your possessions and your
honour are sacrosanct for you, as is this your day, in this your month, in this
your land, on until you meet Him.' "He went on, 'Listen to me and live. Do not
do wrong! Do not do wrong! Do not do wrong! The property of a Muslim is not
permitted to you, except by his wish. All blood, money and deeds done in the
jahiliyya are (crushed) beneath these feet ofmine until Judgement Day. The first
blood debt abolished is that of Ibn Rabi'a b. al-I:Iarith b. 'Abd a1-MU\1a1ib - he
was fostered among Banu Sa'd, and Hudhayl killed him. All the usury charges
of the jahiliyya are abolished. God has decreed that the first usury charges to be
abolished are those of a1-'Abbas b. 'Abd al-MU\1alib. Your capital is your own;
do not do wrong and you will not be wronged.'
'''Time has revolved as was its fashion the day God created the heavens and
the earth.' He then recited, 'The number of the months with God is twelve
months in God's ordinance since the day He created the heavens and the earth.
Of these four are sacrosanct. That is the correct reckoning. Therefore do not
harm yourselves regarding them' (siirat al-Tawba (al-Bara'a); IX, v.36). 'Do not
revert after me into unbelievers, striking the necks of one another. Satan has
despaired that those who pray will worship him. However, he is present in the
dissention between yourselves.
"'Fear God in (your relationships) with women. They are (as) captives with
you. They own nothing but themselves. They have rights over you, and you have
rights over them - that they not allow anyone other than yourselves to set foot
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in your furnishings, and that they not give permission (to anyone you dislike) to
enter your homes. If you fear those of them who are fractious, then admonish
them and leave them in the beds and strike them, but not viciously. They have
rights to their provisions and their clothing, in kindness. It was only by God's
covenant that you took them; and it is by God's word that you are permitted
access to their sexual organs. And whoever has a covenant should discharge it
to whomever entrusted it to him.'
"He then spread out his hands and said, 'Have I delivered the message? Have
I delivered the message?' He went on, 'Let those witnessing inform those absent.
Many of those who are informed are happier than those who hear.'"
!::Iurnayd stated that when these words reached al-!::Iasan he commented,
"They have indeed delivered the message to peoples who were happier by it."
Abu Da'ud narrated an account in the Kitab al-Nika!; chapter of his work
al-Sunan, from Musa b. Isma'd, from !::Iarmnad b. Salama, from 'AlI b. Zayd b.
Jad'an, from Abu !::Iurrat al-Raqqashl - his given name being !::IanIfa - from
his uncle, that makes some reference to the "women who are fractious" (in the
above !;adtth).
Ibn !::Iazm stated, "It is said that the Prophet (SAAS) made an address on the
yawm al-ru?us, that being the second day, following the day of the sacrifice, as the
Meccans do not dispute. It is said also that this is the awsa!, 'the middle', of the
ayyam al-tashriq. It is likely that the word awsa! is being used here in the sense
of ashraf, "most noble", as in the words ofGod Almighty, "And likewise we have
made of you a nation that is awsa!, 'most noble'" (surat al-Baqara; II, v.143).

This view adopted by Ibn !::Iazm is implausible. But God knows best.
The !;afi.. Abu Bakr al-Bazzar stated that al-Walid b. 'Amr b. MiskIn related
to him, quoting Abu Hammarn Mul;lammad b. al-Zabraqan, quoting Musa b.
CUbayda, from 'Abd Allah b. DInar and Sadaqa b. Yasar from 'Abd Allah b.
Vmar, who said, "This surat was revealed to the Messenger of God (SAAS), at
Mina during the awsa! ofthe ayyam al-tashriq, on the !;ijjat al-wadii': 'When God's
help and the victory came' (surat al-NaFr; CX, v.l). He knew that it was the
farewell, and he ordered that his camel al-Q;\~wa' be brought. It was saddled for
him and he mounted it and stood for the people at al-'Aqaba. There assembled
around him as many of the Muslims as God wished. He gave appropriate praise
and thanks to God and then he said, 'To proceed: 0 people! All blood debts of
the jahiliyya are made null and void; the first blood debt so rendered is that of
Ibn RabI'a b. al-!::Iarith - who was suckled among the Banu Layth and killed by
Hudhayl. All usury of the jahiliyya is abolished. The first such usury abolished
is that of al-'Abbas b. 'Abd al-Munalib.
'''0 people! Time has revolved as is its fashion (since) the day God created the
skies and the earth. The number ofthe months with God is twelve, ofwhich four
are sacrosanct. (These are) Rajab of (Banu) MUQar that is between Jumada and
Sha'bao, DM al-Q;\'da, Dhu al-!::Iijja and al-MuI;larram. "That is the correct
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faith; do not wrong yourselves in them" (siirat al- Tawba; IX, v.36). And "al-flast',
'intercalation', is an excess of disbelief; by it those who disbelieve are led astray.
One year they make it permissible and another year they make it prohibited, in
order to conform (outwardly) with the number that God made sacred" (siirat
al-Tawba; IX, v.37). One year they would make Safar balitl and another year they
would make al-Mu!)arram baram. One year they would make Safar baram and
another they would make al-Mu!)arram balal. That is ai-nasi', 'intercalation'."
"'0 people, those having deposits should award them to those who entrusted
them with them. 0 people, Satan has despaired that he will be worshipped
in your land till the end of time. Yet he may be pleased with you, by (your)
despicable acts. Beware of him (harming) your religion by despicable acts. 0
people! Women are (as) captives with you. You took them with God's covenant
and you are permitted access to their sexual organs by God's word. You have
rights over them and they have rights over you. One of your rights you have
over them is that they not allow others than yourselves to set foot upon your
furnishings. And they should not disobey you in (your) permissible requests.
If they so obey, then you have no right to (chastise them). They are due their
food and their clothing in kindness. If you strike (them), then do so without
viciousness. No man shouId have access to his brother's funds, unless with his
goodwill. 0 people! I have left among you that with which, if you adopt it, you
will not go astray, the Book of God; behave by it.
'''0 People! What day is this?' They replied, 'A sacrosanct day.' He said,
'What land is this?' They replied, 'A sacrosanct land.' He asked, 'What month is
this?' They replied, 'A sacrosanct month.' He said, 'God has made sacrosanct
your blood, your possessions and your honour, just as this day in this land and
this month are sacrosanct. Let those of you who witness inform those of you
who are absent. There will be no prophet after me, and no nation after you.' He
then raised his hands and said, '0 God, bear witness!'"
REFERENCES TO A lJADITH IN WHICH IT IS STATED THAT THE
MESSENGER OF GOD (SAASj WOULD VISIT THE KA'BA EVERY
NIGHT OF THOSE AT MINI!.

AI-Bukhari stated, "It is recounted from Abu Bassan from Ibn 'Abbas, that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) would visit the ka'ba during the days at Mina."
He related it thus, with a comment that it was a weak tradition.
The bafi:r- al-Bayhaqi stated that Abu al-Basan b. 'Abdan informed him,
quoting A!)mad b. 'Ubayd al-Saffar, quoting al-'Umari, quoting Ibn 'ArCara, who
said, "Mu'adh b. Hisham presented us a document, saying, 'I heard it from my
father; he did not read it.' He went on, 'In it it states, "from ~tada, from Abu
Bassan, from Ibn 'Abbas (who said) that the Messenger of God (SAAS) would
visit the ka'ba every night for so long as he was at Mina." He commented, 'I
never saw anyone agree with him over this."'"
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Al~BayhaqI stated that al~ThawrI narrated in the book a1cJami', from Ibn
TaWilS, from TaWilS, from Ibn 'Abbas (who said) "The Messenger of God
(~AAS) would perform the circumambulation (of the ka'ba) every night"
- those at Mina, that is. This badith is mursal.

Chapter.
The sixth day ofDhil al-I:Iijja, according to some, is said to have been known as
the yawm al~zina, "the day for decoration", because on it the sacrificial camels
would be adorned with garlands and other things.
The seventh day is known as the yawm al~tarwiyya, "the day for the
provisioning with water", because on it they refresh themselves with the water
and carry away what they need ofit for the al~wuquJ, "the stationing" (at 'Arafat),
and thereafter.
The eighth day is known as yawm Mina, "the day at Mina", because pilgrims
proceed then from al~Abta1). to Mina.
The ninth day is known as yawm 'Arafat, "the day at Mt. 'Arafat', because
they stand upon it that day.
The tenth day is known as yawm al-nahr, "the day of the sacrifice", and yawm
al-a4ba', "the day ofthe immolation", and asyawm al~bajj al~akbaru, "day of the
greater bajl".
The day following that is known as yawm al-qarr, "the day of rest", since on
that day pilgrims rest. It is also known as yawm al~ni'us, "the day of the heads",
because on that day they eat the heads of the animals sacrificed. It is the first of
the ayyam al~tashriq.
The second day of the ayyam al~tashriq is known as the yawm al~nafr
al~awwal, "the first day ofthe departure", because it is permissible to leave on it.
It is also said to refer to the day known as the yawm al~ni'us.
The third day of the ayyam al~tashriq is known as the yawm al-nafr al~akhir,
"the other day ofthe departure". God Almighty stated, "Those who hasten away
in two days shall not be considered sinful; and those who remain behind are not
considered sinful" (surat al~Baqara; II, v.203).
On the yawm al~nafr, the third day of the ayyam al~tashriq, that being a Tuesday,
the Messenger of God (~AAS) and the Muslims with him got upon their
mounts. He departed with them from Mina and stopped at al~Mu1).a~~ab, a wadi
between Mecca and Mina. There he performed the al~'a,r prayer.
Al~Bukhari stated that Mu1).ammad b. al-Muthanna related to him, quoting
Is1).aq b. Yilsuf, quoting Suf'yan al-ThawrI, from 'Abd al~'AziZ b. Rufay', who said,
"I asked Anas b. Malik, 'Tell me about something you heard related about the
Messenger ofGod (~AAS). Where did he perform the al~:;.uhrprayer on theyawm
al~tarwiyya?' He replied, 'At Mina'. I asked, 'Where did he perform the al-'a,r
prayer on theyawm al-nafr?' 'At al~Abta1).; do as your leaders do,' he replied."
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It is also narrated that the Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the al-:;,uhr
prayer on the yawm al-nafr atal-AbtaJ:1; that is aI-Mul)",,~ab. But God knows best.
Al-BukhilIi (also) stated that 'Abd al-Mutta'all b. T"alib related to him, quoting
Ibn Wahb, quoting 'Amr b. al-J::Iarith, (who said) that Qttada related to him
that Anas b. Malik related to him that, "The Prophet (SAAS) performed the
al-:;,uhr, the al-'a$r, the al-maghrib and the al-'ishit' prayers and laid down to rest
at aI-Mul)",,~ab, rode to the ka'ba and circumambulated it."
I note that he is referring to the tawil!al-wadil', the farewell circumambulation
(after completion of the bijja).
Al-Bukbarl stated that 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Wahhab related to him, quoting
Khalid b. aI-J::Iarith, who said, "'Abd Allah was asked about al-Mul)a~~ab and
so 'Obayd Allah related to us, from Nafi', who said, 'The Messenger of God
(SAAS) stayed there, as did 'Omar and Ibn 'Omar.'"
And from Nafi' (it is narrated that), "Ibn 'Omar would pray there - meaning
aI-Mul)a~~ab - for the al-:;,uhr and the al-'a$r prayers. I think he said, 'and the
al-maghrib prayer'." Khalid (b. al-J::Iarith) stated, "I have no doubt about the
al-'ishil' prayer. He would then lie down and sleep; and he would narrate that
about the Prophet (SAAS)."
Imam Ai)mad stated that Nul) b. Maymun related to him, quoting 'Abd Allah,
from Nafi', from Ibn 'Vmar, who said that the Messenger of God (SAAS), Abu
Bakr, 'Omar and 'Othman stayed at al-Mul)a~~ab.
I saw it thus in the musnad of Imam Al)mad, from a badith of 'Abd Allah
aI-'Omarl, from Nafi'.
A1-Tirmidhl narrated this badith from Isi)aq b. Man~ur. Ibn Milja promulgated
it from Mul)anunad b. YaJ:1ya, both quoting from 'Abd al-Razzaq, from 'Ubayd
Allah b. 'Omar, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Omar, who said, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS), Abu Bakr, 'Omar and 'Othman would stay at al-AbtaJ:1."
Al-Tirmidhl stated, "And on this subject (there are abildith) from 'A'isha,
Abu Rafi' and Ibn 'Abbas. The badith ofIbn 'Omar is basan gharib. And we only
know it from a badith of'Abd aI-Razzaq, from 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Omar."
Muslim narrated it from Mul)anunad b. Mahran al-Razl, from 'Abd al-Razzaq,
from Ma'mar, from ;'\yynb, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Vmar (who said) that the
Messenger of God (SAAS), Abu Bakr and 'Omar would stay at al-Abtal).
Muslim also narrated it from a badith of Sakhr b. Juwayriyya, from Nafi',
from Ibn 'Omar, (who said) that he would stay at aI-Mul)a~~ab, and that he
would perform the al-:;,uhr prayer on the yawm al-nafr at aI-J::Iasaba.
Nafi' stated that the Messenger of God (SAAS) stayed at al-Mul)assab, and
that the caliphs did so after him.
Imam Al)mad stated that YUnus related to him, quoting J::Iammad - meaning
Ibn SaI;m;a - from Ayyub and J::Iumayd, from Bakr b. 'Abd Allah, from Ibn
'Omar, (who said) "The Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the al-:;,uhr, the
al-'a$r, the al-maghrib and the al-'ishil' prayers at aI-Ba\i.ta' and he then slept.
Thereafter he entered" -meaning Mecca - "and circ\lmambulated the ka'ba."
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AJ:unad also narrated it from 'Affan, from l;Iarnmad, from l;Iumayd, from
Bakr, from Ibn 'Vmar.
At the end of this badith he added, "Ibn 'Vmar would do this."
Abu Da'ud narrated it like this from AJ:unad b. l;Ianbal.
AI-BukhiirI stated that al-l;IurnaydI related to him, quoting al-Walld, quoting
al-Awza'I, quoting aI-Zuhn, from Abu Salama, from Abu l;Iurayra, who said,
"The Messenger of God (~AAS) said that as from tomorrow, the day for the
sacrifice at Mina, (they would stay in the khayj); "Tomorrow we will stay at the
khayF 27 of Banu Kinana, where they pledged disbelief to on.e another." By this
he was referring to aI-Mu\.!a~~ab.
Muslim narrated it from Zuhayr b. l;Iarb, from aI-WalId b. Muslim, from
aI-Aw?a'I. He related it the same.
Imam A\.!mad stated that 'Abd al-Razzaq related to him, quoting Ma'mar,
from al-ZuhrI, from 'All b. aI-l;Iusayn, from 'Amr b. 'Vthman, from Usama b.
Zayd, who said, "I asked the Messenger of God (~AAS), 'Where will you stay
tomorrow?' This was on his bijja. He replied, 'Has 'AqII left us anywhere to
stay?' He then said, 'Tomorrow, if God wills it, we will stay at the khayfofBanu
Kinana' - meaning aI-Mu\.!a~~ab - 'where they made a pact of unbelief with
Quraysh.'"
This referred to how Banu Kinana made a pact with Quraysh regarding Banu
Hashim - that they would not intermarry, nor ally with them, nor accommodate
them - until the latter had delivered over to them the Messenger of God
(~AAS), that is.
He (the Prophet (~AAS)) went on to say, "Muslims shall not iuherit from
unbelievers, nor unbelievers from Muslims."
AI-ZuhrI stated that the word al-khayfmeant aI-wadi, "the dry river bed".
They (the authors of the two $abib collections) both gave it from a badith of
'Abd al-Razzaq.
These two abiidith provide evidence that the Prophet (~AAS) planned to stay at
aI-Mu\.!a~~ab to spite them for the agreement the Quraysh unbelievers had made
when they signed the pact to boycott Banu Hashim and Banu aI-Munalib until
they delivered over to them the Messenger of God (~AAS), as we have explained
above in the appropriate place.
He similarly stayed there in the year of the conquest (of Mecca). His having
stayed there therefore constitutes a sunna to be emulated. This is one of the two
comments made by the scholars.
AI-Bukhart stated that Abu Nu'aym related to him, quoting Sufyan, from
Hisham b. 'Vrwa, from his father, from 'A'isha, who said, "The Prophet (~AAS)
only stayed there since it would be more convenient for his departure." This
reference was to aI-Abta\.!.
127. AI-ZuhrI is quoted hereafter as interpreting this obscure word to mean wadi, "dry river

bed".
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Muslim gave it from a J;adlth of Hashim. Abu Da'ud narrated it from Al:tmad
b. I:Ianbal, from Yal;tya b. Sa'id, from Hisham, from his father, from 'A'isha who
said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) only stayed at al-Mul:ta~~ab so that it
would be more convenient for his departure. It is not a sunna. Staying there is a
matter of personal preference."
Al-Bukhari stated that 'Ali b. 'Abd Allah related to him, quoting SufYan, who
said, "'Amr stated, quoting 'Ata' from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, 'Al-Tal:t~ib is
nothing (of importance); it is just somewhere the Messenger of God (SAAS)
stayed."

Muslim narrated it from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba, and others from Sufyan,
the latter being Ibn 'Uyayna.
Abu Da'ud stated that Al:tmad b. I:Ianbal, 'Othman b. Abu Shayba al-Ma'ni
and Musaddad stated that Sufyan related to them, quoting Salil:t b. Kaysan, from
Sulayrnan b. Yasar, who said, "Abu Rafi' stated, 'He' - meaning the Messenger
of God (SAAS) - 'did not order me to stay there. However, his pavilion was
pitched and so he did stay there.'"
Abu Da'ud quoted Musaddad as stating, "He was in charge of the baggage
of the Prophet (SAAS)." Abu Da'ud also quoted 'Othman as stating that this
(place) reference was to a1-Abtal:t.
Muslim narrated it from Qutayba, Abu Bakr and Zuhayr b. I:Iarb from Sufyan
b. 'Uyayna.
The outcome of the above is that all of these are agreed that the Prophet
(SAAS) did stay at a1-Mul:ta~~ab when he left from Mina. However, they do
differ somewhat. Some (scholars) maintain that he had not actually planned to
stay there but had done so by chance and for the conveneince of his departure.
Others interpret his words to imply his having stayed there intentionally. This is
more likely.
That is because the Prophet (SAAS) ordered people that they spend their last
time there at the ka'ba; before that they would leave from all parts, as Ibn 'Abbas
stated. And so he ordered people that their last time there should be at the ka'ba
- this reference being to the lawaI al-wada' "the farewell circumambulation".
The Messenger of God (SAAS) wanted himself and those Muslims there
with him to perform the lawaIal-wada'. He had departed from Mina at around
noon and had not been able to corne to the ka'ba for the rest of that day, to
circumambulate it and travel on into the outskirts of Mecca on the Medina side,
since that would have been impossible for so numerous a throng. And so he
needed to spend the night near Mecca.
There was no place more appropriate for him to stay than a1-Mul:ta~~ab, where
Quraysh had made a pact against Banu Hashim and Banu a1-Munalib. But God
did not fulfil anything for Quraysh, but crushed and defeated them instead,
making His religion dominant, aiding His Prophet and enhancing his influence.
God fulfilled for him the true religion and through him made clear the straight
path.
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And so he went on pilgrimage with the people and made clear to them God's
rites and regulations. He had made his departure after having completed the
rituals and then stayed in that place where Quraysh had sworn a pact for evil,
aggression and boycott. There he performed the prayers for the al-:;.uhr, the
al-'a$r, the al-maghrib and the al-'ishiil and then he went to sleep.
He had dispatched 'j\'isha, "mother of the Believers", along with her brother
'Abd al-Ra1)man, to perform the al-'umra from al-Tan'lm and to come to him after
finishing. When she had completed her 'umra and returned, he gave permission
to the Muslims to proceed to the ancient lea'ba.
As Abu Da'ud stated, "Wahb b. Baqiyya related to me, quoting Khalid, from
Afla\.l, from a1-Qi'sim, from 'j\.'isha, who said, 'I declared myself in a state of
ibriim for the 'umra from a1-Tan'im, entered Mecca and performed it. The
Messenger of God (~AAS) waited for me at a1-Abta\.l until I had finished and
then ordered the people to set off. He went to the ka'ba, circumambulated it
and left.",
Both (authors of the $abib collections) included it, from a badith of Afla\:l
b. I;!umayd.
Abu Da'ud went on to state that Mu\:lammad b. Bashshar related to him,
quoting Abu Bakr - meaning al-I;!anafi - quoting Aflal;1, from a1-Q!isim, from.
'j\.'isha, who said, "I went forth with him" - meaning the Messenger of God
(~AAS) - "on the occasion of the final departure, and he stayed at al-Mu\:la~~ab."
Abu Da'ud stated, "Ibn Bashshar mentioned her having been sent to a1-Tan'im.
She said, "I then came (back shortly) before daybreak. He gave his Companions
permission to depart and did so himself. He passed by the ka'ba before the
al-$ubb prayer. When he left, he circumambulated it and proceeded offto Medina."
AI-Bukhari narrated it from Mu\:lammad b. Bashshar.
I observe that it is clearthat the Prophet (~AAS) performed the al-$ubb prayer
with his COl)1panions that day at the ka'ba. In that prayer of his, he recited, "By
Mt. ai-Till and a book inscribed on a stretched leather! By the inhabited house and
the raised roofl And by the swelling sea" (surat al-Tur; LII, v.I~).
This (conclusion) stems from what al-Bukhan narrated. He stated that Isma'll
related to him, quoting Malik, from Mu\:lanunad b. 'Abd a1-Ra\:lman b. Nawfal,
from 'Urwa b. a1-Zubayr, from Zaynab, daughter of Abu Salama, from Umm
Salama, the wife of the Messenger of God (~AAS), who said, "I complained
to the Messenger of God (~AAS), telling him I was in pain. He replied,.
'Circumambulate at the rear of the people, while mounted.' I did so while he
was praying that day beside the ka'ba and reciting, 'By Mt. a1-Tur and a book
inscribed ...'"
The rest of the scholars of the abiidith, except for al-Tirmidhi, gave it from a
badith of Malik, with a similar line of transmission.
AI-Bukhari narrated it from a badith of Hisham b. 'Urwa, from his father,
from Zaynab, from Umm Salama, to the effect that the Messenger of God (~AAS)
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was at Mecca and wished to leave; however, Umm Salama had not yet circumambulated but wanted to leave. He then told her, "When the al-$ubl) prayer is
being performed, circumambulate on your camel while the people are praying."
He then gave the rest of the I;zadith.
ImiIIII A!)mad narrated that Abu Mu'awiya related to him, quoting Hisham b.
Vrwa, from his father, from Zaynab, daughter ofAbu Salama, from Umm Salama,
who said that the Messenger of God ($AAS), "ordered her to circumambulate
at Mecca with him at the time of the al-$ubl;z prayer on the day ofthe sacrifice".
This obviously has a line of transmission that meets the criteria of both $al;ztl;z
collections. However, no one (else) gave it with this terminology from this line.
Perhaps this is because of the words "the day of the sacrifice" - an error from
the narrator or from the copyist. In fact it was the yawm al-nafr, "the day of the
departure". This is substantiated by the account we have given above from
al-Bukharl. But God knows best.
The outcome of this is that when the Messenger of God ($AAS) had
completed the al-fUbl;z prayer, he performed seven circumambulations of the
ka'ba and stood at the al-multazam l28 that is between the corner bearing the "black
stone" and the door of the ka'ba. He said a prayer to God, the Almighty and
Glorious, and pressed his body close to the ka'ba.
Al-Thawri stated, from aI-Muthanna b. aI-$abbal;l, from 'AIm b. Shu'ayb,
from his father, who quoted his grandfather as saying, "I saw the Messenger of
God ($AAS) press his face and his chest to the al-multazam."
AI-Muthanna is a weak source.

Chapter.
The Messenger of God ($AAS) then made his departure from the lower part of
Mecca. As 'j\'isha stated, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) entered Mecca from
its upper part and left from its lower part." Both $al;ztl;z collections include this.
Ibn Vmar stated, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) entered from the upper
pass at aI-Bat!)a', and left by the lower pass."
Al-Bukbari and Muslim narrated this.
In one version the wording is, "He entered from Kada' and left from Kuda."
ImiIIII Al;lmad stated that Mu!)ammad b. Fuqayl related to him, quoting Ajla!)
b. 'Abd Allah, from Abu al-Zubayr, from Jabir, who said, "The Messenger of
God ($AAS) departed from Mecca at sunset. He did not pray until he reached
Sarif, which is nine miles from Mecca."
This is very strange. There are differing views about Ajla!). Perhaps this
related to some occasion other than the I;zijjat al-wada'. As we have stated above,
the Messenger of God ($AAS) circumambulated the ka'ba after the al-$ubl;z
prayer. What could have delayed him until sunset? This is very strange.
128. The word means here, "the place against which the faithful press while supplicating God".
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Unless, that is, the claim made by Ibn I;!azm is true. Namely, that he returned
to aI-MuJ:1ali~ab from Mecca after his having made the rawaj al-wada' circumambulation. The only evidence he gave for this was the statement of 'j\'isha
when she returned after having made her 'umra from al-Tan'im, meeting the
Prophet (~AAS), at Sa'da, whether while he was going down to the people of
Mecca or while she was descending and he ascending.
Ibn I;!azm stated, "One thing beyond doubt is that she was going up from
Mecca and that he was descending. This is because she had come in for the
'umra and he was waiting until she came. He then aroSe to make the rawaj
al-wada' and met her on his way out to aI-MuJ:1a~~ab from Mecca."
AI-Bukhari gave a section entitled, Chapter on those who stayed at Dha Tuwan
when he returnedfrom Mecca.
AI-Bukhari went on to quote MuJ:1ammad b. '1sa as stating that I;!ammad b.
Zayd related to him, from Ayyilb, from Niifi', to the effect that when Ibn 'Umar
came (on the pilgrimage to Mecca) he spent the night at Ohu TUWiin and went
in (to Mecca) next morning. When he departed (from Mecca) he would pass by
Ohu TUWiin where he would pass the night till next morning. He would relate
.
that the Messenger of God (~AAS) did this.
He related this thus, with a fully connected line of transmission, and in
certainty. He, along with Muslim, substantiated this from a I;adith ofI;!ammad
b. Zayd; however, there is no mention in it of staying at Ohu Tuwan on his
return. God knows best.
An invaluable addendum that gives the information that the Messenger oj Cod
(SAAS) took away some ojthe water ojzamzam with him.
The I;aft!? AbU '1sa aI-Tirmidhi stated that Abu Kurayb related to him,
quoting Khallad b. Yazid al-Ju'fl, quoting Zuhayr b. Mu'awiya, from Hisham b.
'Urwa, from his father, from 'j\'isha, (who said) that she would carry water from
zamzam and she reported that the Messenger of God (~AAS) would carry it.
He (al-Tirmidhi) then stated, "This I;adith is I;asan gharib; we know of it only
from this line."
AI-Bukhari stated that MuJ:1ammad b. Muqatil related to him, quoting 'Abd
Allah - he being Ibn aI-Mubarak - quoting Musa b. 'Uqba, from Salim and
Niifi', from 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar (who said) "When the Messenger of God
(~AAS) returned from a military expedition or from the I;ajj or the 'umra, be
would thrice proclaim, 'God is most Great!'. Then he would Say, 'There is
no god but God alone! He has no associate! Power is His, and praise. He has
control over everything. We return, repenting, worshipping, prostrating to our
Lord, praising. God has fulfilled His promise, given aid to His servant, and
defeated the factions (by Himself) alone.'''
The accounts stating this are numerous. And to God all praise and reliance
are due.
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Chapter: On the narration o[the bad,th showing that the Prophet (SAASj gave an
address in a place between Mecca and Medina on his way back from the !tijjat al-wada',
near al-Jub[a, a place called Chad,r Khumm.

At this place he made clear the virtue of 'Ali b. Abu Talib and how his honour
was untainted by the charges made against him by some of those who had been
with him in Yemen on account of the awards he had issued then that some
thought to be unjust, inadequate and miserly. However, he was in the right
in this.
When, therefore, the Prophet (SAAS) had fmished explaining the pilgrimage
rituals and returned to Medina, on the way he clarified that issue, making
a major address on the 18th of Dhu al-I:Iijja that year. It was a Sunday; it was
delivered beneath a tree at Ghadir Khmnm and in it he clarified a variety of
concerns. He emphasized 'Ali's virtues, his trustworthiness and his closeness to
himself, all of which erased the doubts that many people had about him.
We will, through God's power and help, present the most significant of the
accounts relating to this, making clear what in them is authentic and what is
questionable.
Abu Ja'far Mul;iammad b. Jarir al-Taban, author of the QJ1r'an exegesis
and the history, greatly concerned himself with this ftadfth. He collected two
volumes ofmaterial relating to it, giving its variations in lines of transmission and
terminology. He distinguished between the authentic and inauthentic reports
(contrary) to the practice ofmany of the early authorities on the ftadfth literature,
who presented in this section all that came to them without discriminating
between those of doubtful quality from others of clear authenticity. The same
may be said of the great ftaft'? Abu al-Qisim b. 'Asakir, who gave many aftadfth
relating to this address.
We will give the major relevant accounts with notice that none of it (contains
material) from the Shi'a community; what we will present and explain will
provide them neither support nor evidence.
To proceed - and God's help is sought - Mul;iammad b. Isl;iaq stated in his
text on the ftijjat al-wada' that it was related to him by Yal;iya b. 'Abd Allah b.
'Abd al-Ral;iman b. Abu 'Amra, from Yazid b. Tall;ia b. Yazid b. Rukana, who
said, "When 'Ali arrived from Yemen to meet the Messenger of God (SAAS) in
Mecca, he hurried ahead leaving behind one of his men in command of his
troops. The latter proceeded to dress each ofhis men in a special robe made from
the cloth that 'Ali had.
"When the army approached, he ('Ali) went out to meet them and was
surprised to see them dressed in robes. 'What is all this?' he asked. He (his
deputy commander) replied, 'I dressed up the men so that they would look well
when they arrive among the people.' 'Confound you!' 'Ali exclaimed. 'Take
them off before you get to the Messenger of God.' His deputy proceeded to
remove their robes and replaced them in the store of cloth. The army expressed
complaints at how he ('Ali) had treated them."
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Ibn Isl).aq went on to state that 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Ral;1man b. Ma'mar b.
I;Iazm related to him, from SnIayman b. Mul).ammad b. Ka'b b. 'Ujra, from his
aunt Zaynab, daughter of Ka'b, who was married to Abu Sa'Id al-KhudrI, who
quoted Abu Sa'Id as saying, "People complained about 'All and the Messenger
of God (SAAS) arose among us to make an address. I heard him say, 'People!
Don't complain about 'All! I swear by God, he is too rigorous regarding God and
His cause than for him to be the object ofcomplaint.'"
Imam AQ.mad narrated it from a ltadtth of Mul).ammad b. Isl).aq, quoting him
as stating, "He is very rigorous regarding God and His cause."
Imam AQ.mad also stated that al-Faql b. Dukayn related to him, quoting Ibn
Abu Ghaniyya, from al-I;Iakam, from Sa'Id b. Jubayr, from Ibn 'Abbas, from
Burayda, who said, "I went on the expedition to Yemen with 'All and considered
his behaviour harsh. When I reached the Messenger of God (SAAS), I referred
to 'All with criticism. I saw the expression on the face of the Messenger of
God (SAAS) change and he said, 'Burayda, do I not have a higher claim on the
Muslims than they have on themselves?' 'Yes indeed, Messenger of God,' I
replied. He said, 'Whoever has myself as his lord, so is 'AlI his lord.'"
AI-Nas;;'I narrated it thus from Abu Da'ud al-I;IarranI, from Abu Nu'aym
al-Faql b. Dukayn, from 'Abd ai-Malik b. Abu Ghaniyya; his line of transmission
is similar. This line is excellent and firm; all the men quoted are considered
trustworthy.
AI-Nas;;'I narrated in his al-sunan from Mul).ammad b. al-Muthanna, from
Yal).ya b. I;Iammad, from Abu Mu'awiya, from al-A'mash, from I;IabIb b. Abu
Thabit, from Abu al-Tufayl, who quoted Zayd b. Arqam as having said, "When
the Messenger of God (SAAS) returned frOIll the ltijjat al-wada' and stayed at
GhadIr Khumm, he ordered that the area under the large trees be swept. He
then said, 'It is as if I have received an invitation and have accepted. I have left
among you the two treasures: the Book of God and my family, my household.
Watch how you succeed me in both these. They will never split apart until they
come to me at al-lzawrj. '129
"He then said, 'God is my Lord, and I am the guardian of every believer.' He
then took 'All by the hand and said, 'Whoever has myself as his lord, so is this
(man) his guardian. 0 God, protect all who protect him, and oppose all who
oppose him.'"

"I (Abu al-Tufayl) asked Zayd, 'You actually heard this from the Messenger
of God (SAAS)?' He replied, 'There was no one in the tents who did not see him
with his own eyes and hear him with his own ears.'"
AI-Nasa'I is alone in giving this from this line.
Our teacher, Sheikh Abu 'Abd Allah b. DhahabI said that this was an authentic
ltadtth.
129. The pool or basin near which on Judgement Day the Prophet (SAAS) is to meet his
community.
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Ibn Maja stated that 'Ali b. Mul).ammad related to him, quoting Abu al-I:Iusayn,
quoting I:Iammad b. Salama, from 'Ali b. Zayd b. Jud<an, from 'Adi b. Thabit,
from ai-Barn' b. 'Azib, who said, "We came (to Mecca) with the Messenger of
God (SAAS), on the /.tijjat al-wada' that he attended. He made a halt on the way
and gave orders that there be a general prayer. He took 'Ali by the hand and said,
'Do I not have a higher claim on the Muslims than they have on themselves?'
They replied, 'Yes, indeed!' He then asked, 'Do I not have a higher claim on
each Muslim than he has on himself?' 'Yes, indeed,' they replied. He then said,
'This (man) is the lord of all those whose lord I am. 0 God, protect those who
protect him and oppose all who oppose him.'"
'Abd al-Razzaq narrated it thus, from Ma'mar, from Ali b. Zayd b. Jud<an,
from 'Adi, from al-Bara'.
The /.taftf? Abu Yaqa aI-Maw~ili and aI-I:Iasan b. Sufyan stated that Hudba
related to them, quoting I:Iammad b. Salama, from 'Ali b. Zayd and Abu Hamn,
from 'Adl b. Thabit, from ai-Barn', who said, "We were with the Messenger of
God (SAAS), on the /.tijjat al-wada'. When we came to Ghadir Khumm, the
ground beneath two trees was swept for the Messenger of God (SAAS). A call
was made for a general prayer. The Messenger of God (SAAS) summoned 'Ali,
took him by the hand and placed him to his right. He then asked, 'Do I not have
a higher claim on each man than he has on himself?' They replied, 'Yes, indeed.'
He then said, 'This man is lord of all those whose lord I am. 0 God, protect all
who protect him and oppose those who oppose him.'
"'Umar b. al-Khattab met him and he said, 'Good for you! Morning, noon and
night you're to be lord of every believing man and woman!'"
IbnJarlr narrated it from Abu Zur'a, from Musa b. Isma'I1, from I:Iammad b.
Salama, from 'Ali b. Zayd and Abu Haron aI-'Abdi - both of whom are weak
sources - from 'Adi b. Thabit, from al-Bara' b. 'Azib.
Ibn Jarir narrated this /.tadith from a /.tadith of Musa b. 'Othman al-I:Iaqrami
- a very weak source - from Abu Isl).aq al-Sabi'i, from ai-Balii' and Zayd b.
Arqam. But God knows best.
Imam Al).mad stated that Ibn Numayr related to him, quoting 'Abd ai-Malik,
from Abu 'Abd al-Ral).im al-Kindi, from Zadhan Abu 'Umar, who said, "I heard
'Ali at al-Ral).ba while he waS addressing the people saying, 'Who witnessed the
Messenger of God (SAAS), on the day at Ghadir Khumm when he spoke as
he did?'"

Zadhan went on, "Twelve men arose and bore witness that they had heard
the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, 'Those whose lord I have been have 'Ali as
their lord.'"

Al).mad is alone in giving this; the "Abu 'Abd aI-Ral).im" quoted is not known.
'Abd Allah, son of aI-Imam Al).mad, stated in his f",ther's musnad /.tadith
collection, "A /.tadith of 'Ali b. I:IakIm aI-'Azdi quoted Sharlk, from Abu Isl).aq,
from Sa'id b. Wahb, and from Zayd b. Yuthay', who said, "Ali addressed those
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at al-RaJ:lba, asking, "Anyone who heard the Messenger of God (~AAS) speak
on the day at Ghadir Khumm should rise."
'''Six men arose on behalf of Sa'id, while six men arose on behalf of Zayd.
They testified that they had heard the Messenger of God ($AAS) say to 'Ali on
the day at Ghadir Khumm, "Is not God more solicitous of the Muslims than
(they are) of themselves?" "Yes indeed," they replied. He then asked, "0 God,
those whose lord I have been have 'Ali as their lord. 0 God, protect those who
protect him and oppose those who oppose him.'''''
'Abd Allah went on to state that 'Ali b. l;Iakim related to him, quoting Sharik,
from Abu Is1).aq, from 'Amr Dhu Amr, a J;adith similar to that of Abu Is1).aq,
from Sa'id and Zayd, that is. He added to it the words, "Aid those who aid him
and forsake those whom he forsakes."
'Abd Allah stated that 'Ali related to him, quoting Shank, from al-A<mash,
from l;Iabib b. Abu Thabit, from Abu al-Tufayl, from Zayd b. Arqam, who
quoted the Prophet ($AAS), as above.
AI-Nasa.'i stated in the book Kha~a'i~ 'Alt that al-l;Iusayn b. l;Iarb related to him,
quoting al-Fa<jl b. Musa, from al-A<mash, from Abu Is1).aq, from Sa'id b. Wahb,
who said, "'Ali said at al-RaJ:lba, 'I adjure by God any man who heard the
Messenger of God ($AAS), that day at Ghadir Khumm say, "God is the lord of
the Believers and those whose lord I have been have this (man) as their lord. 0
God, protect those who protect him, oppose those who oppose him and aid those
who aid him" (to rise and so testify)"""
Shu'ba narrated it thus from Abu Isl.iaq. And this is an excellent line of
transmission.
AI-Nasa.'i also narrated it from a J;adith oflsra'i!, from Abu Is1).aq, from 'Amr
Dhu Amr, (who said) "'Ali adjured the people at al-RaJ:lba and some men got up
and bore witness that they had heard the Messenger of God ($AAS) say on the
day at Ghadir Khumm, 'Those whose lord I have been (now have) 'Ali as their
lord. O.God, protect those who protect him, oppose those who oppose him, and
favour those who favour him; hate those who hate him and aid those who aid him.'''
Ibn Jarir narrated it from A1).mad b. Man~ur, from 'Abd al-Razzaq, from
Isra.'il, from Abu Is1).aq, from Zayd b. Wahb and 'Abd Khayr, from 'Ali.
IbnJanr also narrated it from A1).mad b. Man~ur, from CUbayd Allah b. Musa,
who is a Shi'i considered a trustworthy source, from Matar b. Khalifa, from Abu
Is1).aq, from Zayd b. Wahb, Zayd b. Yuthay', and 'Amr Dhu Amr (who said) that
'Ali adjured the people at al-Kufa. He then gave the J;adith as above.
'Abd Allah b. A1).mad stated that 'Abd Allah b. CUmar al-Q;J.wariri related to
him, quoting YUnus b. Arqam, quoting Yazid b. Abu Ziyad, from 'Abd al-RaJ:lmao
b. Abu Layla (who said) "I witnessed 'Ali at al-RaJ:lha adjuring the people. He
said, 'I adjure by God anyone who heard the Messenger of God ($AAS), on the
130. This phrase, necessary for the sense of the text, seems to have been omitted in error from
this one narration.
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day at Ghadir Khumm, say, "Anyone whose guardian I have been, has 'Ali as
his guardian" to get up and so testify.'"
'Abd al-Ral;Iman went on, "So twelve men arose; it is as though I am at
this moment looking at one of them. They said, 'We testify that we heard the
Messenger of God (SAAS) say on the day at Ghadir Khurnrn, 'Do I not have a
higher claim on the Muslitns than they have on themselves? And are not my
wives like their own mothers?' 'Yes indeed, Messenger of God,' we replied. He
went on, 'Those whose lord I have been have 'Ali as their lord. 0 God, protect
those who protect him and oppose those who oppose him.'''
This line of transmission is tfa'ifghanb, "weak and anomalous".
'Abd Allah b. A\1mad stated that A\1mad b. Numayr al-Waki'i stated, quoting
Zayd b. al-I;Iubab, quoting al-Walid b. 'Vqba b. J;)irar al-Q;lysi, quoting Simak,
from 'Ubayd b. aI-Walid aI--Q;lYSi, who said, "I went in to 'Abd aI-Ra\1man b.
Abu Layla and he related to me that he witnessed 'Ali at al-Ra\1ba. He said, 'He
adjured any man who had heard and witnessed the Messenger of God (SAAS)
on the day at Ghadir Khurnrn to rise; only those who had actually seen him
should arise. Twelve men got up and said, 'We saw and heard him when he took
him, ('Ali) by the hand, saying, "0 God, protect those who protect him and
oppose those who oppose him. Aid whoever aids him and forsake any who
forsake him." (All) except three (who had heard him) stood up; these three did
not. He then cursed them (the three) and his curse was effective.'"
It was aIso narrated from 'Abd al-A'la b. 'Amir aI-Tha'labi and others, from
'Abd al-Ra\1man b. Abu Layla.
Ibn Janr stated that A\1mad b. Mansur related to him, quoting Abu 'Amir
aI-'Aqdi and Ibn Abu 'Asim narrated, from Sulayrnan al-Ghallabi, from Abu
'Amir aI-'Aqdi, quoting Kathir b. Zayd, quoting Mu\1arnmad b. 'Vmar b. 'Ali,
from his father, from 'Ali (who said) that the Messenger of God (SAAS) was
present near a tree at Khumm. He went on to relate the /:taduh which contained
the words, "Whose lord I have been, has 'Ali as his lord".
Some authorities narrated it from Abu 'Amir, from Kathir, from Mu\1arnmad
b. 'Vmar b. 'Ali, from 'Ali, with a line of transission that is munqa{i'.
Isma'il b. 'Amr al-Bajali - he being a weak source - stated, from Mis'ar, from
Tal\1a b. Musrif, from 'Vmayra b. Sa'd (who said) that he witnessed 'Ali on
the minbar adjuring the Companions of the Messenger of God (SAAS), who had
heard the latter on the day at Ghadir Khumm (to stand up). Twelve men did
stand; these included Abu Hurayra, Abu Sa'id and Anas b. Malik. They testified
that they had heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, "Anyone whose lord I
have been has 'Ali as his lord. 0 God, protect those who protect him and oppose
those who oppose him."
'Ubayd Allah b. MUsa narrated it from Hani' b. Ayyub - he being considered
a trustworthy sonrce - from TaI\1a b. Musarrif.
'Abd Allah b. A\1rnad stated that I;Iajjaj b. aI-Sha'ir related to him, quoting
Shababa, quoting Nu'ayrn b. I;Iakim, quoting Abu Maryarn and a man who was
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a close companion of 'All, who quoted 'AlI as saying that, "The Messenger of
God (SAAS) said on the day at Ghadir Khumm, 'Anyone whose lord I have
been, has 'AlI as his lord.' He went on to say that, 'Some people add to that the
words, "protect those who protect him and oppose those who oppose him".'"
Abu Da'ud narrated with this line of transmission the [ladith of al-Mukhdij.
Imam A!.lmad stated that l;Iusayn b. Mu!.lammad and Abu Nu'aym al-Ma'nI
both stated that Q1tn quoted Abu al-Tufayl as having said, "'AlI assembled
the people at al-Ra!.lba - meaning the courtyard of the mosque at al-Kufa - and
said, 'God calls upon all who heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) speak at
Ghadir Khumm to stand (and say) what they heard.' Many people did stand and
testified to his having taken 'AlI by the hand and having asked the people, 'Do
you know that I have a higher claim on the people than they have on themselves?'
They replied, 'Yes, Messenger of God.' He continued, 'Anyone whose lord I
have been has 'AlI as his lord. 0 God, protect those who protect him and oppose
those who oppose him.'
"I then left, feeling somewhat disturbed, and met Zayd b. Arqam. I told him
what I had heard 'AlI say. He asked, 'What is it you are disputing? I heard the
Messenger of God (SAAS) say that to him.'''
Imiim A!.lmad related it thus in the musnad ascribed to Zayd b. Arqam, may
God be pleased with him.
AI-Nasa'i narrated it from a [ladith of al-A'mash, from l;Iabib b. Abu Thabit,
from Abu al-Tufayl, from Zayd b. Arqam. This is given above.
AI-Tirmidhi gave it from Bandiir, from Ghundar, from Shu'ba, from Salama
b. Kuhayl, who said, "I heard Abu al-Tufayl relate from Abu Sari!.la" - or Zayd
b. Arqam, Shu'ba was unsure - "that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said,
'Anyone whose lord I have been has 'AlI as his lord.'"
Ibn JarIr narrated it from A!.lmad b. l;Iiizim, from Abu Nu'aym, from Kiimil
Abu al-'Ala', from l;IabIb b. Abu Thabit, from Ya!.lya b. Ja'da, from Zayd b. Arqam.
Imam A!.lmad stated that 'Affan related to him, quoting Abu 'Awana, from
al-MughIra, from Abu 'Ubayd, from Maymun Abu 'Abd Allah, who said, "Zayd
b. Arqam said, while I listened, 'We made a halt at a place called Wadi Khumm.
He ordered prayers and performed it at midday.
'''He made an address to us. The Messenger of God (SAAS) was protected
from the sun by a cloth placed over a tree. He said, "Do you not know" - or
"do you not bear witness" - "that I have a higher claim on any believer than he
has on himself?" "Yes indeed," they replied, He went on, "Anyone whose lord I
have been has 'AlI as his lord. 0 God, protect those who protect him and oppose
those who oppose him.'"''
A!.lmad proceeded to narrate it from Ghundar, from Shu'ba, from Maymun
Abu 'Abd Allah, from Zayd b. Arqam, up to the words, "Anyone whose lord I
have been has 'All as his lord". Maymun then stated, "Some authorities quote
Zayd as saying that the Messenger of God (SAAS) also said, '0 God, protect
those who protect him and oppose those who oppose him.'"
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This line of transmission is excellent. Its sources are men considered
trustworthy according to the criteria of the sunan. Al-Tirmidhl categorized as
~abib a tradition with this line of transmission dealing with al-rayth, "tardiness".
Imam Ai)mad stated that Yai)ya b. Adam related to him, quoting I;Ianash b.
al-I;Iilrith b. Laqit al-Ashja'i, from Rabbai) b. al-I;Iarith, who said, "A group of
men came to 'Ali at al-Rai)ba and said, 'Peace be upon you, lord of ours!' He
replied, 'How can I be your "lord" when you are Arabs?' They responded,
'We heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say on the day at Ghadir Khumm,
"Anyone whose lord I have been has this man as his lord."'"
Rabbai) went on, "When they left, I went in after them and asked, 'Who
were those?' They replied, 'A group of an~iir; Abu Ayyiib al-An~iIrl was one
of them.'"
Imam Ai)mad stated that I;Ianash related to us, from Rabbai) b. al-I;Iarith,
who said, "I saw a group of an~iir go in to see 'Ail at al-Rai)ba. He asked, 'Who
are these people?' They replied, 'Your mawiili, "subjects", Commander of the
Believers.''' And he completed the badith similarly.
This is his phraseology; the badith is one of those that only he gives.
Ibn Jarir stated that Ai)mad b. 'Uthman Abu al-Jaw~il' related to him, quoting
Mui)ammad b. Khalid b. 'Athama, quoting Musa b. Ya'qub al-Zam'i - he being
entirely trustworthy - quoting Muhajir b. Mismar, from 'A'isha, daughter of
Sa'd, who quoted her father as saying, "I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS)
speak on the day at al-Jui)fa. He took 'Ali by the hand and made an address.
Then he said, 'People, I am your guardian.' 'You are right,' the people responded.
He then raised 'Ali's hand and said, 'This is my wali, "my deputy",l31 and
mu'addi, "the one deputized by me". God is the protector of those who protect
him and the opponent of those who oppose him.'"
Our teacher al-Dhahabi stated, "This badith is basan gharib, "good yet
anomalous" .

Ibn Jarir then narrated it from a badith ofYa'qub b. Ja'far b. Abu Bakr, from
Muhajir b. Mismar. His version tells ofthe Prophet (SAAS) stopping until those
behind him caught up and ofhis ordering back those who had advanced. He then
addressed them as in the abadith above.
Abu Ja'far b. Jarir al-Tabari stated in the first part ofhis book Chadir Khumm,
that his teacher Abu 'Abd Allah al-Dhahabi stated that he found the following in
a manuscript quoting Ibn Jarir as stating that Mui)mud b. 'Awf al-Til'i related,
quoting 'Ubayd Allah b. Yusuf, quoting Isma'il b. Kashit, fromJamil b. 'Ammara,
from Salim b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar - Ibn Jarir stated, "I think he added, 'from
'Umar', but that is not in my notes" - who said, "I heard the Messenger of God
(SAAS) say, as he held the hand of 'Ab, 'Anyone whose lord I have been has
131. The term could well have been used to imply "appointed successor". However. other
meanings are also possible for this word that normally gains specificity from some succeeding
. term, absent here, to which it is paired.
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this man as his lord. a God, protect those who protect him, and oppose those
who oppose him.'"
This I;adith is gharib; indeed, it is munkar, "objectionable", and its line of
transmission is t/a'if. AI-Bukhari stated that Jamil b. 'Ammara is a questionable
source.

Al-Munalib b. Ziyad stated, quoting from 'Abd Allah b, Mul.>ammad b. 'Aqi!,
who heard Jabir b. 'Abd Allah say, "We were at the dry-well at Ghadir Khumm
when the Messenger of God (SAAS) came out to us and said, 'Anyone whose
lord I have been has 'Ali as his lord.'"
Our teacher, al-Dhahabi, stated, "This I;adith is I;asan, 'good'." Ibn Lahi'a
narrated it from Bakr b. Sawada and others, from Abu Salama b. 'Abd al-Ra1)man,
from Jabir similarly.
Imam Al.>mad stated that YaI.>ya b. Adam and Ibn Abu Bukayr related to him,
that Isra'll related to them both, from Abu Isl.>aq, from I:Iabashl b. Janada - who
had, Yal.>ya b. Adam stated, been present on the I;ijjat al-wadii' - and stated,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "All is of me, and I am of him; and only
lor 'Ali direct from me.'''
Ibn Abu Bukayr said (that the words spoken were), "No one settles debts
on my behalf except myself or 'Ali."
Al.>mad also narrated it thus from Abu Al.>mad al-Zubayrl, from Isra'l!.
Imalll Al.>mad stated that al-Zubayrl related to him, quoting Shurayk, from
Abu Isl.>aq, from I:Iabashl b. Janada in similar tenns, "1", (Shurayk) "asked Abu
Isl.>aq, 'Where did you hear him say this?' He replied, 'He stood over us on a
mare at our majlis, "assembly", at the al-Sabrc cemetery.'"
Al.>mad narrated it similarly, from Aswad b. 'Amir, as did YaI.>ya b. Adam,
from Shurayk. AI-Tinnidhl narrated it from Isma'll b. Musa, from Shurayk. Ibn
Maja did so from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba, as also did Suwayd b. Sa'id and
Isma'i! b. MUsil, all three of these quoting it from Shurayk. AI-Nasa'l narrated
it from Al.>mad b. Sulayrnan, from YaI.>ya b. Adam, from Isra'i!. AI-Tirmidhl
characterized it as I;asan ial;il; gharib.
Sulayrnah b. Q;lfm - whose traditious are rejected - narrated it from Abu
Isl.>aq, from I:Iabashl b. Janada, who heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say
on the day at Ghadlr Khumm,"Anyone whose lord I have been has 'Ali as
his lord. a God, protect those who protect him and oppose those who oppose
him." He went on to narrate the I;adith.
The I;afi:r. Abu Yaqa al-Maw~ill stated that Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba related
to him, quoting Shurayk, from Abu Yazld al-Azdi, from his father, who said,
"Abu Hurayra came in to the mosque and the people gathered about him. One
young man went up to him and said, 'I adjure you by God to tell whether you
heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, "Anyone whose lord I have been has
'Ali as his lord. a God, protect those who protect him and oppose those who
oppose him." "Yes," he replied.'"
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Ibn Jarir narrated it from Abu Kurayb, from Shadhan, from Shurayk. Idris
al-Azdi concurred with him, quoting it from his brother Abu Yazid, whose name
was Da'ud b. Yazid. Ibn Janr also narrated it from a I;adith ofIdIis and Da'ud,
from their father, from Abu Hurayra.
Also there is the I;adith narrated by Oamra from Ibn Shawdhab, from Mafar
al-Warraq, from Shahr b. I:Iawshab, from Abu Hurayra, which states, "When
the Messenger of God (SAAS) took 'Ali by the hand, he said, 'Anyone whose
lord I have been has 'Ali as his lord.' And so God the Almighty and Glorious
revealed, 'Today I have perfected for you your religion and completed My
favours upon you'" (surat al-MiPida; V, v.3).
Abu Hurayra went on, "This was the day at Ghadir Khumm; whoever fasts
the 18th day ofDhU aI-I:Iijja has credited for him a fast of 60 months."
This is a highly objectionable I;adith; indeed it is mendacious! Because
contradictory material is established in both $al;il; collections from the Commander
of the Believers, 'Urnar b. aI-Khaffab, to the effect that this verse was revealed
on the Friday, the day at 'Arafat, while the Messenger of God (SAAS) was
standing there. We have given this above.
Similarly, his statement, "whoever fasts the 18th day of Dhu al-I:Iijja has
credited for him a fast of 60 months" is untrue. For what is established in the
$al;il; collections is that fasting the month ofRamaQan brings credit of 10 months.
And so how could it be that fasting one day would be counted as 60 months?
This is nonsense.
After relating this I;adith, our teacher, the I;afi;. Abu 'Abd Allah al-Dhahabi
commented, "This I;adith is extremely objectionable."
HabshUn aI-Khailal and A1)mad b. 'Abd Allah b. A1)mad aI-NiIi, both highly
trustworthy sources, narrated it from 'Ali b. Sa'id aI-Ramali, from Oamra, who
said, ''This I;adith is narrated from those (traced to) Vmar b. al-Khaffilb, Malik
b. al-I:Iuwayrith, Anas b. Malik, Abu Sa'id and others, with weak lines of
transmission."

Oamra went on, "The beginning part of the I;adith is successively given, with
high certainty that the Messenger ofGod (SAAS) spoke it. Regarding the words,
'0 God, protect those who protect him', it is an addition that has strong liues of
transmission. This reference to fasting, however, is inauthentic. And, by God,
this verse qnoted was definitely revealed on Mt. 'Arafat, some days before that
at Ghadir Khumm. But God, Almighty is He, knows best."
AI-Tabrani stated that 'Ali b. Is1)aq, al-Wazir al-Isbahani, related to him,
quoting 'Ali b. Mu1)anunad aI-Muqaddimi, quoting Mu1)ammad b. 'Vmar b.
'Ali al-Muqaddimi, quoting 'Ali b. Mu1)ammad b. Yusufb. Shabban b. Malik b.
Masma', quoting Sahl b. I:Ianif b. Sahl b. Malik, the brother of Ka'b b. Malik,
from his father who quoted his grandfather as saying, "Wheu the Messenger
of God (SAAS) arrived in Mediua from the I;ijjat al-wada" he mounted the
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minbar, gave praise and thanks to God and said, 'People, Abu Bakr never did me
hann; give him credit for that. People, I am well pleased with Abu Bakr,
'Vmar, 'Vthman, 'Ali, Tal!)a, al-Zubayr, 'Abd al-Ra!)man b. 'Awf and the initial
muhajirin. Give them all credit for that. People, preserve me in my Companions,
my relatives and my friend.s. God does not seek for you to hann anyone ofthem.
People, keep your tongues off the Muslims, and if one of them should die, then
say good of him.'"
THE YEAR 11 AB.

This year commenced after the return of the noble Prophet (~AAS), to that
city of prophecy, Medina, "the purified", following his completion of the (zijjat
a/-wada'.
Momentous events took place that year, among the most shocking being the
death of the Messenger of God (~AAS). However, he was in fact transported by
Almighty God from this transient abode away into eternal ease in an elevated
place on high, the most exalted and most splendid level of paradise. As the
Almighty stated, "The afterlife is better for you than the former; your Lord will
give to you, and you will be pleased" (surat a/-l)u(za; XCIII, vA).
That was after he had completed carrying out the mission that God Almighty
had ordered him to announce. He had given advice to his nation and had directed
them to the very best that he knew for them. He had warned them and restrained
them from what would have hanned them here on earth and in their afterlife.
We have given above the (zadith of 'Vmar b. al-Khanab narrated by' both
authors of the $a(z,(z collections, to the effect that the words of the Almighty:
"Today I have perfected for you your religion and completed My favours
. upon you, and willed that Islam be your religion" (surat a/-Ma'ida; V, v.3)
were revealed on Friday, while the Messenger of God (~AAS) was standing
on 'Arafat.
We have narrated, from a fine line of transmission, that when this surat was
revealed, 'Vmar b. al-Khanab wept. He was asked, "What makes you weep?" He
replied, "After perfection there can only be loss." It was as though he had sensed
the death of the Prophet (~AAS).
The latter pointed to this in what was narrated by Muslim from a (zadfth ofIbn
Juray;, from Abu al-Zubayr, from Jabir, that, "the Messenger of God (~AAS)
stood at the pillar at al-'Aqaba and said to us, 'Take from me your rituals, for
I may perhaps not make the pilgrimage after this year.'"
We have given above what the two (zuffa:;: Abu Bakr al-Bazzar and al-Bayhaqi
narrated from the /:tadfth of MUsa b. 'Vbayda al-Rabadhi, from ~adaqa b. Yasar,
from Ibn 'Vmar, who said, "This surat: '(Remember) when God's help and
the victory came' (surat al-Na$r; ex, v.l) was revealed in the middle days of
al-tashriq, and the Messenger of God (~AAS) knew that it meant the farewell.
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He therefore ordered that his camel al-Q:u;wa' be brought, and it was saddled."
He went on to refer to the address the Prophet ($AAS) made that day, as is
told above.
'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas, may God be pleased with him, spoke similarly to 'Vmar
b. al-Khanab when he asked him about the interpretation of this slirat in the
presence of many of the Companions, to show them the virtue ofIbn 'Abbas, his
superiority and knowledge. This related to his having been brought forwards
and seated (in a prominent position) with the elders who had participated in the
battle ofBadr. He ('Vrnar) said, "You know from where he carne." He proceeded,
in the presence of Ibn 'Abbas, to question them on the interpretation of this
slirat: "(Remember) when God's help and the victory carne and you saw the
people entering God's religion in droves. Give joyful praise to your lord, and
seek His forgiveness. He is Forgiving" (slirat al-Na~r; ex v.l-3). They replied,
"We were ordered, after having been given (God's) help, to speak His name, to
praise Him and to seek His forgiveness."
"He ('Vmar) asked, 'What do you say, Ibn 'Vmar?' He replied, 'It (referred
to) the impending death of the Messenger of God ($AAS); he was being notified
of it.' 'Vmar commented, 'I know of it only what you know.'''
We have referred, in our exegesis ofthis slirat, to the various sources substantiating Ibn 'Abbas's statement, even though that does not contradict interpretations
offered by the Companions.
What is narrated by Imam AJ:unad is similar. (He stated) that Waki' related
to him, from Ibn Abu Dhi'b, from $alil:t, the freed-man of al-Taw'ama, from
Abu Hurayra, (who said) that when the Messenger of God ($AAS) went on the
pilgrimage accompanied by his wives, he said, "There will only be this bijja, and
then they will remain in confinement."
Al:tmad is alone in giving it from this line. Abu Da'ud narrated it in his work
al-sunan, from another excellent line.
What is implied here is that this year the people sensed the (impending) death
of the Messenger of God ($AAS).
We will refer to all that and present the accounts and evidences relating
thereto. And God's help is to be sought.
In way of preface to that, we will refer to what the imam Mul:tanunad b. Isl:taq
b. Yasar, Abu Jacfar b. Jarir and Abu Bakr al-Bayhaqi narrated prior to his
death, in their enumerations of his pilgrimages, military expeditions and raids,
documents and messages to rulers. Our references will be concise and abridged,
and we will follow this material with the death.
In both ~abib collections, it is stated in a badith of Abu Isl:taq al-Sabici, from
Zayd b. Arqam, that the Messenger of God ($AAS) went on nineteen military
expeditions and, following his hijra, performed the bijjat al-wadac but made
no pilgrimage thereafter.
Abu Isl:taq stated that there was one other at Mecca.
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Abu Is!:laq aI-Sabi'i stated the same. Zayd b. aI-!::Iubab stated, from Sufyan
aI-Thawri, from ]a'far b. Mul:iammad, from his father, from ]abir, (who said)
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) made three pilgrimages - two before his
Hijra and one thereafter, along with which he also performed an 'umra. To the
latter he brought thirty-six camels for sacrifice and 'Ali brought the complement
thereto from Yemen.
We have presented information above given in both ~a[li[l collections from
more than one of the Companions, including Anas b. Malik, to the effect that
the Prophet (SAAS) performed the 'umra four times, that at aI-!::Iudaybiyya, the
'umrat al-qatfii', the 'umra from al-]i'rana, and the 'umra that accompanied his
[lijjat al-wada'.

Regarding the military expedition, aI-Bukhari narrated, from Abu 'A~im
al-Nabil, from Yazid b. Abu 'Ubayd, from Salama b. al-Akwa', who said, "I
participated in seven military expeditions with the Messenger of God (SAAS),
and in nine with Zayd b. !::Iiiritha, whom the Messenger of God (SAAS) had
appointed in command of us."
In both ~a[li[l collections a [ladtth is given from Qutayba, from !::Iatim b.
Isma'i!, from Zayd, from Salama who said, "I went on seven military expeditions
with the Messenger of God (SAAS), and on nine others he dispatched (without
himself participating). On one Abu Bakr was in command of us, and on another
it was Usilma b. Zayd."
In the ~a[li[l collection of aI-Bukhiiri, there is a [ladith from Ism'il, from Abu
Is!:laq, from aI-Bara', who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) went out on
fifteen military expeditions."
In bQth ~a[li[l collections it is stated in a [ladtth from Shu'ba, from Abu Is!:laq,
frd!n4tI-Bara', that the Messenger of God (SAAS) made nineteen expeditions, in
seventeen of which he participated. The first of these was that to "al-'Ushayr"
or "al-CUsayr".
Muslim narrated from A!:lmad b. !::Ianbal, from Mu'tamir, from Kahmas b.
aI-!::Iasan, from Ibn Burayda, who quoted his father as saying that he participated
along with the Messenger of God (SAAS) in sixteen military expeditions.
There is also an account of Muslim, through aI-!::Iusayn b. Waqid, from
'Abd Allah b. Burayda, who quoted his father as saying that he participated in
nineteen military expeditions with the Messenger of God (SAAS), in eight of
which he engaged in combat.
In another account from him with this line of transmission, it is said that he
dispatched twenty-four military expeditions, and that he engaged in the battles
ofBadr, U!:lud, al-A\.1zab, al-Muraysi', Khaybar, Mecca and !::Iunayn.
In the ~a[li[l collection of Muslim, from a [ladtth of Abu al-Zubayr, ]abir is
quoted as saying, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) engaged in twenty-one
military expeditions. I took part with him in nineteen, and did not fight at Badr
or U!:lud because my father prevented me. When the latter was killed at U!:lud,
I never missed any military expedition he sent out."
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'Abd al-Razzaq stated that Ma'mar related to him, from al-Zuhri, who said,
"I heard Sa'id b. al-Musayyab say, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) organized
eighteen military expeditions.' And once I heard him say that they totalled
twenty-four. But I don't know whether I imagined that or heard it thereafter."
Q;1tada stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) organized nineteen military
expeditions in eight of which he himself engaged in combat. He also sent out
twenty-four missions. His expeditions and raids together totalled forty-three."
'Urwa b. al-Zubayr, al-Zuhrl, Musa b. 'Uqba, Mu\:1ammad b. Is\:1aq b. Yasar
and other scholars expert in this subject state that the Prophet (SAAS) fought
at Badr in Ramagan in 2 AH, then at U\:1ud in Shawwal of 3 AH, at al-khandaq
and against Banu Qurayza, also in Shawwal, of 4 AH - for which date 5 AH is also
given - against Banu al-Mustaliq at al-Muraysi' in Sha'ban of 5 AH, and at
Khaybar in Safar of 7 AH, dated by some as 6 AH. What is correct is that it
occurred at the beginning of 7 AH and the end of 6 AH. Then he fought against
the Meccans in Ramagan of8 AH, and against (Banu) Hawazin, then besieged the
inhabitants of al-Tii'if in Shawwal and part of Dhu al-J::lijja in 8 AH, as is told
above in detail. In 8 AH 'Attab b. Usayd, the Governor of Mecca, made the
pilgrimage with the people and then in 9 AlI, Abu Bakr, "the trusting", did so.
Thereafter, in 10 AH the Messenger of God (SAAS) performed the pilgrimage
with the Muslims.
Mu\:1ammad b. Is\:1aq stated, "The number of military expeditions which the
Messenger of God (SAAS) organized totalled twenty-seven. These were, in
order, Waddan, also known as al-Abwa'; Buwat, over towards Ragwa; al-'Ushayra,
in the Yanbu' valley; the first Badr battle, in pursuit of Kurz b. Jabir; 'the great
battle ofBadr', in which God slew the Quraysh chiefs; Banu Sulaym, proceeding
as far as al-Kudr; al-Sawiq, in pursuit of Abu Sufyan b. J::larb; Ghatafan, also
known as Dhu Amarr; Ba\:1ran, a mine in J::lijaz; U\:1ud; J::lamrii' al-Asad; Banu
,u-Nagir; Dhat al-Riqa' of Nakhl; the 'other' battle of Badr; Dumat al-Jandal;
al-khandaq; Banu Qurana; Banu Lihyan of Hudhayl; Dhu Q;1rad; Banu
al-Mustaliq ofKhuza'a; al-J::ludaybiyya, where he did not intend to do battle and
was blocked by the polytheists; Khaybar; the 'umrat al-qar/a pilgrimage; al-Fat\:1;
J::lunayn; al-Tii'if; and TabUk."
Ibn Is\:1aq went on, "He actually engaged in combat in nine expeditions
- Badr; U\:1ud; al-khandaq; Qurana; al-Mustaliq; Khaybar; al-Fat\:1; J::lunayn;
and al-Tii'if."
I note that all this is narrated in detail above in the appropriate places and with
reference to various witnesses and evidence. And to God praise is due.
Ibn Is\:1aq went on to state that the missions and raids he dispatched totalled
thirty-eight. And he proceeded to present details of these.
All or most of this material we have presented above in the proper place. And
to God goes all praise and credit.
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Let us, then summarize what Ibn Is!)aq referred to here: the dispatch of
'Ubayda b. aI-J::Iarith to below Thaniyat Dhu al-Marwa; the dispatch ofJ::Iamza
b. 'Abd aI-Mut1;alib to the coast, over towards aI-q~; some predate this to the
dispatch of 'Ubayda, as mentioned hereabove. God knows best.
The dispatch of: Sa'd b. Abu Waqqa~ to aI-Kharrar; 'Abd Allah b. ]a!)sh
to Nakhla; Zayd b. J::Iaritha to al-Q;uada; Mu!)ammad b. Maslama to Ka'b b.
ai-Ashraf; Marthad b. Abu Marthad to aI-Raji'; aI-Mundhir b. 'Amr to Bi'r
Ma'lina; Abu 'Ubayda to Dhu al-Q;1~~a; 'Umar b. aI-Khat(ab to Turba in Banu
'Amir territory; 'AIJ to Yemen.
(The dispatch of) Ghalib b. 'Abd Allah aI-Kalbi to al-Kadid, where he fought
Banu aI-Mulawwa!). He attacked them by night, killed a number of them and
took away their livestock. Some ofthem pursued to retrieve the livestock and when
they drew near a wadi, a flood intervened. On their way the Muslims captured
aI-J::Iarith b. Malik b. al-Bar~ii'.
Ibn Is!)aq gave account of this here, as we have dealt with it above.
(Ibn Is!)aq went on), "The dispatch of: 'Ali b. Abu -r-alib to the territory of
Fadak; Abu al-Awjii' aI-Sulami to Banu Sulaym, both he and his men being
killed; 'Ukasha to aI-Ghanua; Abu Salama b. 'Abd aI-Asad to Q;1tan, a well in
Najd belonging to Banu Asad; Mu!)ammad b. Maslama to aI-Qartii' ofHawazin;
Bashir b. Sa'd to Banu Murra at Fadak; also Bashir b. Sa'd out towards J::Iunayn;
Zayd b. J::Iilritha to al-]umum, territory of Banu Sulaym."132
Regarding the expedition of Zayd b. aI-J::Iaritha to ]udham, territory of Banu
Khushayn. Ibn Hisham commented that this was part of the territory ofJ::Iasbmi.
The reason for this, as told by Ibn Is!)aq and others, was that when Di!)ya b.
Khalifa returned from his trip to the Byzantine emperor, having taken to him the
document from the Messenger of God ($AAS), inviting him to God and having
received treasures and gifts, he arrived in a valley in Banu ]udham territory
called Shanar. At that time aI~Hunayd b. CO~ and his son CO~ b. aI-Hunayd, men
of (Banu) al-J;>ulay', a clan of]udham, attacked him. They took all he had with
him. One group of them, who had accepted Islam, fled from them, retrieving for
Di!)ya what had been seized from him.
(Ibn Is!)aq went on), "When Di!)ya returned to the Messenger of God ($AAS),
he told him what had happened and asked his permission to take the blood of
aI-Hunayd and his son CO~. Thereupon the Messenger of God ($AAS) dispatched
Zayd b. J::Iaritha with a force of men against them. They approached from near
aI-Awlaj, attacking Maqi~ from the direction of the lava field. They captured the
men and property they could find and killed aI-Hunayd, his son, two men of
Banu al-A!)naf and one ofBanu Kha~ib.
"After Zayd had captured their livestock and families, a group of them met
with Rifa'a b. Zayd, who had received a letter from the Messenger ofGod ($AAS),
132. At this point Ibn Kathir abbreviates and edits the account given by Ibn Isl),aq. See Guillaume,
op. cit. page 662 et seq.
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inviting them to Islam. Rifa'a read it out to them and a group responded. Zayd
b. I;Iaritha did not, however, know this.
"After three days riding they reached the Messenger of God (SAAS) in
Medina. They gave him the letter and he ordered that it be read out in public.
He then asked aloud, .three times, 'What should I do about those slain?' One
of their men, named Abu Zayd b. 'Amr, replied, 'Release those who are alive,
Messenger of God. Those dead are already beneath these feet of mine.'
"The Messenger· of God (SAAS) ordered 'Ali b. Abu Talib to accompany
them. 'Ali responded, 'Zayd will not obey me.' And so the Messenger of God
(SAAS) gave him his own sword as a sign. 'Ali then left with them, riding one of
their camels. At Fayfa' al-Fa1.Ilatayn they met up with Zayd, and 'Ali gave back
to them all that had been taken from them; they lost nothing at all.
"He also dispatched Zayd b. I;Iaritha to Banu Fazara at Wadi al-Qura, where
a"number of his men were killed. He was wounded, along with those killed.
When he returned home, he swore that no water would touch his head after
a janaba 133 until he had attacked them again. When he had recovered from his
wound, the Messenger of God (SAAS) sent him off once more in command of
a force. He fought them at Wadi al-Qura, taking prisoner Umm Qirfa, Fatima,
daughter of Rabl'a b. Badr, the wife of Malik b. I;Iudhayfa b. Badr, who was
accompanied by a daughter of hers. Zayd b. I;Iaritha gave orders to Q:Iys b.
al-Musa1.I\.tar al-Ya'murl and he killed Umm Qirfa, allowing her daughter to
live. Umm Qirfa had been held in very high honour, maxims being in common
use referring to her nobility. Salama b. al-Akwa took charge of her daughter and
he petitioned the Messenger of God (SAAS), to award her to him, which he did.
Thereafter the Messenger of God"4 (SAAS) presented her to his (Salama's)
uncle, I;Iazn b. Abu Wahb, to whom she bore his son 'Abd al-Ra\.trnan.
"He twice sent 'Abd Allah b. Rawa\.ta to Khaybar. On one expedition he killed
al-Yusayr b. Rizam who had been assembling Ghatafan to attack the Messenger
of God (SAAS). The latter therefore dispatched 'Abd Allah b. Rawa\.ta with a force
of men that included 'Abd Allah b. Unays. When they approached al-Yusayr
b. Rizam, they wished to conduct him back to the Messenger of God (SAAS).
He did proceed with them, but when they were at al-Qarqara, some six miles
from Khaybar, al-Yusayr regretted having come. His son, 'Abd Allah, attacked
him while he was drawing his sword and used his own to strike him, cutting off
his father's leg. Al-Yusayr struck him back on the head with a staff of shawlza;
wood. Each Muslim then attacked and killed his Jewish companion. One of them,
however, escaped on foot.
"When 'Abd Allah b. Unays arrived, the Messenger of God (SAAS) spat
upon his head and his wound did not suppurate or cau~e him pain."
133. The word in Islamic practice means a "major ritual impurity". That is, he would abstain

from sexual relations until he had again fought Barril Fazara.
134. In the version of Ibn I~q translated by Guillaume, it was Salama who presented. the
woman to his uncle. Op. cit. page 665.
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I note that I think the other expedition to Khaybar to have been when the
Messenger of God (SAAS) dispatched him to the date-palms at Khaybar. But
God knows best.
(Ibn Is/.1aq continued) "He dispatched 'Abd Allah b. 'Auk and his men to
Khaybar and they killed Abu Rati', the Jew. He dispatched 'Abd Allah b. Unays
to Khalid b. Sufyan b. Nubay/.1, whom he killed at 'Vrana."
Ibn Is/.1aq narrated here his story at length. Reference is made to him in the
account of events of 5 AH. But God knows best.
He sent Zayd b. I:Iaritha, Ja'far and 'Abd Allah b. Rawa/.1a to Mu'ta in Syria,
where they were killed as was related above.
He sent Ka'b b. 'Vmayr (and a force) to Dhat AtIa/.1, in Syria, and they too
were killed.
He sent 'Vyayna b. I:Ii~n b. I:Iudhayfa b. Badr to Banu al-'Anbar of Tamim,
whom he attacked. He killed a number of their men and then a delegation from
them accompanied the prisoners to the Messenger of God (SAAS). He set some
of them free and accepted ransom for others.
He also sent Ghalib b. 'Abd Allah to Syria where Mirdas b. Nahik, their ally
from al-I:Iurqa of (Banu) Juhayna was struck down. He wa.s killed by Usama b.
Zayd and one ofthe an~iir who overtook him. When they drew their swords upon
him, he uttered the words, "There is no god but God" (but they still kiIled him).
When the two men returned, the Messenger of God (SAAS) criticized them
severely. They excused themselves by maintaining that he had only spoken these
words to avoid being killed. He asked Usarna, "And so did you tear up his heart (to
learn whether he was feigning belie!)?" He began saying to USlima, "And what will
happen to you on Judgement Day, when confronted by the statement 'There is no
god but God'?" Usama said, "And he went on repeating this until I wished I had
myselfnot become a Muslim before that (incident)." We have discussed this above.
He sent 'Amr b. a1-'A~ to Dhat al-Salasil in Banu 'Vdhra territory to encourage
the Arabs to attack Syria. This was because the mother of a1-'A~ b. Wa'il was
from Bali; the Messenger of God (SAAS) therefore sent 'Amr to enlist them,
believing he would be received most favourably by them.
When he reached a well of theirs called al-Salsal, he grew fearfnl of them. He
therefore sent to the Messenger of God (SAAS) for help. The latter dispatched
to him a force that included Abu Bakr and 'Vmar and was commanded by Abu
'Ubayda b. al-Jarra/.1. When they reached him, 'Amr took command over them
all, saying, "You have only been dispatched as reinforcements for myself." Abu
'Ubayda, an easy-going man who cared little for prestige, accepted submissively.
'Amr would lead the prayer with all of them. Upon his return, therefore, he
asked, "Messenger of God, who is your favourite person?" "cJPisha," he replied.

"And of the men?" 'Amr asked. "Her father," he responded.
He dispatched 'Abd Allah b. Abu I:Iadrad to the Iqam valley. That was prior
to the conquest of Mecca. The story of Mu/.1allim b. Haththatha, given above
with reference to 7 AH, is narrated at length above.
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He also dispatched Ibn Abu l::Iadrad to al-Ghaba.
THE DISPATCH OF <ABDAL-RAJjMAN B. 'AWF TO DUMAT AL-JANDAL.

Mn/:1ammad b. Is/:1aq stated that someone above suspicion quoted 'A(a' b. Abu
Raba/:1 as having said, "I heard a man from Ba~ra ask 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar b.
aI-Khatrab about a man's allowing his turban, if wearing one, to fly freely behind
him." 'Abd Allah stated, "I will tell you about that, if God so wills it. You should
know that I was the tenth in a group of Companions of the Prophet (SAAS), in
his mosque. The others were Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthmm, 'Ali, 'Abd al-Ra/:1mm
b. 'Awf, Ibn Mas'ud, Mu'i1dh b. Jabal, l::Iudhayfa b. al-Yamm, and Abu Sa'ld
aI-Khudrl. I was there with the Messenger of God (SAAS), when a young
an,ari came in, greeted him and sat down. He then asked, 'Messenger of God,
which of the Believers is the best?' 'The most virtuous,' he replied. He then
asked, 'And which of the Believers is the most intelligent?' 'The one who is the
most aware of death and best prepared for it before it comes; those like that are
the most intelligent.' The young man became silent.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) then came over to us and said, 'Mukaj;rs,
there are five faults that I pray to God will never befall you. If immorality ever
settles upon and overcomes a people, plague and disease will appear among them
such as never did among their forefathers. Ifthey give short measure and weight,
they will be overwhelmed by famine and the ruler's tyranny. If they ever refuse
to give the zakat from their wealth, they will be deprived of moisture from the
sky; for were it not for the animals, no rain would fall on them. If ever they break
the pact with God or His Messenger, an enemy will overpower them and take
some of what they had. If their imams should ever rule without God's book and
what God revealed, then He will bring calamity among them.'
"He then ordered 'Abd al-Ra/:1mm b. 'Awf to make preparations for an
expedition on which he was sending him. Next morning he wore a turban made
of black cotton. The Messenger of God (SAAS) asked him to approach, and
untied and then rearranged the turban so that four. or so fingers' length were
lying behind him. He said, 'That's the way, Ibn 'Awf. Put your turban on thus
- that is better and more usual.'
"He then told Bilal to present him with the banner, and he did so. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) praised God, spoke a prayer for himself and said,
'Take it, Ibn 'Awf. Combat all in God's cause and do battle against those who
disbelieve in Him. Do not defraud or use deceit, mutilate, or kill children. This
is God's covenant and the way of your Prophet among you.'
"And so 'l\bd al-Ra/:1mm took the banner." Ibn Hishilm added, "He proceeded
out to Dumat al-Jandal."
He also despatched Abu 'Ubayda b. al-Jarri1/:1. They were some 300 riders who
travelled to the coast. The Messenger of God (SAAS) provisioned him with
a stock of dates. The story of the 'anbar, "the great whale", cast ashore from the
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sea, relates to this expedition. It provided food for them all for close to a month.
It restored them to health and they cut it up into steaks to provision themselves
for their return to the Messenger of God (SAAS). They gave him some of it
and he ate it. This story is narrated above.
Ibn Hisham stated, "There were other expeditions to which Ibn Is!;J.aq did not
refer here." There was the dispatch of 'Amr b. Umayya al-Oamn to fight Abu
Sufyan Sakhr b. Barb, after the killing of Khubayb b. 'Adi and his companions.
We have related above what became of him.
With 'Amr b. Umayya there was Jabbar b. Sakhr. It did not so happen that
they killed Abu Sufyan; in fact, they killed a different man and brought down
Khubayb's body from his stake.
He sent Salim b. 'Umayr, one of the bukii?ina, "the weepers", to Abu 'Afak, of
Banu 'Amr b. 'Awf. He had made his hypocrisy apparent when the Messenger
of God (SAAS) killed al-Barith b. Suwayd b. al-Samit, as was told above. He
mourned him with the following verses, criticizing - may God damn him - his
acceptance of the faith:
"I have lived for an age and I have never seen a house
nor a group

More true, when called upon, to promises; nor more
trustworthy to those who have compacted with them
Than the sons of QtylaI35 in their assembly, making
mountains shake and never submitting.

A rider who came to them split them apart (by saying)
'Pennissible!' 'ForbiddenI' to various things.

If you had believed in glory or kingship, you would
have followed Tubbac."

The Messenger of God (SAAS) asked, "Who will take care of this foul fellow
for me?" And so this man Salim b. 'Umayr volunteered and killed him.
Umama al-Mundiyya spoke the following verses on this subject:
"You deny the veracity of God's religion and the man

A1)mad! By the life of him who bore you, evil is he who did
so!
A banif presented you with a thrust in the night,
(saying)-'Take that, Abu <Afak, despite your age!'"

He dispatched 'Umayr b. 'Adi al-Kha(mi to kill al-'Asma', daughter ofMarwan,
of Banu Umayya b. Zayd. She had been satirizing Islam and those practising it.
When Abu 'Afak, mentioned above, was killed, she made her hypocrisy plain,
speaking the verses:
"Confound Banil Malik, a1-Nabit, 'Awf and Banil a1-Khazraj!
135. A reference to the supposed ancestry of the a~itr of Medina.
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You have obeyed a stranger not of yourselves, not a man

of (Barril) Murad or (Barril) Madh\lij.
You have hopes of him, after his having killed the
chiefs, as you might hope for blossoms after fruit
ripens!
Is there no proud man to ambush him and so
destroy the hope of the pretender?"

I;fassan b. Thabit answered her with the verses:
"Bani] Wa''il, Bano Waqif and Khatma are beneath Banu al-Khazraj.

Having asked for folly, may woe be upon her in her
lamenting; and death will come.
She upset a hero affine ancestry, a man noble both in

his entering and -in his exit.

He smeared her with blood shortly after the daytime arrd
he has no regrets."

When the Messenger of God (SAAS) had heard her words, he had said, "Will
no one rid me ofMarwan's daughter?" Vmayr heard this and the evening ofthat
night he attacked and killed her. Next morning, he went to the Messenger of
God (SAAS), and said, "Messenger of God, I have killed her!" He responded,
"Vmayr, you have given help both to God and to His Messenger." Vmayr
asked, "Messenger of God, will I be held accountable for what happened to her?"
He replied, "Not even two goats will clash about herl"
Vmayr returned to his people who were in disagreement about her death;
she had five sons. Vmayr said, "It was I who killed her! Come at me, all of you;
don't waitl" That was the first day that Islam gained strength among Banil
Kha!IDa. A large number of them became Muslims when they recognized the
power ofIslam.
Ibn Is1,J.aq went on to refer to those who captured Thumama b. UthaI al-I;fanafi
and the circumstances relating to his acceptance of Islam. We have referred to
this above in relating authentic abiidith.
Ibn Hisham stated that it was in relation to him that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) said, "The Believer eats with one Stomach, the unbeliever with seven!"
This was because of the little food Thumama ate after his acceptance of Islam.
He related how, having left Medina, he entered Mecca to make the 'umra, reciting
the talbiyya. The Meccans forbad him from doing this, but he disobeyed them,
threatening to cut off their supply of grain from Yamama. When he returned
home there, he did deny them grain until the Messenger of God (SAAS) wrote
to him and he restored it to them. A man of Banil I;fanifa said, "Among us is
he who recited the talbiyya in Mecca, though forbidden, in spite of Abil Sufyan,
in the sacrosanct months."

He sent CAlqama b. Mujazziz aI-Mudliji to take vengeance for his brother
Waqqiilj b. Mujazziz the day he was killed at Dhil Qirad. He asked permission
from the Messenger of God (SAAS) to follow their tracks; he gave it and
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appointed him commander of a force of men. When they were on their way,
he ordered a group of them to come to him, and he appointed 'Abd Allah b.
I;Iudhafa to be their leader. He liked to joke. He lit a fire and ordered the
men to enter it. When some were about to do so, he said, "I was only joking!"
When this reached the Messenger of God (SAAS), he commented, "Do not
obey someone who orders you to disobey God."
The /.tadith on this subject was related by Ibn Hisham from al-Darawardi,
from Mul.ianuuad b. 'Amr b. 'Alqama, from 'Amr b. al-I;Iakam b. Thawbau, from
Abu Sa'id al-Khudri.
He sent Kurz b. Jabir to fight those men who had come to Medina. They were
of Q;tys of (Banu) Bajila. They found Medina unhealthy and became sick and
so the Messenger of God (SAAS) told them to go out to his camels and to
drink their urine and their mille When they recovered, they butchered Yasar,
the freed-man of the Messenger of God (SAAS), who was the camels' herdsman
and stuck thorns into his eyes. They then took away all the milch-camels. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) sent after them Kurz b. Jabir with a force of his men
and they brought them back from Bajila following the return of the Messenger
of God (SAAS) from the expedition to Dhu Qarad. He gave his order and their
hands and feet were cut off and their eyes were gouged out.
It may well be that these are the men referred to in the well-accepted /.tadith of
Anas - a group of eight men of COkl or COrayna who came to Medina with the
same consequences. It seems obvious that these were they; we have narrated
their story at length above. Should they have been different men, we have given
here the major information given by Ibn Hisham. God knows best.
Ibn Hisham went on to relate the expedition (to Yemen) made twice by 'Ali b.
Abu Talib. Ibn Hisham quotes Abu 'Amr ai-Madani as stating, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) dispatched 'Ali to Yemen and Khalid with a different force. He
had stated that if the two forces were to combine, then 'Ali b. Abu Talib was to
be their commander.
He (Ibn Hisham) went on, "Ibn Isl.iaq made reference to the dispatch of
Khalid, but did not include it in the total of expeditions and raids dispatched by
the Messenger of God (SAAS). The number of these he should have given
would be 39."
Ibn Isl.iaq stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) dispatched Usatna b. Zayd
b. I;Iaritha to Syria. He ordered him to have the cavalry patrol the al-Balqa> and
al-Darum regions of Syria. The men equipped themselves and it was the initial
muhiijirnn who accompanied Usama."
Ibn Hisham added, "This was the last expedition dispatched by the Messenger
of God (SAAS)."
AI-Bukhari stated that Isma'Il related to him, quoting Malik, from 'Abd Allah
b. Dinar, from 'Abd Allah b. COmar, that the Messenger of God (SAAS) sent
out a force under the command ofUsama b. Zayd, but that the people criticized
his appointment. The Prophet (SAAS) therefore arose and said, "Your criticism
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of his leadership is similar to your earlier criticism of his father's appointment to
command. The former was, by God, qualified for command and one of those
most beloved by me. And thismau is also of those most loved by me."
AI-Tirmidhi narrated it from a {zadith of Malik. He categorized it as a {zadith
that was ~a{zi{z {zasan.
A large number of the senior initial muhajirin and an~ar took part in this
army. The most important of these was 'Vmar b. al-Khanab. Those who say
that Abu Bakr was among them are in error. The illness of the Messenger of
God (SAAS) was increasing in severity while the force was encamped at al-Jurf.
The Prophet (SAAS) at that time apointed Abu Bakr to lead the prayer, as
will be recounted. How, then, could he have been in the army while being the
imam for the Muslim community, by permission of the Messenger of God
(SAAS), from the lord of the worlds? Even if it be supposed that he had
proceeded out with them, the law-giver (the Prophet) selected him out from
among them by appointing him to leadership of the prayer, one of the most
important ofthe pillars ofIslam. And when the Messenger of God (SAAS) died,
Abu Bakr sought 'Vmar b. al-Khanab's exclusion (from the expedition) from
Vsama, so the latter allowed 'Vmar to remain at the side ofAbu Bakr. Abu Bakr,
"the trusting", then led Vsama's force (for a short distance to the outskirts
of Medina).
THE VERSES IN THE QUR'AN AND AIJADITH FOREWARNING OF
THE DEATH OF THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS), AND HOW THE
ILLNESS FROM WHICH HE DIED COMMENCED.

God Almighty stated, "¥ou (will be) dead and they shall be dead. Then, on
resurrection day, you will be contending with one another before your Lord"
(surat ai-Zumar; XXXIX, v.30--31). And, "We ordained no immortality for any
person before you; and if you die, shall they be immortal?" (surat ai-Anbiyyit';
XXI, v.34). And, "Every soul will taste death, and you shall only be fully paid
your wages on the day of resurrection. Those drawn away from the fire and
brought into paradise will be those who succeed. Life on earth is nothing but
the baggage of vanity" (surat Ai 'lmran; III, v.285).
The Ahnighty also stated, "Mul,Jammad is nothing but a messenger; messengers
have passed away before him. Ifhe dies or is killed, you might tum away on your
heels. Whoever runs away on his heels will cause no harm to God. And God will
reward the grateful" (surat Ai 'lmran; III, v.l44). It was this verse that Abu Bakr,
"the trusting", recited on the day of the death of the Messenger of God (SAAS).
When the people heard it, it was as though they had not done so previously.
The Ahnighty also stated, "(Remember) when God's help and the victory
came and yon saw the people entering God's religion in droves. Give joyful
praise to your Lord, and seek His forgiveness. He is forgiving" (surat ai-Na~r;
ex, v.l3).
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'Umar b. al-Khanab and Ibn 'Abbas stat~d, "This was (referring to) the
death of the Messenger of God (SAAS), of which he was being informed" Ibn
'Umar stated, "This was revealed in the middle part of Tishrin, during the !tijjat
al-wada', 'the farewell pilgrimage'. The Messenger of God (SAAS) knew it
meant farewell and he delivered to the people an address in which he gave them
instruction and prohibition." This famous address was as given above,
Jabir stated, "I saw the Messenger of God (SAAS), casting at the pillars. He
stopped and said, 'You should take your rites and ceremonies from me. I might
perhaps not perform the pilgrimage after this year.'"
The Messenger of God (SAAS) said the following to his daughter Fatima,
"Gabriel would review the Qur'an with me once each year; he did so twice this
year. I can only think that this means the approach of my death."
In the ,a!ti!t collection of al-Bukhilri, it is narrated from a !tadith of Abu
Bakr b. 'Ayyash, from Abu I;Iusayn, from Abu Salih, that Abu Hurayra stated,
"Each month of Ramaqan the Messenger of God (SAAS) would practise i'tiraj,
withdraw into seclusion (in the mosque) for ten days. The year he died he so
withdrew for twenty days. The Qur'an was reviewed to him each Ramaqan; the
year he died, it was reviewed to him twice."
MUhammad b. IShaq stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) returned in Dhu
al-I;Iijja for the !tijjat al-wada' and stayed in Medina for the remainder of that
month, and for al-Muharram and Safar. He dispatched Usama b. Zayd (on an
~xp~dition).
"Whil~ th~

people were engaged in that, the Mess~nger of God (SAAS)
to suff~r from that illn~ss in the course of which God took him away to
that mercy and honour He wished for him. This occurred shortly before the end
of Safar Or early in Rabi' al-Awwal.
"When the first symptoms appeared from which the Messenger of God
(SAAS) suffered, so I have been informed, he went out to Baqi' al-Gharqad l36
in the middle of the night and prayed for forgiveness for them (the dead),
then returned home to his family. Next morning and from that day on he began
suffering pain.
"'Abd Allah b. Ja'far related to me, from 'Ubayd b. Jubayr, the freed-man
of al-I;Iakam, from 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. a1-'A~, from Abu Muwayhiba, the
freed-man of the Messenger of God (SAAS), who said, 'The Messenger of God
(SAAS) sent me out in the middle of the night, saying, "Abu Muwayhiba, I have
been ordered to ask for forgiveness for those in this Baqi'. So come with me."
"'I left with him and when he halted among them, he said, "Peace be upon
you, you people in the graves! May you be content that you do not experience the
same as people here. Troubles come like dark portions of the night, following
b~gan

one another in succession, the last being worse than the first."
136. The cemetery outside Medina.
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'''He then came over to me and said, "Abu Muwayhiba, I have been given the
keys to the treasuries of the world, remaining here a long time and the (going to)
paradise. I have been given the choice between this and meeting my Lord and
(going to) paradise (soon)."
"'I said, "By my parents' lives, choose the keys of the world's treasuries, long
life here, and then paradise." He replied, "No, Abu Muwayhiba, I have, by God,
chosen to meet my Lord and paradise."
'''He then proceeded to pray for forgiveness for the dead of al-Baqi', then left.
And so began the illness in which God took him.'"
None of the authors of the books (of traditions) gave this. However, AJ:unad
did narrate it from Ya'qub b. Ibrahim, from his father, who quoted Mui).arnmad
b. Isi).aq.
Imam A\:1mad stated that Abu al-Nagr related to him, quoting al-I:Iakam
b. Fugayl, quoting Yaqa b. 'Ala', from 'Ubayd b. Jubayr, who quoted Abu
Muwayhiba as saying, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) was ordered to pray
for the dead at al-Baqi'. He prayed for them three times and after the third, he
said, 'Abu Muwayhiba, saddle up my mount.'
"He rode while I walked until we reached them. He then dismounted. I held
the mount, while he stood" - or he said "he remained standing" - "over them.
He then said, 'May your present state make you more happy than the people are.
Troubles come like dark portions ofthe night, following one another in succession,
the last being worse than the first. So may your present state make you more
happy than the people are.'
"He then came back and said, 'Abu Muwayhiba, I have been awarded' - or
he said 'asked to choose between' - 'the keys of what will be conquered by my
nation after myself and then paradise, or meeting my Lord.'
"I said, 'By my father and mother, choose us!' He replied, 'To reverse what
God intended? I have chosen to meet my Lord!'
"And it was no more than seven or eight days thereafter that he died."
'Abd al-Razzaq stated, from Ma'mar, from Ibn Tawus, who quoted his father
as saying, "I was given aid through terror and was awarded the treasuries. Then
I was given the choice between remaining (alive) to see what would be conquered
for my people and acceleration (of my death). I chose acceleration."
Al-Bayhaqi stated, "This f:tadith is rnursal; it does testify to the f:tadith of Abu
Muwayhiba."
Ibn Isi).aq stated, "Ya'qub b. 'Utba related to me, from al-Zuhri, from 'Ubayd
Allah b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Utba, from Ibn Mas'ud, who quoted 'A'isha as stating,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) returned from the cemetery and found me
suffering from a pain in my head. I was complaining, '0 my head!' He commented, 'I swear by God, 'A'isha, I'm the one with the headache!' He then asked,
'Would you mind if you died before me, and I were to stand over you, put you
in your shroud, pray over you and bury you?' I replied, 'I imagine that ifyou did
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that you would return to my house and celebrate a wedding night there with
one of your wives!'

"The Messenger of God (SAAS) smiled. The pain persisted in him while he
visited in turn his wives. He was overcome by it in the home of Maymuna. He
summoned his wives and asked their permission to be nursed in my home; this
was agreed.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) then left, being helped along by two men
of his household, al-Fa<jl b. 'Abbas and another man. He had his head bound
and he was dragging his feet when he entered my house."
'Ubayd Allah stated, "I related this to Ibn 'Abbas and he said, 'Do you know
who the other man was? That was 'All b. Abu TaIib.'"
This badith has testimonials that will come shortly.
Al-Bayhaqi stated that al-I:Iakim informed him, quoting al-A~amm, quoting
AQmad b. 'Abd al-Jabbar, from Yunus b. Bukayr, from Mul:tammad b. Isl:taq,
quoting Ya'qub b. 'Utba, from al-Zuhri, from 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah, who
quoted 'A'isha as having said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) came in to me
while suffering from a headache while I was complaining about my own head. I
said, '0 my head!' He said, '1 swear by God, 'j\'isha, I'm the one with headache!'
"He then said, 'Would you mind, if you were to die before myself, if! were
to take care of you, prayed over you and buried you?' I replied, 'I swear by God,
I believe that if that happened, you would closet yourself with one of your
wives in my house as soon as the day was over!' The Messenger of God (SAAS)
laughed.
"His pain persisted and became severe while, visiting his wives in turn, he was
at the house of Maymuna. His family assembled, and al-'Abbas said, 'We think
the Messenger of God has pleurisy. Let's give him medicine through the corner
of his mouth.' They did so and the Messenger of God (SAAS) came to. 'Who
did this?' he asked. 'It was your uncle al-'Abbas; he is afraid you have pleurisy.'
The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'It is from Satan! God would never have
inflicted me with it! You should not omit giving medicine to anyone in my house
except for my uncle al-'Abbas!' And all the honsehold were given medicine even Maymiina, who was fasting. That was done in the sight of the Messenger
of God (SAAS).
"Thereafter he asked permission of his wives to be nursed in my home; he
received permission. So he left, between al-'Abbas and another man" - she did
not name him - "his feet dragging on the ground."
'Ubayd Allah said that Ibn 'Abbas stated, "The other man was 'Ali b. Abu
TaIib."
Al-Bukhari stated that Sa'id b. 'Ufayr related to him, quoting al-Layth, quoting
'Aqil, from Ibn Shihab, who quoted 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Utba as
stating that 'j\'isha, the wife of the Prophet (SAAS) said, "When the Messenger
of God (SAAS) became ill and his pain intensified, he 'lSked permission from
his wives to be nursed in my home. And he Was given permission. He left
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between two men, dragging his feet on the ground between 'Abbas, Ibn 'Abd
al-Munalib, that is, and another man."
'Ubayd Allah said, "I told 'Abd Allah" - meaning Ibn 'Abbas - "what 'A>isha
had said. He asked me, 'Do you know who was the other man whom 'A>isha did
not name?' I replied, 'No.' He said, 'It was (.AlI.'"
'A'isha, wife of the Messenger of God (SAAS), used to relate, "When the
Messenger of God (SAAS) entered my house and his pain was severe, he said,
'Pour over me from seven water-skins the tops of which have not been untied
so that I will (be well enough to) give advice to people.'
"We seated him in a tub belonging to I:Iaf~a, the wife of the Prophet (SAAS).
Then we set about pouring over him water from those skins until he gestured to
us with his hand saying, 'You have done it now.'
"He then went outside to the people, spoke a prayer for them and made them
an address."
Al-Bukhilri also narrated it in other places in his ja!zi!z collection. Muslim gave
it with various lines of transmission from al-Zuhri.
Al-Bukhilri stated that Isma'!l related to him, quoting Sulayman b. Bilal,
quoting Hisham b. 'Urwa, quoting his father, who quoted 'A'isha as having said
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) would ask during the illness in which he
died, "Where will I be tomorrow? Where will I be tomorrow?' He was referring
to 'A'isha's day (for his visit to her). His wives permitted him to be wherever he
wished, so he was in 'A'isha's house until he died there.
(The account narrates that) "'A'isha, may God be pleased with her, stated,
'He died on the day he would corne to visit me in my house. God took him while
his head lay between my breasts and my throat. His saliva mixed with mine.'"
She went on, "'Abd al-RaJ:1man b. Abu Bakt carne in carrying a tooth-pick
with which he was cleaning his teeth. The Messenger of God (SAAS) looked over
at him and I asked 'Abd al-Ral:Irnan, 'Give me the tooth-pick, 'Abd al-Ra1)rnan.'
He gave it to me, and I chewed and softened it and gave it to the Messenger of
God (SAAS). He cleansed his teeth with it while he rested against my chest."
AI-Bukhari is alone in giving this from this line of transmission.
Al-Bukhilri stated that 'Abd Allah b. YUsuf informed him, quoting al-Layth,
quoting Ibn al-Had, from 'Abd al-Ra1)rnan b. al-Qisim, from his father, who
quoted 'A'isha as saying, "The Prophet (SAAS) died while between my breast
and my chin. And I no longer abhor the death throes of anyone after (those of)
the Prophet (SAAS)."
Al-Bukhari stated that I:Iibban related to him, quoting 'Abd Allah, quoting
Yunus, from Ibn Shihab, who said, "'Urwa informed me that 'A'isha narrated to
him that whenever the Messenger of God (SAAS) was in pain, he would breathe
over himself, recite the al-mu'awwidhitt 137 and wipe his hands over his body. And
so when he was in pain during the illness from which he died, I set about reciting
137. The fmal two silrats of the Quran.
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the al-mu'awwidhiit over him, breathing over him as he had, and using the hand
of the Prophet (SAAS) to wipe over him."
Muslim narrated this from a vadith ofIbn Wahb, from Yilnus b. Y~id al-AyII,
from al-Zuhri. AI-Fallas and Muslim gave it from Mul;1ammad b. I;!atim and all
of them.
It is established in both ,aViV collections from a vadIth of Abu 'Awana, from
Firas, from al-Sha'bi, from Masruq, who quoted 'A'isha as having stated, "The
wives of the Messenger of God (SAAS) all assembled around him; none of them
was left out. Fatima came in, her footsteps not missing the style of his own walk.
He said, 'Welcome indeed to my daughter!' He sat her down at his right, or his
left. He then spoke something confidentially to her, and she wept. He then spoke
to her quietly again, and she laughed. I commented to her, 'The Messenger of
God speaks secrets to you alone, and yet you cry!'
"When she arose, I asked her, 'Tell me what he spoke to you.' She replied, 'I
could not disclose a secret of the Messenger of God.' After he had died, I asked
her, 'I ask you, by my rights over you, to tell me.' She replied, 'Now I can do so.
The first comment he made in confidence to me was, "Gabriel would review the
Qur'an with me once each year. Tws year he has done so twice. I can see this
only as meaning the approach of my death. Fear God and be patient; I am a
worthy predecessor to you." And so I wept. He then whispered to me again,
saying, "Will it not please you to be mistress of the women of the Believers, or
mistress of (all) the women of this nation?" I laughed.'''
This hadIth has various lines of transmission from 'A'isha.
AI-Bukhari narrated from 'Ali b. 'Abd Allah and aI-Fallas, as did Muslim b.
Mul;1amrnad b. I;!atim, all of them quoting from Yal;1ya b. Sa'id al-Q;tnan, from
Sufyan al-Thawri, from Musa b. Abu 'A.'isha, from 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah,
from 'A'isha, who said, "We poured medicine into the corner of the mouth ofthe
Messenger of God (SAAS), during his illness and he began gesturing to us not
to do so. We said, 'It's just the dislike of a sick person for his medicine.' When
he recovered somewhat, he asked, 'Did I not forbid you to put medicine in my
mouth?' We replied, '(We thought it) dislike of a sick person for his medicine.'
He then said, 'Let all in the house have medicine poured into their mouths while
I look on - except for aI-'Abbas who did not witness what you did.'"
AI-Bukhari stated, "Ibn Abu al-Zinad narrated it from Hishatu, from his
father, from 'A'isha, who quoted the Prophet (SAAS)."
AI-Bukharl also stated that Yunus stated that aI-Zuhri quoted 'Urwa as
saying, "'A'isha stated, 'The Prophet (SAAS) would say during the illness in
which he died, "'A'isha, I still suffer pain from the food I ate at Khaybar. At this
time I sense my aorta being severed by that poison."'"
Al-Bukhari gave this as being mu'allaq.
The viifi:;. al-Bayhaqi gave it from aI-I;!akim, from Abu Bakr b. Mul;1ammad
b. Al;1mad b. Ya1)ya aI-Ashqar,from Yusufb. Musa, from Al;1mad b. Salil;1, from
'Anbasa, from Yunus b. Yazid al-Ayb, from al-Zuhri.
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Al-Bayhaqi stated that al-I;Iakim informed him, quoting al-A~amm, quoting
A1)mad b. 'Abd al-Jabbar, ftom Abu Mu'awiya, ftom al-A'mash, from 'Abd
Allah b. Murra, from Abu al-A1)w~, ftom 'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud, who said, "I
would prefer to swear nine times over that the Messenger of God (SAAS) was
murdered than to do so once that he was not killed! That is because God assigned
him to be a prophet and a martyr as well."
Al-Bukhari stated that Isl:taq related to him, quoting Bishr b. Shu'ayb b. Abu
I;Iarnza, quoting his father, ftom al-Zuhri, who said, "'Abd Allah b. Ka'b b. Malik
al-An~ari - Ka'b b. Malik having been one of the three men who had received
forgiveness '38 - informed me that 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas told him when 'Ali b. Abu
Talib came out after having been with the Messenger of God (SAAS), during the
illness in which he died, people asked him, 'Abu al-I;Iasan! How is the Messenger
of God, doing this morning?' He replied, 'Thanks be to God, he is recovered.'
"'Abbas b. 'Abd al-Malik took 'Ali by the hand and said, 'Three days ftom
now, I swear by God, you will be 'slave of the stafP. 139 I swear, I can see that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) will die ftom this illness. I well know how members
of the 'Abd al-Munalib family look when near death, Let us go to the Messenger
of God, and ask him to whom rule will go. If to us, then we will know it; if to
someone other than us, we can tell him and he (the Prophet (SAAS» can tell him
to care for us.'

"'Ali stated, 'I swear by God, if we asked the Messenger of God (SAAS) for
it (the rule) and he refused it, then the people would never give it to us after him.
So I swear, I'll not ask the Messenger of God for it.'''
Al-Bukhari is alone in giving this.
Al-Bukhan stated that Qutayba related to him, quoting Sufyan, from Sulayman
al-Al:twal, from Sa'id b. Jubayr, who said, "Ibn 'Abbas stated, 'What a terrible
Thursday that was! The illness of the Messenger of God (SAAS) worsened.
Then he asked, "Bring me writing materials with which I can write you a
document after which Y\lU will never go astray." People disputed over this - and
there should never be disputation in the presence ofa ptophet. Some said, "What
is wtong with him; is he delirious? Question him." So they went to him to ask
him. He told them, "Leaveme alone; my present condition is better than that to
which you invite me." He then advised them to do three things. He said, "Remove
the unbelievers from the Arabian peninsula. Treat with dignity delegations
as you saw me treat them." And he either did not speak the third request, or he
spoke it but I have forgotten it.'''
Al-Bukhan also narrated it elsewhere; Muslim gave it from a I;adith of Sufyan
b. 'Uyayna.
Al-Bukhari then stated that 'Ali b. 'Abd Allah related to him, quoting 'Abd
al-Razzaq, quoting Ma'mar, from al-Zuhri, ftom 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah,
138. A reference to the three Muslims who had held back from participation in the attack on
Tabuk ordered by the Prophet (SAAS). See above, Vol. IV, pages 29-33.
139. Under a new ruler, that is.
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from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "When death was close for the Messenger of God
(SAAS), and there were men present in his home, he said, 'Come close; I will
write a document for you after which you will never go astray.' Some of them
then said, '(But) the Messenger of God is overcome by illness, and you have the
Qur'an. God's Book is enough for us.'
"The household differed among themselves and disputed. Some said, 'Go
over near him and let him write something after which you will never stray.'
Others said the contrary. When their disputation increased, the Messenger of
God (SAAS) told them, 'Go away!'
"'Ubayd Allah said, 'Ibn 'Abbas stated, "It was truly disastrous that, due to
their noise and disputation, the Messenger of God (SAAS) was prevented from
writing that document for them."'"
Muslim narrated it from Mui)ammad b. Riifi', as did 'Abd b. I;!umayd, both
quoting from 'Abd al-Razzaq in the same way. Al-BukhiiIi gave it in various
places in his ,afzifz collection from a fzadith ofMa'mar and Yunus, from al-Zuhri.
This fzadith has served to feed the imaginations of certain foolish persons, who
advocate improper innovative practices. These adherents of the shi'a and others,
all claimed that the Messenger of God (SAAS) wished to write in the document
referred to above what they purpose in their own statements. This claim oftheirs
constitutes adherence to reasoning by allegory and disregard for what is fully
established. l40
Orthodox scholars accept what is fully established and reject what might be
viewed as allegorical. This is the methodology ofthose firmly rooted in knowledge,
al-rasikhuna fi al-'ilm, as God, the Almighty and Glorious characterized them in
His Book (surat Al 'lmran; III, v.7).
This area is one of those where the feet of many of the noisesome slip.
Orthodox scholars, however, follow no 'school of thought' but pursue the truth
alone, moving with it along whatever path it leads.
Whatever the Messenger of God (SAAS) wished to write came previously in
those afzadith that lend themselves to clear and unambiguous interpretation.
Imam Ai)mad stated that Mu'ammil related to him, quoting Nafi', from Ibn
'Amr, quoting Ibn Abu Mulayka, from 'A'isha who said, "When the Messenger
of God (SAAS) was suffering from that illness from which he died, he said,
'Summon Abu Bakr and his son, so that no one will lust after, or aspire to, Abu
Bakr's role.' He went on, 'God and the Believers reject that.' He said this twice."
'A'isha is quoted as then having said, "And God and the Believers did indeed
reject that!"
A\.1mad is alone in giving this from this line of transmission.
Ai)mad stated that Abu Mu'awiya related to him, quoting 'Abd al-Rai)man b.
Abu Bakr al-Qurashi, from Ibn Abu Mulayka, who quoted 'A'isha, who said,
140. The Arabic terms are mutashabih and mubkam.
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"When the illness of the Messenger of God (SAAS) worsened, he told 'Abd
al-Ra/.!man, Abu Bakr's son, 'Bring me a shoulder bone 141 or a tablet so that I
can write for Abu Bakr a document about which no one can dispute.' When 'Abd
al-Ra/.!man went to do this, he said, 'God and the Believers reject there being
any disagreement over you, Abu Bakr!'"
A/.1mad is also alone in giving this from this line of transmission.
A1-Bukhilli narrated from Ya/.!ya b. Ya/.!ya, from Sulayman b. Bilal, from Ya/.!ya
b. Sa'id, from al-Qasim b. Mu/.!anunad, who quoted 'iPisha as stating that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "I plan to send for Abu Bakr and his son to
make a covenant, lest people argue or have ambitions.' He went on, 'Either God
rejects or the Believers impel, or God impels and the Believers reject.'"
In the ,abfb collection of al-Bukhilri and in that of Muslim, there is a badfth
of Ibrmim b. Sa'd, from his father, from Mu/.!anunad b. Jubayr b. Mut'im, who
quoted his father as saying, "A woman came to the Messenger of God (SAAS),
and he told her to return to him again. She asked, 'But supposing I came and
did not find you?' - she seemed to be implying his death. He replied, 'If you do
not fmd me, then go to Abu Bakr.'''
It seems obvious - though God knows best - that she only said that to the
Messenger of God (SAAS), during the illness from which he died.
On the Thursday, five days before he died, the Messenger of God (SAAS)
had delivered an address in which he had asserted the superiority of Abu Bakr,
"the trusting", over the other Companions, as part of his direction that he (Abu
Bakr) lead them (in prayer).
It may perhaps be that this address should be viewed as a substitution for what
he intended to write in the document.
He had washed himself prior to making that noble address. They had
sprinkled over him water from seven water-skins, the openings of which had not
been untied. This is referred to (in the ,abfb collections) in the chapter, Seeking
a cure by seven (washings); abadfth referring to this are also given elsewhere than
in this section.

The point here is that the Messenger of God (SAAS) washed, went out and
performed prayer with the people, and then made an address to them. This is
shown above in the badfth quoting 'A'isha, may God be pleased with her.
THE AijADITH MAKING REFERENCE TO THAT.

AI-Bayhaqi stated that al-I;Iakim informed him, quoting al-A~anun, from A/.!mad
b. 'Abd al-Jabbar, from Yunus b. Bukayr, from Mu/.!anunad b. Is/.!aq, from
al-Zuhrt, from Ayyub b. Bashir, who stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
said during his illness, 'Pour water over me from seven water-skins from seven

different wells so that I can go out and make a covenant with the people.'
141. Paper not yet having been invented, sources tell us that Arabs wrote on large bones and
pieces ofleather, etc.
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"They did so and he went out and sat upon the minbar. The first thing he
did, after praising and thanking God, was to refer to his Companions who had
attended the battle of Ui)ud; he asked God's forgiveness for them and said a
prayer for them. He then said, 'Muhajiriin, you have become very numerous
while the a~ar have remained as they were and have not increased in number.
They are my saviours, those with whom I sought refuge. Honour them for their
exploits and disregard their shortcomings.'
"He went on, 'People, one servant of God has been given by God to choose
between what is upon earth and what is with God. And he has chosen what is
with God.'
"Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him, was one among the people there
who understood this and he wept, saying, 'We would redeem you with ourselves,
our children and our possessions!' But the Messenger of God (SAAS) said,
'Take it easy, Abu Bakr! Look at these doors leading in to the mosque and close
them all off, except for the one from Abu Bakr's house. I know of no one whom
I consider a finer Companion than him.'''
This badith is mursal, incomplete in its line; there are many testimonies to
it. AI-Waqidi stated that Farwa b. Zabid b. Taws related to him, from 'A>isha,
daughter of Sa'd, from Umm Dharr, who quoted Umm Salama, wife of the
Prophet (SAAS), as saying, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) went outside
wearing a piece of cloth around his head. When he sat down on the minbar people
stared hard at the minbar and flocked around him. He said, 'By Him in whose
hand is my soul, I am at this hour standing at the bawd, "the pool".' He then
spoke the shahada. When he had fmished this, the first words he spoke were to
ask forgiveness for the martyrs killed at Ui)ud. He then said, 'One servant of
God has been asked to choose between this world and that with God; and this
servant has chosen that with God.'
"Abu Bakr wept; we were surprised at his weeping. He said, 'By my father and
my mother! We would redeem you with our fathers, our mothers, ourselves and
our possessions!' It was the Messenger of God (SAAS), who had been given the
choice, and Abu Bakr was the most aware of us what the Messenger of God
(SAAS) had meant. The latter then said to him, 'Take it easy, Abu Bakr!'"
Imam AQmad stated that AbU 'Amir related to him, quoting Fulayi), from
Salim Abu al-Na<jr, from Bishr b. Sa'id, who quoted Abu Sa'Id as saying, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) made an address to the people and said, 'God had a
worshipper make a choice between this world and that with him. That worshipper
chose that with God.'
"Abu Bakr wept. We were surprised at his weeping at the Messenger of God
(SAAS), having made a reference to a 'worshipper'. For it was the Messenger of
God (SAAS) who had been given the choice and Abu Bakr was the most aware
of us what he meant. The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'The person most
faithful to myself in his friendship and his wealth is Abu Bakr. If! were to take
any other than God as my Companion, I would so take Abu Bakr. However,
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(what I do have with him) inhe companionship of Islam and his love. Every
door in the mosqne has been shut except that of Abu Bakr.'"
AI-Bukharj narrated it thus from a I;adith of Abu 'Amir aI-'AqadL
Imam A/.1mad narrated it from YiinUS, from Fulay/.1, from Salim b. Abu
al-Nagr, from 'Ubayd b. I:Iunayn and Bishr b. Sa'jd, from Abu Sa'jd.
AI-Bukharl narrated it similarly, as did Muslim, from a I;adith of Fulay/.1;
Malik b. Anas gave it from Salim, from Bishr b. Sa'ld and 'Ubayd b. I:Iunayn,
both of whom quoted from Abu Sa'jd in similar terms.
Imam A/.1rnad stated that Abu aI-WaIjd related to him, quoting Hisham,
quoting Abu 'Awana, from 'Abd aI-Malik, from Ibn Abu al-Mu'alla, from his
father (who said) "The Messenger of God (SAAS) one day made an address and
said, 'A man has been given by his Lord to choose between living on earth so
long as he wishes and eating on earth whatever he wishes, and between meeting
his Lord. And he has chosen to meet with his Lord.'
"Abu Bakr wept. The Companions of the Messenger of God (SAAS) asked
one another, 'Aren't you surprised at this sheikh and the Messenger of God,
referring to a fine man to whom God has given the choice of remaining on earth
or meeting his Lord and him choosing to meet his Lord?' For it was Abu Bakr
who was most aware of what the Messenger of God (SAAS) had meant. And
Abu Bakr responded, 'No, we will redeem you with our possessions and our
children!' And so the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'No person is more
faithful to us in his friendship and generosity than (Abu Bakr) Ibn Abu Qu/.1afa.
And were I to take someone as my Companion, that person would be Ibn Abu
Qu/.1afa. However, there (is between us) love, brotherly feelings and faith. Yonr
friend is the companion of God, Almighty and Glorious is He.'''
A/.1rnad is alone in giving this. The correct name in the above line of transmission is "Ibn Sa'jd b. aI"Mu'alla". However, God knows best.
The I;afi.. al-Bayhaqj narrated through Is/.1aq b. Ibrahjm - he being Ibn
Rahaway/.1 - who quoted Zakariyya' b. 'Adl, quoting 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Amr
al-Raqqj, from Zayd b. Abu Anlsa, from 'Amr b. Murra, from 'Abd Allah b.
al-I:Iarith, who quoted ]undab as having said that he heard the Messenger
of God (SAAS) saying, five days before his death, "From (all of) you I have
had brothers and friends. I release each companion from his companionship. If
I were to take from my nation one companion, then that would be Abu Bakr. My
Lord has taken me as His companion, as He did Abraham. A people who came
prior to yourselves treated the graves oftheir prophets and holy men as mosques.
Do not treat graves as mosques; I prohibit you from doing that."
Muslim narrated this in his ~al;il; collection, from Is/.1aq b. Rahawayh in
similar terms.

This day that preceded his death by five days was that Thursday referred to
above by Ibn 'Abbas.
We have given this address from Ibn 'Abbas. The I;afi.. aI-Bayhaqj stated
that Abu aI-I:Iasan b. Mu/.1ammad al-Muqri' informed him, quoting aI-I:Iasan b.
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Mul:Iamad b. Isl:Iaq, quoting YUsufb. Ya'qub - he being Ibn 'Awana al-Isfaraylnl
- who said, "Mul:Iammad b. Abu Bakr related to us, quoting Wahb b. Jarlr,
quoting his father, who said, 'I heard Ya'1a b. I:Iaklm relate from qkrima, who
quoted Ibn 'Abbas as saying, "The Prophet (SAAS) went outside during the
illness from which he died with his head bandaged by a piece of cloth. He
mounted the minbar, gave praise and thanks to God, then said, 'Not one of the
people has been more faithful to me with both himself and his possessions than
Abu Bakr. If I were taking anyone of the people as a companion, that person
would be Abu Bakr. However, (what I have with him) is the companionship of
Islam, which is best. Close off from me every entry-way into the mosque except
that of Abu Bakr."""
Al-Bukharl narrated it from 'Ubayd Allah b. Mul:Iammad al-Ju'fl, from Wahb
b. Jarlr b. I:Iazim, from his father. In the words of the Prophet (SAAS), "Close·
off from me every khawja, 'entry-way'" - by which he meant the small doors
- 'into the mosque except that of Abu Bakr", he was making a reference to the
caliphate. That is, so that he (Abu Bakr) could pass through it to lead the prayer
with the Muslims.
Al-BukhaIi also narrated it from the ftadith of 'Abd al-Ral.iman b. Sulayman
b. I:Ian?ala b. al-Ghasll, from qkrima, from Ibn 'Abbas. He stated that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) came out in the illness from which he died with his
head wrapped in a blackish cloth, with a mantle over his shoulders and sat upon
the minbar. Ibn 'Abbas went on to quote the address, inclnding his counsel to
the anFiir, and concluded with the words, "It was the last meeting the Messenger
of God (SAAS) attended until he died." By this he meant that this was the
last address made by the Messenger of God (SAAS).
This ftadith is also recorded (as follows) from an anomalous and different line
of transmission from Ibn 'Abbas; its wording is also gharib, "anomalous".
AI-Bayhaql stated that 'AlJ b. Al:Imad b. 'Abdan informed him, qnoting Al:Imad
b. 'Ubayd al-Saffar, quoting Ibn Abu Qtmmash - he being Mul:Iammad b. 'lsaquoting Musa b. Isma'il Abu qmran al-Jubbuli, quoting Ma'an b. 'lsa al-Qazzaz,
from al-I:Iarith b. 'Abd ai-Malik b. 'Abd Allah b. Unays al-Laythi, from al-Qisirn
b. Yazld b. 'Abd Allah b. Qtslt, from his father, from 'Ata', from Ibn 'Abbas,
from al-Faql b. 'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) came to me
while severely ill and having bandaged his head. He said, 'Faql, take my hand.'
I did so until he had mounted the minbar. He then said, 'Summon the people,
Faql.' I cried ont, 'General assembly for prayer!'
"People assembled and the Messenger of God {SAAS) arose to address them.
He said, 'To proceed, my absence from among you is near at hand. You will not
longer see me among you in this place. I have been thinking that there was no
one who could dispense with my affairs unless I do it among you (personally). If
there is anyone whose back I have whipped, then here is my own back; let that
person retaliate. Anyone whose money I took: here is mine from which he may
take. Anyone against whose honour I have cursed should retaliate against mine.

,
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Let no man say, 'I fear rancour from the Messenger of God.' Indeed not;
rancour is not my nature or my character. Those of you I like best are those who
will either take their due ifI am in their debt or release me therefrom, that I meet
Almighty God, without any injustice on anyone because of me.'
"One of the men arose and said, 'Messenger of God, you have three dirhams
ofmine.' He replied, 'I will not give the lie to anyone, nor will I ask him to swear
an oath. Why do I have your money?' The man answered, 'Don't you remember
how once a beggar passed you and you gave me orders, so I awarded him three
dirhams?' He said, 'Give it to him, Fag!!' And he told the man to sit.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) then returned to his original address and
said, 'Anyone of you who still has anything resulting from deception should
return it.' A man got up and said, 'Messenger of God, I have three dirhams I took
by deceit.' 'Why did you do so?' he asked. 'I needed it,' he replied. 'Take it from
him, Fagl,' the Messenger of God (SAAS) said.
"He again reverted to his original address, then said, 'People, if any of you are
troubled, stand and I will say a prayer for you.'
"One man arose and said, 'Messenger of God, I am a hypocrite, a liar and I
sleep to excess.' 'Umar b. al-Khanab interjected, 'Confound you, fellow! God
would have covered for you (your shortcomings) if only you had done so for
yourself]' The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Quiet, Ibn al-Khanab! Scandal
on earth is easier to bear than scandal in the afterlife! 0 God, favour him with
veracity and faith and take away his sleep, if he so wishes that.'
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) then said, ''Umar is with me, and I with
'Umar. And the truth after me is with 'Umar.'''
In both the line of transmission and the text of this ltadith there is much that

is anomalous.

An Account ofthe order by the Messenger ofGod (SAAS), to Abu
Bakr, 'The Trusting', to lead the prayer with all the Companions, in
the presence ofthem all. And how the Messenger ofGod (SAAS) came
out and prayed behind him, emulating him in some ofthe prayers, as we
shall relate, and how the latter acted as imam for the former andfor
those ofthe Companions after him.
Imam Al.Jmad stated that Ya'qub related to him, quoting his father, from Ibn
Isl.Jaq, quoting Ibn Shihab al-Zuhri, quoting 'Abd ai-Malik b. Abu Bakr b. 'Abd
al-Ral.Jman b. al-I;Iarith b. Hisham, from his father, from 'Abd Allah b. Hisham,
from his father, from 'Abd Allah b. Zam'a b. al-Aswad b. al-Muttalib b. Asad,
who said, "When the illness of the Messenger of God (SAAS) grew more
intense, I was there with him, along with a group of his Companions. Bila! made
the call to prayer and he (the Prophet (SAAS)) said, 'Tell someone to lead the
people in prayer.'
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"So I went off and found 'Omar among the people, Abu Bakr being absent. I
said, ''Omar, get up and lead people in ptayer.' When 'Omar made the declaration
that 'God is most Great!' the Messenger of God ($AAS) heard his voice- he was
a man with a loud voice - and asked, 'Where is Abu Bakr? God refuses that, as
do the Muslims! God refuses that, as do the Muslims!'
"He then sent for Abu Bakr and he came after 'Umar had led that prayer. And
then Abu Bakr prayed with the people."
'Abd Allah b. Zam'a went on, "'Umar said to me, 'Confound you! What
have you done, Ibn Zam'a! By God, I only thought that it was the Messenger of
God who told me to do it. Otherwise, I would not have led the ptayer.' I replied,
'I swear that was not what the Messenger of God ordered. However, when I did
not see Abu Bakr, I thought you the most deserving man present at the prayer.'''
That is also how Abu Da'ud narrated it, from the 1;adith of Ibn Isl)aq quoting
a1-Zuhri. Yunus b. Bukayr narrated it from Ibn Isl)aq, quoting Ya'qub b. 'Otba,
from Abu Bakr b. 'Abd a1-Ral)man, from 'Abd Allah b. Zam'a, as above.
Abu Da'ud stated that AJ:tmad b. $a!il:t related to him, quoting Ibn Abu Fudayk,
quoting Musa b. Ya'qub, from 'Abd a1-Ral)man b. Isl)aq, from Ibn Shihab, from
'Obayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Otba, (who said) that 'Abd Allah b. Zam'a
related to him the following account, "When the Prophet ($AAS) heard 'Omar's
voice, he came out, so that his head could be seen looking out from his room.
Then he exclaimed, 'No! No! Only Ibn Abu Qul)afa shall lead the people in
prayer!' He spoke this in anger."
AI-BukharI stated that 'Omar b. I:Iaf~ related to him, quoting his father, quoting
al-A'mash, from Ibrahim (who stated that) al-Aswad said, "We were with 'A'isha
at her home and made reference to the assiduity (of the Messenger of God
($AAS)), to prayer and to her. She said, 'When the Messenger of God ($AAS)
was suffering from the illness from which he died, and the time for the prayer
arrived and Bilal made the call to it, he said, "Tell AbU Bakr to lead the people
in prayer." He was told, "Abu Bakr is a grievously sad man; if he were to stand
up in your place, he would not be able to proceed with the prayer." The
Messenger of God ($AAS) repeated what he had said and the same response was
given him. He said it a third time, then went on, "You women are like Joseph's
companions. Tell Abu Bakr to lead the ptayer with the people!"
"'Abu Bakr went out (to perform the prayer). The Messenger of God ($AAS)
felt somewhat better and went out, being helped forward between two men;
I seem to see now his two feet dragging in pain. Abu Bakr wanted to stay back,
but the Prophet ($AAS) gestured to him to remain in his place. He was then
brought and seated at his side.'''
(AI-Bukhari's account continues) "Someone asked al-A'mash, 'Was the
Messenger of God ($AAS) praying and Abu Bakr ptaying as he did, with the
people then following the prayer of Abu Bakr?' Using his head, al-A'mash
answered in the affinnative."
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AI-Bukhari weut on, "Abu Da'ud narrated this in part from Shu'ba. Abu
Mu'awiya added the following to the account given by al-A'mash, 'He sat at
the right side of Abu Bakr; Abu Bakr was standiug as he prayed.'"
AI-Bukhali narrated this in several places in his work. Muslim, al-Nasa'i and
Ibn Maja narrated it along various lines of transmission from al-A'mash. In one
of these al-Bukhari gave it from Qutayba; Muslim gave it from Abu Bakr b. Abu
Shayba and Ya\:tya b. Yai)ya, from Abu Mu'awiya.
AI-Bukhan also stated that 'Abd Allah b. Yusufrelated to him, quoting Malik,
from Hisham b. 'Urwa, from his father, from 'A'isha, to the effect that she
stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) said during his illness, 'Tell Abu Bakr
to lead the prayer for the people.'"
Ibn Shihab stated, "'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah quoted 'A>isha as having said,
'I opposed the Messenger of God (SAAS) in this; the only thing making me
oppose him was my concern that the people would perceive Abu Bakr's praying
as an evil portent, though I knew that would be the case no matter who took
his place. What I wanted was to have the Messenger of God (SAAS) deflect this
away from Abu Bakr to someone else.'"
In the 5al;il; collection of Muslim, it is stated in a I;adith of 'Abd al-Razzaq,
from Ma'mar, from al-Zuhli, who said, "I;!arnza b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar informed
me that 'A'isha stated, 'When the Messenger of God (SAAS) carne into my
house, he said, 'Tell Abu Bakr to lead the people in the prayer.' I said, 'Messenger
of God, Abu Bakr is a sensitive man; ifhe recites the QJIr'an, he will not be able
to restrain his tears. What if you were to tell someone else?'"
"'A'isha went on, 'I swear by God, I only did this out of my dislike that
the people would blame the fIrst man who prayed in place of the Messenger
of God (SAAS) as an evil portent. I reiterated this two or three times, but he
said, "Let Abu Bakr lead the prayer for the people. You women are like Joseph's
companions.'" "

In both 5al;il; collections there is a I;adith of 'Abd ai-Malik b. 'Umayr, from
Abu Burda, from Abu Musa, who quoted his father as statiug, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) was ill and said, 'Tell Abu Bakr to lead the prayer for the people.'
"'A'isha said, 'Messeuger of God, Abu Bakr is a sensitive man; when he stands
up in your place, he won't be able to pray with the people.' He said, 'Tell Abu Bakr
to lead the prayer for the people. You women are like Joseph's companions.' And
so Abu Bakr did lead the prayer throughout the (remainder of) the life of the
Messenger of God (SAAS)."
Imam Ai)mad stated that 'Abd al-Rai)man b. Mabdi related to him, quoting
Za'ida, from Musa b. Abu 'A'isha, from 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah, who said,
"I went in to 'A'isha and asked, 'Would you tell me about the illness of the
Messenger of God (SAAS)?' She replied, 'Certainly. When he became very ill,
he asked, "Have the people prayed?" We replied, "No; they are waiting for you,
Messenger of God." He then said, "Pour some water into the wash basin for
me." We did so. He-then washed and made as if to get up to leave, but fainted.
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When he recovered, he asked, "Have the people prayed?" We replied, 'No; they
are waiting for you, Messenger of God." "Pour some water into the wash basin
for me," he asked. We did so and he washed and made as if to get up to leave,
but fainted. When he recovered, he asked, "Have the people prayed?" We replied,
"No; they are waiting for you, Messenger of God." He said, "Pour some water

into the wash basin for me," he asked. We did so and he washed and made as if
to get up to leave, but fainted. When he recovered, he asked, "Have the people
prayed?" We replied, "No; they are waiting for you.'"''

'A>isha went on, "The people were still in the mosque, waiting for the
Messenger of God ($AAS), for the al-'isha' prayer. The Messenger of God
($AAS) sent a message to Abu Bakr saying that he should lead the people
in prayer. Abu Bakr was a sensitive man and he asked, 'CUmar, you lead the
people in prayer.' He replied, 'No; you are more worthy of that.' But he did
lead them in prayer for those days.
"Then the Messenger of God ($AAS) recovered somewhat and went out,
being led between two men, one ofthem al-'Abbas, to perform the al-;.uhr prayer.
When Abu Bakr saw him, he went to move to the back, but the Messenger of
God ($AAS) gestured to him not to do so and ordered the two men to seat him
beside Abu Bakr. Abu Bakr began praying, standing while the Messenger of God
($AAS) prayed while seated."
'Ubayd Allah went on, "I then went in to Ibn 'Abbas and said, 'Should I tell
you what 'A'isha told me about the illness of the Messenger of God ($AAS)?'
'Let's hear it,' he replied. So I did tell him, and he contradicted nothing. He
did ask, 'Did she name to you the man who was with al-'Abbas?' I replied, 'No.'
'That was cAlI,' he said."
.
Both al-Bukharl and Muslim narrated it from Al:unad b. Yunus, from Za'ida..
In one account, the text states, "Abu Bakr began praying with the prayer of
the Messenger of God ($AAS) while standing; the people repeated the prayer
delivered by Abu Bakr, while the Messenger of God ($AAS) remained seated."
Al-B~yhaqistated, "In this it is stated that the Prophet ($AAS) led that prayer
and that Abu Bakr joined his prayer to it."
He went on, "Al-Aswad and CUrwa related it thus, from 'K'isha. Al-Arqam
b. Shural).bll narrated it thus from Ibn 'Abbas."
By this he is referring to the fzadith narrated by Imam Al).mad, who stated
that Yal).ya b. Zakariyya' b. Abu Za'ida related to him, quoting his father, from
Abu Isl).aq, from al-Arqam b. Shural).bll, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "When the
Prophet ($AAS) became sick, he ordered Abu Bakr to lead the people in prayer.
He then recovered and went out. When Abu Bakr became aware of him, he
wanted to withdraw, but the Prophet ($AAS) gestured to him and he sat down
next to Abu Bakr, on his left. He commenced with the verse at which Abu Bakr,
may God be pleased with him, had finished."
He then narrated it again from Walde, from Isrii'll, from Abu Isl).aq, from
Arqam, from Ibn 'Abbas at greater length.
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Waki'slated one time, "Abu Bakr would follow the Prophet (SAAS) (in that
prayer) and the people, Abu Bakr."
Ibn Maja narrated it from 'Ali b. Mul;1ammad, from Waki', from Isra'il, from
Abu Isl;1aq, from Arqam b. Shural;1bil, from Ibn 'Abbas.
Imam Al;1mad stated that Shababa b. Sawwar related to him, quoting Shu'ba,
from Nu'aym b. Abu Hind, from Abu Wa'il, from Masruq, who quoted 'A'isha
as saying, "During the illness from which he died, the Messenger of God (SAAS),
while seated, prayed behind AbU Bakr."
Al-Tirmidhi and al-Nasa'i narrated this from the badith of Shu'ba and
al-Tirmidhi categorized it as basan ffabib.
Al;1mad stated that Bakr b. qsa related to him that he heard Shu'ba b. al-I:Iajjaj
quote from Nu'aym b. Abu Hind, from Abu Wa'il, from Masruq, who quoted
'A'isha as slating, "Abu Bakr led the people in prayer while the Messenger of
God (SAAS) remained in the row (of worshippers)."
Al-Bayhaqi stated that Abu al-I:Iusayn b. al-Faql al-Q;1nan informed him,
quoting 'Abd Allah b. ]a'far, quoting Ya'qub b. Sufyan, quoting Muslim b.
Ibrahim, quoting Shu'ba, from Sulayman al-A'mash, from Ibrahim, from
al-Aswad, from 'A'isha, who said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) prayed
behind Abu Bakr.
The line of transmission for this is excellent; they (the major compilers) did
not give it.
Al-Bayhaqi stated, "I:Iumayd narrated it thus, from Anas b. Malik, as did
Yunus, from al-I:Iasan as being mursal. He then gave this from the line of
Hushaym, quoting Yunus from al-I:Iasan."
Hushaym stated that I:Iumayd informed him, from Anas b. Malik, (who said)
that, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) went out while Abu Bakr was leading
the people in prayer and sat down by his side. He was wearing a cloak, the
ends of which he crossed over. Abu Bakr prayed, as did the Messenger of God
(SAAS)."
Al-Bayhaqi stated that 'Ali b. AI;1mad b. 'Abdan informed him, quoting Al;1mad
b. 'Ubayd al-Saffar, quoting 'Ubayd b. Shurayk, quoting Ibn Abu Maryam,
quoting Mul;1ammad b. ]a'far, quoting I:Iumayd, who said that he heard Anas
say, "For the last prayer performed by the Messenger of God (SAAS) with the
people, he was wearing one piece of clothing wrapped around himself, and he
was positioned behind Abu Bakr."
I note that this line of transmission is excellent and conforms with the criteria
of the (compilers of) the ffabib collections; they did not include it.
This addendum is excellent - that it was the final prayer that the Prophet
(SAAS) performed with the people.
Al-Bayhaqi narrated through Sulayman b. Bilal and YaI;1ya b. Ayyfib, from
I:Iurnayd, from Anas, that the Prophet (SAAS) prayed while behind Abu Bakr,
wearing one garment the ends of which were crossed over. When he wished to
get up, he said, "Call Usama b. Zayd for me." He came aud the Messenger of
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God (SAAS), rested his back against Usama's chest. This was the last prayer
he performed.
AI-Bayhaql stated, "In this there is evidence that this prayer was that of the
morning of Monday, the day on which his death occurred, because that was the
last prayer he performed and because it is established that he died in the forenoon
of Monday."
What al-Bayhaql stated here he had taken intact from the work on the military
expeditions by Musa b. 'Uqba, for he related it thus. Abu al-Aswad narrated it
similarly, from 'Urwa..
That conclusion is weak. This was indeed the last prayer he performed with
the people, as is in accord with his addendum given above in the other account.
Because (both) are one (in meaning) it is necessary to understand the general
mutlaq tradition in light of the specific muqayyad tradition.
Moreover, it is not possible that this be the prayer of the early morning of
the Monday that was the day he died. Because he did not perform it with the
community, but in his home; this was due to his weak condition.
Proof of this is what al-Bukharl stated in his ~abi!l collection. He stated that
Abu al-Yaman related to him, quoting Shu'ayb, from al-Zuhrl, quoting Anas
b. Malik, who had followed the Prophet (SAAS), and been his servant and
companion. He stated, "Abu Bakr would pray before them during the illness
from which the Messenger of God (SAAS) died. This was until the Monday.
They (the Muslims) were in lines for the prayer when the Prophet (SAAS)
withdrew the curtain across his chamber and looked out at us. He was standing,
and his face was like that of a sheet from a mus/:taj1" He smiled and laughed. We
were becoming overwhelmed with delight at sight of the Prophet (SAAS), when
Abu Bakr turned around to straighten the line. He thought that the Prophet
(SAAS) was coming out for the prayer. But the latter gestured to us to complete
the prayer. He then drew down the curtain. That was the same day he died."
Muslim narrated it from a /:tadith of Sufyan b. 'Uyayna, Sablh b. Kaysan and
Ma'mar, from al-Zului, from Anas.
AI-Bukharl then stated that Abu Ma'mar related, quoting 'Abd al-Warith,
quoting 'Abd ai-'Azlz, from Anas b. Malik, who said, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS) did not come out for three days. Then the prayer was held. Abu Bakr
went to advance and the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Take the screen.' He
raised it. And when the face of the Prophet (SAAS) became visible, we felt as
though we had never seen any more wonderful sight than it. The Prophet (SAAS)
gestured to Abu Bakr to go forward. The Prophet (SAAS) then released the
screen. He remained incapacitated (thereafter) until he died."
Muslim narrated it from a /:tadith of 'Abd al-Samad b. 'Abd al-Warith, from
his father.
142. The word means a book or manuscript and is commonly applied to the Q!1r'an. A footnote
in the Arabic printed text states that the phrase suggests the beauty of the face and the clarity and
luminosity of his skin.
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This provides very clear evidence that the Messenger of God (SAAS) did not
perform the al-~ub{t prayer with the people on the Monday, and that he had
withdrawn from them, not having gone out to them for three days.
We note that therefore the last prayer he performed with them was that of
al-;,uhr, as is clearly stated in the {tadith given above from 'A'isha. That would
have been on the Thursday, not the Saturday, nor the Sunday, as al-Bayhaqi
told it from the work on the military campaigns by Musil b. 'Uqba. That {tadith
is weak, especially in light of the address he made following it, and of his having
been absent from them on the Friday, Saturday and Sunday, these being those
full days.
AI-Zuhri stated, quoting Abu Bakr b. Abu Sabra, that Abu Bakr led them in
prayer 17 times. Others give tJiat number as 20. God knows best.
Then his noble visage appeared before them early in the morning of the
Monday, and he bad them farewell with a gaze that almost overwhelmed them
with delight. That was the last occasion on which he gathered with them. One
who might have spoken for them would have agreed with the poet, who said:
"I looked on as though death were only an hour away;
how would it be if the time remaining were to end with

Judgement Day!"
It is strange that the {taft;, al-Bayhaqi would give this {tadith from these two lines
and then say, in effect, "Perhaps the Prophet (SAAS) remained secluded from
them for the first raka'a then emerged for the second raka'a and performed
the prayer behind Abu Bakr, as 'Urwa and MUsil b. 'Uqba stated, that fact not
being apparent to Anas b. Malik. Or perhaps he gave part of the information, but
remained silent about the rest of it."
This statement of his is all the more improbable because Anas said, "He
remained incapacitated (thereafter) until he died." In one account he stated, "That
was his last contact with them." Precedence is to be accorded to the statements
of the al-~a{tabi, "a Companion", over that of the al-tabi'i, "an authority of the
following generation".
But God knows best.

The outcome is that the Messenger of God (SAAS) did select Abu Bakr, "the
trusting", as imam for all the Companions in the prayer assembly, what is in
actuality the most important of the pillars of Islam.
Sheikh Abu aI-Basan aI-Ash'ari stated, "This selection (of Abu Bakr) is a fact
about the religion oflslam necessarily to be recognized."
He went on, "The selection of him by the Prophet (SAAS) is proof that Abu
Bakr was the Companion who was the most learned and the best reciter (of the
Qur'an). This is established in that statement of the Prophet (SAAS), accepted
as authentic by the scholars, in which he said, 'The person to act as the people's
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imam is to be the one who best recites the Book of God. Should several be equal
in this, then the imam should be the one most knowledgeable in the sunna. If
equal in this too, then the oldest of them. If equal in this, then the one of them
who first accepted Islam."
I note that these words of al-Ash'art, may God have mercy upon him, ought
to be inscribed in gold! All these qualities, moreover,-were combined in Abu
Bakr, may God be pleased with him.
The fact that the Messenger of God (~AAS) himself prayed behind Abu Bakr
at some of the prayers, as we have narrated above in authentic accounts, does not
(of course) negate the statements recorded in the ,a{zi{z collection to the effect
that Abu Bakr in fact followed him (in prayer). This is because those occasions
were at different prayer assemblies, as al-Shafi'j and other imams, may God the
Almighty and Glorious have mercy upon them all, state.
In addition, Malik, al-Shafi'j and a group of scholars including al-Bukharj
drew evidence from the Messenger of God (~AAS) performing the prayer seated,
as Abu Bakr imitated him while standing, the people meanwhile imitating Abu
Bakr. This, they maintain, renders invalid the statement of the Messenger of
God (~AAS), reported in the ,a{zi{z {zat/itk, which tells of when, while seated, he
performed prayer with some of his Companions. He had fallen from a horse and
his side had been injured. They then prayed while standing behind him. He
gestured to them to sit. When he had completed (the prayer), he said, "Thus
should you pray. By Him who bears my soul in His hand, would you behave
like the practice in Persia and Byzantium? It is they who stand over their elite
who sit!" He also said, "The imam is made solely to be imitated; ifhe says Allaku
Akbar! 'God is most Great!', then you say it. If he performs a rak'a, then you
do so. If he gets up, you get up. If he prostrates, you prostrate too. If he prays
seated, then you all pray seated."
They stated, "Then while he was ill, the Messenger of God (~AAS) was
seated while acting as their imam and they remained standing."
This indicates the abrogation of what is stated above. But God knows best.
The scholarly community has responded in many and various ways to this
evidence. The proper place to deal with it is in my large work al-A{zkam al-Kabir,
if God so wills it, and in Him is all trust and reliance.
In summary, there are those who claim that the Companions sat in accord
with his previous order while Abu Bakr only remained standing to report to
them from him.
Others maintain that Abu Bakr was actually and essentially acting as the imam,
as some of the narrators affirm, as was told above. And that Abu Bakr, due to
extreme politeness with the Messenger of God (~AAS), would not act prior to
him but imitated him. Thus it was as though the Prophet (~AAS) acted as the
imam of the imam. This is why they did not sit - because of their imitating Abu
Bakr while he stood. And Abu Bakr did not sit because he was an imam and
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because he was reporting to them the times of movement, being stationary and
the transitions in which the Messenger of God (SAAS) was engaging. But God
knows best.
Yet others maintain that there is a difference between a situation when the
prayer begins behind the imam when he is standing and continues to do so, even
if he might happen to sit during the prayer, as was the case here, and a situation
when the prayer begins behind the imam when he is seated. In such a latter case
it would be necessary to sit, because of the /;aditk narrated above. But God's
knows best.
THE MANNER OF HIS DYING, AND HIS ACTUAL DEATH.

'Imam AJ.unad stated that Abu Mu'awiya related to him, quoting ai-A'mash,
from Ibrahim aI-Taymi, from al-I;Iarith b. Suwayd, from 'Abd Allah, he being
Ibn Mas'ud, who said, "I went in to the Prophet (SAAS), when he was ill and
I touched him. I told him, 'Messenger of God, you are seriously ill.' 'Yes,' he
replied. 'I am ill enough for two!' I commented, 'You shall be doubly rewarded.'
'Yes,' he agreed, 'by Him in whose hand is my soul, every single Muslim who
suffers illness shall have God cast away his sins, just as a tree drops its leaves.'''
AI-Bukhari and Muslim gave it through various lines from Sulayrnan b.
Mahran al-A'mash.
The /;aft" Abu Yaqa al-Maw~ili stated in his musnad collection that Isl:Iaq b.
Abu Isra'il related to him, quoting 'Abd aI-Razzaq, quoting Ma'mar, from Zayd
b. Aslam, from "a man", from Abu Sa'id al-Khudri (who said) that he placed his
hand upon the Prophet (SAAS), and told him, "By God, I can't bear to place my
hand upon you, your fever is so severe!" The Prophet (SAAS) replied, "For us
prophets affliction is doubled, just as our rewards are doubled. If one is a true
prophet one might be afflicted unto death by lice. A man might be so afflicted by
nakedness as to take his 'aba'a and make ajubba out of it. l43 People should rejoice
in deprivation as they do in prosperity."
The line of transmission for this /;aditk contains reference to "a man", who is
utterly unidentified. God knows best.
AI-Bukhari and Muslim narrated it from a /;adilk of SufYan aI-Thawri and
Shu'ba b. aI-I;Iajjaj, to whom Muslim added Jarir. All three quote from ai-A'mash,
from Abu Wa'il, the brother oflbn Salama, from Masruq, from 'j\'isha, who said,
"I never saw the pain of any person more intense than that of the Messenger of
God (SAAS)."
In the Fa/;,/; collection of al-Bukhari, from a /;aditk ofYazid b. aI-Hadd, from
'Abd aI-Ra\.tman b. al-~sim, from his father, 'j\'isha is quoted as saying, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) died (while resting) his head between my breast and
my chin. And I no longer abhor the death throes of anyone after (those of) the
Prophet (SAAS)."
143. That is, turn a lightweight wrap into a long, wide-sleeved outer garment.
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There is another I;adith narrated by al-Bukhari iu his ,al;il; collection that
states, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Those persons most suffering
affliction are the prophets. Then come the pure, and then so on down. A man is
aftlicted to the degree ofhis faith; if fIrm in his faith, he will be severely aftlicted.'''
Imam Al:unad stated that Ya'qub related to him, quoting his father, quoting
Mu\.lanunad b. Is\.laq, quoting Sa'id b. 'Ubayd b. al-Sabbaq from Mu\.lammad b.
Usama b. Zayd, from his father Usama b. Zayd, who said, "When the Messenger
of God (SAAS) became severely ill, I came down, along with others, to Medina.
I went in to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and found him totally silent, not
speaking at all. He began raising his hands towards the sky, then dropped them
down on to me. I know that he was praying for me."
Al-Tirmidhi narrated this from Abu Kurayb, from YUnus b. Bukayr, from
Ibn Is\.laq. He categorized it as I;asan gharib.
In his work al-Muwatta' Imam Malik quoted Isma'i! b. Abu BakJm as saying
that he heard 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz say, "The last of the statements made
by the Messenger of God (SAAS) was, 'May God destroy the Jews and the
Christians! They have adopted the graves of their prophets as mosques. Two
religions shall not remain on the land of the Arabs!'"
He narrated it thus in the mursal mode from the Commander of the Believers
'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz, may God have mercy upon him.
Al-Bukhari and Muslim narrated from a I;adith ofal-Zuhri, from 'Ubayd Allah
b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Utba, from ')\.'isha and Ibn 'Abbas, both ofwhom stated, "When
the Messenger of God (SAAS) received revelation, he would immediately throw
a khami,a 1¥ over his face. Ifhe felt depressed, he would take it off his face. While
thus, he once said, 'May God damn the Jews and the Christians! They have
adopted the graves of their prophets as mosques!' He was cautioning against what
they did."
The I;aji" al-Bayhaqi stated that Abu Bakr b. Abu Raja' al-Adib informed
him, quoting Abu al-'Abbas al-A~amm, quoting A\.lmad b. 'Abd al-Jabbar,
quoting Abu Bakr b. 'Ayyash, from al-Nmash, from Abu Sufyan, from Jabir b.
'Abd Allah, who said, "I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say three times
before his death, 'Think well of God!'"
In one I;adith it is narrated by Muslim from al-A'mash, from Abu Sufyan
Tal\.la b. NafI', who quoted Jabir as stating, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
said, 'Let none of you die without thinking well of God, Almighty is He.'"
In another I;adtth narrated by Muslim, God Almighty is quoted as having
stated, "I am as My worshippers regard Me; let them therefore think well ofMe."
Al-Bayhaqi stated that al-Biikim informed him, quoting al-A~amm, quoting
Mu\.lammad b. Is\.laq al-SaghanJ, quoting Abu Khaythama Zuhayr b. Barb,
quoting Jarir, from Sulayman al-Taymi, from Q:ttada, from Anas, who said,
"The general testamentary statement spoken by the Messenger of God (SAAS)
144. A black-bordered cloak.
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when his death approached was, '(Uphold) prayer; and (care for) what your right
hands possess'. (He was saying this) until he began to gurgle over it and his
tongue could not pronounce it clearly."
AI-Nasa'l narrated this from IsJ:>aq b. Rahawayh, from Jarlr b. 'Abd al-l;Iamld;
Ibn Maja gave it from Abu al-Ash'ath, from Mu'tarnir b. Sulayman, who quoted
it from his father.
Imam AJ:>mad stated that Asba! b. MuJ:>ammad related to him, quoting alTaymi, from Q;ttada, from Anas b. Malik, who said, "The general testamentary
statement made by the Messenger of God (SAAS), when his death approached
was, '(Uphold) prayer; and (care for) what your right hands possess', until his
chest began to gurgle as he spoke, and his tongue could scarcely express it."
AI-Nasa'i and Ibn Maja narrated it from a badtth of Sulayman b. Tarkhan, he
being al-Taymi, from Q;ttada, from Anas.
It is also given by al-Nas;;>i from Q;ttada, from a companion ofhis, from Anas.
AJ:>mad stated that Bakr b. '1sa al-Rasibl related to him, quoting 'Vmar b.
al-Fagl, from Nu'aym b. Yazid, from 'AIi b. Abu Talib, who said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) ordered me to take him a thin bone on which he could write
what would prevent his nation from going astray after him. I was afraid that his
spirit would slip away before (my return). I told him, 'I will memorize and be
alert.' He said, 'I charge you (to attend to) the prayer, the zakltt and what your
right hands possess.'"
AJ:>mad is alone in giving it from this line.
Ya'qub b. Sufyan stated that Abu al-Nu'man MuJ:>ammad b. al-Fugayl related
to him, quoting Abu 'Awana,from Q;ttada, from Safina, from Umm Salama, who
said, "The general testamentary statement made by the Messenger of God
(SAAS), at his death was, 'prayer and what your right hands possess' until he
was gurgling with it in his chest and his tongue was not producing it."
AI-Nas;;>i narrated it thus from l;Iamid b. Mas'ada, from Yazid b. Zuray',
from Sa'id b. Abu 'Vruba, fromQ;ttada, from Safina, from Umm Salama.
AI-Bayhaqi stated, "What is true is what 'Affan narrated, from Hammam,
from Q;ttada, from Abu al-KhalJl, from Safina, from Umm Salama."
AI-Nasa'i also narrated it thus, as did Ibn Maja, from a badtth of Yazid b.
HarTIn, from Hammam, from Q;ttada, from SaliJ:t Abu ai-Khalil, from Safma, from
Umm Salama.
AI-Nasa'i also narrated it from Qutayba, from Abu 'Awana, from Q;ttada,
from Safina, from the Prophet (SAAS). He then narrated it from MuJ:>arnmad b.
'Abd Allah b. al-Mubarak, from YUnus b. MuJ:>arnmad, who said, "He narrated
it from Safina who gave it similarly."
AJ:>mad stated that YUnus related to him, quoting al-Layth, from Zayd b.
al-Hadd, from Musa b. Sarjis, from al-Qisim, from 'j\'isha, who said, "I watched
the Messenger of God (SAAS), while he was dying. With him there was a
vessel containing water. He would put his hand into the vessel then wipe his face
with the water. Then he would say, '0 God, spare me the pangs of death.'"
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AI-Tirmidhi, aI-Nasa'i and Ibn Maja narrated it from a badith of al-Layth.
AI-Tirmidhi categorized it as gharib.
Imam A!)mad stated that Waki' related to him, from Isma'il, from Mns'ab
b. Is!)aq b. Tal!)a, from 'X'isha, who quoted the Prophet (SAAS) as saying, "It
eases me that I have seen the whiteness of 'X'isha's palm in paradise."
A!)mad is alone in giving this; its line of transmission is not bad.
This gives evidence of the intensity of the love of the Messenger of God
(SAAS) for 'X'isha, may God be pleased with her.
People have made many comments relating to the magnitude oflove, but none
of them has reached this extent. They, moreover, exaggerate in their words that
have no truth to them. These words are truth, definitely and unquestionably.
J::Iammad b. Zayd stated, from AyyUb, from Ibn Abu Mulayka, who said,
"'X'isha stated, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) died in my house. And he
died between my chest and my throat. Gabriel would protect him by saying a
prayer when he was sick; I started to ask God to protect him, and he raised his
sight to the sky. And he said, "With the Highest Companion! With the Highest
Companion!"
''''Abd al-Ra!)man b. Abu Bakr came in carrying a fresh date-palm leaf. He
looked at it, and I thought he needed it. So I took it and chewed on it and gave
it to him. He cleaned his teeth with it with more care than he ever did. He then
went to give it to me, but it fell from his hand. And so God mixed my saliva with
his on his last day on earth, (which was) also his first day in the Hereafter.'"
Al-BukharJ narrated it from Sulayman b. J::Iarb, from J::Iammad b. Zayd.
AI-Bayhaqi stated that Abu 'Abd Allah al-J::Iaf~ informed him, quoting Abu
Nasr A!)mad b. Sahl, the jurist at Bukhara, quoting Siili!) b. Mu!)ammad aI-J::Iafi?
ofBaghdad, quoting Da'ud, from 'Amr b. Zuhayr aI-l)abbi, quoting <[sa b. Yunus,
from 'Vmar b. Sa'id b. Abu J::Iusayn, quoting Ibn Abu Mulayka (who said) that
Abu 'Amr Dhakwan, the freed-man of 'A'isha informed him that 'A'isha used
to say, "It is one of God's blessings to me that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
died on the day of my turn, in my house, between my chest and my neck, and
that he mixed my saliva with his at his death."
She went on, "My brother came in carrying a palm-wood toothpick. I was
resting the Messenger of God (SAAS), on my chest and saw him looking at the
toothpick. I knew that he was accustomed to and enjoyed using them. I asked
him, 'Shall I get it for you!' He nodded in assent. I softened it for him and he
used it in his mouth. Between his hands he was holding a pot or a tin containing
water. He began putting his hand in the water and wiping his face with it. After
that he raised his hands and said, 'There is no god but God! Death has its
pangs.' Then he lifted his left (fore-finger) and began saying, 'With the Highest
Companion! With the Highest Companion!' until he died and his hand slipped
into the water."
AI-Bukhart narrated this from Mu!)ammad (b. 'Ubayd), from <[sa b. YUnus.
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Abu Da'ud al-TayaIisi stated that Shu'ba related to him, from Sa'd b. Ibrahim,
who said that he heard 'lJrwa quote 'A'isha as having said, "We used to tell one
another that a prophet would not die until given to choose between this world
and the hereafter. And during the illness of the Messenger of God (SAAS),
from which he died, I offered him a seed and heard him say, 'With those prophets,
holy men, martyrs and men ofpurity - they would be fine Companions.' And we
thought that he had been given to choose."
Both compilers of the ~aftift collections gave this from Shu'ba.
AI-Zuhri stated that Sa'id b.. al-Musayyab and 'lJrwa b. al-Zubayr were
among various scholars who quoted 'A'isha as having said, "The Messenger of
God (SAAS) used to say - while healthy - that no prophet would be taken by
death until he had seen his resting place in heaven and had been asked to make
a choice. When the Messenger of God (SAAS) put his head down upon my
thigh, he lost consciousness for a period. Then he came to and fixed his gaze
upon the ceiling. He said, '0 God, the Highest Companion!' I know it related to
what we had been talking about when he was healthy, that a prophet would not
be taken in death before he had seen his resting place in heaven and had been
offered a choice. So I commented, 'Then he is not choosing (to remain with) us.'
And those words, 'the Highest Companion' were the final words uttered by the
Messenger of God (SAAS)."
Both compilers of the ~aftift collections gave them on more than one line of
transmission from al-Zuhfi. Sufyan - Sufyan al-Thawn, that is - quoted from
Isma'll b. Abu KhaIid, from Abu Burda, from 'A'isha, who said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) lost consciousness while he was in my lap. I set about wiping his
face and praying for a cure for him. He said, 'No; I ask God, the Most Gracious,
the Highest Companion, with Gabriel, Mika'il and Israfil.'"
AI-Nasa'i narrated it from a ftadith of Sufyan al-Thawri.
AI-Bayhaqi stated that Abu 'Abd Allah al-l;Iafi~ and others informed them
that Abu al-'Abbas al-A~amm related to them, quoting Mul:Iammad b. 'Abd Allah
b. 'Abd al-l;Iakam, quoting Anas b. qya<j, from Hisham b. 'lJrwa, from 'Abbad
b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr, that 'A'isha narrated to him that she heard the
Messenger of God (SAAS), and listened to him before he died while resting on
her chest, saying, "0 God, forgive and have mercy on me; and let me join the
Highest Companion!"
Both compilers of the ~aftift collections gave it from a ftadith of Hisham b.
'lJrwa.
Imam Al).mad stated that Ya'qub related to him, quoting his father, from Ibn
Isl:Iaq, quoting Ibn 'Abbad b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr, from his father 'Abbad,
who quoted 'A'isha as saying, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) died between my
chest and my neck and in my domain. And I did not do harm to anyone therein.
And it is because of my comfort and my youth that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) was taken while in my lap. Then I placed his head upon a pillow and
arose to slap myself and strike my face along with the women."
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Imam Al)mad stated that Mul)ammad b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr, quoted
Kathir b. Zayd, from al-Munalib b. 'Abd Allah, who quoted 'I\.'isha as having
said, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) used to say, 'Every single prophet has
his spirit taken, and he sees the reward and thereafter it is returned to him;
and he is made to choose between having it returned to him or joining (God).' I
had learned that from him. As I rested him against my chest, I looked at him as
he turned his neck and I said, 'He has decided.' I knew what he had said. I was
looking right at him when he raised himself up and stared. I said, 'Then, by God,
he is not choosing us!' He said, 'With the Highest Companion, in paradise with
those prophets, men of trust, martyrs and men of purity ... fme, those men, as
companions.' "

Al)mad is alone in giving this. They (the other major compilers ofthe traditions)
did not include it.
Imam Al)mad stated that 'Affan related to him, quoting Hammam, quoting
Hisham b. 'lJrwa, from his father, who quoted 'I\.'isha as having said, "The
Messenger of God ($AAS) died while his head was between my breast and
my neck. And when his soul came forth, I had never experienced a finer scent
than it."
This line of transmission is ,a[l;[I, according to the criteria of both ,a[l;[I
collections; not one of the compilers of the six (canonical) books of traditions
gave it.
AI-Bayhaqi narrated it from a [ladith of l::Ianbal b. Isl).aq, from 'Affan.
AI-Bayhaqi stated that Abii 'Abd Allah al-l::Iafi~ informed him, quoting Abii
al-'Abbas al-Asamm, quoting Al)mad b. 'Abd al-Jabbar, quoting Yiinus, from
Abii Ma'shar, from Mul).ammad b. Q;tys, from Abii 'lJrwa, from Umm Salama,
who said, "I placed my hand upon the chest of the Messenger of God ($AAS),
the day he died, and a mouthful passed on to me. And (even though) I perform
the ablutions the scent of musk never leaves my hand."
Al)mad stated that both 'Affan and Bahz stated to him, "Sulayman b. al-Mughlra
related to us, quoting l::Iumayd b. Hilal, from Abii Burda, who said, 'I went in to
visit 'I\.'isha and she brought out to us a coarse wrap like those made in Yemen
and one of those garments they call al-mulabbada, "closely woven". She said,
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) died while wearing these.'"''
All the scholarly community narrated this, except for al-Nasa'i, from several
lines, back to l::Iumayd b. Hila!. AI-Tirmidhi characterized it as [lasan ,a[l;[I.
Imam Al).mad stated that Bahz related to him, quoting l::Iammad b. Salama,
quoting Abii 'Irnran al-Jawni, from Yazid b. Babaniis, who said, "land a
companion went to 'I\.'isha and asked if we could visit with her. She set down a
cushion for us and threw a veil over herself. My companion asked, 'Mother of
the Believers, what do you have to say about the al-'iriik, "the death agony"? She
replied, 'What do you imply with that word, al-'iriik?' I knocked against my
companion's shoulder and she commented, 'Careful! You hurt your brother!'
She went on, 'By al-'iriik do you mean al-ma[l;tf., "menstruation"? Speak what
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God, Almighty and Glorious is He, said about menstruation! Well, the Messenger
of God (SAAS) would put a cloak over me and touch my head. There would be
a blanket between myself and him when I was menstruating.
'''Whenever the Messenger of God (SAAS) passed by my door, he would
speak words with which God would help me. One day he went by without
saying anything. Then he passed by again twice or thrice without speaking. I told
my servant girl, "Put out a cushion for me at the door." I then bandaged up my
head. He passed by and asked, "What is wrong with you, 'A'isha?" "My head
hurts," I replied. He commented, "And mine too!"
'''Soon after that he was brought back, being borne in a cloth. He entered my
quarters and sent a message to the (other) wives saying, "I am ill and unable
to make my round to you. Permit me to remain with 'A'isha." I would nurse
him, though I had never nursed anyone before. One day, while he was resting on
my shoulder, he turned his head towardS mine. I thought he wanted something
from my head, but a cold discharge came from inside his mouth and fell at the
opening of my neck. My skin shivered at it, and I thought he had fainted. So I
covered him with a blanket.
''''Vmar and al-Mughlra arrived and asked to come in; I invited them
in, drawing the veil over myself. 'Vmar then looked at him and exclaimed,
"What a faint! The Messenger of God is totally unconscious!" They both arose,
and when they drew near the door, al-Mughlra said, "'Vmar, the Messenger
of God has died." I exclaimed, "You're lying! You must be planning some
mischief] The Messenger of God would not die before God had wiped out the
hypocrites!"
'''Abu Bakr came. I drew aside the veil and he looked at him. Then he
said, "To God we belong, and to Him we return! The Messenger of God has
died!" He then moved towards his head, lowered his own mouth and kissed his
forehead. He then said, "Alas for a prophet!" He raised his head, lowered his
mouth and kissed his forehead, saying, "Alas for a man of purity!" Again he
raised his head, lowered his mouth and kissed his forehead, saying, "Alas for a
bosom friend. The Messenger of God (SAAS) is dead."
"'He left for the mosque while 'Vmar was making an address to the people in
which he was saying, "The Messenger of God would not die before God wiped
out the hypocrites."
'''Abu Bakr then spoke, praising and thanking God and went on to say, "God
states, 'You (will be) dead and they (will be) dead'" (surat al-Zumar; XXXIX,
v.30), reciting the verse to its conclusion. He went on to recite, "Mul)ammad is
no more than a messenger. And the messengers have passed away before him. If
he were to die or be killed, would you turn on your heels? And those who turn
on their heels" ... (surat Al 'lmriin; III, v.143).
'''He continued, "To those of you who have been worshipping God, (I say)
God is alive and will not die. To those of you who have been worshipping
Mul)ammad, (I say) Mul)ammad is dead."
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''''Umar asked, "And is that in God's Book? I never was aware that that was
in God's Book!" He went on, "People, this is Abu Bakr. He is the most prominent
of all the Muslims. Pledge allegiance to him!" And they did pledge allegiance
to him.'"
Abu Da'ud and al-Tirmidhi narrated it in al-Shamil.'il, from a {tadith of
Marl;1um b. 'Abd al-'Aziz al-'At\iiT, from Abu qrnran al-]awni, who gave it in part.
The {taft:;, al-Bayhaqi stated that Abu 'Abd Allah al-Bafi?, quoting Abu
Bakr b. Isl;1aq, quoting Al;1mad b. Ibrarum b. Mall;1an. quoting YaI;1ya b. Bukayr,
quoting al-Layth, from 'Aqil, from Ibn Shihab, quoting Abu Salama, from 'Abd
al-Ral;1man, who stated that 'A'isha told him that Abu Bakr rode in on his horse
from his house in al-Sunl;1.'45 He dismounted and entered the mosque, but did
not speak to the people before he went in to see 'A'isha. He went over to the
Messenger of God (SAAS), who was shrouded in a striped cloak. He uncovered
his face, bent over him, kissed him and wept. He then said, "How I wish I could
ransom you with my father and mother! I swear by God, God will not ever lay
upon you two deaths, and you have now suffered the death decreed for you."
Al-Zuhri stated that Abu Salama related to him, from Ibn 'Abbas, that Abu
Bakr came out while 'Umar was speaking with the people. He said, "Sit down,
'Umar." But 'Umar declined to sit. Again he said, "Sit down, 'Umar!" but again
. 'Urnar declined to sit. Abu Bakr made the invocation, "I testify that there is no
god but God and that Mul;1ammad is the Messenger of God" and the people
assembled around him. He then said, "To proceed, to those of you who have
been worshipping Mul;1ammad, Mul;1ammad has died. To those of you who
have been worshipping God, God will not die. God, Almighty is he, recited,
'Mul;1ammad is no more than a messenger. And the messengers have passed
away before him. If he were to die or be killed, would you turn on your heels?'"
(surat.iiI'1mran; III, v.143).
Ibn 'Abbas went on, "And I swear by God, it was as though the people did not
know that God had revealed this verse until Abu Bakr recited it. The people all
learned it from him and that was alI you could hear, people reciting it."
AI-Zuhri stated, "Sa'id b. al-Musayyab informed me that 'Umar said, 'I swear
by God, no sooner did I hear Abu Bakr reciting it than I knew that it was the
truth and I was so awe-struck that my legs would not bear me, and I fell to the
ground. And I knew, when I heard him recite it, that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) had died. '"
AI-Bukhari narrated it from Yal;1ya b. Bukayr.
The {taft:;, al-Bayhaqi narrated through Ibn Labi'a, quoting Abu al-Aswad,
from 'Urwa b. al-Zubay,. concerning the death ofthe,Messenger of God (SAAS),
as follows, "'Umar b. al-Khanab then got up to address the people, threatening
anyone who might say that he died by violence. He was saying, 'The Messenger
of God (SAAS) would be under a covering if there had been any violence.' 'Amr
b. Q!.ys b. Za'ida b. al-A~amm b. Umm Maktum was at the back of the mosque,
145. A suburb of Upper Medina.
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reciting, 'Mul;1ammad is no more than a messenger. And the messengers have
passed away before him' while the people there in the mosque were weeping io
confusion, not listening.
"'Abbas b. 'Abd al-Munalib then went out to the people and said, 'People,
does anyone of you have any agreement from the Messenger of God (SAAS),
relating to his death about which he should tell us?' 'No,' they replied. He then
asked, ''Vmar, do you have (any such) knowledge?' 'No,' he replied.
"AI-'Abbas went on, 'Bear witness, people, that no one is testifying that they
have any claim against the Messenger of God (SAAS), due upon his death. I
swear by the God than whom there is no other, that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) has tasted death.'
"Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him, then arrived on his camel from
al-Sunl;1 and dismounted at the door of the mosque. He came in looking
grief-stricken and depressed. He asked permission to enter the apartment of his
daughter 'A>isha and she invited him in. He entered. The Messenger of God
(SAAS) had died on the mattress, and the women were all around him. They
veiled their faces, concealiog themselves from Abu Bakr, except in the case
of 'A'isha. He uncovered the Messenger of God (SAAS), and bent over him,
kissing him and weeping, saying, 'Whatever Ibn al-Khanab says is nothing; the
Messenger of God (SAAS) is dead, by Him who holds my life in His hands! May
God have mercy upon you, Messenger of God! How fine you are, alive or dead!'
He then covered him with the cloth.
"Thereafter he hurried ioto the mosque, passing through the throng ofpeople,
and reached the minbar. 'Vmar sat down when he saw Abu Bakr approaching.
Abu Bakr stood beside the minbar and called out to the people, who sat down and
listened. He reiterated the shahada several times, then said, 'God, Almighty and
Glorious is He, has announced to His Prophet his own death. Yet He is alive
among you and is makiog announcement to you too, of death. Eventually none
of you will remain - (all will die) except God, Almighty and Glorious is He. The
Almighty stated, "Mul;1arnmad is no more than a messenger. And the messengers
have passed away before him.'"
"'Vmar asked, 'And this verse is in the Qur'an? By God, I never knew before
today that this verse had been revealed! God Almighty did say to Mul;1ammad,
"You (will be) dead and they (will be) dead" (surat al-Zumar; XXXIX, v.30).
And He did say, "Every thing perishes except for His face. Judgement is His,
and to Him you shall be retnrned" (siirat al-Qafaf; XXVIII, v.SS). And He said,
"Everyone npon it will pass away; and the face of Your Lord, Possessor of glory
and hononr, shall endure" (surat al-Rabman; LV, v.26, 7). And he also said,
"Every sonl shall taste death and you will only receive your rewards in full on
Judgement Day'" (surat Al-<Jmran; III, v.IS4).
"He (Abu Bakr) went on, 'God gave life to Mul;1arnmad (SAAS), and kept him
alive until he had established God's religion, made God's orders plain, delivered
His message and fought in His cause. Thereafter God took him to Himself and
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left you upon the path. And none shall perish except after clear signs and pain.
Those whose Lord is God (shall know) that God is alive and will not die. For
those who worshipped Mu1).ammad and treated him as a god (should know) that
their god has expired. Fear God, people! Hold fast to your religion and put
your trust in your Lord. God's religion is established. God's word is complete.
God will help those who support Him and who revere His religion. God's
Book is among us. It is both the light and the cure. By it God led Mu1).ammad
(SAAS). In it it states what God considers F;al/al, "permissible", and what F;aram,
"prohibited". And, by God, we will not care who of God's creation descend
upon us. God's swords are still unsheathed; we have not yet put them down. We
will fight vigorously against those who oppose us, just as we fought with the
Messenger of God (SAAS). Let no one depend upon other than himself.'"
The muhajirun then left with him for the Messenger of God (SAAS). The
F;adith proceeds to relate his being washed, and placed in a shroud, how prayers
were spoken over him and he was buried.
I note that we will relate all this in full detail and all evidence hereafter, if
God Almighty so wills it.
Al-Waqidi narrated from his sheikhs. They stated, "When there was doubt
about the death of the Prophet (SAAS), some people said, 'He is dead!' Others
said, 'He is not dead.' Asma', daughter of'Umays, then placed her hand between
the shoulders of the Messenger of God (SAAS), and said, 'The Messenger
of God (SAAS) is dead. And the "seal" has been removed from between his
shoulders!' It was by this that his death was known."
The F;aft.. al-Bayhaqi gave it thus in his work the Dala'il al-Nubuwwa, through
al-Waqidi. The tradition is considered 4a'if, "weak". The sheikhs whom he
quotes are unidentified and the F;adith is munqa{i', "truncated', in any case, and
it contradicts what is true. It contains what is exceedingly strange - the removal
of the "seal". But God knows what is correct.
Al-Waqidi and others have given many reports about the death that are very
strange and objectionable. We have omitted most of these, due to the weakness
of their lines of transmission or the objectionable nature of their content,
especially material given by many of the tellers of narratives, and others; much
of that is definitely invented.
In the authentic and good aF;adith related in the famous works, material
containing untruths and of unknown lines of transmission are avoided. And God
knows best.

Section: An account o[important events that occurred after the death
o[the Messenger o[God ($AAS). and before his burial.
One of the most important and significant of these in consequence for Islam
and its followers was the pledging of allegiance to Abu Bakr, "the trusting", may
God be pleased with him.
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What happened was that on the day of the death of the Messenger of God
CSAAS), Abu Bakr had performed the al-subl; prayer with the people. At that
time the Messenger of God CSAAS) had briefly recovered from the throes of
the illness from which he was suffering; he had drawn aside the curtain to his
apartment and had looked out at the Muslims lined up in prayer behind Abu
Bakr. This sight delighted him and he smiled at the Muslims, who, in their
pleasure at seeing him, were almost distracted from the prayer in which they
were engaged. And Abu Bakr had been about to return to the line ofworshippers,
but the Messenger of God CSAAS) signalled to them to remain where they were
and let down the curtain. This was their last experience of him.
When Abu Bakr had completed the prayer, he came in to him and said to
'A'isha, "I see that the illness of the Messenger of God CSAAS) is somewhat
alleviated. This is the day assigned to Bint Kharija." He was referring to one of
his two wives, who resided in ai-Sun!), over towards the east side of Medina. He
then mounted a horse he owned and went to his house there.
The Messenger of God CSAAS) died in the late morning of that day; some say
after the sun had passed the zenith. But God knows best.
Upon his death, the Companions fell into disagreement. Some said he had
died, some that he had not. Salim b. 'Ubayd went after Abu Bakr in al-Sun!) and
told him of the death of the Messenger of God CSAAS). The latter left his house
when he received the news and went in to the apartment of the Messenger of
God CSAAS). He drew back the covering from over his face, kissed him and
established that he had died.
Then he went out to the people and, from the side of the minbar addressed
them. Hetold them about the death ofthe Messenger of God CSAAS), as we have
related above, and put an end to their confnsion and doubt. All the people came
back around him, and a number of the Companions pledged their allegiance to
him in the mosque.
Some of the a~ar had doubts and it occurred to certain of them that it would
be acceptable to appoint one of the a~ar as khalifa, "caliph", "successor". Others
ofthem compromised and suggested that one leader be appointed for the muhajirin
and one for the anFar. Eventually Abu Bakr made clear to them that the caliphate
could only be from Quraysh. They therefore came back to him and resolved
unanimously on him, as we will narrate and elucidate.
The Story of the hall ofBanu Sa'ida.
Imam A1)mad stated that Is!)aq b. '1sa al-Tabba' related to him, quoting Malik b.
Anas, quoting Ibn Shihab, from 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Utba b. Mas'ud,
who said that Ibn 'Abbas reported to him that 'Abd al-RI!)man b. 'Awf returned
to his baggage. Ibn 'Abbas stated, "I had been teaching 'Abd al-RI1)man b.
'A wf to recite and Con his return) he found me waiting for him; that was at Mina,
during the last biija performed by 'Umar b. al-Khanab. 'Abd al-RI1)man b. 'Awf
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said, 'A man came to 'Vmar b. a1-Khal1ab and said, "So-and-so is saying that if
'Vmar were to have died, I would have pledged allegiance to so-and-so." At this
'Vmar said, "I intend to stand up among the people this evening, if God so wills
it, and I will warn them against that band who wish to seize power over them!''''''
"'Abd al-RaJ:unan went on, 'I told him, "Commander of the Believers, don't
do that; the pilgrimage brings together all kinds of low-class riff-raff and they
will be in the majority in your assembly should you rise to address the people. I
am afraid you may say something they will report allover the place without
understanding or placing in the right context. You should first arrive in Medina,
the seat of the Hijra and the home of the sunna, and which only consists of
scholars and the leading men. Say (in Medina) whatever you want in security.
They will understand and properly interpret your words."'"
''''Vmar replied, "If I reach Medina safely, I certainly will tell the people of
it at the first assembly I hold."'"
"'After reaching Medina, at the end of Dhii a1-l;Iijja, when it was Friday,
I hurried over in (a state of) ~akkat al-a'mii'. [I, (Is\.1aq b. '1sa al- Taba') asked
Malik, "What did the narrator mean by ~akkat al-a'ma?" He replied, "It means
approximately when one doesn't care what the time is or how hot or cold it
may be."]
"'Abd al-Rai)man b. 'Awf went on, 'I found Sa'rd b. Zayd at the right corner
of the minbar, he having preceded me there. I sat down facing him, my knee
touching his. 'Vmar was there right away. When I saw him, I said, "This evening
he is going to speak on this minbar what no one has ever expressed before.'''''
"Sa'rd b. 'Vmar disputed this, saying, 'What might he say that no one has said
before?'"

"'Vmar sat on the minbar and when the muezzin had finished making the
call to prayer, he got up and gave appropriate praise to God. Then he said, "To
proceed, I am about to speak what it was decreed for me to say. I do not know
whether it will prove to be immediately before my death. Those who listen and
understand'it should talk about it wherever they may travel. Those who do not
understand it I do not permit to tell lies about me.
'" "God sent Mui)anunad with the truth and revealed the Book to him. One part
of what He revealed to him was the verse relating to stoning. We recited it and
fully appreciated and understood it. The Messenger of God (SAAS) cast stones,
and we did so after him. I fear that eventually people may say, 'We don't find any
verse referring to the stoning to be present in God's Book.' And so they will go
astray by abandoning an ordinance revealed by God the Almighty and Glorious.
The stoning in God's Book is a punishment upon married men and women who
commit adultery when proof is present, or there is a pregnancy or a confession.'
"'''Moreover, we used to recite, 'Do not deny your own forebears, for it is
unbelief for you to deny your forebears.' And the Messenger of God (SAAS) also
said, 'Do not praise me to excess as people would do about Jesus, son of Mary. I
am only a servant; say (he is), "The servant and Messenger of God.'''
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'''''It has reached me that one of you is saying, 'If'Vmar had died, I would
have pledged allegiance to so-and-so.' Let no man deceive himself by saying,
'The allegiance paid to Abu Bakr was accidental and then became established.'
Indeed, it was that way, except that God prevented it causing evil. There is none
among you today who could command such allegiance as was the case for Abu
Bakr. He was the best of us when the Messenger of God (SAAS) died."
'" "'All, al-Zubayr and their associates withdrew to the house of Fatima,
daughter of the Messenger of God (SAAS) while all the an,iir went off in
opposition to the hall of Banu Sa'ida. The muhiijimn assembled around Abu
Bakr.
"'''Itold him, 'Abu Bakr, let us go and join our an,iir brothers.' We set off to
join them and were met by two fine men. They reported to us what the people
were doing. They asked, 'Where are you muhiijimn going?' I replied, 'We want
to join our an,iir brothers.' They replied, 'No; you should not go near them.
Make your own decision, you muhiijimn.' I told them, 'I swear by God, we will
go to them!'
'" "We proceeded further and joined them in the hall of Banu Saqlfa. They
were assembled there and among them was one man heavily shrouded. I asked,
'Who is that?' They replied, 'That is Sa'd b. 'Vbada.' I asked, 'What's wrong with
him?' They replied, 'He is ill.'
'" "When we sat down, their speaker arose,'spoke appropriate praise for God,
and went on, 'To proceed, we are the an,iir of God, the "squadron ofIslam" and
you muhiijimn are the people of the Prophet (SAAS). But apparently a group of
you wish to sever us from our origins and block us from gaining authority.'''
''''Vmar continued, "When he had fmished, I wanted to speak, for I had
readied a speech I much liked that I wanted to deliver before Abu Bakr and
mitigate some of his tartness. But he was wiser and more dignified than myself,
and, by God, when I remained silent he did not omit a word that I would have
wished to utter, and he did so better.
'" "What he said was, 'To proceed, you fully deserve every credit of which
you spoke. However, the Arabs will recognize this authority only in this tribe of
Quraysh, for they are the finest of the Arabs in descent and residence. I therefore
recommend to you either of these two men you might prefer.' He then took my
hand and that of Abu 'Ubayda b. al-]arral;J.. This was the only thing he had said
that I disliked. I would rather have been taken off to be beheaded without having
committed a sin, or when dying, to have had my soul succumb to temptation,
than to be given command of those that included Abu Bakr!
""'One of the an$ity then arose and said, 'I am, as it were, my people's
rubbing post, and their fruitful, propped-up date-palm. One ruler should come
from us, and another from you, Quraysh.'
'" "I asked Malik, 'What does he mean by "rubbing post" and "fruitful,
propped up date-palm"?' He replied, "He's saying, 'I am their most clever
man'."
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'" "Voices rose in heated debate so that we feated a break-up. I then said, 'Hold
out your hand, Abu Bakr!' He did so, and I pledged allegiance to him, as did all the
muhajiriin and then the an~ar did so too. And we leaped upon Sa'd b. 'Vbada. 146
Someone shouted, 'You have killed Sa'd!' I responded, '(May) God kill Sa'd!'''
"'COmar went on, "We felt we could not have been more successful than we

had been, in having allegiance pledged to Abu Bakr. We had feared that if we had
left them without there having been a pledge, one would have been made after
we had left; either we would have had to accept their decision that we did not
want, or we would have had to oppose them, which would have meant disaster.
Allegiance made to a leader without consultation with the Muslim community is
invalid for the person making it, as is that of someone who so pledges out of fear
of being killed." ",
Malik stated, "Ibn Shihab quoted 'Vrwa as having said, 'The two men who
met them were 'Vwaym b. Sa'ida and Ma'n b. 'AdL'"
Ibn Shihab stated, "Sa'id b. al-Musayyab reported to me that the 'rubbing
post' was al-l;Iubab b. al-Mundhir."
The scholarly community all gave this l;aduh in their works, along vatious
lines from Malik and others, all of whom drew it from al-ZuhrL
Imam A!)mad stated that Mu'awiya related to him from 'Amr, quoting Za'ida,
quoting 'Ji.~im, and I have also been informed by l;Iusayn b. 'Ali, from Za'ida,
from 'Ji.~im, from Zirr, from 'Abd Allah - he being Ibn Mas'ud - who said,
"When the Messenger of God (SAAS) died, the a~ar said, 'A leader from us
and a leader from you.' 'Vmat went to them and said, 'An~ar, do you not know
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered Abu Bakr to act as the people's
imam? Who of you would feel at ease taking precedence over Abu Bakr?,
"The an~ar responded, 'We seek refuge in God from ever taking precedence
over Abu Bakr!'"
AI-Nasa'i natrated it from Is!)aq b. Rahawayh and l;Iannad b. al-Satri, from
l;Iusayn b. 'Ali al-Ju'fI, from Za'ida.
'Ali b. al-Madini narrated it from l;Iusayn b. 'Ali, who said, "It is ~al;il;. I
know it only from a l;aduh of Za'ida, from 'Ji.~im."
AI-Nasa'i also natrated it from a l;adith of Salatna b. Nubayt, from Nu'aym b.
Abu Hind, from Nubayt b. Shatit, from Salim b. 'Vbayd, from 'Vmat similatly.
It is also narrated from 'Vmat b. al-Khanab similatly through another line of
transmission.

Mu!)atnmad b. Is!)aq narrated it from 'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr, from al-Zuhri,
from 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah, from Ibn 'Abbas, from 'Vmat, who stated, "I
146. The Arabic phrase given is wa nazawna 'alli SaCd, that is, we "jumped upon", "mounted" or
"served" Sacd. Sa<d had offered an anjari candidate for Caliph. The text suggests that the muhiijimn
had thwarted SaCd's plans, rather than done violence to him. In any case, Sacd, an important
figure in the early history of Islam, went into retirement thereafter and died some two years after
Vrnar's accession to the caliphate.
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said, 'Muslims, the one most worthy of the authority of the Prophet of God
should be the second of the two who were in the cave;147 and Abu Bakr is the
foremost and the senior (candidate).'
"I then went to take his hand but an anFiiri anticipated me and touched his
hand before I did. I then took his hand and the (other) people followed."
Mul:tammad b. Sa'd narrated it from 'Arim b. al-Fagl, from Bammad b. Zayd,
from Ya\:1ya b. Sa'id, from al-Qasim b. Mu\:1ammad. His account is similar to
the above; he gave the name of the man who preceded 'Umar b. al-Khanab
in pledging allegiance to Abu Bakr as Bashir b. Sa'd, the father of al-Nu'man
b. Bashir.

An Account ofthe recognition by Sa'd b. 'Ublida ofthe truth of
what Abu Bakr stated that day at the hall.
Imam A\:1mad stated that 'Affan related to him, quoting Abu 'Awana, from
Da'ud b. 'Abd Allah al-Azdi, from Bumayd b. 'Abd al-Ra\:1man, who said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) died while Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him,
was in· his summer residence outside Medina.
"He arrived, uncovered his face and kissed him, saying, 'Would that my
mother and my father could ransom you! There was none finer than you, alive
or dead! Mu\:1ammad has died, by the lord of the ka'ba.'"
He went on to narrate the badith as above and stated, "AbU Bakr and 'Umar
hurried off and joined them. Abu Bakr spoke, omitting nothing that had been
revealed about the anFiir or that the Messenger of God (SAAS) had said about
them. He stated, 'You well know that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, ·'If
the people were to take a path along a valley while the anFiir followed a different
one, I would take that ofthe anFiir.' You well know, Sa'd, that the Messenger of
God (SAAS) said - while you were seated - 'Quraysh are those entrusted with
this authority. Those of the people who are righteous are but followers of the
righteous (of Quraysh), while the sinners would do the same.' Sa'd said to him,
'You are right; we are the viziers, you the princes!'''

Imam A\:1mad stated that 'Ali b. 'Abbas related to him, quoting al-Walid b.
Muslim, quoting Yazid b. Sa'id b. Dhu 'Agwan al-'Absi, from 'Abd ai-Malik b.
'Umayr al-Lakhmi, from Rafi'al-Ta'i, the companion ofAbu Bakr, "the trusting",
on the expedition to Dhu al-Salasil, who said, "I asked him what had been said
when allegiance was pledged to him. He replied, (while telling him what the anFiir
had been discussing, what he had said to them and what 'Umar b. al-Khanab had
said to the anFiir) 'and he reminded them of my being appointed their imiim by
order of the Messenger of God (SAAS), during his illness. And they therefore
pledged allegaince to me, and I accepted this from them. I was worried that
(otherwise) there would be unrest after which would come secession.'"
147. A reference to sUrat al-Tawba; IX, v.40.
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The line of transmission for this is excellent and strong.
The implication of this is that Abu Bakr only accepted .the appointment as
imam due to his concern that there would be unrest worse than ifhe had refused
to accept it.
I note that this activity took place during the remainder of that Monday. On
the morning of the following day, Tuesday, the people gathered in the mosque
where the pledge of allegiance was made by the entire body of the muhajirln and
the an~ar. This preceded the burial of the Messenger of God CSAAS).
Al-Bukhiiri stated that IbrahIm b. Musa related to him, quoting Hisham, from
Ma'mar, from al-Zuhri, who quoted Anas b. Malik as having said that he heard
the final address when 'Umar sat upon the minbar. That was the day following
that of the death of the Messenger of God CSAAS). Abu Bakr was there, not
speaking. 'Umar said, "What I wanted was for the Messenger of-God CSAAS),
to live on until he dabbarana" - by this word'" he meant until he was the last
one of them alive - "however, "ven if he has died, God has placed among you a
light by which you may be"guided. God led Mu!).ammad (SAAS) aright; Abu
Bakr, his Companion and· 'the second of two' is the Muslim most fitted to have
authority over you. Come forward and pledge allegiance to him."
A group had pledged allegiance to him before that, in the hall of Banu Sa'ida;
the general pledge occurred at the minbar.
Al-Zuhri quoted Anas b. Malik as having said, "I heard 'Umar say that day
to Abu Bakr, 'Mount the minbar.' And he kept on saying this until Abu Bakr did
mount the minbar and there was a general pledge of allegiance made to him."
Mu!).arnmad b. Is!).aq stated that al-Zuhri quoted to him Anas b. Malik as
having said, "When Abu Bakr received the pledge of allegiance in the hall, it
being the day after (the death of the Prophet CSAAS», Abu Bakr was seated on
the minbar. 'Umar arose and spoke prior to Abu Bakr. He spoke appropriate
words of praise and thanks to God, then he said, 'People, I made a new address
to you yesterday, one I did not find in God's Book, and one that the Messenger
of God CSAAS) had not authorized me to deliver. However, I had thought that
he would dabbara us' - he meant 'be the last of us'. 'God has preserved among
you His Book by which He gave guidance to the Messenger of God CSAAS).
If you adhere to it, then God will lead you to that to which He led him. God
has given responsibility for your affairs to the very best man among you, the
Companion ofthe Messenger of God CSAAS), the second of two when they were
together in the cave; arise and pledge allegiance to him.'
"And the people did make a general pledge of allegiance to Abu Bakr after
the pledge made at the hall.
"Abu Bakr then spoke. He gave appropriate praise and thanks to God, then
said, 'To proceed: people, I have assumed authority over you, even though I am
not the best of you. If I do well, then help me. If I err, then set me straight.
148. The word can also, more normally, mean "organize", "arrange".
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Honesty is loyalty; dishonesty is perfidy. It is the weak among you who are
powerful in my view until I can do away with their infirmity. It is the strong among
you who are weak until I can draw forth from them the right, if God so wills it.
No people abandons the fight for God's cause without God afflicting them with
degradation. Depravity never spreads over a people without God making them
experience calamity. Obey me for as long as I obey God and His Messenger. If!
disobey God and His Messenger, then I should expect no obedience from you.
Proceed with your prayer, and may God have mercy upon you!'''
This has a line of transmission that is $ab/b.
His statement, "I have assumed authority over you, even though I am not
the best of yon" stems from (a sense) of forbearance and modesty. They were
united in belief that he was the most virtuous and best of them, may God be
pleased with them all.
The bali", Abu Bakr al"Bayhaql stated that Abu al-I;Iasan 'Ali b. Mul;lammad
al-I;IaIi? al"Isfaraylnl related to him, quoting Abu 'Ali al-I;Iusayn b. 'Ali al-I;Iafi?,
quoting AbU Bakr Mu1).ammad b. Is1).aq b. Khuzayma and Ibrahim b. Abu Talib,
both of whom stated, "Bandar b. Bashshar related to us, quoting Abu Hashim
al-Makhzilml, quoting Wuhayb, quoting Da'ud b. Abu Hind, quoting Abu Naqra,
from Abu Sa'ld al-Khudrl who said, 'When the Messenger of God (SAAS) died,
the people gathered in the home of Sa'd b. 'Vbada; they included Abu Bakr and
'Vmar.
'''The spokesman for the an$ar arose and said, "You should know that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) was one of the muhajirin and that his successor will
be from the muhajirin. We have been the an$ar, "the Helpers", of the Messenger
of God (SAAS), and we will be the an$arofhis caliph, just as we were his an$ar.'
"'Vmar b. al-Khanab then arose and said, "Your speaker is correct. Ifyou had
said anything other than this, we would not have agreed with you." He then took
the hand of Abu Bakr and said, "This is your leader; pledge allegiance to him."
'Vmar pledged allegiance to him, as did the muhajirun and the an$ar."
He went on, "Abu Bakr mounted the minbar and, looking out into their faces,
he did not see al-Zubayr. And so he summoned al-Zubayr and said, 'I aSk, would
you, the nephew of the Messenger of God (SAAS), and his disciple, wish to
break asunder the staff of the Muslims?' He replied, 'Let there be no reproof,
Caliph of the Messenger of God (SAAS).' And he arose and made his pledge of
allegiance to him.
"Abu Bakr then looked out into the faces of the people and did not see 'Ali.
He then summoned 'Ali b. Abu Talib, and he came. Abu Bakr said, 'I ask, would
the nephew of the Messenger of God (SAAS), and his son-in-law, wish to break
asunder the staff of the Muslims?' He replied, 'Let the.re be no reproof, Caliph
of the Messenger of God (SAAS).' And he pledged to him his allegiance. This
is approximately what was said."
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Abu 'Ali aI-I:Iafi~ stated, "I heard Mul).ammad b. Isl).aq b. Khuzayma say,
'Muslim b. aI-I:Iajjaj came to me and asked me about this ltadith; I wrote it down
for Illm on a scrap (of cloth) and read it aloud to him.'
"This ltadith is worth a camel offered in sacrifice."
I say it certainly is; indeed, it is worth a whole hoard of cash!
AI-Bayhaqi then narrated it from al-I:Iakim and Abu Mul).ammad b. I:Iamid
al-Maqbun, both of whom quoted from Abu al-'Abbas Mul).ammad b. Ya'qub
al-A~amm, from ]a'far b. Mul).ammad b. Shakir, from 'Affan b. Salam, from
Wuhayb. However, he reported that it was Abu Bakr, not 'Vmar, who responded
to the an~iir spokesman. And in that account he stated that it was Zayd b. Thabit
who took the hand of Abu Bakr and said, "This is your leader; pledge him
allegiance." He stated that, "They then left, and when Abu Bakr mounted the
minbar, he looked out into the faces of the people there and, not seeing 'Ali, asked
after him. Some of the a~iir then got up and brought him." He proceeded
thereafter to refer to the account relating to al-Zubayr. God knows best.
Imam Al).mad b. I:Ianbal narrated it from trusted authorities from Wuhayb, in
abbreviated form. 'Ali b. 'A~im narrated it from aI-]arin, from Abu Nadra, from
Abu Sa'Id aI-Khudri. His account is similar to the above.
The line of transmission for this is ~altilt and malt/u", "anthentic and appropriate", from it ltadith of Abu Nadrat al-Mundhir b. Malik b. Nat'a, from Abu
Sa'id Sa'd b. Malik b. Sinan al-Khudn.
This account has clear value; it refers to the pledge of allegiance made by
'Ali b. Abu Talib, either on the first day or the second following the death. This
is true. For 'Ali b. Abu Talib never once, at any time, opposed Abu Bakr and
never failed to be present behind him at anyone of the prayers, as we will relate.
He also went out with him to Dhu aI-Qj~~a when Abu Bakr proceeded forth, his
sword unsheathed, to do battle with those in secession from Islam.
However, when it so happened that Fatima, may God be pleased with her,
criticized Abu Bakr because she fancied that she had rights to inherit from the
Messenger of God (~AAS), this was due to her not having known what Abu
Bakr told her of the latter's statement, "What we leave shall not be inherited but
will become a ~adaqa, 'a charitable trust"'. He therefore blocked her and others
of the wives of the Messenger of God (~AAS), as well as his uncle from the
inheritance, due to this clear statement as we will explain in its proper place. She
then asked him that 'Ali look into the land at Khaybar and Fadak made into a
~adaqa. Abu Bakr did not, however, respond favourably in this because he - that
man who was truthful, pious, upright and virtuous - thought it his duty to
administer all those matters entrusted to him by the Messenger of God (~AAS).
She, a very human woman with no aspirations for infallibility, felt resentful and
angry and never again spoke to Abu Bakr before she died. 'Ali was obliged to
respect her feelings somewhat. When she died, some six months following the
death of her father (SAAS), 'Ali thought it best to renew his pledge of allegiance
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to Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him, in addition to the pledge he had
made earlier, prior to the burial of the Messenger of God (SAAS).
The authenticity of all this is further established by the statement made by
Musa b. 'Uqba in his work on the military expeditions of the Prophet (SAAS).
In it he quotes from Sa'd b. Ibrahim, quoting his father, to the effect that his
father, 'Abd al-Ra1).man b. 'Awf, was with 'Umar and that Mul.Jammad b. Maslama
broke the sword of al-Zubayr.
(The yadith states) "Abu Bakr then made an address in which he apologized
to the people, saying, 'I was never ambitious for power, not for a single day or
night; I never asked for it, secredy or openly.' And the muhajirnn accepted his
statement."

'Ali and al-Zubayr both stated, "The only thing that angered us is that we
were too late for the mashura, 'the consultation activity'. We consider that Abu
Bakr is the most deserving of the people for power. He is the 'companion of the
cave' and we well know his nobility and goodness. And the Messenger of God
(SAAS) did, while alive, appoint him to lead the people in prayer."
The line of transmission for this is excellent. And to God be all praise and
credit.
DIVISION

Anyone contemplating what we have been reporting will clearly recognize that
the precedence awarded by both the muhajirnn and the a~ar to Abu Bakr was
unanimous. They will see in this proof of the statement made by the Messenger
of God (SAAS) that "God and the Believers would reject anyone but Abu Bakr".
It will be apparent to them, nevertheless, that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
did not assign the caliphate to any specific person, not to Abu Bakr, as one
group of the orthodox maintain, nor to 'AIi, as a group of the al-rafi4a/ 49 "the
rejeetionists", argue.

He did, however, make an indication (of preference) so strong that any person
of perception and intelligence would recognize, for Abu Bakr, as we have shown
above and will refer to hereafter. And to God be praise.
It is similarly established in both yadith collections from a yadith of Hisham
b. 'Urwa, from his father, from Ibn 'Umar, that when 'Umar was stabbed, he
was asked, "Will you not appoint a successor, Commander of the Believers?" He
replied, "If I were to appoint a successor, someone better than myself did so"
- meaning Abu Bakr - "and if I do not, someone else better than myself did
not" - meaning the Messenger of God (SAAS).
Ibn 'Umar went on, "I knew, when he mentioned the Messenger of God
(SAAS), that he was not going to appoint a successor."
149. From the verb rafiufa, "reject", the term, sometimes used perjoratively, is applied to the
Shiel community of Islam who "rejected" the legitimacy of the succession to the caliphate of
al-shaykhayn, "the two elders", Abu Bakr and Vmar.
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Sufyan al-Thawrj stated that 'Amr b. Q:1ys quoted 'Amr b. SufYan as having
said, "When 'Ali took command over the people, he said, 'People, the Messenger
of God (~AAS) left us no instructions regarding power. We considered it
appropriate to appoint Abu Bakr as his successor. And he took various action,
and so it went until he passed away. Then Abu Bakr decided to appoint 'Vmar
as his successor. And he took various actions and so it went till he passed away'
- or he said, 'until his authority was formly established'. And so on."
Imam Al;imad stated that Abu Nu'aym related to him, quoting Shurayk, from
. al-Aswad b. Q:1ys, from 'Amr b. Sufyan, who said, "A man made an address at
the battIe ofBasra at which 'Ali was victorious and 'Ali spoke, saying, "(Regarding)
this uneven speaker, the Messenger of God (~AAS) came first, Abu Bakr came
second and 'Vmar came third. After them we were rocked by disorders in which
God performed His will."
The {taft" al-Bayhaqj stated that AbU 'Abd Allah al-l:;faft? informed him,
quoting Abu Bakr Mul;iammad b. Al;imad al-Zaki of Merv, quoting 'Abd Allah
b. Rawl;i al-Mada'im, quoting Shababa b. Sawwar, quoting Shu'ayb b. Maymun,
from l:;fu~ayn b. 'Abd al-Ral;iman, from al-Sha'bi, from Abu Wa'jl, who said,
"'All b. Abu Talib was asked, 'Will you not appoint a successor over us?' He
replied, 'The Messenger of God (~AAS) did not appoint a successor, so should
I appoint one? If God wishes the people well, He will unite them, after me,
behind the best man among them, as He united them behind the best man among
them after their prophet.'"
The line of transmission for this is excellent; the compilers of the ~a{ti{t
collections did not give it.
We have quoted hereabove al-Bukharl's account of the {tadith of al-Zuhrj, from
'Abd Allah b. Ka'b b. Malik, from Ibn 'Abbas, to the effect that when 'Abbas
and 'All came away from the Messenger of God (~AAS), a man asked them,
"How is the Messenger of God (~AAS) this morning?" 'All responded, "Thanks
be to God, he is recovered." AI-'Abbas then said, "Three days from now, I
swear by God, you will be 'slave of the staff. I well know how members of
Banu Hashim look when near death. And I see death in the face ofthe Messenger
of God (~AAS). Let us go to him and ask him to whom rule will go. If to
us, then we will know it; if to someone other than us, we can tell him and he
(the Prophet (~AAS)) can tell him to care for us." 'All said, "I'll not ask him
that, I swear by God. If he refused it to us, the people would never give it to us
after him."

Mul;iammad b. Isl;iaq gave this from al-ZuhrL That account, "They both went
in to him the day the Messenger of God (~AAS) died", ends with the words
"and he died when the heat grew intense of the late morning of that day".
I note that this was a Monday, the day on which he died; this is evidence that
the Prophet (~AAS) died without leaving a testamentary statement concerning
the leadership.
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In both ,a{li{l collections Ibn 'Abbas is quoted as having stated, "It was truly
disastrous that the Messenger of God (SAAS) was prevented from writing that
document."

We have narrated above how the Prophet (SAAS) sought to write a document
for them after which they would not go astray, and how, when disputes and
differences were expressed in his presence, he said, "Leave me alone; my present

condition is better than that to which you invite me."
We also quoted him above as having stated thereafter, "God and the Believers
would reject anyone but Abu Bakr."
In both ,a{li{l collections it is stated from a {ladith of'Abd Allah b. 'Awn, from
IbrahIm aI-Taymi, that aI-Aswad is quoted as having said, "Someone told 'A'isha
that people were saying that the Messenger of God (SAAS) made a testamentary
statement appointing 'Ali as his successor. She asked, 'Regarding what? He did
ask for a bowl in which to urinate while I was resting him against my chest, and
he then turned aside and died, without my sensing it. How is it they say he made
a testamentary statement appointing 'Ali as his successor?'"
In both ,a{li{l collections there is a {ladith of Malik b. MighwaI which quotes
TaIl;1a b. Mu~rif as saying, "I asked 'Abd Allah b. Abu Awfa whether the Messenger
of God (SAAS) had made a testamentary statement. He replied, 'No.' I asked,
'So he made us no testamentary statement?' He replied, 'He commended to us
the Book of God, Almighty and Glorious is He.",
TaIl:ia b. Mu~rif stated that Hudhayl b. Shura1).bil said, "Abu Bakr is behaving
like a ruler on the basis of a testamentary statement made by the Messenger of
God (SAAS)! Abu Bakr wishes he had found some (written) testament from the
Messenger of God (SAAS), but the Messenger of God (SAAS) died (without
doing so)." Abu Bakr would have been delighted - if he had found a testament
from the Prophet (SAAS) to have applied it diligently.
It is also stated in both ,abi{l collections, from a {ladith of ai-A'mash, from
Ibrahim al-Taymi, who quotes his father as having said, "'Ali b. Abu Talib, may
God be pleased with him, made an address to us in which he said, 'Whoever
claims that we have anything to read that is not in God's Book and on this sheet'
- referring to a sheet suspended on his sword that contained some camel's teeth
and items taken from wounds - 'is telling lies!'"
Concerning it (the sheet) he said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) stated
(in it), 'Medina is sacrosanct, from Mt. 'Ayr to Mt. Thawr. Whoever commits a
sin inside it or provides sanctuary for someone who has sinned shaIl have upon
him the curses of God, the angels and the people combined. God will not accept
from him on Judgement Day any repentance or compensation. Anyone claiming
descent from someone not his father or who claims connection to those not his
protectors shall have upon him the curses of God, the angels and the people
combined. God will not accept from him on Judgement Day any repentance or
compensation. Inviolability ofMuslims, even those ofthe lowest ranks, is all one;
any person who violates his pact with a Muslim shall be cursed by God, the
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angels and the people combined. God will not accept from him on Judgement
Day any repentance or compensation.'"
This {tadith established in both $afti{t collections and elsewhere from 'All, may
God be pleased with him, refutes the claim of the 'rejectionist' faction that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) made a testamentary statement appointing him to
the succession. Were it to have been as they claim, none of the Companions
would have rejected it. They were too obedient to God and to His Messenger,
both during his life and after his death, to use their own judgement contrary
to his and to give their preference to someone other than his choice, or to
downgrade someone to whom he had given preference in his own test. Far from
it, definitely, and why ever?
Whoever would think that of the Companions, may God be pleased with
them, any would have ascribed to them sinfulness and collusion in resistance to
the Messenger of God (SAAS), and opposition to his decision and his document?
Anyone who reaches this point has taken off the mantle ofIslam and expressed
disbeliefin the concensus ofthe famous imams. Spilling the blood ofsuch persons
would be more permissible than the spilling of wine!
Moreover, if 'All b. Abu TaIib, may God be pleased with him, did in fact
possess a document why did he not use it to argue against the Companions to
establish his power over them and his role as their imam?
If he could not put into effect that document, then he was weak, and a weakling
is not fit for power. If he were able and did not act, then he was a traitor; and
such a sinful traitor should be denied and kept away from power. If he did not
know of the existence of the document, then he was ignorant.
And then could others after him have known of it? This is impossible - a lie,
foolishness and error.
This would only seem appropriate to persons of ignorance and depravity,
human beings who are totally misled. Satan provides embellislnnent for them
without evidence or proof but with mere use of imagination, irrationality,
mendacity and false accusations.
Refuge is to be sought with God from the delirium, inadequacy, madness
and disbelief they suffer, refuge with God by adherence to the sunna, the Qur'an,
fidelity to Islam and to faith, by reliance upon certainty, the weight of evidence,
to escape the flames and to attain heaven. And God is Munificent, Benign,
Merciful and Compassionate.

In this {tadtth from 'All, firmly based in both $a{ti{t collections that we have given
above, there is refutation of the claims made by those numerous ignorant cultists
and storytellers who claim that the Prophet (SAAS) made a testamentary
statement awarding him power. Their statements asserting this are many and
various, claiming that the Prophet (SAAS) told him, "'AIl, do this!", "'All, do
not do that". "'All, anyone doing this and that would be such-and-such." They
employ phraseology that is weak and express concepts that are largely absurd.
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Many of their statements are on paper and are not worth the ink! But God
knows best.
The l;aft:;:, aI-Bayhaqi gave a l;adith through J::Iarnrnad b. 'Alm al-Na~ibi - he
being one of those unmitigated liars - from ai-Sam b. Khallad, from Ja'far b.
Mul;!anunad, fromhis father, from his grandfather, from 'Ali b. Abu Talib, who
quoted the Prophet (SAAS), as having said, "'Ali, I am entrusting a commandment
to you; honellir it and you will be well for as long as you keep to it. 'Ali, the
believer isdi~tinguished by three characteristics - prayer, fasting and payment
ofthe zakat." .
AI-Bayhaqi went on, "He proceeded to give a lengthy l;adith concerning
motivations and morals. The l;lfdith is fabricated. And I stipulated at the beginning
of the book that I would not include anyl;adith I know to be fabricated."
He proceeded to relate through J::Ianunad b. 'Vmar, this being from Zayd
b. Rufay', from Makl;!ul aI-Shami, who said, "This is what the Messenger of
Gqd (SAAS) stated to 'Ali b. Abu -r-alib when he returned from the military
expedition to J::Iunayn and siirat al-Na~r (CX) was revealed to him."
AI-Bayhaqi stated, "He went on to relate a long l;adith concerning al-jitna·,
'civil disorder'; this too is an objectionable l;adith that is without proper foundation.. Yet there are enough authentic al;adith; success is through God."
Let us here offer Comments made upon the life of J::Iammad b. 'Amr b. Abu
Isma'i1 aI-Nasibi. It is narrated from ai-A'mash and others, as well as from Ibrahim
b. Musa, Mul;!ammad b. Mahran, Musa b. Ayyub and others.
Yal;iya b. Ma'in stated, "He is one ofthose who lie and who fabricate al;adith."
'Atnr b. 'Ali alcFallas and Abu J::Iatim stated, "His al;adith are objectionable; very
weak." Ibrahim b. Ya'qub aI-Jawzani said, "He would lie." AI-Bukhari stated,
"His al;adith are objectionable." Abu Zur'a said, "His al;adith are feeble." AI-Nasli'i
stated, "To be ignored." Ibn Hibban said, "Completely fabricates al;adith." Ibn
'Adi stated, "His whole body of al;adith are such that none of the trustworthy
authorities quote him." AI-Darqutni said, "Weak." Al-J::Iakim Abu 'Abd Allah
commented, "He narrates from the trustworthy authorities al;iidith that are
fabricated; he is simply notorious."
And then there is the l;adith given by the l;aft:;:, aI-Bayhaqi, who stated that
Abu 'Abd Allah Mul;!anunad b. 'Abd Allah aI-J::Iaf~ related, quoting J::Iamza
b. aI-'Abbas al-'Aqabi of Baghdad, quoting 'Abd Allah b. Rawl;! al-Madli'ini,
quoting Salllim b. Snlayman aI-Madli'ini, quoting Salllim b. Sulaym ai-Tawil, from
'Abd ai-Malik b. 'Abd aI-Ral;!man, from al-J::Iasan al-Maqburi, from al-Ash'ath
b. Taliq, from Murra b. Sharal;!il, from 'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud, who said, "When
the Messenger of God (SAAS) became seriously ill, we gathered in 'A'isha's
home. As the Messenger of God (SAAS) looked over at us, his eyes welled with
tears. He then told us, 'The time for the parting is near.' And he went on to
tell us of his impending death. He then said, 'Welcome to you all; may God
give you long life. May He give you guidance, help, benefit, success, instruction,
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protection, support and acceptauce. I commend you to fear of God; I commend
you to God and ask Him to take charge of you. I am to you all a clear harbinger,
warning you not to go against God by being haughty towards His worshippers
and His land. God said to me and to you, "That abode, the Hereafter, We assign
to those who do not seek self-agrandisement on earth or iniquity; reward shall
come to the pious" (surat al-Qa,a,; XXVIII, v.83). He also stated, "Is there not
in hell an abode for the conceited?'" (surat al-Zumar; XXXIX, v.60).
"We asked him, 'When will your death come, Messenger of God?' He replied,
'It is near; as is the return to God, to the al-sidrat al-muntaha,'SO to the most
bountiful cup and the highest furnishings.' We asked, 'Who is it will wash you
(after death), Messenger of God?' He replied, 'The very closest menfolk of my
household, along with many angels who see you from where you do not see them.'
We asked, 'In what should we shroud you, Messenger of God?' He replied,
'In these clothes of mine, if you wish, or in a Yemeni cloth or a white one from
Egypt.'
"We asked, 'Who will pray over you, Messenger of God?' He wept and we
did so too. He said, 'Easy! May God forgive you and reward you well on behalf
of your Prophet! When you have washed me, embalmed me, wound me in a
shroud and placed me at the edge of my grave, then depart from me for a while.
The first person to pray for me shall be my two Companions and friends, Gabriel
and Mika'il, then Isram, then the angel of death, along with troops of angels,
upon whom be peace. Let the men of my own household begin prayers for
me; then the women, then let others come in groups and as individuals. Do not
harm me by weeping, lamenting or screaming. Give my greetings to those of
my Companions who are absent. I ask you to bear witness that I send greetings
to all who have entered into Islam and to those who have followed me in this
faith ofmine, from this day and on to the Day ofJudgement.' We said, 'Who will
place you in your grave, Messenger of God?' He replied, 'The very closest of the
men of my household, along with many angels who see you from where you do
not see them.'"
Al-Bayhaqi then stated, "A1).mad b. YUnus concurred with him, quoting from
Sallam al-TaWil. Sallam ai-Tawil is the only person who gave this."
I note that his refers to Sallam b. Salam, known as Ibn Salim and also as
Ibn Sulayman. The first version is more correct - (in full) al-Tamimi al-Sa'di
al-TaWil. It is narrated fromJa'far al-$adiq, I:Iumayd al-Tawil and Zayd al-'Ami
and a group. From Sallam a group of persons quote, including A1).mad b. 'Abd
Allah b. Yunus, Asad b. Musa, Khalafb. Hisham al-Bazzar, 'Ali b. al-Ja'd and
Q;1bi~a b. 'Aqaba.
'Ali b. al-Madini, A1).mad b. I:Ianbal, Ya1).ya b. Ma'in, al-Bukhari, Abu I:Iatim,
Abu Zur'a, al-Jawzajani, al-Nasa'i and others consider Sallam a weak source.
Some of the imams deny his veracity and others ignore him.
150. The reference is to a lote tree that grows to the right side of the throne of God.
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However, the bali:;. Abu Bakr al-Bazzar narrated this badith with this entire
text from a line that does not include this Sallam. He stated that Mul;1ammad
b. Isma'i! al-Al;1masi narrated it to him, quoting 'Abd al-Ral;1man b. Mul;1ammad
al-Mul;1aribi, from Ibn al-Isbahani, who quoted it from Murra, from 'Abd Allah.
He gives the badith in full.
AI-Bazzar then stated that this badith was narrated from Murra, from several
closely similar lines, and that 'Abd al-Ral;1man b. al-Isbahani did not hear this
from Murra. However, it is given from those who related it from Murra. I know
of no one who narrated it from 'Abd Allah quoting from Murra.

Section: Accounts o[the time at which the Messenger o[God (SAASj died,
his age at the time o[his death, how he waS washed, placed in a shroud and
buried, and the site o[his grave.
There is no disagreement over the Messenger of God ($AAS) having died on
a Monday.
Ibn 'Abbas stated, "Your Prophet ($AAS) was born, became a prophet, left
Mecca as a muhajir, entered Medina and died, all on Mondays."
Imam Al;1mad and al-Bayhaqi both narrated this.
Sufyan al-Thawrt stated, from Hisham b. 'Urwa, from his father, who quoted
'A.'isha as having said, "Abu Bakr asked me, 'On what day did the Messenger
of God ($AAS) die?' I answered, 'On Monday.' 'I hope I die on that day,' he
commented. And he did so."
AI-Bayhaqi narrated this from a badith of al-Thawri.
Imam Al;1mad stated that Aswad b. 'Amir narrated to him, quoting Hurayrn,
quoting Ibn Isl;iiiq, from 'Abd al-Ral;1man b. al-Qasim, from his father, who quoted
'A'isha as having said, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) died on Monday; he was
buried on the night ofthe Wednesday."
Al;1mad is alone in giving this.
'Urwa b. al-Zubayr stated in his work on the military campaigns, as did Musa
b. 'Uqba from Ibn Shihab (who said), "When the pain of the Messenger of God
($AAS) became severe, 'A'isha sent a message to Abu Bakr, and she dispatched
I;Iafsa to 'Umar and Fatima to 'Ali. However, they did not gather together until
the Messenger of God ($AAS) had died, while resting on 'A'isha's chest and on
the day scheduled for his visit to her. This was on Monday, as the sun passed its
zenith, early in the month of Rabl' al-Awwal."
Abu Yaqa stated that Abu Khaythama related to him, quoting Ibn 'Uyayna,
from al-Zuhrl, from Anas, who said, "The last look I had at the Messenger of
God ($AAS) was on the Monday. He withdrew the screen; there were people
behind the screen and others behind Abu Bakr. His face appeared to me like a
sheet of a document. The people wanted to move away, but he gestured to them
to stay. He then drew the screen across. He died late in that day."
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This f:tadith is in the ,af:t'f:t collections; it provides evidence that the death
occurred after the sun had passed the zenith. But God knows best.
Ya'qUb b. Sufyan narrated, from 'Abd al-I:Iamid b. Bakkar, from Mul:tammad b.
Shu'ayb, and from Safwan, from 'Umar b. 'Abd al-Wal:tid, both of whom quoted
from al-Awza'i, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) died on Monday
before the middle of the daytime."
AI-Bayhaqi stated that Abu 'Abd Allah al-I:Iafi~ informed him, quoting AJ:tmad
b. Karnil, quoting al-I:Iusayn b. 'Ali al-Bazzar, quoting Mul:tammad b. 'Abd
al-Aqa, quoting al-Mu'tamir b. Sulayman, from his father, he being Sulayman
b. Tarkhan al-TaymI in his book on the military campaigns. He stated, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) fell ill on Monday, it being the 20th of Safar. His
sickness began when he was present at the home of a girl he owned named
Rayl:tana, one of the Jewish prisoners. The first day he fell ill was a Saturday. He
died on Monday, two days of RabI' al-Awwal having passed, at the close of
ten years after his arrival in Medina."
AI-WaqidI stated that Abu Ma'shar related to him, from Mul:tammad b. Qiys,
who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) fell seriously sick on Wednesday,
eleven days before the end of Safar in 11 AH in the home of Zaynab, daughter of
Jal:tsh. All his women gathered; he was ill for thirteen days and died on Monday,
two days after the beginning ofRabI' al-Awwal, 11 AH."
AI-WaqidI also stated, "They say that the Messenger of God (SAAS) first
began to suffer on Wednesday, two days prior to the end of Safar. He died on
Monday, twelve days after the beginning of RabI' al-Awwal."
This was the assertion made by Mul:tammad b. Sa'<l, his scribe. He added,
"And he was buried on the Tuesday."
AI-WaqidI stated that Sa'Id b. 'Abd Allah b. Abu al-Abyaq related to him,
from al-MaqbUrI, from 'Abd Allah b. Rafi', from Umm Salama, who said that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) first fell ill in the home of Maymuna.
Ya'qub b. Sufyan stated that Al:tmad b. YUnus related to him, quoting Abu
Ma'shar, from Mul:tammad b. Qiys, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
was ill for thirteen days. While the pain was light, he continued to perform the
prayer; when it became severe, Abu Bakr performed it in his stead."
Mul:tammad b. Isl:taq stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) died twelve
days following the beginning of RabI' al-Awwal, on the day of the week on
which he came to Medina as a muhiiJir. He completed ten full years after his
Hijra."
AI-Waqidi stated, "That is what is fully established among us. Mul:tammad b.
Sa'<I, his scribe, asserted it."
Ya'qub b. Sufyan quoted Yal:tya b. Bukayr as having said that al-Layth stated,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) died on Monday, one day having passed of
RabI' al-Awwal. It had been at the commencement of ten years before that day
that he had arrived in Medina."
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Sa'd b. Ibrahjm al-Zuhrt stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) died on
Monday, two days after the beginning ofRabj' al-Awwal, at the end often years
after his arrival in Medina."
Ibn 'Asakir narrated this. Al-Waqidj narrated it from Abu Ma'shar, from
Mul;1ammad b. Qtys, exactly as above. Khaljfa b. Khayya! also stated this.
Abu Nu'aym al-Faql b. Dukayn stated that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
died on Monday at the beginning ofRabj' al-Awwal in 11 AH, the year ofhis arrival
in Medina. Ibn 'Asakir narrated it also.
It was narrated above from 'lJrwa and Musa b. 'lJqba and al-Zuhrj also, as
we quoted from the works of the military expeditions. But God knows best.
What is most widely known is the statements made by Ibn Isl;1aq and al-WaqjdL
Al-Waqidj narrated it from Ibn 'Abbas and 'A.'isha, may God be pleased with
them both. He stated that IbrahIm b. Yazjd related to him, from Ibn Tawus,
from his father, from Ibn 'Abbas, and Mul;1ammad b. 'Abd Allah related to him
from al-Zuhrl, from 'lJrwa, from 'A'isha. Both accounts stated that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) died on Monday, twelve days following the beginning of Rabj'
al-Awwal.
Ibn Isl;1aq narrated it from 'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr b. I;Iazm, from his father
in similar words; he added, "and he was buried on the night of Wednesday".
Sayf b. 'lJmar narrated, from Mul;1anunad b. 'Ubayd Allah al-'Arzaml, from
al-I;Iakam, from Miqsam, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "When the Messenger of
God (SAAS) had completed his 'farewell pilgrimage', he travelled back to
Medina, where he remained for the rest of Dhu al-I;Iijja, al-Mul;1arram and
Safar. He died on a Monday, ten days after the beginning of Rabj' al-Awwal."
It is also narrated from Mul;1anunad b. Isl;1aq, from al-Zuhrl, from 'lJrwa. In
a {tadith ofFa!ima from 'lJrwa, from 'A'isha, the statement is similar, except that
Ibn 'Abbas initially stated, "some days having passed since its beginning". And
'A'isha's wording given was, "after some days of it had passed".
Abu al-Qasim al-Suhayll stated in his work al-Rawaq. words to the effect that it
is impossible to conceive of him (the Prophet (SAAS)) having died on Monday,
the 12th of Rabj' al-Awwal of 11 AB. That is because the Messenger of God
(SAAS) was present at one of the stations on the {tijjat al-wadii' of 10 AH on a
Friday. The first day ofDhu al-I;Iijja was a Thursday. On the basis of calculating
the months thereafter either as full in length or shortened, or any combination
of these, it is unimaginable that the 12th of Rabl' ai-Awwal could have been
a Monday.
This conclusion, made in these words, has become widely known.
A number of scholars have attempted to refute this. It can only, however, be
refuted in one way, by there having been a difference in the moon's rising. This
view required the people of Mecca to have seen the new moon of Dhu al-I;Iijja
on the night of the Thursday, while the people of Medina did not see it until the
night of the Friday.
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This is supported by the statement of 'A'isha, and others as well, that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) left Medina on the {tijjat al-mada' five days prior to
the end ofDhu a1-Qt'da.
It is clearly established, as we noted above, that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
set forth (on the pilgrimage) on Saturday, not on Thursday as Ibn I;Iazm asserted,
for he remained (away) for more than five days, without doubt. It is not possible
that he left on the Friday, because Anas stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
performed the al-:;;uhr prayer of four raka'at in Medina and the al-'a~r prayer
of two raka'at at Dhu al-I;Iulayfa. It is well established that he left (there) on
Saturday, five days before the end of that month."
In light of this, the people of Medina saw the new moon of Dhu al-I;Iijja on
the eve of Friday. If that was on the first day ofDhu al-I;Iijja, a Friday, with the
people of Medina and the months thereafter are calculated in full, then the first
day of Rabi' al-Awwal would be a Thursday, and the twelfth day would be a
.Monday. But God knows best.
It is established in both ~a{ti{t collections from a {tadith of Malik, from Rabi'a
b. Abu 'Abd al-Ral.unan, from Anas b. Malik, who said, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS) was neither very tall, nor short. He was neither pure white nor deep
brown. His hair was neither curly nor straight. God, the Almighty and Glorious,
gave him His mission when he was forty years old. He resided in Mecca ten
(more) years and then for ten years in Medina. God took him to Himself early
in his sixtieth year. At that time he did not have twenty white hairs in his head
and beard."
Ibn Wahb narrated it thus, from 'Urwa, from al-Zuhri, from Anas, and from
Qurra b. Rabi'a, from Anas, similarly to the above.
The {taft:;; Ibn 'Asiikir stated, "The {tadith of Qurra from al-Zuhri is gharib.
However, the account of Rabi'a from Anas is narrated thus by a group (of
scholars)." .
He then gave it with a line of transmission through Sulayman b. Bilal, from
Yal;iya b. Sa'id and Rabi'a from Anas, (who said) that the Messenger of God
(SAAS), was sixty-three years old when he died.
He then gave it through Malik; a1-Awza'i, Mis'ar, Ibrahim b. Tahman, 'Abd
Allah b. 'Umar, Sulayman b. Bila~ Anas b.BilaI, Anas b. 'Ayag, a1-DarawardI and
Mul;iammad b. Qays ai-Madani all gave it from Rabi'a, from Anas, who stated,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) died when he was sixty years of age."
Al-Bayhaqi stated that Abu al-I;Iusayo b. Bishran reported to him, quoting
Abu 'Amr b. al-Sammiik, quoting I;Ianbal b. Isl;iaq, quoting Abu Ma'mar 'Abd
Allah b. 'Amr, quoting 'Abd al-Warith, quoting Abu Ghalib a1-Biihili, who said,
"I asked Anas b. Malik, 'How old was the Messenger of God (SAAS), when he
received his mission?' He replied, 'He was forty years of age.' 'What happened
then?' I asked. He replied, 'He was in Mecca for ten years and then ten in Medina.
He had reached sixty by the time he was taken by God, the Almighty and
Glorious. He was the strongest, finest, most handsome and well-built of men.'''
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Imam Al;nnad narrated it from 'Abd al-Samad b. 'Abd al-Warith, from his father.
Muslim narrated from Abu Ghassan Mul;1ammad b. 'Amr a1-Riizl, known as
Rubayl:t, from I:Iakkam b. Salm, from 'Uthman b. Za'ida, from al-Zubayr b.
'Adl, from Anas b. Miil.ik, who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) died when he was
sixty-three; Abu Bakr died when he was sixty-three, and 'Umar similarly, when
he too was sixty-three."
It is established in both ~abib collections from a badith of al-Layth b. Sa'd,
from 'AqJl, from al-Zuhrl, who quoted 'A'isha as having said, "The Messenger of
God (SAAS) died at age sixty-three."
Al-Zuhrl stated that it was reported to him similarly by Sa'ld b. al-Musayyab.
Musa b. 'Uqba, 'Uqayl, Yunus b. Yazld and IbnJurayj narrated it from al-Zuhrl,
from 'Urwa, from 'A'isha. She said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) died when
he was sixty-three." Al-Zuhrl stated, "And Sa'Jd b. al-Musayyab told it to me
similarly."
Al-Bukhiirl stated that Abu Nu'aym narrated to him, quoting Shayban, from
Yal:tya b. Abu Kathlr, from Abu Salama, from 'A'isha, and Ibn 'Abbas, who said
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) remained in Mecca for ten years receiving
revelation of the Qur'an, and also ten years in Medina.
Muslim did not include it.
Abu Da'ud al-Tayiilisl stated in his musnad collection that Shu'ba related
to him, from Abu Isl:taq, from 'Amir b. Sa'd, from Jarlr b, 'Abd Allah, from
Mu'awiya b. Abu Sufyan, who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) died when he was
sixty-three years old. Abu Bakr also died at age sixty-three, as did 'Umar."
Muslim narrated it thus from a badith of Ghundar, from Shu'ba. It is one of
the abadith that he alone gives, one not included by al-Bukharl. Some give its
line of transmission from 'Amir b. Sa'd, from Mu'awiya. The correct line is as
we have given it, from 'Amir b. Sa'd, from Jarlr, from Mu'awiya.
We also narrated it through 'Amir b. Shariil;1ll, from a1-Sha'bl, from Jarlr b.
'Abd Allah a1-BajalJ, from Mu'awiya.
The bafi;;, Ibn 'Asiikir gave it through al-Qigl Abu Yusuf, from Yal:tya b. Sa'ld
al-An~iirl, from Anas, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) died at age
sixty-three. Abu Bakr died when he was sixty-three, as did 'Umar."
Ibn Labl'a stated, from Abu al-Aswad, from 'Urwa, from 'A'isha, who said,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) and Abu Bakr made mention of their ages
at my home. The Messenger of God (SAAS) was older than Abu Bakr. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) died at the age of sixty-three; Abu Bakr died after
him, also at the age of sixty-three."
Al-Thawrl stated that al-A'mash quoted al-Qisim b. 'Abd al-Ral;1man as
having said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS), along with Abu Bakr and 'Umar,
died at the age of sixty-three."
I:Ianbal stated that Imam Al;nnad related to him quoting Yal:tya b. Sa'ld, from
Sa'ld b. al-Musayyab, who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) (first) received revelation
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at the age of forty-three. He stayed ten more years in Mecca and lived on in
Medina for ten."
This (line oftransmission) is gkarib from him, but ~a/ti/t, "authentic" up to him.
AJ:unad stated that Hushaym related to him, quoting Da'ud b. Abu Hind,
from al-Sha'bi, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) became a prophet
at age forty; he stayed there for three years, then Gabriel was sent to him with
his mission. Thereafter he remained there for ten years, then went into exile to
Medina. He died at age sixty-three."
Imam Abu 'Abd Allah A!}mad b. Banbal stated, "What is clearly established
in our view is (that he died) at age sixty-three."
I note that it was thus that Mujuhid narrated it, from al-Sha'bi; it was also
narrated from a /taditk ofIsma'i1 b. Abu KhaIid.
In both ~a/ti/t collections it is stated from a /taditk of Raw!} b. 'Ubada, from
Zakariyya' b. Is!}aq, from 'Amr b. Dinar, from Ibn 'Abbas (who stated) that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) remained in Mecca thirteen years and died when he
was sixty-three years of age.
In the ~a/ti/t collection of al-Bukhan it is stated, from a /taditk of Raw!} b.
'Ubada also, from Hisham, from 'Ikrama, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) received his mission at the age of forty. He remained
in Mecca for thirteen years and then was ordered to go into exile; he did so
for ten years. Then he died at the age of sixty-three/'
Imam A/.lmad narrated it from Raw!} b. 'Ubada, as did Ya!}ya b. Sa'id and
Yazid b. Harun, all of these quoting from Hisham b. Bassan, from qkrama, from
Ibn 'Abbas.
Abu Yaqa al-Maw~ili narrated it from al-Basan b. 'Umar b. Sufyan, from
Ja'far b. Sulayman, from Hisham b. Bassan, from Mu/.lamrnad b. Sirin, from
Ibn 'Abbas, in similar words. He then gave it similarly through several lines
from Ibn 'Abbas.
Muslim narrated it from a /taditk of Bammad b. Salama, from Abu Jamra,
from Ibn 'Abbas (who said) that the Messenger of God (SAAS) remained in
Mecca receiving revelation for thirteen years. He lived on for ten years in
Medina and died at age sixty-three.
The /taft;;, Ibn 'Asakir gave its line of transmission through Muslim b. Junada,
from 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar, from Kurayb, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) died when he was sixty-three." He gave this in the
/taditk of Abu Naqra from Sa'id b. al-Musayyab, from Ibn 'Abbas.
This statement is the most widely accepted and promulgated.
Imam A!}mad stated that Isma'il related to him, from Khalid al-Badha',
quoting 'Ammar, the freed-man of Banu Hashim, who said he heard Ibn
'Abbas say, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) died when he was sixty-five years
of age."

Muslim narrated it from a /taditk of Khalid al-Badha'.
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AJ:unad stated that I:Iasan b. Musa related to him, quoting I:Iammad b. Salama,
from 'Amara b. Abu 'Ammar, from Ibn 'Abbas (who said), "The Messenger of
God ($AAS) stayed in Mecca for fifteen, eight or seven years, during which
he saw the light or heard the sound and then eight or seven more receiving
revelation. And he lived thereafter in Medina for ten years."
Muslim narrated it from a /:ladith ofI:Iammad b. Salama.
AJ:unad also stated that 'Affan related to him, qnoting Yazid b. Zuray', quoting
Yunus, from 'Ammar, the freed-man of Banu Hashim, who said, "I asked Ibn
'Abbas how old the Messenger of God ($AAS) was the day he died. He replied,
'I did not know there was anyone in your tribe unaware of this.' I replied, 'I have
asked people but received different replies. I wanted to know what you would
say about it.' He asked, 'Can you count?' 'Yes,' I replied. 'Then take forty years
at which point he received his mission. Then add fifteen he stayed on in Mecca
feeling both secure and afraid, and ten more for his life in exile in Medina.'"
Muslim narrated it thus from a /:ladith of Yazid b. Zuray' and Shuq,a b.
al-I:Iajjaj, both ofwhom quoted Yiinus b. 'Ubayd, from 'Ammar, from Ibn 'Abbas
in similar words.
Imilm Ai).mad stated that Ibn Numayr related to him, quoting al-'Ala b. $alii).,
quoting al-Minhal b. 'Amr, from Sa'id b. Jubayr, who said that a man came to
Ibn 'Abbas, asking, "Did the Messenger of God ($AAS) receive revelation for
ten years in Mecca and ten in Medina?" "Who says so?" he asked. "He received
revelation for fifteen years in Mecca and ten in Medina; and (he died at) over
sixty years of age."
This is one of the a/:liidith unique to A1).mad both in its line oftransmission and
in its content.

Imilm Ai).mad stated that Hushaym related to him, quoting 'All b. Zayd, from
Yusufb. Mahran, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The Prophet ($AAS) died at age
sixty-five."

Ai).mad is alone in giving this.
AI-Tirmidhi narrated in his book al-ShamiPil, as did Abu Yaqa al-Maw~ili
and al-Bayhaqi, from a /:ladith of Qiitada, from al-I:Iasan al-Ba~rl, from Daghfal
b. I:Iam:ala al-Shaybaru al-Nasaba, that the Prophet ($AAS) died at age sixty-five.
Al-Tirmidhi commented, "We do not know of any quotation Daghfal cited
from the Prophet; he was a man during his time."
Al-Bayhaqi stated, "This accords with the account of 'Ammar and those who
quoted him, from Ibn 'Abbas."
The account of the group quoting from Ibn 'Abbas that his age was
sixty-three are more correct. They are more reliable and more numerous, their
account according with the authentic statement given from 'Urwa who quoted
'A'isha. They agree with one ofthe accounts quoting from Anas and the authentic
account from Mu'awiya. That is the statement of Sa'id b. al-Musayyab, 'Amir
al-Shaq,i and Abu Ja'far Mui).ammad b. 'Ali, may God be pleased with them
all."
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I note that this also applies to 'Abd Allah b. Vqba, aI-Qisim b. 'Abd aI-Ra\:nnan,
aI-I;!asan al-Ba~ri, 'Ali b. al-I;!usayn and others.
One of the strange statements given is that narrated by Khalifa b. Khayyat, from
Mu'adh b. Hisham, quoting his father, from Q;ltada, who said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) died at age sixty-two."
Ya'qub b. Sufyan narrated it from Mul;1ammad b. aI-Muthanna, from Mu'adh
b. Hisham, from his father, from Q;ltada, similarly. Zayd al-Vma also narrated
it, from Yazid, from Anas.
Also similar is the account ofMul;1ammad b. 'Amir, from al-Qisim b. I;!umayd,
from aI-Nu'man b. aI-Mundhir al-Ghassani, from Makl;1ul, who said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) died at age sixty-two and several months."
Ya'qub b. Sufyan narrated it, from 'Abd aI-I;!amid b. Bakkar, from Mul;1ammad
b. Shu'ayb, from al-Nu'man b. al-Mundhir, from Makl;1ul, who said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) died at age sixty-two and a half."
Even stranger than all the above is what is narrated by Imam Al;1mad from
Rawl;1, from Sa'id b. Abu 'Aruba, from Q;ltada, from al-I;!asan, who said, "The
Qur'an was revealed to the Messenger of God (SAAS), over a period of eight
years in Mecca and ten after he went into exile."
Although this al-I;!asan agrees with the majority who state that the Prophet
(SAAS), received revelation at the age of forty, he held the view that he lived to
the age of fifty-eight. This is very strange.
However, we have narrated through Musaddad, from Hisham b. I;!assan, from
al-I;!asan, who stated that the Messenger of God (SAAS) died at age sixty.
Khalifa b. Khayyat stated that Abu 'A~im related to him, from Ash'ath, from
aI-I;!asan, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) received his mission at age
forty-five. He remained in Mecca for ten years and for eight in Medina. He died
at age sixty-three."
This information, so stated, is very strange.

DESCRIPTIONS OF HOW THE PROPHET (SAAS) WAS WASHED
(PRIOR TO HIS BURIAL).

We have stated above that the Companions, may God be pleased with them, were
engaged in making their pledge of allegiance' to Abu Bakr for the remainder of
the Monday and part of the Tuesday. Having gone through all the preliminary
stages of this and brought it to completion, they began to prepare for the burial
of the Messenger of God (SAAS), relying in all this upon Abu Bakr in what he
directed them.
Ibn Isl;1aq stated, "When Abu Bakr had received the pledge of allegiance,
the people began preparing, on the Tuesday, for the burial of the Messenger of
God (SAAS)."
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It has been narrated above, from the badtth ofIbn Isl:taq, from 'Abd a1-Ral:tman
b. a1-Qisim, from his father, from 'A'isha, that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
died on Monday and was buried on Wednesday night.
AbU Bakr b. Abu Shayba stated that Abu Mu'awiya related to him, quoting
Abu Burda, from 'Alqama b. Yazjd, from Sulayman b. Burayda, from his father,
who said, "When they set about washing the Messenger of God (SAAS), a voice
cried out to them from inside, saying, 'Do not remove the shirt of the Messenger
of God!'"
Ibn Maja narrated it from the badtth of Abu Mu'awiya, from Abu Burda - his
full name being 'Amr b. Yazjd a1-Tamjmj Kuft.
Mul;tammad b. Isl:taq stated that Yal:tya b. 'Abbad b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr
related to him, from his father, who stated that he heard 'A'isha say, "When they
wished to wash the Prophet (SAAS), they said, 'We don't know whether we
should remove the clothes from the Messenger of God (SAAS), as we do from
our dead, or should we wash him with his clothes on?'
"When they differed over this, God cast sleep over them, so that everyone of
them soon had his chin on his chest! Then a voice that they could not recognize
addressed them from the direction of the house, saying, 'Wash the Messenger of
God (SAAS), with his clothes on.'
"They got up and went over to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and washed
him while he was still in his shirt. They poured water on the shirt and rubbed
with the shirt, not their hands. 'A'isha used to say, 'Had I known fIrst what
I later learned, only the wives would have washed the Messenger of God
(SAAS).'''
Abu Da'ud narrated this from a badith of Ibn Isl:taq.
Imam Al;tmad stated that Ya'qub related to him, quoting his ,futher, from Ibn
Isl:taq, quoting I:Iusayn b. 'Abd Allah, from 'Ikrama, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said,
"The people gathered to wash the Messenger of God (SAAS); there were only
his own family in the house - his uncle al-'Abbas b. 'Abd a1-Munalib, 'All b.
AbU Talib, a1-FaQI b. 'Abbas, Qutham b. al-'Abbas, Usama b. Zayd b. I:Iaritha
and Salil:t, freed-man of the Messenger of God (SAAS).
"When they gathered to wash him, Aws b. Khawla a1-An~arj, of Banu 'Awf
b. al-Khazraj, who had fought at Badr, called out from the back of the crowd
to 'All b. Abu Talib, "All, we plead with you, by God and our fIne experience
of the Messenger of God (SAAS)!' 'All replied to him, 'Come inside.' He did
so and was present at the washing of the Messenger of God (SAAS); he did not
participate at all in washing him.
"'Ab rested him (the Prophet (SAAS), who was still dressed in his shirt, upon
his own chest, while a1-'Abbas, FaQI and Qutham, along with 'All were turning
him over, while Usama b. Zayd and Salil:t, his freed-man, both poured water
upon him. As 'All set about washing him, not seeing from the Messenger of God
(SAAS), any of what usually is emitted from the dead, he called out, 'By my
father and my mother! How sweet-smelling you are, alive or dead!'
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"When they had finished washing the Messenger of God (SAAS), having
done so using water and lote-tree balm, they dried him. Then there was done to
him what is normally done to the dead. After that he was wrapped io three
cloths, two white and one striped cloak.
"AI-'Abbas then summone_d two men. He told them, 'One of you should go to
Abu 'Ubayda b. al-Jarra!}..' Abu 'Ubayda would make graves for the Meccans.
AI-'Abbas went on, 'The other of you should go to AbU Tali)a b. SaW al-An~ilIi.'
Abu Tali)a would make the burial niche!5! for the people of Medina.
"Ai-'Abbas then said, as he dispatched the two men, '0 God, choose for your
messenger!'
"The two men left. However, the one looking for Abu 'Ubayda could not
find him; the man seekiog Abu Tali)a did locate him and he came and prepared
the niche for the Messenger of God (SAAS)."
Ai)mad is alone in giving this.
Yunus b. Bukayr stated, from al-Mundhir b. Thaqaba, from ai-Salt, from
ai-'Alba' b. A1)mar, who said, "As 'Ali and al-Fagl were washing the Messenger
of God (SAAS), a voice called out to 'Ali, 'Raise your sight to the sky!'"
This is munqa[ic, "incomplete in its chain".
I note that the ahl al-sunan quote 'Ali as having said that the Messenger of

God (SAAS), had told him, "'Ali, do not make your thigh visible. And do uot
look at the thigh of anyone, alive or dead."
This implies that he was issuing him an order relating to himself. But God
knows best.
The bafi:;:. Abu Bakr al-Bayhaqi stated that Abu 'Abd Allah al-Bafi~ informed him,
quoting Mui)ammad b. Ya'qub, quoting Yai)ya b. Mui)ammad b. Ya1)yi1, quoting
!;>amra, quoting 'Abd al-Wa!}.id b. Ziyad, quoting Ma'mar, from al-Zuhri, from
Sa'id b. al-Musayyab, who said, "'Ali stated, 'As I washed the Messenger of God
(SAAS), I watched for any discharge such as comes from a dead person, but saw
nothing. He was sweet-smelling alive and dead (SAAS).'"
Abu Da'ud narrated it in his work al-Maras'l.
In the account from which he quotes the above, al-Bayhaqi adds the following
words from Sa'id b. al-Musayyab: "Four persons took charge ofthe burial of the
Messenger of God (SAAS). These were: 'Ali, al-'Abbas, al-Fagl and Salii), the
freed-man of the Messenger of God (SAAS). They placed him in his niche and
erected bricks over it as a marker."
A number of the tabi'Un, including 'Amir al-Sha'bi, Mui)ammad b. Qitys,
'Abd Allah b. al-Barith, narrate approximately the same in various phraseology;
it would be too lengthy to give them here.
AI-Bayhaqi stated that it was narrated by Abu 'Amr Kaysan, from Yazid b.
Bilal, who stated that he heard 'Ali say, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
151. The Arabic word is labd, a vault with a niche within which the corpse. is placed.
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instructed that no one but myself should wash him and that 'anyone who sees
my private parts will have his eyes lose their sight'.
"'Ali said, 'AI-'Abbas and Usama would hand me the water from behind the
curtain. Whenever I took hold of a limb it was as if there were 30 men turning
it over along with me, until I had finished washing him.'''
The !;iiji" Abu Bakr al-Bazzar gave the following line of transmission for this
in his musnad collection. He stated that Mul).ammad b. 'Abd aI-Ra\:nm related
to him, quoting 'Abd al-Samad b. aI-Nu'man, quoting Kaysan Abu 'Amr, from
Yazid b. Billil, who said, "'Ali b. Abu Talib stated, 'The Prophet (SAAS),
instructed me that no one but myself should wash him and said, "anyone who
sees my private parts will have his eyes lose their sight".'
"'Ali went on, 'AI-'Abbas and Usama were handing me the water from behind
the curtain.'"
I observe that this is very strange.
AI-Bayhaqi stated that Mul).ammad b. Musa b. aI-Faql informed us, quoting
Abu al-'Abbas aI-A~amm, quoting COsayd b. 'A~im, quoting aI-I:Iusayn b. I:Iaf~,
from Sufyan, from 'Abd ai-Malik b. Jurayj, who said he heard Mul).ammad b.
'Ali Abu Ja'far say, "The Prophet (SAAS) was washed three times with lote-tree
balm. He was washed while he still wore his shirt. The water came from a well
called al-Ghars at Quba' that was the property of Sa'd b. Khaythama. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) used to drink from it. 'Ali and al-Faql took charge
of washing him; al-Faql cradled him, while aI-'Abbas poured the water. Al-Faql
began crying, 'Relieve me! You're cutting my heart artery! Something is making
me feel faint!'"

Al-Waqidi stated that 'A~im b. 'Abd Allah al-I:Iakami related to him, from
COmar b. 'Abd al-I:Iakam, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Yes;
that well, the well called Gharas is one of the water-sources of heaven. Its water
is the very sweetest.' The Messenger of God (SAAS) would have its sweet water
drawn for him, and he was washed with water from the Gharas well."
Sayf b. 'limar stated, from Mul).ammad b. 'Adi, from qkrama, from Ibn
'Abbas, who said, "When the grave had been completed and the people had
performed the al-"uhr prayer, al-'Abbas proceeded to wash the Messenger of
God (SAAS), and a sheet of close-woven netting made in Yemen was placed
above him. He was positioned in the middle of the house, inside the netting.
APAbbas then called for 'Ali and al-Faql. When he left for the well to bring
water for the two men, he called for Abu Sufyan b. aI-I:Iarith and brought him
inside, along with men of Banu Hashim positioned behind the netting, and some
of the a7l$iir who had requested entry from my father. These men included Aws
b. Khawla, may God be pleased with them all."
Sayf (b. 'limar) went on to quote from aI-I;)al).l).ak b. Yarbu' aI-I:Ianan, from
Mahan al-I:Ianan, from Ibn 'Abbas, who related the construction of the cover of
netting, how al-'Abbas brought 'Ali, al-Faql, Abu Sufyan and Usama inside
it, and men of Banu Hashim; all stood inside the house behind the netting. He
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narrated, "A drowsiness overcame them and they heard a voice saying, 'Do not
wash the Messenger of God; he was unsullied.' Al-'Abbas responded, 'No; we
must.' The members of the household said, 'The voice spoke the truth, so do
not wash him.' But al-'Abbas said, 'We can't give up a hallowed sunna practice
because of some voice we can't identify.'

"Then drowsiness overcame them a second time and a voice called out, 'Wash
him with his clothes on!' The members of the household responded, 'No; no!'
Al-'Abbas said, 'I certainly will.' They then set about washing him, while he was
still dressed in his shirt and au open mijwal. '52 They washed him iu the clear
water, perfumed him with camphor on the parts of his body which he would
prostrate in prayer and on his joints. His shirt and his mijwal were squeezed dry.
He was then wrapped in his winding-sheet and they burned incense and perfumes
over him. They picked him up, placed him on his bed and shrouded him."
This text is very strange.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SHROUD OF THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS).

Imam AJ.unad stated that al-Waild b. Muslim related to him, quotiug al-Awza'i,
quoting al-Zuhri, from al-Qitsim, who quoted 'A'isha as haviug said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) was wrapped in a striped cloth, but then it was
removed from him."

Al-Qitsim stated, "The remains of that cloth are still with us."
This line of transmission meets the criteria of the compilers of the two $a[li[l
collections; Abu Da'ud, however, narrated it from Al;1mad b. Banbal, al-Nasa'i
from Mul;tanunad b. Muthanna. Mujahid b. Musa differentiated between these
two meu. All quoted from al-Walid b. Muslim.
Imam Abu 'Abd Allah Mul;tanunad b. Idris al-Shafi'i stated that Malik related
to him, from Hisham b. CUrwa, from his father, who quoted 'A'isha as having
said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) was shrouded in seven white cloths from
Sa\:tul;'53 these did not include a shirt or a turban."
Al-Bukhari narrated it from Isma'il b. Abu Uways, from Malik.
Imam Al;tmad stated that Sufyau related to him, from Hisham, from his
father, who quoted 'A'isha as having said, "The Messenger of God (SAASy was
shrouded in three white cloths of Sa\:tul."
Muslim gave it from a [ladith of Sufyau b. CUyayna. Al-Bukhari gave it from
Abu Nu'aym, from Sufyau al-Thawri. Both authorities gave it from Hisham b.
CUrwa.
Abu Da'ud stated that Qutayba related to him, quoting Baf~ b. Ghiyath, from
Hisham b. CUrwa, from his father, who quoted 'A'isha as having said, "The
152. The word may he interpreted, as in a footnote to the Arabic-printed text, as a white cloth
placed over the hand of the person shuffling the arrows in the ancient Arabian gambling game of
maysar. Dictionaries also have the word as referring to a short skirt-like garment.
153. Located in Yemen.
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Messenger of God (SAAS) was shrouded in three white Yemeni cloths made of
cotton; these did not include a shirt or a turban."
'Urwa went on, "It was reported to 'j\'isha that he was shrouded in two cloths
and a striped cloak. She commented, 'The cloak was brought to him, but they
rejected it and did not shroud him in it.'"
Muslim also narrated it thus, from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba, from I;Iaf~ b.
Ghiyath.
AI-Bayhaqi stated that Abu 'Abd Allah al-I;Iafi~ informed him, quoting Abu
al-Faql Mul).ammad b. IbrahIm, quoting Al).mad b. Salama, quoting Hannad b.
al-Sarri, quoting Abu Mu'awiya, from Hisham b. 'Urwa, from his father, who
quoted 'j\'isha as having said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) was shrouded
in three cotton white cloths from Sal).U1; these did not include a shirt, nor a
turban. The ceremonial gown people had doubts about. It had been bought
especially as a shroud for him, but it was put aside. 'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr took
it, saying, 'I'm going to keep it for myself to be buried in!' He added, 'If God
had been pleased with it for His Prophet (SAAS), He would have buried him in
it.' He sold it, giving its price to charity."
Muslim narrated it in his Fa[li[l collection from Yal).ya b. YaI).ya and others,
from Abu Mu'awiya.
AI-Bayhaqi then narrated it from al-I;Iakim, from al-A~anun, from Al}mad b.
'Abd al-Jabbar, from Abu Mu'awiya, from Hisham, from his father, who quoted
'j\'isha as having said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) was shrouded in a
striped cloak that belonged to 'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr. He was wrapped up in it,
but it was then removed. 'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr had obtained that ceremonial
gown to he buried in himself when he died. He commented, after he received
it back, 'I'd not keep for myself something that God kept from being used as
the shroud of His Messenger.' 'Abd AIlah donated its cost to charity."
Imam Al}mad stated that 'Abd al-Razzaq related to him, quoting Mamar,
from al-Zuhn, from 'Urwa who quoted 'j\'isha as having said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) was shrouded in three white cloths from Sal}ul."
AI-Nasa'j narrated it from Isl}aq b. Rahawayh, from 'Abd al-Razzaq.
Imam Al}mad stated that Miskin b. Bakr related to him, from Sa'id - meaning
Ibn -'Abd al-'Aziz - who quoted Makl}ul as quoting 'Urwa that 'j\'isha said,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) was shrouded in three Yemeni fine-mesh
cloths."
AQmad is alone in giving this.
AbU Yaqa al-Maw~uli stated that Sahl b. I;Iabib al-An~an related to him,
quoting 'A~im b. Hilal, the imam of the mosque of Ayyub, quoting Ayyiib, from
Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) was shrouded
in three white cloths from Sal}ul."
Sufyan stated, from 'j\~im b, 'Ubayd Allah, from Salim, from Ibn 'Umar,
who said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) was shrouded in three pieces of
clothing.
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In some accounts the wording is given as, "two pieces of clothing of Sul;t!:lar/"
and a striped cloak".
Imam AJ.unad stated that Ibn Idris related to him, quoting YazId, from Miqsam,
from Ibn 'Abbas, who said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) was shrouded
in three pieces of clothing - the shirt in which he died, and a ceremonial gown
from Najran, the latter consisting of two garments.
Abu Da'ud narrated it from A!:lmad b. I;Ianbal, while 'Othman b. Abu Shayba
and Ibn Maja did so from 'AlI b. Mu!:lammad, all three further quoting from
'Abd Allah b. Idrls, from Yazld b. Abu Ziyad, from Miqsam, from Ibn 'Abbas,
as above.
This is very strange.
Imam A!:lmad stated also that 'Abd al-Razzaq related to him, quoting Sufyan,
from Ibn Abu Layla, from al-I;Iakam, from Miqsam, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) was shrouded in two white garments and a
red cloak."
A!:lmad is alone in giving this.
Abu Bakr al-Shafi'l stated that 'AlI b. al-I;Iasan related to him, quoting I;Iamld
b. al-RabI', quoting Bakr - meaning Ibn 'Abd al-Ra!:lman - quoting '1sa - meaning
Ibn al-Mnkhtar - from Mul:lammad b. 'Abd al~Ra!:lman - he being Ibn Abu Layla
- from 'A\ii', from Ibn 'Abbas, from al-Fagl b. 'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) was shrouded in two white garments and a red cloak."
Abu Yaqa stated that Sulayman al-Shadhkfinj related to him, quoting Ya!:lya
b. Abu al~Haytham, quoting 'Othman b. 'Ata', from his father, from Ibn 'Abbas,
from al-Fagl, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) was shrouded in two
white garments from Sa!:lul."
Mn!:lammad b. 'Abd al-Ra!:lman b. Abu Layla added, "and a red cloak".
Several authorities narrated it from Isma'!1 al-Mu'adib, from Ya'qub b. 'Ata',
from his father, from Ibn 'Abbas, from al-Fagl, who said, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS) was shrouded in two white garments." And in one account the garments
were stated to be from Sa!:lul. But God knows best.
The /.taft:;. Ibn 'Asakir narrated through Abu 'f""a1tir al-Mukhalli~, quoting A!:lmad
b. Is!:laq, from al-Bahlul, qnoting 'Abbad b. Ya'qUb, quoting SharIk, from Abu
Is!:laq, who said, "I happened to attend a meeting of Banu 'Abd al-Muttalib,
many of them being present. I asked them, 'In how many pieces of cloth was the
Messenger of God (SAAS) shrouded?' They stated, 'In three garments, without
a shirt, a qiba', "a long-sleeved outer garment", or a turban.' I asked them, 'How
many of you were taken prisoner at the battle of Badr?' 'Al-'Abbas, Nawfal and
'AqIl,' they replied."
AI-Bayhaql narrated through al-Zuhrl, from 'AlI b. al-I;IusaynZayn al-'AbidIn,
who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) was shrouded in three garments, one
being a striped cloak."
154. A footnote in the Arabic printed text suggests that the word refers to the mountain by that
name above 'Amman.
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The {taft" Ibn 'Asakir gave it along a line of doubtful authenticity, from 'Ali
b. Abu Tiilib, who said, "I shrouded the Messenger of God (SAAS) in two
garments from Sa1;lul and a striped cloak."
Abu Sa'id b. al-A'rabi stated that Ibrahim b. al-Waild related to him, quoting
Mul;1ammad b. Katliir, quoting Hisham, from Q;ttada, from Sa'id b. al-Musayyab,
from Abu Hurayra, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) was shrouded
in two fine-mesh cloths and a striped cloak from Najran."
Abu Da'ild al- Tayali~i narrated it from Hisham and 'Irman al-Q;tnan, from
Q;ttada, from Sa'id, from Abu Hurayra.
AI-Rabi' b. Sulayman narrated it from Asad b. Musa, quoting N~r b. Tarif,
from Q;ttada, quoting Ibn al-Musayyab, from Umm Salama (who said) that, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) was shrouded in three garments, one of which was a
cloak from Najran."
AI-Bayhaqi stated, "From what we have narrated from 'A'isha, it is clear
why there is confusion for people, and that the striped cloth was removed from
him. But God knows best."
The {taft" al-Bayhaqi narrated through Mui).ammad b. Isi).aq b. Khuzayma,
quoting Ya'qub b. Ibrahim al-Dawraqi, from I:Iumayd b. 'Abd al-Ra1).man
al-Ru'asi, from I:Iasan b. Salii)., from Hariln b. Sa'id, who said, "'Ali had some
musk, and he gave instruction that it be used for embalming. He said, 'It is some
of the musk left over from embalming the Messenger of God (SAAS).'"
He narrated this through Ibrahim b. Musa, from I:Iamld, from I:Iasan, from
Hariln, from Abu Wa'il, from 'Ali.
THE MANNER IN WHICH PRAYERS WERE OFFERED OVER THE
MESSENGER OF GOD ($AAS).

The {tadith narrated above by al-Bayhaqi, quoting from al-Ash'ath Q. Taliq
and al-Bazzar from a {tadith of al-I~bahani, both quoting from Murra, from Ibn
Mas'ud, tells of the instruction made by the Prophet (SAAS), that he should
be washed by the men of his household. In it he is also quoted as having said,
"Shroud me in these clothes of mine, or in a Yemeni cloth, or a white one from
Egypt." After placing him in his shroud, they were to place him on the edge of
his grave, then leave him until the angels had prayed over him, after which the
men of his household were to pray over him, with the other people to follow
thereafter individually.
The {tadith is given above in full. There is some dispute over its authenticity,
as we have stated. God knows best.
Mui).ammad b. Isi).aq stated that al-I:Iusayn b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Ubayd Allah
b. 'Abbas related to him, quoting qkrama, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "When
the Messenger of God (SAAS) died, the men were brought in and they prayed
over him in groups and without an imam. When the men had finished, the
women were brought in and they prayed over him. Then the children came and
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prayed, then the slaves. All these prayed over him in groups, without anyone
acting as imam."

Al-Waqidi stated that Ubayy b. 'Ayyiish b. Sahl b. Sa'd related to him, from
his father, from his grandfather, who said, "When the Messenger of God
(SAAS) had been wrapped in his shroud, he was placed on his bed. After that he
was placed on the edge of his grave and the people came in (to pray) over him in
groups, without anyone acting as their imam."
Al-Waqidi also stated that Musa b. Mu!)ammad b. Ibrahim related to him,
that, "I have discovered a document in the handwriting of my father. In it it
states that when the Messenger of God (SAAS) was wrapped in his shroud and
placed on his bed, Abu Baler and 'Umar, may God be pleased with them, arrived,
accompanied by a group of muhajirun and an~ar as large as the house could
contain. The two men said, 'Peace be upon you, Prophet, along with God's mercy
and blessings.' The muhiijiriin and the an~ar made the same salutation as had
Abu Baler and 'Umar, and then they arranged in lines, though without anyone
acting as their imam.
"Abu Baler and 'Umar - they being in the first line - then spoke, facing
towards the Messenger of God (SAAS), saying, '0 God, we bear witness that he
has delivered the message that was revealed to him and that he has properly
advised his nation. He strove hard in God's cause until God made His religion
firm and completed His word; He has become worshipped alone and without
associate. Make us, 0 God, of those who follow the words revealed with him.
Unite us with him, letting him know us, and making us know him. He was
always forgiving and merciful towards the believers. We seek no alternative to
having faith in him, and we would never exchange it at any price.'
"At this, those present called out Amen! Amen! They then.. left and others
came in. This went on until all the men had prayed, then the women and then
the children.'"
It has been said that they prayed over him following the sun's passing its zenith
on Monday until the same time on the Tuesday, and also that they continued
praying over him for three days, as will be explained shortly. But God knows best.
This practice, their having prayed over him individually without anyone
acting as their imam is accepted unanimously, without any disagreement.
However, there is dispute over interpreting this. If the badlth we have given
from Ibn Mas'ud is authentic, then it constitutes documentary evidence. This
(behaviour) would constitute al-ta'abbud "an act of religious devotion", the
purpose of which is difficultto explain. It is not up to anyone to say, "This was
because they had no imam", because we have explained above that they only
began preparing him for burial after completion of the pledge of allegaince made
to Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him.
Some scholars have stated that no one acted as their imam only in order that
each person might engage in direct, personal prayer over him. This was also
because of the constant repetition of the prayers of the Muslims over him, one
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following the other, each of the Companions, the men, their women, their children
and their slaves, both male and female, acting as indivuals.
AI-Suhayll stated, in essence, that God had informed him (the Prophet (SAAS))
that He and His angels would pray over him, and ordered that each individual
Muslim should pray directly for him after his death in this way. He stated, "And
also. the angels act for Us as imams in that." But God knows best.
Later adherents of the Shafi'l school differ over the question of the legality of
others than the Companions subsequently praying over his grave. Some assert
the positive, because his body remained fresh in his grave, because God forbad
the earth to spoil the bodies of prophets, as is stated in the f:tadith in the al-sunan
collections of the traditions as well as elsewhere; he is still just as a person dead
today would be. Others disagreed, saying that this should not be done, because
the early Muslims who came directly after the Companions did not do this. If
it had been in accord with the shart~a, they would have done this early on and
kept up the practice. But God knows best.
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE BURIAL OF THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS),
AND WHERE HE WAS BURIED. REFERENCE TO THE DIFFERENCES
OVER WHETHER HE WAS BURIED BY NIGHT OR BY DAY.

Imam Al:unad stated that 'Abd. al-Razzaq reported that Ibn ]nrayj, quoting his
father, 'Abd al-'Azlz b. ]urayj, as having said, "The Companions of the Prophet
(SAAS) did not know where to bnry him until Abu Bakr stated, "I heard the
Prophet (SAAS), say, 'Every prophet has been buried wherever he died.' And
so they took away his bed and dug a grave beneath it."
This f:tadith has a link missing between 'Abd al-'AzlZ b. ]nrayj and Abu Bakr,
the former not having met the latter. However, the f:taft:;, Abu Yaqa narrated it
from a f:tadith of Ibn 'Abbas and 'A'isha, from Abu Bakr, may God be pleased
with them all. He stated that Abu Musa al-Harawl related to him, quoting Abu
Mu'awiya, qnoting 'Abd al-Ra1)man b. Abu Bakr, from Ibn Abu Mulayka, who
quoted 'A'isha as having said, "There was disagreement over the buri~ of the
Prophet (SAAS), after his death. Abu Bakr stated, 'I heard the Prophet (SAAS)
say, "A prophet only dies in the places most loved by him." He went on, 'Bury
him where he died.'"
Al-Tirmidhl related this similarly, from Abu Kurayb, from Abu Mu'awiya, from
'Abd al-Ra1)man b. Abu Bakr, from Ibn Abu Mulayka, who quoted 'A'isha as
having said, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS) died, there was disagreement
over his burial. Abu Bakr stated, 'I heard from the Messenger of God (SAAS)
something I have not forgotten. He said, "A prophet always dies in that place
where he wishes to be buried." Bury him where his bed is positioned.'"
AI-Tirmishl classified al-Mulayka as a weak sonrce and then stated, "This
. f:tadith is also narrated from a different line. Ibn 'Abbas related that Abu Bakr
quoted this statement from the Messenger of God (SAAS)."
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AI-UmawI quoted his father, from Ibn 1sgaq, from a man who quoted from
'lJrwa, from 'A'isha, who said that Abu Bakr stated, "I heard the Messenger of
God ($AAS) say, 'No prophet has ever been buried in any place other than
that where he died.'''
Abu Bakr b. Abu alcDunya stated that Mugammad b. SaW al-Tamlmi related
to him, quoting Hisham b. 'Abd al-Malik al-TayalisI, from I;Iammad b. Salama,
from Hisham b. 'lJrwa, from his father, who quoted 'A'isha as having said,
"There were two grave diggers in Medina, and when the Prophet ($AAS) died,
people asked, 'Where should we bury him?' Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with
him, said, 'In the place where he died.' One of the grave-diggers would make
a niche, the other would dig a pit. The one who made niches did arrive, and he
did so for the Prophet ($AAS)."
Malik b. Anas narrated it from Hisham b. 'lJrwa, from his father, with a line
of authorities that was munqa{i'.
Abu Yaqa stated that Ja'far b. Mahran related to him, quoting 'Abd al-A'la,
from Mugammad b. 1sgaq, quoting I;Iusayn b. 'Abd Allah, from 'lkrama, from
Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "When they wanted to dig a grave for the Prophet ($AAS),
there was Abu 'Ubayda b. al-Jarrag who would dig down a pit as the Meccans
favoured and Abu Talga Zayd b. Sahl, who would dig for the Medinans arid
would make a niche. AI-'Abbas called to two men. To one he said, 'Go and fetch
Abu 'Ubayda.' To the other he said, 'Go and fetch Abu Talga.' (He then said)
'0 God, choose for Your messenger!'''
He went on, "The man sent to Abu Taiga did locate him. He came and made
a grave with a niche for the Messenger of God ($AAS)."
"When the Messenger of God ($AAS) had been prepared for burial on
Tuesday, he was placed on his bed in his house. The Muslims were in disagreement about his burial. One said, 'We should bury him in his mosque.' Another
suggested, 'We should bury him with his Companions.' Abu Bakr said, 'I heard
the Messenger of God ($AAS) say, "Every prophet who died was buried where
he died.'''
"The bed of the Messenger of God ($AAS), on which he had died, was taken
away and they dug a grave beneath it. The people were then brought in to pray
over him in groups. When the men had finished, the women were brought
in. When they had finished the children were brought. Noone acted as imam
for the people over the Messenger of God ($AAS). He was buried in the middle
of Wednesday night."
Ibn Maja narrated it similarly from Na"r b. 'Ali al-JahgamI, from Wahb b.
JarIr, from his father, from Mugammad b. 1sgaq; that account has the same
line of transmission. At its end, he added, "'Ali b. Abu Talib, and al-Fagl and
Qutham, the two sons of 'Abbas, along with Shuqran, the freed-man of the
Messenger of God ($AAS) went down into his tomb. And Aws b. Khawla ~ Abu
Layla, that is - asked 'Ali b. Abu Talib, 'I charge you by God and our fine
experience of the Messenger of God ($AAS).' 'All told him, 'Come down then.'
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"Shuqran, the freed-man of the Prophet ($AAS), took a cloak the Messenger
of God ($AAS) would wear and put it in the grave. He said, 'I swear by God, no
one will ever wear it after you!' And it was buried with him."
Imam A.\1mad narrated it from I;Iusayn b. Mu!)ammad, from Jarir b. I;Iazim,
from Ibn Is!)aq, in abbreviated form. YUnus b. Bukayr and others narrated it
similarly from (Ibn) Is!)aq.
AI-Waqidi narrated from Ibn Abu I;Iabiba, from Da'ud b. aI-I;Iusayn, from
Qkrama, from Ibn 'Abbas, from Abu Bakr, "the trusting", who quoted from the
Messenger of God ($AAS) as having said, "Every prophet who died was buried
where he died."
AI-Bayhaqi narrated from aI-I;Iakim, from al-A~amm, from A!)mad b. 'Abd
aI-Jabbar, from YUnus b. Bukayr, from Mu!)ammad b. Is!)aq, from Mu!)ammad b.
'Abd aI-RaJ.>man b. 'Abd Allah b. aI-I;Iusayn or Mu!)ammad b. Ja'far b. al-Zubayr,
who said, "When the Messenger of God ($AAS) died there was disagreement
over his burial. People asked, 'How should we bury him? With the people? Or
in his apartments?;
"AbU Bakr said, 'I heard the Messenger of God ($AAS) say, "Every prophet
who died was buried where he died." And so he was buried where his bed had
been; the bed was lifted away and a (grave) was dug beneath it.""
AI-Waqidi stated that 'Abd al-I;Iamid b. Ja'far al-Akhnasi quoted from
'Abd al-Ra!)man b. Sa'id - he being Ibn Yarbu'- who said, "When the Prophet
($AAS) died, there was disagreement over the position of his grave. One person
said, 'In al-Baqi'; he made many prayers for (God's) forgiveness for them
(buried) there.' Another said, 'At his minbar.' Another said, 'In his own chapel.'
"Abu Bakr came and said, 'I have knowledge and a comment about that. I
heard the Messenger of God ($AAS) say, "Every prophet who died was buried
where he died."'"
The ftaft'? al-Bayhaqi stated, "It is also given in a ftadith ofYaJ.>ya b. Sa'id, from
aI-Qasim b. Mu!)ammad, and in a ftadith of Ibn Jurayj, from his father, both
of whom quote from Abu Bakr, who quoted the Prophet ($AAS). The ftadith
is mursalan."
AI-Bayhaqi also stated, quoting aI-I;Iakim, from al-A~amm, from A!)mad b.
'Abd al-Jabbar, from Ylinus b. Bukayr, from Salama b. Nubayt b. Shurayt, from
his father, from Salim b.'Ubayd - one of those who had resided at al-$utTa'55
- who said, "AbU Bakr went in to the Messenger of God ($AAS), when he
died, and then he left again. He was asked 'Has the Messenger of God died?'
'Yes,' he replied. And people knew it to be as he said.
"He was asked, 'Should we pray over him? And how should we pray?' He
replied, 'You should come in in groups and then pray.' And they knew it should
be as he said.
155. A shelter that was attached to the Prophet's mosque in Medina that was used by guests and
homeless people.
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"They asked, 'Will he be buried, and where?' He replied, 'In the place where
his soul was taken. His soul would only have been taken in a good place.' And
they knew it should be as he said."
Al-BayhaqI narrated from a badtth of Sufyan b. CUyayna, from Ya]:lya b. Sa'Id
al-An~arI, from Sa'Id b. al-Musayyab, who said, "'A'isha described to her father
a vision she had seen; he was one of the most highly skilled of men in interpretation. She said, 'I saw three moons fall into my lap.' He responded, 'If your
vision is accurate, then three of the finest men on earth will be buried in your
house.'
"When the Messenger of God (SAAS) died, he told her, "A'isha, this is the
best of your "moons"!'''

Malik narrated this with an incomplete chain, from Ya]:lya b. Sa'Id, from 'A'isha.
She is quoted in both ~abib collections as having said, "The Prophet (SAAS)
died in my house, on the day of his visit to me, and resting between my chest
and neck. And God joined my saliva with his in his last moments on earth and
his first in the Hereafter.'"
In the ~abib collection of al-BukharI, it is related from abiidith of Abu 'Awana,
from Hila! al-Warraq, from CUrwa, who quoted 'A'isha as having said, "I heard
the Messenger of God (SAAS) say during the illness from which he died, 'May
God curse the Jews and the Christians who adopt the graves of their prophets
as places of worship.'''
'A'isha went on, "Had it not been for that, he would have made a prominent
tomb; he feared, however, that it would be adopted as a mosque."
Ibn Maja stated that Mai.lmud b. Ghaylan related to him, quoting Hashim
b. al-Qasim, quoting Mubarak b. Fagala, quoting Bumayd ai-TaWIl, from Anas
b. Malik, who said, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS) died, there was in
Medina one man who specialized in making wall niches in graves and another
who dug trench graves. People said, 'We will let God choose; we will send for
both. And we'll let the one do it who arrives first.' They were sent for and the one
who made the niches arrived first. And so they dug for him a grave with a niche."
Ibn Maja is alone in giving this. Imam Ai.lmad narrated it from Abu al-Nagr
Hashim b. al-Qasim.
Ibn Maja also stated that CUmar b. Shabba b. CUbayda b. Zayd related to him,
quoting 'Ubayd b. Tufayl, quoting 'Abd al-Ra]:lman b. Abu Mulayka, quoting
Ibn Abu Mulayka, from 'A'isha, who said, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS)
died, there was disagreement over whether he should be buried in a niche or
in a trench grave. The dispute became intense, with voices raised. CUmar said,
'You shouldn't make a hubbub near the Messenger of God (SAAS), whether
dead or alive' - or words to that effect. So they summoned both a man who dug
trench graves and another who dug graves with niches. The man who made the
niches arrived and so he dug one for the Messenger of God (SAAS), who was
then buried."
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Ibn Maja was alone in giving this.
Imilm A1.lmad stated that Wakj' related to him, quoting al-CUmarj, from Nafi',
from Ibn CUmar, and aIso from 'Abd al-Ra\:unan b. al-Qisim, from his father,
who quoted 'A'isha as having said that a grave with a niche was dug for the
Messenger of God (SAAS).
Al;1mad is aIone in giving this from both these lines.
Imilm Al;1mad aIso stated that Yal;1ya b. Shu'ba and Ibn Ja'far related to him,
quoting Shu'ba, quoting Abu Janna, who said that Ibn 'Abbas stated, "A red
velvet cloth was placed in the grave of the Prophet (SAAS)."
Muslim, al-Tirmidhj and al-Nasa'j narrated this from several lines, frolI\
Shu'ba. WakI' narrated it from Shu'ba.
Woo' stated, "This was done exclusively for the Messenger of God (SAAS)."
Ibn 'Asakir narrated this.
Ibn Sa'd stated that Mul;1ammad b. 'Abd Allah al-An~arj informed him,
quoting Ash'ath b. 'Abd aI-Malik aI-BUUlfanj, from aI-Basan, that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) was laid out with a red velvet garment beneath him that he
had used to wear. AI-Basan said, "The earth was damp." Bushaym b. Man~ur
quoted al-Basan as having said, "A cloth of red velvet was placed in the grave of
the Prophet; he had won it at the battle ofBunayn."
AI-Basan went on, "This was done because the ground at Medina is marshlike."
Mul;1ammad b. Sa'd stated that Bammad b. Khalid al-Khayyat related to
him, from CUqba b. 'Abu al-Sal;1ba' who said that he heard aI-Basan say, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Layout for me a piece of velvet in my niche,
for the earth should not be given power over the bodies of prophets.'"
The 1Jali:;. aI-Bayhaqj narrated from a 1Jadith of Musaddad, quoting 'Abd
aI-Wal;1id, quoting Ma'mar, from aI-Zuhrl, from Sa'ld b. aI-Musayyab, who said,
"'All stated, 'I washed the Prophet (SAAS), and I set about looking for any such
discharge as comes from the dead, but I saw nothing; he was sweet-smelling both
alive and dead.'''
He went on, "There were four persons who, more than the other people, took
charge of the buriaI and refilling the grave of the Prophet (SAAS). These men
were 'All, al-'Abbas, al-Faql and Salil;1, the freed-man of the Prophet (SAAS). A
niche was dug in his grave and unburnt bricks were placed over it as a marker."
AI-Bayhaql reported, from some sources, that nine bricks were placed as a
marker over his grave.
AI-Waqidj narrated from Ibn AbU Sabra, from 'Abd Allah b. Ma'bad, from
Qkrama, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) was placed
upon his bed from when the sun had begun to decline on the Monday until it
began to decline on the Tuesday. The people prayed over him while his bed was
positioned at the edge of his grave. When they wished to bury him, they turned
the bed towards his feet and placed him in from there. AI-'Abbas, 'All, Qutham,
al-Faql and Shuqran went into his grave."
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AI-Bayhaq! narrated from a badtth of Isma'!1 al-Sudd!, from qkrama, from
Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "Those who entered the grave of the Messenger of God
(SAAS) were al-'Abbas, 'AlI, and al-Fa<!l. An an~iiri arranged the grave-niche;
it was he who had arranged the niches of the graves of the martyrs killed at the
batde of Badr."
Ibn 'Asakir stated, "The correct wording should be 'at the battle of UI.md'."
Here above we have given the account of Ibn Is1;taq from I;Iusayn b. 'Abd
Allah, from qkrama, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "Those who went down into
the grave of the Messenger of God (SAAS) were 'AlI, al-Fa<!l, Qutham and
Shuqran." He also mentioned the fifth person, who was Aws b. KhawlI and
went on to report the story of the (red) velvet cloak that Shnqran placed in
the grave.
The biiji:; al-Bayhaq! stated that Abu Tahir al-Khudabadhi informed him,
quoting Abu Q;Uaba, quoting Abu 'l\.~im, quoting Sufyan b. Sa'id - al Thawri, .
that is - from Isma'ii b. AbU Khalid, from al-Sha'bi, who quoted Abu Mar1;tab
as having said, "It's as if! can still see them now, those four men in the grave
of the Prophet (SAAS). And one of them was 'Abd al-Ra1;tman b. 'Awf."
Abu Da'ud narrated it thus from Mu1;tammad b. al-Saba1;t, from Sufyan, from
Isma'il b. Abu Khalid.
He then went on to narrate it from A1;tmad b. Yunus, from Zuhayr, from
Isma'il, from al-Sha'bi, quoting Mar1;tab or Ibn 'Ammi Mar\:tab (who said), "They
took with them 'Abd al-Ra1;tman b. 'Awf. When 'AlI had finished, he said, 'Only
a man's family should follow him.'"
This badith is extremely strange. Its line of transmission is very strong, and
we know of it only from this line.
Abu 'Umar b. 'Abd al-Barr stated in his study, "The given name of Abu
Mar1;tab is Suwayd b. Q;1ys." He also mentioned another Abu Mar1;tab, saying,
"But I don't know anything about him."
Ibn al-Athir stated in his work al-Ghiiba, "It is likely that the narrator of this
badith is the first ofthese two men; or it could be a third person, someone other
than either of these. And to God be praise."

Accounts ofwho was the last person to be with the
Messenger ofGod (SAAS).
Imam A1;tmad stated that Ya'qub related to him, quoting his father, from Ibn
Is1;taq, quoting his father, Is1;taq b. Yasar, from Miqsam Abu al-QIsim, the freedman of 'Abd Allah b. al-I;Iarith b. Nawfal, from his freed-man, 'Abd Allah b.
al-I;Iarith, who said, "I went on the 'umra pilgrimage with 'AlI in the reign of
'Umar - or 'Uthman - and 'AlI stopped to visit his sister Umrn Ham', daughter
of Abu Talib. When he had finished performing the 'umra, he returned (to her
home) and she poured out water for him with which he washed.
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"When he had finished washing, a group of men from Iraq came in to see
him and asked, 'Abu I;Iasan, we have come to ask you to tell us about something.'
He responded, 'I imagine al-Mughira b. Shn'ba is telling you how he was the
last person to be with the Messenger of God (SAAS).' 'Yes, that's right', they
answered. 'That's what we have come to ask you about.' He replied, 'The last
person to be with the Messenger of God (SAAS), was Qutham b. 'Abbas.'''
AQmad is alone in giving this from this line.
YUnus b. Bukayr narrated it from MUQammad b. ISQaq exactly the same, except
that he added to the beginning (of the chain) MUQammad b. ISQaq, who said,
"AI-Mughira b. Shu'ba used to say, 'I took my ring and threw it iuto the grave
of the Messenger of God (SAAS), and said, when the people left, 'My ring has
fallen into the grave." I dropped it there deliberately so that I would touch the
Messenger of God (SAAS) with it and so be the last person to be with him.'"
Ibn ISQaq went on, "My father ISQaq b. Yasar related to me, from Miqsam
who quoted his freed-man 'Abd Allah b. al-I;Iarith as having said, 'I went on the
'umra pilgrimage with 'Ali .. .''' and he proceeded to narrate the badith as above.
This material narrated from al-Mughira b. Shu'ba does not necessarily mean
that it occurred as he had hoped. It could be that 'Ali, may God be pleased
with him, did not permit him to go down into the grave and that he directed
someone else to do so, and the latter gave it to him (al-Mughira). According to
the information given above, it would have been Qutham b. 'Abbas whom he
asked to take it.
AI-Waqidi stated that 'Abd al-Rai)mw b. Abu al-Zinnad related to him, from
his father, who quoted 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah b. COtba as having said,
"AI-Mughira b. Shu'ba threw his ring down into the grave of the Messenger of
God (SAAS). And 'Ali commented, 'You only did that to say, "I went down into
the grave of the Prophet (SAAS).'" And he then went down himself and gave
it back to him - or he told another man to do so, who returned it."
Imam Ai)mad stated that Bahz and Abu Kamil related to him that I;Iammad
b. Salama related to them both, from Abu COmran al-Jawni, from Abu 'Asib - or
Abu 'Asim - who quoted Bahz as having said that he witnessed the prayers being
spoken over the Prophet (SAAS), and that people asked, "How should we pray?"
He (presumably Abu Bakr) replied, "Go in in groups." And they entered from
one door, prayed over him and then went out through the other door.
Bahz went on, "When he had been placed in his niche, al-Mughira said,
'You did not properly arrange (the shroud over) part of his feet.' They told him,
'Well, you go down and do it.' So he did enter the grave and placed his hand
inside (the shroud) and touched both his feet. He then said, 'Now pass down
some earth to me.' They did so until it was covering half his legs. He then came
out. He used to say, 'I was later than any of you to be with the Messenger of
God (SAAS)!'"
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WHEN THE BURIAL OF THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAASj
TOOK PLACE.

Yilnus quoted Ibn Isl.taq as having stated, "Fatima told me, she being the
daughter of Mul.tammad, the wife of 'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr, who let me in to
visit her so that I heard it from her. She cited from 'Amra, who quoted 'A.'isha
as having said, 'We did not know about the burial of the Prophet (SAAS), until
we heard the sound of the spades in the middle of the Wednesday night.'"
AI-WaqidI stated that Ibn Abu Sabra related to him, from al-l;Ialyas b.
Hisham, from 'Abd Allah b. Wahb, who quoted Umm Salama to say, "While we
were gathered together we wept; we did nOt sleep while the Messenger of God
(SAAS) was there in our apartments. We took comfort in seeing him on the bed.
Then we heard the sound of the pickaxes in the pre-dawn night. We screamed
in lament and those in the mosque did so too. The whole town was screaming
with one voice. Then Bilal made the dawn call to prayer. When he mentioned
the Prophet (SAAS), he wept and lamented. His pain increased our own. Then
people began going in to his grave, but they were shut out. What a disaster that
was! Any later tragedy we came to suffer was alleviated when we recalled our
disastrous loss of the Messenger of God (SAAS)."
Imam Al.tmad narrated from a badith of Mul.tammad b. Isl.taq, from 'Abd
al-Ra\lman b. al-QIsim, from his father, from 'A'isha, that the Messenger ofGod
(SAAS) died on Monday and was buried on the night of Wednesday.
Several narrations similar to this have been given above. This represents the
view accepted by many ofthe imams, both early and later. These include Sulayman
b. Tarkhiht al-TaymI, la'far b. Mul.tammad al-Sadiq, Ibn Isl.taq, Musa b. 'Uqba
and others.
Ya'qub b. Sufyan narrated from 'Abd al-l;Iamld, from Bakkar, from Mul.tanunad
b. Shu'ayb, from al-Awza'I, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) died on
Monday before the middle of the day, and he was buried on Tuesday."
Imam Al.tmad narrated this similarly from 'Abd al-Razzaq, from Ibn lurayj,
who said, "I was told that the Messenger of God (SAAS) died in the forenoon
of Monday and was buried in the forenoon of the next day."
Ya'qub stated that Sufyan related to him, quoting Sa'Id b. Man~ur, quoting
Sufyan, from la'far b. Mul.tanunad, from his father and from Ibn lurayj, from
Abu la'far, that the Messenger of God (SAAS) died on Monday and that he
remained (unburied) for that day, that night and up to the end of the daytime
of Tuesday.
This statement is strange. What is most widely accepted is, as we have given
above, that he died on Monday and was buried on the Wednesday night.
One other strange statement made in this regard is that narrated by Ya'qub b.
Sufyan from 'Abd al-l;Iamld b. Bakkar, from Mul.tammad b. Shu'ayb, from Abu
al-Nu'man, from Makl.tul, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) was born
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on Monday, received revelation on Monday, went into exile on Monday and died
on Monday at age sixty-two and a half. He remained unburied for three days,
with people coming in and praying in groups, not standing in lines and without
imams to lead them."
His words, "He remained unburied for three days", is strange. What is factual is
that he remained unburied for the remainder of Monday and all of Tuesday and
was buried on the eve ofWednesday, as we have stated above. But God knows best.
An opposing view is that narrated by Sayf, from Hisham, from his father,
who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) died on Monday, was also washed on
Monday and was buried on the night of Tuesday."
Sayf went on, "Ya1).ya b. Sa'id on one occasion related all this to me from
CA)isha."
This is very strange.
Al-Waqidi stated that 'Abd Allah b. Ja'far related to him, from Ibn Abu
'Awn, from Abu 'Atiq, from Jabir b. 'Abd Allah, who said, "The grave of the
Messenger of God (SAAS) was sprayed with water. The person who did this
was Bilal b. Rabba1)., using a water-skin. He began at his head, from his right
side, and finished with his legs. He then struck the water on the wall, but was
not able to turn around from the wall."
Sa'id b. Man~ur stated, from al-Darawardi, from Yazid b. 'Abd Allah b. Abu
Yaman, from Umm Salama, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) died on
Monday and was buried on Tuesday."
Ibn Khuzayma stated that Muslim b. l;Iammad related to him, from his father,
from 'Abd Allah b. 'Vmar, from Kurayb, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) died on Monday and was buried on Tuesday."
Al-WaqidI stated that Ubayd b. 'Ayyash b. Sahl b. Sa'd related to him, quoting
his father as having said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) died on Monday and
was buried on Tuesday night."
Abu Bakr b. Abu aI-Dnnya qnoted Mu1).ammad b. Sa'd as having said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) died on Monday, 12 days after the beginning ofRabi'
al-Awwal, and he was buried on Tuesday."
'Abd Allah b. Mu1).ammad b. Abu aI-Dunya stated that aI-l;Iasan b. Isra'i!
Abu Mu1).ammad aI-Nahritirl related to him, quoting '1sa b. Yunus, from Isma'il
b. Abu Khalid, who stated that he heard 'Abd Allah b. Abu Awfa say, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) died on Monday; and he was not buried until
Wednesday."
Sa'id b. al-Musayyab said the same, as did Abu Salama b. 'Abd aI-Ra1).man
and Abu Ja'far al-Baqir.
Section: On the descriptions ofthe grave ofthe Prophet (SAAS).

It has been reiterated that the Messenger of God (SAAS) was buried in the
apartment of 'A'isha which had been set aside for her to the east of the mosque,
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in the south-west comer of the room. Later on, after him, Abu Bakr and then
'Vmar, may God be pleased with them both, were also buried there.
AI-Bukhllrl stated that Mu1)ammad b. Muqatil related to him, quoting Abu
Bakr b. 'Ayyash, who stated to him that Sufyan al-Tammllr narrated to him
that he had seen the grave of the Prophet (SAAS), as a convex pile.
Abu Da'ud stated that A1)mad b. Sali!) narrated to him, quoting Ibn Abu
Fudayk, quoting 'Amr b. 'Vthman b. Hany, from al-~sim, who said, "I went
in to 'A'isha and asked her, 'Expose for me the grave of the Messenger of God
(SAAS), and those of his two Companions.' She then exposed three graves that
were neither elevated nor recessed and inscribed on the red surface of the
floor were (the words) 'The Prophet', (SAAS), 'Abu Bakr', may God be pleased
with him, and ''Vmar', may God be pleased with him."
Abu Da'ud is alone in giving this.
AI-I;Iakim and al-Bayhaql narrated this from a badith of Ibn Abu Fudayk,
from 'Amr b. 'VthmilIl, from al-~sim, who said, "I saw the Prophet (SAAS) in
front; the head of Abu Bakr was resting between the shoulders of the Prophet
(SAAS). The head of'Vmar was at the leg of the Prophet (SAAS)."
AI-Bayhaql stated, "This narrative shows that their graves were flat, because
gravel only remains stable on what is flat."
This is a strange comment for al-Bayhaql, may God have mercy upon him, to
make. For there is no mention in the account whatsoever of gravel. In that
regard, it could well have been made convex, with the gravel buried in the clay
and other earth.
AI-Waqidl narrated from al-Darawardl, from Ja'far b. Mu1)ammad, from his
father, who said, "The grave of the Messenger of God (SAAS) was flat."
AI-Bukharl stated that Farwa b. Abu al-Maghra' related to him, quoting 'All
b. Mushir, from Hishilm, from 'Vrwa, who quoted his father as having said,
"When the wall collapsed in the era of al-Walld b. 'Abd aI-Malik, they set about
rebuilding it. A foot became visible to them and they were extremely shocked,
thinking it to be the foot of the Prophet (SAAS). No one could be found who
knew about it, but eventually 'Urwa told them, 'No, I swear by God, that's not
the foot of the Prophet (SAAS); that's 'Vmar's foot.'''
It is also given from Hishilm, from his father, who said that 'A'isha instructed
'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr, saying, "Don't bury me with them. Bury me with my
companions in (the cemetery of) al-Baql'. There I'll never receive inappropriate
praise."

I note that when al-Walld b. 'Abd al-Malik came to power, in the year 86 AH,
he began building the Damascus mosque. He wrote to his governor in Medina,
his cousin 'Vmar b. 'Abd al-'AZlz, telling him to expand the Medina mosque. He
did so, including its eastern side, and so the apartment of the Prophet (SAAS)
became encompassed within it.
Ibn 'Asakir narrated the biiji.. with a line of transmission from Zadan, the
freed-man of al-Farafi~a, who built the Mosque of the Prophet (SAAS), during
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thegovemorship of'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Azjz over Medina. He (Ibn 'Asakir) quoted
from Salim b. 'Abd Allah approximately as had aI-BukharI, and he also gave a
description of the graves as Abu Da'ud had narrated.

Accounts ofthe great afflictions that befell the Muslims
upon the death ofthe Prophet (SAAS).
AI-Bukharl stated that Sulayman b. I;Iarb related to him, quoting I;Iammad b.
Zayd, quoting Thabit, from Anas, who said, "When the illness of the Messenger
of God (SAAS) grew intense, he was overwhehned by agony. Fatima exclaimed,
'What agony, father!' He responded, 'Your father will suffer no more agony
after today.'
"When he died, she said, '0 for father! He has responded to a Lord Who has
summoned him! 0 father, whose abode is (now) the garden ofparadise! 0 father,
we make Gabriel aware of your death.'
"When he was buried, Fatima asked, 'Anas, are you men pleased to be piling
earth over the Messenger of God (SAAS)?'"
AI-Bukhari, may God have mercy upon him, was alone in giving this.
Imam Ahmad stated that Yazid related to him, quoting I;Iammad b. Zayd,
quoting Thabit aI-Banani, who quoted Anas as having said, "When the Prophet
(SAAS) was buried, Fatima said, 'Anas, are you men now pleased that you have
buried the Messenger of God (SAAS), in the earth and have come back?"
Ibn Maja narrated it thus, in abbreviated form from a badith of I;Iammad b.
Zayd. According to him, I;Iammad stated, "When Thabit related this badith he
would weep so hard his chest would heave."
This should not be considered tantamount to lamentation. It is, rather, the
expression of just admiration for him, may he receive the very best of prayers
and salutations. We have made this comment only because the Messenger of
God (SAAS) forbad lamentation.
Imam Ai).mad and aI-Nasa'i narrated from a badith of Shu'ba, who quoted
Qittada, quoting Mutarrif, from I;Iakim b. Qitys b. 'A~im, from his father who,
leaving instructions fof his children, said, "Do not lament over me; no lamentation
was made over the Messenger "f God (SAAS)."
Isma'I! b. IShaq al-Qidi narrated it in his al-Namndir, from 'Amr b. Maymun,
from Shu'ba. He then narrated it from 'Ali b. al-MadInI, from aI-Mughira b.
Salama, from aI-Sa'q b. I;Iazn, from aI-Qasim b. Mutayyab, from aI-I;Iasan aI-B~ri,
from Qitys b. 'A~im, who said, "Do not lament for me. Lamentation was not
made for the Messenger of God (SAAS), and I heard him forbid lamentation."
He then narrated it from 'Ali b. MUhammad b. al-Fa41, from aI-Sa'q, from
aI--Ql.sim, from YUnus b. 'Ubayd, from aI-I;Iasan, from 'A~im.
The bnji", Abu Bakr al-Bazzar stated that 'Uqba b. Sinan related to him,
quoting 'Uthman b. 'Uthman, quoting MUhammad b. 'Amr, from Abu Salama,
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from Abu Hurayra, that no lamentation was made for the Messenger of God
(SAAS).
Imam A\.Imad stated that.'Affan related to him, quoting Ja'far b. Sulayman,
quoting Thabit, from Anas, who said, "On the occasion of the return of the
Messenger of God (SAAS) to Medina, everything was brightly lit up. The day
he died everything there became dark.
"And no sooner had we fmished with the Messenger of God (SAAS), than
we were overcome by doubts."

Both aI-Tirmidhi and Ibn Maja narrated it thus, from Bishr b. HiIal aI-Sawwaf,
from Ja'far b. Sulayman al-I)ab'i.
11:1-TirmidhI stated, "This 1;adith is ~a1;i1; gharib."
I note that its line of transmission satisfies the criteria of the ~a1;i1; collections.
And it is correct from a 1;adith ofJa'far b. Sulayman. The scholastic community
gave it from him, and the people at large do so similarly.
Al-KudaymI, he being Mu\.Iammad b. YilnUS, may God have mercy upon him,
narrated a 1;adith that could be considered gharib, in this regard. He stated that
Abu al-WalId Hisham b. 'Abd ai-Malik aI-Tayalisi, quoted Ja'far b.Sulayman
aI-l)ab'i, from Thabit, from Anas, who said, "When the Messenger of God
(SAAS) died, Medina became so dark that We could not see one another. One
would stretch out one's hand but not see it" - or "not catch sight of it". "No
sooner had we completed his burial than we were overcome by doubts."
Al-Bayhaqi narrated it similarly through that line.
He also narrated it similarly through a different line of 1;ufii,?, from Abu W..lId
al-Taya/isi, as we have given it above. It is the correct version, but God knows
best.
The great 1;iiji,? AbU al-Qisim b. 'Asiikir narrated through Abu I:Iaf~ b. Shahin,
quoting I:Iusayn b. A\.Imad b. Bistam at al-Abilla, quoting Mu\.Iammad b. Yazid
aI-Ru'asi, quoting Maslama b. 'Alqama, from Da'ud b. Abu Hind, from Abu
Naqra, from Abu Sa'id al-Khudri, who said, "When the Messenger of God
(SAAS) entered Medina everything there became bright. The day he died
everything there became dark."
Ibn Maja stated that Is\.Iaq b. Man~ur related to us, quoting 'Abd al-Wahhab
b. 'AW aI-qjli, from Ibn 'Awn, from al-I:Iasan, from Ubayy b. Ka'b, who said,
"While we were with the Messenger of God (SAAS), we were (united) in one
direction, and when he died, we looked (disunited) here and there."
He also stated that Ibrahim b. aI-Mundhir al-I:IizamI related to us, quoting his
uncle Mu\.Iammad b. Ibrahim b. al-Mul1a1ib b. aI-Sa'ib b. Abu Wada'a aI-SahmI,
quoting Musa b. 'Abd Allah b. Abu Umayya al-Makhzumi, quoting Mu~'ab b.
'Abd Allah, who quoted Umm Salama, daughter ofAbu Umayya, the wife ofthe
Prophet (SAAS), as having said, "At the time of the Messe~ger of God (SAAS),
if someone arose to pray he would do so without allowing his sight to rise from
the position of his feet. Then he died and there was Abu Bakr (in command) and
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if someone arose to pray, he would not allow his sight to move from the spot
where his head rested (during prostration). Then Abu Bakr died and there was
'Vmar (in command) and if someone arose to pray he would not allow his sight
to move away from the qibla. Then 'Vmar died and there was 'Vthman (in
command) and dissension arose, and at that time people would look everywhere,
to right and to left."
Imam A\:unad stated that 'Abd al-Samad related to him, quoting I;!ammad,
from Thabit, from Anas, that Umm Ayman wept when the Messenger of God
(SAAS) died. She was asked, "Why are you weeping over the Prophet (SAAS)?"
She replied, "I knew the Messenger of God (SAAS) would die; what I'm
lamenting for is the revelation that was taken from us."
He narrated it thus, in a condensed form.
Al-Bayhaqi stated that Abu 'Abd Allah al-I;!afi? informed us, quoting
AbU 'Abd Allah Mu\:1ammad b. Ya'qUb, quoting Mu\:1ammad b. Nu'aym and
Mul:>ammad b" al-Nagr al-Jarudi, both ofwhom said, "Al-I;!asan b. 'Ali al-KhuIani
related to us, quoting 'Amr b. 'A~im al-Kilabi, quoting Sulayman b. al-Mughira,
from Thabit, from Anas, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) went to
visit Umm Ayman and I accompanied him. She brought him a cordial. He was
either fasting or did not want it, and he refused it. She then went over to him
to make him laugh. After the death of the Prophet (SAAS), Abu Bakr said to
'Vmar, 'Let's go and visit Umm Ayman.' When we arrived to see her, she wept.
The two men asked her, 'What is making you weep? Being with God is good
for His Messenger.' She replied, 'I swear by God, I'm not weeping because I
don't realize that to be with God is good for His Messenger; I'm weeping that
revelation from heaven has ceased."

"She aroused them to tears, and they began weeping."
Muslim alone (of the major scholars) narrated it, from Zuhayr b. I;!arb, from
'Amr b. 'A~im.
MUsa b. 'Uqba stated, in his account of the death of the Messenger of God
(SAAS), and of Abu Bakr's address on that occasion, as follows, "And the people
came back after Abu Bakr had finished the address and there was Umm Ayman
sitting weeping. She was asked, 'What is making you cry? God has honoured His
Prophet (SAAS), taken him into His garden and given him rest from worldly
cares.' She responded, 'I am only weeping for that news of heaven that used to
come to us like a fresh fruit every day and night. Now it has been cut off and
ended, and I weep for it.'
"People were much impressed by her words."
Muslim b. al-I;!ajjaj stated in his ~a~i~ collection that it was related to him
from Abu Usama, by, among others, Ibrahim b. Sa'id al-Jawhari, quoting Abu
Usama, quoting Burayd b. 'Abd Allah, from Abu Burda, from Abu Musa, from
the Prophet (SAAS), who said, "When God wished to grant mercy to some
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nation of his worshippers, he would first take away their prophet and make of
him a precursor and forerunner who could bear witness for them. If God wished
to destroy a nation, He would chastise them while His Prophet was still alive; He
would destroy them while His Prophet looked on. And this destruction of them
would please the latter since they would have disbelieved him and disobeyed
his commands."
Muslim is alone in giving this, both in regard to its line of transmission and
its content.
The I;afi" Abu Bakr al-Bazzar stated that Yusuf b. Musa related to him,

quoting 'Abd ai-Majid b. 'Abd aI-'Aziz b. Abu Rawwad, from Suryan, from 'Abd
Allah b. al-Sa'ib, from Zadhan, from 'Abd Allah - he being Ibn Mas'ud - who
quoted the Prophet (SAAS), as having said, "God has angels who will travel all
around and pass on to me greetings from my nation."
The went on, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'My life is a good thing
for you; you take action and it comes to pass for you. And my death is a good
thing for you; your actions will be shown to me. For that which I have seen to be
good I have praised God. For that which I have seen to be evil, I have asked
God's forgiveness for you.'"

AI-Bazzar then stated, "We know of the latter part of this I;adith being narrated
from 'Abd Allah only from this line."
I note that the first part of this I;adith consists of the words of the Prophet
(SAAS), "God has angels who will travel all around and pass on to me greetings
from my nation." AI-Nasa'i narrated it from several lines, from Sufyan aI-Thawrl
and from aI-A'mash, both of whom gave it from 'Abd Allah b. al-Sa'ib, who
quoted it from his father.
Imam Alpnad stated that I:Iusayo b. 'Ali al-Ju'fi related to him, from 'Abd
al-Ralpnan b. Yazid b. Jabir, from Abu aI-Ash'ath al-San'ani, from Aws b. Aws,
who said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) stated, "Friday is one of the best of
your days. On it Adam was created and on it he died. On it (life began with) a
breath, and on it (life will end with) a thunderbolt. Pray for me often on that day,
for your prayer will be made known to me."
People asked, "Messenger of God, how will our prayers be made known to
you when you will have arimta, 'disintegrated'?" By this word he meant balita,
"decayed". He replied, "God has forbidden the earth to eat the bodies ofprophets,
may peace be upon them."
Abu Da'ud narrated it thus from Harlin b. 'Abd Allah, and from aI-I:Iasan b.
'Ali. AI-Nasa'i gave it from Is1;Iaq b. Man~ur, all three of them quoting it from
I:Iusayn b. 'Ali. Ibn Maja narrated it from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba, from I:Iusayn
b. 'Ali, from Ibn Jabir, from Abu aI-Ash'ath, from Shaddad b. Aws.
Our teacher, Sheikh Abu aI-I:Iajjaj al-Mizzi stated, "That line of transmission
quoted by Ibn Maja is imagined; the correct name is Aws b. Aws, he being known
as 'al-Thaqafi', may God be pleased with him."
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I note that this is confirmed as widely known to be correct by a copy of the
line of transmission I have in my possession, just as Ai).mad, Abu Da'ud and
al-Nasa'i narrated it - from Aws b. Aws, that is.
Ibn Maja confirmed that 'Amr b. Sawwad al-Mi~ri narrated to him, quoting
'Abd Allah b. Wahb, from 'Amr b. al-Barith, from Sa'ld b. Abu Hila!, from Zayd
b. Ayman, from 'Ubada b. Nusayy, who quoted Abu al-Dara' as having said,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Pray for me often on Friday, for it will
be witnessed by the angels. Whenever anyone shall pray for me his prayer will
be made known to me, right on until he finishes it.' And what about after (your
death)?' He replied, 'God has forbidden the earth to eat the bodies of prophets,
may peace be upon them.' The Prophet of God is alive and sustained (in his
grave)."
This is one of the abadnh that are given only by Ibn Maja, may God have
mercy upon him.
At this point in his work the baji" Ibn 'Asakir gives a section presenting those
abadlth narrated about visitation to his sacred grave, may God's prayers and
salutations be for him until Judgement Day! The proper place to examine this
is in my work al-Abkam aI-Kahil, if God so wills it.
REFERENCE TO THE EXPRESSIONS OF CONSOLATION MADE
REGARDING THE DEATH OF THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS).

Ibn Maja stated that al-Walid b. 'Amr b. al-Sukayn related to him, quoting Abu
Harnmam, he being Mui).ammad b. al-Zibraqan al-Ahwlizi, quoting MUsa b.
'Ubayda, quoting Mu~'ab b. Mui).ammad, from Abu Salama b. 'Abd al-Rai).man,
who quoted 'j\'isha as having said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) opened a
door between himself and the people" - or lifted aside a screen - "and there they
were praying behind Abu Bakr. He gave praise at having seen them in such fine
condition, and hoping that he would be succeeded by the one he was looking at.
He said, "People, should any person, any believer, suffer some disaster, let
him derive strength from the suffering he was made to endure because of (my
departure). For none of my nation will suffer after myself any disaster more
severe than that caused by (my departure)."
Ibn Maja is alone in giving this.
The baji" al-Bayhaqi stated that Abu Isi).aq Ibrahim b. Mui).ammad al-Faqih
informed him, quoting Shafi' b. Mui).ammad, quoting Abu Ja'far b. Salama
al-Tai).awi, quoting al-Mizzi, quoting al-Shafi'i, from al-Qasim b. 'Abd Allah
b. 'Umar b. Bafs, from Ja'far b. Mui).ammad, from his father, that some men of
Quraysh went in to·visit his father, 'Ali b. al-Busayn. The latter said, "Should
I talk to you about the Messenger of God (SAAS)?" Please do, they asked. And
so he related to us about Abu al-Qisim - the Prophet (SAAS) - saying, "When
the Messenger of God (SAAS) became ill, Gabriel came to him and said,
'Mui).ammad, God has dispatched me to you to express special honour and
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respect for you, to ask you about what He knows better than yourself: How are
you?' 'Gabriel, I am much afflicted. Gabriel, I am in agony.'
"Gabriel returned to him the second day, asked him the same and the Prophet
(SAAS) responded to him as he had on the first day. Gabriel then came to him
a third day, asking as he had on the first, and the response was the same. Then
he came to him accompanied by an angel named Isma'!l, who had charge of
100,000 angels, each angel in charge of another 100,000 angels. He asked to
introduce him, and he (the Prophet (SAAS)) asked about him. Gabriel told
him, 'This is the angel of death who asks permission to visit you, having never
asked such permission ofany human being before yourself, and never will of any
person after you.' The Prophet (SAAS) responded, 'Allow him in', and Gabriel
did so.
"He (Isma'!l) entered and said, 'Mu\.1ammad, God has sent me to you. If you
order me to take your soul, I will do so. If you order me to leave you alone, I will
do so.' 'Would you really do that, angel of death?' he asked. 'Yes,' he replied.
'That was what I was ordered, and I was ordered to obey you.'
"The Prophet (SAAS) looked over at Gabriel and Gabriel said to him, .
'Mu\.1ammad, God is longing to meet you.' The Messenger of God (SAAS) then
said to the angel of death, 'Proceed as you were ordered.' And he took away his
soul.
"When the Prophet (SAAS) died, and condolences came, people heard a
voice from the direction of the house, saying, 'Peace be upon you all, people
of the house, and the mercy and blessings of God. In God there is consolation
from all disaster, substitute for all that perishes, permanence from all transience.
And so, put in God your trust and in Him hope. Those truly afflicted are those
forbidden reward.'
"CAli, may God be pleased with him, asked, 'Do you know who that is? This
is al-Khi<jr, may peace be upon him.'''
This [zadith is mursal. There is weakness in its line of transmission with regard
to al-Qiisim al-CUmarl. Several ofthe imams have categorized him as a weak source,
while others of them totally exclude him. AI-Rabi c narrated it from al-Shafici,
from al-Qasim, from Jacfar, from his father, from his grandfather, from whom he
narrated only the story of the consolation with a full line of transmission. In that
line there is reference to the aforementioned al-CUmar!. We mention him here so
that there be no delusion about him.
However, the [zafi:;, al-Bayhaqi did narrate it, from al-I;Iakim, from Abu Jacfar
ai-Baghdadi, quoting cAbd Allah b. al-I;Iarith, or 'Abd al-Ra!}man b. al-MurtaCid
al-Saghani, quoting Abu al-Walid al-Makhzumi, quoting Anas b. qyya<j,
from Jacfar b. Mu\.1ammad, Jabir b. cAbd Allah, who said, "When the Messenger
of God (SAAS) died, a voice called out to people; they could hear the voice but
not see the speaker. It said, 'Peace be upon you, people of the house, and mercy,
and His blessings. In God there is consolation from all disaster and permanence
from all transience. Put your trust in God and in Him hope. Those truly deprived
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are those deprived of reward. Peace be upon you all, and God's mercy and
blessings.' "

AI-Bayhaqi then stated, "Even though one of these two lines of transmission
is weak, the one does substantiate the other, and shows that it originates from the
I;adith ofJa'far. But God knows best."
Abu 'Abd Allah al-I;!afi? informed us, quoting Abu Bakr A!)mad b. Balawayh,
quoting Mu!)ammad b. Bishr b. Matar, quoting Kiimil b. Tal!)a, quoting 'Abbad
b. 'Abd aI-Samad, from Anas b. Malik, who said, "When the Messenger of God
(SAAS) died, his Companions stared at him and gathered around him weeping.
Then a large, handsome man with a white beard arrived who watched them
and wept. He then turned to the Companions of the Messenger of God (SAAS),
and said, 'There is in God consolation for every disaster, compensation for
everything that passe~ away, and substitute for all that perishes. Return to God
and express to Him your wishes. His gaze is towards you in your distress, so
look. The affiicted are those not restored.' He then left.
"They asked one another, 'Do you know this man?' Abu Bakr and 'Ali replied,
'Yes; this is aI-Khiqr, the brother of the Messenger of God (SAAS)."
AI-Bayhaqi then stated, "'Ayyad b. 'Abd aI-Samad is a weak source. And this
(tradition) is extremely objectionable."
AI-I;!arith b. Abu Usama narrated from Mu!)ammad b. Sa'd, quoting Hashim
b. aI-Q!i.sim, quoting Sali!) aI-Mizzi, from Abu I;!azim aI-Madani, that when the
Messenger of God (SAAS) was taken away by God, the Almighty and Glorious,
the muhiijiriin went in in groups, praying over him and then leaving. The an~iir
would go in next and do the same, then the people of Medina followed. After
the men had finished, the women went in. From among them there came cries
of the kind that occurred in the past.
Then they heard a thud inside the house and knew and kept silent. Suddenly
a voice spoke, "In God there is consolation from all that passes away and compensation from all disaster, substitute for all that perishes. The person restored
is one whom the reward (of God) has restored; the one (truly) affiicted is he
whom the reward does not restore.'"

Section: Narratives telling ofthe knowledge of'The People ofthe Book'
(the Christians and the Jews) ofthe death ofthe Messenger ofGod ($AAS).

Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba stated that 'Abd Allah b. Idris related to him, from Ismii'il
b. Abu KhaIid, from Qlys b. AbU I;!azim, from Jarir b. 'Abd Allah al-Bajali,
who said, "I was in Yemen and met two men from there, (one named) Dhu
Kala', the other Dhu 'Amr. I began talking with them about the Messenger of
God (SAAS). They told me, 'If what you say is true, your master passed away
three days ago.'
"I continued on, as did they with me. On the road a party travelling from
Medina appeared before us. We questioned them and they told us, 'The
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Messenger of God (SAAS) has passed away and Abu Bakr was appointed his
successor; the people are fme.' "

He went on, "The two Yemenis then said to me, 'Tell your master that we
came; perhaps we will return, if God the Almighty and Glorious so wills it.'
"The two men did return to Yemen: When I arrived, I informed Abu Bakr
what they had said. He asked, 'Why did you not bring them?'
"Later, Dhu 'Amr said to me, 'Janr, lowe you a favour; I'm going to inform you
of something. You Arab people will continue to be fine for so long as whenever
one of your leaders dies yon appoint another to power. If, however, it happens
by the sword, you'll end up a kingdom, enduring the rage of the kings and being
pleased when they so please.'"
Imam AQrnad narrated it thus, as did aI-BukharI, from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba.
Al-Bayhaqi also narrated it thus, from al-I::Iakim, from 'Abd Allah b. Ja'far, from
Ya'qub b. Sufyan.
AI-BayhaqI stated that aI-I::Iakim informed him, quoting 'AlI b. aI-Mutawakkil,
quoting Mul:>ammad b. Yusuf, quoting Ya'qub b. Isl:>aq al-I::Iaqrami, quoting
Za'ida, from Ziyad b. 'Alaqa, from Jarir, who said, "A high priest met me in
Yemen and told me, 'If your master was a prophet, he died on Monday.'"
That is how aI-Bayhaqi narrated it.
Imam AQrnad stated that Abu Sa'Id related to him, quoting Za'ida, quoting
Ziyad b. 'Alaqa, from JarIr, who said, "A high priest in Yemen told me, 'If
your master was a prophet, he died today.'" Jarir added, "And he died on
Monday."
AI-BayhaqI stated that Abu al-I::Iusayn b. Bishran al-Mu'addil of Baghdad
informed him, quoting Abu Ja'far Mul:>ammad b. 'Amr, quoting Mul:>ammad
b. al-Haytham, quoting Sa'Id b. Kathir b. 'Ufayr, quoting 'Abd al-I::Iamid b.
Ka'b b. 'Alqama b. Ka'b b. 'Adl al-Tanukhi, from 'Amr b. al-I::Iarith, from Na'Im
b. Ajbal, from Ka'b b. 'AdI, who said, "I arrived in a delegation from the people
of aI-I::Iira to the Prophet (SAAS), and he explained Islam to us. We accepted
Islam and then left for al-I::IIra.
"Soon news reached us of the death of the Prophet (SAAS). My friends were
confused by this and said, 'Well, if he were a prophet, he would not have died!'
I replied, 'The prophets before him died.' So I remained firm in my Islam. Later
I left for Medina and passed by a monk without whose advice we never decided
anything. I asked him, 'Would you advise me about something that is bothering
me?' He replied, 'Bring me some name.' I brought him a bone dice. 156 He said,
'Cast it into this text', referring to a text he had brought out. So I cast the bone
into it. He then leafed through the text and carne upon the description of the
Prophet (SAAS), just as I had seen him. And it was foretold that he would die
at the time his death actually occurred.
156. The word used is ka<b, an oblong bone from an animal's foot that was used as a dice. The
game of kach was forbidden in the Qy.:r'an. The narrator's name is also "KaCb", so it is possible that
he brought the monk, who had asked for a name, something that bore his own name.
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"And so my conviction in my faith was strengthened. I went to Abu Bakr,
may God be pleased with him, and told him of this, then I remained there with
him. After that he dispatched me to Chosroe, and I later returned. 'Vmar b.
al-Khanab also dispatched me to him and I delivered to him his ('Vmar's) letter.
Then the battle of ¥ armuk took place, without my having knowledge of it. He
(Chosroe) asked me, 'Do you know that the Byzantines have killed and routed
the Arabs?' I replied, 'Not possible!' 'Why not?' he asked. I replied, 'God promised
His Prophet that he would give him victory over all religions, and He is not one
to break His promise.' He told me, '¥our Prophet spoke the truth to you. The
Byzantines were killed. And God did kill 'Ad.' He then asked me about the most
important Companions of the Messenger of God ($AAS), and I told him of
them. He gave gifts to 'Vmar and to them also. Those to whom he made gifts
were 'Ali, 'Abd al-Ral:unan and al-Zubayr."
The sub-narrator stated, "And I think he also named a!-,Abbas."
Ka'b went on, "I had been a partner of'Vmar in a cloth business during the
jahiliyya. When 'Vmar imposed the diwanI>l system, he put me in charge ofBanu
'Adl b. Ka'b."
This is a strange tradition and contains surprising information. It meets the
criteria for the category of ~a1Ji1J.
DIVISION

Mu/:tanunad b. Is/:taq stated, "When the Messenger of God ($AAS) died, the
Arab tribes seceded. Judaism and Christianity became arrogant and hypocrisy
spread. The Muslims became like sheep in the rain on a winter's night at loss
of their Prophet ($AAS), until God united them around Abu Bakr, may God be
pleased with him.'''''
Ibn Hisham stated, "Abu 'Ubayda and other scholars related to me that when
the Messenger of God ($AAS) died, most of the Meccans considered leaving
Islam - and indeed were intending to do so. 'Attab b. Usayd,'" may God be
pleased with him, was afraid of them and went into hiding. But then Suhayl
b. 'Amr, may God be pleased with him, arOse, gave praise and thanks to God,
then made reference to the death of the Messenger of God ($AAS). He said,
'That event has only increased the strength of Islam; and we will behead anyone
doubting it!' And so the Meccans reconsidered and gave up what they had been
considering. 'Attab b. Usayd reappeared. This is the position the Messenger of
God ($AAS) prophesied that Suhayl would take, as shown by his words to 'Vmar
b. al-Khanab. When, that is, 'Vmar made reference to pulling out Suhayl's two
front teeth when he was among the prisoners at the batde ofBadr, the Messenger
157. The system instituted by the Caliph Vmar that regulated both taxation and payments for
governmental empoyees, both civilian and military.
~
158. Ibn Isbaq is apparently quoting <jPisha in these words. See Guillaume, op. cit. page 689.
159. The Muslim governor of Mecca.
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of God (SAAS), had said, 'He may well take a position for which you certainly
won't blame him!'''
We have recounted elsewhere'" the apostacy that occurred in many Arab
tribes after the death of the Messenger of God (SAAS), and events involving
Musaylima b. I:Iabib, the self-professed prophet in 31-Yamama, and the uprising
of al-Aswad al-'Ansi in Yemen. We have there shown what became of these
people, until they retracted and came back to God, expressing repentance and
regret for the great stupidity and ignorance they had displayed in seceding,
attitudes to which they had been seduced by Satan. God then gave them aid and
settled them down, restoring them to His true religion at the hands of his caliph,
Abu Bakr, "the trusting", may God be pleased with him.
DIVISION

Ibn Isl:taq and others quote poems by I:Iassan b. Thabit, may God be pleased
with him, on the death of the Messenger of God (SAAS). One of the finest
and most eloquent of these is that narrated by 'Abd ai-Malik b. Hisham, may
God be pleased with him, from Abu Zayd al-An~ari, in which I:Iassan b. Thabit,
may God be pleased with him, mourns the Messenger of God (SAAS):
"At Tayba traces remain of the Messenger, and a light~emitting
locality, though traces may often fade and
disappear,

The signs of a sacred building with the minbar the
guide would mount will never disappear.
It signs are clear, its features lasting, and that home
with a chapel and a mosque.

There are chambers amidst which light from God would
descend, giving illumination and fire,
Knowledge that will never be effaced, signs which, if
removed become renewed.
Th~re

I knew the Messenger's design and commission and

a grave in whose dust he was hidden and buried.
I remained there weeping for the Messenger, though the
eyes of the spirits were delighted,

Recalling those blessings of the Messenger. I see my
soul unable to enumerate and so is confused.
My spirit is tonnented, drained by loss of Al;tmad, as it
goes on enumerating the wonders of the Messenger.
It cannot manage to account for one-tent4 of all his
deeds, and my soul has still more to suffer.
I stood long there at the mound of that grave
containing Al).mad, my eyes weeping all they could.

160. In Ibn Kathlr's work al-Bidaya wa al-Nihityya.
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You are blessed indeed, grave of the Messenger, and
blessed you, that land where the wise and rightly-guided one
resided.
Blessed be that grave that contains a good man, over
which stands a structure of broad stones in tiers.
Hands poured earth over him, eyes their tears, and at
that the stars set.
They sent away wisdom, knowledge and mercy, that night
they covered him, pillowless, with dirt.
Then they left sadly, their Prophet not among them,
their backs and arms feeling weak,
Weeping for one whose death-day the heavens and the
earth mourn, and the people were more sad.
Could ever mourning for a dead man equal that of the
day when Mul;tammad died?
A day when the site of revelation was taken from them,
a source oflight that gave benefit and help.
Leading to the Merciful One those who imitated him,
saving them from the horror of shame, guiding aright,
An imam for them energetically leading them to the
truth, a teacher of truth; those obeying him found happiness,
Forgiving their errors, accepting their excuse; if they
behaved well, God was very generous with reward.
If disaster struck them too hard to bear, from Him came
ease for what pained them
While they enjoyed God's favour, a guide amidst them to
show the way to be followed.
It hurt him if they strayed from the true path, and he
was eager that they go straight in right guidance.
He was sympathetic towards them, not excluding any from
his protection, leading them towards shelter.
While there in that light an arrow sent by death struck
into their light,
And so Mal:unud was sent back to God while the angels
mourned him while giving praise.
The sites in the land of the sacred places became
desolate at the absence of the revelation it had known,
Deserted, except for that spot with the grave where our
long-lost friend rests, between Bahl.t and Gharqad l61
And his mosque and those places deserted at his loss
are an empty area where once he stood and prostrated.
And the great stoning mound there, the houses, vacant
land, encampments and birth-sites miss him.
161. Balat was the area between Medina's mosque and the market, and Gharqad was its graveyard.
The words mean, respectively, "even ground" and "box tree".
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Weep tears, eye, for the Messenger of God, and may I
never know you with your tears dried up!
What is wrong with you, eye, that you do not weep for
that generous man whose ample robe encompassed the people?
Shed tears copiously and mourn aloud at loss of him the
like of whom will never again exist.
The ancients never lost the like of Mul;t.ammad, and his
like will never be mourned again till Judgement Day,
Nor anyone more kind or trustworthy in obligation
after obligation, nor anyone more generous, one never
ill-tempered.
Nor anyone more munificent with wealth both newly
acquired and long-held; while others are generous, some are
niggardly with their inheritance.
Nor anyone more noble in descent in the clans when
ancestry is checked, not more noble in ancestry to leaders
of the (Mecca) valley,
Nor anyone more fortressed by eminence, nor more secure
in a prominence that is supported by towering supports.
Nor anyone more firm in his roots and his branches and
his trunk, watered by rain clouds, his trunk strong and
supple.
It was an illustrious Lord who reared him, bringing him
to perfection in the most fine of deeds.
Instruction for the Muslims rested with him, and
knowledge was not kept back, nor was opinion disaproved.
I say, and no one could complain at my words, unless
devoid of sense and out of touch,
That it is not my intent to refrain from praising him;
it may be that I will reside in paradise forever,
With the Chosen One, whose aid 1 hope thereto; and to
attain that day I will constantly strive."
The baji", Abu a1-~sim aI-SuhaylJ stated at the end of his book al_Rawaq.
that Abu Sufyan b. aI-I;Iarith Ibn 'Abd a1-Munalib said, in mourning over the
Messenger of God ($AAS),
"I lay awake, my night endless, and the night of the
friend of one struck down is ever long.
My weeping cheered me, and my mourning was little
indeed compated to what the Muslims had lost.
Our disaster was enormous, momentous, that evening when
it was said that the Messenger had died.
Our very earth, because of what had afflicted it,
seemed ready to quake.
We had lost the divine inspiration and its revelation
among us, that had been brought by Gabriel as he came to
and fro.
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That man was fully worthy to have the souls of the
people flow out to him, or almost so.

A Prophet who would lift doubt away from us, by what
was revealed to him, and what he said.
He guided us, and we never feared going astray, the
Messenger being our guide.
Fa:tun(a), you have excuse indeed to mourn, but if you
do not, that is the (right) path.
For the grave of your father is the most important
grave of all, and in it lies the most important of men,
the Messenger."

o

Chapter: Information showing that the Prophet (SAAS) did not leave a dinar, a dirham, a
slave, a slave-girl, a sheep, a camel, nor anything to be inheritedfrom him - exceptfir land,
all ofwhich he left as a charitable offering to God, the Almighty and Glorious.

The world and all things thereon were to him - as they are to God - too insignificant for him to strive after, or to leave as inheritance - may God's prayers and
greetings be upon him and upon his brother prophets and messengers, fully and
constantly, until Judgement Day.
AI-Bukhari stated that Qutayba related to him, quoting Abu aI-AI)Wat;, from
Abu Isl:taq, from 'Amr b. al-Barith, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
did not leave a dinar, a dirham, a slave, a slave-girl- nothing except his white mule
that he used to ride, his weapons and land that he left as a charitable bequest for
wayfarers."
AI-Bukhari is alone in giving this; Muslim did not. AI-Bukhari narrated it in
various places in his $altilt collection, from various lines of transmission from
Abu al-Ahwa~, Sufyan al-Thawrl and Zuhayr b. Mu'awiya.
AI-Tirmidhi narrated it from a ltadith of Isra'il. AI-Nasa'i gave it also, from a
ltadith ofYunus b. Abu Isl:taq, all of them quoting from Abu Isl:taq. 'Amr b. 'Abd
Allah aI-Sabi'!, from 'Amr b. al-Barith b. al-Mu~taliq b. Abu Dinar, the brother
ofJuwayriyya, .daughter of aI-Barith, "the mother ofthe Believers", may God be
pleased with them both.
Imam Al:tmad stated that Abu Mu'awiya related to him, quoting al-A'mash
and Ibn Numayr, from al-A'mash, from Shaqiq, from Masruq, from 'A'isha,
who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) did not leave a dinar, a dirham, a
sheep, a camel, nor did he leave testamentary statements over anything."
Muslim is alone in narrating it, aI-Bukh3.rl not having given it. Abu Da'ud,
aI-Nasa'i and Ibn Maja gave it from several lines from Sulayman b. Mahran
ai-A'mash, from Shaqiq b. Salama Abu Wa'il, from Masruq b. aI-Ajda', from the
mother of the Believers, 'A'isha, "the trusting lady", the daughter of (Abu Bakr)
"the trusting", the beloved of him beloved by God, the lady declared innocent
from above the seven heavens, may God be pleased with her and give her pleasure.
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Imam Al.unad stated that Is!.laq b. Yusuf related to him, from Sufyan, from
'A~im, from Zirr b. I:Iubaysh, from 'A'isha, who said, "The Messenger of God

(SAAS) did not leave a d,nar, a dirham, a slave-girl, a slave, a sheep or a cameL"
(Imam A!.lmad also stated), "'Abd al-Ra!.lman related to us, from Sufyan, from
'A~im b. Zirr, from 'A'isha (who said), 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) did not
leave a dinar, a dirham, a sheep or a camel.'"
Sufyan stated, "That is the extent of my knowledge; I have doubts about (the
reference to) the slave and the slave-girL"
Al-Tirmidhl narrated it thus in al-ShamiPil from Bindar, from 'Abd al-RaJ.unan
b. Mahdi.
Imam A!.lmad stated that Wald' related to him, quoting Mis'ar, from 'A~im b.
Abu al-Nujud, from Zirr, who quoted 'A'isha, as having said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) did not leave a d,nar, a dirham, a slave, a female slave, a sheep or
a camel."

Imam A!.lmad narrated it thus, without (expression of) doubt.
Al-Bayhaqi narrated it from Abu Zakariyya' b. Abu Is!.laq al-Muzakki, from
Abu 'Abd Allah Mu!.lammad b. Ya'qub, quoting Mu!.lammd b. 'Abd al-Wahhab,
quoting Ja'far b. 'Awn, quoting Mis'ar, from 'A~im, from Zirr, who said, "'A'isha
stated, 'Are you asking me about the inheritance left by the Messenger of God
(SAAS)? He did not leave a dinar, a dirham, a slave or a slave-born female.'"
Mis'ar is quoted as having said, "I think he said, 'or a sheep or a camel'."
Al-Bayhaqi went on to state that Mis'ar informed him, from 'Adi b. Thabit,
from 'Ali b. al-I:Iusayn, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) did not leave
a dinar, a dirham, a slave or a slave-born female."
It is established in both ~a~,~ collections, from a ~adith of al-A'mash, from
Ibrahim, from al-Aswad, from 'A'isha, that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
bought food from a Jew for a given length of time and gave as security an iron
chain-mail.
In the version given by al-Bukhari, he narrated it from Qibi~a, from al-ThaWri,
from al-A'mash, from Ibrahim, from al-Aswad, from 'A'isha, may God be pleased
with her, who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) died while his armour was mortgaged
to a Jew fot 30."162
Al-Bayhaqi narrated it from a ~adith ofYazid b. Harun, from al-Thawri, from
al-A'mash, from Ibrahlm, from al-Aswad, who quoted her as having said, "The
Prophet (SAAS), died while his armour was mortgaged for 30 sa' of barley."
He went on, "Al-Bukharr narrated it from Mu!.lammad b. Kathlr, from Sufyan."
Al-Bayhaqi went on to state that 'Ali b. A!.lmad b. 'Abdan informed him, quoting
Abu Bakr Mu!.lammad b. I:Iammuwayh al-'Askari, quoting Ja'far b. Mu!.lammad
al-Qalanisi, quoting Adam, quoting Shayban, from Qitada, from Anas, who
said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) was invited to a meal of barley bread and
rancid fat." Anas went on, "And I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, 'By
162. The Arabic printed text quotes al-Bukhari as adding, "For 30 saC weight of barley, that is."
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Him who holds the life of MuJ:1ammad in his hands, MuJ:1ammad's family has
no longer a sac's weight of wheat or of dates.' At that time he had nine wives. He
had pawned a coat of armour he had to a Jew in Medina in exchange for food;
and he had not found money to redeem it up to his death.'''
Ibn Maja narrated some of this from a f:tadith of Sufyan b. 'Abd a1-Ral.iman
a1-NaJ:1w'i, from Qttada.
Imam AJ:1mad stated that 'Abd a1-Samad related to him, quoting Thabit,
quoting Hilal, from qkrama, from Ibn 'Abbas who said, "The Prophet (SAAS)
gazed towards Mt. UJ:1ud and said, 'By Him who holds my soul in His hand, how
it would please me if Mt. UJ:1ud belonged to MuJ:1ammad's people and I could
spend it in God's cause! The day I die I would have two dinars worth of it; these,
however, I would set aside for debt.'
"He did die, but did not leave a dinar, a dirham, a slave, nor a slave-born female.
He left his armour still pledged to a Jew for thirty ~a's weight of barley."
Ibn Maja narrated the latter part of this, from 'Abd Allah b. Mu'awiya
a1-JumaJ:1i, from Thabit b. Yazid, from Hilal b. Khabbab al-'Abdi al-Kiifi. For
the first part there is testimony in the ~af:tif:t collections from a f:tadith of Abii
Dharr, may God be pleased with him.
Imam AJ:1mad stated that 'Abd al-Samad, Abii Sa'id and 'Affan related to him,
quoting Thabit - IbnYazid, that is - quoting Hilal- Ibn Khabbab, that is - from
'Ikrama, from Ibn 'Abbas, that 'Umar came in to see the Prophet (SAAS), while
he was lying on a straw mat that had left a mark on his side. 'Umar asked,
'Prophet of God, should you not have a more comfortable bed than this?' He
replied, 'I'm not concerned with worldly things; I am merely like a rider travelling
on a summer's day, resting for a while during the day time beneath a tree, then
moving away and leaving it behind.'''
AJ:1mad is alone in giving this. Its line of transmission is excellent.
There is testimony to it from a f:tadith ofIbn 'Abbas, from 'Umar, regarding
the two women who protested to the Messenger of God (SAAS); and also in the
story of the abstinence from marital relations. The f:tadith, and others like it,
relating this will come later in discussion of the asceticism of the Prophet
(SAAS), and his disinterest in and disavowal of worldly things; all this will
substantiate our statements that he cared nothing for things of this world.
Imam AJ:1mad stated that Sufyan related to him, quoting 'Abd a1-'Aziz b.
Rufay', who said, "I and Shaddad b. Ma'qil went in to see Ibn 'Abbas, who told
us, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) left nothing except what is contained
between these two covers.' We then went to see MuJ:1ammad b. 'AlJ and he told
us the same."
AI-Bukhilri narrated this similarly, from Qutayba, from Sufyan b. 'Uyayna.
AI-Bukhart stated that Abii Nu'aym related to him, quoting Malik b. Mighwal,
from TalJ:1a, who said, "I asked 'Abd Allah b. Abii Awfa, 'Did the Prophet
(SAAS) leave a will?' 'No,' he replied. I asked, 'Why was it, then, recorded that
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the people should make wills or that they were ordered to do so?' He replied,
'He bequeathed the Book of God, Almighty and Glorious is He.'"
AI-Bukhan, Muslim, and all the orthodox scholars, except Abu Da'ud, narrated
this, from several lines of transmission, from Malik b. Mi'wal. AI-TirmidhI stated,
"It is ltasan ,altilt gharib; we know ofit only from the ltadith ofMalik b. Mighwal."
NOTICE.

Many altadith exist that we will give shortly after this section, relating to
dwellings, apartments for his wives, slaves both female and male, horses, camels,
weapons, a mule, a donkey, clothes, furnishings, a ring and various other things
owned by the Messenger of God (SAAS) during his life. We will give the
evidences and lines of transmission for the statements relating to all this.
Perhaps the Prophet (SAAS) gave many of these away as gifts to charity
during his life; and he manumitted his slaves, both male and female. He also set
aside some of his belongings, along with the two tracts ofland ofBanu al-NagIr,
and that at Khaybar and Fadak to which God entrusted him, for the benefit of
the Muslims.
We will explain all this, if God so wills it. However, he did not leave any of
that to be inherited absolutely from himself, as we will show shortly. And God's
help is to be sought.
Chapter: Evidence to the Prophet (SAAS) having said, 'We will not leave
(property for) inheritance'.

Imam A1)mad stated that Sufyan related to him, from Abu al-Zinad, from al-A'raj,
from Abu Hurayra to whom this evidence came. He once said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) said, 'My heirs will not inherit a dinar nor a dirham; whatever I
leave, after the expenses for my wives and provision for my employees, is to be
treated as a charity."
AI-Bukhan, Muslim and Abu Da'ud narrated it from various sources from
Malik b. Anas, from Abu al-Zinad 'Abd Allah b. Dhakwan, from 'Abd al-Ra1)man
b. Hurmuz al-A'raj, from Abu Hurayra, that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
said, "My heirs will not inherit a dinar nor a dirham; whatever I leave, after the
expenses for my wives and provision for my employees, is to be treated as a
charity."

This is the text of al-Bukhan.
AI-BukharI went on to state that 'Abd Allah b. Maslama related to him, from
Malik, from Ibn Shihab, from 'Urwa, from 'A'isha, who stated that, following the
death of the Prophet (SAAS), his wives wished to send 'Uthman to Abu Bakr for
him to ask about their inheritances. 'A'isha said, "But did the Messenger of God
(SAAS) not say, 'We will not leave (property for) inheritance; what we leave
will be for charity'?"
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Muslim narrated it thus, from Ya!).ya b. Ya1)ya. Abu Da'ud gave it from
al-Q;1'nabi, al-Nasa'i from QjItayba. All of them quoted it from Malik.
This comment was from one of the inheriting wives - if inheritance had been
decreed - who acknowledged that the Messenger of God (~AAS) established his
estate for charity, not inheritance. It is clear that the remainder of "the mothers
of the Believers" agreed with what she narrated and remembered what had been
said to them in that regard. Her expression shows that this was a matter well
established among them. But God knows best.
AI-Bukhari stated that Isma'il b. Aban related to him, quoting 'Abd Allah
b. al-Mubarak, from Yunus, from al-Zuhri, from 'Urwa, from 'A'isha, who said
that the Prophet (~AAS) stated, "We will not leave (property for) inheritance;
what we leave will be for charity."
Al-Bukhilri also stated, under the section entitled, The statements made by
the Messenger of God (SAAS) as follows, "'Abd AlI.ah b. Mu1).ammad related to
us, quoting Hisham, quoting Ma'mar, from al-Zuhri, from 'Urwa, from 'A'isha,
that Fatima and al-'Abbas went to Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him, to
receive their inheritance from the Messenger of God (~AAS). They were, at
that time, seeking his land at Fadak and his share of Khaybar. Abu Bakr told
them, 'I heard the Messenger of God (~AAS) say, "Our property is not to be
inherited; what we leave will be for charity. However, Mu1).ammad's family may
feed themselves from this property.'"
"Abu Bakr went on, 'I swear by God, I will never omit doing anything I saw
the Messenger of God (~AAS) doing.'
"Fatima then left him and did not speak to him again from then to her death."
Imam AJ.unad narrated it thus from 'Abd al-Razzaq, from Ma'mar.
A1).mad then narrated it from Ya'qub b. Ibrahim, from his father, from ~ali1).
b. Kaysan, from al-Zuhri, from 'lJrwa, from 'A'isha, that following the death
of the Messenger of God (~AAS), Fatima asked Abu Bakr for her inheritance
from what he had left that God had provided him. Abu Bakr told her, "The
Messenger of God (~AAS) said, 'Our property is not to be inherited; what we
leave will be for charity.''' Fatima grew angry and left Abu Bakr; she continued
avoiding him up to her death.
A1).mad stated, "Fatima lived on for six months following the death of the
Messenger of God (~AAS)." And he proceeded to narrate the /:tadith.
Imam A1).mad stated it thus. AI-Bukhari narrated this /:tadith in his work Kitiib
al-Maghiizi within his ~a/:ti/:t collection, from Ibn Bukayr, from al-Layth, from
'Aqil, from al-Zuhri, from 'lJrwa, from 'A'isha, as is given above. And he added,
"When she died, 'Ali buried her at night. He did not inform Abu Bakr; he did
pray over her."

('A'isha stated,) "During the life of Fatima, 'Ali had great prestige among the
people. When Fatima died, he lost this special position and set about making
peace with Abu Bakr and pledging allegiance to him. He had not pledged
allegiance for those months. So he sent a message to Abu Bakr, saying, 'Come to
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us, but don't bring anyone else.' He did not want 'Umar to come because of
what he knew of 'Umar's severity. 'Umar said, (to Abu Bakr), 'Don't go in to
them alone, by God!' Abu Bakr replied, 'What could they do to me? I shall go to
them, by God!'
"Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him, then set off. 'Ali spoke the shahiida
and went on, 'We well know your virtue and what God has awarded you. We'll
not envy you for the good to which God has led you. But you monopolized
power, to which we thought, because of our close relationship to the Messenger
of God (SAAS), we had a right to share.' 'Ali went on talking until Abu Bakr,
may God be pleased with him, wept. The latter then said, 'By Him in whose
hand is my soul, I would prefer to do good to relatives ofthe Messenger of God
(SAAS), than to my own! Regarding the question of the properties that inspired
antagonism between ns, I am not inclining in this away from what is right;·
I would never omit doing anything that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
had himself done.'
"When Abu Bakr had fInished performing the al-:;.uhr prayer, he mounted
the minbar and spoke the shahiida. He then made reference to 'Ali's having
been late in pledging allegiance to him and the excuses he had made that had
been accepted. 'Ali, may God be pleased with him, then spoke the shahiida and
emphasized Abu Bakr's right and went on to refer to his virtue and precedence.
He stated that his actions had not been influenced by any jealousy towards Abu
Bakr. He then went up to Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him, and expressed
his allegiance to him. The people gathered around 'Ali saying, 'You have done
well!' 'Ali became very popular when he rejoined the common cause."
AI-Bukhari also narrated this, as did Muslim, Abu Da'ud, and al-Nasa'i, from
several lines of transmission, from al-Zuhri, from 'Urwa, from 'A'isha in similar
form.
This pledge of allegiance made by 'Ali, may God be pleased with him, to Abu
Bakr, may God be pleased with him, came after the death of Fatima, may God
be pleased with her. It affIrmed the peace between them. It was subsequent to
that pledge to which we referred fIrst on that day in the hall, as was narrated by
Ibn Khuzayrna and declared authentic by Muslim b. a1-I:Iajjaj. 'Ali had not been
avoiding Abu Bakr for these six months, but had been performing the prayer
behind him and attending al-mashwara, "the consultative assemblies". with him.
He had also accompanied him to Dhu al-Q!~~a.
In the ~abib collection of al-BukhiiIi it is stated that Abu £lakr. lIla) God be
pleased with him, performed the al-'a~r prayer some nights following the death
of the Messenger of God (SAAS), and, leaving the mosque, found al-I:Iasan,
'Ali's son, playing with the other boys. He carried him on his back and began
chanting,
"Oh, by my father, the image of the Prophet, but not the image of 'Ali!"
'Ali was laughing. However, when this second pledge of allegiance took place,
some narrators believed that 'Ali had not spoken a pledge before that, and denied
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that he had done so. But what is positively affIrmed takes precedence over what
is negative, as we have shown and stated above. But God knows best.
As for the anger being expressed by Fatima, may God be pleased with her and
give her pleasure, against Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him and give him
pleasure, I cannot account for it.
If it was due to his refusal to award her the inheritance for which she asked
him, he had given her a reason that had to be accepted. This was his reference
to the statement by her father, the Messenger of God ($AAS), who said, "Our
property is not to be inherited; what we leave will be for charity." She was one
of those who submitted to the text of the law-giver that had been unknown to her
before she asked about inheritance, just as it was unknown to the wives of the
Prophet ($AAS), until 'A'isha informed them all of it; and they accepted it.
It should not be thought of Fa!ima, may God be pleased with her, that she
was making some accusation to (Abu Bakr) "the trusting", may God be pleased
with him, for what he had told her - heaven forbid that, both for her and for
him! How could this be, since 'Umar b. a1-Khanab, 'Uthman b. 'AtTan, 'AlI b.
Abu Tiilib, ai-'Abbas b. 'Abd a1-Munalib, 'Abd al-RaQmiln b. 'Awf, Tall;1a b.
'Ubayd Allah, a1-Zubayr b. a1-'Awwam, Sa'd b. Abu Waqq~, Abu Hurayra and
'A'isha had all agreed with him in his narration of this badith, as we will shortly
demonstrate. And even if it had been an account narrated solely by Abu Bakr,
may God be pleased with him, it would still have been incumbent upon the
whole world to accept it, and to yield to him in the matter.
If her anger related to what she had asked Abu Bakr, may God be pleased
with him, these lands were a public charity, not an inheritance that her husband
should supervise. His reason amounted to his assertion that, because he was the
successor of the Messenger of God ($AAS), he considered it his duty to do
as the former had done, and to rule as he had. The badith quotes him as saying,
"I will never omit doing anything I saw the Messenger of God ($AAS) doing."
And it goes on, "Fatima then avoided him and did not speak to him again from
then to her death."
This circumstance and her estrangement from him opened a broad field
for the "rejectionist faction" and extensive foolishness, because of which they
intruded themselves where they had no business.
Had they properly understood, they would have credited Abu Bakr with his
virtue and accepted the reason he gave as it should be by everyone.
However, they are a forsaken faction, a contemptible group, people who
stubbornly maintain the dubious, while ignoring what is accepted as definite
and incontrovertible by the great imams of Islam, the Companions and their
immediate successors, and the well-respected scholars who followed them
throughout the ages and everywhere - may God be pleased with them all and
give them pleasure!
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DISCUSSION OF THE NARRATION FROM VARIOUS AUTHORITIES
CONCERNING THE STATEMENT MADE BY ABU BAKR AND THEIR
AGREEMENT UPON THIS.

Al-Bukharl stated that Ya!).ya b. Bukayr narrated to him, quoting al-Layth, from
'AqIl, from Ibn Shihab, who said, "Malik b. Aws b. al-I;Iadathan informed me"
- and Mu!).anunad b. Jubayr b. Mut'im also narrated part of this badtth, saying
that he went in to him, (Malik) and asked him and that he replied to him as
follows - '''I had gone in to see 'Vmar, when his doorkeeper, Yarfa' carne and
asked him, 'Would you like to see 'VthmiIn, 'Abd al-Ra\:J.rniInb. 'Awf, al-Zubayr
and Sa'd?" He replied, "Yes, let them corne in." Yarfa' then asked, "And 'AlI
and 'Abbas too?" "Yes," he replied.'
"'Abbas asked, 'Commander of the Believers, give judgement between myself
and this man ('AlI).' 'Vmar replied, 'I charge you by God through whose
permission the heavens and the earth exist, do you know that the Messenger of
God (SAAS) said, "Our property is not to be inherited; what we leave will
be for charity", and that by this he (the Prophet) was referring to himself?' The
group agreed that he had indeed said that. 'V mar then approached 'AlI and
'Abbas and said, 'Do you both know that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said
that?' They replied, 'Yes, he did say that.'"
'Vmar b. al-Khauab went on, "I will talk to you about this matter. God chose
His Messenger for this flu>, 163 'booty', as something he had not given to anyone
else. As God stated, 'What God had awarded as fa;> for His messenger ... has
power over all things' (surat al-ljashr; LIX, v.6).
"That property was therefore specifically for the Messenger of God (SAAS).
He did not, however, I swear by God, keep it for himselfor withhold it from you,
but gave out its income which he distributed to you so that the present property
remained. And from it he would provide the yearly expenses for his family,
treating whatever remained as God's property. He acted in this way throughout
his life. I adjure you by God, do you know that?' 'Yes,' they replied. 'Vmar then
asked 'AlI and 'Abbas, 'I adjure you by God, do you two men know that?' 'Yes,'
they replied.
"'Vmar went on, 'Then the Messenger of God (SAAS) died and Abu Bakr,
may God be pleased with him, said, 'I am the successor ofthe Messenger of God
(SAAS).' And he took that property and managed it as the Messenger of God
(SAAS) had done. Then Abu Bakr died and I said, 'Now I am the successor
of the successor to the Messenger of God (SAAS).' And I took that property
for two years, managing it as the Messenger of God (SAAS) had done. Then
you both came to me, each saying the same thing and making the same case.
Eventually you ('Abbas) came to me asking me for your share from the property
of your nephew (the Prophet (SAAS». After that, this man ('AlI) carne requesting
163. Goods or property won at war by Muslims but without fighting actually having occurred.
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the share of his wife from her father. I told you both, 'If you wish, I will give it
to you to be managed in the same way.' Are you now seeking from me a different
judgement? By God by whose permission the heavens and earth exist, I'll never
give you any decision that is different, not even till Judgement Day! If you are
incapable of managing it, then return it to me, and I'll take care ofit for you!'"
Al-Bukhari narrated this in various places in his $al;il; collection. Muslim and
the other orthodox scholars gave it from various lines, from al-Zuhri.
In one narrative in both $al;il; collections, 'Umar is quoted as saying, "Then
Abu Bakr became in charge of it, "and managed it as the Messenger of God
(SAAS) had done. And God knows that he was truthful, pious, rightly guided,
and always in pursuit of the truth. Then I took control of it and managed it as
had both the Messenger of God (SAAS) and Abu Bakr. And God knows that I
too am truthful, pious, rightly guided and always in pursuit of the truth. Then
you both came to me and I gave it over to your control, to manage it as had the
Messenger of God (SAAS), Abu Bakr and I. I adjure you by God, did I not pass
it to you to do likewise?' 'Yes,' they said. 'Umar then said to them, 'I adjure you
two men by God, did I not pass it to you both to do likewise?' 'Yes,' they said.
'Umar went on, 'Do you (now) seek from me some different decision? No, by
Him whose permission the heavens and the earth exist!'"
Imam AJ:unad stated that Sufyan narrated to him, from 'Amr, from al-Zuhri,
from Malik b. Aws, who said, "I heard 'Umar say to 'Abd al-RaJ:unan, Tall:1a,
al-Zubayr and Sa'd, 'I implore you by God by whose order the heavens and
the earth exist, do you know that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "Our
property will not be inherited; we have left it as charity"?' "Yes," they said.'''
This I;adilk meets the criteria of both $al;il; collections.
I note that what the two men asked him - though God knows best - was that,
following the award of authority to them, the income would be divided between
them so that they would receive what would have been their right if it had been
decreed that each be an actual heir to the land.
They apparently sent ahead of themselves a group of the Companions,
including 'Uthman, Ibn 'Awf, TalI:1a, al-Zubayr and Sa'd. They had developed
a serious rivalry because the management authority had been divided between
them. The Companions who had gone on ahead asked 'Umar, "Commander of
the Believers, decide between them both. Or relieve one of the other."
It seems that 'Umar; may God be pleased with him, was reluctant to divide
authority between them as if dividing a heritage, even if doing so only in appearance, since he wished to act in accord with the words of the Messenger of God
(SAAS), 'Our property is not to be inherited; what we ieave will be for charity.'
He therefore resisted them all and gave them an outright refusal, may God be
pleased with him.
'Ali and al-'Abbas continued thereafter to manage the property jointly up to
the time of'Uthman b. 'Affan. Then 'Ali gained the advantage to it and al-'Abbas
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gave it up to him, with the assent of his son'Abd Allah, may God be pleased with
them both, in the presence of 'Uthman. A\:!mad narrated to this effect in his
musnad collection. It has continued to be controlled by the 'Alawl l64 community.
I have closely examined the lines of transmission of this ftadith and its
phraseology in both musnad collections of aftadith of the shaikhan, Abu Bakr and
'Umar, may God be pleased with them both. For each one I have assembled a
large volume of narrations they made relating to the Messenger of God (SAAS),
and their views on what constitutes proper and useful law. I have arranged this
material under legal headings currently used today.
I have narrated that Fatima, may God be pleased with her, initially argued
using analogy and general reference to verses in the Holy Qur'an. Abu Bakr
responded to her by quoting the texts restricting the rights of the Prophet
(SAAS), and she accepted his words. This is what is attributed to her, may God
be pleased with her.
Imam A1)mad stated that 'Affan narrated to him, quoting I;Iammad b. Salama,
from Mu1)ammad b. 'Amr, from Abu Salama, that Fatima asked Abu Bakr,
"Who would inherit for you if you died?" "My son and my family," he replied.
She asked, "Then why can we not inherit from the Messenger of God (SAAS)?"
He replied, "I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, 'Prophets do not leave
(property for) inheritance.' However, I myself provide for those whom the
Messenger of God (SAAS) provided and give money to those to whom the
Messenger of God (SAAS) gave."
AI-Tirmidhi narrated it in his collection, from Mu1)ammad b. al-Muthanna,
from Abu al-Walid al-Tayalisi, from Mu1)ammad b. 'Amr, from Abu Salama,
from Abu Hurayra. AI-Tirmidhi gave it with a full line of transmission and
categorized it as being ftasan ~aftift gharib.
There is also the ftadith given by Imam A1)mad, who stated that 'Abd Allah b.
Mu1)ammad b. Abu Shayba related to him, quoting Mu1)ammad b. Fuqayl, from
al-Walid b. Jumay', from Abu al-Tufayl, who said, "When the Messenger of God
(SAAS) died, Fatima sent the following message to Abu Bakr: 'Is it you who
inherited from the Messenger of God (SAAS), or his family!' He replied, 'Not
me, his family.' She then asked, 'So where is the share of the Messenger of God
(SAAS)?' Abu Bakr replied, 'I heard him say, "If God gives provision to a
prophet then takes him away, He leaves that provision to whomever succeeds
him." So I thought I should return it to the Muslims.' She responded, 'Then
(do) as you (think) and heard from the Messenger of God (SAAS).'''
Abu Da'ud narrated it thus from 'Uthman b. Abu Shayba, from Mu1)ammad
b. Fuqayl.
This ftadith is somewhat strange and objectionable. It may have been narrated
in the sense that some sources understood it. Tbese include some who love Shi'i
tendencies; this should be known.
164. The descendants of cAli, that is.
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The best aspect of this /:tadith is her having said, "Then (do) as you (think) and
heard from the Messenger of God (SAAS)." This is correct and what is to be
expected of her, appropriate to her situation, her leadership role, her knowledge
and her faith. May God be pleased with her!
It seems that it was after this that she asked him to appoint her hnsband
manager of this charitable property, but he did not agree to that, as we have
shown. And because of that she scolded him. She was a woman like all Adam's
daughters, becoming upset as they all do; she is certainly not infallible, in light of
the existence of a text from the Messenger of God (SAAS), and her opposition
to Abu Bakr, "the trusting"; may God be pleased with her!
And we have narrated of Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him, that he did
reconcile with Falima and treated her kindly before her death, and this pleased
her, may God be pleased with him.
The /:taft:; Abu Bakr al-Bayhaqi stated that Abu 'Abd Allah Mul;1ammad
b. Ya'qub informed him, quoting Mul;1ammad b. 'Abd al-Wahhab, quoting
'Abdan b. 'Uthman al-'Aw, of Nishapur, quoting Abu Jamra, from Isma'il b.
Abu Khalid, from al-Sha'bi, who said, "When Fatima fell ill, Abu Bakr went and
asked permission to visit with her. 'Ali said, 'Falima, this is Abu Bakr. May
he visit with you?' She asked, 'Do you wish me to give him permission?' 'Yes,'
he replied.
"She permitted him to enter and he did so, in order to cheer her. He said, 'I
swear by God, I have never left home, property, family and tribe unless to please
God, His Messenger and all of you, his family!' He then reconciled with her
so that she was content."

The line of transmission for this is excellent and strong. It is clear that 'Amir
al-Sha'bi heard it from 'Ali, or from someone who heard it directly from him.
The scholars who belong to the household ofthe Prophet (SAAS) acknowledge
the soundness of Abu Bakr's decision in this matter.
The /:taft:; al-Bayhaqi stated that Mul;1ammad b. 'Abd Allah al-I:Iafi~ informed
him, quoting Abu 'Abd Allah al-Saffar, quoting Isma'il b. Isl;1aq al~qi, quoting
Na~r b. 'Ali, quoting Ibn Da'ud, from Fuqayl b. Marzuq, who said, "Zayd b. 'Ali
b. al-I:Iusayn b. 'Ali b. Abu T""alib stated, 'For my part, if! had been in Abu Bakr's
place, I would have reached the same decision he reached over (the property at)
Fadak.'"
DIVISION

The a!-raft4una, "the rejectionists", have spoken foolisWy in this regard,
pretending knowledge they did not actually have. They lied about what they had
no knowledge and were unable to interpret. They intruded themselves into
issues not of their concern.
Some ofthem have tried to refute Abu Bakr's reported statement to which we
have referred above by maintaining that it is contrary to the Qur>an in which
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God Almighty stated, "and Solomon was heir to David" (surat al-Naml; XXVII,
16), and also to where the Almighty quotes Zakariyya by sayiug, "so grant me
from Yourself someone to be my successor to inherit from me and from Jacob's
progeny. And make him, 0 Lord, pleasing (to You)" (surat Maryam (Mary);
XIX, v.S, 6).
Their quoting this as evidence is foolish from several viewpoints.
One is that in His words, "Solomon was heir to David" He was referring
only to power and to prophethood, saying, in effect, "We have made him his
successor in his exercise of power, management over his subjects and rule among
the Israelites; We have made him a noble prophet like his father. Just as We
combined kingship and prophethood in his father, so did we in his son after him."
This does not mean in inheritance of wealth. For, as is stated by many
commentators, David had very many sons, said to number 100. And why, then,
should the reference have been made to only Solomon of all these, if what was
meant was inheritance ofproperty? What was meant by inheritance was Solomon's
assumption of the prophethood and power after David. This is why He stated,
"and Solomon was heir to David". And He quoted Solomon as saying, "0
my people! We have been taught the speech of birds, and we have been given
(knowledge) of everything. This is assuredly manifest grace" (sUrat al-Naml;
XXVII, v.16).
We have covered this issue fully and sufficiently in our work, Taft.r (Exegesis).
And all praise and credit belong to God.
Regarding the story of Zakariyya, he was, may peace be upon hiro, one of the
noble company of prophets. He considered this world of too little consequence
for him to ask God for a son to inherit his property; why should he, indeed,
when he was, as al-Bukharl tells us, merely a carpenter, living off his earnings?
Providing merely for his own sustenance, he had no savings to bequeath, for which
to need to ask God for an heir. And even if he had had property, what he did ask
for was actually a righteous son to inherit prophethood from hiro and to work
for the benefit of Banjj Isra'il and to lead them to righteousness. The Almighty
therefore said, "Kafha ya 'ayn ~ad.l65 Mention of the mercy ofYonr Lord to His
worshipper Zakariyya, when he called out to his Lord in a low voice, saying,
'0 God, my bones are become weak, and my head shines with greyness! And,
o Lord, I have never been tiresome in praying to You. I fear those who will
come after my tiroe. My wife has been barren, and so grant me from Yourself
someone to be my successor to inherit from me and from Jacob's progeny. And
make biro, 0 Lord, pleasing (to You)'" (surat Maryam (Mary); XIX, v.I-6). The
words were, "my successor to inherit from me and from Jacob's progeny". By
this he meant the prophethood, as we have affirmed in our work, al- Taft'r
(Exegesis), and to God be all praise and credit.
165. A number of the sarat, "chapters", of the Qur>an, as here, are prefixed by letters that offer
themselves to various interpretations. These are discussed in the standard works of exegesis to
which the interested reader may make reference.
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It is given hereabove in the account of Abu Salama, from Abu Hurayra, from
Abu Bakr, that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "Prophets do not leave
(property) for inheritance." This is a comprehensive, all-inclusive reference
encompassing all prophets. Al-Tirmidhl categorized the !}adith as !}asan. And
in another !}adith he is quoted as saying, "We prophets do not leave (property
for) inheritance."
Secondly, the Messenger of God (SAAS) was singled out from all the prophets
with ordinances in which others do not participate with him; we will give a
separate chapter on this at the end of this biography, if God So wills it. If it is
supposed that prophets other than himself might leave property in inheritance and that is not the case - then that would have been narrated in the information
we have given from the Companions, including the "four imams", Abu Bakr,
'Umar, 'Uthman and 'Ab, and this would have made clear his having been
singled out from the others by this ordinance. 166
Thirdly, it is necessary to operate in accord with this !}adith and to reach
judgement on its basis as the caliphs did, its veracity having been recognized
by the scholars, whether or not they regarded this as a unique feature of (the
Prophet). He did, indeed, state, "We will not leave (property for) inheritance;
what we leave will be for charity."
It is possible, therefore, from the phrase used, that the words of the Prophet
(SAAS), "What we leave will be for charity", represent information about his
decision or that of the rest of the prophets, along with himself, in accord with
the above; this seems apparent. It is also possible that the words constitute a
testamentary statement, suggesting that he meant, "We will not leave (property
for) inheritance, since all that we have left is for charity", his specific purpose
being to affirm the validity of all his property being considered to be for charity.
The first of these possibilities is preferable and is that accepted by the
majority. The second might be considered strengthened by what is given above
in the !}adith of Malik and others, from Abu aI-Zinad, from ai-A'raj, from Abu
Hurayra, to the effect that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "My heirs will
not inherit a dinar nor a dirham; whatever I leave, after the expenses for my wives
and provision for my employees is to be treated as a charity."
This wording is given in both Fa!}i!} collections. It refutes the distortions
spoken by that foolish faction ofthe sh,~a who read the phrase as, "What we leave
is (to be considered) as an inheritance", considering the negative particle ma as a
"ma, 'denying categorization'" .167 Yet how would this work with the first part of
the !}adith, in which he stated, la nurathu, "we will not be inherited from" .168 and
also this other !}adith saying, ma taraktu ba'da nafiqati nisa'i. '69
166. That is, that he not leave property in inheritance.
167. A grammatical term; thus it would render the statement all-inclusive, meaning "whatever",
instead of "not".
168. Translated above as: "our property is not to be inherited".
169. Translated above as: "whatever I leave, after the expenses for my wives ..."
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And is this anything but similar to what is related of a certain mu'tazilil70
who recited to an orthodox sheikh the words, "And God spoke to Moses, using
words" (surat al-Nisa'; IV, v.lM), with the word Allah in the accusative case. To
which the sheikh commented, "Confound you! How will you, in keeping with the
above reading, be able to distort the following words of the Almighty, 'And when
Moses came at our appointed time and his Lord spoke to him.''' (surat al-ACraf;
VII, v.143).
The outcome is that application must be given to the words of the Prophet
(SAAS), "We will not leave (property for) inheritance; what we will leave will
be for charity", to the full extent that phraseology and meaning allow. It is a
statement that makes specific the general tenor of the verse relating to inheritance
and excludes the Prophet (SAAS), either alone or along with his brother prophets,
may God's peace and blessings be upon them all.
Chapter: An Account ofthe wives and children, may God be pleased with
them all, ofthe Prophet (SAAS).

God Almighty stated, "Wives of the Prophet, you are not like any other women,
provided you remain conscious of God. Hence be not alluring in your speech,
lest those men with sickness in their hearts be attracted. Speak with politeness.
Remain in your homes and do not display yourselves as women did in the
days of ignorance. Perform the prayers, pay the alms and obey God and His
Messenger. God wishes only to preseve you from what is vile, you family
members of the household, and to keep you thoroughly pure. And remember
those verses and the wisdom from God that are revealed in your homes. God is
kind and knowledgeable" (surat al-Aitzab; XXXIII, v.32-4).
There is no dispute over the fact that when the Messenger of God (SAAS)
died, he left nine widows. These were 'A'isha al-Tayrniyya, daughter of Abu
Bakr, "the trusting"; I;l.af~a al-'Adawiyya, daughter of'Umar b. al-Khanab; Umm
I;l.abiba Ramla al-Umawiyya, daughter ofAbu Sufyan Sakhr b.l;l.arb b. Umayya;
Zaynab al-Asadiyya, daughter of Ja1;Ish; Umm Salama I;l.ind al-Makhzumiyya,
daughter of Abu Umayya; Mayrnuna al-Hilaliyya, daughter of al-I;l.arith; Sawda
al-'Amiriyya, daughter of Zam'a; Juwayriyya al-Mu~raliqiyya, daughter of
al-I;l.arith b. Abu l)irar; and Safiyya al-NaQariyya al-Isra'iliyya al-HarUniyya,
daughter of I;l.uyayy b. Akhtab. May God be pleased with them and give them
pleasure.
He also had two wives donated to him. The first of these were Mariyya
al-Qubtiyya al-Mi~riyya, from Kawrat An~ina', who was the mother of his son
170. The mtPtazila movement seems to have initially encompassed those who cazalii, "remained
neutral or uncommitted", in the dispute over the succession in AH 35 of cAli b. Abu Ta:lib. Later
the word became applied to a theological movement centred in Basra that differed essentially
with the sunni orthodox community over the specifics of sin and disbelief. See article in The

Encyclopaedia ofIslam.
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IbrahJm, upon whom be peace. The second was Rayl;1ana al-Qur~iyya, daughter
of Sham'un; she accepted Islam and he manumitted her. She then rejoined
her family. Some claim that she remained in seclusion among them. But God
knows best.
We will proceed to give detailed information on them, drawing upon statements
made by the imams, may God have mercy upon them.
The great bali:;: Abu Bakr al-Bayhaql narrated, through Sa'ld b. Abu 'Aruba,
from Q;ttada, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) married fifteen women.
He consummated marriage with thirteen of these and eleven lived with him. He
died leaving nine widows."
He went on to name those nine, as we have done; may God be pleased with
them all.
Sayf b. 'Vmar narrated this from Sa'ld, from Q;ttada, from Anas. Bul;1ayr b.
Kathlr narrated it from Q;ttada from Anas. The first line is more (likely to be)
authentic. Sayf b. 'Vmar al-Tamlml narrated it from Sa'ld, from Q;ttada, from
Anas, as also did Ibn 'Abbas.
Sayf narrated it similarly from Sa'ld b. 'Abd Allah, from 'Abd Allah b. Abu
Mulayka, from 'jPisha who said, "The two women with whom he did not
consummate his marriage were 'Amra, daughter of Yazld al-Ghifariyya and
al-Shanba'. He was alone with 'Amra, but when he undressed her he saw leprosy
on her. He therefore sent her away, providing her with a dowry and she was
prohibited from contact with other men. Al-Shanba', when brought in to him,
was not receptive and he left her, waiting for her to become so. However, when
his son Ibrahim died shortly thereafter, she commented, 'If he were a prophet,
his son would not have died!' And so he divorced her, provided a dowry for
her and she was prohibited from other men."
'A,'isha went on, "The women who were in his household were: 'A,'isha;
Sawda; I:Iaf~a; Umm Salama; Umm I:Iablba; Zaynab, daughter ofJal;1sh; Zaynab,
daughter of Khuzayma; Juwayriyya; Safiyya; Maymuna and Umm Sharlk."
I note that in the ,abib collection of al-Bukhan, it is stated from Anas that
the Messenger of God (SAAS) would go to his wives in sequence and that they
totalled eleven wives.
It is well established that the Messenger of God (SAAS) did not consummate
his marriage to Umm Sharlk, as will be explained. The mention above of him
attending his wives in sequence and their being eleven women in number was the
total of the nine women named above and the two women gifted to him, Mariyya
and Rayl;1ana. :
Ya'qub b. Sufyan al-Fasawl narrated this from al-I:Iajjaj b. Abu Manl" from
his grandfather 'Vbayd Allah b. Abu Ziyad al-~afj, from al-ZuhrL
Al-Bukharl gave it in his ,abib collection with a full line of transmission from
this same al-I:Iajjaj.
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The !taji" b. 'Asakir gave this in part, also attributing it to him, to the effect
that the first wife the Messenger of God (SAAS), married was KhadJja, daughter
of Khuwaylid b. Asad b. 'Abd a1-'lJzza b. Qusayy, and that she was married to
him by her father prior to his having received his prophetic mission.
In one account, al-Zuhrl stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) was 21
years of age when he married Khadlja; it is also said that he was 25 and that the
marriage took place around the time that the ka'ba was being reconstructed."
AI-Waqidl added to this, "And she was 45 years old."
Other scholars state that his age at that time was 30. I:IakIm b. I:Iizam is
quoted as having said, "The age of the Messenger of God (SAAS) was 25 years
of age the day he married Khadlja, and she was 40."
Ibn 'Abbas is quoted as having said that she was 28 years old. Ibn 'Asakir
gives both these accounts.
Ibn Jarlr stated, "(At that time) the Prophet (SAAS) was 37 years old. To
him were born al-QIsim, by whose name he was commonly known, a1-Tayyib,
ai-Tahir, Zaynab, Ruqayya, Umm Kulthum and Fatima."
I note that she was the mother of all his children, except for IbrahIm, who was
born to Mariyya, as will be explained hereafter.
Ibn Jarlr went on to speak about each of the daughters of the Messenger of
God (SAAS), and those who married them. His conclusion was that Zaynab was
married by aPAs b. al-Rabl' b. 'Abd al-q]zza b. 'Abd Shams b. 'Abd Manaf, who
was Khadlja's nephew. His mother was Hala, daughter of Khuwaylid. To him she
bore a son named 'All and a daughter named Umama. 'All b. Abu Talib married
her following the death of Fatima. He died while still married to her. After his
death, she married al-Mughlra b. Nawfal b. al-I:Iarith b. 'Abd al-Munalib.
(Ibn Jarlr went on) "Ruqayya was married to q]thmao b. 'AfTao. She bore him
a son, 'Abd Allah; q]thmao was first known by this son's name and later by his
son 'Amr. Ruqayya died while the Messenger of God (SAAS) was at the battle
ofBadr. When Zayd b. I:Iaritha returned with the news (of the victory) he found
them levelling the earth over her grave. q]thmao had remained with her, nursing
her, but the Messenger of God (SAAS) awarded him his payment and share
of the booty. He then married q]thmao to his other daughter Umm Kulthum.
This is why q]thman is known as 'he who possessed the two lights'. She died,
also while living with q]thman, during the life ofthe Messenger of God (SAAS).
"Fatima was married by her cousin 'Ail b. Abu Talib b. 'Abd a1-Munalib. He
consummated his marriage to her following the battle of Badr, as we recounted
above. She bore him I:Iasan, by whom he was known, and I:Iusayn who was
martyred in qraq."
I note that he was also named "Mui).sin".
(Ibn Jarlr went on) "Then there were Zaynab and Umm Kulthum. This
Zaynab was married by her cousin, 'Abd Allah b. Ja'far. She bore him 'Ail and
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'Awn and died while living with 'Abd Allah. Umm Kulthum was married by the
Commander of the Believers, 'Umar b. al-Khanab. She bore him Zayd; 'Umar
died while still married to her. After him she married the sons ofher uncle Ja'far,
one after the other. First she married 'Awn b. Ja'far, and he died. His brother
MulJammad then married her and he too died. Then the brother of both these
men, 'Abd Allah b. Ja'far, married her, and she died while still married to him."
AI-Zuhri stated, "Khadija, daughter of Khuwaylid, had been married prior
to her marriage to the Messenger of God (SAAS) to two men. The first of
these was 'Atiq b. 'A'idh b. Makhzum. To him she bore Jariyya, the mother of
MulJammad b. Sayfi. The second was Abu Hala aI-Taymi; to him she bore Hind
b. Hind."
Ibn IslJaq gave his name and went on, "After the death of 'A'idh Abu Hala,
she married aI-Nabbash b. Zurara, a man ofBanu 'Amr b. Tamim, an ally ofBanu
'Abd ai-Dar. To him she bore one boy and one girl, and he died. Then the
Messenger of God (SAAS) married her, and to him she bore his four daughters
and after them his sons aI-Qisim, al-Tayyib and ai-Tahir. All the boys died
while still suckling."
I note that the Messenger of God (SAAS) did not marry another woman while
she was still alive.
'Abd al-Razzaq narrated it thus from Ma'mar, from aI-Zuhri, from 'Urwa,
who quoted 'A'isha, as above.
We have referred above in the appropriate place to her marriage, and have
also made reference to her virtues, with the evidences thereto.
AI-Zuhri went on, "Then the Messenger of God (SAAS), after Khadija, married
'A'isha, daughter of Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Abu QulJafan 'Uthman b. 'Amir b.
'Arnr b. Ka'b b. Sa'd b. Tayrn b. Murra b. Ka'b b. Lu'ayy b. Ghalib b. Fihrb.
Malik b. al-Nagr b. Kinana; she was the only virgin he ever married."
I note that she bore him no children. It is said, however, that she miscarried
a child of his whom the Messenger of God (SAAS) had named 'Abd Allah.
And she was therefore named Umm 'Abd Allah. Others say, however, that she
bore this name after the son of her sister Asmii', his father being al-Zubayr b.
aI-'Awwam, may God be pleased with them all.
I also note that it is also said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) married
Sawda prior to 'A'isha; Ibn IslJaq and others stated this. We have mentioned
above the dispute over this. God knows best.
I have described the marriage of the Messenger of God (SAAS) to both these
women prior to the Hijra, and how he postponed the consummation of his
marriage to 'A'isha until after the Hijra.
(AI-Zuhri went on) "And he married I:Iafsa, daughter of 'Umar b. aI-Khanab.
She had previously been the wife of Khunays b. I:Iudhafa b. Q;tys b. 'Adi b.
I:Iudhafa b. Sahm b. 'Amr b. Husays b. Ka'b b. Lu'ayy. He died, a Muslim,
while still married to her.
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"Then he married Umm Salama Hind, daughter ofAbu Umayya b. al-Mughlra
b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Vmar b. Makhzum. She had previously been the wife of her
cousin AbU Salama 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Asad b. Hila! b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Vmar
b. Makhzum.
"After that he married Sawda, daughter ofZam'a b. 'Abd Shams b. 'Abd Wudd
b. Na~r b. Malik b. J::Iisl b. 'Atnir b. Lu'ayy. She had previously been married to
al-Sakran b. 'Arnr, the brother of Suhayl b. 'Arnr b. 'Abd Shams. He died as a
Muslim while married to her after his and her return to Mecca from Abyssinia;
may God be pleased with them both.
"He next married Umm J::Iabiba Ramla, daughter of Abu Sufyan b. J::Iarb
b. Umayya b. 'Abd Shams b. 'Abd Manaf b. Qu~ay. She had previously been
married to 'Vbayd Allah b. ]aI;lsh b. Ri'ab of Banu Asad b. Khuzayma. He died
a Christian in Abyssinia. The Messenger of God (SAAS) sent to her 'Amr
b. Umayya al-l)amIi in Abyssinia to arrange his betrothal to her. 'Vthmlln b.
'AfIan conducted his marriage to her."
I note that this is what he stated; however, the correct name here should be
'Vthman b. Abu al-'A~. The Negus awarded her a dowry on his behalf of 400
dinars and dispatched her with ShurahbIl b. J::Iasana. We have narrated all this
at length above - and to God be praise.
Al-ZuhIi went on, "Then he married Zaynab, daughter of ]aI;lsh b. Ri'ab b.
Arad b. Khuzayma. Her mother was Umayma, daughter of 'Abd al-Munalib,
the aunt of the Messenger of God (SAAS). Zaynab had previously been the wife
of Zayd b. J::Iaritha, the freed-man of the Messenger of God (SAAS). She was
the first of his wives to have joined him (after her death) and the first to have a
grave monument constructed over her. Asmii', daughter of 'Vmays, made this
over her, having seen this done in Abyssinia.
"He next married Zaynab, daughter of Khuzayma. She was of Banu 'Abd
Manaf b. Hila! b. 'Amir b. Sa'l;a'a. She was known as umm al-masakin, 'the
mother of the unfortunate', and had previously been the wife of 'Abd Allah b.
]aI;lsh b. Ri'ab, who was killed at the battle of U1)ud. She lived only a short
time with the Messenger of God (SAAS), before she died; may God be pleased

with her."
Yunus quoted Mu1)ammad b. Is1)aq as having stated, "Prior to this she had
also been married to al-J::Iusayn b. al-J::Iarith b. 'Abd al-MunaJib b. 'Abd Manaf,
or to his brother al-Tufayl b. al-J::Iarith."
AI-Zuhrl went on, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) also married Maymuna,
daughter ofal-J::Iarith b.J::Iazn, son ofBujayr b. al-Huzam b. Ru'aba b. 'Abd Allah
b. Hilal b. 'Amir b. Sa'~a'a. And it was she who offered herself in marriage."
I note that in fact he did ask for her in marriage. The matchmaker between
them was Abu Rafi', his freed-man, as we have narrated above in the section of
the 'umrat aI-qat/a'.
In his account, Sayf b. 'Vmar stated that she had been the wife of'Vmayr b.
'Amr, a son of'Aqda b. Thaqlfb. 'Amr al-Thaqafi. He died while still married
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to her. She then married Abu Ruhm b. 'Abd al-'Vzza b. Abu Q;tys b. 'Abd Wudd
b. N."r b. Malik b. I:Iisl b. 'Amir b. Lu'ayy.
Sayf went on, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) took Juwayriyya, daughter of
al-I:Iarith b. Abu Oirar b. al-I:Iarith b. 'Amir b. Malik b. al-Mu~taliq ofKhuza'a
at the battle of al-MuraysI'. He freed her, then married her. It is also said that
her father al-I:Iarith, the leader of Khuza'a, came forward and accepted Islam
and then married her to him. She had previously been married to her cousin
Safwan b. Abu Shufr."
Qitada quoted from Sa'Id b. al-Musayyab, al-Sha'bl, Mu/;1ammad b. Is/;1aq
and others as having stated, "This clan of Khuza'a had been allies ofAbu Sufyan
against the Messenger of God (SAAS). This is why I:Iassan (b. Thabit) spoke
the verse,
'The alliance of al-I;Iarith b. Abu Oirar and that of
Quray~a

among you are the same.' n

In his account from Sa'ld b. 'Abd Allah, Sayf b. 'Vmar stated that Ibn Abu
Mulayka quoted 'A'isha as having said, "Juwayriyya had been married to her
cousin Malik b. Safwan b. Tawlab Dhu al-Shufr b. Abu al-Sar/;1 b. Malik b.
al- Mu~taliq. "
Sayf went on, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) also took captive Safiyya,
daughter ofI:Iuyayy b. Akhtab, ofBanu al-Na<Jlr, at Khaybar. She was then the
bride of Kinana b. Abu al-I:Iuqayq."
In his account, Sayfb. 'Vmar maintained that prior to her marriage to Kinana
she had been the wife of Sallam b. Mishkam. But God knows best.
Sayf concluded, "These, then, are the II women with whom the Messenger
of God (SAAS) consummated marriage."
During his caliphate, 'Vmar b. al-Khanab awarded 12,000 (dirhams) to each of
the wives ofthe Messenger of God (SAAS). However, he gave 6,000 to Juwayriyya
and Safiyya since they had been taken captive.
AI-Zuhrl stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) had kept both these women
in seclusion and had provided for them."
I note that we have commented extensively above, in the appropriate places,
on his marriages to each of these women, may God be pleased with them.
Al-Zuhrl stated that the Messenger of God (SAAS) also married al-'Aliya,
daughter of Zabyan b. 'Amr, of Banu Bakr b. Kilab, and that he consummated
this marriage and divorced her.
AI-Bayhaql commented, "It is thus stated in my book. And also, in an account
from someone else, it is said that he did not consummate marriage with her but
did divorce her."
Mu/;1ammad b. Sa'd quoted Hisham b. Mu/;1ammad b. al-Sa'ib al-Kalb! as
having stated, "A man of Banu Bakr b. Kilab related to me that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) married al-'Aliya, daughter of Zabyan b. 'Amr b. 'Awf b. Ka'b
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b. 'Abd b. Abu Bakr b. Kilab, and that she lived with him for a period and he
then divorced her."
Ya'qub b. Sufyan narrated from I;Iajjaj b. Abu Muni', from his grandfather,
from al-Zuhri, from 'Urwa, who quoted 'A>isha as having said, "It was al-J;>a\.t\.tak
b. Sufyan al-Kilabi who pointed her out to the Messenger of God (SAAS); I was
listening from behind the screen. He said, 'Messenger of God, do you find Umm
Shabib's sister attractive?' Umm Shabib was the wife of al-Da\.tl}ak."
AI-Zuhri stated on this subject, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) contracted
marriage to a woman of Banu 'Amr b. Kilab. Then he was told that she had
leprosy and he divorced her without having consummated the marriage."
I comment that it is evident that this refers to the woman l7l previously
mentioned. But God knows best.
AI-Zuhri went on, "He also married a woman ofBanu al-Jawn al-Kindi, allies
of Banu Fazzara. But she took refuge from him and he told her, 'You've indeed
sought refuge with Someone mighty! Rejoin your family.' He divorced her
without having consummated the marriage.
He went on, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) also had in his household
a bond-maid called Mariyya. A son was born to her named Ibrahim. He died
when several months old. In There was also a slave-born female named Ray\.tana,
daughter of Sham'iln, a Jew from Banu Khanafa, a clan of Banu Qurana. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) manumitted her. They say that she remained in
seclusion thereafter."
The ~iifi'? Ibn 'Asakir narrated, giving a line of transmission from 'Ali b.
Mujahid, that the Messenger of God (SAAS) married Khawla, daughter of
al-Hudhayl b. Hubayrat al-Taghlibi, whose mother was Kharnaq, daughter of
Khahfa, daughter of Di\.tya b. Khalifa. She was carried to him from Syria, and
she died on the way.
YUnus b. Bukayr quoted Mu\.tammad b. Is\.taq as having said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) married Asma', daughter ofKa'b al-Jawniyya, but he
had not consummated the marriage with her by the time he divorced her. He also
married 'Amra, daugher of Zayd, a woman of Banu Kilab, from the sub-tribe
ofBanu al-Wa\.tid. She had previously been married to al-Fagl b. 'Abbas b. 'Abd
al-MunaJib. He (the Messenger of God (SAAS)) divorced her without having
consummated marriage with her."
AI-Bayhaqi stated, "These were the two women referred to by al-Zuhri,
though he did not name them. However, Ibn Is\.taq did not mention ai-'Aliya."
Al-Bayhaqi also stated that al-I;Iakim informed him, quoting al-A~amm,
quoting A\.tmad b. 'Abd al-Jabbar, from YUnus b. Bukayr, from Zakariyya' b.
Abu Za'ida, from al-Sha'bi, who said, "Various women gave themselves to the
Messenger of God (SAAS). He consummated with some of these and with others
171. (Amra, daughter of Yazld al-GhiHi.riyya, that is.
172. The translation is tentative. The Arabic is, wa qad mala)a al-mahda, "after he had ftlled the
cradle".
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he delayed, not approaching them before his death. They did not marry after
him. These included Umm Sharik. This relates to the words of the Ahnighty,
'You may postpone whomever of them you wish, and you may take to yourself
whomever you wish. (Should) you desire those you previously set aside, then no
blame is yours'" (siirat al-A[lzab; XXXIII, v.sl).
AI-Bayhaqi stated that it was narrated to hiro from Hisham b. 'lJrwa, who
quoted his father as having said, "Khawla" - al-I:IakIm's daughter, that is - "was
one of those women who gave themselves to the Messenger of God (~AAS)."
AI-Bayhaqi went on to state that it was narrated to hiro from a [ladith of Abu
Rashid al-Sa'idi that the name ofthewomanofBanu ai-lawn who had sought
refuge and whom the Messenger of God (~AAS) had sent back to her family was
Umayma, daughter of aI-Nu'man b. Sharal;J.i1.
Imam AJ.nnad stated that Mu1).ammad b. 'Abd Allah a1-Zubayri related to him,
quoting 'Abd al-RaJ.nnan b. al-Ghasil, fromI:Iarnza b. Abu Usayd, quoting his
father and from 'Abbas b. Sahl, quoting his father, both of whom stated, "The
Prophet (~AAS), accompanied by some of his Companions, passed by us, so we
went offwith him. We reached a garden called ai-Shawl; and proceeded in it until
we came to two walls. We sat between them, the Messenger of God (~AAS),
having told us to do so. He then went on inside; the woman of Banu ai-lawn,
accompanied by her maid, had been brought to him (there) and left alone in a
house belonging to Umayma, daughter of al-Nu'man b. SharalJ.il. When he went
in to the woman of Banu ai-lawn, he said to her, 'Give yourself to me!' But she
answered, 'Should a queen give herself to a common person! I seek refuge with
God from You!' He replied, 'You have gained refuge with Him who awards it!'
"He then came out to us and said, 'Abu Usayd, present two coats of armour
to her and take her back to her family.'"
Someone other that Abu A1).mad (sic) gave the wording as, "a woman ofBanu
ai-lawn named Umayma".
AJ-Bukhan stated that Abu Nu'aym related to him, quoting 'Abd ai-Rahman
b. aI-Ghasil, from I:Iamza b. Abu Usayd, from Abu Usayd, who said, "We went
out in the company of the Messenger of God (~AAS), and proceeded to a
garden called aI-Shawt. In it we reached two walls, between which we sat down;
he had told us, 'Sit down here.' He then went on inside. The woman of Banu
ai-lawn, accompanied by her nurse-maid, had been brought out to him (there)
and had been given accommodations in a house belonging to Umayma, daughter
of a1-Nu'man b. Shara1).il. When the Messenger of God (~AAS) went in to her,
he asked her, 'Give yourself to me!' She replied, 'Should a queen give herself
to a common person!' He brought down his hand upon her so that she would be
pacified. She then said, 'I seek refuge in God from you!' He replied, 'You have
gained refuge with Him who awards it!'
"He then came out to us and said, 'Abu Usayd, present two white lined dresses
to her and take her back to her family.'''
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Al-Bukhari also stated that al-I;Iusayn b. al-Walid said, quoting 'Abd al-Ral)man
b. al-Ghasil, from 'Abbas b. Sahl b. Sa'd, from his father and from Abu Usayd,
both of whom stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) contracted marriage with
Umayma, daughter of SharaQll. When he went in to her, he stretched out his
hand towards her, and she seems to have disliked that. He then told Abu Usayd
to give her a trousseau and two white linen dresses."
AI-Bukhari then gave this fladith from 'Abd Allah b. Mul)anunad, quoting

Ibrahim b. al-Wazlr, quoting 'Abd al-RaQman b. I;Iarnza, from his father and from
'Abbas b. Sahl b. Sa'd, from his father.
AI-Bukhari is the only author of compilations of the afladith who gives these
narratives.
AI-Bukhari also stated that al-I;Iumaydi related to him, quoting al-Walld,
quoting al-Awza'i, who said he asked al-Zuhri, "Which one of the wives of the
Prophet (SAAS) sought refuge (with God) from him?" He replied, "'Urwa
quoted to me 'K'isha as having said that when the daughter of al-Jawn went in to
the Messenger of God (SAAS), she said, 'I seek refuge with God from you!' And
he replied, 'You have gained refuge with the Great One. Go and join your

family.'"
Abu 'Abd Allah went on to say that al-I;Iajjaj b. Abu Mani' narrated it from his
grandfather, from al-Zuhrt, who said that 'Urwa quoted 'A'isha as having said
the same.
AI-Bukhari is alone in giving this narrative; Muslim does not.
AI-Bayhaqi stated, "I saw in the book al-Ma'rifiz. ofIbn Manda that the name
of the woman who songht refuge from him with God was Umayma, daughter of
al-Nu'man b. SharaQil. Her name is also given as Faljma, daughter of al-OaQlJak.
Her true name was Umayma. But God knows best."
They claim, moreover, that the name of the woman ofBanu Kalb was 'Amra,
and that she was described by her father as never becoming sick. The Messenger
of God (SAAS) found her distasteful.
Mul)anunad b. Sa'd narrated from Mul)ammad b. 'Abd Allah, from al-Zuhrt,
who said, "It was Faljma, daughter of al-OaQlJak b. Sufyan, who sought refuge
with God from him, and so he divorced her. She would collect animal droppings
and say, 'How unfortunate I am!' He had contracted marriage with her in Dhu
al-Qit'da of 8 AB. She died in 60 AH."
YUnus quoted Ibn Isl)aq as having said that among the women with whom the
Messenger of God (SAAS) contracted but did not consummate marriage were
Asma' al-Jawniyya, daughter of Ka'b, and 'Amra, daughter ofYazid al-Kilabiyya.
Ibn 'Abbas and Qittada gave the name as Asma', danghter of al-Nu'man b. Abu
al-Jawn. But God knows best.
Ibn 'Abbas stated that when the woman sought refuge from him with God, he
came out angry. AI-Ash'ath told him, "Don't let that bother you, Messenger of
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God. I have someone more beautiful for you." And he arranged his marriage
with his own sister, Qittila.
Others say that this incident occurred in the spring of 9 AH.
Sa'id b. Abu 'Aruba quoted Qittada as having said that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) married 15 women; he included Umm Sharik al-An~ariyya al-Najjariyya
among these.
He (Qittada) also said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) stated, 'I like to marry
art>ar women, but I hate their jealousy.m3 And he did not consummate marriage
with her:"
He went on, "He also married Asmii', daughter of ai-Salt, of Banu I:Iariim,
of the clan of Banu SalJm, but he did not consummate with her. And he also
became engaged to I:Iamza al-Mazaniyya, daughter of al-I:Iarith."
AI-I:Iakim Abu 'Abd Allah al-Naysaburi stated, "Abu 'Ubayda Ma'mar b.
al-Muthanna said, 'The Messenger of God (SAAS) contracted marriage with
18 women.'
"Among these he mentioned Qittila, daughter of Qitys, sister of al-Ash'ath b.
Qitys. Some claim that he married her two months prior to his death. Others
maintain that he married her during his illness. But she had not come to him, nor
had he seen her, nor had he consummated marriage with her."
He went on, "Others claim that the Prophet (SAAS) left a testamentary
statement that Qittila be given a choice. If she wished, she could go into seclusion
and be forbidden access to the Muslims, and if she wished, she could marry
anyone she liked. She did choose to marry, and 'lkrama b. Abu Jahl married her
in I:Iaejramawt. News of this reached Abu Bakr and he commented, 'I'm almost
grinding my teeth in anger at them both!'
"'Umar b. al-Khanab said, 'But she is not one of "the mothers of the
Believers". He did not consummate marriage with her, nor was she placed in
seclusion.' "
"Abu 'Ubayda stated that some people maintain that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) left no testamentary statement about her, that she apostatized after his
death, and 'Umar used her apostacy as argument against Abu Bakr by stating
that she was not one of 'the mothers of the Believers'."
Ibn Manda stated that the woman who apostatized was al-Bar~a), of Banu
'Awfb. Sa'd b. Dhubyan.
The baft:,. Ibn 'Asiikir narrated through several lines, from Da'ud b. Abu Hind,
from qkrama, from Ibn 'Abbas, that the Messenger of God (SAAS) contracted
marriage to Qittila, sister of al-Ash'ath b. Qitys, but died before giving her a
choice, and that God freed her from commitment to him.
I:Iarnmad b. Salama narrated, from Da'ud b. Abu Hind, from al-Sha'bi, that
Abu Bakr wanted to behead 'Ikrama b. Abu Jahl after his marriage to Qittila.
'Umar b. al-Khallab, however, persuaded him against this, saying that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) had not consummated marriage with her, that she
173. The Arabic word used is ghayra; this also connotes pride and high self-esteem.
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had apostatized with her brother, and had become disassociated from both God
and His Prophet. He kept insisting on this until Abu Bakr gave up the issue.
Al-I:Iakim stated that Abu 'Ubayda added to the number of wives given above
Fatima, daughter ofShuray!.l, and Saba', daughter ofAsma' b. ai-Salt aI-Sulamiyya.
Ibn 'Asakir narrated it similarly through Ibn Manda, giving a line of transmission from Q;1tada.
Mu!.lammad b. Sa'd gave it similarly from Ibn al-Kalbi. Ibn Sa'd said, "She
was Saba?".
Ibn 'Asakir stated that her full name was Saba', daughter of ai-Salt b. I:Iabib
b. I:Iaritha b. Hila! b. I:Iaram b. Simak b. 'Awf al-Sulami.
Ibn Sa'd stated that Hisham b. Mu!.lammad b. aI-Sa'ib aI-Kalbi related to him,
quoting aI-'Arzami, from Na!i', from Ibn 'Umar, who said, "The wives of the
Messenger of God (SAAS) included Saba', daughter of Sufyan b. 'Awfb. Ka'b
b. Abu Bakr b. Kilab."
Ibn 'Umar sated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) sent AbU Usayd to arrange
his marriage toa woman of Banu 'Amir named 'Amra, daughter of Yazid b.
'Ubayd b. Kilab. He did contract marriage with her but then learned that she had
leprosy and he divorced her."
Mu!.lammad b. Sa'd quoted aI-Waqidi as having stated that AbU Ma'shar
related to him, saying, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) married Mulayka,
daughter of Ka'b. She was reputed to be exceedingly beautiful. 'A'isha went in
to visit her and asked, 'Are you not ashamed to be marrying the man who killed
your father?' Mulayka then sought refuge with God from him and he divorced her.
"Her people then came to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and told him, 'She
is just young and of unsound judgement. And she has been deceived. Take her
back.' But he refused. They then asked his permission for her to marry a close
relative of hers ofBanu 'Udhra, and he agreed.
"Her father had been killed by Kha!id b. aI-Walid at the conquest of Mecca."
AI-Waqidi stated that 'Abd aI-'Aziz aI-Jundu'i related to him, from his father,
from 'Ata' b. Yazid, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) consummated
marriage with her in Ramaqan of 8 AH; and she died while still married to him."
AI-Waqidi went on, "Our colleagues deny that."
The !taft:;. AbU al-Qiisim b. 'Asakir stated that AbU al-Fat!.l Yusuf b. 'Abd
aI-Wa!.lid al-Mahani informed him, quoting Shuja' b. 'Ali b. Shuja', quoting
AbU 'Abd Allah b. Manda, quoting aI-I:Iasan b. Mu!.lamrnad b. I:IakIm aI~Marwazl,
quoting Abu aI-Muwajjih Mu!.lammad b. 'Amr b. aI-Muwajjih aI-Fazzan, quoting
'Abd Allah b. 'Othman, quoting 'Abd Allah b. al-Mubarak, quoting YUnus b.
Yazid, from Ibn Shihab aI-Zuhri, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
married Khadija, daughter of Khuwaylid b. Asad in Mecca. She had previously
been married to 'Atiq b. 'A'idh aI-MakhzUmi. He next arranged marriage, in
Mecca, to 'A'isha, daughter of Abu Bakr. Then, in Medina, he married I:Iaf~a,
daughter of 'Umar. She had previously been married to Khunays b. I:Iudhafa
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al-Sahmi. Next he married Sawda, daughter of Zam'a, who had previously
been married to al-Sakran b. 'Amr, a brother of Banu 'Amir b. Lu'ayy. Then
he married Umm J.:Iabiba, daughter of Abu Sufyan, who had previously been
married to 'Ubayd Allah b. Jal;1sh al-Asadi, ofBanu Khuzayma. He next married
Umm Salama, daughter of Abu Umayya, her given name being Hind. She had
previously been married to Abu Salama 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Asad b. 'Abd
al-'Vzza. He then, married Zaynab, daughter of Khuzayma al-HiIaliyya, also
ai-'Aliyya, daughter of Zabyan, of Banu Bakr b. 'Amr b. Kilab. He married a
woman of Banu al~Jawn of Kinda, and received as a captive Juwayriyya, in the
expedition to al-Muraysi', in which Manat were defeated. The latter was the
daughter of al-J.:Iarith b. Abu Oirar of Banu al-Mu~taliq of Khuza'a. He also
received as a captiye'Safiyya, daughter ofJ.:Iuyayy b. Akhtab, of Banu al-Na<jir.
These two women:were partof the booty God had granted him, having awarded
both to him. He also received Mariyya, the Copt, as a tribute, and she bore him
Ibrahim. He similarly received Rayl:tana of Banu Qurana as a tribute; he set
her free, and she rejqined her family with whom. she remained in seclusion.
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) divorced al-'Aliyya, daughter of Zabyan.
He separated from a woman of Banu 'Amr b. Kilab, and also from a woman of
Banu al-Jawn, of Kinda, because she had leprosy. Zaynab al-Hilaliyya, daughter
ofKhuzayma, died during the lifetime ofthe Messenger of God (SAAS). We have
also been told that al-'Aliyya, daughter of Zubyan, whom he divorced, married
again before the wives of the Messenger of God (SAAS), had been declared
(by God) to be prohibited. She married a cousin, from her own people, and had
children among th~m."
We have given this text in full because of the strangeness of his reference to
the marriage of Sawda as having been in Medina. The truth is that this took place
in Mecca, before the Hijra, as we have related above. Though God knows best.
Yunus b, Bukayr quoted Mul:tammad b. Isl:taq as having stated, "Khadija,
daughter of KhuwayIid, died three years before the Messenger of God (SAAS)
left on the Hijra. Be did not marry any other woman during her lifetime; she and
Abu Talib died the same year. After Khadija, the Messenger of God (SAAS)
married Sawda, daughter of Zam'a. After Sawda, he married 'A'isha, daughter
of Abu Bakr. 'A'isha was the only virgin he married; he did not receive a child
from her before he died. After 'A'isha, he married J.:Iaf~a, daughter of'Vmar.
Then he married, Zaynab al-Hilaliyya, daughter of Khuzayma, (known as)
umm al-masaktn, 'the mother of the poor'. After her he married Umm J.:Iabiba,
daughter of Abu Sufyan, and after her Umm Salama Hind, daughter of Abu
Umayya. After her ~e married Zaynab, daughter ofJal;1sh, and after herJuwayriyya,
daughter ofal-J.:Iaiith b. Abu Dirar. Then, after Juwayriyya, he married Safiyya,
daughter ofJ.:Iuyayy b. Akhtab. After Safiyya he married Maymiina al-HilaIiyya,
daughter of al-J.:Iarith."
This sequence is preferable and more accurate than that listed by al-Zuhri.
But God knows best.
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YUnus b. Bukayr stated, from Abu YaQya, from I;Iumayd b. Zayd al-Ta'i,
from Sahl b. Zayd al-An~ari, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
arranged his marriage to a woman ofBanu Ghifar. He went in to her and he told
her to undress, and she did so. He then saw a white spot ofleprosy at her breasts
and so kept away from her. He then told her, 'Take your clothes and rejoin your
family.' He paid her her dowry in full."
Abu Nu'aym narrated it from a ftadith of I;Iumayyil b. Zayd, from Sahl b.
Zayd aI-An~ari, someone who had seen the Prophet (SAAS). He stated, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) married a woman ofBanu Ghifar", and he proceeded
to narrate as above.

I note that Umm Sharik aI-Azdiyya was among those women with whom the
Messenger of God (SAAS) contracted marriage but did not consummate.
AI-Waqidi stated, "It is well established that she was of Banu Daws, though
some say of the an~ar. Others name her as ofBanu 'Amir, and that her name was
Khawla, daughter of I;Iakim al-Sulami."
AI-Waqidi stated that her name was Ghaziyya, daughter ofJabir b. I;Iakim.
MUQammad b. ISQaq quoted I;Iakim b. I;Iakim, from MUQammad b. 'Ali b.
aI-I;Iusayn, as having stated that his father said, "The total number of women
the Messenger of God (SAAS) married was 15. These included Umm Sharik
al-An~ariyya; she gave herself to the Prophet (SAAS)."
Sa'id b. Abu 'Aruba quoted Qltada as having stated, "He married Umm Shank
aI-Am;ariyya ofBanu ai-Najjar. And he said, 'I love to marry an~ari women, though
I hate their ghayra, "jealousy".' And he did not consummate marriage with her."
Ibn ISQaq stated, from I;Iaklm, from MUQammad b. 'Ali, from his father, who
said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) married Layla al-An~ariyya, daughter
of al-Khapm; she was very jealous. She feared for herself from him and asked
his permission to be released. And so he did release her."
WOMEN TO WHOM THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAASj BECAME
ENGAGED BUT DID NOT ULTIMATELY MARRY.

Isma'il b. Abu Khalid stated, from al-Sha'bi, that Umm Hani', Fakhita, daughter
of Abu Talib, stated that the Messenger of God (SAAS) proposed marriage to
her. She told him that she had young children and he then left her, saying, "The
best women are those who ride camels and righteous women of Quraysh. They
are those most kind to their children when young, and those most careful with
their husband's property."
'Abd aI-Razzaq stated, from Ma'mar, from aI-Zuhri, from Sa'id b. aI-Musayyab,
who quoted Abu Hurayra as having said that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
proposed marriage to Umm Hani', daughter of Abu Talib, and that she replied,
"Messenger of God, I am too old and I have young children."
AI-Tirmidhi stated that 'Abd b. I;Iumayd related to him, quoting 'Abd Allah
b. Musa, quoting Isra'il, from aI-Suddi, from Abu SaliQ, from Umm Hani',
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daughter of Abu Talib, who said, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) proposed
marriage to me, but I asked to be excused and he did excuse me. God then
revealed, 'We have made lawful to you your wives to whom you have given
dowries, as well as those women in your power whom God has awarded you as
spoils of war, along with the daughters ofyour paternal uncle and the daughters of
your paternal aunts and the daughters of your maternal uncle and the daughters
of your maternal aunts who went into exile with you' (silrat al-Abzab; XXXIII,
v.SO). I was not made lawful for him, because I had not gone into exile; I was one
of those women divorced."
Al-TirmidhJ went on to state, "This badtth is basan. We know it only from
the badith of aI-Sudd!."
This (interpretation) requires that women who had not gone into exile were
not permitted to the Messenger of God ($AAS). The ~4i al-Mawardi has
absolutely refuted that view in his exegesis, according to various scholars. It
is said that the phrase, "who went into exile with you" refers to those women
closely related to him to whom reference was made.
Q;ttada stated that this phrase means, "those who accepted Islam with you".
Under this interpretation only unbelieving women would be prohibited to him
while all Muslim women would have been permitted. This does not rule out
(the possibility) for him to marry an~ar women. However, he did not in reality
consummate with any single one of them.
Regarding the account given by al-Mawardi from aI-Sha'bi that Zayoab,
daughter of Khuzayma, "the mother of the poor", was a woman ofthe a~ar, this
is not correct. She was indisputably of Banu Hilal, as we have explained above.
But God knows best.
Mul}ammad b. Sa'd narrated, from Hisham b. al-Kalbi, from his father, from
Abu $alil}, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "Layla, daughter of al-Khapm, came up
to the Messenger of God ($AAS) while he had his back turned towards the
sun and tapped him on the shoulder. He exclaimed, 'Who is that? May the Black
One devour you!' She replied, 'I am the daughter of him who feeds the birds and
outpaces the wind. I am Layla, daughter of al-Khapm. I have come to you to
present myself to you. Will you marry me?' 'Consider it done,' he replied. She
then returned to her people and said, 'I have arranged my marriage to the
Messenger of God!' People told her, 'What you did was a mistake; you area
jealous woman and the Messenger of God is already master of women who are
jealous about him. He will curse you to God. Seek your release.'
"So she went back and asked, 'Messenger of God, please release me.' He did
so. Mas'ud b. Aws b. Sawad b.Zufr then married her and she bore him a child.
One day, while she was washing herself in one of the gardens of Medina, a black
wolfleapt at her and ate part of her, and so she died."
He also stated, from Ibn 'Abbas, that I)aba'a, daughter of 'Amir b. Qirt was
the wife of'Abd Allah b. Jud'an who divorced her. Hisham b. aI-Mughira then
married her and she bore him Salama. She (I)aba'a) was a well-built and beautiful
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woman with abundant hair covering her body. The Messenger of God (SAAS)
asked her son Salama to accept his engagement to her. Salama asked, "(Will you
wait) until I ask her permission?" He did ask her and she replied, "Do you have
to ask permission when it's the Messenger of God!" When her son came back,
he remained silent, not giving any answer; it seems that he felt her to be too old.
The Prophet (SAAS) said nothing (more) about her.
He (Mul;iammad b. Sa'd) also stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) also
became engaged to Safiyya, daughter of Bashama b. Na<jla al-'AnbarI. He had
received her as war spoils. The Messenger of God (SAAS) gave her a choice,
saying, 'If you wish, then myself; if you wish, then your husband.' She replied,
'My husband.' He then sent her away. Banu Tamlm cursed her."
Mul;iammad b. Sa'd went on to say that al-Waqidi informed him that Musa
b. Mu,l;iammad b. Ibrahim al-TaymJ quoted his father as having said, "Umm
Sharik was a woman ofBanu 'Kmir b. Lu'ayy who gave herself to the Messenger
of God (SAAS). But he did not accept her. She never married."
He also stated that Waki' informed him, from Sharik, from ]abir, from
al-I;Iakam, who quoted 'Ali b. al-I;Iusayn as having said that the Messenger of
God (SAAS) married Umm Sharik al-Dawsiyya.
Al-Waqidi stated, "We are quite certain that she was from Daws b. al-Azd."
Mul)ammad b. Sa'd stated, "Her name was Ghaziyya, daughter of]abir b. I;Iakim."
Al-Layth b. Sa'd stated, from Hisham b. Mul;ianunad, who quoted his father
as having said that someone stated that Sharik had presented herself to the
Prophet (SAAS), and that she was a righteous woman.
Those to whom he became engaged but did not marry included I;Iamra,
daughter of al-I;Iarith b. 'Awn b. Abu I;Iaritha al-MUrrI, whose father said there
was something wrong with her - though there was not. When her father returned
to her, she had contracted leprosy. She was the mother of Shabib b. al-Barsa',
the poet.
.Sa'id b. Abu 'Aruba mentioned this, quoting ~tada.
He went on, "He also sought to be engaged to I;Iabiba, daughter of al-'Abbas
b. 'Abd al-Munalib. But he discovered that her father was his foster-brother,
both having been suckled by Thuwayba, Abu Lahab's freed-woman.
These, then are his wives. They were of three categories. One group consisted
of women with whom he consummated marriage, and he died before their
deaths. These were the nine who were mentioned initially. They were prohibited
to others following his death. This was universally recognized to be required
by the faith, and that their 'idda 174 would last until the end of their lives. God
Almighty had stated, "It is not for you to harm the Messenger of God, nor ever
to marry his wives after him; that would be very serious to God" (surat al-Aftzab;
XXXIII, v.53).
174. The period prescribed for a woman to wait from the end of one marriage to the beginning
of another.
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Another category consists of those women with whom he consummated
marriage but divorced during his lifetime. There is a question as to whether it
would be permissible for them to rematry after the expiration of the (normal)
period of their 'idda. The scholars express two views. One rejects this, due to the
all-inclusive nature of the verse we have mentioned. The second view considers
their rematriage permissible, referring to the verse giving a choice. In it God
stated, "0 Prophet, say to your wives, 'If you desire the life of this world and its
finery, then come! I will provide for you and grant you a pleasant release. But if
you desire God and His Messenger and the abode ofthe After-life, then God has
prepared a fine rewatd for those of you who do good'" (surat al-Aflzab; XXXIII,
v.28,29).
They stated, 'Unless it be permissible for someone else to marry them after
his sepatation from them, then there would be no purpose in their having a
choice between this world and the hereafter; ifhis separation from them did not
permit them to matry others, there would have been no purpose in it for them."
This atgument is strong: God alone knows best.
The third category of the women consists of those he matried but divorced
before consummating matriage with them. It was permitted for other men to
matry them; I know of no dispute concerning this category.
Those women to whom he beCatOe engaged but did not· actually contract
matriage were entirely able to matry. A chapter will come later in the book
al-KhaFa'is dealing with this subject. But God knows best.

Accounts ofthose persons awarded to the Messenger ofGod
(SAAS) as tribute.
Two women were awatded to the Messenger of God (~AAS) as tribute. One
of these was Mariya, the Copt, daughter of Sham'un. She was awarded to him
by the Governor of Alexandria, whose name was Jurayj b. Mlna. Along with her
he also presented her sister ShIrIn.
Abu Nu'aym stated that he presented her as one of four girls. But God knows
best.
Included was a eunuch slave named Mabur, and a female mule called al-DulduI.
The Prophet (~AAS) accepted his gifts and chose Mariya for himself. She was
from an Egyptian village called I;:Iafn, from the Kura Ansina region. During the
period of his governorate (over Egypt) Mu'awiya b. Abu Sufyan exempted this
village from payment of the kharaj, "the land tax", in honour of her because she
bore a male child, IbrahIm, upon whom be peace, to the Messenger ofGod (~AAS).
They say that Mariya was beautiful and fair-skinned, that the Messenger
of God (~AAS) admired and fell in love with her and that she enjoyed much
favour with him. This was especially true after she bore him his son IbrahIm.
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The Messenger of God (SAAS) presented her sister Shirin to I;Iassan b.
Thabit, to whom she bore his son 'Abd al-Rahman.
The eunuch slave Mabiir was allowed to enter the quarters of Mariya and
Shirin without special permission, as had been his practice in Egypt. Some
people, however, began making comments about Miiriya because of that; they
did not know that he was an eunuch until the fact was manifest, as we will
explain shortly, if God so wills it.
The mule mentioned above was one the Messenger of God (SAAS) would
ride; it appears - though God knows best - that it was this donkey he rode at the
battle ofI;lunayn. This donkey lived on to great age and was kept by 'Ali b. Abu
Talib during his rule. When 'Ali died it became owned by 'Abd Allah b. Ja'far
b. Abu Talib. When it grew very old, barley was crushed for it to eat.
Abu Bakr b. Khuzayma stated that Mu];Jammad b. Ziyad b. 'Ubayd Allah
related to him, quoting Sufyan b. 'Uyayoa, from Bashir b. al-Muhajir, from 'Abd
Allah b. Burayda b. al-I;Iu~ayb, from his father, who said, "The leader of the
Copts sent to the Messenger of God (SAAS) two girls who were sisters, and a
female mule that he would ride in Medina. He took for himself one of the two
girls and she bore him his son Ibrahim; he gave away the other girl."
AI-Waqidi stated that Ya'qub b. Mu\:1ammad b. Abu Sa'~a'a related to him,
from 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Ra\:1man b. Abu Sa'~a'a, who said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) very much admired Mariya; she was fair-skinned and beautiful
and had curly hair. He lodged her and her sister with Umm Sulaym, daughter
of Mil\:1an. The Messenger of God (SAAS) would visit them both there and it
was there that they both accepted Islam. He consummated with Mariya since she
was a slave, then moved her into a property he had at al-'Aliya that had belonged
to Banu al-Naqir. He was there during the summer and at the time for the date
harvest. He would go to her there. She was devout. He presented her sister
Shirin to I;Iassan b. Tlfabit,.and she bore him 'Abd al-Ra\:1man.
"Mariya bore to the Messenger of God (SAAS) a son whom he named
IbrahIm. He sacrificed a sheep for him on the seventh day after the child's birth.
He shaved his head and made a donation in silver to the poor to the weight of his
hair that he thereafter had buried in the ground. He named the child Ibriihim.
The midwife was Sahna, the freed-woman of the Messenger of God (SAAS).
She came out to see her husband Abu Riifi' and told him that Mariya had given
birth to a son. Abu Rafi' went with the good news to the Messenger of God
(SAAS), who gave him a necklace as a gift. The wives of the Messenger of God
(SAAS) were already jealous (ofMiiriya) and this envy grew more intense after
she bore him the son."
The baji", Abu al-I;Iasan al-Diirqutni narrated, from Abu 'Ubayd al-Qiisim
b. Isma'il, from Ziyad b. Ayytib, from Sa'id b. Zakariyya' al-Mada'ini, from Ibn
Abu Sara, from 'lkrama, from Ibn 'Abbiis, who said, "When Miiriya gave birth,
the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Her son has set her free!'"
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AI-Darqutnl went on, "Ziyad b. Ayyub is alone in giving this, and he is a
reliable source."

Ibn Maja narrated similarly from a [ladith ofI;Iusayn b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Ubayd
Allah b. 'Abbas, from qkrima, from Ibn 'Abbas, and we have also narrated it
from a different source.
We have devoted an individual and separate study to the issue of the sale of
(slave) mothers (who bore their masters) children. m Therein we have given
statements made by the scholars relating to this, relevant to eight narratives. We
have given a full line of transmission to each narrative. And to God be all praise
and credit.
Yunus b. Bukayr quoted Mul.>ammad b. Isl.>aq, from Ibrahim b. Mul.>ammad b.
'All b. Abu Talib, from his father, who quoted his grandfather 'Ab b. Abu Talib as
having said, "People kept spreading rumours about Mariya, Ibrahim's mother,
and a Coptic cousin of hers who would visit her frequently. The Messenger of
God (SAAS) said, 'Take this sword and go. If you find him with her, then kill
him!' I replied, 'Messenger of God, I would do your bidding (directly) as on a
fully secured road; nothing would divert me until I accomplished whatever you
had ordered me to do. Or (should I be as) an eye-witness, seeing what the absent
does not?' The Messenger of God (SAAS) replied, 'Indeed yes; as an eye-witness
who sees what the absent does not.'
"So off! went, wearing the sword, and I found him with her. I unsheathed the
sword and when he saw me, he knew that I was after him. He went over to a palm
tree and climbed it, then turned over on his back and drew up his legs. He had
been made emasculated and completely smooth. There was absolutely no trace
of a male member. So I went to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and told him.
He said, 'Praise be to God, who has diverted evil from the household members.'"
Imam Al.>mad stated that Yal.>ya b. Sa'ld related to him, quoting Sufyan,
quoting Mul.>ammad b. 'Umar b. 'Ab b. Abu Talib, who stated that 'Ab had said,
"Messenger of God, when you dispatch me, should I be (proceeding directly) as
on a fully secured road, or should I be as an eye-witness, seeing what the absent
does not?" He replied, "As an eye-witness who sees what the absent does not."
He narrated it thus, in abbreviated form. This, then is the origin for the
account we have presented above; its line of transmission consists of authorities
considered fully trustworthy.
AI-Tabraru stated that Mul.>anunad b. 'Amr b. Khalidal-I;Iarranl related to
him, quoting his father, quoting Ibn Lahj'a, from Yazjd b. Abu I;Iabjb and 'Aqjl,
from al-Zuhrl, from Anas, who said, "When Mariya gave birth to Ibrahjm,
the Messenger of God (SAAS) seemed almost to begin having snspicions
about him. Then Gabriel came down to him and said, 'Peace be upon you, father
ofIbrahtm!'"
175. It is not clear why Ibn Kathir sees relevance to this issue, since there is no suggestion of
Mariya's "sale" of her son.
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Abu Nu'ayrn stated that 'Abd Allah b. Mu!:tammad related to him, quoting
Abu Bakr b. AbU 'A~im, quoting Mul:tammad b. Ya!:tya aI-Bahili, quoting Ya'qub
b. Mu!:tammad, from a man he named who quoted al-Layth b. Sa'd, from
al-ZuhrI, from 'Urwa, who quoted 'A'isha as having said, "A king of the
Byzantine patriarchs (sic) called al-Muqawqis presented a Coptic girl of royal
descent named Mariya, along with a young male cousin of hers. The Messenger
of God (SAAS) went in to see her one day when he would go to his private room
and consummated with her. She became pregnant with IbrahIm.
"When her pregnancy became visible, I was much annoyed. The Messenger
of God (SAAS) said nothing. She did not produce milk, so he bought for her
a ewe giving milk from which to feed the boy. His body grew strong and his
colour was excellent and his complexion clear. One day she arrived carrying him
on her shoulder. She asked, "'A'isha, how do you think the lad looks?' 'Neither
I nor others see a resemblance,' I replied. She then asked, 'No comment about
his flesh?' I replied, 'By my life, anyone fed on sheep's milk is going to have
nice flesh!'''

Al-Waqidl stated, "Mariya died in Mu!:tarram of 15 AH. 'Umar prayed over
her and buried her in the al-Baqj' cemetery."
Al-Mufa<;l<jal b. Ghassan aI-GhallabI said the same. Khaljfa, Abu 'Ubayda and
Ya'qub b. Sufyan all stated that she died in 16 AH. May God have mercy on her.
Included in this category of woman was Ray!:tana, daughter of Zayd, of Banu
aI-Na<;lIr, also said to have been ofBanu Quray?a.
Al-Waqidj stated, "Ray!:tana, daughter ofZayd, was of Banu al-Na<;lIr or, it is
said, ofBanu Qurana."
Al_WaqidI (also) stated, "Ray!:tana, daughter of Zayd, was ofBanu al-Na<;lIr
and had married within the tribe. The Messenger of God (SAAS) had taken
her for himself as booty. She was beautiful. The Messenger of God (SAAS)
proposed to her that she accept Islam, but she refused to be anything but Jewish.
He then placed her in seclusion, being considerably annoyed. He sent a message
to Ibn Sa'ya telling him of this and Ibn Sa'ya responded, 'May my father and
mother be your ransom, I swear she will accept Islam!' He then went and told
her, 'Don't follow your own people! You have seen what I;Iuyayy b. Akhrab
brought them to! Accept Islam; and in this Case the Messenger of God is to
choose you for himself.'
"While the Messenger of God (SAAS) was with his Companions, he heard
the sound of slippers. He said, 'Those are the slippers of Ibn Sa'ya who is
coming to tell me the good news ofRayl:tana accepting Islam.' He did come and
said, 'Messenger of God, Ray!:tana has accepted Islam!' He was delighted at this."
Mu!:tammad b. Is!:taq stated, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS) defeated
Qurana, he chose for himself Ray!:tana, daughter of 'Amr b. Khanafa. She was
with him until his death, at which time she was still within his domain. He had
proposed Islam to her and to marry her, but she refused, accepting only Judaism."
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Ibn Isl)aq went on to narrate her acceptance ofIslam, as above.
AI-Waqidl stated that 'Abd aI-Malik b. Sulayman related to him,. from
Ayyub b. 'Abd aI-Ral:>man b. Abu Sa'lla'a, from AyyUb b. Bashlr al"Ma'awl, who
said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) sent her to the house of Salma Umm
al-Mundhir, daughter of Qiys. She remained there with her until she had fully
menstruated and was cleansed ofher menstruation. Umm al-Mundhir then went
and informed the Messenger of God (SAAS). He went to Rayl)ana in Umm
Mundhir's house and said, 'If you wish me to free you and to marry you, I will
do so. If you wish to remain in my domain and for me to have intercourse with
you by that right, then that I will do.' She replied, 'Messenger of God, it would
be easier on you and on me for me to remain in your domain.' And she remained
in his domain, with him having intercourse with her, until she died."
AI-Waqidl stated that Ibn Abu Dhi'b related to him, "I asked aI-Zuhrt
about Rayl)ana, and he said, "She was a bond-maid whom the Messenger of God
(SAAS) had manumitted and then married. She remained in seclusion in her
family and would say, 'No one shall see me after the Messenger of God.'''
AI-Waqidl went on, "This is, in our view, the most secure of the two alzadith.
Her husband, prior to the Messenger of God (SAAS), was al-I;Iakam."
AI-Waqidl stated that 'A~im b. 'Abd Allah b. aI-I;Iakam related to him, from
'Umar b. aI-I;Iakam, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) manumitted
Rayl)ana, daughter of Zayd b. 'Amr b. Khanafa; she had been living with her
husband who loved her and treated her honourably. She said, 'I will never go
to anyone after him.' She was a beautiful woman. When Banu Qurana were
taken captive, the prisoners were paraded before the Messenger of God (SAAS).
Rayl)ana said, 'I was among those paraded before him; he gave orders, and I was
placed aside. He had the practice of taking (booty for himself) on each occasion
when there were war spoils. When I was placed aside, God selected me. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) sent me to the home of Umm al-Mundhir, daughter
of Qiys for some days until after he had executed the prisoners and divided
up the slaves. He then came to see me, and I turned aside from him in modesty.
He called me to him and sat me down before him, saying, 'Ifyou choose God and
His Messenger, the Messenger of God will choose you for himself.' I replied,
'I do choose God and His Messenger.' When I accepted Islam, he manumitted
me and married me, presenting as my dowry the weight (in silver) of 12 awqiyya
and one nash,''' the sum he customarily gave to his wives. The wedding was
conducted in the home ofUmm aI-Mundhir. He provided me the same expenses
as to his other wives and required me to wear the veil.'
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) admired her greatly and wonld give her
anything she asked of him. People would tell her, 'If you had asked the
Messenger of God (SAAS), for Banu Qurana, he would have set them free.' She
would reply, 'He was not alone with me until after he had divided up the slaves.'
He would spend time aIone with her and desired her much. She remained with
176. The weight of20 dirhams; approximately one half of one awqiyya.
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him until her death following his return from the I;ijjat al-wada'. He buried her
at the al-Baqi' cemetery."
His marriage to her was in Mu!).arram of 6 AH.
Ibn Wahb stated that Yunus b. Yazid quoted al-Zuhri as having said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) received Ray!).ana as a captive from Banu Qurana.
He manumitted her and she rejoined her family."
Abu 'Ubayda Ma'mar b. al-Muthanna stated, "Ray!).ana was the daughter of
Zayd b. Sham'un, ofBanu Qurana."
Some say that she was from Banu Q!1rana and that she would be in one of the
palm-groves reserved for charity, and that the Messenger of God (SAAS) would
sometimes take a siesta with her there. He received her as a captive in Shawwal
of4AH.
Abu Bakr b. Abu Khaythama stated that A!).mad b. al-Miqdam related to
him, quoting Zuhayr, from Sa'id, from Q;ltada, who said, "The Messenger of
God (SAAS) had two female slaves: Mariya, the Copt, and Ray!).a or Ray!).ana,
daughter of Sham'un b. Zayd b. Khanafa, of Banu 'Amr b. Quray?'l. She had
been married to a cousin of hers called 'Abd al-I;Iakam, so I have been told, and
that she died before the death of the Prophet (SAAS)."
Abu 'Ubayda Ma'mar b. al-Muthanna stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
had in his domain four bond-maids. These were Mariya, the Copt, and Ray!).ana
of Banu Quray?a. He also had another beautiful bond-maid whom his wives
kept from him for fear that she would gain favour with him over themselves. He
also had a valuable bond-maid presented to him by Zaynab. He had abandoned
her, because of Safiyya, daughter of I;Iuyayy, for the months of Dhu al-I;Iijja,
al-Mu!).arram and Safar. When the Rabi' al-Awwal came in which he died, he
was pleased to go in to Zaynab and she told him, 'I don't know with what to
reward you!' And she presented the girl to him."
Sayf b. 'Vmar narrated, from Sa'id b. 'Abd Allah, from Ibn Abu Mulayka,
who quoted 'A'isha as having said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) would
sometimes share funds with Mariya and Ray!).ana, and at others he would leave
them out.
Abu Nu'aym quoted Abu Mu!).ammad b. 'Vmar al-Waqidi as having stated,
"Ray!).ana died in 10 iIH; 'Vmar prayed over her and buried her in al-Baqi'. And
to God be praise."
INFORMATION CONCERNING HIS CHILDREN, MAY PRA YERS
AND PEACE BE FOR THEM ALL.

There is no disagreement over all his children having been born to Khadija,
daughter of Khuwaylid, with the exception ofIbrahIm, who was born to Mariya,
the Copt, daughter of Sham'un.
Mu!).ammad b. Sa'd stated that Hisham b. al-Kalbi informed him, quoting
his father, from Abu Sali!)., from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The first son of the
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Messenger of God ($AAS) was al-Qlsim. Then came, in succession, Zaynab,
'Abd Allah, Umm Kulthum, Fatima and Ruqayya. Al-Qlsim died in Mecca;
he was the first of his children to die. Then 'Abd Allah died. A1-'A~ b. Wa'il
al-Sahmi stated, 'His line had been severed, and so he was abtar, "cut off". And
so God, the Ahnighty and Glorious, sent down, 'We have given abundance to
you. And so pray to your Lord, and make sacrifice! It is your antagonist who is
abtar, "cut oft"'" (sUrat al-Kawthar; eVIII, v.1-3).
He went on, "Thereafter Mariya bore him Ibrahim in Medina, in Dhu
al-I:Iijja, 8 AB. He died at the age of eighteen months."
Abu al-Faraj al-Mu'afa b. Zakariyya' al-Juwayrl stated that 'Abd al-Baqi b.
Nafi' related to him, quoting Mul}ammad b. Zakariyya', quoting al-'Abbas b.
Bakkar, quoting Mul}ammad b. Ziyad and al-Furat b. al-Sa'ib, from Maymun
b. Mihran, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "Khadija bore the Prophet ($AAS)
'Abd Allah and after him there was a period without a child being born to him.
When the Messenger of God ($AAS) was one day talking to a man, while al-'A~
b. Wa'illooked on, a man asked him (al-A~), 'Who is that?' He (a1-'A~) replied,
'That is al-abtar.' Among Quraysh, if a man were to have a child and then there
was a delay in the next birth, they would say, 'This man is abtar'. And so God
sent down, 'It is your antagonist who is the abtar.' This implied, 'It is the one
angering you who is "cut off" from all good.'"
He (Ibn 'Abbas) went on, "Then she bore him Zaynab, Ruqayya, al-Qlsim,
al-Tahir, al-Munahar, al-Tayyib, al-Mutayyab, Umm Kulthum and then Fatima,
the youngest of them. When Khadija had a child, she would give it to someone
to nurse. Only she, however, nursed Fatima."
Al-Haytham b. 'Adi stated that Hisham b. 'lJrwa related to him, from Sa'id
b. al-Musayyab, from his father, who said, "The Prophet ($AAS) had two
sons: ai-Tahir and al-Tayyib. One of them he also named 'Abd Shams, the other
'Abd al-'lJzza."
This is somewhat objectionable. I>7 But God knows best.
Mul}ammad b. 'A'idh stated, "AI-Walid b. Muslim informed me, from Sa'id
b. 'Abd al-'AziZ, that Khadija gave birth to al-Qlsim, al-Tayyib, al-Tahir,
Munahir, Zaynab, Ruqayya, Fatima and Umm Kulthum."
AI-Zubayr b. Bakkar quoted his uncle Mu~'ab b. 'Abd Allah as having said,
"Khadija bore al-Qlsim and ai-Tahir, who was also called al-Tayyib. AI--r-ahir
was born after the beginning of the prophethood. He died when young; 'Abd
Allah was another name given him. Then were born Fatima, Zaynab, Ruqayya
and Umm Kulthum."
AI-Zubayr also stated that Ibrahim b. al-Mundhir related to him, from Ibn
Wahb, from Ibn Lahi'a, from Abu al-Aswad, that Khadija gave birth to al-Qlsim,
al-Tahir, al-Tayyib, 'Abd Allah, Zaynab, Ruqayya, Fatima, and Umm Kulthum.
177. The" second names referred to were, of course, common among the polytheists. They mean
"worshipper of the sun" and "worshipper of (the goddess) al-CUzza".
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(He went on) "Mul.>ammad b. Fagala quoted to me a sheikh who had been a
contempotary ofthe Prophet (SAAS), as having said, 'Khadlja bore al-Q;i.sim and
'Abd Allah. AI-Qasim lived until he could walk; 'Abd Allah died while still small."
A1-Zubayr b. Bakkar also stated, "In the jahiliyya Khadlja was known as
'a1-Tahira, daughter of Khuwaylid'. She bore to the Messenger of God (SAAS)
al-Q;i.sim, his elder son, by whose name he was himself known. After al-Q;i.sim
came Zaynab and 'Abd Allah, who was known as 'a1-Tayyib', 'the good', and
as ai-Tahir, 'the pure'. The latter was born after the commencement of the·
prophethood and died while small. Then she bore him, in order, his daughters
Umm Kulthum, Fatima and Ruqayya. AI-Qasim died in Mecca; he was the first
of his children to die. And then 'Abd Allah died.
"Later Mariya, daughter of Sham'un, bore him IbrahIm. She was a Copt;
a1-Muqawqis, Governor of Alexandria, had presented her, along with her sister
ShInn and a eunuch named Mabur. The Messenger of God (SAAS) gave Shlrln
to .l;Iassan b. Thabit, and she bore him his son 'Abd a1-Ral.>man. The line of
.l;Iassan b. Thabit died out."
Abu Bakr b. al-BarqI.stated, "It is said that 'ai-Tahir' was 'a1-Tayyib' and also
"Abd Allah'. It is also said that al-Tayyib and al-Mutayyab were twins, as also
were ai-Tahir and al-Mutahhar."
AI-Mufaggal b. Ghassan stated, from Al.>mad b. .l;Ianbal, quoting 'Abd
al-Razzaq, quoting Ibn ]urayj, from Mujahid, who said, "AI-Qasim, son of the
Prophet (SAAS), remained alive for seven days, then died."
AI-Mufaggal went on, "This is an error; in fact, he lived for seventeen
months."

The baji:;: Abu Nu'aym quoted Mujahid as having said, "AI-Q;i.sim died when
he was seven days old."
A1-Zuhn said that he was two years old. Q;J.tada stated that he lived until he
could walk.
Hisham b. CUrwa stated, "It was the Iraqis who invented reference to al-Tayyib
and ai-Tahir. Our scholars say, (that his children were) 'Abd al-CUzza, 'Abd
Manaf, and a1-Q;i.sim; the females were Ruqayya, Umm Kulthum and Fa!ima."
Thus also Ibn 'Asakir gave it and it is objectionable; what he denied is what is
commonly accepted. He also left out any reference - which is obligatory - to
Zaynab. But God knows best.
Regarding Zaynab, 'Abd al-Razzaq quoted Ibn]urayj as having said, "Several
people told me that Zaynab was the oldest of the daughters of the Messenger of
God (SAAS). Fa!ima was the youngest of them and the one he most favoured.
Abu a1-'A~ b. al-RabI' married Zaynab and she bore him 'All and Uniama. It
was Umama whom the Messenger of God (SAAS) would carry during prayer.
When he prostrated, he would put her down; when he stood up, he carried her."
Perhaps this was following the death of her mother, in 8 AH. This was what
a1-WaqidI, Q;J.tada, 'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr b. .l;Iazm and others stated. She seems
to have been a small child at the time. But God knows best.
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'All b. Abu TaIib, may God be pleased with him, married her after the death
of Fatima.
The death ofZaynab, may God be pleased with her, occurred in 8 AH. Q;uada
stated this from 'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr b. I;lazm, from Khalifa b. Khayyat, from
Abu Bakr b. Abu Khaythama and from others also. Q;itada also quoted Ibn
I;lazm as having stated that she died at the beginning of 8 AH.
I;lammad b. Salama reported from Hisham b. 'Orwa, from his father, that
when Zaynab left on the Hijra, a man pushed her and she fell on a rock and had
a miscarriage, remaining thereafter in pain until she died. People considered that
she died a martyr.
Ruqayya was initially married by her cousin, 'Otba b. Abu Lahab, whose
brother 'Utayba b. Abu Lahab married her own sister, Umm Kulthum. Both
men divorced the sisters, before consummating marriage with them, out ofanger
at the Messenger of God (SAAS), when God sent down, "May both hands
of Abu Lahab perish and may he perish! His wealth and earnings will not avail
him! He will bnrn in fire of flames, along with his wife, that bearer of fuel,
around her neck a twisted rope!" (surat al-Lahab; eXI, v.l~5).
'Othman b. 'Affan, may God be pleased with him, married Ruqayya, and she
went into exile with him to Abyssinia; he is said to have been the first person
to leave for there. Thereafter they both returned to Mecca, as we narrated above.
They then went into exile to Medina. She bore him his son, 'Abd Allah, who
lived on to age six. A cock pecked him in the eyes and he died. 'Othman was
initially named for him, and then later for his son 'Amr.
She died after the Messenger of God (SAAS) had won victory at Badr, on the
yawm al-furqiin, l78 when the two forces clashed. When the messenger bearing the
good news of the victory, Zayd b. I;laritha, that is, reached Medina, he found
them levelling the soil over her grave. 'Othman had remained with her nursing
her, by orders of the Messenger of God (SAAS). The latter gave him his salary
and his share of the booty. Following his return, the Messenger of God (SAAS)
married 'Othman to Ruqayya's sister Umm Kulthum. 'Othman was therefore
known as dhu al-nurayn, "he who had the two lights". Umm KUlthum died in
his quarters in Sha'ban of9 AH; she bore 'Othman no children. The Messenger
of God (SAAS) had said, "If I had had three daughters, I would have married
them all to 'Othman!" In one account he is quoted as having said, "If! had had
ten daughters, I would have married them all to 'Othman!"
Fatima was married to her cousin 'All b. Abu Talib in Safar of 2 AH. She bore
him al-I;lasan and al-I;lusayn, and, it is also stated, MUQsin; she also bore him
Umm Kulthum and Zaynab.
During his reigo 'Omar b. al-Khanab married Umm Kulthum, daughter of
'All b. Abu Talib and Fatima, treating her with extreme honour and respect.
Because of her descent from the Messenger of God (SAAS), he awarded her
40,000 dirhams. She bore him a son, Zayd b. 'Omar b. al-Khanab.
178. See above, Vol. II, page 252ct seq.
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Following the assassination of'Umar b. al-Khanab, his cousin 'Awn b. ]a'far
married Umm Kulthum and he left her a widow. His brother Mu!:lammad then
married her and also left her a widow. 'Abd Allah b. ]a'far, brother of both her
previous two husbands, then married her and she died while still his wife. 'Abd
Allah b. ]a'far had previously been married to Umm KulthUm's sister Zaynab,
daughter of 'All, and she too had died while his wife. Fatima died six months
after the Messenger of God (SAAS), according to the most widely accepted
accounts.

This authoritative information is given from Cj\.'isha in the ~abib collections;
al-ZuhrI and Abu]a'far al-Baqir also stated this.
According to al-ZuhrI, her death came three months after that of the Prophet
(SAAS). Abu al-Zubayr gave that period as two months. Abu Burayda stated,
"She lived for seventy days and nights after him." 'Amr b. DInar stated, "She
remained alive for eight months after him." 'Abd Allah b. al-I;larith said the same.
In an account from 'Amr b. DInar, the period of time is given as four months.
IbrahIm was born to Mariya al-Q!btlya, as stated above. His birth was in Dhu
al-I;lijja of 8 AH. It has been narrated from Ibn LahI'a and others, quoting 'Abd
al-Ra!:lman b. Ziyad as having said, "When she became pregnant with IbrahIm,
Gabriel came to him and said, 'Peace be upon you, father of IbrahIm! God has
given you a son from Mariya, his mother, and He commands you to name him
IbrahIm. He has blessed you in him, and has made him a source of delight for
you in this world and the hereafter.'''
The bafi,!, Abu Bakr al-Bazzilr narrated, from Mu!:lammad b. Miskln, from
'Uthman b. Sali!:l, from Ibn LahI'a, from 'AqII and Yazld b. Abu I;lablb, from
al-ZuhrI, from Anas, who said, "When his son IbrahIm was born to the Prophet
(SAAS), he had doubts about him. And so Gabriel came to him and said, 'Peace
be upon you, father ofIbrahlm!'''
And Asbilt quoted al-Suddl - Isma'il b. 'Abd al-Ra!:lman, that is - as having
said, "I asked Anas b. Malik as follows, 'What age did IbrahIm, the son of the
Prophet (SAAS) attain?' He replied, 'He filled up his cradle. Ifhe had remained
alive, he would have been a prophet. However, he was not to be kept alive, for
your Prophet (SAAS), was the last of the prophets.'''
Imam A!:lmad stated that 'Abd al-Ra!:lman b. Mahdi related to him, quoting
Sufyan, from al~SuddI, from Anas b. Malik, who said, "If IbrahIm, son of the
Prophet (SAAS), had lived, he would have been ~iddiqan nabiyyan, 'one fully
trusting (in God) and a prophet'."
Abu 'Abd Allah b. Manda stated that Mu!:lammad b. Sa'd and Mu!:lammad b.
IbrahIm related to him, quoting Mu!:lammad b. 'Uthman al-'AbsI, quoting Minjab,
quoting Abu 'Amir al-AsadI, quoting Sufyan, from al-SuddI, from Anas, who
said, "IbrahIm, son ofthe Prophet (SAAS), died while a child of 16 months. And'
the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Bury him in the al-BaqI' cemetery. He has
a nursemaid who will complete suckling him in paradise.'''
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Abu ¥aqa stated that Abu Khaythama related to him, quoting Isma'il b. Ibrahim,
from Ayyub, from 'Amr b. Sa'id, from Anas, who said, "I never saw any person
more kind with children than the Messenger of God (SAAS). Ibrahim was being
suckled in the heights of Medina. He would hurry off there, in our company. He
would enter the house while Ibrahim was being fed. His wet nurse lived among
us. He would take hold of him (Ibrahim) and kiss him, then leave."
'Amr said, "When Ibrahim died, the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'IbrahIm
is my son; he died on the breast. He has two wet nurses who will complete his
suckling in paradise.'"

Jarir and Abu 'Awana narrated, from aI-A'mash, from Muslim b. SabiI; Abu
al-OuI;a, from al-Bara', who said, "Ibrahim, the son of the Messenger of God
(SAAS), died while a child of 16 months. he said, 'Bury him in al-Baqi'; he has
a nursemaid in paradise.'"

AI;mad narrated it from a badith ofJabir, from 'Amir, from aI-Bara'. Sufyan
al-Thawri narrated it thus from Firas, from al-Sha'bi, from al-Bara' b. 'Azib
similarly.
AI-ThaWri also narrated it from Abu IsI;aq, from aI-Bara'. Ibn <Asakir traced
it through 'Attab b. MuI;ammad b. Shawdhab, from 'Abd Allah b. Abu Awfa,
who said, "Ibrahim died and the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'The rest of
his suckling will take place in paradise.'"
Abu ¥aqa al-Mawsili stated that Zakariyya' b. ¥ a1;J.ya al-Wasip related to him,
quoting Hushaym, from Isma'il, who said, "I asked Ibn Abu Awfa" - or "I heard
him asked" - about Ibrahim, son of the Prophet (SAAS). He replied, 'He died
while still young. If it had been decreed that there be a prophet after the Prophet
(SAAS), he would certainly have lived.'''
Ibn 'Asakir narrated, from a badith ofA1;J.mad b. Mu1}ammad b. Sa'id aI-l;Iafi?,
quoting 'Ubayd b. Ibrahim aI-Ju'fi, quoting al-l;Iasan b. Abu 'Abd Allah
aI-Fara', quoting Mus'ab b. Salam, from Abu l;Iarnza aI-Thumali, from Abu
Ja'far Mu1}ammad b. 'Ali, from Jabir b. 'Abd Allah, who said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) said, 'If IbrahIm had lived, he would have been a prophet.'"
Ibn 'Asakir narrated from a badith of Mu1}ammad b. Isma'!l b. Samura, from
Mu1}arnmad b. aI-l;Iasan aI-Asadi, from Abu Shayba, from Anas, who said, "When
Ibrahim died, the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Do not wrap him in his
shroud until I look at him.' He then carne and leaned over him and wept so hard
that his beard and his sides trembled."
I note that narratives from Abu Shayba are invalid.
He (Ibn 'Asakir) proceeded to narrate from a badith of Muslim b. Khiilid
alCZanji, from Ibn Khaytham, from Shahr b. l;Iawshab, from Asm;l>, daughter of
¥ azid b. aI-Sakn, who said, "When Ibrahim died, the Messenger of God (SAAS)
wept and Abu Bakr and 'Umar told him, 'You are the one most cognisant of
God's right.' He replied, 'The eye weeps and the heart is sad. We will not speak
what would anger the Lord. If it were not a matter of a sincere promise and
a universal compact, and that the latter of us will follow the former, we would
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grieve for you, Ibrahim, more severely than we have ever mourned before. We
are deeply saddened for you, Ibrahim.'"
Imam A1).mad stated that Aswad b. 'Amir related to him, quoting Isra'il,
from Jabir, from aI-5ha'bJ, from ai-Baril', who said, "The Messenger of God
(SAAS) prayed over his son Ibrahim. He died at the age of 16 months. He said,
'There are those in paradise who will complete his suckling, and he is ~iddiq, 17'
"innocent", "righteous".'"

It is also narrated from a ftadith of al-I;Iakam b. 'Uyayoa, from aI-Sha'bi, from
ai-Baril'.
Abu Ya'ia stated that al-Qi'warirJ related to him, quoting Isma'll b. Abu
Khalid, from Ibn Abu Awfa, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) prayed
over his son, and I prayed behind him. He spoke the words Allahu akbar! 'God
is most Great!' four times."

Yunus b. Bukayr narrated, from Mu1).ammad b. Is1).aq, quoting Mu1).ammad
b. Tal1).a b. Yazid b. Rukana, who said, "Ibrahim, son of the Messenger of God
(SAAS), died while a child of 18 months, and he did not pray over him."
Ibn 'Asakir narrated, from a ftadith ofIs1).aq b. Mu1).anunad aI-Farwi, from qsa
b. 'Abd Allah b. Mu1).ammad b. 'Umar b. 'Ali b. Abu Talib, from his father, from
his grandfather, who quoted 'Ali as having said that when Ibrahim, the son of
the Messenger of God (SAAS), died he sent 'Ali b. Abu Talib to his mother,
Mariya, the Copt, who was in an upper chamber. 'Ali carried him out in a
basket, placing him before himself on his horse, and brought him to the
Messenger of God (SAAS). He washed him and wrapped him in his shroud,
then carried him out to the people. He buried him in the alley adjoining the
house of Mu1).anunad b. Zayd. 'Ali went into his grave, smoothed (the soil) over
him and buried him. He then emerged and sprinkled water over his grave. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) placed his hand in his grave and said, "I swear by
God, he waS a prophet and the son of a prophet." And the Messenger of God
(SAAS) wept, as did the Muslims around him. The sound they all made arose
above them.
'Ali then quoted the Messenger of God (SAAS), as having) said, "The eye
weeps and the heart is sad. We will not speak what would anger the Lord. We
are deeply saddened for you, Ibrahim."
AI-WaqidJ stated, "Ibrahim, son of the Messenger of God (SAAS), died on
Tuesday the 10th ofRabi' al-Awwal, 10 AH. He was 18 months old. He had been
living among Banu Mazin b. ai-Najjar, in the home ofUmm Barza, daughter of
al-Mundhir. He was buried in the al-Baqi' cemetery."
I note that I have stated above that the sun was eclipsed on the day of his
death. People said, "It has eclipsed at the death ofIbrahim!" The Messenger of
God (SAAS) made a public address in which he said, "The sun and the moon
179. This epithet is translated throughout this text, when applied to Abu Bakr, as "trusting".

However, in this context the word, that has implications of sincerity and trustworthiness, has to be
appropriate for application to a small child.
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are two signs of God, Almighty and Glorious is He. Neither of them are eclipsed
at either the death or the life of anyone."
Chapter: Material concerning the slaves, male andfemale, ofthe Messenger ofGod
(SAAS), his servants, scribes and clerks.

These are arranged in alphabetical order of their names, and some information
given about them is included.
The following constitutes in large part all material related about them.
They included Usama b. Zayd b. I:Iaritha Abu Zayd al-Kalbi. He was
also known as Abu Yazid and as Abu Mul;1ammad. He was a freed-man of the
Messenger of God (SAAS), and the son of his freed-man; he was his intimate
friend and the son of his intimate friend. His mother was Umm Ayman, her
given name being Baraka. She was the nursemaid of the Messenger of God
(SAAS), in his infancy, and one of those who believed in him early after his
receipt of his mission.
In the final days of his life, the Messenger of God (SAAS) appointed Usaroa
a commander of an expeditionary force. His age at that time was some 18 Or 19.
At the time of the death of the Prophet (SAAS), he was commander of a large
army that included CUmar b. al-Khal1ab and, it is said, Abu Bakr, "the trusting",
as well; this, however, is unlikely, since the Messenger of God (SAAS) had
appointed Abu Bakr to the Imamate.
When the Messenger of God (SAAS) died, the army ofUsama was encamped
at al-Jurf, as we have narrated above. Abu Bakr requested Usama to release
CUmar b. al~Khanab so that he could remain in Medina with him to give him
the benefit of his counsel. U saroa did release him. Abu Bakr reaffirmed the
commission of CUsaroa's army after many of the Companions had changed their
minds about it. He rejected their view, saying, "I will not, by God, take down a
flag mounted by the Messenger of God (SAAS)!"
And so they proceeded forth as far as the borders of al-Balqii' in Syria, where
his father Zayd, Jacfar b. Abu TaIib and 'Abd Allah b. Rawal;1a, may God be
pleased with them all, had been killed. He attacked that territory, acquired booty
and prisoners and then returned home safe and sound. This is why CUmar b.
al-Khanab, may God be pleased with him, never failed to address him with the
words, "Peace be upon you, commander!"

When the Messenger of God (SAAS) awarded him the commander's banner,
some people complained at his having been placed in charge. The Messenger of
God (SAAS) therefore made an address in which he said, "For you to complain
about his being in charge would be tantamount to your complaining at his
father's having been given command previously. I swear by God, he was fully
worthy of the comand and this man, after him, has my extremely high regard."
This is included in the $a~,~ collection, from a ~adith of Musa b. CUqba, from
Salim, from his father.
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It is established in the ~abib collection of al-Bukhiiri that Usama, may God be
pleased with him, said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) would take me and
al-!:Iasan (in his lap) and say, '0 God, I love these two; may You love them both.'"
From al-Sha'bi, 'A'isha is quoted as having said, "Let whoever loves God and
His Messenger love Usama b. Zayd."
Therefore, when 'Umar b. al-Khanab set the salaries in the diwan system, he
assigned 5,000 (dirhams) for Usama, while he gave his own son 'Abd Allah 4,000.
He was asked about this (by 'Abd Allah) and replied, "He was more higWy
favoured by the Messenger of God (SAAS) than you were; and his father was
more highly favoured than your own!"
'Abd al-Razzaq narrated, from Ma'mar, from al-Zuhri, from 'Urwa, from
Usama, that the Messenger of God (SAAS) set him behind himself on his
donkey, on a piece of cloth, when he went to visit Sa'd b. 'Ubada prior to the
battle of Badr.
I note that he mounted him similarly behind himself on his camel when he
set out from 'Arafat to al-Muzdalifa, as we have noted above in the account of
the bijjat al-wada'.
Several sources state that Usama, may God be pleased with him, did not
participate with 'Ali in any of the batdes. And it was he who apologized to the
Messenger of God (SAAS), when the latter asked him, after he had killed the
man even after he had spoken the shahada, "Who will protect you at Judgement
Day, from the utterance, 'There is no god but God'? Did you not kill him after
he said, 'There is no god but God'?" And so on, to the completion of the badith.
There are many references to his virtues. He was as black as night and fIatnosed. He was sweet-tempered and good-looking, tall, eloquent, knowledgeable
and masterly. May God be pleased with him.
His father had similar qualities, except for being extremely pale-skinned. For
this reason certain ignorant people express suspicions about Usama's parentage.
On one occasion Mujazziz al-MudlijIl" passed by them when they were both
lying asleep in an outer wrap, their feet being visible - Usama's being black, and
his father's white. Mujazziz exclaimed, "Glory be to God! These feet are of
the same lineage!" The Messenger of God (SAAS) was most impressed by this
comment and went in to see 'A'isha, beaming ,,~th delight. He said, "Would you
believe that Mujazziz has just looked at Zayd b. !:Iantha and Usama b. Zayd and
commented, 'These feet are of the same lineage!'"
Because of this badith and the decision reached and its acceptance, scholars
of the traditions such as al-Shafi'i and A!:Imad give credence to such qafa in
resolving questions involving mixed lineage, as is established in the appropriate
place (in the texts).
It is firmly established by Abu 'Umar that Usama died in 54 AH. Others,
however, give that date as 58 or 59 AH. It is also said that he died after the
180. He was a qa'if(plural qttft), one skilled in determining lineage from observation of similarities
in physical attributes.
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assassination of CUthman, but God knows best. All compilers of the
collections include in their books statements attributed to hiro.

~a/:til;

Also there was Aslarn, otherwise called "Ibrahim", "Thabit" and "Hurmuz"
Abu Rafi Cal-Qubtl. He accepted Islam before Badr, but was not present there
because he was in Mecca with his masters of the al-cAbbas family. He used to
strike fIint-iron; the story of his dealings with the foul Abu Lahab when news
came of the battle of Badr is given above; 181 and to God be praise.
He then went on the Hijra and took part in the battle of U!)ud and its
aftermath. He was a scribe and wrote for cAll b. Abu Talib at aI-Kilfa. It was
aI-Mufaqqal b. Ghassan aI-Ghailabi who stated this. He was present at the
conquest of Egypt during the rule of CUmar.
First he belonged to al-cAbbas b..cAbd al-Muttalib who presented biro to the
Messenger of God (SAAS). The latter manumitted hiro and married him to his
own freed-woman Salma. Children were born to him and he would be in charge
of the baggage of the Prophet (SAAS).
Imam Al)mad stated that both MuI)arnmad b. Jacfar and Bahz stated, "Shu'ba
narrated to us, from aI-I:Iakam, from Ibn Abu Rafic, from Abu Rafi c, that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) sent a man of Banu Makhzum to take charge of the
~adaqa, 'the charity funds'. The man said to Abu Rafi c, 'Come along with me, and
you will get some of it.' 'No!' replied Abu Rafic. 'Not until I go to the Messenger
of God and ask him.' And so he did go to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and he
replied, 'Charity funds are not permitted for us; the freed-man of a family is one
of them (in this regard).'''
AI-Thawri narrated it from Mu!)arnmad b. cAbd aI-RaI.unan b. Abu Layla,
from aI-I:Iakam. Abu Yaqa narrated it in his musnad /:tadtth collection, also from
Abu Rafi c, that they suffered from extreme cold at the battle of Khaybar. And
the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "Whoever has a blanket should share it with
those who do not have one."
Abu Rafic went on, "I could not find anyone to share their blanket with me.
So I went to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and he threw his coverlet over me.
We slept until morning. Then the Messenger of God (SAAS) found a snake at
his feet and he said, 'Abu RafiC! Kill it! Kill it!'"
All the compilers of the ~a/:ti/:t collections included narrations from him. He
died during the reign of CAli, may God be pleased with hiro.
Another slave was Ansa b. Ziyad Abu Mishral), also known as Abu Misra!).
He was of mixed lineage and from aI-Sarrat. He was a muhajiri and participated
at the battle ofBadr, according to CUrwa, al-Zuhri, Musa b. CUqba, Mu!)ammad
b. Is!)aq, aI-Bukhari and others. They stated, "He was one of those who would
allow access to the Messenger of God (SAAS), when he held a meeting."
Khalifa b. Khayyat narrated in his book, "All b. Mu!)ammad stated, from
'Abd al-'Aziz b. Abu Thabit, from Da'ud b. aI-I:Iusayn, from cIkrama, from Ibn
i81. See Vol. II, pages 321-2.
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'Abbas, who said, 'Anasa, freed-man of the Messenger of God (SAAS), was
martyred at Badr.'"
AI-Waqidl stated, "In our view, that is not fully established. I have seen some
scholars also assert that he witnessed the battle of mud and lived on for some
time thereafter, dying during the lifetime of Abu Bakr, during his caliphate."
They also included Ayman b. 'Ubayd b. Zayd al-I;IabashI. Ibn Manda traced
his lineage to 'Awf b. al-Khazraj; this, however, is controversial.
He was the son ofUmm Ayman Baraka, brother ofUsama on his mother's side.
Ibn Isl.iaq stated, "He was in charge ofthe ablution vessel used by the Prophet
(SAAS). He was one of those men who stood ftrm at the battle ofI;Iunayn. And it
is said that it was about him and his companions that the words of the Ahnighty,
"and he who hopes to meet his Lord should do good works, and not associate any
other (god) with the worship of his Lord" (siirat al-Kahf; XVIII, v.llO).
AI-Shaft'l stated that Ayman was killed while with the Prophet (SAAS), at the
battle ofI;Iunayn.
He also stated that the account quoting him narrated by Mujahid was
munqa!i', "incomplete in its line". By this he was referring to what was narrated
byal-ThawrI, from Mansur, from Mujahid, from 'Ata', from Ayman al-I;IabashI,
who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) only sentenced to amputation a person who had
stolen a shield; the value of a shield at that time was one d'nar."
Abu al-Qisim al-Baghawl narrated this in his Mu'jam al-$altaba, quoting
Harlin b. 'Abd Allah, from Aswad b. 'Amir, from al-I;Iasan b. SaIiQ, from Mansur,
from al-I;Iakam, from Mujahid and 'Ata', from Ayman, from the Prophet (SAAS),
in similar words.
This ltad,th, if it has not been forged, requires Ayman to have died after
the Prophet (SAAS). It may well be that the attribution should have been to
someone other than him.
The majority of scholars, including Ibn Isl.iaq and others, include him among
those of the Companions killed at the battle of I;Iunayn. But God knows best.
A story is recounted of an incident involving his son al-I;Iajjaj b. Ayman and
'Abd Allah b. 'Umar.
Also there was Badhan; reference to him will be included in the life of
Tahman, to follow.
They also include Thawban b. Bujdud, also known as Ibn Jal.idar Abu 'Abd
Allah, as Abu 'Abd aI-KarIm and as Abu 'Abd al-Ral.iman.
His parentage was among the people of al-Sarrat, a place between Mecca
and Yemen; alternatively, he is said to be descended from the I;Iimyar people
of Yemen, or from aI-Han. He is also said to be of the line of I;Iakam b. Sa'd
al-'Ashira of Madhl.iij, and to have been taken captive in the jahiliyya period.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) purchased him, then manumitted him and gave
him the choice between returning to his own people or remaining one of the
household. He remained loyal to the Messenger of God (SAAS), until his death,
attending him constantly, whether at home or travelling.
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He took part in the conquest of Egypt during the rule ofVmar and thereafter
resided at Bims, where he built a house. He remained there until he died, in 54
AH. This date is also given, mistakenly, as 44 AH. It is said that he died in Egypt,
but the filct is that it was in Bims, as stated above. But God knows best.
AI-Bukharj gives a tradition from him in the chapter Kitiib al-Adab ("Book on
Manners") ofhis ,abib collection. Muslim also includes him in his ,abib collection,
as do the other ahl al-sunan badlth compilations.
Also there was Bunayn, the freed-man of the Prophet ($AAS); he was the
grandfather ofIbrahjm b. 'Abd Allah b. Bunayn.
We have narrated how he served the Prophet ($AAS), and helped him with
the ablution. When the Prophet ($AAS) had finished, Bunayn would take the
remainder of the ablution water to the Companions. Some of these would drink
from it, while others wiped themselves with it. Bunayn would also retain it and
keep it in a jar. Eventually they complained about him to the Prophet ($AAS),
who asked him, "What are you doing with it?" He replied, "I save it up and drink
it, Messenger of God." The latter commented, "Have you ever seen a slave store
away what this one does!"
Ultimately the Prophet ($AAS) presented him to his uncle ai-'Abbas, who
manumitted him; may God be pleased with them both.
They also include Dhakwan; reference to him will be made in relation to the
life of Tahman, hereafter.
Also there was Rafi', or Abu Rafi', also known as Abu al-Bah!.
Abu Bakr b. Abu Khaytharna stated, "He belonged to Abu UQ.ay\1a Sa'jd b.
ai-'A~ the elder. His sons inherited him. Three of them manumitted those they
had as their share of the inheritance and he was present with them at Badr,
at which battle all three were killed.'82 Then Abu Rafi' purchased the remaining
freed-men from the sons of Sa'jd, except for the share of Khalid b. Sa'jd.
Khalid gave his share to the Messenger of God ($AAS); he accepted him, then
manumitted him. He used to say, "I am the freed-man of the Messenger of God
($AAS),"and his sons after him would also say this of him.
They include Rabal;1 al-Aswad, who would grant access to visit the Prophet
($AAS). It was he who took permission to Vmar b. al-Khanab to enter in to see
the Messenger of God ($AAS), while he was in that upper room, that day he had
turned away from his wives, secluding himself alone there from them.
He is thus quoted in the badlth of'lkrama b. 'Ammar, from Simak b. al-Walid,
from Ibn 'Abbas, from Vmar.
Imam A\1mad stated that Wakj' related to him, quoting 'lkrama b. 'Ammar,
from Iyas b. Salama b. al-Akwa', from his father, who said, "The Prophet ($AAS)
had a slave named Rabal;1."
Of them also was Ruwayfi', his freed-man. Mu~'ab b. 'Abd Allah al-Zubayrt
included him among the freedmen, as did Abu Bakr b. Abu Khaythama. They
182. Their names, however, do not appear in the list of the participants at Badr, as compiled by

Ibn KathlT.
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both stated, "His son went to 'Vmar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz, during the latter's rule,
who gave him an appointment. He left no offspring."
I note that 'Vmar b. 'Abd al-'AziZ, may God have mercy on him, was very
solicitous ofthe freed-men of the Messenger of God (SAAS). He wished to know
them and to grant them favours. During his rule he wrote to Abu Bakr b. I;Iazm,
the leading scholar of Medina during his time, asking him to search for the
freed-men of the Messenger of God (SAAS), including the freed-women, and
his servants.
It was al-Waqidi who narrated this. Abu 'Vmar also mentioned this in brief
and said, "I am not aware of any I;adith attributed to him." Ibn al-Athir related
this in his work al-Chiiba.
There was also Zayd b. I;Iaritha al-Kalbi. We have given reference to him,
may God be pleased with him, above in the account of his death at the battle
of al-Mu'ta; that occurred in ]umada, 8 AH, some months prior to the conquest
of Mecca.
He was the commander-in-chief. After him in command came ]a'far, then,
following them both, came 'Abd Allah b. Rawal;ta.
'j\.'isha, may God be pleased with her, is quoted as having said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) appointed Zayd b. I;Iaritha as commander of every military
expedition on which he dispatched him. Ifhe had remained alive, he would have
appointed him his successor." It was Al;tmad who gave this quotation.
They also include Zayd Abu Yasar.
Abu al-Qisim al-Baghawi stated in his Mu'jam al-$al;iiba, "He resided
in Mecca. Only one I;adith of which I have knowledge is attributed to him. It
was related to us by Mul;tammad b. 'Ali al-]awzajani, quoting Abu Salama al-Tabudhaki, that is - quoting I;Iaf~ b. 'Vmar al-Ta>i, quoting Abu 'Vmar b.
Murra, quoting Bilal b. Yasar b. Zayd, the freed-man of the Prophet (SAAS),
quoting his father who quoted his grandfather as having heard the Messenger of
God (SAAS), 'Whoever says, "I seek forgiveness from God, than Whom there
is no other, He being the Living, the Everlasting; to Him I turn in repentance",
will be forgiven, even if he has fled from the battlefield.'''
Abu Da'ud narrated it thus from Abu Salama. Al-Tirmidhi gave if from
Mul;tammad b. Isma'll al-Bukhari, from Abu Salama Musa b. Isma'i!. Al-Tirmidhi
stated, "This is gharib. We know of it only from this one source."
They include Safina Abu 'Abd al-Ra\:tman, known as Abu al-Bakhtari. His given
name was Mahran, and is also said to have been 'Abs, A\:tmar and Ruman. The
Messenger of God (SAAS) gave him his agnomen, for a reason we will relate,
and it stuck to him.
He was a freed-man of Umm Salama, who set him free on condition that
he serve the Messenger of God (SAAS) until he died. He accepted this
and would say, "If she had not stipulated this, I would not have separated from
him!"
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This /:tadith is recorded in the sanan (of Abu Dii'ud).
He was of mixed Arab ancestry, his paternal origins being from Persia. His
full name was SafIna b. Mafinna.
Imam A!)mad stated that Abu aI-Na4r related to him, quoting Bashraj b.
Nubata a/-CAbsj, a man of Kufa, quoting Sa'jd b. ]umhan, quoting SafIna, who
said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) stated, 'The caliphate among my nation
will be for 30 years, and thereafter it will become a kingdom.'"
(Sa'id b. ]umhiin continued) "Safina then said to me, 'Take the caliphate of
Abu Bakr, that of CUmar, that of 'Uthman, and then that of 'All. We find they
total 30 years.'
"Later I researched the caliphs, but did not find they totalled 30 years. I asked
Sa'id, 'Where did you meet Safina!' He replied, 'In a date~grove, in the era of
aI-Bajjaj. I stayed with him for three nights, asking him to tell me things the
Messenger of God (SAAS) had said. I asked him, 'What is your name!' He
replied, 'I'm not telling you! The Messenger of God (SAAS) named me "Safina",
"boat".' I asked him, 'Why did he call you "Safma"!' He replied, 'The Messenger
of God (SAAS) went on a journey with his Companions. Their baggage grew
too heavy for thein and he told me, "Spread out your cloak!" I spread it out and
they put their belongings on it and then placed it on me. The Messenger of God
(SAAS) said, "Carry that; you're a safina!" And if I had been burdened that
day with the load ofone, two, three, four, five, six or seven donkeys it would not
have been too heavy for me, though they would have been overdoing it.'''
This /:tadith is given by Abu Da'ud, al-Tirmidhi and aI-Nas;;'l. The phrase
they relate is, "the caliphate of the prophethood will be for 30 years. Then there
will be a kingdom."
Imam A!)mad stated that Bahz related to him, quoting Bammad b. Salama,
from Sa'id b. ]umhiin, who quoted SafIna as having said, "We were on a journey,
and whenever anyone got tired, he would throw his clothes, shield or sword over
on me until I was carrying a whole lot of that. The Prophet (SAAS) told me,
'You're a saflna!'''
This was widely accepted to be how he came to be named SafIna.
Abu al-Qisim aI-BaghaWl stated that both aI-Rabi' Sulayman b. Da'ud
aI-Zahriinl and MuJ.wnmad b.]a'far al-Warikiini told him that Sharik b. 'Abd Allah
al-Nakha'l had related to them, from 'Imran aI-Bajali, from a freed-man ofUmm
Salama, who said, "We were with the Messenger of God (SAAS), and passed by
a gulley - or a river - and I was busy helping people across. The Messenger of
God (SAAS) told me, 'From today on, you're nothing but a sajina, a "boat"!'"
Imam A!)mad narrated it thus, from Aswad b. 'Amir, from Shurayk.
Abu 'Abd Allah b. Manda stated that al-Basan b. Makram related to ,him,
quoting CUthman b. CUmar, quoting Usama b. Zayd, from Mu!)annnad b.
aI-Munkadir, from Sanna, who said, "I went to sea on a ship and it was wrecked.
I rode on one of its planks and it cast me up on an island where there was a lion,
and that really surprised me. I said, 'Abu aI-I:Iarith, I'm the freed-man of the
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Messenger of God (SAAS). It then began using its shoulder to gesture to me,
and eventually led me to a path. Then it growled, which I took to be its (farewell)
greeting to me."

Abu a1--Q!lsim al-BaghaWi narrated it from Ibrahim b. Hani', from 'Ubayd
Allah b. Musa, from a man, from Mu/:1ammad b. al-Munkadir.
He also narrated it from Mu/:1ammad b. 'Abd Allah a1-Makhrami, from
I;Iusayn b. Mu/:1ammad, who quoted it from 'Abd a1-'Aziz b. 'Abd Allah b. Abu
Salama, from Mu/:1ammad b. a1-Munkadir, who quoted SaHna, as above.
Al-Baghawi also stated that Harlin b. 'Abd Allah related to him, quoting 'Ali b.
'A~im, quoting Abu Ray/:1ana, who quoted SafIna, the freed-man ofthe Messenger
of God (SAAS), as having said, "When the lion confronted me, I said, 'I'm
Safina, the freed-man of the Messenger of God (SAAS).' It then struck its tail
on the ground and lay down."
Muslim and the ahl al-sunan quoted from him. It is given above in the badith
narrated by Imam A/:1mad that he used to reside in a date orchard, and that he
lived on into the days of al-I;Iajjaj.
Salman al-Farisi, Abu 'Abd Allah, mawla ai-islam, "the freedman ofIslam", was
also one of them.
He was originally from Persia and circumstances led him being owned by a
Jew of Medina. When the Messenger of God (SAAS) went into exile there,
Salman accepted Islam. The Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered him to enter
into a contract ofmanumission with his Jewish master and helped him to payoff
what he owed. He was associated with the Messenger of God (SAAS), who said
of him, "Salman is of our household".
We have given above a description of his leaving his own country and his
association with a sequence of monks, one after the next, until circumstances
led him to al-madina al-munawwaram, 'Medina the illuminated'. We described
how he became a Muslim, may God be pleased with him, early after the
migration of the Prophet (SAAS), to Medina. His death came in 35 AH, at the
end of 'Uthman's rule, or early in 36 AH. It is also said that he died during the
reign of 'Umar b. a1-Khanab; the first date is more widely accepted.
AI-'Abbas b. Yazid al-Ba/:1rani stated, "Scholars had no doubt that he lived for
250 years; they did differ over his having lived to a greater age, up to 350 years."
Some later buJJa;., however, claim that he did not live beyond the age of 100.
God knows best what is correct.
Shuqran al-I;Iabashi was also one of them. His given name was Sali/:1 b. 'Adi; the
Prophet (SAAS) inherited him from his father.
Mu~'ab al-Zubayri and Mu/:1ammad b. Sa'd stated, "He had belonged to 'Abd
al-Ra/:1rnan b. 'Awf, who presented him to the Prophet (SAAS)."
A/:1rnad b. I;Ianbal narrated, from Is/:1aq b. qsa, from Abu Ma'shar, who
stated that Shuqran had told him that he had participated at the"battle of Badr.
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Abu Ma'shar stated that the Messenger of God (SAAS) had not awarded him
a share of the booty.
Mu1).ammad b. Sa'd similarly includes him among those who were present
at Badr. He was a slave and therefore did not receive a share in the booty, but
was placed in charge of the prisoners taken. Each man owning a prisoner made
payment to him, and so he received more than the equivalent of a full share.
He (Mu1).ammad b. Sa'd) stated, "There were three slaves apart from him
at Badr. One was owned by 'Abd al-Ra1).man b. 'Awf, another by I;Iatib b. Abu
Balta'a and a third by Sa'd b. Mu'adh. He (the Prophet (SAAS)) did give them
a small present."
Abu al-Qasim al-Baghawi stated, "There is no mention in al-Zuhri's book or
in that of Ibn Is1).aq of him (Shuqran) among those who were present at Badr."
AI-Waqidi stated that Abu Bakr b. 'Abd Allah b. Abu Sabra quoted Abu Bakr
b. 'Abd Allah b. Abu Jahm as having said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS)
appointed his freed-man Shuqran in charge ofeverything found in the saddle-bags
at the battle at al-MuraySi', including minor items, weapons, cattle and sheep;
he assembled the children in one area."
Imam A1).mad stated that Aswad b. 'Amir related to him, quoting Muslim
b. Khalid, from 'Amr b. Ya1).ya al-Mazini, from his father, who quoted Shuqran
as having said, "I saw him" - meaning the Prophet (SAAS) - "making his way
to Khaybar mounted on a donkey, performing prayer as he did so, and making
gesticulations."

These abiidith provide evidence that Shuqran, may God be pleased with him,
was present at these engagements.
AI-Tirmidhi narrated, from Zayd b. Akhzam, from 'Uthman b. Farqad, from
Ja'far b. Mu1).ammad, who quoted Ibn Abu Rafi', as having said, "I heard Shuqran
say, 'I swear by God, it was I who spread out the velvet cloth in the grave beneath
the Messenger of God (SAAS).'" AI-Tirmidhi went on to state that Ja'far b.
Mu1).ammad quoted his father as having said, "It was Abu Tal1).a who made the
grave of the Prophet (SAAS), and Shuqran who laid out the velvet cloth."
AI-Tirmidhi categorized this badith as being basan gharib.
It has been narrated above how Shuqran participated in washing the body
of the Messenger of God (SAAS), how he descended into his grave and how he
placed beneath him the velvet on which he had prayed, saying, "I swear by God,
no one will wear this after you!"
The baji:;; Abu al-I;Iasan b. al-Athir stated in his work al-Ghaba that Shuqran's
line died out and that the last of his descendants died at Medina during the rule
of ai-Rashid.
Also included in their number was Oumayra b. Abu Oumayra al-I;Iimyart. He
was taken captive during the jahiliyya and the Prophet (SAAS) purchased him
then manumitted him. Mu~'ab al-Zubayri referred to him, saying, "He had a
house at al-Baqi' and a child."
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'Abd Allah b. Wahb quoted from Ibn AbU Dhi'b, from I;Iusayn b. 'Abd Allah
b. Oumayra, from his father, who quoted his grandfather Oumayra as having
said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) passed by Oumayra's mother while
she was weeping and asked her, "What is making you cry? Are you hungry or
unclothed?" She replied, "Messenger of God, I have been separated from my
son." The Messenger of God (SAAS) replied, "A mother and her son can never
be separated." He then sent for the man who had Oumayra and exchanged a
young camel for Oumayra.
Ibn Abu Dhi'b went on to state that he (I;Iusayn b. 'Abd·Allllh b. Oumayra)
then read to him a letter he had, as follows, "In the name of God, the most
Merciful and Compassionate. This letter is from Mul).ammad, the Messenger of
God, to Abu Oumayra and his family. The Messenger of God has manumitted
them all. They are a family of Arab descent. If they wish, they may reside with
the Messenger of God and if they wish, they may return to their own people
without hindrance unless for proper cause. Those Muslims who meet with them
should treat them with kindness. Ubayy b. Ka'b wrote (it)."
They also include Tahman, also known as Dhakwan, as Mahran, as MaymUn,
Kaysan and Badham. He quoted the Prophet (SAAS) as having said, "Charity
payments (~adaqa) are not permitted to be made to myself, nor to my household.
The freed-man of the family is one of them (and should not be given ~adaqa)."
Al-Baghawi narrated it from Minjab b. al-I;Iarith and others, from Shank,
from 'Ata' b. al-Sa'ib, from Umm Kulthum, one of the daughters of'AII b. Abu
Talib, who said, "A freed-man of the Prophet (SAAS), a man named Tahman
or Dhakwan, related to me that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said ...", and she
proceeded to quote him as above.
Also among them was 'Ubayd, a freed-man of the Prophet (SAAS).
Abu Da'ud al-Tayalisi stated, from Shn'ba, from Sulayman al-TaymJ, from
a sheikh who asked 'Ubayd, a freed-man of the Prophet (SAAS), "Did the
Prophet (SAAS) order the performance of any prayer other than those written
down?" He replied, "A prayer between the al-maghrib and the al-'ishiP."
Abu al-Qasim al-Baghawi stated, "I know of no one other than him who
narrated this."

Ibn 'Asiikir then commented, "It was not as he said."
He then proceeded to give a text through Abu Ya'la al-Maw~ili, who stated
that 'Abd al-A'Ia b. I;Iammad related to him, quoting I;Iamruad b. Salama, from
Sulayman al-Taymi, who quoted 'Ubayd, a freed-man of the Messenger of God
(SAAS), as having said that there were two women who were fasting and were
slandering people. The Messenger of God (SAAS) called for a vessel and told
them, "Vomit!" They did so, bringing up pus, blood, meat and flesh. He then
commented, "These two women abstained from what was permitted and broke
their fast (by eating) what was prohibited."
Imam Al).mad narrated this, from Yazid b. Hariln and Ibn Abu 'Adi, from
Snlayman al-Taymi, from a man who related to them at a gathering held by Abu
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'Othman, quoting ftom 'Ubayd, a freed-man of the Messenger of God (SAAS),
narrating it as above.
Al)mad also narrated it from Ghundar, who quoted 'Othman b. Ghiyath as
having said, "I was with Abu 'Othman when a man said, "Sa'ld" - or 'Ubayd,
'Othman was unsure of the name - "a freed-man of the Ptophet (SAAS)
said ...". And he went on to narrate as above.
They also included Faqqiila, a freed-man of the Ptophet (SAAS).
Mu1)ammad b. Sa'd stated that al-Waqidi informed him, quoting 'Utba b.
Khayrat al-Ahshali as having said, "'Umar b. 'Abd aI-'Aziz wrote to Abu Bakr
Mu1)ammad b. 'Amr b. l;Iazm asking him for information about the servants of
the Messenger of God (SAAS), including the men, the women and the freed-men.
He replied to him, stating, "There were Faqiila, a freed-man of his, originally of
Yemen, who later lived in Syria, and Abu Muwayhiba, a man of mixed Arab
ancestry, of (Banu) Muzayna, whom he manumitted."
Ibn 'Asakir stated, "I find no mention of F aqala among the freed-men except
from this source."

Q;lfiz was also among them.
Abu 'Abd Allah b. Manda stated that Sahl b. ai-San informed him, quoting
A1)mad b. Mu1)ammad b. aI-Munkadir, quoting Mu1)ammad b. Ya1)ya, from
Mu1)ammad b. Sulayman aI-Harrani, from Zuhayr b. Mu1)ammad, ftom Abu
Bakr b. 'Abd Allah b. Anis, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) had one
slave named Q;lfiz."
Mu1)ammad b. Sulayman is alone in giving this.
Also there was Kirkira, who was in charge of the baggage of the Ptophet
(SAAS), on some of his military expeditions.
Abu Bakr b.l;Iazm mentioned him in what he wrote to 'Umar b. 'Abd ai-'Aziz.
Imam Al)mad stated that Sufyan related to him, ftom 'Amr, from Salim b.
Abu aI-Ja'd, from 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr, who said, "There was a man named
Kirkira in charge of the baggage of the Prophet (SAAS). The man died and the
Ptophet (SAAS) said, 'He is in hell-fire!' Then they noticed that the man bad
a striped cloak or an outer garment that he had put on."
AI-Bukhari narrated this ftom 'Ali b. al-Madini, from Sufyan.
I note that his story is similar to that of Mid'am who was given to him by
Rifa'a of Banu aI-Na~ib, as will be explained.
Kaysan was also one of them.
AI-Baghawi stated that Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba related to him, quoting Ibn
Fuqayl, from 'Ata' b. al-Sa'ib, who said, "I came to Umm Kulthum, daughter
of 'Ali, who said, 'Kaysan, a freed-man of the Prophet (SAAS), related to me
that the latter said to me with regard to an object assigned to charity, 'We of
the household are forbidden access to the charity. And our freed-man is one of
ourselves: so do not consume charity offerings.,,,

Also of them was Mabur, the Coptic ennuch who was presented to him by
the Governor of Alexandria along with Mariya, Shirin and the mule. We have
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given information about him in the material dealing with the life of Mariya, may
God be pleased with them both.
Mid'am was one of them. He was a black, of mixed Arab descent from
I:Iisma l83 who was a gift from Rifa'a b. Zayd al-Jadhami. He was killed during the
life of the Prophet (SAAS), following their return from Khaybar. When they
reached Wadi al-Qura, Mid'am was busy unloading the baggage from the camel
of the Messenger of God (SAAS), when a stray arrow struck and killed him.
People commented, "Lucky for him! Martyrdom!" The Messenger of God
(SAAS) commented, "Absolutely not, by Him who holds my soul in His hand,
the sham/aIM he took at the battle of Khaybar that had not been assigoed from
the booty will light the fIres of hell for him!"
When they heard that a man came up with a shoelace - or two shoelaces - and
the Prophet (SAAS) said, "A shoelace" - or "two shoelaces" - "of fIre!"
Both authors of the ~a&i& collections gave this from a &adith of Malik, from
Thawr b. Y"<Oid, from Abii al-Ghayth, from Abii Hurayra.
Also included among them is Mahran, also known as Tahman. It was he who
was referred to by Umm Kulthiim, daughter of 'Ali, regarding the prohibition
of charity payments to Banii Hashim and their freed-men, as related above.
Maymiin was also among them, he being (the same as) the person preceding
(above).
Also there was his freed-man NafI'.
The &iifi;r. Ibn 'Asiikir stated that Abii al-Fat:l) al-MahanJ informed him, quoting
Shuja' al-Siifi, quoting Mul).ammad b. Isl).aq, quoting AQ.mad b. Mul).ammad
b. Ziyad, quoting Mul).ammad b, 'Abd ai-Malik b. Marwan, quoting Yazid b.
Harun, quoting Abii Malik al-Ashja'i, from Yiisuf b. Maymiin, from NafI', the
freed-man of the Messenger of God (SAAS), who said, "I heard the Messenger
of God (SAAS) say, 'No adulterous old man, no arrogant pauper and no'person
dissatisfIed with the rewards of his work for God the Ahnighty and Glorious,
shall enter heaven.'''
Also included among them is Nufay', sometimes known as MaSriil). and as
NafI' b. Masriil).. The correct name is NafI' b. al-I:Iarith b. Kalda b. 'Amr b. qlaj
b. Salama b. 'Abd al-'lJzza b. Ghira b. 'Awfb. Qtys, he being Thaqif Abii Bakra
al-Thaqafi. His mother was Sumayya, Umm Ziyad.
He and a number of slaves were lowered down over the walls of al-Ta'if,
and the Prophet (SAAS) manumitted him. He was born in Bakra, and so the
Messenger of God (SAAS) named him Abii Bakra.
Abii NU'aym stated, "He was a righteous man; the Messenger of God (SAAS)
established brotherhood between him and Abii Barza al-Aslami."
I note that it was he who prayed over the bier of the latter, that being his
testament.
183. In Syria.
184. A small turban or a body-covering cloak.
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Abu Bakra was not present at the battle of the camel, nor at the battles at
SifUn. His death came in 51 AH, though some say 52 AH.
Waqid was also one of them. His name is also given as "Abu Waqid". He was
a freed-man of the Messenger of God (SAAS).
The (taft;. Abu Baf,? al-Isbaharu stated that Abu 'Amr b. Bamadan related
to him, quoting al-Basan b. Sufyan, quoting MuQ.ammad b. YaQ.ya b. 'Abd
al-Karim, quoting al-Busayn b. MuQ.ammad, quoting al-Haytham b. Bammad,
from al-Barith b. Ghassan, from a man of Quraysh who lived in Medina, from
Zadhan, from Waqid, a freed-man of the Prophet (SAAS), who said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) stated, 'Whoever obeys God remembers God, even
ifhis prayer, fasting and recitation of the Qur'an are minimal. Whoever disobeys
God does not remember Him, even if his prayer, fasting and recitation of the
Qur'an are substantial.'"
Hurmuz Abu Kaysan was one of them. He is also called Hurmuz or Kaysan.
It is he who was also known as "Tahman", as mentioned above.
Ibn Wahb stated that 'All b. 'Abbas related to him, from 'Ara' b. al-Sa'ib, from
Fatima, daughter of 'All, or Umm Kulthum, daughter of 'All, who said, "I heard
a freed-man of ours called Hurmuz, whose agnomen was Abu Kaysan, say,
'I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, 'We of the household are not
permitted access to the charity. And our freed-men are of ourselves. So do not
consume al-~adaqa, the charity.'"
AI-Rabi' b. Sulayman narrated it, from Asad b. Musa, from Warqa', from
'AW b. al-Sa'ib, who said, "I went in to Umm Kulthum and she said, 'Hurmuz,
or Kaysan, related to us that the Messenger of God (SAAS) stated, "We do not
consume

al-~adaqa,

'the charity'."'"

Abu al-Qisim al-Baghawl stated that Mansur b. Abu MuzaQ.im related to
him, qnoting Abu Bafs al-Abbar, from Ibn Abu Ziyad, from Mu'awiya, who
said, "Twenty slaves were present at Badr, including one slave belonging to
the Prophet (SAAS), a man named Hurmuz. The Messenger of God (SAAS)
manumitted him and said, 'God has set you free. A people's freed-man is one
of themselves. We of the household do not consume al-~adaqa, the charity; you
must not do so.'"

Included among them is Hisham, a freed-man of the Prophet (SAAS).
MuQ.ammad b. Sa'd stated that Sulayman b. 'Ubayd Allah al-Raqqi informed
him, quoting MuQ.ammad b. Ayyilb al-Raqqi, from Sufyan, from 'Abd ai-Karim,
from Abu al-Zubayr, who quoted Hisham, a freed-man of the Messenger of
God (SAAS), as having said, "A man came and said, 'Messenger of God, my
wife does not fend off the hand of someone who touches her.' 'Divorce her,' he
responded. The man went ou, '(But) she pleases me.' 'Then enjoy her,' he said."
Ibn Mauda stated that a group ofscholars narrate this from Sufyan al-Thawrl,
from Abu al-Zubayr, from a freed-man of Banu Hashim, from the Prophet
(SAAS). But this (tadith did uot name the freed-man. 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Amr also
narrated it, from 'Abd ai-Karim, from Abu al-Zubayr, from Jabir.
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Also among them was YaSiIr; it is said that he was killed by the 'Urani
(travellers) who had mutilated him.
AI-Waqidl narrated, with his line of transmission commg from Ya'qub b.
'Utba, that the Messenger of God (SAAS) had received him at the engagement
at Q;rrqarat al-Kudr, along with the livestock of Baou Ghatafan aod Banu
Sulaym. The men gave him to the Messenger of God (SAAS), aod he accepted
lllm from them. Because he saw that he was properly performing the prayer, he
maoumitted him. He then divided the livestock among the men, each one of
them receiving seven camels. The men were two hundred in number.
They also include Abu al-I;!amra', a freed-mao aod servaot of the Prophet
(SAAS). His name is also given as Hilal b. al-I;!arith, Ibn al-MIJ+affar, and
Hila! b. aI-I;!arith b. Zufr aI-SulamL He had been taken into captivity during the
jahiliyya.
Abu la'far Mu\:1ammad b. 'All b. Du\:1aym stated that A\:nnad b. I;!azim related
to him, quoting 'Abd Allah b. Musa aod aI-Fagl b. Dukayn, from Yunus b. Abu
Is\:1aq, from Abu Da'ud aI-Fas, who quoted Abu aI-I;!amra' as having said, "I was
stationed in Medina for seven months - it felt like one day - and the Prophet
(SAAS) would come to the door of the home of 'All and Fatima every morning
and callout, 'The prayer! The prayer! People of the household, God wants only
to remove the filth from you, and to thoroughly purify you.'''
A\:1mad b. Hazim also stated that 'Ubayd Allah b. Musa aod al-Fagl b.
Dukayn - whose phraseology is given - stated, from Yunus b. Abu Is\:1aq, from
Abu Da'ud, from Abu al-I;!amra', who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) passed by
a man who had food in a bowl (for sale) aod he placed his hand in it (to check
i
its quality). He said, 'You cheated! Whoever cheats us is not one of us!'''
Ibn Maja narrated it, from AbU Bakr b. Abu Shayba, from Abu Nu'aym. This
is the only source he quoted.
The "Abu Da'ud" referred to in the above badith was Nufay' b. aI-I;!iIrith
aI-A<ma; he was one of those sources considered weak.
'Abbas aI-Duri quoted Ibn Mu'jn as having said, "Abu al-I;!amra' (referred
to above) was a Companion of the Messenger of God (SAAS), whose name was
Hila! b. aI-I;!arith. He used to live in I;!ims; I saw there a young man who was
one of his sons."
Someone else said, "His home was outside the walls ofI;!ims." Abu aI-Wazi'
quoted Samura as having said, "Abu al-I;!amra' was one of the freed-men."
Also among them was Abu Salama, the herdsman of the Prophet (SAAS). He
was also known as Abu Sallam, his given name being I;!urayth.
Abu al-~sim al-BaghaWl stated that Kamil b. TaI\:1a related to him, quoting
'Abbad b. 'Abd al-Samad, who quoted Abu Salama, the herdsman ofthe Prophet
(SAAS), as having said, "I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, 'Whoever
meets God, testifies that there is no god but God, that Mu\:1ammad is the
Messenger of God, and expresses faith in the Mission and in the reckoning will
enter paradise.'"
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'Abbad went on, "We asked him, 'Did you hear this from the Messenger of
God (SAAS)?' He placed a finger in each ear and replied, 'I heard that from him
not once, not twice, not thrice and not fOUf times!'''
Ibn 'Asakir gives only this !tadith from him. AI-Nasa'i narrated another !tadtth
from him in the work al- Yawm wa al-Layla and Ibn Maja quoted another from

him.
AbU Sanyya, a freed-man of the Prophet (SAAS), is another of them.
Abu al-Qasim al-Baghawi stated that Al:Jmad b. al-Miqdam related to us,
quoting Mu'tamir, quoting Abu Ka'b, from his grandfather Baqiyya, from Abu
Safiyya, freed-man of the Prophet (SAAS), that the latter would layout a leather
sheet, and a palm-leaf basket containing pebbles would be brought to him. He
would use these to repeat, sub!tan Allah! "Praise be to God!" until midday. Then
it would be taken away. When he had performed al-uwla, "the first prayer", he
would go on repeating sub!tan Allah! until evening.
They also included Abu J;)umayra, a freed-man of the Prophet (SAAS), the
father ofJ;)umayra referred to above and the husband ofUmm J;)umayra. Some
mention is made of him in their letter concerning his son, Taraf, to which
reference is made above. 185
MuJ:tammad b. Sa'd stated in al-Tabaqat that Isma'il b. 'Abd Allah b. Uways
al-Wadani informed him,quoting I;Iusayn b. 'Abd Allah b. Abu J;)umayra, that
the text of the letter written by the Messenger of God (SAAS), to Abu J;)umayra
was as follows: "In the name of God, the most Merciful and Beneficent. (This
is) a letter from MuJ:tammad, the Messenger of God, to Abu J;)umayra and his
family. They are an Arab family who are among those whom God has awarded
as booty to His Messenger. The latter has manumitted them. He has given
Abu J;)umayra the choice of joining his people, if he wishes, or, if he prefers, to
remain with the Messenger of God (SAAS), he may then be of his household,
having then chosen God and His Messenger, and entered into Islam. No one is
to interrupt their passage, unless to do them good. Those Muslims who meet
them should treat them with kindness. Ubayy b. Ka'b wrote (it)."
Isma'i! b. Abu Uways stated, "This man was a freed-man of the Messenger of
God (SAAS). He was of I;Iimyar. A group of them went on a journey, bearing
this letter. Thieves blocked their path and took their belongings. They then
produced this letter and told the thieves what it contained. The latter read it,
returned their belongings to them and allowed them to pass.
"I;Iusayn b. 'Abd Allah b. Abu J;)umayra presented himself to the Commander
of the Believers, al-Mahdi, having brought this letter with him. Al-Mahdi took
it, examined it carefully, and awarded I;Iusayn 300 dinars."
They also included Abu 'Vbayd, a freed-man of the Messenger of God (SAAS).
Imam AJ:tmad stated that 'Affan related to him, quoting Aban al-'AtI;ar,
quoting Qttada, from Shahr b. I;Iawshab, who quoted Abu 'Ubayd as having said
185. The text of the letter in question, from a different source, is given above with minor variants
from the following account. See above, pages 450-1.
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that he cooked a pot of meat for the Messenger of God (SAAS). The latter asked
him, "Serve me its shoulder!" Abu CUbayd did so, but again he asked, "Serve me
its shoulder!" Abu CUbayd did so, but again he asked, "Serve me its shoulder!"
Abu 'Ubayd then said, "Prophet of God, how many shoulders can a sheep have!"
He replied, "By Him who holds my soul in His hand, if you'd only remained
silent, you would have been able to give me a shoulder every time I asked for it!"
Al-Tirrnidhi narrated this in al-ShamiJ.'il from Bandar, from Muslim b. Ibrahim,
from Ablin b. ¥ azId al-'Anar.
They also include Abu 'ASIb; some give his name as Abu 'Asim. The former is
correct. There are those who distinguish between the two men.
It is related above that he participated in the prayers spoken over the Prophet
(SAAS), attended his burial, and narrated the story about al-MughIra b. Shu'ba.
Al-Barith b. Abu Usama stated that ¥ azid b. Harun related to him, quoting
Muslim b. CUbayd Abu Naqra, who said, "I heard Abu 'ASIb, a freed-man of
the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, 'The Prophet (SAAS) said, "Gabriel carne
to me bearing fever and pestilence. I kept the fever in Medina and dispatched the
pestilence to Syria. Pestilence is a testimony and a mercy for my own nation and
a punishment for the unbelievers." '"

Imam A!).mad narrated it thus from ¥azId b. Harlin.
Abu 'Abd Allah b. Manda stated that Mn!).ammad b. ¥a'qub informed
him, quoting Mu!).ammad b. Is!).aq al-Saghlini, quoting ¥Unus b. Mu!).arnrnad,
quoting Bashra; b. Nubata, quoting Abu al-Naqra al-Ba~ri, from Abu .'ASIb,
the freed-man of the Messenger of God (SAAS), who said, "The Messenger of
God (SAAS) went forth one night. He passed by me and called out to me, then
passed by and called out to Abu Bakr, who came out to him. He then went on by
and called out to 'Vmar, who also came out to him. He then walked on and
entered a garden owned by an a~ari. He asked the owner of the garden, 'Provide
us with some unripe dates to eat.' The man bronght them and put them down.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) ate, as did all the others. He then called
for water and, having drunk some of it, said, 'This is a blessing! ¥ ou will be
asked about this on Judgement Day!' 'Vmar then took the bunch of dates and
struck it on the ground, scattering the unripe dates. He (the an~ari owner of the
date-grove) then asked, 'Prophet of God, will we really be held responsible for
this on Judgement Day?' He replied, 'Yes; for everything except three things:
a scrap of cloth with which a man covers his nakedness, a morsel of food with
which to blunt his hunger, and some stones (ofa structure) he enters' - meaning
to escape the heat and the cold."
Imam A!).mad narrated this from Shuray!)., from Bashra;.
Mu!).ammad b. Sa'd narrated it in his work al-Tabaqat, from Musa b. Isma'il,
who quoted Muslima, daughter of Ablin al-Furay'iyya, who quoted Maymuna,
daughter of Abu 'AsIb as having said, "Abu 'Asib would fast for three days in
sequence. He used to perform the al-qu[la, early morning, prayer while standing,
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but grew (too) old. He would also fast the ayyam al-b't/." She went on to tell
how he had a bell in his bed, the sound of which would ring out when he called
her with it; when he rang it, she would come.
Abu Kabsha al-Anmari was also one of them. He was of the Anmar clan ofBanu
MudhJ.rij as is widely known. He was a freed-man of the Prophet (SAAS).
There are several versions given of his name. The best known of these is
Sulaym; he is also known as 'Amr b. Sa'd - or Sa'd b. 'Amr. He was originally of
mixed Arab descent from Daws territory. He was present at the battle of Badr.
Musa b. 'Uqba quoted from al-ZuhrJ as asserting this. Ibn Is!).aq, al-BukharJ,
al-Waqidi, Mu~'ab al-Zubayn and Abu Bakr b. Abu Khaythama mention him.
AI-WaqidJ added, "He also was present at the battle of U!).ud, and various later
military engagements."
He died on the day when 'Umar b. al-Khanab succeeded to power. That was
on Tuesday, eight days prior to the end ofJumada al-Akhira in 13 AH.
Khalifa b. Khayyat stated, "In 23 AH Abu Kabsha, a freed-man of the Prophet
(SAAS), died."
It has been given above, from Abu Kabsha, that when the Messenger of
God (SAAS) passed through al-I;Iijr on his journey to Tabuk, the men began
entering their houses. They were summoned to a communal prayer and they
all assembled. The Messenger of God (SAAS) then asked, "What? Would you
enter in upon a people with whom God was angry?" One man called out, "We're
curious about them." "Should I not tell you of matters more curious than that?
A man from among yourselves who informs you of what happened before you
and what will be after you." And so on. l86
Imam A!).mad stated that 'Abd al-Ra!).man b. Mahdi related to him, from
Mu'awiya b. Siili!)., from Azhar b. Sa'id al-I;Iawari, who quoted Abu Kabsha
al-Anmari as having said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) was seated among
his Companions. Then he went inside and later came out again, having bathed.
We asked, 'Messenger of God, was something wrong?' 'Yes,' he replied. 'A certain
lady passed by me and I had a desire to be with a woman. So I went to one ofmy
wives and had sexual relations with her. You should all act similarly; to have only
what is permitted is a highly exemplary deed for you."
A!).mad stated that Wakl' related to him, quoting al-Nmash, from Salim b.
Abu al-Ja'd, who quoted Abu Kabsha al-Anmari as having said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) stated, 'The like of this nation is as four persons. One is a man
to whom God gave wealth and knowledge and who works for Him and expends
it as he should. Another is a man to whom God gives knowledge but not wealth;
that person says, 'If only I had the wealth of this person, I would act as he does.'
These two men shall be equal in reward.
"Another is a man to whom God gives wealth but not knowledge; he acts
aimlessly and expends it improperly. Then there is the man to whom God gives
186. See Vol. IV, page 28.
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neither wealth nor knowledge. He says, 'If I had money such as does that man,
I would do as he does.' The Messenger of God (SAAS) concluded, "Those two
men shall be equal in punishment."
Ibn Maja narrated it similarly from Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba, and 'All b.
Mul:Iarnrnad, both of whom quoted from Waki'. Ibn Maja also narrated it from
another line, from a {tadith of Man~ur, from Salim b. Abu al-Ja'd, from Ibn
Abu Kabsha, from his father. Some sources give his name as 'Abd Allah b. Abu
Kabsha.
Al:Imad stated that Yazid b. 'Abd Rabbihi related to him, quoting Mul:Iarnmad
b. Barb, quoting al-Zubaydi, from Rashid b. Sa'd, from Abu 'Amir al-Hawzani,
who stated that Abu Kabsha al-Anmari carne to him and said, "Loan me your
horse; for I heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) say, "A person who loans to
a Muslim a horse that then gives birth for him will receive a reward equivalent
to that for 70 horses he might have provided to bear fighters in God's cause.'"
AI-Tirmidhi narrated it from Mul:Iarnmad b. Isma'II, from Abu Nu'aym, from
'Ubada b. Muslim, from Yunus b. Khabbab, from Sa'id Abu a1-BukhturI al-Ta'i,
who quoted Abu Kabsha as having quoted the Prophet (SAAS) as having said,
"There are three things to which I will swear. And I will relate to you something;
remember it. Charity never diminished a worshipper's wealth. No worshipper was
ever maltreated by an injustice and then remained patient in face of it without
God increasing his glory thereby. And no worshipper will ever open the door
to begging without God opening for him a door to poverty."
He categorized this as {tasan Fa{ti{t.
Al:Irnad narrated this from Ghundar, from Shu'ba, from al-A'mash, from Salim
b. Abu al-Ja'd.
Abu Da'ud and Ibn Maja narrated it from a {tadith of a1-Walld b. Muslim,
from Ibn Thawban, from his father, from Abu Kabsha al-Anmari, who said that
the Messenger of God (SAAS) would have blood cupped from the top of his
head and from between his shoulders.
Al-TirrnidhI narrated that Bumayd b. Mas'ada related to him, quoting
Mul:Iarnmad b. Barnran, from Abu Sa'Id - he being 'Abd Allah b. Busr - who
said, "I heard Abu Kabsha al-Anmari say, 'The caps worn by the Companions
of the Messenger of God (SAAS) were flat and close-fitting.",
They also included Abu Muwayhiba, a freed-man of the Prophet (SAAS). He
was of mixed Arab descent from Banu Muzayna. The Messenger of God (SAAS)
purchased and then manumitted him. His given name, may God be pleased with
him, is not known.

Abu Mu~'ab a1-ZubayrI stated, "Abu Muwayhiba was present at the battle of
al-Muraysi'. It was he who would lead the camel of 'A'isha, may God be pleased
with him."
Above is given the {tadith related by Imam Al:Imad with a line of transmission
back to Abu Muwayhiba, who reported having gone with the Messenger of God
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(SAAS) at night to the aI-Baqi' cemetery. He narrated how the latter had stopped
there, prayed, and asked forgiveness for them and then said, "You should be
more pleased to be where you are than are some people to be where they are.
Dissensions have arisen like pieces of dark night, riding the one upon the other,
the latter ever more intense than the first. You should be pleased to be where
you are."

He then came back and said, "Abu Muwayhiba, I have been given to choose
between having the keys to those places my nation will conquer after me, going
to paradise, or meeting my Lord (soon). I have chosen to meet my Lord." Abu
Muwayhiba went on, "Soon - just seven or eight days thereafter - he died."
The above are, then, the slaves of the Messenger of God (SAAS).
THE WOMEN SERVANTS OF THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS).

These include Amat Allah, daughter of Razina.
What is correct is that it was this woman's mother Razina who should be
credited, as will be explained. However, the former name is given in the account
ofIbn Abu 'A~im, who narrated that 'Uqba b. Makram related to him, quoting
Mu\:1ammad b. Musa, quoting 'Ulayka, daughter of al-Kumayt aI-'Atkiyya,
quoting her father, who quoted Amat Allah, the servant of the Prophet (SAAS),
who said that the latter took Safiyya captive at the battles against Banu QuraHa
and Banu aI-Nagir, then manumitted her and gave her Razina, the mother of
Amat Allah as her dowry.
This ftadith is very strange.
They also included Umayma. Ibn aI-Athir stated, "She was a freed-woman of
the Messenger of God (SAAS)."
It is the people of Syria who narrate a ftadith from her. ]ubayr b. Nufayr
quoted her as saying that she would wash the Messenger of God (SAAS) (before
the prayer) and that one day a man came to the latter and asked him, "Give
me advice!" He responded, "Do not associate any other with God, even if you
should be mutilated or burned by fire. Do not deliberately omit a prayer; anyone
who does this deliberately has the protection of God and that of His Messenger
withdrawn from him. Do not drink intoxicants, for they are the chief factor of
every sin. Do not disobey your parents, even if they should order you to abandon
your family and your way of life."
These also include Baraka, Umm Ayman, and Umm Usiima b. Zayd b. I;Iiiritha.
She was Baraka, daughter of Thaqaba b. 'Amr b. I;Iu~ayn b. Malik b. Salama
b. 'Amr b. al-Nu'man al-I;Iabashiyya.
She was generally known by her agnomen "Umm Ayman", "the mother of
Ayman", her son by her first husband 'Ubayd b. Zayd al-I;Iabashi. After him she
married Zayd b. I;Iaritha, to whom she bore USiima b. Zayd. She was also known
as "Umm al-Ziba)", "the mother of the gazelles".
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She went out on both '87 Hijras, may God be pleased with her. She was the
nursemaid to the Messenger of God (SAAS), along with his own mother, Amina,
daughter of Wahb. She was one of those received by the Messenger of God
(SAAS), from the inheritance of his father. AI-Waqidl stated this.
Others say that he inherited her from his mother. Yet others say she belonged
to Khadlja's sister, who presented her to the Messenger of God (SAAS), that she
accepted Islam early and went on the Hijra, following him later on.
We have given above the account of the visit made to her by Abu Bakr and
'Vmar, may God be pleased with them both, after the death of the Prophet
(SAAS), and how she had wept. They then asked her, "Don't you realize that
what is with God is better for the Messenger of God (SAAS)?" She replied, "Yes,
indeed; but I am weeping because revelation from heaven has ceased." And they
both wept along with her.
AI-Bukhan stated, in his history, "'Abd Allah b. Yusuf stated, from Ibn
Wahb, from Yunus b. YazId, from al-ZuhrI, who said, 'Umm Ayman suckled
the Messenger of God (SAAS), until he was weaned. He manumitted her and
married her to Zayd b. I:Iaritha."
She died five months after the Prophet (SAAS). Some, however, give the
period as six months. She is alternatively said to have been still alive after the
assassination of'Vmar b. al-Khanab.
Muslim narrated this from Abu ai-Tahir and I:Iarmala, both of whom quoted
Ibn Wahb, from Yunus, from al-Zuhrl. He gave her name as Umm Ayrnan
al-I:Iabashiyya.
Mu!).ammad b. Sa'd stated, quoting al-Waqidl, "Umm Ayman died early
during the caliphate of'Vthman b. 'AfTan."
AI-Waqidl stated that Ya!).ya b. Sa'Id b. Dinar informed him, from a sheikh of
Banu SaId b. Bakr who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) used to address
Umm Ayrnan as 'ya ammah', 'mother'. And he would look over at her and say,
'This woman is what remains of my (childhood) family household.'''
Abu Bakr b. Abu Khaythama stated that Sulayrnan b. Abu Sheikh used to tell
him, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) would say, 'Umm Ayrnan is my mother
who came after my own mother.'"

AI-Waqidl quoted his colleagues of Medina as having said, "Umm Ayman
looked over at the Messenger of God (SAAS), while he was drinking and said,
'Give me to drink.' 'A'isha demanded, 'Would you say such a thing to the
Messenger of God?' She replied, 'I served him far longer!' The Messenger of
God (SAAS) commented, 'You are right.' And he then brought her water for her
to drink.'"
AI-Mufac;lc;lal b. 'Assan stated that Wahb b. Jarlr related to him, quoting his
father, who said, "I heard 'Vthman b. al-Qasim say, 'When Umm Ayrnan went
on the Hijra, she arrived in the evening at al-Mun~arif, before al-Raw!).a'. She
187. That to Abyssinia and that to Medina.
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was fasting, and she was overcome by intense thirst. A bucket of water, attached
to a white well-rope, came down from heaven for her, and she said, "I drank, and
never again did I experience thirst. I was open to thirst through fasting on the
Hijra journeys, but I was never actually thirsty thereafter!"'"
The J;aft;, Abu Ya'la stated that Mui)ammad b. AbU Bakr al-Muqaddaml
related to him, quoting Salim b. Qutayba, from aI-I;Iusayn b. I;Iurayth, from Ya'la
b. cAla', from aI-Walld b. cAbd aI-Rai)man, from Umm Ayman, who said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) had a pottery bowl into which he would urinate.
When mornillg came, he would call out, 'Umm Ayman, pour out the contents of
the pot.' One night I got up feeling thirsty and drank what it contained. And
when the Messenger of God (SAAS) called out, 'Umm Ayman, pour out the
contents of the pot', I replied, 'Messenger of God, I got up feeling thirsty and
drank what was in it!' He commented, 'You'll never suffer from your stomach!'"
Ibn al-Athlr stated in his work al-Ghaba, "I;Iajjaj b. Mui)ammad narrated
from Ibn Jurayj, from I;Iaklma, daughter of Umayma, who quoted her mother
Umayma, daughter of Raqjqa, as having said, 'The Prophet (SAAS) had a
wooden bowl into which he would urinate and then place beneath his bed. A
woman named Baraka came one day and drank it. He asked where it was, being
unable to find it, and he was told, "Baraka drank it!" He stated, "She is kept out
of hell-frre by a screen!"'"
The J;aft;, Abu al-I;Iasan b. aI-Athir stated, "It is said that the woman who drank
the urine of the Prophet (SAAS) was none other than Baraka al-I;Iabashiyya,
who came with Umm I;Iabjba from Abyssinia."
He differentiated between the two women. But God knows best.
I note that Burayra belonged to the family of Abu Ai)mad b. Ja!).sh. They had
entered into a contract of manumission with her. Cj\.'isha purchased her from them
and manumitted her. The right of walal88 then passed to her, as is shown by the
J;adith to that effect in both ~aJ;iJ; collections. Ibn cAsakir does not mention her.
Kha4ra was also one of them. Ibn Manda mentioned her, saying that Mu'awiya
narrated, from Hisham, from SufYan, from Jacfar b. Mui)ammad, who quoted his
father as having said, "The Prophet (SAAS) had a servant called 'Kha4ra'."
Mui)ammad b. Sa'd quoted al-Waqidl as having said that Fa'id, the freed-man
of 'Ubayd Allah related to him, from CUbayd Allah b. CAli b. Abu Rafi',from his
grandmother Salma, who said, "The servants of the Messenger of God (SAAS)
were myself, Kha4ra, Ra4wa and Maymuna, daughter of Sa'd. The Messenger
of God (SAAS) manumitted them all."
Also included among them was Khulaysa, the freed-woman ofI;Iaf~a, daughter
ofCUmar.
Ibn al-Athjr stated in his work al-Ghaba, "CUlayka, daughter of aI-Kumayt
narrated her J;adith from her grandmother, from Khulaysa, the freed-woman of
I;Iaf~a, who told the story of I;Iaf~a and 'j\'isha with Sawda, daughter of Zam'a
188. This refers to the right of the manumitted slave to inherit from the freed-man in the absence
of heirs.
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and their joking with her that al-DajjaF'" had come forth. And so she hid in a
house where they would light a fire and laugh together. The Messenger of God
(SAAS) arrived and asked, 'What are you two up to?' they told him about what
had happened with Sawda, and he went over to her and she asked, 'Messenger
of God, has al-Dajjal really come forth?' He replied, 'No; though it is as though
he had.' And so she emerged, brushing spiders' eggs from herself."
Ibn al-Athir mentioned Khulaysa, the freed-woman of Salman al-Farisi,
saying, "Reference is made to her regarding the acceptance ofIslam by Salman
al-Farisi, how his mistress manumitted him and the Messenger of God (SAAS)
compensated her by planting 300 palm seedlings. She mentioned this as a matter
of distinction."
They also include Khawla, the servant of the Prophet (SAAS); Ibn al-Athir
mentions her.

The !taft:;, Abu Nu'aym narrates her !taduh on a line of transmission through
b. Sa'id al-Qurashi, from his mother, from her mother Khawla, who was
the servant of the Messenger of God (SAAS). He presented her !tadith on the
subject of the interruption in the revelation due to a puppy dog having died
beneath the bed of the Prophet (SAAS), without anyone having been aware of
this. When they took it away, the revelation returned, and the words of Almighty
God were revealed, "By the early morning and the night when it becomes dark!"
(suyat al-l)u!ta; XCIII, v.l, 2).
This is strange; it is well known that the reason for the revelation of this is
quite different. But God knows best.
I:laf~

They include Razina. Ibn 'Asilkir stated, "In fact she belonged to Safiyya,
daughter ofI:luyayy, and also served the Prophet (SAAS)."
I note that it has been stated above regarding her daughter Amat Allah that the
Prophet (SAAS) gave her mother Razina to Safiyya, daughter of I:luyayy, as her
dowry. In this case, she must originally have belonged to him.
The !taft:;, Abu Yaqa stated that Abu Sa'idal-Jushami related to him, quoting
'Ulayka, daughter of al-Kumayr, quoting her mother Amina, who quoted Amat
Allah, daughter of Razina, the freed-woman of the Messenger of God (SAAS),
as having stated that the latter took Safiyya captive at the batdes in which God
gave victory against Banu Qurana and Banu aI-Nadir. He led her in as a captive.
When she saw the women, she called out, "I testify that there is not god but God,
and that you are the Messenger of God!" He then released her, having been
holding her by the arm, and manumitted her. Later he proposed marriage to her,
married her and gave her Razina as her dowry.
This is the sequence of events as given in this text which is better than that
previously presented from the account of Ibn Abu cA~im.
189. AI-Dajjal, "the imposter", or al-.. masi~ al-dajjal "the anti-Christ", the Arabic word thought
to be derived from Aramaic and Syriac, refers to a figure variously mentioned in the {zadith literature,
though not in the Qur>an. See the entry under al-Dadjdjal in the Encyclopaedia ofIslam.
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However, the truth is that the Prophet (SAAS), selected Safiyya from the booty
taken at Khaybar and that he made her manumission her dowry. The reference
in this /:tadtth to this having happened at the battles against Banu Quray,?,a and
Banu al-Nagif is nonsensical; there was a period of two years between these two
engagements. But God knows best. .
The /:taft:;; Abu Bakr al-Bayhaqi stated in his work Dala'il that Ibn 'Abdan
informed him, quoting Al)mad b. 'Vbayd al-Saffar, quoting 'AlI b. al-Basan
al-Sukari, quoting 'Vbayd Allah b. 'Vmar al-Qtwariri, quoting'Vlayka, daughter
of al-Kumayt ai-'Atkiyya, who quoted her mother Amina as having said, "I
asked Amat Allah, daughter of Razina, the freed-woman of the Messenger
of God (SAAS), 'Amat Allah, did you ever hear your mother relate that she
heard the Messenger of God (SAAS) mention the fast of 'Ashura'?>l90 She
replied, 'Yes; he venerated it highly. He would call that day for his suckling
infants and those of his daughter Fatima. He would spit into their mouths and
.tell their mothers, 'Do not suckle them until night.'"
There is testimony to this in the ,a/:ti/:t collections.
They also included Ragwa.
Ibn al-Athir stated that Sa'id b. Bashir narrated, from Qatada, who would quote
Ragwa, daughter of Ka'b, as having said that she asked the Messenger of God
(SAAS) about menstruation causing staining. He replied, "There's no harm
in that."

Abu Musa al-Madini narrated this.
(Regarding) Rayl)ana, of Banu Qurana, though some say of Banu al-Nagr,
daughter of Sham'un, reference is made to her above, following the section
dealing with the wives, may God be pleased with them, of the Messenger of God
(SAAS).
They also include Zarina, referred to above under the correct spelling "Razina".
Sa'iba, freed-woman ofthe Messenger ofGod (SAAS), is included among them.
She narrated from the Messenger of God (SAAS) a /:tadith relating to things
found. Tariq b. 'Abd al-Ral>man quoted her. It was AbU Musa al-Madini who
narrated it; Ibn al-Athir gives it thus in his work al-Ghaba.
Sadisa al-An~ariyya is one of them. She is said to have been a freed-woman of
I:Iaf~a, daughter of'Vmar.
She quoted the Prophet (SAAS) as having said, "Satan has bowed down
before 'Vmar every time he met him since 'Vmar accepted Islam."
Ibn al-Athir stated that 'Abd al-Ral)man b. al-Fagl b. al-Muwaffaq quoted
from his father, from Isra'il, from al-Awza'i, from Salim, from Sadisa, and Isl)aq
b. Yasar narrated it from ai-Fag!. He gave it from Sadisa, from I:Iaf~a, from the
Prophet (SAAS).
Abu Nu'aym uarrated this, as did Ibn Manda.
190. A "voluntary" fast observed on the 10th of Mui).arram, from sunset to sunset. In shi'a
practice, the day is associated with the. death of aI-Busayn b. 'Ali, and the occasion of pilgrimage
to sacred shrines.
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They also include Sallama, the wet-nurse for Ibrahim, the son ofthe Messenger
of God (SAAS).
She narrated from him a statement he made on the virtues of pregnancy,
divorce, the foster-relationship and remaining awake. The &adith has objectionable
aspects both to its line of transmission and to its content.
Abu Nu'aym and Ibn Manda narrated it, from a &adith of Hisham b. 'Anmar
b. Nu~ayr, the orator of Damascus, from his father 'Amr b. Sa'id al-Khawliinl,
from Anas, who quoted Salama. Ibn al-Athir gave it.
Salma was also one of them. She was the mother of Rafi', and the wife of
Abu Rafi', as al-Waqidi narrated, quoting her as having said, "I used to serve the
Messenger of God (SAAS), as did Khagra, Radwa and Maymuna, daughter of
Sa'd. The Messenger of God (SAAS) manumitted us all."
Imam A1)mad stated that Abu 'Amir and Abu Sa'id, the freed-man of Banu
Hashim, related to him, quoting 'Abd al-Ra1)man b. Abu al-Mawali, from Fa'id,
the freed-man of Ibn Abu Rafi', from his grandmother Salma, the servant of the
Prophet (SAAS), who said, "Whenever I heard anyone complain to the Messenger
of God (SAAS) about a headache, he inevitably responded, 'Have your blood
cupped.' When the complaint related to the person's legs, he would say, 'Dye
them with banna.' "191
Abu Da'ud narrated it thus from a &adith ofIbn AbU al-Mawali. Al-Tirmidhi
and Ibn Maja gave it from a &adith of Zayd b. al-l;Iubab, both of them quoting
from Fa'id, from his freed-man 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Ali b. Abu Rafi', from his
grandmother Salma.
Al-Tirmidhi stated, "(This &adith) is gharib, but we do recognize it from a
&adith of Fa'id."
She narrated a number of a&adith quoting the Messenger of God (SAAS), too
many to give and examine here.
Mu~'ab al-Zubayri stated, "Salma was present at the battle ofl;Iunayn."
I note that it is said that she would cook &arira, a milk and flour soup, for the
Prophet (SAAS), that he greatly enjoyed.
She lived on until after his death and was present at the death of Fatima, may
God be pleased with her. She had first belonged to Safiyya, daughter of 'Abd
al-Muttalib, the aunt of the Prophet (SAAS), to whom she went thereafter. It
was she who acted as midwife at the births of Fatima's children and at the birth
of Ibrahim, the son of the Messenger of God (SAAS). She was present at and
participated with 'Ali b. Abu Talib in the pre-burial washing of the latter's wife,
Fatima, along with Asma', daughter of 'Umays, the wife of Abu Bakr.
Imam A1)mad stated that AbU al-Nagr related to him, quoting Ibrahim b.
Sa'd, from Mu1)ammad b. Is1)aq, from 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Ali b. Abu Rafi', from
Salma, who said, "Fatima suffered greatly in the illness from which she died, and
I would nurse her."
191. "Henna" the orange-red dye produced from the foliage of the plant of that name, still
widely used as a cosmetic.
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One morning Salma went to her as usual during her illness. She said, "'Ali
went out on some business of his and Farima said to me, 'ya ammah! 'Maid'!
Pour me some water to wash.'

"I poured her some and she washed herself more thoroughly than I had ever
seen her do before. She then said, 'yii ammah, hand me my new clothes.' And she
put them on. She then said, 'ya ammah, put my bed in the centre of the house.'
I did so. She lay down on it, facing towards the ka'ba, placed her hand beneath
her cheek and said, 'ya ammah, I am dying now. I have cleansed myself and so no
one should uncover me.' And she died right there. When 'Ali came, I told him."
This (hadtth) is very gharib, strange.
Shirin was also one of them. She was also called SUin. She was the sister of
Mariya the Copt and was therefore the aunt of Ibrahim, may peace be upon him.
We have explained above how the muqawkis, the Governor of Alexandria, whose
name wasJurayj b. Mina had presented her along with a slave named Mabar and
a mule named al-Duldui. The Messenger of God (SAAS) gave her to I:Iassan b.
Thabit and she bore him his son 'Abd al-Rai)man.
They also included 'Unqada al-I:Iabashiyya, mother of Malii). She was a
servant girl belonging to 'A'isha. Her early name was qnba, "a grape", and the
Messenger of God (SAAS) renamed her 'Unqada, "bunch of grapes".
Aba Nu'aym narrated this. Her name is also given as "Ghafira".
Also there was Farwa, the wet-nurse of the Prophet (SAAS). She stated that
the Messenger of God (SAAS) said to her, 'When you go to bed, recite, 'Say: "0
you unbelievers'" (siirat al-Kiifiriin; CIX, v. I). It will keep you free from unbelief."
Aba Ai)rnad made reference to her. This is stated by Ibn al-Athir in his work
al-Ghaba.
Fiqqa al-Nabiyya is mentioned by Ibn al-Athir in al-Ghiiba as having been
a freed-woman of Farima, the daughter of the Messenger of God (SAAS). He
then gave, through an indistinct line of transmission, from Ma1)bab b. I:Iurnayd
al-Balin, from al-Qisim b. Bahram, from Layth, from Mujahid, material from
Ibn 'Abbas, regarding the statement of the Almighty, "And they donate for love
of Him food to the poor, to orphans and to captives"(surat al-Insan or al-Dahr;
LXXVII, v.S). He went on to relate, in essence, that al-I:Iasan and al-I:Iusayn
fell ill and were visited by the Messenger of God (SAAS), and by the general
public. They asked 'Ali, "To what would it be, if you were to swear a resolution?"
'Ali said, "If they recover from what ails them both, I will offer God three days
offasting." Fa!ima said the same, and so did Fiqqa.
God did cure them both, and they fasted. Then 'Ali went and borrowed from
Sham'an al-Khaybari three sa' weight of barley. That night they prepared one
,a' of it to eat. As they were about to eat it for their evening meal, there was a
beggar standing at their door who asked, "Feed the poor! May God feed you at
the tables of paradise!" 'Ali gave orders and they fed him, themselves not eating.
The third night they prepared the second ,a' of barley and when they had it
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ready before them stood a beggar, who said, "Feed the orphan!" And so they fed
him, themselves not eating. The third night he asked, "Feed the captive!" And
so they fed him, themselves not eating.
And so God sent down regarding them, "Surely there came for man a period
of time" to "We desire from you neither reward nor thanks" (surat al-Insan;
V, v.I-9).
This fzadith is objectionable. Some of the imams consider it fabricated, basing
their views on the weakness of its phraseology. They also note that this surat was
revealed in Mecca, whereas al-I;Iasan and al-I;Iusayn were born in Medina. But
God knows best.
Also there was Layla, 'A'isha's freed-woman. She (is reported to have) said,
"0 Prophet of God, when you return from the wasteland (after defecation) and
I go there after you, I never see anything; all I sense is the odor of musk." He
replied, "The bodies of us prophets grow on the souls of the people of paradise;
whatever filth comes forth from us the earth swallows up."
Abu Nu'aym quoted her as having said this, from a fzadith of Abu 'Abd Allah
ai-Madani - he being an unidentified source.
Manya al-QJIb\iyya, the mother of Ibrahim, was one of them; she has been
considered above among "the mothers of the Believers" .192

Ibn al-Athir made a distinction between her and Mariya Umm al-Rabbab. He
stated that she was also a servant of the Prophet (SAAS).
She is credited by the scholars of Ba~ra with a fzadtth narrated by 'Abd Allah
b. I;Iabib, from Umm Sahna, from her mother, who quoted her grandmother
Mariya as having said, "I bent over so that the Prophet (SAAS) could stand on
me to get over a wall when he fled from the polytheists."
He went on, "Manya was a servant of the Prophet (SAAS)". And Abu Bakr
narrated, from Ibn 'Abbas, from al-Muthanna b. Salii)., who quoted his grandmother Mariya, who had been a servant of the Messenger of God (SAAS), as
having said, "My hand never touched anything more smooth than the pahn of
the Messenger of God (SAAS)."
Abu 'Umar b. 'Abd al-Barr stated in his work al-Istt'ab, stated, "I do not know
whether she (this Manya) is the same one as mentioned before, or not."
They also include Maymuna, daughter of Sa'd.
Imam Ai).mad stated that 'Ali b. Bai).r related to him, quoting <[sa ~ he being
Ibn Yusuf - quoting Thawr - he being Ibn Yazid - from Ziyad b. Abu Sawda,
from his brother, that Maymuna, the freed-woman of the Prophet (SAAS),
asked, "Furnish us with information about Jerusalem."
He replied, "(It is) the land of both al-manshar and al-mafzshar, 'the dispersal
and the in-gathering'. Go there and pray therein; a prayer there is as a thousand
prayers (elsewhere)."
She asked, "What do you think of someone not being able to withstand the
strain of being borne there, or of making his way there!" He replied, "Then let
192. The title, of course, given to the acknowledged wives of the Prophet (SAAS).
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him have oil for lamps taken there. For anyone who presents a gift for it is as
one who prays there."

Ibn Maja narrated it thus, from Isma'il b. 'Abd Allah al-Raqqi, from 'isa b.
Yiinus, from Thawr, from Ziyad, from his brother 'Othman b. Abii Sawda, from
Maymiina, the freed-woman of the Prophet (~AAS).
Abii Da'iid narrated it from aI-Fagl b. Miskin b. Bukayr, from Sa'id b. 'Abd
al-'Aziz, from Thawr, from Ziyad, from Maymiina, without any mention of
Ziyad's brother. But God knows best.
A1)mad stated that I:Iusayn and Abii Nu'aym both related to him, quoting
Isra'il, from Zayd b. Jubayr, from Abii Yazid aI-Dabbi, from Maymiina, daughter
of Sa'd, the freed-woman of the Prophet (~AAS), who said, "The Messenger of
God (~AAS) was asked about a child born as the result of fornication. He
replied, 'There will be no good in him; I would prefer a pair of shoes I might use
hard in God's cause to manumitting a child of fornication!'''
AI-Nasa'i narrated it thus from 'Abbas al-Diiri and Ibn Maja, from a badith
of Abii Bakr b. Abii Shayba, both of whom quoted from Abii Nu'aym al-Fagl b.
Dukayn.
The bafi'!' Abii Ya'ia aI-Maw~ili stated that Abii Bakr b. Abii Shayba related
to him, quoting aI-MuI;1aribi, quoting Miisa b. 'lJbayda, from Ayyiib b. Khiilid,
from Maymiina - who was a servant to the Prophet (~AAS). She quoted him as
having said, "A woman who swaggers in finery outside her own household will
be like darkness on Judgement Day - absolutely devoid of light."
AI-Tirmidhl narrated this from a badith ofMiisa b. 'Obayda. He stated, "We
know this only from his badith." He categorized him as a weak source for
abadith. Others also quote him for it, but without full lines of transmission.
Also among them was Maymiina, daughter of Abii 'Onaysa - or the name is
"Abii 'Anbasa". Abii 'Amr b. Manda stated this.
Abii Nu'aym stated that this name was a misspelling, and that the correct
name was Maymiina, daughter of Abii 'Asib.
Similarly, al-Munji' b. Mu~'ab Abii 'Abd Allah aI-'Abdi gives a badith from
Rabi'a, daughter of Marthad, who lived among Banii Quray', from Muoabbih,
from Maymiina, daughter of Abii 'ASib, also known as the daughter of Abii
'Anbasa, the freed-woman of the Prophet (~AAS). She stated that a woman
of I:Iuraysh came to the Prophet (~AAS), and called out, "'A'isha, help me out
with some prayer from the Messenger of God (~AAS), with which you can
provide me contentment and tranquillity." He replied to her, "Place your right
hand over your heart, rub it and say, 'In the name of God. 0 God, cure me
by your cure, heal me by your healing and by Your grace let me dispense with
all others.",
Rabi'a went on, "I did use this prayer and found it excellent."
Also among them was Umm Oumayra, the wife of Abii Oumayra. Reference
has been made to them both hereabove; may God be pleased with them both.
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Umm 'Ayyash was also among them. The Messenger of God (SAAS) sent
her along with his daughter to serve her after he had arranged her marriage to
'Othman b. 'Affan.
Abu al-Q\sim aI-Baghawi stated that qkrima related to him, quoting 'Abd
al-Wa!)id b. Safwan, quoting Abu Safwan, from his father, from his grandmother
Umm 'Ayyash ~ who had been the servant of the Prophet (SAAS), that the
latter sent her along with his daughter to 'Uthman. She said, "I would press out
dates for 'Othman in the morning and he would drink it in the evening. In the
evening I would press grapes that he would drink in the morning. One day
he asked me, 'Do you mix anything into it?' 'Yes,' I replied. 'Don't do that
again,' he told me."
These, then, were his women servants, may God be pleased with them all.
Imam A!)mad stated that Waki' related to him, quoting al-Q\sim b. al-Fagl,
quoting Thumama b. I:fazn, who said, "I asked 'A,'isha about al-nabidh '93 wine.
She replied, "This is the servant of the Messenger of God, ask her." She was
referring to an Abyssinian servant woman. She said, "I would press grapes
into a waterskin in the evening and tie it closed. Next morning he would drink
from it."

Muslim and aI-Nasa'i narrated this from a ftadith of al-Q\sim b. ai-Fag!.
The authorities on the sayings of the Prophet (SAAS), include this in those
attributed to 'A,'isha. However, it would be more appropriate to refer to it in a
collection devoted to the sayings from an Abyssinian slave-woman who was a
servant of the Prophet (SAAS). She was either one of those to whom we have
made mention above, or else she was a person in addition to them.
Chapter: On those ofthe Companions ofthe Messenger ofGod (SAAS), who acted as his
servants, but who were notfreed-men.

Anas b. Malik b. al-Nagr b. l)amgam b. Zayd b. I:faram b. ]undab b. 'A,~im b.
Ghanm b. 'Adi b. ai-Najjar al-An~ari aI-Najjari, the father ofI:farnza ai-Madani;
he was originally from al-Ba~ra.
He served the Messenger of God (SAAS), throughout the length of his
ten-year residence in Medina. The latter never criticized him for anything. He
never asked him why he had done something, nor why he had not done something.
His mother was Umm Sulaym, daughter of Mil!)an b. KhaIid b. Zayd b.
I:faram. It was she who presented him to the Messenger of God (SAAS), who
received him kindly. She asked him to say a prayer for him, and he responded,
"0 God, increase his wealth, grant him children, give him long life and admit
him to paradise."
193. Unfermented grape-juice; the Companions were interested to know from the Prophet how
long it could be stored and remain permissible for their consumption.
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Anas stated, "I did see two of these and I await the third. I swear by God, I
have much weaIth and my children and grandchildren approach 100 in number."
In one account he is quoted as having said, "My vineyard bears fruit twice
a year. And my progeny totals 106 children."
There are differences of opinion over whether or not he was present at the
battle of Badr. An An~iiri narrated from his father who quoted Thumama as
having said that Anas was asked whether he had been present at Badr, and that
he replied, "Where else would I have been than at Badr, may you lose your
mother!"

However, it is widely accepted that he did not attend either the battles ofBadr
or U1).ud, due to his youth. He did not participate in the events of al-I;Iudaybiyya,
Khaybar, the 'umrat al-qa¢iJ', the conquest ofMecca, I;Iunayn, al-Ta'ifand those
subsequent.
Abu Hurayra stated, "I never saw anyone perform prayer more like that of
the Messenger of God (SAAS) than the son of Umm Sallm" - meaning Anas
b. Malik.
Ibn Sirin stated, "He performed the prayer better than anyone else, whether
travelling or at home."

He died at Ba~ra, the last ofthe Companions to survive there, according to 'All
b. aI-Madini. His death was in 90 AH. Others give that date as 91, 92 or 93 AH.
The first date given is the one most widely and fully accepted.
Regarding his age at his death, Imam A1).mad stated in his compendinm of
altadith attributed to him, "Mu'tamir b. Sulayman related to us, from I;Iamid,
that Anas lived to 100 minus I year."
The least figure given is 96 years. The highest are 107, 106 and 103 years. God
knows best.
They also included aI-Asia' b. Sharik b. 'Awf al-A'raji.
Mu1).ammad b. Sa'd stated, "His name was Maymun b. Sinbadh. AI-Rabi' b.
Badr al-A'raji stated, from his father, from his grandfather, who quoted ai-Asia'
as having said, 'I used to be a servant of the Prophet and journey with him. One
night he told me, "Asia', get up and prepare to travel." I replied, "Messenger of
God, I have experienced a major ritual impurity.""4 He was quiet a while, and
Gabriel brought him the ayat al-~a<;;dl95 (surat al-Nisa'; IV, v.43), and he said,
"Asia', get up and cleanse yourselfwith sand." I wiped myself and prayed. When
I reached water, he told me, "Asia', off you go and wash yourself." He showed
me how to clean using sand or earth. The Messenger of God (SAAS) plunged
his hands into the earth and then shook them and used them to wipe both arms,
194. That is, having engaged in sexual intercourse, or having experienced, as in this case, a
nocturnal ejaculation, one is under an obligation to perform a total ablution.
195. The verse allows the use of clean earth or sand for self-purification in the absence of water
for those for whom a total ablution was necessary. The verse is so named because it includes the
wordsfttayammamu ~a(idan tayyiban, "make your way to high ground", to dust, sand or earth.
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the right hand wiping the left, the left the right, on both their upper and
lower sides;'

"AI-Rabi' went on, 'My father showed me, as had his father him, as aI-AsIa'
had him, as the Messenger of God ($AAS) had shown him.'
"AI-Rabi' also stated, 'I related this ftadith to 'Awfb. Abu]amila, who said,
"I swear by God, thar is what I saw al-I;!asan do!" '"
Ibn Manda and al-BaghaWl narrated this in their book Mu'jam al-.')aftaba,
from a ftadith of this al-Rabi' b. Badr. AI-BaghaWl stated, "I do not know of
anyone else who narrated it."

Ibn 'Asakir stated that al-Haytham b. Ruzayq aI-Maliki al-Mudliji narrated
this ftadith, from his father, from ai-Asia' b. SharIk.
Asma' b. I;!aritha b. Sa'd b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbad b. Sa'd b. 'Amr b. 'Amir b.
Tha'laba b. Malik b. Aq~a al-AslamI was also one ofthem. He was from al-$uffa,
according to Mul:tammad b. Sa'd.
He was the brother of Hind b. I;!aritha; they both served the Prophet ($AAS).
Imam Al:tmad stated that 'Affan related to him, quoting Wahib, quoting 'Abd
al-Ral:tman b. I;!armala, from Yal:tya b. Hind b. I;!aritha. Hiod was a Companion
who had been present at al-I;!udaybiyya. It was Hind's brother Asma' b. I;!aritha
whom the Messenger of God ($AAS) had sent to his people with orders to fast
the day of al-'ashura.
Imam Al:tmad went on to state that Yal:tya b. Hind related to him, from Asma'
b. I;!aritha, that the Messenger of God ($AAS) had sent him (Hind) to him and
said, "Tell your people to fast today." Asma' asked, "But what if I found they
have already eaten?" "Then they should fast the rest of the day," he replied.
Al:tmad b. Khalid aI-Dhahabi narrated it from Mul:tammad b. Isl:taq, quoting
'Abd Allah b. Abu Bakr, from I;!abib b. Hind b. Asma' al-Aslami, from his father
Hind, who said, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) sent me to Aslam's people. I
told them, 'Tell your people to fast today; those you find to have eaten already
should fast for the remainder of the day.'''
Mul:tammad b. Sa'd stated that al-Waqidi quoted Mul:tammad b. Nu'aym b.
'Abd Allah aI-Mujammir, who quoted his father as having said, "I heard Abu
Hurayra say, 'I used to think of Hind and Asma', the sons ofI;!aritha, as merely
two mamluks'" owned by the Messenger of God ($AAS)."
Al-Waqidi stated, "These two men, along with Anas b. Malik were servants
of his and never left his door."
Mul:tammad b. Sa'd stated that Asma' b. I;!aritha died in 66 AH in aI-Ba~ra, at
the age of 80.
Bukayr b. al-Shaddakh was among them.
196. The word mamluk, literally "person owned", "slave", is a tenn not elsewhere used in
this work to apply to any of the servants or freed-persons to whom reference is made. The tenn
was, of course, used to refer to the dynasty that later ruled Egypt for several centuries and to those
functionaries, often of high rank, who were acquired for high service in the military and the
bureaucracy under the Ottomans.
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Ibn Manda stated, qnoting from a line of transmission through Abu Bakr
al-Hudhali, from 'Abd ai-Malik b. Yaqa al-Laythi, who said that Bukayr b.
Shaddakh a1-Laythi was a servant of the Prophet (SAAS). When he attained
puberty, the Messenger of God (SAAS) was aware of that. Bukayr said, "I have
been going in to your household. But I have now attained puberty, Messenger of
God." The latter replied, "0 God, (put) trust in his word and grant him success!"
(Ibn Manda went on) "During the rule of 'Umar, a Jew was killed. 'Vmar
stood to make an address and said, 'I adjure you by God, does any man of you
have knowledge ofthat?' Bukayr arose and said, 'I killed him, Commander of the
Believers!' 'Vmar asked, 'And what solution do you have, now that you have
spilled his blood?'
"He replied, 'Commander of the Believers, a certain warrior left me in charge
of his family and I discovered that Jew with his wife. He was reciting:
'Ash<ath was diverted away from me by Islam; I was
left alone with his bride on the consummation night.
I sleep upon her breast bones, while he spends the
night on dusty harnesses.

Her inner thighs are as though up and ready for all and
sundry!'''

"'Vmar believed what he said and judged the blood of the Jew to have been shed
without need for him to be avenged, in light of the prayer of the Messenger of
God (SAAS) for (the truthfulness of) Bukayr, as given above."
They also include Bilal b. Rabiil;1 al-I::Jabashi.
Born in Mecca, he had been the freed-man of Umayya b. Khalaf. Abu Bakr
purchased him from him for a substantial sum because Umayya was severely
persecuting Bilal to persuade him to give up Islam. BiliiI, however, may God be
pleased with him, insisted on remaining a Muslim. When Abu Bakr purchased
BiliiI, he set him free as an act of homage to God.
He went out on the Hijra with the others and participated in the battles of
Badr, Ul;md and later engagements.
He was known as BilaI, son of I::Jamama, who was his mother.
He was one of the most eloquent of men; he did not, as some believe, mispronounce the letter sin as shin, despite the fact that some relate a groundless f:tadith
from the Messenger of God (SAAS), to that effect.
He was one of the four persons who made the call to prayer, as will be
explained. Moreover, he was the fIrst to ever make the call, as we have narrated
above. He was in charge of the expenses for the children and the sum of the
wealth (for distribution) was in his possession.
Following the death of the Messenger of God (SAAS), he was one of those
who went on the military expeditions against Syria. It is also said, however, that he
stayed behind and acted as the mu'azzin for Abu Bakr throughout.his caliphate.
The fIrst of these two possibilities is the better and is more widely accepted.
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AI-Waqidi stated that he died in Damascus in 20 AH, at some 60 years of age.
AI-Fallas stated that his grave is in Damascus. Others say it is at Dariya. 197
Alternatively, he is said to have died in Aleppo; the truth, however, is that it was
his brother Khalid who died in Aleppo.
Mak!.lul stated, "Someone who had seen BilaI described him to me as of
very dark skin, lean and hump-backed, and with thick hair, the grey of which he
did not dye. May God be pleased with him."
l;Iabba and Sawa', sons of Khalid, were also among them; may God be pleased
with them both.
Imam AQmad stated that Abu Mu'awiya related to him, quoting Waki', quoting
al-A'mash, from Sallam b. Shura!.lbil, who quoted l:Iabba and Sawa' as having
said, "We once went in to the Prophet (SAAS), while he was mending something,
and we helped him. He then told us, 'Never despair of provision (from God), so
long as your heads have movement. Man is born of his mother skinless, with no
outer covering, and then God, the Almighty and Glorious, provides it for him.'"
Dhu Mikhmar was also one of them; he is also named as Dhu Mikhbar. He
was the son of the brother of the Negus, the king of Abyssinia; others say he was
his sister's son. The first possibility is correct. The king sent him to serve the
Messenger of God (SAAS), as a substitute for himself.
Imam AQmad stated that Abu al-Naqr related to him, quoting Jarir, from
Yazid b. Sulay!.l, who quoted DhU Mikhmar, a man from Abyssinia who served
the Prophet (SAAS), as having said, "We were with him on a journey. He made
a rapid departure; this he would do because of the paucity of the provisions.
Someone told him, 'Messenger of God, the rest have been left behind.' He told
us all to stop until they caught up. He then asked them, (or someone asked him)
'Would you like to have a stop for sleep?' He dismounted, and they did the same.
People asked, 'Who will stand guard for us tonight?' 'I will, my God make me
your ransom!' I replied. He handed me the bridle of his camel, saying, 'Take it
then, and don't be negligent.'
"So I took the bridle of the camel of the Messenger of God (SAAS), and that
ofmy own camel and led them a little way away. There I released them to graze.
I was observing them when sleep overcame me. The next thing I knew was the
sun's heat on my face. I woke up and looked to right and left and there were
the two camels, not far away from me. I took the bridle of the camel of the
Messenger of God (SAAS), and that of my own and led them over to the closest
of our people. I woke him up, and asked, 'Have you performed the prayer?' 'No,'
he replied.
"The rest then woke one another and eventually the Messenger of God
(SAAS) awoke. He asked, 'Bilal, is there water in the maytfa'a, "the ablution
water-vessel"?' He was referring to the iditwa, 'the water skin'. Hilal replied,
'Yes, may God make me your ransom!' He took the ablution water to him, but it
197. A large village near Damascus.
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did not cleanse him fully of the dirt. He then gave order to Bilal, who made
the call to prayer. The Messenger of God (SAAS) arose and performed a prayer
of two raka'at before the al-,ubl; prayer, but did not hurry. He then again gave
orders to BilaI and again performed the prayer, but without hurrying. Someone
asked him, 'Messenger of God, have we been neglectful?' He replied, 'No; God
took away our souls, then restored them to us, and we have prayed.'"
They also included Rabi'a b. Ka'b al-Aslami Abu Firas.
Al-Awza'i stated that Ya\:1ya b. Abu Kathir related to him, from Rabi'a b.
Ka'b, who said, "I would spend the night with the Messenger of God (SAAS),
and bring him his water for ablution and whatever he needed. He would get
up at one time of the night and say, 'Glory be to God, and may He be praised!'
Later he would arise again, at another time of the night, and say, 'Glory be to
God, Lord of the two worlds!' He asked me, 'Do you have a request?' I replied,
'To accompany you in paradise, Messenger of God.' He replied, 'Help yourself;
by often prostrating in prayer.'"
Imam A!)mad stated that Ya'qub b. Ibrahim related to him, quoting his father,
quoting Mu!)ammad b. Is!)aq, quoting Mu!)ammad b. 'AIm b. 'Alii', from Nu'aym
b. Mu!)arnmad, from Rabi'a b. Ka'b, who said, "I used to spend my entire day
serviug the Messenger of God (SAAS), until he would perform the second 'isha'
prayer. Then I would sit at his door when he went into his home. I would say,
'Perhaps something might happen to the Messenger of God (SAAS).' I would
hear him constantly repeating, 'Glory be to God; may He be praised!' until I
became tired and returned home, or until my eyes overcame me and I fell asleep.
"One day, because of his having observed my fulfilment of my duty and
service to him, he said, 'Rabi'a b. Ka'b, ask me and I will grant it to you.' I
replied, 'I will consider my situation, Messenger of God, then I will teIl you.'
"I gave the matter much thought, realizing that this life is ttansitory and subject
to interruption, and that there was sufficient bounty in what I had and might
come to me. So I told him, 'What I shall ask the Messenger of God will have to
do with my life in the hereafter: he does have that (special) status with God.'
"So I went to him and he asked, 'Have you done it, Rabi'a?' I replied, 'Yes,
Messenger of God. I'd like to ask you to intercede for me to your Lord and.
to free me from hell-fire.' He asked, 'Who told you to ask for this, Rabi'a?' I
replied, 'No, I swear by Him who sent you with the ttuth, nO one ordered me.
But when you said, "Ask me and I'll give you," since yon have a (special) status
with God, I did look into my situation, realized that this world is subject to
interruption and is ttansitory, and that I do have bounty that will come to me,
I said, "I'll make a request about my after life.'"
"The Messenger of God (SAAS), was silent for a long time, and he then told
me, 'I will do something; help yourself, by often prostrating in prayer.'"
The I;aji; Abu Yaqa stated that Abu Khaythama related to him, quoting
Yazid b. Harun, quoting Mubarak b. Faqala, quoting Abu 'Imran al-Jawni, from
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Rabj'a al-Aslamj, who had been a servant ofthe Prophet (SAAS), who said, "One
day the Prophet (SAAS) asked me, 'Rabj'a, aren't you going to get married?' 1
replied, 'Messenger of God, 1 don't want anything to divert me from serving
you. And 1 don't have anything to give to a woman.'
.
"After that 1 told myself that the Messenger of God (SAAS) knew more abont
me than 1 did myself, and that he was suggesting 1 get married. 1 decided that if
he repeated the suggestion 1 would agree. And he did ask me, 'Rabj'a, aren't you
going to get married?' 1 replied, 'Messenger of God, who would marry me; 1
don't have anything to give the woman?' He replied, 'Go to Banu so-and-so and
tell them the Messenger of God orders you to marry me to your girl so-and-so.'
"I went to them and said, 'The Messenger of God has sent me to you for
you to arrange my marriage with so-and-so.' They asked, 'To so-and-so?' 'Yes,'
1 replied. They responded, 'Welcome to the Messenger of God and welcome to
his messenger!' And they did arrange the marriage.
"I returned to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and said, 'Messenger of God,
1 come to you from the very best of peoples. They gave me their trust and
arranged my marriage. But where do 1 get the dowry to give?' The Messenger of
God (SAAS) said to Burayda al-Aslamj, 'Collect for Rabj'a a dowry worth the
weight of one nama;'" of gold.'
"They collected and gave this to me, 1 took it to Banu so-and-so and they
accepted it. 1 then returned to the Messenger of God (SAAS), and asked him
where 1 would get the food for a wedding feast. He told Burayda, 'Get for Rabj'a
the price of a ram.' They brought it and he then told me, 'Off you go to CjPisha
and ask her to give you what barley she has.' 1 went to her and she gave it to me.
So 1 took to Banu so-and-so the ram and the barley and they told me, 'We'll look
after the barley for you, but ask your friends to slaughter the ram.' And so they
cooked the barley and, 1 swear to God, we thus had bread and meat.
"After that the Messenger of God (SAAS) assigned to Abu Bakr some
land he had and Abu Bakr and 1 fell into a dispute over a laden date-palm. 1
maintained that it was on my land, he that it was on his. We quarrelled and Abu
Bakr used a word to me that offended me. He regretted it and came to me, asking,
'You say to me as 1 did to you.' 1 replied, 'No, by God, I'll not speak to you
as you did to me!' 'Well then,' he said, 'I'm going to the Messenger of God.'
"He did go, and 1 followed him. My people came along as well, saying, 'He's
the one who used the word to you, yet he's going off to complain to the
Messenger of God (SAAS)!' 1 turned to them and asked, 'Do you know who this
man is? This is al-Siddiq, "the trusting", the dhii shayba"" of the Muslims! Go
back so that he does not turn and see you and think that you are coming to help
me against him. Otherwise he might get angry and go and tell the Messenger of
God, and then Rabj'a will be finished!'
198. A date stone; a measure of weight equal to five dirhams in value.
199. This epithet, dhu shaybat al-muslimin, in English approximating "the Muslims' revered
elder statesman" is commonly applied to Abu Bakr.
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"When he reached the Messenger of God ($AAS), he said, 'I nsed against
Rabl'a a word he found offensive. I told him to say it back to me, but he refused.'
"The Messenger of God ($AAS) asked me, 'Rabl'a, what's the problem
between you and "the trusting"?' I replied, 'Messenger of God, I swear I'll not
speak to him as he did to me.' He told me, 'Don't speak to him as he did to you.
Say instead, "May God forgive yon, Abu Bakr.'''''
Sa'd, the freed-man of Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him, was also one of
them. He is also known as the mawla, the "freed-man" of the Prophet ($AAS).
Abu Da'ud al-Tayalisl stated that Abu 'Amir related to him, from al-I;Iasan,
from Sa'd, the freed-man of Abu Bakr, who said that the Messenger of God
($AAS) told Abu Bakr to set Sa'd free - Sa'd being then a mamluk, a "slave",
owned by Abu Bakr. The Messenger of God ($AAS) had been highly impressed
by Sa'd's qualities as a servant. Abu Bakr replied, "He is the only servant we
have here." The Messenger of God ($AAS) told him, "Free Sa'd; (other) men
will come to you. (Other) men will come to you."
A\:lmad related it thus from Abu Da'ud al-Tayalisl.
Abu Da'ud al-Tayalisl also stated that Abu 'Amir related to him from al-I;Iasan,
from Sa'd, who said, "I placed some dates before the Messenger of God ($AAS),
and people began eating them two at a time. The Messenger of God ($AAS)
then forbad them from doing this."
Ibn Maja narrated this from Bandar, from Abu Da'ud.
They also include 'Abd Allah b. Rawa1)a. On the day of the 'umrat al-qa¢a' he
entered Mecca leading the camel of the Messenger ofGod ($AAS), reciting:
"Unbelievers, clear out of his path; today we will
fight you about its interpretation
As we fought you over its revelation . .."

We have narrated this at length above. 21JO
'Abd Allah b. Rawa1)a was killed some months thereafter at the battle of
Mu'ta, as also narrated above.
'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud b. Ghafil b. I;Iablb b. Shamakh, Abu 'Abd al-Ra\:lman
al-Hudhal! was also one of them.
He was one of the imams of the Companions. He participated in both of the
Hijras and took part in Badr and engagements thereafter. He was in charge of
the footwear of the Prophet ($AAS), and of cleaning it. He would also load his
baggage camel if he wished to ride.
He had a major role in interpreting God's words; he had great knowledge,
virtue and wisdom. There is a I;adtth to the effect that the Messenger of God
($AAS) told his Companions, after they had expressed surprise at the thinness
of his legs, "By Him who holds my soul in His hands, they weigh more heavily
in the scales than does Ul;md!"
200. Volume III, page 309 et seq.
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-'Umar b. al-Khanab stated about Ibn Mas'ud, "He was a storehouse filled
with learning." They say he was frail in form, fine in character. It is said that
when he walked, he would be face to face with those seated (in stature, that is).
He was like the Prophet (SAAS) in his manner, conduct and behaviour.
This means that he was like the Messenger of God (SAAS) in his movements
and when at rest, as well as in his speech. He imitated his performance of the
prayer to the best of his ability.
He died during the rule of 'Uthman, in 32 or 33 AH in Medina, at the age of
63. It is also said that he died in KUfa; the first is correct.
'Uqba b. 'Amir al-Juhani, may God be pleased with him, was also one of
them.
Imam A\:unad stated that al-Walid b. Muslim related to him, quoting Ibn
Jabir, from al-Qiisim Abu 'Abd al-Ra\:unan, from 'Uqba b. 'Amir, who said,
"I was leading the Messenger of God (SAAS) along a mountain trail when he
asked me, ''Uqba, won't you ride?' I was not to be disobedient. The Messenger
of God (SAAS) dismounted and I rode for a while. Then he rode again and
said, ''Uqba, would you like me to teach you how to repeat the two finest saras
people ever recited?' I replied, 'Yes indeed, Messenger of God.' And so he
recited to me, 'Say: "I seek refuge with the Lord of the dawn'" (sarat al-Falaq;
CXIII,v.I), and 'Say: "I seek refuge with the Lord of mankind'" (sarat al-Nas;
CXIV, v.l).
"The prayer was held and the Messenger of God (SAAS) came forward and
recited both saras. He then passed by me and said, 'Recite them both whenever
you go to sleep and whenever you get up.'''
AI-Nasa'i narrated it thus from a baditk of al-Walid b. Muslim and 'Abd Allah
b. al-Mubarak, from Ibn Jabir. Abu Da'ud and al~Nasa'i narrated it also from
a baditk of Ibn Wahb, from MU'awiya b. SaliI:>, from aVAla' b. al-J::Iarith, from
al-Qilsim Abu 'Abd al-RaI:>man, from 'Uqba.
Q;!ys b. Sa'd b. CUbada al-An~ari al-Khazraji was also among them.
AI-Bukhari quoted Anas as having said that Q;!ys b. Sa'd b. CUbada had the
same role with the Prophet (SAAS), as does the Fabib aI-skura!, "the police chief",
to the amir, "the ruler".

This Q;!ys was an exceptionally tall man. His beard was scarce.,,\ It is said that
the tallest of men if standing with his feet on the ground would have Q;!ys's
trousers reach up to his nose!
Mu'aWlya dispatched his trousers to the emperor of Byzantium asking
whether they had a man tall enough to wear them. The emperor was amazed
at this.
It is related that he was a praiseworthy and noble man of sound judgement and
- intelligence. He was with 'Ali b. Abu Talib at the battle of Siffin.
201. The Arabic word is kawsaj. A footnote to the Arabic printed text gives its meaning as
referring to a person who has missing teeth. However, the word may also refer to someone whose
beard is scarce.
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Mis'ar stated, quoting Ma'bad b. Khalid, that he was always holding up his
finger giving praise and prayer to God. May God be pleased with him and give
him pleasure.
Al-Waqidi, Khalifa b. Khayyat and others said that he died at Medina in the
last days of Mu'awiya.
The J;ali:;: Abii Bakr al-Bazzar stated that 'Vmar b. al-Khattab al-Sijistani
related to him, quoting 'Ali b. Yazid al-l:fanafi, quoting Sa'id b. ai-Salt, from
al-A'mash, from Abii SufYan, from Anas, who said, "There were 20 young
an~aris who would keep close by the Messenger of God (SAAS), to take care
of his needs; if he wanted something, he would send them after it."
They also included al-Mughira b. Shu'ba al-Thaqafi, may God be pleased with
him. He performed the function of salaJ;dar, "armourer" for the Messenger of
God (SAAS). It was he, moreover, who held the sword raised above the head
of the Messenger of God (SAAS), in the tent at al-l:fudaybiyya. Whenever
Mughira's uncle 'Vrwa b. Mas'iid al-Thaqafj, who had come in the delegation,
would reach out to take hold of the beard of the Messenger of God (SAAS), as
it was customary for the Arabs to do in such conversations, al-Mughira would
tap his hand with the hilt of his sword and say, "Remove your hand from the
face of the Messenger of God, or you'll never get it back!"
The J;aduh is so narrated above.""
Mu1).ammad b. Sa'd and others stated that he participated in all the battles in
which the Messenger of God (SAAS) took part. The latter gave joint command
to him and to Abii Sufyan when they went out and destroyed the idol belonging
to the people of al-Ta'if that was named al-Rabba, "the lady", al-Lat that is.
He was one of the most shrewd of the Arabs. Al-Sha'bi stated, "I heard him
say, 'No one ever got the better of me!' "
Al-Sha'bj stated, "I heard Q;tbj~ b. Jabir say, 'I was a companion ofal-Mughira
b. Shu'ba. If a city had eight gates through none of which one could leave without
some trickery, he would fmd a way to get out through them.'''
Al-Sha'bi went on, "The ai-qui/at, the 'judges', were four in number: Abii
Bakr, 'Vmar, Ibn Mas'iid and Abii Miisa. The duhat, 'those most shrewd', were
four in number: Mu'awiya, 'Amr b. al-'A s, al-Mughira and Ziyad."
Al-Zuhri stated, "The duhat were five in number: Mu'awiya, 'Amr and
al-Mughira, along with two with 'Ail - Q;tys b. Sa'd b. 'Ubada and 'Abd Allah
b. Badli b. Warqa'."
Imam Malik stated, "Al-Mughira b. Shu'ba was a much-married man. He
used to say, 'A man with one wife suffers menstruation along with her, and when
she gets sick, so does he. And a man with (only) two wives is right between two
blazing fires!'
"He would marry four women at once, and divorce them all together!"
202. Vol. III, page 474.
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Other sources state variously that he married eighty or three hundred women.
It is also said that he married a thousand women.
There is difference of opinion concerning his death. The most likely and most
widely believed statement is that given by ai-Khatib ai-Baghdadi, who gave the
consensus as being that he died in 50 AH.
AI-Miqdad b. al-Aswad Abu Ma'bad al-Kindi, an ally of Banu Zuhra, was
among them.
Imam AJ:unad stated that 'Affan related to him, quoting I::!ammad b. Salama,
from Thabit, from 'Abd al-Ral:lman b. Abu Layla, from al-Miqdad b. al-Aswad,
who said, "I and two companions came to Medina. We made our presence known
to people, but no one offered us accommodation. So we went to the Prophet
(SAAS), and told him. He took us to his home, where he had four goats. He told
me, 'Milk them, Miqdad. Divide up their milk in four portions and give one
share to each person.' And that is what I would do.
"One night the Prophet (SAAS) was invited elsewhere and was delayed. As I
lay in my bed, my inner self told me, 'The Prophet has gone to the home of one
of the a~itr. You might just as well get up and consume the drink.' The thought
persisted until I got up and drank his portion. When it had entered my stomach
and settled there, I felt troubled about what had happened. I told myself, 'The
Prophet is now going to arrive hungry and thirsty and he'll see nothing in the
jug!' So I pulled a cloth up over my face.
"When the Prophet (SAAS) arrived, he voiced a greeting that someone awake
would hear but would not awaken someone asleep. He uncovered the jug and
found nothing. He then raised his head to the sky and said, '0 God, provide
drink for those who give me to drink, and feed those who feed me.'
"I responded to his call, got up, took a sharp knife and went over to the goats.
I felt them all to see which one was the one with the most flesh to slaughter.
My hand fell upon the udder of one of them and, to my surprise, it was full!
I examined the next and it too was full and so too were the others! I drew milk
into a jug and took it to him, asking him to drink it. He said, 'What's going
on, Miqdad?' 'Drink up', I told him, 'then I'll tell you.' 'One of your pranks,
Miqdad?' he commented. He drank and then said, 'Now you, drink.' I replied,
'No, you drink more, Prophet of God.' He did so until he had his fill and then
I took and drank it. After that I told him what had happened and he told me to
tell him more. I told him in greater detail and the Prophet (SAAS) then said,
'This was a blessing sent down from heaven! Could you not have told me so
that I could have given some to your two companions?' I replied, 'So long as you
and I have drunk this blessing, I'm not concerned about whom it has missed!'"
Imam AJ:unad also narrated it from Abu aI-Nacjr, from Sulayman b. aI-MughIra,
from Thabit, from 'Abd al-Ral:lman b. Abu Layla who quoted al-Miqdad. His
account is as above, except that in that version aI-Miqdad drew the milk into the
vessel they never expected to fill with it, and that he kept on drawing it until it
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foamed on top. After he brought it back, the Messenger of God (SAAS) asked
him (according to that account) "Didn't you all have your drink tonight,
Miqdad?"
(The account proceeds) "I replied, 'Do drink it, Messenger of God.' He did
so and then handed it to me. I asked, 'Drink some more, Messenger of God.' He
then again handed it to me, and I took it and drank what remained.
"When I knew that the Messenger of God, had quenched his thirst, and that
his prayer had touched upon myself, I laughed so hard I rolled on the ground.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) commented, 'One of your pranks, Miqdad?'"
"I replied, 'Messenger ofGod, this is what I did. I did so-and-so.' He then said,
'This was nothing but a mercy from God. Should you not have warned me to wake
up your two companions to share in it?' I replied, 'By Him who sent you with
the truth, I don't care whoever else were to receive it so long as you and I did!'"
Muslim, aI-Tirmidhi and aI-Nasa'i narrated it from a I;adtth of Sulayman b.
aI-Mughira.
Also among them was Muhajir, the freed-woman ofUmm Salama.
AI-Tabrani stated that AbU aI-Zinba' Rawl;1 b. al-Faraj related to him, quoting
Yal;1ya b. 'Abd Allah b. Bukayr, quoting Ibrahim b. 'Abd Allah, who stated that
he heard Bukayr say, "I heard Muhajir, the freed-woman ofUmm Salma, say, 'I
served the Messenger of God (SAAS) for many years. He never asked me why
I had done something I had done, nor did he ask me why I had ever not done
something.' "

In other accounts the wording is that she had served him for ten or for five years.
Abu al-Saml;1 was also one of them. Abu al-'Abbas Mul;1ammad b. Isl;1aq
aI-Thaqafi stated that Mujahid b. Musa related to him, quoting 'Abd aI-Ral;1man
b. Mahdi, quoting Yal;1ya b. al-Wahd, quoting Mul;1ill b. Khalifa, quoting Abu
aI-Saml;1, who said, "I was a servant of the Messenger of God (SAAS). If he
wanted to wash, he would say, 'Pass me my water vessel.' And I would hand
it to him and screen him. Once I;Iasan or I;Iusayn had been brought to him and
had urinated over his chest. When I came over to wash him, he said, 'Someone
upon whom a girl has urinated should wash (the area), while someone upon
whom a boy has urinated should merely splash thereon.'''
Abu Da'ud, aI-Nasa'l and Ibn Maja narrated it thus from Mujahid b. Musa.
They also included that man who was absolutely the finest of the Companions,
Abu Bakr, "the trusting", may God be pleased with him. He served him by
himself on his journey into exile, especially in the cave, but after his leaving it
as well, until they arrived in Medina. This has all been explained above; and to
God be all praise and credit.
Chapter: Those, may God be pleased with them. who wrote down the revelations and other
matters in the presence olthe Messenger olGod (SAAS).

They included the four caliphs: Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthman, and 'Ali b. Abu Talib,
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may God be pleased with them all. Also of them was Aban b. Sa'id b. al-'As
b. Umayya b. 'Abd Shams b. 'Abd Manafb. Qusay al-Umaw!.
Aban accepted Islam after his two brothers Khalid and 'Amr. He did so
following a1-I;Iudaybiyya. This came about because it was he who gave protection
to 'Uthman when the Messenger of God (SAAS) sent the latter to meet with the
Meccans at al-I;Iudaybiyya. Others say that his conversion occurred at Khaybar;
this is believed because of a ltadith mentioning him that is recorded in the ~altilt
collections from Abu Hurayra concerning the division of the booty taken at
Khaybar.
The reason for his accepting Islam was that, while on business in Syria, he
met with a monk to whom he mentioned the activities of the Messenger of
God (SAAS). The monk asked him to name him and he told him his name was
Mu!:lammad. The monk then offered to describe him, and did so exactly. He
asked Aban, "When you return home to your people, give him my greetings."
And so he accepted Islam after his return. He was also the brother of 'Amr
b. Sa'id al-Ashdaq, whom 'Abd aI-Malik b. Marwan killed.
Abu Bakr b. Abu Shayba stated, "The first person to write down the revelation
in the presence of the Messenger of God (SAAS), was Ubayy b. Ka'b. If he
were not present, then Zayd b. Thabit would record. 'Uthman, Khalid b. Sa'id
and Aban b. Sa'id also wrote for him."
That is his statement. This refers to Medina; for Ubayy b. Ka'b was not
present at the revelation of the Meccan siiras. These were written down by the
Companions in Mecca, may God be pleased with them all.
There is disagreement over the death of this man Aban b. Sa'id. Musa b.
'Uqba, Mus'ab b. al-Zubayr, al-Zubayr b. Bakkar and most of the scholars
of biography state that he was killed at the battle of al-Ajnadayn. That is, in
Jumada al-Uwla of 12 AH. Others say he was killed at the battle of Marj al-Sufr
in 14 AH.
Mu!:lammad b. Is!:laq stated, "He and his brother 'Amr were killed at the
battle of Yarmuk, on the 5th of Rajab, 15 AH." It is also stated that he lived
on into the time of 'Uthman, that the latter ordered him to dictate the mu~ltaf
at-imam,20' 'the Qur'an', to Zayd b. Thabit and that he died thereafter, in 29 AH.
But God knows best.
They also include Ubayy b. Ka'b b. Q1ys b. 'Ubayd al-Khazraji aI-Ansari
Abu a1-Mundhir, also known as Abu al-Tufayl. He was the chief reciter. He
participated at the second 'Aqaba meeting, at Badr and at the engagements
thereafter. He was of middle stature, slim and white of head and beard, the grey
of which he left unchanged.
Anas stated, "Four persons" - of the an~ar, he means - "collected the Qur'an.
These were Ubayy b. Ka'b, Mu'adh b.Jabal, Zayd b. Thabit and an a~iirinamed
Abu Yazid."
203. An authorized version of the Qur)an compiled during the reign of CUthman and held in

safekeeping by l:Iaf~a ht. al-Khattab.
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Both compilers of the ,a/zi/z collections included it.
In both of these collections a /zadith is given from Anas stating that Ubayy
quoted the Messenger of God (SAAS), as having said, "God ordered me to
recite the Qur'an to you."
Ubayy asked, "Did he actually name me, Messenger of God?" "Yes," he
replied. And Ubayy's eyes welled with tears.
What is meant here by "to recite the Qur'an to you" is a recitation to inform
and to make heard, not a recitation from which learning comes. This is something
that none of the scholars understand; however, we are drawing attention to this
view so that its opposite will not be believed.
In another place we have given the reason for the recitation made to him, and
to the fact that he recited to him the surat: "Those of the people of the Book and
the polytheists who disbelieved could not be abandoned until clear evidence
came to them, a Messenger from God reciting pages made pure that contain
priceless writings" (surat al-Bayyina; XCIX, v.I-3).
That related to Ubayy b. Ka'b having berated another man for having recited
the sura in a manner different from Ubayy's own recitation. Ubayy complained
about him to the Messenger of God (SAAS), who said, "Recite then, Ubayy."
When Ubayy had done so, he said, "That is how it was revealed." He then
said to the other man, "Now you recite." He did so and the Messenger of God
(SAAS) said, "That is how it was revealed."
Ubayy narrated, "At this doubt seized me, that I might still be in the jahiliyya!
The Messenger of God (SAAS) struck me on the chest and I broke out in sweat,
feeling that I was looking differendy at God." After that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) recited to him this chapter to establish and explain to him that this
Qur'an was truth and veracity, and that it was revealed in many recitations in
mercy and kindness to the worshippers.
Ibn Abu Khaythama stated. "He was the first person to write down the
revelation in the presence of the Messenger of God (SAAS)."
There is disagreement over the date of his death. It is variously said to have
occurred in 19, 30 or 23 AH. It is also said to have been one week prior to the
assassination of'lIthrnan. But God knows best.
Arqam b. Abu Arqam was also one of them. His name was 'Abd Manaf b. Asad
b. Jundab b. 'Abd Allah b. 'lImar b. Makhzum al-MakhziJmj.
He accepted Islam early. It was he in whose horne at al-Safa the Messenger of
God (SAAS) remained hidden. That house later became known as al-khayzuran,
"the tiller of the rudder". He participated in the Hijra, at the batde of Badr and
thereafter.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) established a tie of brotherhood between him
and 'Abd Allah b. Anis.
It was he who wrote out the tenancy document for land at Fakh for 'Aoim b.
al-I:Iarith al-Mul:Jaribi, and other documents, as ordered by the Messenger of
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God (SAAS). This is according to the account of the ftaft:;; Ibn 'Asakir, through
'Atiq b. Ya'qub al-Zubayrt, who narrated on a line through 'Abd ai-Malik b. Abu
Bakr b. Mul:tarnmad b. 'Amr b. I:Iazm, from his father, from his grandfather
'Amr b. I:Iazm.
He died in either 53 or 55 AH, at the age of 85.
Imam Al:tmad narrated two aftadith in which Arqam is quoted. In the first,
Al:tmad and al-I:Iasan b. 'Arafa stated, the wording given being from Al:tmad,
that 'Abbad b. 'Abbad al-Muhallabi related to him, from Hisham b. Ziyad, from
'Ammar b. Sa'd, from 'Uthman b. Arqam b. Abu al-Arqam, from his father,
a Companion of the Prophet (SAAS), who quoted the latter as having said,
"Whoever steps Over the necks of the people at the Friday prayer assembly and
separates between two (persons) after the appearance of the Imam (for the
sermon) is like him who drags his intestines in hell-fire!"
In the second case, Al:tmad stated that q~am b. Khalid related to him, quoting
al-'Anaf b. KhaIid, quoting Yal:tya b. qrnran, from 'Abd Allah b. 'Uthman b.
al-Arqam, from his grandfather al-Arqam, who said that he came to the Messenger
of God (SAAS), who asked him, "Where are you heading?" "I am heading over
there, Messenger of God," he replied, gesturing in the direction of Jerusalem.
"And what is taking you there; business?" asked the Prophet (SAAS). "No,"
he replied, "I wanted to pray there." The Messenger of God (SAAS) commented,
"Prayer over here," - and he gestured towards Mecca - "is better than 1,000
prayers" - and he gestured towards Syria.
Al;tmad is alone in giving both of these.
They also include Thabit b. Q<tys b. Shammas al-An~ari al-Khazraji Abu 'Abd
al-Ral:tman, also known as Abu Mul:tarnmad ai-Madani, the khatib al-an,iir,
"the orator ofthe an,ar", and as the khatib al-nabi, "the orator of the Prophet
(SAAS)".
Mul:tarnmad b. Sa'd stated that 'Ali b. Mul:tammad al-Mada'ini informed him,
giving lines of transmission from his elders from the delegations of Arabs who
had gone to the Messenger of God (SAAS). These men said, "'Abd Allah b. 'Abs
al-Numali and Maslama b. Hazzan al-I:Iuddani came in a group of men of their
tribes to the Messenger of God (SAAS), after the conquest of Mecca. They
accepted Islam and pledged allegiance on behalf of their people. He wrote for
them a document specifying the alms payments due from their properties.
Thabit b. Q<tys b. Shammas wrote it out, and Sa'd b. Mu'adh and Mul:tammad
b. Maslama, may God be pleased with them, witnessed it.
This man is among those of whom it is affirmed in the ,aftift collection of
Muslim that the Messenger of God (SAAS) announced that they would go
to paradise.
AI-Tirmidhi narrated in his ftadith collection, with a line of transmission that
meets the criteria of Muslim, from Abu Hurayra, that the Messenger of God
(SAAS) said, "What an excellent man is Abu Bakr! What "an excellent man is
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'Umar! What an excellent man is Abu 'Ubayda b. al-Jarra!)J What an excellent
man is Usayd b. I;Iuqayr! What an excellent man is Thabit b. Q:J.ys b. Shammas!
What an excellent man is Mu'adh b. 'Amr b. al-Jamu\.1."
Thabit b. Q:J.ys, may God be pleased with him, was martyred at the battle of
al-Yamama, in 12 AH, during the rule of Abu Bakr.
They also include I;IaIl?ala b. al-Rabi' b. Sayfi b. Rabli\.1 b. al-I;Iarith b. Mukhashin
b. Mu'awiya b. Sharifb. Jarwa b. Usayd b. 'Amr b. Tamim al-Tamimf al-Usaydi
al-Katib, "the scribe", his brother Raba!), who was also a Companion, and his
uncle Aktham b. Sayfi, who was (known as) bakim al-'.Arab, "the sage of the
Arabs".
AI-Waqidi stated, "He wrote a document for the Prophet (SAAS)." Others
said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) sent him to the people of al-Tii'if to make
peace. He participated in Khalid's campaigns in Iraq and elsewhere. He lived
on into the rule of 'Ali, but he did not participate with him in 'the battle of
the camel"'" and other engagements. He moved away from Kufa because of the
curses 'Uthman spoke on it, and died after the period of 'Ali's rule."
Ibn al-Athir narrated in al-Ghtiba that after his death, his wife expressed her
grief over him, leading her neighbouring women to criticize her. She spoke the
following verses on the subject:
"Da'd was surprised at a woman mourning for a venerable

grey-beard!
If you would ask me today what it is that pained me, I
would tell you what is no lie;

My eye is deathly affiicted by sorrow for I;Ian?'lla, the
scribe."

A\.1mad b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Raqqi stated, "He remained aloof from civil strife
until he died, after 'Ali. Two abiidith stem from him."
I observe that in fact there were three.
Iman stated that 'Abd al-Samad and 'Affan both stated that Hamam related
to them, that Q:J.tada quoted I;Iall<'ala al-Katib as having said, "I heard the
Messenger of God (SAAS) say, 'Those who observe the five prayers, performing
their prostrations, and the kneelings and their ablution at their proper times, and
recognize that these are a duty owed to God, will enter paradise.''' Alternately,
the words were "their due will be paradise".
A\.1mad is alone in giving this. It is missing a link connecting between Q:J.tada
and I;Ian~ala. But God knows best.
The second badith is as follows. A\.1mad, Muslim, al-TirmidhJ and Ibn
Maja narrated from a badith ofSa'id al-Jariri, from Abu 'Uthman al-Nahdi, who
204. At Khurayba, near Basra, on 10th Jumada 11 AH (December 4, 656 AD), where the caliph
(All defeated the combined forces of 'A?isha, Tall).a and al-Zubayr who were contesting the
legitimacy of his rule.
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quoted I;Ian?ala as having (quoted the Prophet ($AAS)), as having said, "If all
of you remain as you are with me, the angels will greet you while you are
meeting, while you are travelling and while you are in your beds; but you (only
spend) part of your time with me."
Al;!mad and al-TirmidhJ also narrated it from a {tadith of 'Imran b. Da'ud
al-Qtnan, from Qttada, from Yazid b. 'Abd Allah b. aI-Shikhkhir, from I;Ian?ala.
The third {tadith is as follows. Al;!mad, aI-Nasa'i and Ibn Maja narrated from
a {tadith of Sufyan al-Thawri, from Abu al-Zinad, from al-Muraqqa' b. $ayfi b.
I;Iall?ala, from his grandfather, concerning the prohibition of killing women in
warfare.
However, Imam AI;1mad narrated it from 'Abd aI-Razzaq, from Ibn Jurayj,
who gave a line from Abu al-Zinad, from Muraqa' b. $ayfi b. Rabal;! b. Rabi',
from his grandfather Rabal;! b. Rabie, the brother of I;Ian?ala al-Katib.
Al;!mad also narrated it similarly from I;Iusayn b. Mul;1anunad and Ibrahim
b. Abu al-'Abbas, both of whom quoted from al-Mughira b. 'Abd aI-RaI;1man,
from his father. And from Sa'id b. Man~ur and AbU 'Amir al-'Aqadi, both of
whom quoted from aI-Mughira b. 'Abd aI-Ral;1man, from Abu al-Zinad, from
Muraqqa', from his grandfather Rabal;!. And also through al-Mughira. AI-Nasa'i
and Ibn Maja narrated it similarly. Abu Da'ud and aI-Nasa'i narrated it from
a {tadtth of'Umar b. Muraqqa', from his father, from his grandfather Rabal;!.
The {tadtth is therefore from Rabal;!, not from I;Iall?a1a. Abu Bakr b. Abu
Shayba therefore stated, "Sufyan aI-Thawri was mistaken about this {tadith."
I note that Ibn al-Raqqi was correct in stating that I;Ian?ala narrated only
two a{tadith. But God knows best.
Khalid b. Sa'id b. aI-'A~ b. Umayya b. 'Abd Shams b. 'Abd Manaf AbU Sa'Id
aI-Umawi was among them.
He accepted Islam early. It is said that he was the third, fourth or at most
fifth after Abu Bakr.
It is said that his accepting Islam was due to a dream he had. In it he was
standing on the edge of hell, the extent of which only God knew.
"It was as though his father was pushing him towards it, while the Messenger
of God ($AAS) was holding him by the hand to prevent him from falling. He
narrated this vision to Abu Bakr, who told him, 'Nothing but good was wished
for you; this is the Messenger of God; follow him and you will escape what you
feared.'" And so he went to the Messenger of God ($AAS), and accepted Islam.
"Wheu news of this reached his father, he was very angry and hit him so hard
with a stick he held that he broke it over his head. He threw him out ofthe house,
denied him food and forbad his brothers from speaking to him. And so Khalid
remained with the Messenger of God ($AAS), night and day. Thereafter his
brother 'Amr also accepted Islam
"When the Muslims went to exile in Abyssinia, these two men accompanied
them. It was he who eventually arranged the marriage betweeen Umm I;Iabiba
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and the Messenger of God (SAAS), as we have told above. Both men thereafter
went on the Hijra from Abyssinia (to Medina) in the company of Ja'far. They
reached the Messenger of God (SAAS), at Khaybar after his conquest of it. After
consultation with the other Muslims, he gave them both shares of the spoils.
Their brother Aban b. Sa'id also arrived and participated at Khaybar, as narrated
above, and the Messenger of God (SAAS) assigned them various duties.
"During the caliphate of Abu Bakr both men went to battle in Syria, and
Khalid was killed at Ajnadayn; however, some say it was at Mar; aI-Saffar. God
knows best."

'Auq b. Ya'qub stated that 'Abd ai-Malik b. Abu Bakr related to him, from his
father, from his grandfather, from 'Amr b. I:Iazm, to the effect that Khalid b.
Sa'id wrote the following document on behalf of the Messenger of God (SAAS):
"In the name of God the most Merciful and Beneficent. This has been given by
.Mui)ammad, the Messenger of God, to Rashid b. 'Abd Rabb al-Sulami. He has
awarded hiro two ghalwa 205 (ofland) and one ghalwa atthe rock at Ruhat. No one
should fear him. He is trustworthy. Khiilid b. Sa'id wrote this."
Mul;1ammad b. Sa'd stated, according to aI-Waqidi, that Ja'far b. Mul;1ammad
b. Khalid related to him, that Mul;1ammad b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. CUthman b.
'Affan said, "Khalid b. Sa'id remained in Medina following his arrival from
Abyssinia. He acted as a scribe for the Messenger of God (SAAS); it was he who
wrote the document for the people of al-Ta'if to the delegation of Thaqif and
strove to arrange peace between them and the Messenger of God (SAAS)."
They also included Khiilid b.al-Walid b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar b. Makhzum Abu
Sulayman al-Makhzumi.
He was the commander of the victorious armies, the man in charge of those
illustrious soldiers, and glorious and famous battles. He was of firm judgement,
great bravery and fine conduct. He was father to Sulayman b. Khiilid b. al-Walid.
It is said that he was never a participant in an army that was defeated, either
before or after Islam.
AI-Zubayr b. Bakkar stated, "He had the status of a chief among Quraysh and
was in command of the cavalry."
He, along with 'Amr·b. ai-'A~ and CUthman b. Tall;1a b. Abu Tall;1a, accepted
Islam after aI-I:Iudaybiyya and before Khaybar. The Messenger of God (SAAS)
soon gave him charge of expeditions and then, during the rule of Abu Bakr, he
became commander-in--chief of all the Muslim forces.
When CUmar b. al-Khanab succeeded to power, he dismissed him and
appointed Abu CUbayda as amin al-umma, "the guardian ofthe community", with
orders that he not disregard the views of (Khalid b. al-Walid) AbU Sulayman.
Khiilid died during the reign ofCUmar, it is said in 21 AH or 22 AH, the former
date being correct, in a village a mile distant from I:Iim~. AI-Waqidi stated, "I
asked about its whereabouts but was told that it had been obliterated."
205.- A measure oflength; the distance travelled by an arrow.
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Dul).aym stated, "He died in Medina." The first place of death mentioned is
correct.

He narrated ahadUh too numerous to relate here.
'Atiq b. Ya'qub stated that 'Abd aI-Malik b. Abu BaIrr related to him, from his
father, from his grandfather, from 'Amr b. Bazm, that the followiog referred
to land tenancies the Messenger of God (SAAS) granted: "In the ·name of God
the most Merciful and Beneficent. From Mul).ammad, Messenger of God, to the
Believers. The game from Saydul). and Sayda206 may not be mutilated or killed.
Anyone discovered so doing shall be flogged and have his clothing taken away.
Those transgressiog this order shall be seized and the Prophet shall be informed
of'him. This comes from Mul).ammad the Prophet. It is written by Khalid b.
al-Walid upon command of the Messenger of God. Let no one transgress this or
he will do harm to himself regarding what Mul).ammad has ordered."
They also include al-Zubayr b. al-'Awwam b. Khuwaylid b. Asad b. 'Abd al-'Uzza
b. Qu~ayy, Abu 'Abd Allah al-Asadr.
He was one of "the ten"''' and also one of the afbab al-shura, "the Companions
consulted" about whom the Messenger of God (SAAS) expressed his satisfaction
at the time of his death. He was also regarded as a bawarf, "disciple", of the
Messenger of God (SAAS), along with his cousin, the son of his aunt Safiyya,
daughter of Abd al-Munalib, and was the husband of Asma', daughter ofAbu
Bakr, may God be pleased with him.
'Atiq b. Ya'qub narrated, with the line oftransmission given above, that it was
al-Zubayr b. al-'Awwam who wrote the document for Banu Mu'awiya b. Jarwal,
as ordered by the Messenger of God (SAAS).
Ibn 'Asakir narrated this, giving his line of transmission from 'Atiq.
Al-Zubayr, may God be pleased with him, accepted Islam early, while he was
16 years old; some say his age was 18. He took part in both exiles and participated
in all the battles. He was the first person to draw his sword in God's cause.
He participated, with the greatest distinction of all, at the battle of al-Yarmuk.
That day he twice pierced the ranks of the Byzantines from front to rear,
emerging safely from the other side. However, he received two wounds on his
back. May God be pleased with him.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) called for both· his parents at the battle of
al-khandaq, "the trench" and said, "Every prophet has a disciple, and my disciple
is al-Zubayr."
Many virtues and fine deeds are attributed to him. He died at the battle of the
camel. His death came about after he had turned around and was returning from
the battle. 'Amr b. Jurmuz, Faqala b. Babis and a third man called al-Na'r, all of
Banu Tamim, caught up with him at a place called Wadi al-Siba'. 'Amr b.
Jurmuz came upon him while he slept and killed him. That was on a Thursday,
206. Locations near Medina.
207. See Vol. 1.
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ten days prior to the end of ]umada al-Uwla in 36 AH. At that time he was
67 years old.
He died leaving a substantial inheritance. After the deduction of 2,200,000
dinars, he left a testamentary bequest of one-third. When his debts had been
satisfied, and the third had been extracted, the remainder was divided among his
heirs. Each of his wives - of whom there were four - received 1,200,000 dinars.
The total amount of his estate to which we are referring was some 59,800,000
dinars.
All this came to him by legitimate means during his life, from income he
received from the al-faj' and the maghanim"" and through various kinds of
permissible business activities. All that accrued after his payment of the zakat,
"the charity payments", at the appropriate times, and numerous contacts with
the recipients at the times of their need.
May God be pleased with him and give him pleasure, making the gardens
of paradise his residence; and indeed He has! For the Lord of both those who
came first and those who came after, the Messenger of the Lord of the worlds,
has testified that there will be paradise for him. And to God be all praise and
credit!
Ibn al-Athir stated in his work al-Ghaba that he had a 1,000 slaves collecting
the kharaj tax payments for him, and that he would donate all that to charity.
l:;Iassan b. Thabit spoke the following verses giving him praise and credit for
that:
"He grew up in the era and guidance of the Prophet, as
his disciple, and speech with merit rings true.
He grew up in accord with his way and his path, allying

with the agent of truth, and the truth is fully just.
He was that famous knight, that hero who sprang forward
at every famous battle.
He was a man whose mother was Safiyya, and he descended
from a proud man named Asad, 'lion'.

He had close family ties with the Messenger of God, and
from fighting for Islam comes glory deeply secure.
Many were the dangers al-Zubayr deflected with his
sword from al-MU$tafii, 'the chosen one', and God rewards
most generously.
When war emerged, he would slice at it, his blade

flashing forward, charging proudly towards death.
He had no peer among them, nor was ever his like
before, and his fame will never, for all time, fade."

It has been recorded above that 'Arnr b. ]urmuz al-TamJmi killed him in Wadi
al-Siba' while he was asleep. Alternately, it is said that he emerged in a daze from
208. The tenn a/-fay is generally applied to goods and properties taken from unbelievers
without battle having been engaged, while al-maghilnim applies to spoils seized after warfare.
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his sleep and rode away, but was confronted by Ibn Jurmuz. When al-Zubayr
overcame him, Ibn Jurmuz was rescued by his two companions, FaqaIa and
al-Na'r, and they all killed him. 'Amr b. Jurmuz took his head and his sword.
When he brought both of these to 'All, the latter said on seeing al-Zubayr's
sword, "Many is the time this sword deflected danger from the face of the
Messenger of God ($AAS)."
Among other comments he made, 'All said, "Announce to the killer of $afiyya's
son that he's going to hell-fire!"
It is said that when 'Amr b. Jurmuz heard that, he killed himself. The fact is,
however, that he lived on after 'AlJ into the rule ofIbn al-Zubayr (al-Zubayr's
son 'Abd Allah). The latter appointed his brother Mu~'ab to rule in Iraq on his
own behalf, and 'Amr b. Jurmuz disappeared, fearing that once in authority
Mu~'ab would kill him to avenge his father. Mu~'ab ordered, "Inform him
that he is safe; does he really think I would kill him for 'Abd Allah's father
(al-Zubayr)? Certainly not, I swear by God; they are not equal!"
This decision stems from Mu~'ab's qualities of shrewdness, intelligence and
leadership.
AI-Zubayr narrated numerous alzadith relating to the Messenger of God
($AAS), too many to mention here.
When al-Zubayr b. al-'Awwam was killed at Wadi al-Siba', as related above,
his wife 'Mika, daughter of Zayd b. 'Amr b. Nufayl, recited the following verses:
"Ibn ]urmuz deceived the anny's champion knight, that
day the forces clashed; he was not one to flee!

cAmr, if you had warned him, you would not have found
him effeminate, his hand or heart trembling.
Many were the battles he engaged, no resistance turning
him aside, you utter coward!
May your mother mourn you! You were never victorious

over his like in any that went before or ever will be.

By God, your Lord, if you kill a Muslim, the punishment
of the Resolute One will alight upon you!"
Zayd b. Thabit b. al~Oa.l:tl:>ak b. Zayd b. Lawdhan b. 'Amr b. 'Ubayd b. 'Awfb.
Ghanm b. Malik b. al-Najjar al-An~iili al-Najjari, Abu Sa'id, was among them.
He was also known as Abu Kharija, and as Abu 'Abd al-Ral:>man al-Madani.
He came to the Messenger of God ($AAS), in Medina when he was 11 years
old. Therefore, due to his youth, he did not participate in the batde ofBadr, nor
in that at Ul:>ud. The first battle in which he took part was that of al-khandaq,
"the trench". He participated in all thereafter.
He was a lzafif', a learned man of high intelligence. It is established about him
in the $alzilz collection of al-Bukhari that the Messenger of God ($AAS) ordered
him to learn the writing system of the Jews in order to be able to read to the
Prophet ($AAS) whatever they might write to him. He learned this in 15 days.
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Imam A!).mad stated that Sulayman b. Da'ud related to him, quoting 'Abd
aI-Ra!).man, from Abu aI-Zinad, from Kharija b. Zayd, who quoted his father
Zayd as having said, after having come to see the Messenger of God ($AAS)
at Medina, "I was taken to him, and he was impressed with me. People said,
'Messenger of God, this youth is from Banu ai-Najjar; he knows from ten to
twenty or so ofthe surat that God revealed to you.' This delighted the Messenger
of God ($AAS), and he told him, 'Zayd, learn for me the writing of the Jews; I
swear by God, I don't trust a Jew to read to me.'"
Zayd went on, "So I set about learning their writing and had mastered it
before 15 days had passed. I used to read to him whatever letters they wrote to
him, and answered them on his behalf."
A!).mad then narrated this from Shuray!). b. aI-Nu'man, from Ibn Abu aI-Zinad,
from his father, from Kharija, from his father who related it similarly.
AI-Bukhar! gave it in his work al-A/tkam from Kharija b. Zayd b. Thabit in an
abbreviated form.
AbU Da'ud narrated it from AJ:unad b. Yunus. AI-Tirmidh! gave it from 'Ail
b. l;Iajr. They both related it from 'Abd aI-Ra!).man b. Abu aI-Zinad, from his
father, from Kharija, from his father.
AI-Tirmidh! categorized it as /tasan $a/tf/t.
This was ttuly extraordinary intelligence. He was one of those who collected
the Qur'an during the lifetime ofthe Messenger of God ($AAS) from the reciters,
as is established in both $a/tf/t collections from Anas.
A!).mad and ai-Nasa'! narrated from a /tadith of Abu QalabaJrom Anas, who
quoted the Messenger of God ($AAS) as having said, "The person most kind
towards my nation is Abu Bakr. The most severe in it for God's religion is 'Vrnar.
The one in it most sincere in humility is 'Vthman. The most decisive of them is
'Ail b. Abu Talib. The man of them most knowledgeable of what is permissible
and what forbidden is Mu'adh b. Jabal. The one most knowledgeable about the
religious duties ofIslam is Zayd b. Thabit. And every nation has an amfn,1m 'a
fully trustworthy man'. The amfn of this nation is Abu 'Uhayda b. al-Jarra!).."
There are some /tuffaf? who consider this /tadrth mursal, "incomplete", except
in so far as it refers to Abu 'Uhayda. It is given in this line of transmission in the
$a/tf/t of aI-Bukhan.
Zayd wrote down the revelations in the presence, in several locations, of the
Messenger of God ($AAS).
One of the clearest evidences of this is in the statement from him established
in the $a/tf/t collections, in which he said, "When the words of Almighty God
came down, 'Those believers who stay back and those who strive hard in God's
cause are not equal'''' (surat al-Nisa'; IV, v.95), the Messenger of God ($AAS)
209. This honorific epithet is, of course, said to have been universally applied in Mecca to the

Prophet (SAAS), prior to his Hijra. See VoL I.
210. The additional words referred to in the next paragraph are, part of the text afthe Quran as
we know it and follow the word "back" in this verse.
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called out to me and said, 'Write down, "Those believers who stay back and
those who strive hard in God's cause are not equal.'"
"Then Ibn Umm MaktUm arrived and began complaining about his injuries.
While his leg was pressing hard against my own - hard enough to almost bruise
it - revelation again came to the Messenger of God (SAAS), with the words
ghayru iilt al-tlarar, 'except those who have suffered injury'. He ordered me
to add these words, and I did so. And Iwell know the place where it was added
- at a crack in that tablet - of bone, that is."
Zayd participated in the expedition to al-Yamilma and he was struck by an
arrow that did not seriously harm him. It was he whom Abu Bakr thereafter
ordered to seek out and assemble the Qur'an. He told him, "You are an intelligent
young man about whom we have no suspicions; and you used to write down the
revelation for the Messenger of God (SAAS). Therefore, seek out and assemble
the Qur'an." And Zayd did as Abu Bakr had ordered him. There was much good
in that; and to God be all praise and credit.
'Umar twice, while making the pilgrimage, appointed Zayd to govern Medina
on his behalf, as he did when he made an expedition to Syria. 'Uthman also
appointed him to govern Medina.
'Ali liked him very well. Zayd extolled 'Ail and gave recognition to his
worthiness, although he did not participate with him in any of his battles. He
lived on after 'Ail, dying in 45 AH; that date is also given as 51 or 55 AH.
He was one of those who wrote the ma$iiJ:zifal_a>imma,211 "the master copies",
that 'Uthman b. 'Atran dispatched to all parts. It was these that gave to the
reading the official stamp of consensus and approval, as we have established in
our book Tafttr (Exegesis oj) al-Qur'an. And to God be all praise and credit.
AI-Sijil was also one of them, as is stated in the ~adith narrated on that subject
from Ibn 'Abbas; on the assumption ofits authenticity, that is, about which there
is some controversy.
Abu Da'ud stated that Qutayba b. Sa'id narrated to him, quoting Nul). b.
Q;lys, from Yazid b. Ka'b, from 'Amr b. Malik, from Abu al-Jawza', from Ibn
'Abbas, who said, "AI-Sijil was a scribe of the Prophet (SAAS)."
AI-Nasa'i narrated it thus from Qutayba, who quoted Ibn 'Abbas as having
said regarding the verse, "That day when we will roll up the heavens as al_sijif l2
rolls up writings" (siirat al-Anbiyya'; XXI, v.104). This word al-Sijil refers to
the man."
This is his wording.
211. The term given to the "authorized" text of the QuraD. agreed upon by a commission formed

by the caliph 'Othman consistin~ of cAbd Allah b. al-Zubayr, Sa<id b. al-A~ and cAbd ai-Rahman
b. al-I;Iarith. Copies of this text were dispatched to various cities with instructions that any
"deviant" versions should be destroyed.
212. The word is frequently interpreted to mean "scroll"; the text would therefore read, "as a
scroll rolls up writings".
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Abu Ja'far b. Jmr narrates, concerning the same verse, from Na~r b. 'Ali,
from Nul:> b. Q;lys, a source considered trustworthy and among those quoted by
Muslim. Ibn Macro, however, categorizes him as a weak source in one account

quoting him. Regarding his teacher Sheikh Yazid b. Ka'b al-'Awdhi al-Ba~ri,
only Nul:> b. Q;lys quotes from him. Nevertheless, Ibn J:::!ibban includes him
among those to be considered trustworthy sources.
I brought this (ladith to the attention of my teacher the (laji" Sheikh Abu
al-J:::!ajjaj al-Mizzi; he deprecated it strongly. I informed him that our very learned
Sheikh Abu ai-'Abbas b. Taymiyya used to say, "This (ladith is fabricated, even
if included in the sunan ofAbu Da'ud!" Our teacher Sheikh al-Mizzi commented,
"I say the same!"
I note that the (laji" Ibn 'Adi narrated it in his work al-Kamil from a (ladith of
Mul:>ammad b. Sulayman, known as "Burna", from Yal:>ya b. 'Amr, from Malik
al-Bakri, from his father, from Abu al-Jawza', from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The
Messenger of God (SAAS) had a scribe named al-Sijil. He is referred to in the
words of the Almighty, 'That day when we will roll up the heavens as al-Sijil
rolls up writings.' Just as al-Sijil rolls up writings, thus will the heavens be
rolled up."
AI-Bayhaqi narrated it similarly from Abu Na~r b. Q;ltada, from Abu 'Ali
al-Rafa', from 'Ali b. 'Abd al-'Aziz, from Muslim b. Ibrahim, from Yal:>ya b.
'Amr b. Malik. This Yal:tyais considered a very weak source, one upon whom
one should not depend. But God knows best.
Stranger still than that is what was also narrated by the (laji" Abu Bakr
al-Kha1:ib and Ibn Manda from a (ladith of Al:tmad b. Sa'id ai-Baghdadi, known
as "J:::!amdan", from Ibn Bahz, from 'Vbayd Allah, from Na!i', from Ibn 'Vmar,
who said, "The Prophet (SAAS) had a scribe called Sijil and God revealed,
'That day when we will roll up the heavens as al-Sijil rolls up writings. ", Ibn
Manda commented, "This is gharib. J:::!amdan is alone in giving it."
AI-Barqani stated, "Abu al-Fatl:> al-Azdi stated, 'Ibn Numayr was alone in
giving it, if authentic.'"
This is also objectionable when narrated from Ibn 'Vrnar, just as it was
when from Ibn 'Abbas. For a quite different statement is also attributed to both.
AI-Walibi and al-'Awfj quote Ibn 'Abbas as having stated with reference to this
verse, "(it means) like the rolling of a ~a(lift (sheet of paper etc) over writings".
Mujahid stated the same.
Ibn Jarir stated, "It is well known in the language that al-sijil means a ~a(lifa."
He went on, "No one among the Companions is known by the name al-Sijil."
And it is objectionable for al-Sijil to have been the name of one of the angels,
as was narrated from Abu Kurayb, from Ibn Yaman, who stated that Abu
ai-Wafa' al-Ashja'i related to him, from his father, from Ibn 'Vmar, who said,
regarding the verse, "That day when we will roll up the heavens as al-Sijil rolls
up writings", "AI-Sijil was an angel. Whenever he ascended with a request
for forgiveness, God would say, 'Write it in light.'''
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He also stated that Bandar related to him, from Mu'ammil, from Sufyan, who
said, "I heard al-Suddi say ..." And he went on to narrate it similarly.
Abu Jacfar al-Baqir stated the same, narrating from Abii Kurayb, from
Mubarak, from Macriif b. Kharrabiidh, from someone who heard Abii Jacfar
say, "AI-Sijil is an angel."
Ibn Janr's denial that al-Sijil was the name of either a Companion or an angel
is very convincing, while the I;zadith to the contrary is very Objectionable. Those,
like Ibn Manda, Abii Nu'aym al-Isbahani and Ibn al-Athir, in al-Ghaba, only
do so to give credibility to this I;zadith, or to comment upon its authenticity. But
God knows best.
.
They also included Sa'd b. Abii Sar\:l, according to a statement made by Khalifa
b. Khayyat.
It has been imagined that this man was his son cAbd Allah b. Sa'd b. Abii Sar\:l,
as will be explained shortly, if God so wills it.
cAmir b. Fuhayra, a freedman of Abii Bakr, was also one of them.
Imam A\:lrnad stated, "cAbd al-Ra~~aq related to me, from Macmar, who
quoted al-Zuhri as having said, "'Abd ai-Malik b. Malik al-Mudliji informed
me, he being the cousin of Suraqa b. Malik, that his father informed him that he
heard Suraqa say ...'" And he proceeded to narrate the Hijra of the Prophet
(SAAS). In this narrative, he said, "So I told him (the Prophet (SAAS», 'Your
people have put a price on your head!' And I related to them news relating to
their departure and what people wanted to do with them. Then 1 offered them
provisions, but they would not accept anything from me and asked me to leave
them alone. I asked him if he would write down a safe conduct for me, and he
told 'Amir b. Fuhayra, who did so on a piece ofleather. Then he left."
I note that the I;zadith is given complete above in the material relating to the
Hijra. It is also recorded that it was Abii Bakr who wrote this document for
Suraqa. But God knows best.
Amir b. Fuhayra - known as Abii 'Amr ~ was of mixed blood of Banii
Azd. He was black in complexion. He had earlier been a freed~man of Tufayl b.
al-I;Iarith, the brother of 'A'isha through her mother Umm Ruman. He accepted
Islam early, before the Messenger of God (SAAS) took refuge in the home
of al-Arqam b. Abii al-Arqam at al-Safa. 'Amir was tortured along with all the
others persecuted at Mecca to make them give up their faith. He refused,
and Abii Bakr purchased him, then set him free. He would herd goats for him
outside Mecca.
When the Messenger of God (SAAS) left on the Hijra, he accompanied Abii
Bakr, who bore him on his mount. They also had al-Dili, the guide, with them.
This is narrated in full above.
Upon their arrival in Medina, 'Amir b. Fuhayra stayed with Sa'd b. Khaythama.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) established a tie of brotherhood between 'Amir
and Aws b. Mu'adh. He participated in Badr and at U\:lud.
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He was killed at the battle of Bi'r Ma'una, as was related above. That was in
4 AB. At that time he was 40 years of age. But God knows best.
'Urwa, Ibn Is!)aq, al-Waqidi and other scholars state that 'Amir was killed at
Bi'r Ma'una by a man named Jabbar b. Sulma, ofBanu Kilab. When 'Amir was
pierced by the spear, he said, "I have succeeded, by the Lord ofthe ka'ba!" 'Amir
was then raised up until he disappeared from sight, so that 'Amir b. al-Tufayl
said, "He was raised up until I could see the sky and not him!"
"Amr b. Umayya was asked about him and he replied, "He was one ofthe best
of us, and one of the earliest members of the household of our Prophet (~AAS).'
Jabbar stated, "I asked al-J;>a!)!)ak b. Sufyan what he meant by what he said.
He replied, 'He was referring to paradise.'
"Al-J;>a!)!)ak invited me to accept Islam, and I did so when I saw what happened
at the death of 'Amir b. Fuhayra. Al-J;>a!)!)ak wrote to the Messenger of God
(~AAS), informing him of my acceptance of Islam and of what had happened to
'Amir. He commented, 'The angels concealed him and he has taken up residence
with the spiritual hierarchy.'"
In both ~a{zi{z collections Anas is quoted as having said, "He recited to us a
Qur'an verse about them: 'Inform our people that we have met our Lord. And
He is pleased with us and has pleased us.' '''13
Reference is made above to this in the material treating the engagement at
Bi>r Macfina. 214
Mu!)anunad b. Is!)aq stated that Hisham b. 'Urwa related to him, from his
father, that 'Amir b. al-Tufayl used to ask, "Which of your men was it whom,
when killed, was raised up between earth and sky so that you could see sky only,
and not him?"
"That was 'Amir b. Fuhayra," they would reply.
Al-Waqidi stated that Mu!)ammad b. 'Abd Allah related to him, from al-Zuhri,
from 'Urwa, who quoted 'A'isha as having said, "'Amir b. Fuhayra was raised up
into the sky; his body was not found."
They say that the angels concealed it.
'Abd Allah b. Arqam b. Abu Arqam al-MakhZilmi was also among them.
He accepted Islam the year of the conquest of Mecca and he wrote on behalf
of the Prophet (~AAS).
Imam Malik stated, "He (the Prophet (~AAS» would send out what he did
and would thank him and express his appreciation."
Salama stated, quoting Mu!)ammad b. Is!)aq b. Yasar, from Mu!)ammad b.
Ja'far b. al-Zubayr, from 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr, that the Messenger of God
(~AAS) asked 'Abd Allah b. al-Arqam b. 'Abd YaghUth to write letters for him
in response to the (letters) of the kings. His trust in 'Abd Allah b. al-Arqam so
developed that he would tell him to write to certain kings; he would write and
213. This verse, not present in the Quran, is evidently a false attribution thereto.
214. Vol. III, p. 95 et seq.
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the Messenger of God (SAAS) would put his seal on what he read (back) because
of his trust in him.
He acted as scribe for Abu Bakr, who gave him charge of the treasury. 'Umar
b. al-Khattab confmned him in both positions. When 'Uthman succeeded, he
dismissed him from them.
I note that this was after 'Abd Allah b. Arqam had tendered his resignation. It
is said that 'Uthman offered him 300,000 dirhams as his salary, but he refused
to accept this. He replied, "What I did was for God; my reward is up to God,
Almighty and Glorious is He."
Ibn Is\.1aq stated, "Zayd b. Thabit wrote for the Messenger of God (SAAS). If
neither Ibn al-Arqam nor Zayd b. Thabit were there, then someone else present
would write.
"'Umar, 'Ali, Zayd, al-Mughira b. ShuCba, Mu'awiya, Khalid b. Sa'id b.
al-'A~ and others named by the Arabs wrote for him."
AI-A'mash stated, "I asked Shaqiq b. Salama, 'Who was the scribe for the
Prophet (SAAS)?' He replied, "Abd Allah b. al-Arqam. 'Umar brought out at
al-Qitdisiyya a document of Abu Bakr and at its base were the words, "Written
by 'Abd Allah b. al-Arqam."'"
Al~Bayhaqi stated that Abu 'Abd Allah al-l;Iafi" related to him, quoting
Mu\.1amrnad b. Siili\.1 b. Hani', quoting al-Fac!1 b. Mu\.1amrnad al-Bayhaqi, quoting
'Abd Allah b. Sali\.1, quoting 'Abd ai-'Aziz b. Abu Salama al-Majushun, from
'Abd al-Wa\.1id b. Abu 'Awn, from al~sim b. Mu\.1ammad, who quoted 'Abd
Allah b. 'Umar, as having said, "The Prophet (SAAS) brought a: letter from
some man and he asked 'Abd Allah b. al-Arqam, 'Respond for me.' He wrote
the reply, then read it to him. The Messenger of God (SAAS) commented, 'You
have done it correctly and well. May God give him success!'
"When 'Umar acceded, he would seek 'Abd Allah's counsel. And 'Umar b.
al-Khanab is quoted as having said, 'I never saw anyone more fearful of God
than him.' He meant anyone of the workers."
He was, may God be pleased with him, injured before his death.
'Abd Allah b. Zayd b. 'Abd Rabbihi al-An~arl al-Khazraji, the originator of
the call to prayer, was one of them.
He accepted Islam early and was present at the 'aqabat al-sab'in, the "'Aqaba
meeting of the 70".215 He participated at the battle of Badr and later engagements.
One of his greatest credits is his having had a vision of the call to prayer in
his sleep and his having repeated this to the Messenger of God (SAAS), who
responded, "These are visions of truth. Stand with Biliil and deliver them to him
so that he can use them to announce the call to prayer; he has a stronger voice
than you.'\'
.We have given the badfth relating to this above. 2l6
215. See above Vol. II, pages 129-140.
216. See Vol. II, page 222.
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AI-Waqidi narrated, giving lines of transmission from Ibn 'Abbas, that the
Prophet (SAAS) wrote a letter to those of Banii Jurash who accepted Islam,
ordering them to peform the prayer, pay the zakat, and to donate one-fifth of
the booty they took.
He died in 32 AH at 64 years of age. 'Uthmiin b. 'Affan, may God be pleased
with him, performed the prayers for the deceased.
Of them also was 'Abd Allah b. Sa'd b. Abii Sar\:1 al-Qurashi al-'Amiri, a fosterbrother of'Uthman by his mother; 'Uthman's mother suckled him, that is.
He wrote down the revelation and later seceded from Islam, joining the
polytheists in Mecca. When the Messenger of God (SAAS) conquered it, having
declared it lawful to spill his blood, along with certain others there, 'Abd Allah
b. Sa'd went to 'Uthman b. 'Affan and sought his protection. The Messenger of
God (SAAS) then guaranteed his safety, as we have narrated above in the account
of the conquest of Mecca. Thereafter, 'Abd Allah b. Sa'd was an extremely good
Muslim.
Abii Da'iid stated that A\:1mad b. Mu\:1ammad al-Mariizi related to him,
quoting 'Ali b. al-Busayo b. Waqid, from his father, from Yazid al-Na\:1wl, from
qkrima, who quoted Ibn 'Abbas, as having said, "'Abd Allah b. Sa'd b. Abii Sar\:1
was a scribe for the Prophet (SAAS). Then Satan made him slip, and he joined
the unbelievers. And so the Messenger of God (SAAS) ordered that he be
executed. 'Uthman asked for him to have protection and so the Messenger of
God (SAAS) guaranteed his safety."
AI-Nasa'i narrated it from a I;tadith of 'Ali b. al-Busayn b. Waqid.
I note that he was on the right wing of the army of 'Amr b. al-'A~ when 'Amr
conquered Egypt in 20 AH, during the rule of 'Umar. 'Umar appointed 'Amr
his governor there; when 'Uthman succeeded to. the caliphate, he dismissed
'Amr and, in 25 AH, appointed 'Abd Allah b. Sa'd in command of Egypt.
'Uthman ordered 'Abd Allah b. Sa'd to conquer Africa and he attacked and
conquered it. There the army acquired great wealth. The share of the booty
received by each of the army's cavalry was 3,000 mithqal 217 of gold. Each foot
soldier received 1,000 mithqal. With him in that army were three men named
'Abd Allah: 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr, 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar, and 'Abd Allah
b. 'Amr.
Thereafter 'Abd Allah b. Sa'd attacked the blacks of Nubia and established
with them a truce that is still in effect today. That was in 31 AH. He then
commanded a naval expedition against the Byzantines; it was a great expedition.
When disagreement arose over 'Uthman, he left Egypt, appointing a deputy
to govern it, in order to go to aid 'Uthman. When 'Uthman was killed, he took
up residence in 'Asqalan (Ashkelon) - or alternatively, at Ramla - and prayed to
God to take him during prayer. One day he performed the dawn prayer, in the
first part of which he recited thefli.til;ta and the (surat) al-Adiyat (C), and in the
217. A weight equal to one-and-a-half dirham.
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second part the fatil;a and a surat. When he had finished the al-tashahhud he
performed the salutation of the first taslima. He was then about to perform the
second tasltma, but died between the two salutations; may God be pleased with
him. His death occurred in 36 AH or in 37 AH. It is also said that he lived on until
59 AH. The first date of death is correct.
No narratives stemming from him occur in the six canonical collections of
al;adith,nor in the al-Musnad collection of Imam A\:nnad.
They also include 'Abd Allah b. 'Uthman, Abu Bakr, "the trusting". I have made
reference to his biography in the material relating to his caliphate. I constructed a
whole volume on his life and the al;adtth he narrated and the statements attributed
to him.
The proof that he wrote for him is in what MUsa b. 'Uqba related, from
al-Zuhrl, from 'Abd al-Ra\lman b. Malik b. Ju'shum, from his father, from
Suraqa b. Malik, in his account of his pursuit of the Messenger of God (SAAS),
who had left the cave and was passing through his tribe's territory. When he
came upon them and the incident occurred with his mare, he asked the Messenger
of God (SAAS) for a safe conduct and the latter told him to write a note for him
and then gave it to him.
Imam A\:nnad narrated, through al-ZuhrI, with the same line of transmission,
that 'Amir b. Fuhayra wrote it. It is likely that Abu Bakr wrote part ofit, then gave
orders to his freed-man 'Amir, who wrote the remainder. But God knows best.
Also among them was 'Uthman b. 'Affan, the Commander of the Believers. I
have detailed his biography in the material relating to his caliphate; his having
engaged in writing in the presence of the Messenger of God (SAAS) is well
known. AI-Waqidl gives lines of transmission narrating that when Nahshal b.
Malik a1-Wa'III came to the Messenger of God (SAAS), the latter gave orders to
'Uthman b. 'Affan and so he wrote for him a document specifying the ordinances
ofIslam.
They also included 'AlI b. Abu Talib, the Commander of the Believers. I have
detailed his biography in material relating to his caliphate. It is narrated above
how he wrote the peace agreement between the Messenger of God (SAAS) and
Q!.rraysh at I;Iudaybiyya, specifying that the Muslims would be safe, that there
would be no swords drawn, nor chains used, and that there would be no warfare for
ten years. He also wrote other documents in the presence of the Prophet (SAAS).
Regarding the claim made by a group of Jews of Khaybar that they hold a
document from the Prophet (SAAS), concerning their exemption from payment
of the jizya tax, and its having been signed as having been written by 'AlI b. Abu
Talib and witnessed by a group of Companions, including Sa'd b. Mu'adh and
Mu'awiya b. Abu Sufyan - this is all a lie and a fabrication, a pure invention.
A number of scholars have made clear the falseness of their claim; however,
certain early jurists were deceived and recommended that they be exempt from
. payment of the jizya. This decision is very weak.
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I have gathered all material relating to this, dedicating to it a separate section
in which I established its falseness and the fact that it was a fabrication. They
completely invented it, as they are capable of doing! I have examined this fully
and gathered all the variety of statements made about it by the imams. And all
praise and credit go to God.
Included among those who wrote for him was the Commander ofthe Believers,
'Vmar b. al-Khanab; I have given details of his life in its proper place. I have
devoted a separate volume to him and another large work that gives the aJ,adith
he narrated concerning the Messenger of God (SAAS), along with the statements
and regulations attributed to 'Vmar. Reference to his having written for the
Prophet (SAAS) is given above in the material relating to the life of 'Abd Allah
b. al-Arqam.
They include al-'Ala' b. al-I:Iaqrami; al-I:Iaqrami's name is also given as 'Abbad,
and 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbad b. Akbar b. Rabi'a b. 'Artfb. MaIik b. al-Khazraj b. Iyyad
b. al-Sadafb. Zayd b. Muqni' b. I:Iaqramawt b. Qalnan. A different genealogy is
also given for him.
.
He was of the allies of Banu Umayya. Reference to his having written (for
the Prophet (SAAS» is given above in the details relating to the life of Aban b.
Sa'id b. al-'A~.
He had ten brothers. They included 'Amr b. al-I:Iaqrami, the first polytheist
killed by the Muslims, in the expedition of 'Abd Allah b. Ja!).sh, the first such
foray, as is narrated above.
'Amir b. al-I:Iaqrami waS also among them. It was he to whom Abu Jabl,
may God curse him, gave orders so that he exposed his private parts and called
out, "Woe for 'Amr! Woe for 'Amr!".218 This was when the Muslims and the
polytheists lined up to do battIe at Badr. At that the warfare was waged furiously,
with the outcome as we have described at length above.
They also included Shuray!). b. al-I:Iaqrami, one of the very best of the
Companions. The Messenger of God (SAAS) said of him, "That is a man who
does not use the Qur'an as a pillow!" By this he meant that he did not go to sleep
and abandon it, but was conscious of it at all times of the day and night.
All these men had only one sister, al-Sa'ba, daughter ofalcI:IaQrami, the mother
of Ta!l).a b. 'Ubayd Allah.
The Prophet (SAAS) sent al-'Ala' b. al-I:Iaqrami to al-Mundhir b. Sawa,
the king of al-Bahrayn. He appointed al-'AI;;' as its ruler after he conquered it,
and Abu Bakr confirmed him in that position, as did 'Vmar b. al-Khanab. He
remained in that role there until 'Vmar removed him and appointed him
Governor of Basra. He died while en route, in 2I AH.
AI-Bayhaqi and others attribute to him many wonderfnl deeds. One such is
his having led his army out upon the sea without the water having reached up
218. See Vol. II, page 270.
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to the stirrups of their horses! Other accounts say the undersides of their horses'
hooves did not even get wet, after he had ordered them all to call out, Ya I;:Iilim!
Ya '~im! "0 Wise One! "0 Mighty One!". Another incident related to his being
with his army when they were desperate for water. He prayed to God who sent
down rain to satisfy their need. Also, when he was about to be bnried, no trace
at all of him could be seen! He had asked God for that.
Details relating to all this will come shortly in my work Dalii'il al-Nubuwwa,
if God so wills it.
He is credited wi.th three abadith from the Messenger of God (SAAS). The
first is as follows. Imam Al;imad stated that Sufyan b. 'Uyayna related to him,
quoting 'Abd aI-Ral;iman b. I;:Iamid b. 'Abd aI-Ral;iman b. 'Awf, from aI-Sa'ib b.
Yazid, from ai-'AIa' b. aI-I;:Iaqrami, who quoted the Messenger of God (SAAS),
as having said, "The muhajir remains for three days after the completion of his
ceremonies."

The scholastic community all give this from his badith.
The second is as follows. Al;imad stated that Hushaym related to him, qnoting
Man~ur, from Ibn Sirin, from Ibn aI-'Ala' b. aI-I;:Ia<jrami, who said that his father
wrote to the Prophet (SAAS), and began it by reference to himself.
Abu Da'ud narrated it thus from Al;imad b. I;:Ianbai.
The third badith is narrated by Al)mad and by Ibn Maja, through Mnl;iammad
b. Zayd, from I;:Iibban aI-Nraj, to the effect that aI-'Ala' b. aI-I;:Iaqrami wrote to
the Messenger of God (SAAS), from al-Bal;irayn concerning a ba'i! - an orchard,
that is - that was owned by brothers. He asked what (would be the tax consequences) if one of the brothers accepted Islam. He ordered him to collect
al-Cushr, "the tithe", from the Muslim and then the kharaj, "the poll tax"; from
the one who had not accepted Islam, that is.
AI-'Ala' b. 'Uqba was also one of them. The bafi« Ibn 'Asakir stated, "He was a
scribe of the Prophet (SAAS). I know of no one who made mention of him other
tha~

as we are narrating."

. He wen~ on to give a line of transmission to 'Atiq b. Ya'qub, who quoted
'Abd ai-Malik b. Abu Bakr b. Mul;iarnmad b. 'Amr b. I;:Iazm, from his father,
from his grandfather, from 'Amr b. I;:Iazm, who detailed land grants made by the
Messenger of God (SAAS) to certain persons. He gave the wording of the deed
as follows, "In the name of God, the most Merciful and Beneficent: this is a
grant made by the Prophet, Mul;iammad to 'Abbas b. Mirdas al-Sulami. He has
given him Madmur. No one has a right to interfere with him there; he has full
rights. Written and witnessed by ai-'Ala' b. 'Uqba."
He also went on to quote, "In the name of God, the most Merciful and
Beneficent. This records what Mul;iammad, the Messenger of God (SAAS), has
awarded to 'Awsaja b. I;:Iarmala al-Juhani: from Dhu al-Marwa and what lies
between Balkatha to al-Zubya, to al-Jaqat, to Mt. aI-Qibliyya. No one has a right
to interfere with him there. He has full rights. Written by ai-'Ala' b. 'Uqba."
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AI-Waqidl narrated, giving full lines of transmission, that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) had made a grant of land to Banu SI1) b. Juhaym. Their deed
relating thereto had been written and witnessed by al-'Ala' b. 'Uqba.
Ibn al-Athlr mentioned this man briefly in his work al-Ghaba. He stated,
"AI-'Ala' b. 'Uqba wrote on behalfofthe Prophet (SAAS) ..." He gave his name
also in a 1;adith of'Amr b. I::Iazm. Ja'far included this, and Abu MUsa - al-MadlnI,
that is - gave it in his book.
Also among them was Mu1)ammad b. Maslama b. I::Iuraysh b. Khalid b. 'Adl
b. Majda'a b. I::Iaritha b. al-I::Iarith b. al-Khazraj al-An~arl al-I::IarithI al-KhazrajI
Abu 'Abd Allah, known as Abu 'Abd al-Ra1)man, and as AbU Sa'd ai-MadanI,
the ally of Banu 'Abd al-AshhaI.
He accepted Islam in the presence ofMu~'ab b. 'Umayr, or alternatively Sa'd
b. Mu'adh and Usayd b. I::Iuqayr. Upon his arrival in Medina, the Messenger
of God (SAAS) established a tie of brotherhood between him and Abu 'Ubayda
b. al-Jarra!). He participated at Badr and at battles thereafter. The Messenger
of God (SAAS) appointed him his vice-regent over Medina in the year of the
expedition to Tabuk.
Ibn 'Abd al-Barr stated in his work al-Istj'ab that he had an extremely dark
complexion, was tall, bald and corpulent. He was one ofthe most excellent ofthe
Companions. He avoided involvement in civil unrest and carried a wooden sword.
He died in Medina in 43 AH, as is widely known. Marwan b. al-I::Iakam prayed
over him. He narrated many a1;iidith from the Prophet (SAAS).
Mu1)ammad b. Sa'd narrated, from 'All b. Mu1)ammad al-Mada'inI, with lines
of transmission back from him, that it was Mu1)ammad b. Maslama who, at the
order of the Messenger of God (SAAS), wrote the document for the delegation
from Banu Murra.
They also included Mu'awiya b. Abu Snryan, Salthr b. I::Iarb b. Umayya al-UmawI;
we have detailed his biography in materials relating to his period of rule.
Mnslim b. al-I::Iajjaj includes him among the scribes of the Messenger of God
(SAAS). Muslim narrated, in his $a1;iI; collection, from a 1;adith of qkrama b.
'Ammar, from Abu Zurnayl Simak b. al-WalId, from Ibn 'Abbas, that Abu Suryan
asked, "Messenger of God, are there three requests you would fulfil for me?"
"Yes," he replied. He then said, "Give me command, so that I can battle the
unbelievers, just as I used to battle the Muslims." "Granted," he replied. He then
asked, "Appoint Mu'awiya as your scribe." 'Granted," he replied. And the 1;adith
continues thereafter.
I have devoted a separate section to this 1;adith since it incorporates reference
to his request to the Messenger of God (SAAS) that the latter marry
Umm I::Iablba. Moreover, it does include reference to Abu Sufyan's appointment
as a commander and to Mu'awiya's part as scribe on behalf of the Prophet
(SAAS).
On this issue scholars are unanimous.
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Then there is the f}adtth relating to Mu'awiya given by the f}aji:; Ibn
'Asakir in his work of history that is relevant here. He stated that Abu Ghalib
b. al-Bana related to him, quoting Abu MuJ:iammad a1-Jawhan, quoting Abu
'All MuJ:iammad b. AQmad b. YaJ:iya b. 'Abd Allah al-'AtashJ, quoting AJ:imad
b. MuJ:iammad al-BUIi!nI, quoting aI-SarI b. 'A~im, quoting a1-I;Iasan b. Ziyad,
from a1-~sim b. Bahram, from Abu al-Zubayr, from Jabir to the effect that
the Messenger of God (SAAS) sought the advice of Gabriel over appointing
Mu'awiya as his scribe and that the latter said, "Appoint him as a scribe; he
is trustworthy."
This f}adtth is gharib and, indeed, objectionable. This man aI-SarI b. 'A~ is
Abu 'A~im a1-HamadhanI, who used to act as tutor to al-Mu'taz Bi Allahi; Ibn
Khirash stated that he was untruthful in f}adith narration.
Ibn I;Iibban and Ibn 'Adl stated that he would steal af}adith. Ibn I;Iibban
added, "He would ascribe to (the Prophet (SAAS)) statements that belonged
to the Companions. It is not permissible to use such materials in arguments."
AI-DarqutJ1I stated that his af}adith were weak.
His teacher was Sheikh al-I;Iasan b. Ziyad, who stated, "If the latter was
al-Lu'lu'I several of the imams have iguored him. Many of them asserted that
he was mendacious. If applicable to some other person, nothing whatsoever is
known about him."
The source in the above f}adith named as al-~sim b. Bahram might refer to
either of two persons. One possibility would be a man known as al-~sim b.
Bahram al-Asadl a1-Wasi\I al-A'raj, whose origins were in Isfahan. AI-Nasa'l
quoted him from Sa'id b. Jubayr, from Ibn 'Abbas, at length for his statement
relating to the f}adith al-quniit. 219 Ibn Ma'In, Abu I;Iatim, Abu Da'ud and Ibn
I;Iibban categorize him as a trustworthy source. The second man was a1-Qasim
b. Bahram Abu Hamdan, the qa¢i of HIt. Ibn Mu'ln stated that he was a
notorious liar.
In sum, therefore, this f}adith from this line of transmission is not firmly
established and is one by which one should not be misled.
It is surprising that the f}aji:; Ibn 'Asakir, a scholar of such illustrious reputation
and a man of greater knowledge regarding the fabrication of af}adith than his
contemporaries - or his predecessors for many years before - should give this in
his work of history along with many other such af}adith, without any (negative)
commentary, direct or subtle. Such behaviour is questionable. But God knows
best.
219. The reference seems to have two possible connotations. The first relates to a question posed
to the Prophet (SAAS), regarding which prayer was best. To this he responded with the words,
"(the one) !ul al-qunut", "the one for which one remains standing at length". A specific prayer
is therefore known as the "du~a' al-qunut", "the prayer delivered standing". Alternatively, the
reference could be to a badith telling of the curse delivered by the Prophet daily for one month
against the tribes of Ri)al and Dhakwan for their actions at the engagement at Bi)r Ma'Una. See
Vol. III.
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They also included al-MughIra b. Shu'ba al-Thaqafi. I have given his biography
above in the section devoted to those ofhis Companions apart from his freed-man
who served the Messenger of God (SAAS). I noted that it was he who would
hold a sword above the latter's head.
Ibn 'Asakir narrated from 'Atlq b. Ya'qub, along several lines of transmissions,
as above, that it was al-MughIra b. Shu'ba who wrote out the land tenure deed
for Bu~ayn b. Na4la al-Asadi awarded him at the orders of the Messenger of
God (SAAS).
These, then, were the scribes who would write at his command and in his
presence.

Chapter,
Ibn 'Asakir included among those who were trusted (scribes) Abu 'Ubayda
'Amir b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Jarra!}. al-Qurashi al-Fihri, one of "the ten",220 may
God be pleased with him, and 'Abd al-Ra\.1man b. 'Awf al-Zuhri.
Regarding Abu 'Ubayda, al-Bukharl narrated from a I;adtth of AbU Qjlaba,
from Anas, that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "Every nation had an amin,
'a fully trustworthy person'. And the amin of this community is Abu 'Ubayda
b. al-Jana!}.."
In one text the wording is, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) told a delegation
of (BanU) 'Abd al-Q;1ys of Najran, "I will send with you an amin, a ttue amin."
And he sent Abu 'Ubayda with them.
Ibn 'Asakir went on, "Among them also was Mu'ayqib b. Abu Fatima al-Dawsi,
the freed-man ofBanu 'Abd Shams. He was in charge of his (seal) ring; it is also
said that he was his servant. Others have said that he accepted Islam early and
emigrated with the others to Abyssinia, and thereafter to Medina. He participated
in the battle of Badr and engagements thereafter, and he was in charge of his
ring. Both of the sheikhs221 placed him in charge of the treasury."
They also say that he contracted leprosy, that 'Vmar b. al-Khanab ordered
that he be treated with colocynth and that the disease was arrested. His death
came during the caliphate of 'Vthman, in the year 40 AH, it is said. But God
knows best.
Imam Ai}.mad stated that Ya!}.ya b. Abu Bakr related to him, quoting Shayban,
from Yai}.ya b. Abu Kathir, from Abu Salama, who quoted Mu'ayqib to the effect
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said about a man smoothing out the earth
where he would prosttate in prayer, "If you have to do it, let it be once (only)."
Both compilers of the ~al;il; collections gave it from a l;adtth of Shayban
al-Nai}.wr. Muslim added, "And also (from) Hisham al-Dastuwa'i." AI-Tirmidhi,
al-Nasa'i and Ibn Maja also gave it from al-Awza'i. All three of them also gave it
from Yai}.ya b. Abu Kathir. Al-Tirmidhi categorized it as I;asan ~al;tl;.
220. See Vol. 1.

221. Abu Bakr and 'lJmar, that is.
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Imam AiJmad stated that Khalafb. al-WalJd related it to him, quoting Ayyub,
from 'Utba, from YaiJya b. Abu Kathir, from Abu Salama, who quoted Mu'ayqib
as having stated, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) said, 'Woe to those (who
neglect to wash their ankles properly) from hell-fire.'"
Imam AiJmad is alone in giving this.
Abu Da'ud and al-Nasa'i narrated from a I;adith of Abu 'Attab Sahl b.
I;!ammad ai-Dallal, from Abu Makin NuiJ b. Rabi'a, from Iyyas b. al-I;!arith
b. al-Mu'ayqib, who quoted his grandfather - who was in charge of the (seal)
ring of the Prophet (SAAS) - as having said, "The ring of the Prophet
(SAAS) was made of iron with silver overlaid upon it. Sometimes it was in my
hand."
I note that the ring of the Prophet (SAAS) was actually made of silver, with
its protusion integral to it, as will be shown in the quotations from the ~al;il;
collections. He had earlier had a gold ring that he had worn for a period but later
discarded, saying,"I swear by God, I'll not wear it!"
He then began use of this ring made of silver with its raised design integral,
inscribed with the words, "MuiJammad, Messenger of God", With "MuiJammad"
on one line, "rasul, 'messenger"', on another, and "Allah, 'God''', on the third.
After remaining in his possession, it was passed on after him to Abu Bakr,
then to 'Umar and then to 'Uthman, with whom it remained for six years. Then
it dropped from him into the well at AtiS. He made every effort to retrieve it,
but failed.
Abu Da'ud, may God have mercy upon him, devoted an entire chapter of his
work al-Sunan to the ring; we will if God so wishes it, shortly hereafter quote
from it material we find useful. And God is the source of help.
The reference above to Mu'ayqib's wearing this ring point to the weakness of
the report of his having been afflicted with leprosy, as Ibn 'Abd al-Barr and others
related. However, this is widely believed. Perhaps he contracted this disease after
the time of the Prophet (SAAS), or he may .have been infected by it but not have
been contagious. Or this might indicate the nature of the strength of the trust in
God characteristic of the Prophet (SAAS). This is suggested by what the latter
said to the leper as he placed his !land in the dish of food, "Eat; with confidence
in God and reliance upon Him!"
AbuDa'ud narrated this. It is established in the ~al;il; collection of Muslim
that the Messenger of God (SAAS) said, "Flee from the leper as you flee from a
lion!" But God knows best.
Regarding the military commanders of the Messenger of God (SAAS), we
have made reference to them, arranged by their names, in the materials relating
to the expeditions he dispatched. And all praise and credit belong to God.
People are in disagreement over the question of the total number of the Companions of the Prophet (SAAS). Abu Zur'a is quoted as having said, "They
totalled 120,000 persons."
.
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AI-Shafi'i stated, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS) died, there were
some 60,000 Muslims (alive) who had seen and heard him."
AI-l:;Iakim Abu 'Abd Allah stated, "There are some 5,000 Companions who
narrated abadttk (from him)."
I note that the Companions whose abaditk were quoted by Imam. A1).mad with all his breadth of knowledge, extensive travels and recognized expertise
- totalled 987 persons.
The six canonical collections of traditions quote from some 300 Companions
in addition to these.
A number of buffa/?, may God be pleased with them, have devoted themselves
to establishing the names, biographies and deaths of these Companions. One
of the most illustrious of these men was Sheikh Abu 'Vmar b. 'Abd al-Barr
al-Namri, whose book is entided al-Istt'ab. Other such scholars were Abu 'Abd
Allah Mu1).ammad b. Is1).aq b. Manda, and Abu MUsa al_Madini.
The bafi/? qzz al-Din Abu al-l:;Iasan 'Ali b. Mu1).ammad b. 'Abd aI-Karim
al-Jazari, known by the epithet Ibn al-Sa\:1aba, "son of the Companions", collected
all this material. He compiled it into his book al-Gkaba, an excellent and highly
useful work in which he gathered all such material with great care and precision.
May God have mercy upon him,'reward him and unite him with the Companions!
Amen, a Lord of the worlds!
Chapter: Information relating to the clothing, weapons, mounts and personal effie!s

that the Prophet (SAAS) used during his life.
References to the ring he wore and to the materialfrom which it was made.

AbU Da'ud gave a separate chapter on this in his work al-Sunan; we will give
here the most important of these references and additional materials stemming
from reliable sources.
Abu Da'ud stated that 'Abd al-R.a1).im b. Mutrif al-Ru'iisi narrated to him,
quoting qsa, from Sa'id, from Q;ttada, who quoted Anas b. Malik as having said,
"The Messenger of God's (SAAS) wished to write to certain non-Arabs and he
was told that they will not read a letter unless it has been signed with a seal. He
therefore took a ring and had inscribed on it, 'Mu1).ammad, Messenger of God.'"
AI-BukhiiIi narrated it thus from 'Abd al-Aqa b. l:;Iammad, from Yazid b.
Zuray', from Sa'id b. 'Abu al-'Aruba, from Q;ttiida.
Abu Da'ud then stated that Wahb b. Baqiyya narrated to him, from Khalid,
from Sa'id, from Q;ttada, from Anas, to the same effect as in the baditk ofqsa b.
YUnus. he added, "It was on his hand until he died; then it was worn by Abu
Bakr until he died, and by 'Vmar until he died. Then 'Vthman wore it. While
he was at a well it fell into that well. He ordered it to be emptied, but it could
not be found."
Abu Da'ud is alone in giving this from this line of transmission.
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Abu Da'ud, may God have mercy upon him, stated that Qutayba b. Sa'ld and
AQmad b. Salil:t both stated that Ibn Wahb informed them, quoting Yunus, from
Ibn Shihab, who said, "Anas related to me, 'The ring of the Prophet (SAAS) was
made of silver, and its stone was Abyssinian.'"
AI-Bukharl narrated this from a f;adith of aI-Layth. Muslim gave it from one
ofIbn Wahb. TaIl:ta gave it from Yal:tya aI-Ansiirl and Sulayman b. Bilal. AI-Nasa'l
and Ibn Maja added to these 'Othman, from 'Omar. All five scholars gave the
f;adith from Yunus b. Yazld al-Ablt. AI-TirmidhI categorized it as, f;asan ~af;,f;
gharib from this line.
Abu Da'ud went on to state that Al:tmad b. Yunus related to him, quoting
Zuhayr, quoting I;lumayd aI-Tawil, from Anas, who said, "The ring of the
Prophet (SAAS) was entirely made of silver, its 'stone' being an integraI part
of it."
Al-Tirmidhi and aI-Nasa'i narrated it from a f;adith of Zuhayr b. Mu'awiya
aI-Ju'ft Abu Khaythama aI-Kuft. Al-Tirmidhi stated that it was F;asan, ~af;tf; gharib
from that line.
AI-Bukharl stated that Abu Ma'mar related to him, quoting 'Abd aI-Warith,
quoting 'Abd aI-'Aziz b. Suhayb, from Anas b. Malik, who said, "The Messenger
of God (SAAS) had a ring made. He said, 'We have acquired a ring and had
an inscription engraved on it. Let no one make a (similar) inscription on it (his
own ring).'"

Anas went on, "I can still see its gleam on his little finger."
Abu Da'ud continued that Nagr b. aI-Faraj related to him, quoting Abu Usama,
from 'Obayd Allah, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Omar, who said, "The Messenger of
God (SAAS) obtained a gold ring and wore it with its stone facing towards the
centre ofhis palm. And on it he had inscribed, 'Mul:tammad, Messenger ofGod'.
"People then began wearing gold rings. When he saw them doing this, he
threw his away, saying, 'I'll never wear it!' He then began wearing a silver ring
inscribed with the words, 'Mul:tanunad, Messenger of God'. After his death,
Abu Bakr wore it. Then, after him, 'Omar wore it, and then 'Uthrnan {did so)
until it dropped inside the Arts well."
AI-Bukhari narrated it from Yusuf b. Musa, from Abu Usama I;lammad b.
Usama.
Abu Da'ud went on to state that 'Othman b. Abu Shayba related to him,
quoting Sufyan b. 'Uyayna, from Ayyub b. Musa, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Omar,
who gave this same information about the Prophet (SAAS), and stated, "He
inscribed it with the words, 'Mul:tammad, Messenger of God', and said, 'Let no
one (else) inscribe on this ring of mine!'" And he concluded the f;adith.
Muslim and the ahl al-sunan all give this, from a f;adtth of Sufyan b. 'Oyayna,
in similar form.
Abu Da'ud further stated that Mul:tammad b. Yal:tya b. Faris related to him,
quoting Abu 'Asim, from al-Mughira b. Ziyad, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Omar,
who said as follows concerning this statement from the Prophet CSAAS), "They
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searched but could not locate it. And so 'Utlnnan took (another) ring and inscribed
on it 'Mul,tammad, Messenger of God'. And he used it as a seal, or it was so used."
Al-Nasa'i narrated it from Mul,tammad b. Ma'mar, from Abu 'A~im al-l)al,tl,tak
b. Makhlad al-Nabi!.
Abu Da'ud went on to give a chapter entitled, How the ring was lost.
He proceeded to state that Mul,tammad b. Sulayman Luwayn related to him,
from Ibrahim b. Sa'd, from Ibn Shihab, from Anas b. Malik, that he saw for one
day only a silver ring on the hand of the Prophet (SAAS). The people did the
same and began wearing them. The Messenger of God (SAAS) then discarded
his, and the people did the same.
He went on to say that this was also narrated from al-Zuhrt by Ziyad b. Sa'd,
Shu'ayb and Ibn Musafir, all of whom said that the ring referred to above was
made min wariq, "from silver".
I note that al-Bukhari narrated it as follows, "Yal,tya b. Bukayr related to
us, quoting al-Layth, from Yunus, from Ibn Shihab, who said, 'Anas b. Malik
related to me, that he saw for one day only a silver ring on the hand of the
Prophet (SAAS). The people then also made and wore such rings of silver. And
so the Messenger of God (SAAS) discarded his ring, and the people did the same
with theirs.'"
AI-Bukhari then gave it on a line from Ibrahim b. Sa'd al-Zuhrt ai-Madani,
Shu'ayb b. Abu lamra and Ziyad b. Sa'd al-KhurasanL Muslim quoted his I}adith.
Abu Da'ud is alone in relating it from 'Abd al-Ral,tman b. Khalid b. Musafir. All
of these quoted al-Zuhri as given above by Abu Da'ud, with the words that the
ring was made min wariq, "from silver".
However, what is true is that the ring he WOre for only one day and then
discarded was made ofgold, not silver. This is [muly established in both $al}il}
collections from Malik, from 'Abd Allah b. Dinar, from Ibn 'Umar, who said,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) used to wear a gold ring and then he discarded
it, saying, 'I'll never wear this!' And the people discarded their rings."
He wore the silver ring frequently. It was on his hand until his death. Its
"stone" was integral to it; that is, it had no stone separate from it. Those who
narrate that in it there was engraved the image of a person are totally mistaken.
In fact it waS entirely of silver and its "stone" integral to it. And it was engraved
with the three words "Mul,tammad, Messenger of God", in three lines with
"Mubammad", "Messenger", and "God", on separate lines.

It is likely, though God knows best, that the letters were written in reverse so
that it would print out correctly, as was typical (of such seals). It has been said,
however, that the inscription was not reversed but was printed that way. The
correctness of this view is disputed. I do not know a single line of transmission
for that, neither one that is authentic, nor one that is weak.
The above al}adith we have given to the effect that his ring was made of silver
refute those al}adith we have given from the sunan collections of Abu Da'ud and
al-Nasa'i through Abu 'Attab Sahl b. I:Iammad ai-Dallal, from Abu Makin
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Nul:t b. Rabl'a, from Iyyas b. al-I:Iarith b. Mu'ayqlb b. Abu Fatima, from his
grandfather, who said, "The ring of the Prophet (SAAS) was made of iron
overlaid with silver."
This is further weakened by one I;adjtk narrated by Al;tmad, Abu Da'ud,
al-Tirmidhi and aI-Nasa'l, from a I;aditk of Abu Tayba 'Abd Allah b. Muslim
al-Sulaml aI-MarwuzI from 'Abd Allah b. Burayda, who quoted his father as
having said that a man came to the Messenger of God (SAAS), wearing a brass
ring. The latter asked him, "Why do I detect from you the odonr of idols?" The
man threw the ring away, then returned wearing one made of iron. The Prophet
(SAAS), asked him, "Why do I see you wearing the ornamentation of the
denizens of hell?" The man discarded it and asked, "What, then, should I wear,
Messenger of God?" He answered, "Have one made of silver, but do not make
it a full mitkqitl in weight."
The Prophet (SAAS), used to wear it on his right hand, according to what Abu
Da'ud narrated, as did aI-Tirmidhl in al-Skamit'il and aI-Nasa'l, all quoting
from Sharlk, from Abu Salama b. 'Abd al-Ral;tman aI-QIdl, from IbrahIm b.
'Abd al-Ral;tman b. 'Abd Allah b. I:Iasan, from his father, from 'AlI, may God
be pleased with him, back to the Messenger of God (SAAS). Sharlk stated, "Abu
Salama b. 'Abd al-Ral;tman informed me that the Messenger of God (SAAS)
used to wear his ring on his right hand."
It is also, however, narrated that he wore it on his left hand. Abu D,,'ud
narrated this, from a I;aditk of 'Abd aI-'Azlz b. Abu Rawwad, from Nafi', from
Ibn 'Vmar, who said that the Messenger of God (SAAS) wore his ring on his left
hand, keeping its "stone" facing towards the centre of his palm.
Abu Da'ud also stated, "Abu Isl:taq and Usama b. Zayd quoted from Nafi'
that he wore it on his right hand."
He went on, "I:Iammad related to us, from 'Abda, from 'Ubayd Allah, from
Nafi', that Ibn 'Vmar used to wear his ring on his left hand."
Abu Da'ud further stated, "'Abd Allah b. Sa'id related to us, qnoting Yunus
b. Bukayr, from Mul:tammad b. Isl:taq, who said, 'I saw ai-Salt b. 'Abd Allah b.
Nawfal b. 'Abd aI-Munalib wearing a ring on the little fmger of his right hand.
So I asked him, "Why so?" He replied, "I saw Ibn 'Abbas wear his ring that way,
with its stone on its top."'"
He (presumably Abu Da'ud) went on, "It cannot be imagined that Ibn 'Abbas
would not have mentioned that the-Messenger of God (SAAS) did not wear his
ring that way."
Al-Tirmidhl narrated it similarly from al;adjtk of Mul:tammad b. Isl:taq.
Mul:tammad b. Isma'll - al-Bukhari, that is - went on to state, "The I;adjtk
ofIbn Ishaq from ai-Salt is I;asan."
AI-Tirmidhl stated, in his work al-Skamit'il, from Anas, and from Jabir and
from 'Abd Allah b. Ja'far, that the Messenger of God (SAAS) wore his ring on
his right hand.
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AI-Bukharl stated that Mul;!ammad b. 'Abd Allah al-An~arl related to Illm,
quoting his father, from Thurnama, from Anas b. Malik, that when Abu Bakr
succeeded to power, Anas acted as his scribe and that the ring was inscribed with
three lines: "Mul}ammad", on one line, "Messenger" on another, and "God" on

a third line.
Abu 'Abd Allah stated, "Abu Al;!mad went on to add that al-An~i1Ii, quoting
his father, quoting Thumama, from Anas, who said, 'The ring of the Prophet
(SAAS) was worn on his hand, on that of Abu Bakr and then after him on that
of'Umar. When 'Othman ruled, he was once sitting at the well ofAns and began
toying with the ring and it fell. We stayed there with 'Othman for three days; the
well was emptied, but he did not locate the ring.'''
Then there is the badith narrated by al-Tirrnidhl in his work al-Shama'il.
He quoted Qutayba, from Abu 'Awana, from Abu Yusr, from Nafi', from Ibn
'Umar, to the effect that the Messenger of God (SAAS) had a silver ring he used
for sealing, but did not wear.
This badith is very odd. It is stated in the al-sunan from a badith of Ibn Jurayj,
from al-Zuhn, from Anas, who said, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS)
went into the desert (to relieve himself), he would take off his ring."

THE SWORD OF THE MESSENGER OF GOD (SAAS).

Imam Al;!mad stated that Shurayl;! related to him, quoting Ibn Abu Zinnad, from
his father, from aI-ACma 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Utba b. Mas'ud, who
quoted Ibn 'Abbas as having said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) acquired his
sword Dhu aI-Fiqar as booty at the battle ofBadr. It was that sword in which he
saw the visions of the battle ofUl;!ud. He said, 'I saw a notch in my sword, Dhu
aI-Fiqar, and this I interpreted as a defect that was in you. Then I saw myself
with a kabsh, "a leader", riding behind myself; this leader I interpreted as that
of the squadron. Then I saw myself dressed in stout armour; this I interpreted
as Medina. Then I saw a cow being slaughtered. And a fine cow, a very fine
cow, by God, it was indeedp n222
This was the statement made by the Messenger of God (SAAS).
AI-Tirmidhl and Ibn Maja narrated it from a badith of 'Abd al-Rab.man b.
Abu al-Zinad, from his father.
The ahl al-sunan maintain that a voice was heard saying, "There is no sword
like Dhu al-Fiqar and no warrior like 'Ali!"
A1-Tirmidhl narrated from a badith of Hud b. 'Abd Allah b. Sa'd, from his
grandfather Mazlda b. Jabir aI-'Abdl aI-'A~n, may God be pleased with him,
who said, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS) entered Mecca, he was wearing
a sword overlaid with gold and silver."
He went on to categorize this badith as gharib.
222. See a slightly different version of the wording of this vision given above, Vol. III, page 15.
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Al-Tirmdh stated, in al-SharnPil, that M
b. Bashsh% related to
him, quoting MU- b. Hisham, quoting his father, h m Qatada, from Sa'Id b.
Abii al-Hasan, who said, "The pommel of the sword of the Messenger of God
(SAAS) was made of silver."
He also narrated from a hadith of Wthman b. Sag, who quoted Ibn Sirin
as having said, "I made my sword like that of Sarnura, who claimed that he
had made his modelled on the sword of the Messenger of God (SAAS). He was
a hana_f." One of the swords of the Messenger of God (SAAS) passed into
the possession of the family of CAli. It was with al-Husayn b. <Ah, may God
be pleased with them both, when he was killed at Karbala), at al-TafK C A l i b.
al-Husayn b. Zayn al-CAbidin then took it with him to Damascus when he went in
to see Yazid b. Mu'awiya. The sword returned to Medina with him thereafter."
It is established in both jabih collections from al-Miswar b. Makhrama, that he
(al-Miswar) conducted him ('Ah b. al-Husayn) out to show him the route and
asked the latter, "Is there anythmg you would like me to do on your behalf?" "No,"
he replied. Al-Miswar then said, "Perhaps you would like to give me the sword
of the Messenger of God (SAAS). I'm afraid people will take it away from you.
I swear by God, if you give it to me, no one will get to it for as long as I am alive."
Weapons other than this are said to have belonged to the Prophet (SAAS).
These include the coats of mail to which several persons made reference.
Al-S2ib b. Yazid and (Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr, for example, state that the
Messenger of God (SAAS) put on two coats of mail at the battle of Uhud.
In both jabih collections it is stated, in a hadith of Mdik, from al-Zuhri, from
Anas, that the Messenger of God (SAAS) entered the city on the day of the
conquest of Mecca wearing a helmet. As he was removing it, he was told, "That
Ibn K h a d is clinging on to the curtains of the kacba." He then said, "Execute him."
Muslim gives a badith of Aba al-Zubayr, from Jabir, that when the Messenger
of God (SAAS) entered Mecca on the day of its conquest, he was wearing a black
turban.
WakxC stated, from Musawir al-WarrHq, from Jacfar b. CAmr b. Hurayth, who
quoted his father as having said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) made an
address to the people while wearing a grey-black turban."
Both these accounts are given by al-Tirmidhi in his work al-Shamlz'il. He also
gives a Qadith of al-Darawardz, from 'Abd Allah, from N ~ C from
,
Ibn Wmar,
who said, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS) wore a turban, he let it hang
down between his shoulders."
The hajig Abii Bakr al-Bazzar stated, in his musnad collection, that Abti
Shayba Ibrihim b. 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad related to him, quoting Makhd b.
I b a m , quoting IsriPil, from CAqim, from M4amrnad b. Sirin, who also said
that Anas b. Malik had in his possession a staff that had belonged to the Messenger
223. An adherent of the school of law, one of the "four orthodox schools", founded by its imam,
known as Abti uanlfa.
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of God (SAAS), and that when he died it was buried with him, between his side
and his shirt.
Al-Bazm then stated, "We know of no one who narrated this except Makhal b.

M 4 he was entirely truthful and somewhat S h k It is considered therefore
iu that (light)."
The h13p al-Bayhaqi stated, after having recounted this hadith through this
Makhal, "He was a Shi'a. He quoted some individual a w i t h from Isrdil that
are given by no one but him. The weak nature of his accounts is clearly evident."
CONCERNING THE SANDALS WORN BY THE PROPHET (,WAS).

It is established in the !ah@ collection from Ibn Wmar, that the Messenger
of God (SAAS) wore sandds made of smooth cattle leather.
Al-Bukhm stated in his ~abihcollection that Muhammad b. Muqiitil related
to him, quoting 'Abd All&, Ibn al-Mub~irak,that is, quoting 9sa b. T h , who
said, "Anas b. Malik brought out for us a pair of two-thonged sandals. He said,
'Thbit, these are the sandals of the Prophet (SAAS).'"
He narrated it again in his Kitlzb al-Khums, from <AbdAllah b. Muhammad,
from Aba A b a d al-Zubayri, from Qsab. Tahrnan, who said, "Anas brought for
us a shabby pair of two-thonged sandals."
(Al-Bukhari went on) "Thabit al-Banmi related to me, also quoting Anas, that
they were the sandals of the Prophet (SAAS)."
Al-Tirmidhi narrated this in his work al-Shamli'il from Ahmad b. Manrc,
from Aba Ahmad al-Zubayri.
He also stated in al-Sham821 that Aba Kurayb narrated to him, quoting
Wakic,from Sufyan, from Khdid al-HadhaJ, from CAbd Allah b, al-Harith, from
Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The sandals of the Messenger of God (SAAS) had double
thongs, their laces plaited."
He also stated that Ishaq b. Mansar related to him, quoting 'Abd al-Razzaq,
from Macmar, from Ibn Abn Dhi'b, from Salih, the freed-man of al-TawJama,
from Aba Hurayra, who said, "The sandals of the Messenger of God (SAAS)
had two thongs."
Al-Tirmidhi stated that Muhammad b. Marzaq Aba CAbd All& related to
h i , quoting CAbd al-Rahman b. Qays Abii Mulawiya, quoting Hishm, from
Mu?mnmad, from Aba Hurayra, who said, "The sandals of the Messenger of
God (SAAS) had two thongs, as did those of Abti Bakr and Wmar. The first to
tie his sandal using one thong was Wthman."
Al-Jawhari stated, "The word 'thong7, qibal, of a sandal, spelled with an 'i',
is the lace that is positioned between the middle toe and the one next to it."
I note that in the period shortly after 600 AH a merchant named Ibn Aba
al-Hadrad became widely known as having a single sandal that he claimed to
have belonged to the Prophet (SAAS). Al-Malik al-Ashraf Masa b. a l - M m
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al-CAdil Abu Eakr b. AyyiibZ4offered to buy it from him for a large sum of
money, but he refused to sell it. But shortly thereafter, he happened to die and
the sandal came into the possession of that al-Mid& al-Ashraf. He venerated it
having built the dar al-hadith aI-ashra@yya next to the qaFa, the
mightily and h,
citadel of Cairo, placed it in one of its treasuries. He appointed a curator to look
after it who was paid 40 dirhams a month. It is still there in thatbuilding to this day.
Al-Tirmiclhr stated in al-Shamra3il that Muhammad b. Rs~'and various others
stated that Abfi Ahmad a l - Z u b a ~related to them, quoting S h a m from 'Abd
All& b. Mulchtar, from Miisa b. Anas, who quoted his father a s having said,
"The Messenger of God (SAAS) owned a small leather bag from which he took
perfume."
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DRINKING CUP USED BY THE
PROPHET ($AAS).

Imam Ahmad stated that Y*ya b. Adam related to him, quoting Shar~k,from
CASim, who said, "At the home of Anas, I saw the cup of the Prophet (SAAS). It
had a silver band."
The hafig al-Bayhaqi stated that Abn CAbd All& Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah
informed him, quoting Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Nasawi, quoting Hammsd b.
Shakir, quoting Muhammad b. IsmaCil,al-Bukhari, that is, quoting al-Hasan b.
Mudrik, quoting Yahya b. Hammad, quoting Abii CAwana, who quoted 'lisim
al-Ahwal as having said, "I saw the cup of the Prophet (SAAS), at the home
of Anas b. Malik. It had cracked and he had wired it together with silver."
The narrator went on, "It was a fine, wide cup of tamarisk wood."
Anas stated, "I have poured into that cup for the Messenger of God (SAAS)
innumerable times."
Ibn Sirin stated, "It had on it a ring of iron. Anas wanted to replace that with
a ring of gold or silver, but Abn Talha told him, 'Don't change anything made
by the Messenger of God (SAAS).' So he left it as it was."
Imam Ahmad stated that Rawh b. CUbsda related to him, quoting Hajjaj b.
Hassan, who said, "We were at the home of Anas and he called for a vessel to
be brought. It had three bands and a ring, all of iron. It was less than a rubcbut
more than a half a rub' in capacity. Anas gave orders and water was poured into
it. We then took it and drank, pouring some water over our heads and faces; then
we spoke prayers for the Prophet (SAAS)."
Alpnad is alone in giving this.

Accounts of the antimony case used by the Prophet ( U A S ) .
I m m m a d stated that Yazid related to him, quoting CAbd Allah b. Maqiir,
224. The Marnlnk ruler of Egypt at that time.
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&from 'Ikrama, from Ibn <Abb%,who said, UTBeMessenger of God (SAAS)W
an antimony case. Before going to sleep he d put antimony into each eye
three times."
Al-Tirmidhi and Ibn Maja narrated from a
m of Yazid b. Haran in which
C A l i b. &Madim is quoted as having said, "Iheard Y&ya b. Sacid say, 'I asked
CAbW b. Maqffr, "Did you hear this &&A froan m a ? ' ' He replied, "Ibn
Ab@Y&yS told it to me, from Dayadb. al-Husapa."'"
I note that I have heard that somewhere in Egypt there is a shrine containing
many of the personal effects of the Prophet (SAAS), that certain recent government ministers have assembled. These include an antimony case, along with, it
is said, a comb and other items. But God knows best.
THE CLOAK (AL-BURDA).

The
al-Bayhaqi stated as follows, "Regarding the cloaks in the possession
of the caliphs, we learn from the account of Muhammad b. Ishaq relating to
the battle of Tab&, that the Messenger of God (SAAS) presented to the
people of Aelia a burda, 'a cloak', along with the safe conduct document he
wrote for them. Aba al-(Abb% <Abd All& b. Muhammad, the first of the
'Abbasid caliphs, known as al-Saffah, 'the shedder of blood', later purchased it
for 300 dinr~rs."
The (Abbasid rulers inherited this burda from one another. The Caliph would
wear it over his shoulders on festival days, holding in one hand the staff said to
have been used by the Prophet (SAAS). He would appear in it with such a sense
of tranquillity and dignity that would completely overwhelm and bedazzle all.
They would dress in black on Fridays and festivals; this they did to emulate the
practice of him who was Lord of all, whether bedouin, farmers or town-dwellers.
This they did because of the accounts given by al-Bukhari and Muslim, the
two prime scholars of the historical record, from a hadith of Malik, from al-Zuhri,
from Anas, to the effect that when the Messenger of God (SAAS) entered Mecca,
he was wearing a helmet. In one such account, he is said to have been wearing a
black turban. And in another that he let its end hang down between his shoulders.
Al-Bukh~istated that Musaddad related to him, quoting Ismacil, quoting
Ayyab, from Muhammad, from Aba Burda, who said, "cA'isha brought out to
us a kzsB, 'an upper garment', and an ixiir, 'a waist-wrapper', made of coarse cloth
and said, 'The spirit of the Prophet (SAAS) was taken while he was wearing
these two garments."'
Al-Bukhiiri gave a hadith of al-Zuhri from Wbayd Allah b. CAbd Allah,
from %'isha and Ibn 'Abbas which quoted them both as having said, "When
revelation came down to the Messenger of God (SAAS), he immediately threw
a black-bordered cloak of his over his face. If distressed, he would uncover his
face and say, while thus, 'God curse the Jews and the Christians! They treat the
graves of their prophets as shrines; what they do is to be avoided.'"
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I note that the later disposition of these three items of clothing is not known.
It is stated above that a piece of red velvet upon which he had prayed was
placed beneath him in his grave.
It would consume a great deal of time for us to detail the items of clothing he
wore throughout his life. The proper place for this will be the chapter devoted
to clothing in my major study the Kitab al-Al;kam, if God so wills it. And in Him
is all trust and reliance.
REFERENCE TO THE HORSES AND OTHER MOUNTS USED BY
THE PROPHET (SAAS).

Ibn Isl).aq stated, from Yazid b. l;Iabib, from Marthad b. 'Abd Allah aI-Muzani,
from 'Abd Allah b. Razin, who quoted 'Ali as having said, "The Prophet (SAAS)
owned a horse named 'al-Murtajiz', a donkey named ''Ofayr' and a mule named
'Ouldul'; his sword was 'Ohu al-Fiqar', and his armour was 'Ohu aI-Fuqul'."
Al-Bayhaqi narrated this from a I;adith of aI-l;Iakam, from Yal).ya b. al-Azzar,
from 'Ali in similar words.
Al-Bayhaqi stated, "We have narrated in our work Kitab al-Sunan the names
of his horses that were with their fortunate recipients. Those horses were named
'Lazaz', 'al-Lal).if also known as 'al-Lakhif and 'aI-Zarib'. The horse he rode
that belonged to Abu TaII).a was called aI-Mandub. His camels were named
'aI-Q;1~wa)', 'aI-'Aqba" and 'aI-Jad'a", while his mule was named 'al-Shahba' and
'al-Bayqa"."
Al-Bayhaqi also stated, "There is nothing in the accounts to indicate that he
died leaving them as inheritance, except for what information we have given
about his mule 'al-Bayqa", his weapons, and a piece of land he left to charity."
We have made reference to his clothing, his mule and his ring in this chapter.
Abu Oa'ud aI-Tayalisi stated that Zam'a b. Salil). narrated to him, from
Abu l;Iazim, from Sahl b. Sa'd, who said, "The Messenger of God (SAAS) died
leaving ajubba, 'a long, wide-sleeved outer garment', made of woven woo!."
The line of transmission for this is excellent.
The I;afi'!' Abu Yaqa stated, in his musnad collection, that Mujahid narrated
to him, from Musa, quoting 'Ali b. Thabit, quoting Ghalib aI-Jazar!, from Anas,
who said, "When the Messenger of God (SAAS) died, a woollen garment was
being woven for him."

This testifies to what is narrated hereabove.
Abu Sa'id b. aI-A'rabi stated that Sa'dan b. N~ir related to him, quoting SufYan
b. 'Oyayna, from aI-Walid b. Kathir, from l;Iusayn, from Fatima, daughter of
al-l;Insayn, that at the time when the Messenger of God (SAAS) died, two
leather vessels were being made for him.
This I;adtth is mursal, "incomplete in its line".
Abu al-Qasim al-Tabrani stated that aI-l;Iasan b. Isl).aq aI-Tasturi related to
him, quoting Abu Umayya 'Amr b. Hisham al-l;Iarrani, quoting 'Othman b.
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'Abd al-Ral;1man b. 'All b. 'Orwa, from 'Abd al-Malik b. AbU Sulayman, from
'At"' and 'Amr b. Dinar, from Ibn 'Abbas, who said, "The Messenger of God
($AAS) had a sword the hilt and pommel of which were made of silver; it was
known as 'Dhu al-Fiqar'. He had a bow called 'al-Sidad' and a quiver named
'al-Jam". He had a coat of armour inlaid with brass called 'Dhat al-FuQul', and
a spear called 'al-$ughra". He had a shield called 'al-Dhaqan'. He also had a white
leather shield called 'al-Mujiz', a black horse named 'al-Sakb', a saddle called
'al-Mujiz', a grey mule called 'Duldul', a camel called 'al~~wa", a donkey called
'¥a'fiir', a carpet called 'al-Karr', a woollen garment called 'al-Namir', a leather
bag called 'al-$adir', a mirror called 'al-Mira'a', scissors called 'al-Jal;1l;1', and a
fir-wood staff called 'al-Mamshuq'."
I note that it has been related above from several of the Companions that the
Messenger of God ($AAS) did not leave a single dinar, nor even a dirham, and
not a slave, male or female. All he left was a mule and a piece of land that he had
given to charity. This requires him to have fully emancipated the slaves to whom
we have referred, to have given to charity all the weapons we have ennumerated,
along with his animals, and all his personal effects, whether or not mentioned by
myself above.
Regarding his mule, its name was "al-Shahba" and also "al-BaYQa'''; though
God knows best. It was that animal that the Muqawqis, the Governor of
Alexandria, whose name was Jurayj b. Mina', had given him along with other
valuables. It was this mule that the Messenger of God ($AAS) rode at the
battle ofI:Iunayn into the very midst ofthe enemy, bravely extolling God's name
and placing all his reliance in God the Almighty and Glorious. It is said that
the mule lived on a long time after him, belonging to 'All during his caliphate
and surviving on after his death and passing into the ownership of'Abd Allahb.
Ja'far who would mash up its barley after it became too weak to eat it otherwise.
His donkey "¥a'fur" is also known by its diminutive name "Dfayr". This was
a mount he would occasionally ride.
Al;1mad narrated, from a ftadith of Mul;1ammad b. Isl;1aq, from ¥azid b. Abu
I:Iabib, from ¥ azid b. 'Abd Allah al-'Awfi, from 'Abd Allah b. Razim, who
quoted 'Ali as having said, "The Messenger of God ($AAS) used to ride a
donkey named ''0fayr'."
Abu ¥ a'ia narrated it from a ftadith of 'Awn b. 'Abd Allah, from Ibn Mas'ud.
It is narrated in a number of aftadith that he rode the donkey.
In both Faftift collections, it is narrated that the Prophet ($AAS), mounted
on a donkey, passed by an assembly at which 'Abd Allah b. Dbayy b. Salal was
present with a mixture of Muslims, idol-worshippers and Jews. He dismounted
and invited all to accept God, the Almighty and Glorious. This occurred prior to
the battle of Badr. The Prophet ($AAS) was intending to visit (the sickbed) of
Sa'd b. 'Obada. 'Abd Allah (b. Ubayy) said to him, "¥ou did not do well by what
you said! If it is all true, you still shouldn't bother us with it in our meetings."
That was before Islam appeared. It is said that this 'Abd Allah puckered up his
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nose at the odour coming from the dung from his donkey, and said, "Don't
disgust us with the filth from your donkey!"
'Abd Allah b. RawalJa responded, "I swear by God, the odour from the
donkey of the Messenger of God is sweeter than the stench from you!" He went
on, "Messenger of God, do come and tell us of it in our meetings; we would
enjoy that." The two tribes then rose to confront one another and were about
to do battle when the Messenger of God (SAAS) pacified them.
The Messenger of God (SAAS) then went on to visit Sa'd b. 'Ubada and
complained to him about 'Abd Allah b. Obayy. Sa'd told him, "Go easy on him,
Messenger of God; by Him who honoured you with the truth, God has truly
sent you with the truth. We were about to make a diadem with which to make
him our king. When God brought the truth, he choked on his own spittle!"
We have narrated above how the Messenger of God (SAAS) rode his donkey in
some of the battles at Khaybar, and how he mounted Mu'adh behind himself on it.
This section would be over-long if we were to now give all the phraseology
and lines of transmission for this.
The qa4i 'Ayyad b. Milsa al-Sabli stated in his book al-ShifiP, as had Imam
al-I:!aramayn225 in his great book on the origins of the faith, and as others have
also maintained, that the Messenger had a donkey named Ziyad b. Shihab.
These authorities also related that he would send off this donkey to fetch one or
other of his Companions; when he did so, it would stop at their door and bray,
so that the man would know that the Messenger of God (SAAS) was requesting
his presence. The above scholars also state that this donkey was the seventieth
in a line of donkeys, each one of which had been ridden by a prophet. They
maintain that when the Messenger of God (SAAS) died, this donkey wandered
off, threw itself into a well, and died.
No lines of transmission whatsoever are given for these accounts. Their veracity
has been denied by various of the /:tufa:;" including 'Abd al-Ra1)man b. Abu I:!atim,
and his father, may God have mercy upon them both. On several occasions, I
heard my teacher, Sheikh Abu al-I:!ajjaj al-MizzI, may God have mercy upon
him, vehemently deny its authenticity.
The /:taft:;, Abu Nu'ayrn stated in his work Dala'il al-Nubuwwa, that Abu Bakr
A1)mad b. Mul;tammad b. Musa ai-'Anbarl related to him, quoting Al;tmad b.
Mul;tammad b. Yusuf, quoting IbrahIm b. Suwayd al-JadhU'I, quoting 'Abd
Allah b. 'Udhayn al-Ta'I, from Thawr b. Yazld, from Khalid b. Macdan, from
Mu'adh b. Jabal, who said, "A black donkey came to the Prophet (SAAS), while
he was at Khaybar and stood right in front of him. He asked the donkey, 'And
who are you?' It replied, 'I am 'Amr, son of so-and-so. We were seven brothers,
each one of whom was ridden by a prophet. I am the youngest. I was to be for
you. A Jew owned me, and whenever I thought of you, I would stumble and he
would beat me.' The Messenger of God (SAAS), replied, 'You are Ya'fur.'"
This /:tadith is extremely ghanb.
225. Al-Juwaym, a scholar of the eighth century AH.

GLOSSARY

ABBREVIATIONS AND NAME-RELATED TERMS

Abu means father. According to Arabic grammatical rules, this word changes
to Abl when governed by a preceding word. While, therefore, Abu Talib
would mean Talib's father, when the word Ibn, son, is prefixed to the name,
the form changes to Abl, and so Ibn Abl Talib, would mean 'the son of
Talib's father'. To avoid confusion in this text, however, the term is left here
universally as Abu.
The letters 'al-' before a noun represent in Arabic the definite article, 'the'.
The letter b. when part of a name represents a shortened form of the word
'Ibn', 'son'. Thus, the name 'Ya'qub b. 'Utba' means 'Ya'qub, son of 'Utba'.
In a composite name, as are often given in this text, such as 'Ya'qub b. 'Utba
b. al-Mughlra b. al-Akhnas' the names of Ya'qub's father, grandfather, and
great grand-father are given.
The letters bt. a shortened form of the Arabic bint, indicates 'girl' or
'daughter'. Thus the name 'A>isha bt. Abu Bakr refers to 'A>isha, daughter of
Abu Bakr.
The letters SAAS are inserted after mention of the Prophet Mu1)ammad.
These letters stand for the Arabic words ,alla Allahu 'alayhi wa sallam; this
invocation, recited by Muslims after every reference to the Prophet, whether
by name or inference, is normally translated as 'May God's peace and blessings
be upon him'.
GLOSSARY ITEMS

Words defined in footnotes associated with the text are not generally included
in this glossary.
ajkhadh: plural of fakhdh (q.v.).
a/:ladith: plural of /:lad,th (q.v.).
agnatic: related through descent on the father's side.
'alim (pI. 'ulama'): scholars or theologians of Islam.
an,ar: the plural of na,ir, helper, or victor. Most commonly met, in this text,
in the plural form, it refers to the early Medinan allies of the Prophet who
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officially fraternized with the muhajirin, those Muslims who had initially gone
into exile from Mecca to Medina in their support for Islam.
'arab al-'ariba: the original Arabs, who are assumed to have spoken the language
of Ya'rub b. QalJti!n.
'arab al-musta'riba: 'the arabized Arabs', initially referring to those who spoke
the Arabic of Ishmael, the dialects of the Bijaz, that is. The term is also
applied to those not descended from the Arabs of Arabia, but who have been
assimilated into Arab culture and who speak Arabic as their native tongue.

'Arafat (also 'Arafa): a plain some 13 miles east of Mecca. Essential parts of
the 1;ajj pilgrimage ceremonies occur there, centered on a small granite hill,
also known by the same name.
'ashira (pl. 'asha'ir): an aguatic group. The word is commonly translated as
tribe. An 'ashtra is composed of several afkhadh (q.v.), while several 'asha'ir
form a single qabila (q.v.).
badana: an animal, commonly a camel, to be offered for sacrifice by a pilgrim
at the 1;ajj (q.v.).
baraka: blessing, in particular that divine force that enables prosperity and
happiness. Persons of great piety or holiness are believe suffused with baraka,
which radiates from them to those around them.

Bakka: an ancient alternative or original name for Mecca. In legend, the name
comes from the Arabic verb baka, he wept, applied to Adam's sadness at
descending to the barren environment of Arabia after his expulsion from
paradise.
batn (pI. butiin): an aguatic group smaller than a qabila (q.v.) but larger than
afakhdh (q.v.).
daf': the word used to denote the act of departure from 'Arafat during the
pilgrimage rites.
fakhdh (pI. afkhadh): a group of several families claiming descent from the
same ancestor.
al-:fajr: the dawn; also the superogatory prayer, recommended but not required,
performed immediately after dawn. It consists of two rak'at (q.v.) to be recited
audibly.
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fa,tla (pI. fa,ii?il): an agnatic group consisting of the nearest members of one's
'ashira (q.v.).
ghazwa (pI. ghazawat): armed engagements in which the Prophet Mul.>ammad
participated personally. Those he initiated but without his own direct participation are known as saraya (pI. of sariyya).
/.ladith (pI. a/.ladith): a saying, reported action or anecdote relating the words
or deeds of the Prophet Mul.>ammad. An isnad (q.v.) precedes the /.ladith and
lists the persons by whom the reported material was transmitted.
/.ladith marfa': a /.ladith related by one of the Companions of the Prophet (see
,a/.lib) and quoted directly from the latter.
/.lafif? (pI. /.lufaf?): a person who has memorized the entire Qupan. Also one of
the sacred attributes - the Guardian, the Protector - by which God is known.
/.lajj: the pilgrimage to the holy places of Mecca set annually to take place in
the first half of the month of Dha al-J:lijja.
/.lanif I) a devout pre-Islamic monotheist. 2) a person sincerely searching for
the ancient religion practised by Abraham, with whom the word is particularly
associated.
/.lanifiyya: the religion of Abraham and the /.lanifi.
/.laram (or /.laram): a term denoting what is sacred, forbidden or inviolable.
/.lijaba: the office of the custodian of the ka<ba; he is known as "the /.lajib.
/.lijra (or hegira): the emigration of the Prophet Mul.>ammad and his supporters
from Mecca into exile in Medina. The date of this event was later adopted as
the commencement of the Muslim era, calculated as 622 AD.
ijaza: I) rendering something legal or permissible. 2) the act of transmitting
a /.ladith and attributing the same to an authority without actually having heard
that person recite it.
ifa¢a: the movement or departure of pilgrims from <Arafat following their
performance of the wuqaf, 'the standing'.
i/.lram: I) the rendering sacred or inviolate. 2) the name given to the clothing
donned by Muslims entering the i/.lram state prior to their participation in the
pilgrimage.
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isnad: the prefatory material to a I;adith (q.v.) that lists the sequence of scholars
or witnesses who transmitted the account from the time of the Prophet
Mul:>ammad up to the time when it was written down.
izar: the cloth that covers the pilgrim from waist to knees when he commits
himself to the sacred state of il;ram.
jahiliyya: denoting childlike foolishness or ignorance, the word is commonly
applied to the period prior to the advent of Islam.
jamra (pI. jamrat): ancient stone pillars symbolizing Satan at Mina. These are
pelted with pebbles during the pilgrimage rites, the stones being known as
jamrttt.

ka'ba: the ancient cube-like structure within the great mosque in Mecca
positioned some feet from the sacred spring zamzam (q.v.). It is towards this
site that Muslims direct their prayers (see qibla).
aI-Khalil: I) a town, also known as Hebron, some 32 miles south of Jerusalem
and the site of the Tomb of the Patriarchs, sacred both to Jews and to
Muslims. 2) a name or attribute implying close friend or confidant; the word
is particularly associated with Abraham.
lima': I) a flag, banner or signpost. 2) the issuance of this to those making the
pilgrimage to the ka'ba.
maqam Ibrahim: the 'station' of Abraham. A sanctuary positioned a few feet
from the ka'ba where Abraham and his co-religionaries would stand for prayer
during the summer months.
maghrib: the west or direction in which the sun sets. Also, the fourth canonical
Islamic prayer performed at dusk. It consists of three rak'at; at the first two
of these the prayers are spoken audibly, the third in silence.
masjid: the place where the Muslim prostrates in prayer, usually a mosque.
Mina: a location some four miles east of Mecca on the road to 'Arafat.

I;adith mursal: a I;adith which is considered by scholars to have a fault or
inconsistency in the chain of its transmission.
al-Muzdalifa: a location some half way between Mina and 'Arafat. It is there
that pilgrims returning from 'Arafat spend the night.
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nadwa: the act of presiding over assemblies of pilgrims at the ka'ba.
parasang: a Persian term for a unit of length, also known as a farsakh. One
parasang equals approximately one league, some three miles, that is.
qabila (pI. qaba'il): a large agnatic group whose members trace descent from a
single ancestor. Often translated as tribe. A qabila is larger than an 'ashira
(q.v.) but smaller than a sha'b (q.v.).
qatf.i: a judge appointed by a Muslim community to administer and adjudicate
issues of Islamic law.
qibla: the direction to which a Muslim faces when praying. Initially towards
Jerusalem but later changed by the Prophet Mul)ammad so that Muslims
would face Mecca and the ka'ba there.
rak'a (pI. rak'at): a unit of prayer consisting of a variety of gestures and
postures. These rak'at total 17 each day, divided between the five canonical
prayer periods.
al-raJ;im: The All-Compassionate; one of the sublime epithets applied to God.
al-raJ;man: the All-Merciful; one of the sublime epithets applied to God.
Ramatf.an: the ninth month of the Muslim lunar calendar. The month of
fasting, it was during Ramat/-iln that divine revelation first came to the Prophet
Mul)ammad, and it is therefore particularly venerated.
rida': a length of unsewn cloth that is draped over the left shoulder and
around the torso of the pilgrim. This garb is donned by the pilgrim when he
enters the iJ;ram state.
rifada: the provision of pilgrims with wheat and raisins by certain members
of Quraysh of Mecca.
al-sa'y; the ritual rapid walk or jog performed during the pilgrimage between
al-Safa and al-Marwa.
saba'; the community and kingdom ruling South-West Arabia for centuries
prior to the mission of the Prophet Mul)ammad.
$aJ;ib (pI. a$J;ab, $aJ;aba): companion; that commnnity of men who knew and
supported the Prophet Mnl)anunad during his mission.
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$a/;i/;: a /;adith (q.v.) the chain of transmission of which is considered by
Muslim scholars to be reliable beyond any reasonable doubt; also, a collection
comprised only of such a/;adith.
sam'an: the receipt of a /;adith (q.v.) from a scholar by listening to him or her
recite it and then repeating it back. This method of transmitting and receiving
a /;adith was considered the most trustworthy of all.
sha'b (pI. shu'ub): a tribal group larger than a qabila (q.v.); a nation, race or
people.
shahada: the profession of faith in Islam by recttmg in Arabic the words:
'There is no God but God and Mu1).ammad is His Messenger'.
shaykh (pI. shuyukh): an elderly man; a tribal or spiritual leader; a distinguished
and devout scholar.
shra: the doctrine and its adherent, a shi'i, that considers 'Ali, son of Abu
Talib and husband of the Prophet Mu1).ammad's daughter Fatima, was the
legitimate spiritual and political heir to the Caliphate of Islam.
sunna: the body of recorded words, actions, gestures and practices of the
Prophet Mu1).ammad. This material constitutes the second foundation of Islam
and its legal system, the holy Qur'an being the first and prime source. In the
plural form, sunan, reference is made to the compilation, by various authorities
of the reported words and actions of the Prophet.
taftir: exegesis and commentary, particularly applied to the Qur'an.
tasmiyya: the enunciation by a Muslim of the formula: 'In the name of God,
the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate' prior to any act or activity in which
he or she might engage.
tawaf ritual circumambulation of a religious site, normally the ka'ba.
tubba' (pI. tababi'a): the tide applied to the kings of pre-Islamic Yemen.
wudii': the ritual ablution necessarily practiced by Muslims prior to their
performance of prayer.
zamzam: the sacred well positioned close to the ka'ba (q.v.) within the /;aram
ai-sharif, the sacred enclosure encompassing the great mosque in Mecca.
Muslims believe the well to have been miraculously opened through the
agency of Gabriel to provide water for Abraham's wife Hagar and their son
Ishnaei.
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35,212,326,465

192
236,250

194,196,304,314,316,328,

343,,347,398,403,404,466,490, S07

<Abd al-RaJ;unIn b. Abo Bakr

197,324,327,380

cAbd al-Ral;tmln b. Abo lJusayn
138
'Abd a1-RaJ,mln b. Abn Layli 303,304,479

<Abd al-Ral;tman b. Abu al-Mawal1 465
cAbd al-Ra\trnan b. Abu Nu'm 146
'Abd al-R$niln b. Abn al-ZinlId
159, 508
cAbd al-~ b. <Awf 172,309,316,350,
358,385,408,409,449,450
'Abd al-RaI)mln b. Ghanam 141
. 'Abd al-RaI)mln b. al-I;Iirith 228
<Abd al-R$niln b. l;Iuinayd 280
<Abd al-RaI)mln b. al-lshahilnl 364
'Abd al-RaJ,mln b.lshiq 333
CAbd al-Ra{unin b. Jubayr b. Nufayr al-l;Ia4raml
138
<Abd al-R$niln b. Ka'b b. MJlik 141
<Abd al-RaJ;unan b. MahdI 206, 220, 250, 334,
458
<Abd al-Ra{unanb. MIlik b. Ju'shum 497
<Abd al-RaI)mln b. M~uuuad al-Muhiribl
364
152,159,167,279,
'Abd al-Rahmiln b. al-Q!tsim
340,364,372,384,387
<Abd al-Ra\lmln b. khabblb al-Sulaml 4
cAbd al-Razzlq
10,61,139,175,179,180,184,
186,192, 206, 219, 229, 241, 253, 289, 302,
303,312,326,327,334,380; 387, 406, 493,
510
<Abd al-Salilnl b. llirb
163
(Abd al-$amad 4, 12, P7,255, 404,484
(Abd a~ b. (Abd al-WArith 4, 12,255,
337,368
<Abd a1-Wahhlb 170,184,226
!A.bd at-Wlhid xix, xxi, 233
(Abd al-WArith
164,337,505
Abd b. Humayd 159,427
Abr;iliam 142,173,221,222,330
Abn al-<Abbls al-A"""m 103, 156,202,344,
345,374
Abn al-'Abbls MUhauuuad b. Ya'qnb
185
Abu -al-!Abbas Mu\1ammad b, YaCqob al-~amm
357

Abo !.Abd AlIIh 208,343,347,392,449,452,508
Abn 'Abd Allih b. al-Dhababi 301,306,308
Aba 'Abd AUih al-I;Iilio 103,359,373,396
Abn 'Abd Allih Muhauuuad b. <Abd AUih
a1-Hifiz 362
Abn 'Abd al-RaI)mln al-Ju<fl 445
Abn 'Abd al-RaI)mln al-Kindt
302
104
Abn 'Abd al-RaJ,mln al-Nasi'!
Abn AhmAd al-Aaadabali
1\2
Abn Ahmad b. Jahsh 462
Abn Ahmid al-ZubayrI 307
Abn al-Asti'aIh 342
Abn 'All al-I;Iifi. 357
Aba (Alt aI-B:usayn b. (Alt al-l;Illfi~
356
Abo (Amit (Abd AllAh b, Bamld 280
Abu cAmir al-CAqdt 304, 330
Abu cAnunA.r al-Busayn b.l;lurayth 61
Abn cAmr
106
AbocAmr aI-Madant 319
107
Aba Artat
Abo asma) al-sayqal
188
Abo Aslm 164, 505
Abn ',\slm al-Nabll 311
Abn al-Aswad
168,327,347,368
141
Abn al-Aswad ai-Dill
Abo CAwina
135, 158, 185, 305, 325, 330, 354,
383; 440, 508, 511
Abn 'Awf 247
Abo ~Awn
140
Abo al-!AwjJ.> al-Sulaint 313
AbnAyynb ai-A...... 306
Abn al-BakhlarI
147
Abn al-BakhtarI b. Hishilm 447
Abo Bakr
138,156,172,196,309,311,312,
315,320,333,334,335,337,338,341-3,346,
347,349,368,371,379,380,381,382,389,
392,396,397,398,405,406,407,408,460,
465,467,472,475,504,505,508
Abu Bakr b. <Abd Albh 26,36,38,40,48-9,
101,414,445,450,457; 476
Aba Bakr b. 'Abd al-Rabmin b. al-l:IitriIh
b. Hishilm 333
Abu Bakr b. Abu al-DunYli 381
Abu Bakr b. Abo Qu\1a.fa ~Th~ Trusting' 50-,
51,52,55,70,94,97,217; 250, 399, 480, 486
Abo Bakr b. Abu Shayba 99,156,160,164,210,
218,227,231,237,258,262,264,307,372,
376,396,452,455,468,481,491,493,495,
496,503
Abn Bakr Ahmad b. 'All al-QMI 459
Abn Bakr Ahmad h. al-I;I""", al-~4t
185
Abn Bakr al_Bayhaql
132,310,356,373
AbDBakral-Bazzlr 155,156,171,183,184,
186,187,291,309,364,374,392,478,509
Abn Bakr b. Abn Shayba 160,258,262,264,
452,455
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Abn Bakr b.lsb>q 347
Abn Bakr b. I.m.~1 90
Abu Bakr Mul;Jammad b. Alpnad aI-Zak1 of Merv
359
Aha Bakr Mubanunad b. Amib Hazam 103-4
Abu Bakr Mu\wnmod b. I.l.t>q b. Khuzayma 356
Aba al-BukhtarI b. Hishlm xxi,49
Abo Burda

135, 334,-372, 392, 512

Aba Burda b. Niyar 92
Aba Di'ad 28,37,40,42,82,104,153,155,
156,158,165,167,173,181,182,201,207,
212,221,:222,224,225,227,230,231,232,
233,236, 244, 245, 246, 247, 249, 262, 268,
271,275,281-2,285--6,288,291,2%,305,
310,333,334,372,375,377,385,389,393,
394,402,405,406,407,411,447,455,459,
465,468,477,480,490,491,496,499,501,
504, 505, 506
Aba Dl>ad al-TayilisI 4,62,69, ISS, 160, 166,
178,199,216,250,368,378,451,476,504,
513
Abn Dh", 9-10, 138,234,238,404
Aba al-I)ul;ll 160,440
Aba al-Fidll qrnld aI-DIn Isma'll b. CUmar

b. KathIr see Ibn KathIr xix
Abu al-I;Iakam b. Hish>m 283
Aba I:lamza
130,195
Abu al-I;Ianlta 236
AbO al-Harnn 302
Abnal-HlrD.n ai-<Abdi
Aba al-l;Iasan

302

130, 155, 171
Abo al-l;Iasan (All b. Mul:tammad al-Hl\ft~
al-I.fmylnl 356
Aba al-l:Iasan al-Ash~
338
Abo al-l;Iasan b. al-AthIr 450,462
Abo HishIm al-Makhznmi 356
AbO I:btim 362, 363
Abn I;Iazim 513
Abo Hurayra 11, 50, 78, 93, 94~ 119, 150, 205,
206,250,304,307,308,310,405,408,414,
453,470,471,481,483,510
Abnal.. Husayn 171,172,302,336
Abnal-l;Iusayn b. Bashriln
160,188
Abn 'lmr>n al-]awnl 345,347,474
Aba <!sa al-Tinnidhi
190
Abu Isbaq 51,61,62,71,142,144,151,182,
188, 189, 195, 197, 302, 303, 307, 310, 335,
336,368,402,440,507
Abn 1sJ,ilq al-FazlU"l 78
Abn lsboq al-MuzakkI
143
Abn I,hoq al-SabI'l 105, 302, 310, 3ll
Abn ]a<far 387
Abu]a<far al_B>qir 227,231,439,493
Aba Ja(far b. Jarlr 310
Abo ]aq"ar b. Mubarnmad b. ]arir al-Tabari
300,306
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Abn]ahl 498
Abn ]amra 178
Abn ]uI,ayfu 242
Abn Kabsh. 458
Abo Khaythama 7-9,364,474
Abo Khaythama al-~I 440,446
Abo Khaythama Zuhayrb Harb 341
Abo Kubaysha
118
Abo Kurayb 6,12,307,341,380,510
Aba Lahab b. (Abd aI-Vzza b. cAbd aI-Mutta-lib
429
Abo Lub:lba 253
Abu Ma'bad
136
Abo al-Ml1ik
135
Abn Ma'mar 164,505
Abn Maryam 304
Abu Mas~d
94
Abu Mas<fid Vqba b. cAmr 94
Abo Mijlaz 142
AbO MU'llwiya 139,170,190,191,301,326,
327,334,340,402
Aba al-Mughtra 137
Abo Muttammad b.l:Iamld al-MaqburI 357
Abo Mas! 6,105,135,241,334,392,500
Abo Mos!. al-A~ri
136
Abo Mas!. al-Qrr1fi xix
Abo Milsi al-Madini 464, 504
Abo Muwayhiba 460
Abo al-Naqr
131,248,369,448,465,473,479
Aba al-Naqr HAshim b. aJ-Q~im
15, 268, 383
Abo Naqra 25,203,356,257
Abo Naqrat al-Mundhir b. Mllik b. Nat'a 357
Abo Nu'aym xxi, 55,92, lOS, 153,257,262,
359,368,375,404,427,433,437,453,455,
459,463,464,465,466,467,468,515
Aba NuCaym al-:Ma~t 305
Abn Nukhay1a 106
Abo al-NuCman 238
Abo al-Nu<man Muhammad b. al-Fudayl 342
Abn ~I.ba
153,184
Abu al":Qasim b. (Asilkir 300
Abo al-Qasim b. al-Baghawt 447, 448, 450, 469
Abo al-Q.asim b. al-Tabr:lnI 241,513
Abn~t:ada
31
Abn~lan
105
Abn Qil.ba 158,186
Abu Qldama al-Hanafi
188
Abo Rafi( 419,431,444,446,465
Abu RuIn
123
Abu Sahl b. Ziyad al-Qtttan 144
Abo SaQd 86,131,156,301,304,308,329,330,
404,465
378,513
Abu Sa~d b. al-A~ibI
11,130-44,203,316,
Abu Sa~d al-Khudari
340,356,357
Abo Sa(Id al-Khudrt 301
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Abo Sa<id Sa<ci b. Mllik b. Sinan al-Khudari
357
Abo Salama 61,232,347,368,455, 502, 503
Abo Salama b. cAbd al-Asad 313
Abu Salama b. 'Abd ,j-Raf.un>n 307,507
Abu ~i1ib
11,283,427,430
Abu Sartba 305
Abu Sury..
141, 170, 478
Abo SufyllO b. I;Iarb 312,317,318
Abu Sury.. ~akhr b.l.larb 74
Abu SufYlln Tall:). b. Nllfi) 341
Aba Sufylna 341
Abo SulaymRn al-DarlnI
128
Abo al-Tahir 461
Abu Taiba 5ll
Abu Taiba Zayd b. Sahl 184, 186, 190,381,450
Aba 'flllib 427,431-2,438
Abu Tha'laba 129
Abo TItawr 140
Aba 01-Tufayl 301,303,305
Abn Vbayd 305, 456
Abu 'Vbayda 398
Abu'libayda 313,315,316
Aho Vbayda cArnic b. aI-Jar~ 484,486, 502
Aba 'libayda b. al-Jarr'b 352
Abu 'UbaYba 446
Abo Uslma 6, 46, 93, 392, 505
Abu Usayd 422
Abu'lith"'.. 451
Abo Uways 167
Abo al-Wahid
136
Abo WPtI
106, 180, 181,340,359
Abo Wajzaal-SalQI
12'1
Abo al-WaJId_ 221,330
Abu Y-by. ,j-MaW,U1I 340, 451
Aba Yaqll
ISS, 364, 380, 381, 440, 462, 463,
468,474,513
Abo Yaqa al-MawsilJ 302, 307
Abo ai-Yamin 50,66,130,138,337
Abo Yazld ai-AmI 307
Abu Zakariyya> b. Abu Lmllq 155,402
Aba Zayd b. 'Amr 314
Abn al-Zinlld
167,405,485,490
137
Abu Ziyad b. 'Ubayd Yabya,j-Gh.....I
Abo al-Zubayr 190,217,231,236,242,309,
311,454, SOl, 509
Abu Zubyau
137
Abo Zura 61,302,362,363,503
Abyssinia, Emigrants to 462
CAdi 302
(Adl b. Thllbit 258, 302, 403
(A~
3,51,99,141,185,305,345,354,370,
391,404,456,471,479,484(Afiln b. Muslim 166
CAmtl b. 'Salam 357
Ab.mad b. <Abd Allah h. Ynnus ..>1..

Al)mad b. (Abd at-Allah b. Ahmad al-NiIi 308
Ahmad b. 'Abd ,j-]abbar 103,170,328,345,
382
Ahmad b. I:Ianbai (Imw) xxi, 152, 156, 158,
165,231,247,251,311,363,375,377,449,
499
A1;,unad h. HiZim 305
AJ;unad b. Mansnr 303,304
Ai}mad b. Numayr al-WakI<J 304
AJ;lInad b. Sa<td aI-Baghdldi 492
AJ.unad b. Sulaymln
180,307
Ahmad b. 'libayd 331,336,463
.AJ;unad h. Vthman Abo al-JawZil
306
Al)mad b. Yonus
363,385
al-Ajdnadayn, battle of 481
(Alisha 167,324, 325, 327, 333, 334, 340, 341,
342,343,348,366,367,368,371,375,376,
380,381,383,384,387,388,394,402-9,461,
462,%6,467,469,475
<.Alisha ht. AboBakr 61,216,217,226,235,
236,512
marriage to the Prophet 152, 153, 154, 156,
158,278,447
(A)isha bt. Sa<d
306
ai-Akbar 103
al-'AI'" b. 01-1.134"""' 498,499
aJ-AlblnI, Nllsir aJ-Din xxv
(All 50,51-2,142,161,177,181,209,212,217,
234,236,240,241,309,311,313,316,324,
335,356,357,358,359,361.362,364,372,
373,374,378,385,386,395,396,398,407,
409,448,452,454,455,466,491,495,508,
513
(All b. <.Abbas 354(All at aJ-Rahba 303
'All b. Abd Allah
162
'All b. Aba Talba 105
(All b. Aba Tilib 35, SO, 51, 86, 87, 92,177,
182, 193,201,242, 303, 313, 314, 326, 342,
356,357,359,360,361,362,372,374,378,
408,451,465,477,480,497
CAli b. AJ.unad 180,331,336
WI b. (A~im
357, 449
<.All h. HakIm 187, 303
CAlI b. HakIm aJ-CAzdl 302
CAli b. al--I::Iasan 371,463
'All b. al-l.Iusayn
177, 181
(All b. al-l.Iusayn b. Wllqid 496
(All b. al-Isl)llq 308
'All b. ,j-Ja'd
155, 363
CAli h. al-MadInI 353,363,452,470,511
(All b. Muhammad
191,302,336
CAlI b. Muhammad al-MuqaddimI 308
(All h. Muhammad b. Yasufb. Shabban b. Milik
b. Masma( 308
<All b. Mushlr 147.164,203,231,388
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(All b. SaCId aI-Ramali 308
CAlI b. Zayd 302
'All b.Zayd b.]ud'an 187,302
aI-A'mash
11,106,160,170,180,203,205,218,
244,301,303,326,333,334,340,341,360,
362, 368, 393, 402, 458, 473, 478, 495
Amat Allilh 460, 463, 464
Amrrb.Aqu 123
(Arnir b. Fuhayra 493,497
cArnir b. l:Iat}ramI 498
cArnir b. SaCd 368
Amir b. Salama al-Khayr b. Qushayr
123
CArnir b. SaCsaCa
122
cAmir b. ShatabII.al-ShaCbi 119
cArnir b. al-Tufayl
146
AmmAnas 127
cAnuntr 369,370
CAnunir b. YllSir 24
CAmr 353,480,496,498
cAmr b. ~jk b. Qtys b. BiyId b. Ru>ash b. Kil11b
b. RabI'ab 122
cAmr b. Abo Hakim 141
CAmr b. cAlI aI-FallllS 362
(Amr b. aPA~
315,478,486,496
cAmr b. Dlolr
192,221,369,439
cAmr b. al-l;Ia«JramI 498
CAmr b. al-I;Illrith b. Bukayr
248
cArnr b. al-I:lirith b. Labda 402
Arnr b. Hazam
J03
cAmr b. I;Iazm
135
cAmr b. Khanl\fa 433-44
cAmr b. Mayman
142
CAmr b. Murra
147,177,181
CAmr al-Niqid 95
cAmrb.Qtys 347,359
cAmI' b. Salama at-Jarmi
129
cAmr b. Sha>s
143
cArnr b. Sha>s al-Aslaml
143
(Amr b. ShuCayb 150, 193,251
cAmr b. Sufylln 359
CAmr b. Tufayl 78
cAmr b. Umayya aI-()amrt 317
cAmr b. aI-Zubayr 343
CAmr Dha Arnr 303
cAmra 387
Anas
155,158,167,183,319,341,364,367,
368,391,392,403,465,470,482,504,505,
509,511,512
Anas b. 1ylld
154
Anas b. MIlHk 51,78,84,153,154, ISS, 158,
164,182,183,184, 18S, 186,243,304,308,
311,326,337,338,342,355,367,368,396,
469,470,471,504,505,506, S08, 509
Anasa
137,445
(Aquil
161, 172, 173,406,409
CAqil 247,368

CXqil b. al-Bukayr al-LaythI 347
354
Arqam b. Abu Arqarn 482, 483
Asad b. MflSl 363, 378
al-A<amm 161,170,206,328,341,382
Asb" b. Mu\1ammad 342
Ash'ath
158,183
al.;.AshCath b. Taliq 362
(A~im
116,353,403, 509, 511
cA.!$im al-Al;twal 219, 511
cAljim b. I;IamId al-SakOni
137
cA,irn b. Vmar b. Qitlda 2
AsI"" 219
Asma b. Haritha 471
Asrna' bt. Ahu Bakr
156,465
Asmll? bt. (Umays 32,208,349
iUnYad 333,335,445
al-Aswad
160, 360, 402, 445
Aswad b. cArnir
147,244,307,364,441,448,
450
al-Aswad b. Q!.ys 359
(Ati 167,170,238,242,243,331,445
'AI" b. al-Si'ih 160,230,451,452,454
CAtutb b. Usayd
140,312
105
(Awf al-Bajali al Kufi
(Awn 242
cAwo b. AbllJul;layfa 116
al-AwzaCI 78,162,167,375,464,474,502
Ayman 445
<Ayn Zaer
119
Ayyub
153,158,164,165,171,175,176,184,
215; 219, 248, 249, 328, 343, 468,503,505,
'''-rim b. aI-FouIl

512
Azami, M. M.
al-Azd
129
Azra b. Th~it

B
Bad'

xxvi

ISS

470, 472, 508

battle of 417,438,445,446,449,450,454,
names of those present at
4S8

al-Baghawi
Bahz

471

187,345,44~

Bahz b. Asad 166, 386
BajIla
129
Bakr b. Abd Ailih AI~Muzani
Bakr b. Sawada
307
Bandar
492, 493
Bandar b. Bashsh~r
356
BanG AI-Ahnaf

Banu cAqil
Bana Asad

313

123
313
Banu al-Azd
100
Banu Gh~mid
129
Bana Kbaslb 313
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Bann al-Mulawwah 313
BanD aI-NadIr 460,463,464
BanD Qurayza 460,463,464
144, 302, 3ll
ai-Bar>'
aI-Bar>' b. 'Azib
142,182,189,302
Barau 460, 462
&ShIr b. al-Khal}~yya Abd Allah b. MaIthad
126
Bashlr b. SaCci 313,354
Basra 470,471
Basra, battle of 359
aI-Bayd'"
158,163,165,166,167, 174, 186
al-BayhaqI xxi, 4, 6, 11-12, 16-18,21,25,29,
35-6,46--7, 59, 60, 63, 70, 77, 78, 81, 91,
108, 135, 144, 152, 155, 159, 160, 163, 167,
170,171,172, ISO, 182, 188, 189, 190, 192,
197,203,206,216,217,221,224,234,235,
237, 242, 248, 250, 251-2, 276, 309, 328, 330,
331,335,337,338,341,343,345,347,349,
357, 359, 362, 363, 364, 365, 373, 374, 377,
378,382,383,384,385,388,391,392,395,
396,397,416,420,422,492,495,498,510,
511, 5r2, 513
Baysan

119

al-Bazzir 155,156,184,190,364,378,392,439,
510
Billl 60,122,241,248,282,316,333,447,472,
473
Blot Kharija 350
Bir Ma<ara. battle of 494
Bishrb.Bakr 157,171,185
Bishr Muawina

Hish, b. Saqd

124

329,330

Bishr b. Qudilma al-Dibibl
156
Boulainvillier, Henri de
xxiv
Bukayr b. Shaddilkh aI-Laythi 472
al-Bukhan:
xxi, 6, 12-13,27-8,45-6,55,62,

64-5,66,67,69,71,91,92,93,94,95,129,
135,150,151,153,154,155,157,158,160,
161,162,164,165,167,204,205,213,214,
215,217,218,219,221,222,223,225,226,
230,238,240,242,243,247,248,254,256--64,
267-8,272-3,280-2,288-9,292-6,299,307,
311,319,321,323,324,327,328,340,341,
343,355,359,362,363,368,375,389,390,
397,402,406,407,410,413,416,423,443,
445,452,458,460,490, S02, 504, 505, 512
Burayd b. (Abd Allah
392
Burayda 301,475
Burayra
462
Byzantines
118
Byzantines, the legends of Persia
125

Crone, Patricia

D
al-Daban
253
al-D.bbik
1,122
aI-Oabbik b. Q>ys
191
al-DaI)1)ak b. SufYin al-Kilabi

Chosroe, Emperor

89,90,91

122

()amra
308
al-Darliwardi

170,509
129, 172,234,362,432
(Abd Alilih al-Azdi 354
(Abd al-Ra1)mln aPAWlf 192
Abn Hind 203,265,356
aI-l:;Iu'illyn
512

al-DlirqutllI

Dji>nd b.
DD>nd b.
Dt>nd b.

[)ll)nd b.
[)ll)nd b. Yazld

308

al-DhahabI 306, 307
Dbakw'n b. 'Abd Q>ys 445-6
Dhn Amarr
312
Dba al-Fiqllt 508
Dha Khalasa
107
Dhu Mikhmar 473
Dho al-Q>'d. 135
Dha al-Q!:!i~ 357
Dhn al-Salltsil 354
I,:>ihya b. Khalifa 313
Dumayra 450,.451,456
Duri, A. A. xx

F
aI-Fa41
211-12, 264-6, 331, 332, 455,464,468
aI-Fa41 b. 'Abbos 372,385
aI-Fa41 b. Duuyn 301
aI-Fa<ll b. Mils.
105,303
al-FatJ,l b. MOSil al-SinilnI
61
Fji>id 462, 465
al-FarToad 167
Farwa 466
Farwa b. Abo al-Maghril' 388
Farwab.(Amr 117
Fatima
314,352, 387, 406, 407, 408, 464, 465,
466
FAtima bt. Mubammad 240,321,513
Fatima bt. Qtys
119
Fidda al-Nnbiyya 466
Firns
325
Fu4ayl b. Sulaymin
138, 165,213,240
Ful.yb
165,329,330

G
Gabriel

321,325,343,363,395,432,501
xxvii
Ghl.lib al-Jazarl
513
Ghftlib b. (Abd Alllih al KalbI 313,315
Gadamer, H. G.

C

xxii, xxv, xxvi

INDEX
Ghassan 129
Ghatafan 312
Ghawl b. Abd aI-U'" 125
GhayJIn b.JarIr" 119
Ghunaym 191
Ghundar 106,178,180,181,194,219,368,452,
459
Goldziher,Ignaz

xxiv, xxvi

H

l:IabashI b. Janida 307
l;labIb
170
l;labIb b. Abo Thobit 138,301,303,305
Habib b. Hini 471
l;labIba 229
Ha["hon ai-Khalil! 308
aI-l;la4ramI 498
aJ-l:IadramI b. cAmir 120
~~
161,173,195,364,462,464
al-I;laii 103
a1-l;Iajjllj 84, 166,-173, 174, 190, 194,228,241,
247,416,448,449
aJ--I;Iajjij b. Armt 191
l:Iajjaj b. Muhanunad_al-ACwar 177,462
l:Iajjij b. aJ-ShaclI' 304
a1-l:Iakarn 177,178,180,181,216,226,241,
244,445
160
aI-l;lakam b.1btlhim
aI-l:llkim 78, 161, 170,205,206,226,325,328,
357,382,388,395,421,504
aI-l;llkim AbO 'Abd Allih 362
Hlkima 462
I;lakkim b. Salm 368
fmnUd 183,378,470
l;lamId b. Mas'ada 342
~arrunid
51,90,215,221,392,507
l:Iammid b. fAmr b. Abo. Isml'Il al-NasIbI 362
l:Iammtd b. cAmr al-N~bI
362
l:Iamtlllld b. Salama 51,99, 149, 160,217,225,
291,302,369,370,381.411,424,448-,451,
479
I;lammld b. 'Urnar 362
l:Iammld b. Zayd 90,153,165,176,197,215,
219,238,249,299,343,354,390
Hammlm 78, 177, 345
Hammlm b. Yahyll 187
I;lamza b. a1-CAbbas al-CAqabI of Baghdad 362
Hamza b. cAbd Al1ih b. CUmar 162
l;Iarnza b. cAbel al-MuttaJib 313
Harnza b. Habib al-Zayyllt
156
I;lan",h
147
l:Ianash b. al-I;brith b. haqnal-Ashja<J: 306
I:Ianash b. al-Mu<J:amir 147
I;lanhal b. Is\>lq 345
Hini' b. Ayyob 304
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Hanold b. al-Sarrt

353

l:Ian~ala

484, 485
Hannld
155,188
aI-l;lltith
122,419

aI-l;Iirith b. cAmr 10
aI:"'l;Ilrith b. cAw( 121
aI-l;lltith b. Mliik b. aI-lla>-,l' 313
al-I;brith b. Suwa;rd 317,340
HllrQn b. MaTtif 139
l:Iasan 336, 480
aI-l:Iasan 371,378,384,407,471,476
al-l:Iasan b. CAlI 185,393
aI-l;lasanal-Jla<rt 61, 183, 371
aI-l;lasan a1-MaqbntI 362
I;lasan b. Moso 370
al-~ b. Sallamal-Sawwaq
106
al-l:Iasan b. Sufyln 302
aI;.l;Iasan b. Ziyld 501
Hashim 90, 155
l;Iashraj b. Nublta 44-8-,457
Hassan b. Khat 126
I;Iassin b. Thlbit 318,399,437,466
I;lo~b b. Abu Balta'a
450
165,170,210,212, 3l\
I;lltim b. Ismo'Il
I;lazn b. 'Abu Wahb 314
Heraclius,Emperor 18
Hibbin 136
Himyar 125
Hishtm 18, 155,206,282,325,330,355,375,
378; 388, 406, 454, 462, 510
Hishlm b.'Ammlr
170,212,465
Hishim al-Dastuwllf.
166
Hishlm b. Vrwa 150,159,168,216,226,324,
334,344,345,358,364,375,381
al-l;Iublb b. al-Mundbir 353
al-Hudaybiyya 143, ISO, 156, 174, 179,-187,
.
192,470,471,478
Hudayl b. Shnra\ilid 360
Hndba 302
I;ludhayfa b. ai-Yamin 316
al-Hulayfa 157
~uroayd
SO, 183, 184,336,345
I;Iumayd b. cAbel al-RaI;tmlln 354,378
Hwnayd B. Hila! al-Adawi al-Basri 184, 185,
194
I;Iumayd ai-TawIl 183,184,187,363,383,505
aI-Hunayd b. <C. 313
Hannad 245, 246
Hunayn, battle of 150,187, #5, 446,465,470
Huraym
Hunnuz

364
454-

l:Iusayn 480,513
I;l""'yn b. 'Abd Alloh 372,381,385,441,451,
456
I;lu,.yn b. 'Abd aI-Rahm>n 50,290,359
I;IUliayn b. <All
353
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l;:I~yn b. (Ali aI-Jucfi
353
al-l:;Iusayn b. Harb 303
l;Iu~yn b. Muhammad
305

l1ushayrn

99,147,159,166,182,183,188,336,

368, 370, 499
!;Iuyayyb. Akhtab

463

55,153,159,195,205,207,216,221,
224,225,231,236,242,261,263-4,268,278,
309,368,380,387,437,462,508
Ibn KathIr
139
IbnJurayj

life of xix
writings of xix, xx, xxi, xxvii, xxix

life of Mui)ammad (Tbe Prophet)

I
Ibn 'Abbis 1,35,46,60,62,65,66,80,81,82,85,
136, 142, ISO, 153, 154, 157, 158, 161, 162,
163, 171,178, 180, 181, 192,206,216, 221,
224,225,226,227,230,232,233,237,244,

249,251-2,260-1,264,266-7, ln, 292, 301,
310,321,324,326,327,330,331,335,336,
341,347,350,353,359,360,364,366,369,
370,372,374,377,380,381,385,404,423-4,
428,431,436,446,466, -+67,491,496,500,
501, 507, Sll, 514
Ibn (Abd ai-Barr SOO
Ibn <Abdlln
463
Ibn Abo (~im
304
Ibn Abo Bukayr 307
Ibn Abo Dhi>b 249,310,451,510

Ibn Aba Ghanlyya

301

bn Abu Laylll
183
Ibn Abo Mulayka
55, 327. 343, 380, 383
Ibn Aba Q,lh.la 330, 333
152
Ibn Abu Shayba
Ibn Abo al-Zinikl
168, 325, 490, 508
Ibn CAdi

501

IbnA$t 190
Ibn <Asakir 366,368,377,378,384,385,390,
394,437,440,451,452,453,456,462,463,
471,483,499,501,502
Ibn al-Atblr
385,447,460,462,463,464,465,
466,467,484,500
Ibn 'AyyOsh
138
Ibn Burayda

311

Ibn al-Hadd 324
129
Ibn Harnn
Ibn Hazm
153,154,158
Ibn !;lib"" 143,182,188,190,270
Ibn l;Iibblln
362,501
Ibn Hishllm xxi, 3, 7, 23, 47, 53, 58, 64, 80, 95,
313,316,317,318,319,398
Ibn al-1l;bahlnl
364
Ibn Isl;laq ni, 2-3, 5, 7, II, 14,20-1,26,37-8,
40,42-5,47-8,53, 54, 58, 59, 61, 64, 68, 69,
75,76,78,79,81,82,85,86,88,91,95,96,
97,98,133,156, 162, 163, 167,227,247,312,
313,315,317,318,319,332,333,341,344,
364, 366, 371, 372, 382, 385, 386, 387, 399,
418,423,437,445,450,458,495,507,513
Ibn Jarlr
51,61,253,302,303,304,305,306,
307,308

xxii

Ibn ai-KhalIl
148
Ibn al-Khattlb
348

Ibn Khuzayma

407

Ibn LahI<a
22-3,307,347,368,432
Ibn MaCfn
143
Ibn Mlja 99,141, 148, 152, ISS, 156, 162, 168,

170,181,189,190,191,192,205,206,224,
230,235,237,243,249,253,268-71,302,
307,334,336,342,372,377,381,383,384,
391,393,394,402,404,432,455,456,459,
465,468,476,480,484,485,499,502,505.
512
Ibn Manda
464,465,471,472
Ibn Mas<nd
10, 234, 340, 353, 379, 392, 477,
478,514
Ibn al-Musayyab
378
Ibn al-NuCtnln
176
137,302
Ibn al-Numayr
Ibn Rahawayh 249,271,330
Ibn Salama
340
Ibn Salim
363

Ibn SIrIn

49?,511

Ibn Shawdhab
308
Ibn Shihilh
49,169,172,173,178,191,196,

204;221,223,225,245,247,258,260,324,
332,333,334,347,350,353,364,405,409,
505,506
Jbn Shubayl
105
Ibn Sulaytnln 363
Ibn Tilwns
202
Ibn Taymiyya al-I:IarranI
xix
Ibn Taymiyyah
xx
Ibn <Uliyya
165, 175
Ibn <Vmar 154,155,160,161,162,164,165,167,

171,172,174,175,176,183,185,195,204,
205,213,214,215,216,217,219,221,222,
230,235,242,243,247,271,274,276,279,
288--9,294,309,310.321,358,384,505,507,
509,510
Ibn Umin MaktQm
491
Ibn <Uyayna 364,367
Ibn Wahb
164,454,201,204,205,206,217,
222,223,225,247,248,325,367,454,460,
461,477,505
Ibn al-Zubayr
174
Ibrahim
160,203,218,234,333,403,465,466,
467
Ibrlihlm aI-NakhaCf
160
356
Ibrahim b. Abu l).lib

INDEX
Ib.-.hlm b. Mahdl 138
Ibrahim b. Maysara
153,164
IbrahIm b. Mu1;lammad
236, 248
IbrahIm b. Muhammad b. al-Muntashir
IbnihIm b. MOllO 55,355,362,378
IbrahIm b. SaCd 8,187,328,465,506
Ibrthfm b. Tahmiin
152,226
IbrobIm al-TaymI 340,360
IbrlhIm b. YaCqab al-JawZlnI 362
IbrahIm b. Ynsuf 144
lbrllhlm b. Ynsufb. Abn Isl)l\q

158

142

IdrIs al-Azdl 308
Ikrama 331,469
CJkrima 1,150,157,162,179,180,192,206,
226, 227, 250, 372, 381, 385, 404, 496, 512
Imllm Ahmad
50,51,61,63,82,83,84,88,89,
90,91,99,106,138,155,156,157,158,159,
160,163,166,168,169,206,207,208,210,
214,219,220,229,237,238,239,241,243,
248,250,301,302,305,306, 307, 310, 322,
327, 329, 330, 332, 334, 335, 342; 343, 344,
350, 353, 354, 359, 364, 368, 369, 370, 371,
372,375,376,377,380,382,383,384,385,
387,391,392,397,402,406,410,439,441,
446,448,449,450,451,457,458,465,469,
470,473,477,483,490,493,497,499,503,

504,Sll
Imlm Ahmad b, Hanbal
Imin Abu al-Fidi
139
Imin Malik 341
Imran b. Husayn 194
!sa 504

170,357

Cisa b. ¥onus 227,232,468,504
M",m 363
lsboq 155
lsblq b. 'Abd All'" 42, 78, 456
Is!)lq b. Ibr""m 210,249,330,271
lsb>q b. q..
18,167,449
IsJ;t1q b. Ci'sl al-Tabl( 350,351
ls\lllq Abolsrll'O
lsbaq b. Man"'r 148,393,510
Is!)aq b. Rlhawayh 141,158,223,237,330,342,
353
ls\lllq b. YaslIr 105, 386, 464
Ishaq b. Yusuf 402
brrnl~1
165,167,248,319,343,512
1sm1'l1 b. 'Abd AU'" 369,395
lsml91 b. Abu HakIm 341
IsmlCfI b. Abo Khlllid. 94, 105, 106, 192.369,
385,396
Ismi~1 b. Abo Uways
144
Ismll<lI b. CAmr aI-Bajah 304
!smlCfl b. <.AYYllsh 138
lsml91 b. Hafs 156
1sm191 b. KashIt 306
Isml<tl b. Muhammad
171

,40
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Isml<J:! b. Musil. 307
Ismll<tl a1-SuddI 385
Unnl<J:lb. lJhyya
165
Ismll'll b. Umayya 176
IsJi1>t1 151,303,307,335,336,464,468,509.
510

J
Jabbar b. Sulma
122
Jllbir 2,79, 153, 154, 161, 170, 182, 190, 204,
209,212,217,218.223,225.228,230,231,
233,247,248,309,311,321,417,429,454.
501, 507, 509
Jibir b. 'Abd AU'" 151,167,170,182,189,208,
224,227,231,232,236,237,238,242,245,
307,388,395
al-Jadd b. <l!>ys 2
Ja(lar 208,209,236,315,395,447.500,509
Ja(far b. Barqln
195
Ja(far b. Muhammad
152,170,182,189,236,
248,311,362,395,462
JaCfar b. Muhammad b. Shlikir 357
Jacfar al-Sldiq 363, 387
Ja<lar b. CUthmln 221
JlhilIyya 112, 117
Jami< Shaddld al-MuhiribI
116
Jarnllb. <~mlra 306,307
Jarir
136,340.341.342
Jartr b. Abd AU", al-Bajali 105
Jarir b. Abd Allaf 105
al-]arirI 357
al-Jirod 64
a1-J...... 119
al-Jawzjll.nl 363
Jerusalem 512
Jesus 351
Jews and Judaism 497,512
al-JiCrina
121,150,156,179,187,192,199,311
Joseph 333,334
Ju<fI 127
Juhayna 129
Jundab b. 'Abd AU'" 330
Jurash 100
Juri; b. Mina 466
Juynboll, G. H. A. xxvi

K
](a'b 464
Ka'b b. Mllik
Ka'b b. VjTa

29-32, 308
144
K.a<b b. Zuhayr xxi
Kahmas b. aI-Hasan 311
al·KalbI
18,428,435,442
Kimil Abu at-<AIll) 305
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](arbala 509
KalhIr b. Zayd 304
Khadra
462, 46S
Khalafb. al-Walld
503
Khalafb. Hi,horn al-Bazzar 363
Kh>lid
134,158,278,473,481,486,504
KhDlid al-Hadh~
369
Khlliid al-llidhdho' 226,510
Khilid b. al-I:Jarith 194
Kh>lid b. Makhlad 28
Kh>lid b. Saqd 96, 486, 495
Kh>lid b. Saqd b. al-'A~ 446
Khalid b. &inan af-CAbsi
120
Khtlid b, al-Walld 83, 105,240

Khallfa b. Khay.!
Khirija b. Zayd
129
Khatham
Khawla 463

371,458,478
490

Khaybar, battle of
470
Kbiditn b. Khlllid

Mallliur

159,160, 180, 185

Ma~i1r

b. <Jkrima. b: (Amir h. Hashim b. (Abd
Manofb. 'Abd al-Dar b. Qy,ayy 234
Margoliouth
xxvi
Marj al ~ufr, battle of 481
Marthad 468
Marthad b. (Abd Allah al-mazanl
513
Marthad b. Aba Marthad 313
al-~a
168, 169, 173, 174, 176, 183, 196
Marw1In b. al-l;lakam 177, 18!, 500
MarwIn b. Mut:a.wiya 237
Marwin b. Mu'lwiya al~Fazilrl
191
Masraq
160, 180, 325, 336, 402

Matar b. Khalifil
93,129,325,406,453,464,
129

Khusayf 163, 166
Khuza<t ibn (Abd Nahm

303

Marar al-Warrlq
308
Maymon Abn (Abd AIlIh
305
Maymana
248,467,468
Mika~1

363
480
Miqdftd b. aI-Aswad

Khulaysa 462, 463
Khums
143

Miqdad
55

Khuzayma
122
Khuzayma b. Saw!
122
Kitib al-Fitan
120
Kurayb
165
Kul'Z b. <Alqama 75,76

KUI2 b. ]llbir

Malik h. Hisha:m 285
360
Malik b. Mighwal
Ma<mar
184, 196, 229, 302, 312, 334, 337, 340,
355,373,406,493,499

312

L
Labld b: RabI<a b. MAlik b. Ja<far
79, 122
Lammens, Henri
xxiv
al-Layth 15,29,49,138,161,172,173,174,198,
221,223,238,247,264,272,324,406, 409, 466,

505,506
Layth h. Abo Sulaym 138,246
al-Layth b. Sa'd 65, 368

M

Ma<an b. <Adl 353
Mal)mud b. Ghaylan 383
Mak\lul 216,371,473,509,510
MakI)ill al~Shimi:
362
M.aJik 161,162,167,174,182,191,195,238,
247,248,250,352,353,367,375,383,406
MAlik,Imam
15,152,159,224,251
MDlik b. <Amr
155
Malik b. Anas
168,174, l78, 350, 381, 405
Malik h. (Awf 74
Mllik b. l;Iudhayfa b. Badr 314
Malik b. al~I;:Iuwayrith 308

182,479
Miqsam
216,244,377,386
Miscar
158,402,478
aI- Miswar
509
al-Mizzt, Sheikh xx,256
MuCadh b Mul:adh
178
MU>ammil
493
MU>anunil Aba al-Ral,tman
327
Mucawiya
40,44,179,201,206,221,353,368,
454,462,477,478,495,500,501
al-Mughlra
346
al-Mughlra b. Sakan
4,38--9,43-4
al-Mughlra b. ShuCba
386,478,495
Muhll.jir b. Mismtr 306
preaching of xx
Mubammad b. 'Abd al-Aqll
194, 289
Mubammad b. (Abd Allah al-An!?llri
158, 508
MuJ;tammad b. 'Abd AlIllh Zayd 281
Mubammad b. (Abd aJ-CAzIz b. Aba Razma
156
Mul;1ammad b. CAbd al-Ral;l.mlln b. Aba Laylll

216
Mul)ammad h. Aba Bakral-MuqaddimI

153,

155,159,165,213,219,462
Mubammad b. al-'Ali>
93
Mubammad b. 'All
95, 404
Mul,1ammad b. cAlI b. ai-Hasan b. Shaqiq
181
Mubammad b. CAmr 411,474
Mubammad b. (Amr (Alqama 319
MuI;lammad b.Bakr 221,277,289
Mul)ammad b. Bashshir
4, 181, 194, 290, 297,

509
Mubarnmad b. Bishr b. Matar
Mu1;lammad b. Bukayr
153

396

INDEX
Mu\>ammad b. Fu4ayl

4)1

Mubammad h.l:btim 231,242,325
Mul:tammad b. ({sa 165
Mul;aammad b. Isl;llq xxi, 55,67,75,78,82,
152,161,163,227,231,246,300,301,312,
316,321,322,328,341,353,355,359,372,
378,381,382,386,387,398,433,441,453,
457,465,471,474,481,507,512,514
Mul)ammad b. IsJ;t1q b. Khuzayma 357,378
Mu\>arnmad b. Isb'q b. Y""'r
167,310,312,

341
Mu1,lammad b. IsmI'I!

189,194,241,268,336,448
Mul)ammad b. Jubayr b. MutGm 328,409
Muhammad b. KarbIr 218,225,378,403
Mulpmmad b. Khlliid b. (Athama 306
Mul;,uunmad b. Mahrin

362

Mubammad b. Ma<mar

506

Mul)ammad b. Maslama

313,358

Mu\tammad b. MiskIn 171, 185
Mu1:lammad b. al-Munkadir 94,153,154,164,
449
Mul:tammad b. al-Muthannl
301
Mu1,lammad b. al-Muththanl

194
Mu1)ammad b. RAfi(
Mui}ammad b. Sacd

Mnsa b. CUqba xxi,9, 38, 43, 61, 153, 157, 162,
165, 195,204,206,213,214,240,242,312,
337,338,358,364,366,368,387,392,458,497
MQSll b. <tJthmlln al-Hadrami
302
Mu~Cab b. Ya'qnb al-Zam'i
306, 333
Mu~Cab b. Sulaym al-Zubayri
187
Musaddad
183,215,221,222,226,127,245,

261,371,512
Musaylima
36,66,68-9,70
Musay_lirna b. l;IabIb
399
Muslim
214,215,218,219,220,221,222,223,

224,226,227,228,230,231,232,233,235,

4,447,459

Mul;tammad b. Isml'll al-A.I;unasl
364
Mu1).ammad b. Ja<far 40-1,50,88, 181, 186,
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236,237,238,242,248,249,368,369,370,
375,392,393,480,484,502,503,512
Muslim b. (Abd Allah al-Basri
166
Muslim b. al-l;Iajjllj
227,357, 392, 407, 500
Muslim
407, 469, 505
Muslim b. lbrthim
336, 457
al-Mu'tamir b. Sulaymln
179, 186, 192,237,

470
Mutarifb. Kllhio 125
al-Mul1"1;b b. Abd Allah

345

al-Mul1"1;b b. I:IanIa!>
206
a1-Mutralib b. Ziyid
307
Muqamur b. Sulaynilln
342

171,177,184,

233,236,274,327, 511
354,384,396,429,449,

450,452,454,456,461,462,470,471,478,
483,500
Mubammad b. SlrIn 89,90,281,369,509
Mubammad b. Sulayman
452, 506
Mul;uunmad b. Tall,laz b. cAbd al-R.alJmln
3
Mul,lammad b. Vbida
286
Mubammad b. Vmar b. CAli a1-Muqaddiml

304, 308
Mu\1ammad b.lUmaral-Wiqidl
54
Muhammad b. Y,",uf 205,242
MuJ)ammad b. Zakariyyft> aI-GullibI
436
Mubarnmad b. Zayd
499
Mul)mnd b. (Awfal-Th'l
306
Mul,lriz b. Abu Huraya
50
Mujlhid
1,150,189,369,445,466,513
Mujlliid
99, 178
Munabbih b. al-Bajjtj
468
a1-Mundhir b. (Amr
313
Murra
364,378
Murra b. Sharl\hII
362
Mus! 513
Mus! b. cAbd Allih
16
Mila> b. Ayynb 362
Mila> b.1oan.GI
177,302,331
Mus! b. Mu1)ammad
394
MOd b. CUbilda 468
MOSli b. CUbayda al-RabadhI
309

N
al-Nadr b. Shumayl
158
Na&d b. 'Abd Allah b. Khalaf 120
Naft< 154,161,162,164,165,171,172,174,
176,195,203,204,205,213,214,215,216,
219,221,230,231,235,242,247,327,384,
453,505,509
Nahllwand, battle of 97
a1-Nasll~
4,91,94,150,152,153,163,164,168,
173,176,179,181,182,188,191,193,205,
221,222,223,229,230,234,237,247,249,
256,271,282,287,301,303,305,307,334,
336,342,344,345,353,362,363,375,392,
394,402,406,407,448,456,468,469,477,
480,485,496, 501, 502, 503, 505, 506
Negus of Abyssinia see ~I,lama lAWam, Mas\uuna,
Negus of Abyssinia)
473
Nuah
132
Noeldecke, Theodor
xxiv
NuCaym b.l;Iaklm
304Nu'aym b.l;Iammlld
227,474
NuCaym b. Abu Hind
353
Nu'aym b. Yazid
342
Nubayt b. Sbartl 353
al-Nu'm>n b. Bashlr
354

o
Ockley, Simon

xxiv
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P

Rodinson, Maxime

xxii
xxiii
PrideauX, Humphrey

Ruklna b. (Abd Yazld b. Hashim b. aI-Mutta-lib
b. 'Abd Marulf 441

Paret, Rudi
Peters, F. E.

xxiii

Ruzayna

xxii

460, 463, 464

Q

S

~b"a b.

Sa\!
167,409,462, -465,476
Sa'd b. Abo Sacb 493
Sa'd b. Abo Waqq.. 178,179,191,313,408

'Aqaba 363
~... b. Mukblriq
126
~~Iyya,bMtleof
97,495
al-Q;t'uabr 406
al~im
159,189,342,375,477
al-Qosim b. Bahram 501
al~1" b. Mulwnmad
167, 190,328,354
Qltlda

1,161,166,171,177,181,312,341,

342,371, 378. 403, 424, 456, 464, 484, 485,
504, S09
~mda b. Da<ama al-Sadosi
187
~ys b. Abo Hazim
lOS
~ys b. al-Musal>ba' al-Yamu"
314
~ys b. Sa'd b. <lJbada
477
AI-Qu'synl 178
Q!>baY$a lOS
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